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Choice of extraction equipment in chemical processes
R. Berger, BASF AG Ludwigshafen/FRG
Introduction
Liquid/Liquid extraction has some classical fields of application, as
far example the nuclear industry, the oil industry and metal extrac
tion. It was these fields, too which stimulated the development of
equipment and basic investigations into this separation process. In
each of these fields, the problem is a relatively narrowly defined one
with certain limiting conditions. The chemical industry was fairly
late in making use of this method. In thi� industry, however, the
tasks in question are varied and the physical properties cover a broad
range. From this point of view, the question as to which equipment is
most suitable for a particular extraction problem takes on a new sig
nificance.
Criteria for choosing a suitable extractor
The choice of extractor design is essentially governed by three fac
tors: physical properties, number of theoretical stages and through
put. In addition, some operational aspects are frequently important,
for example flexibility with respect to load fluctuations and product
quality, sensitivity to solids, suitability for batchwise operation
with a number of similar products.
Physical properties which are important with regard t_o extraction a,re
the difference in the densities of the·· two phases, the viscosity and
the interfacial tension. These three parameters affect the dispersibi1 ity on the one hand and the phase separation behavior on the other.
Fine dispersion is desirable in order that mass transfer is as comple
te as possible. On the other hand, complete phase separation is also
desirable in order to achieve a satisfactory countercurrent.
A large difference in densities, high viscosity and interfacial ten
sion make it more difficult to carry out dispersing, ie. they ne
cessitate a higher dissipation of energy than when the reverse is
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true. From the point of view of energy dissipation, the various ex
tractors can be classified roughly as follows:
columns without energy input
pulsed columns
rotary columns and centrifuges

(packed columns, sieve plate columns '
and columns with corrugated packings)
(pulsed packed and sieve plate columns
and reciprocating plate columns)

mixer-settlers
Phase separation is promoted by a large difference 'n densities and
high interfacial tension, whereas high viscosity maKes phase separa
tion more difficult. The lower limit for the difference in densities
may be given as L\'s "'- 50 kg/m 3 . Mixtures exceeding this value can gene
rally be treated in columns and mixer settlers. If the difference in
densities is smaller, a centrifugal extractor has to be used.
A low interfacial tension gives rise to problems in phase separation.
Mixer-settlers are in any case unsuitable for mixtures with a low in
terfacial tension and owing to the shear field produced, centrif�gal
extractors too have a dispersing effect which should not be underes'.i
mated. In such cases, the energy input should be carefully control
led. Suitable equipments are rotary and pulsed columns in which the
energy input can be matched with the physical properties via the ro
tary spee� or the pulsation frequency.
For industrial plants, the lower limit of interfacial tension may be
st�ted as about 1 - 2 mN/m.
The choice of equipment is also influenced by the number of theoreti
cal stages required for a given separation task. Because of their poor
.separation efficiency, columns without an energy input can only reali
ze a small number of separation stages. Pulsed and rotary columns
achieve larger numbers of separation stages. They are limited by the
pulsation unit or the length of the through shaft. In the case of the
centrifugal extractors, the Robatel design achieves a greater number
of separation stages as for example, the Podbielniak extractor. Mi
xer-settlers are built up according to the modular system. Consequent
ly, there are hardly any limits to the number of separation stages.
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The largest diameter built to date can serve indirectly as a prelimi
nary estimate of the maximum possible throughputs in the individual
extractor types:
Dmax/m
Reciprocating plate columns
Pulsed columns
Kuhni extractor
Asymmetric rotating disc extractor
Rotating disk contactor
Mi xer - sett ler column

1.0
2. 7
2.5
2.8
4.0
8. o·

Accordingly, the greatest throughputs are clearly to be achieved with
the mixer-settler. In the case of the pulsed columns, the pulsation
unit imposes a restriction on the diameter. In the rotary columns, the
separation efficiency is no longer satisfactory at large diameters. To
permit a final statement about the throughput of an equipment, the
cross-sectional loadings must be added to the above list. This will be
dealt with In a subsequent section when the operating characteristics
are discussed.
The importance of standardized test mixtures for comparative investi
gations of equipments
The literature contains publications which recommend criteria which
are necessary for an optimum choice of equipment. However, these re
commendations are generally only of qualitative nature and in some ca
ses even contradictory because investigations which allow an objective
comparison are not available. The precondition for c�rrying out inves
tigations into equipments under comparable conditions was first provi
ded by the standardization of test mixtures for extraction, as sugges
ted and worked out in detail by Misek /1/ et al. in connection with
the European Federation of Chemical Engineering. The following systems
have been recommended:
Toluene/H20/acetone
Butyl acetate/H20/acetone
n-Butanol/H20/succinic acid.
These mixtures not only constitute an objective basis but their pre
sence also acts as a catalyst, stimulating further Investigations and
encouraging the exchange of scientific information. Consequently, very
-III- '5

successful cooperation took place between university institutes and
industry in Austria, Switzerland and the Federal Republic of Germany.
As a result of this cooperation, a whole series of investigations into
fluid dynamics was carried out, and only a very brief overview of the•
se will be given below.
Operating characteristics of various groups of equipments
Pilhofer /2/ has summarized the most important work carried out with
test mixtures over the past eight years in a review, and has made a
very clear comparison. This review includes information on the diffe
rent operating characteristics of the various groups of equipments.
Fig. 1 has been taken from this overview and supplemented by a few ad
ditional measurements /3 /. It shows the separation effiency, expressed
as the number of theoretical stages per meter, as a function of the
loading. It contains data for two rotary columnsl), for pulsed sieve
plate columns with different fractional free area and for a. column
with a corrugated packing2) and without energy input. All measurements
were carried out using the toluene-system 3 ). It is obvious that the
rotary columns achieve the highest separation efficiency but permit
only small loadings. The pulsed sieve plate columns permit higher· loa
dings but lower separation efficiency. The fractional free area of :Jie
sieve plates, as an additional parameter, extends the range of both
characteristics. Finally, the highest loadings are achieved with the
columns containing the corrugated packing and without an energy in
p ut. Howe-•er, this advantage is obtained at the expense of a consider
able deterioration in the separation efficiency. In general, it may be
said that all measures which improve the separation efficiency lead to
a reduction in the loading. This discovery is also confirmed by other
measurements.
The extent to.which the individual groups of cqu1pments are suitable
in the event of fluctuations in loading can also be read off from
Fig. 1. In the case of the rotary columns, it is true that even a
small drop from the optimum design loading leads to a substantial de
terioration in the separation efficiency. In contrast, the column con
taining the corrugated packing covers a very wide loading range,
within which the separation efficiency changes only slightly.
1) Kuhni, Allschwil, Switzerland and QVF, Wiesbaden/FRG
2) Sulzer, Winterthur, Switzerland
) in one case, with the butyl acetate-system too /3/

3
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Other parameters of the operating characteristics are the physical
properties of the mixture and the geometry of the internals. Using a
pulsed sieve plate column as an example, fig. 2 shows how the fractio
nal free area influences the separation effiency. The height equiva
lent of a theoretical stage (HETS) is plotted as a function of the
pulsation frequency for two mixtures of high and low interfacial ten
sion. In the toluene system, the plate geometry has a serious effect:
the separation efficiency decreases sharply with increasing fractional
free area. In contrast, the butanol system, which has a very low in
terfacial tension, shows no substantial effect. Hence, in the case of
systems of low interfacial tension, a plate with a large fractional
free area will be chosen in order to take advantage of the higher
throughput.
Adapting the column geometry to the separation problem
In the early days of extraction, different types of equipments were
associated with very particular geometries, and the various groups
therefore differed distinctly from one another. for example, pulsed
sieve plate columns had a fractional free area of 15 - 22 '.t, while re
ciprocating plate columns had a free cross-section of 50 - 60 '.t. Re
cently developed equipments envlsage that the geometry will be adapted
to the physical properties, in the case of both pulsation columns and
rotary_ columns. -This flexibility in designing the interna.ls makes it
possible, when studying the fluid dynamics, to co�bine related equip
ments into groups, which can be described as a whole. Hence, the sepa
rate treatment of a large number of individual equipment in text books
is now outmoded.
The extent to which such a method of grouping is viable is illustrated
by way of example with pulsed and reciprocating plate columns. fig. 3
shows the maximum loading as a function of the pulsation for a reci
procating plate column and a pulsed sieve plate column, each of which
has a free cross-section of 60 i, and for pulsed packed columns con
taining 25 mm Pall and Raschig rings. The curves have completely dif
ferent shapes. Within the frequency range optimum with respect to the
design of the equipment, the differences are in no way serious. fig. 4
compares the equipments in terms of the separation efficiency. Also
here the curves for all four types of columns are very close to
gether. In practice, this means that, under otherwise identical condi
tions, the separation task set can be roughly equally well performed
by all of the columns considered here.
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This result also shows that optimization of operating conditions and
the geometry of the internals are just as important as the choice of a
suitable equipment.
The final choice of equipment is often based in practice on limiting
conditions which are of a pro duct-specific or operational nature. The
following key words may be mentioned in this context: sensitivity to
solids, tendency of the pro duct to polymerize, safety aspects. Fluid
dynamic investigations over the past deca de provide important assis
tance; never.theless, the choice of equipment has remained a complex
task to be carried out by engineers.
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Mass Transfer Characteristics of an Agitated extraction Column
Depending on Material Properties

G. Goldmann, E. Ula3
Technische Universittit Milnchen

1. Problem:
The extraction technique mainly uses relatively simple models for
the description of the separation efficiency. Different extrac
tor designs, for example, are o:ten compared with the help of the
HETP-Method. Hence the number of theorcti�al stages for counter
current columns results from the well-known step construction be
tween equilibrium and balance line. In a review of a lot of ex
periments like these on different pilot columns Pilhofer and
Schroter /1/ show, that the respective maximum separation effi
ciencies rise continuously if the testing system toluene-acetone
water is used and the loading is increased (fig. 1). This insight
may lead to the designing norm to run an extractor as close as
possible at the flooding point, to strain it to the utmost limit
of the capacity. In addition to the mentioned testing system the
European Federation of Chemical Engineering recommended butyl
acetate-acetone-water for mean surface tensions. Fig. 2 shows,
that the sepnration efficiency runs through different typical
maxima using this material system, if the loading is increased to
the flooding rate. Series of exemplary experiments were carried
out at a Kilhni-column with a diameter of 150 mm, to analyze this
influence, which obviously depends on the material system, but
not on the apparatus.

2. Balance Model
Balance-models are better than, for example, the simple stage ef
ficiency model, to carry out a scientific engineering analysis of
the extractor performance. Balance models like backflow- or dis
persion model have proved useful at least for the description of
concentration profiles of pilot scaled columns. Equation 1 demon111- 11

strates the differential equation syetem of the dispersion model,

where the mass flow and the mixing values are formulated one-di
mensional in axial direction.
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In spite of tt1is restriction concentration profiles in agitated
/2,3/ and in pulsed /4/ extractors can be calculated with satis
factory accuracy. The axial dispersion model serves as the main

accessory for interpretation in this paper, too.

The equation systeo (!) shows, that a lot of input values are

necessary for the calculation of the concentration profiles of

both phases. Besides ti.e axial dispersion coefficients Daxc and
Daxd the holdup cd and the interfacial area per unit volume a are
explicitly needed at fluid dynamic parameters. The equation
a •

(2)

calculates the mean drop diameter according to Sauter. The total
mass transfer coefficient, referred to the dispersed phase in our
example, multiplied by a represents the volumetric mass transfer
coefficient, a coupling el�ment of the differential equation sys
tem (!). If the fluid-dynamic parameters can be determined by in
dependent measuring methods, the volumetric mass transfer coeffi
cient is determined by the optimum fitting of the calculated con
centration profiles to the measured ones.

If the axial dispersion model can describe the separation problem

in question correctly the value B d-a can be used as a valuation
0
criterion for the separation efficiency. The subsequent sections

report on how it is measured and used for interpreting the sepa

ration efficiency profile illustrated in fig.
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2.

3. Experiments
The corresponding experiments were carried out with a Klihni
column of the diameter 150 mm (fig. 3). The active column height
is 2.52 m, representing 36 mixing cells. The drop size distribu
tion is measured by using the photo-electrical suction method
according to Pilhofer /5/. The holdup is determined by the resi
dence time of the dispersed phase. Hence the flow of dispersed
phase out of butylacetate is strained with fluorescence colour
before it enters the apparatus and the distribution of the tracer
concentration is measured with UV light sources and photo multi
plier at two· downstream spots /6/. However, in addition to the
mean residence time the act1ieved residence time curves include

information on the calculation of dispersion coefficients of the
dispersed phase. The method of the parameter identification in
time domain /7/ offers the Bodenstein-number and the mean resi

dence time as correlation values. NaCl is used as a tracer for

the continuous aqueous phase, so that conductivity probes can
detect the residence time curves. Along the column height samples
are taken at 7 spots per phase,'to get the axial concentration
profile. Special probes render a proper taking of samples pos
sible, even from the disperse two phase region in the apparatus.
The concentration measurement is accomplished by a combination of
titration and the density measurement.
All measurement values were recorded at n,ass transfer conditions

(c � d) during one test run, respectively. The parameter field
contains a variation of the relative, free stator sectional area
of 20 % up to its full aperture and the corresponding loading and
sped of rotation settings between 50 % and 90 % of the flooding
·rate. The ratio of the two phases was set, so that the stripping
factor A = 1.

4. Results
The correlation of concentration profiles calculated according to
eq. ( l) to those which were experimentally det.ermined, led to a
consistency of satisfactory accuracy in all events. This means
that even for the atypical separation behaviour with the material
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system butylacetate-acetone-water the axial dispersion model is
still valid. Fig. 4 demonstrates the dependence of optimal-fitted

volumetric mass transfer coefficients on the loading, at a stator

opening of 20 %. Due to fig. 2 the characteristic maximum behav
iour o� the separation efficiency c�n illso be observed for the

model-ccrrected mass transfer variable 8 0 d · a.

In fig. 5 all the important measured fluid-dynamic and mass
transfer properties depending on the lpading are plotted for one
constant stator geometry� = 40 %. It lists the number of theo
retical stages per meter at a respective optimum speed of rota

tions, the model-corrected, volumetric mass transfer coefficient,

the mixing parameter of both phases and the interfacial area per
unit volume. The share of oszillating drops as a qualitative
scale for the shifting of the particle spectrum to bigger dia
meters can be found out by analysis of the drop size distribution
according to /12/. The course of B0d·a is the same as nth/m
whereby the maxima of the separation efficiencies hardly differ.
The mixing of the continuous phase decreases when the loading is
increased. whereas the Bodenstein-numbers of the dispersed phase
indicate an increase for the mixing rate of 30 %. A sensitivity
analysis for the dispersion model /2/ shows that the mixing in
fluence only affects the column height, i.e. the mass transfer,
of pilot plants at 10 %. llence in the present case the mixing as
a main influential parameter for the separation efficiency behav
iour is negligible. In any case, this doesn't mean that mixing
effects for the column design arc generally to be disregarded.·
They even are of great importance for industrial columns of
greater diameters. Hence the further analysis concentrates on the
term of mass transfer B0d·a.
The mass transfer coefficient according to eq. 3
(3)

is composed of the partial mass transfer coefficients, if the to
tal residence is mentally shifted to the dispersed phase and re
sistances in the interface are disregarded. As the transfer com
ponent is nearly equally distributed between both phases in the
testing system used, the resistances of the inner and outer side
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of the drop must be taken into account. For the inner side of the
drop /8/ the modified formula according to Handles/Baron /9/ is
recommended:
(4)

for the outer side of the drop
(5)

when C
0.83 /10/
1.21 /11/, if the potential current round the drop is
or
C
fully developed.
If the calculation is based on the measured values of the mean
drop diameter and the relative velocity, a good accordance to
the e 0 d-data is reached, which originate from the fitting of the
axial dispersion model to the measured concentration profiles.
About 80 % of the calculated values reproduce the 'measured'
ones more exact than! 20 %, 95 % are in the range of! 40 %.
Fig. 5 shows the mass transfer area per unit vclu�e as a fluid
dynamic model property, which runs through a maximum depending on
B. As a change of a affects the column height at about 60 % /2/,
the decline of the separation efficiency next to the flooding
point can be quantified approximately.
First the holdup Ed according to eq. 2, which is connected with
the relative velocity of both phases, is needed for the calcula
tion of the interfacial area.
(6)

Several authors offer equations for the calculation of the re
lative velocity, which often include the mean drop diameter and
the holdup /10/. Hence the exact knowledge of the drop size is
very important, because mistakes propagate from equation (6) and
(2).
Basing on many experiments E.A. Fischer /13/ na�es correlations
for the Sauter mean diameter specially fitted to the Kilhni col
umn:
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Factor (1+2£ ) in eq. 7a and 7b respectively considers the in
d
crease of the mean drop size for well coalescing material sys
tems.

Eq. 7a reflects about SO i of the mean dr.op diameter of our own
measurements within� 10 % and about 70 % within� 20 %.
Some of the measured mean drop sizes are plotted in fig. 6. They
increase at a growing loading. The reason being the substantial
extension of that drop class, which is attached to the oszillat

ing region, as found out in an analysis of the drop size distri
bution (fig.7). This may be caused by the drop-drop-coalescence
which is taken into account in the equations 7a and 7b using the
holdup term (1 + 2£d).
Our own experiments show that the mean drop size is a function of
� only when the speeds of rotations are low (fig.BJ. Thus the
complex process of drop-drop-coalescence, which is largely unsettled,
can't be quantitatively described by the simple empirical formula
bus this is to be used for qualitative considerations. Hence the
subsequent dependences are valid for the determination of the
interfacial area:
(Sa)
(Bb)
so that errors in the calculation of single terms affect each
other. E.g. deviation in the calculation of the drop size of
+ 10 % causes a decrease of about 15 % of the holdup according to
/12/. If this value is introduced in eq. 2, a changes at -23 %
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with an effect of 14.5 % on the column height. Errors of d 32 in
the range of� 20 %, which are still acceptable, take an aggra
vating effect on the total height of +2 7 % or -40 % respectively.
Fig. 9 shows, that in spite of the simple formula for the consi
deration of the coalescence the course of a, depending on the
loading, can be calculated qualitatively. Hence from a certain
loading onward no more increase of the interfacial area which has
any influence on the separation efficiency, is possible in the
extractor. The reason being the coalescence effect between the
drops.
5. Summary:
As a resume the essential basis for the calculation of the mass
transfer process in an extractor is a deep knowledge of the fluid
dynamics in this extractor. The main difficulty is the determina
tion of drop sizes, which mustn't show errors of more than� 10 %
in order to guarantee an accuracy of the calculation of the col
umn height better than 2 0 %. In addition methods for the calcula
tion of drop size distributions are urgently needed in order to
provide a refined model of the fluid dynamics as well as the mass
transfer coefficients. Fundamental research shows encouraging re
sults regarding the influence of the coalescence, but we are
still far from its quantifying description in turbulent two phase
regimes.
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Notation
inter facial area
a
loading
B
C

concentration

constant

m2 /m 3
m 3/ (m2 h)
kmol/m 3
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ci
d32
Dax
D
h
L
m
n
N

v

w
6

£d
T)

X

a

diameter
Sauter mean diameter
ax. dispersion coefficient
diffusion coefficient
height
length
distribution coefficient
rotational speed
number
superficial velocity
velocity
mass transfer coefficient
holdup
dyn. viscosity
stripping factor
inter facial tension

m
m
m 2 /s
m 2 /s
m
m
1/s
m/s
m/s
m/s
kg/ms
N/m

Subscriets
C

d
0

rel
R
ST

continuous

dispersed
overall
relative
impeller
stages

Dimensionless numbers
(w L)/Dax
Bo
Re
(w d)/v
ReR
(n dR) /v
Sc = v/D
Sh = (S·d)/D
We = (w 2 dp) /a
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Bodenstein number
Reynolds number
stirrer Reynolds number
Schmidt-number
Sherwood-number
Weber-number
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RAPID MULTl STAGE SOLVENT EXTRACTION USING THF SISAK TF.CHNinllE
,1 , Rydberg and G. Skarnemark
Department of Nuclear Chemistry, Chalmers University of Technology,
S-412 96 Goteborg, Sweden
1 . INTROOUCTION
In the 1960:ies we devPloped a continuous two-phasP liquid flow centrifugal
separator, referred to as the H-centrifuge, with some unique properties: >99.9%
phase purity of each exit phase with a hold-up time of< 1 s and a hold-up volume
of 15-150 ml (1). Its earliest application was in the AKUFVF. system (2). This is
mainly used for measurement of equili�rium distribution data, either needed for
industrial or scientific purposes. It has also been used for studies of chemical
kinetics and for following industrial solvent extraction processes (3). In the
early 1970:ies the SISAK system was developed (4). It consists of a number of
H-centrifuges connected in sPries to form a multi-stage solvent extraction battery.
The SISAK system is used for fast separation and isolation of short-lived chemical
species. The H-centrifuge and each of the applications will be described below with
emphasis on the SISAK technique.
2. rnE H-CENTRI Fl/GE
2.1 Mechanics
The H-centrifuge has been built in several sizes, of which the H-10 (5) and
H-33 {!} versions are commercial; the bowl volumes are JS and 120 ml, resp. In
principle, the design is the same, although the dimensions (both absolutely and
relatively} vary. The smaller centrifuge {H-10) operates at higher angular velo
city, which results in a c0nsiderably shorter holdup time of only 0.3 s, compared
with 2 s for the larger one. The flow capacities are 100 and.300 L/h, resp.
Fig. I shows the principle of the centrifuge design. The two-phase mixture
enters the centrifuge through the central inlet (A}; the outlets for the two sepa
rated phases from the centrifuge are concentrically located (G and J}. The rotating
centrifuge bowl consists of (in order of liquid flow): (g) an acceleratinn chamber;
(C-0) a separation chamber where the heavier phase is accumulated at the periphery
and the lighter phase centrally; pick-up chambers, (E} one for the heavy phase
located below and (H) one for the light located above the separation chamber; and
II and F) stationary turbine-like wheels (scaling disks} that dip down into the
rotating liquids in the pick-up chambers. Aecause of the location of pick-up cham
bers at each side of the separation chamber, no backmixing can occur. The turbine
wheels provide pressure for the outgoing separated phases.
Tests show that absolute phase separation can be achieved by the H-centrifuges
for most systems: each phase leaving the centrifuge contains no entrained droplets
of the other phase (!}. Such absolute phase separation requires optimal adjustment
of the liquid flow parameters.
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Fig. 1. The H-centrifuge
2.2 Hydrodynamics
By adjustment of the inflow rate, the counterpressure on the outgoing phases
and the speed of rotation, the interface between the light and heavy phases in the
separation chamber can be forced to move radially. It is necessary to control this
interface properly to obtain optimal phase separation. Different solvent extraction
systems require different adjustments hecause of differences in density, surface
tension, and viscosity. It may somPtimes be necessary to change the dimension of
turbine wheels.
Contra 1 arrangements are required for the centrifuge: a vari ab 1 e-speed contra 1
for the motor, outlet pressure regulating valves and manometers and flow meters.
The H-centrifuge is characterized by a comparatively high speed of rotation
(about 25.000 and 10.000 rpm for the H-10 and H-33, resp.), short holdup time
(0.3-2 s) and extremely high phase-separation efficiency. A typical result in 0.04%
H20 in benzene and 0.13% benzene in H20.
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2.3 Materials of construction
The centrifuge has been built in a number of materials. Titanium is chosen as
the standard material, because of its resistance to most strong acids at< lM cone.
In some cases it has been desirable to make experiments at higher concentrations on
temperatures of these acids, in which case palladium stabilized (1%) titanium is
used. It has also been made of PVDF for use in HF media.
Although the centrifuge is free of packings between rotating and stationary
parts, some packings are nevertheless needed in other places. For this purpose
0-rings of Kel-F have been chosen. After some time these 0-rings become defonned
and have to be replaced. The 0-rings can dissolve extractants like TRP, HOEHP, etc,
which then re-dissolve in the organic phase in a later experiment, particulary
causing great errors in case of tracer studies. Thus, the 0-rings should be changed
between different experiments.
The rest of the flow system (valves, heat exchangers, tubes etc) is all made of
titanium !or by Pd-Ti). Other materials in contact with the solutions are teflon
(parts of the valves) and glass (flow meter, pH-electrode vials). Sampling valves
are made of stainless steel and connected to the main flow by small (inner diameter
1 rrm) tubings of PVC; these materials do not interfere with the main flow. Con
struction material, not in contact with the s0lution, is stainless steel.
The detector cells are described separately below.
3. THE AKUFVE SYSTEM
3.1 Liquid flow system
The AKUFVE system is used for rapid obtaining of distribution and extraction
equilibrium curves. It consists of (i) a mixing vessel connected to (ii) the H-cen
trifuge and (iii) on-line detectors on the exit phases from the centrifuge. The
flows are then returned via heat exchangers (for temperature control) to the mixing
vessel, so that two closed liquid loops are formed. The liquid flow system also
contains valves, flow-meters and thermostats for control. A special vial is used
for on-line pH-measurement with dual glass electrodes. Chemical reagents are added
to the mixing chamber when desired. The mixing chamber is either of the dynamic
stirrer type or is a static Kenics mixer. The latter is used for very short mixing
times (< 1 s). Some mixing also occurs at the centrifuge acceleration chamber (Bl,
where high shearing forces occur; this property can only be taken advantage of in
very rapid kinetic experiments.
Samplings can be made at the sampling valves, hut on-line measurements are
preferred.
3.?
The
Nal(Tl)
through
a glass

On-line detection and data collection
simplest on-line detection system consists, for each pure phase, of a
scintillation detector; around which a tubing (usually of teflon) is wound,
which the pure phases from the centrifuge flow. Alternatively, we have used
flow-cell inserted in a well-type detector. Roth these techniques suffer
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from memory effects, i.e. radiotracer sorbed in the flowsystem at the detector
produces an undesirable background, which usually increases with pH of the aqueous
metal system. This problem cannot be completely eliminated.
Therefore, we have designed 3 new types of detector cells:
(i) The so_rption correction cell (6) consists of a bellow system, so that the
ratio surface/volume can be changed in a reproducible manner. This allows determina
tion of the surface activity, which then can be deducted from the total activity
(surface+ volume), so that only volume activity is obtained. In experiments with
strongly hydrolyzable metals (U, Am, lanthanides) we have often encountered the
situation that !!_l radiotracer is sorbed on the detector and other system walls.
. (ii) In the sorption suppression cell (7), a tiny fraction of the pure flow
from the centrifuge is withdrawn, rapidly mixed with strong acid (to suppress hy
drolyzis, and thus sorption, in the cell) and a liquid scintillator, and then
pumped to a cell viewed by dual coincidence coupled PMT:s. This technique is ad
vantageous at high pH's (> 7), and also applicable to pure beta and alpha emitters.
It is less sensitive for low-energy beta/hard ganma emitting radionuclides.
(iii) The free-flow cell (8) lacks cell walls. The solution to be measured is
pumped through a small nozzle in such a way that a geometrically stable stream is
obtained. This stream passes in front of a Nal(Tl) crystal without either touching
its surface or the walls on the other sides of the free-flowing liquid. This tech
nique has yielded excellent, highly reproducible extraction data. However, it re
quires large liquid volumes and radioactivities, in addition to an elabor�te pum
ping and flow control system.
The primary purpose of the original AKUFVE system was to obtain accurate distri
bution data in a minimum of time. Complete mixing equilibrium (but not necessarily
chemical equilibrium) is obtained within one minute. In order to measure the con
centration of the species of interest in each phase, in addition to pH, tempera
ture, reagents added, and so on, as often as once a minute, a data-logger is requi
red. The data logger can be connected on-line to a computer (9). In elaborate sys
tems, automatic burettes have been connected to the AKUFVE systems.
3.3. Application of the AKUFVE
The AKUFVE system has been described in several publications as well as many of
its applications. It has mainly been used to obtain distribution ratios as a func
tion of pH for a large member of metals in the system aqueous nitrate or perchlora
te/organic solvent (hexane, chloroform, carbontetrachlorid, benzene, toluene, he
xane, etc), in the presence of complex forming ligands (hydrophilic and organophi
lic amines, adduct formers and chelating agents). From such data stability con
stants (�n) and distribution constants (Xn) have been obtained, as well as the
corresponding thermodynamic functions ( AH and AS) (.e.g. 10). The AKUFVF. has also
been used to obtain basic information like McCabe-Thiele diagrams for industrial
applications (11).
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Though the AKUFVF. technique has large potential for kinetic studies in the time
range >O.l s, it has only been rarely used for this purpuse (e.g. 12). H-centri
fuges have also been connected to industrial mixer-settlers to obtain instant in
formation on the conditions in the mixer (3).
4. T�E SISAK SYSTEM
It is obvious that the H-centrifuges also can be used for rapid chemical
separations. The main application has been for studies on decay properties of
short-lived radioactive nuclides. In this connection the technique is called SJSAK
(Short-lived Isotopes Studied by the AKUFVE technique). Th� present SISAK set-up
consists of four main parts, namely a target system, a degassing unit, a centrifuge
battery for solvent extraction and a detPction system.
4.1 Target and degassing
So far we have used three types of targets in combination with the SISAK equip
ment: a liquid flow cell, the target material sorbed on an ion exchanger and a gas
jet target systems. The gas jet target (13) has proven to be the most flexible
arrangement, and it is now used in all SISAK experiments.
The nuclear reaction products delivered by the gas .iet recoil transportation
system are transferred to a liquid phase by intense mixing in a static mixer. The
gas/liquid mixture is fed into the degassing unit (5), which consists of a centri
fuge specially designed to separate the c�rrier gas from thP liquid phase contai
ning the radionuclides or chemical species of interest. The. degassing unit also
removes more than 98% of gaseous reaction products like krypton and xenon.
Centrifuge battery
4 .2.
The solution leaving the degassing unit is pumped to the centrifuge battery
(14), which consists of 1 to 4 H-10 centrifuges, depending on th� number of steps
necessary to obtain a radiochemically pure fraction of the nuclide under inves
tigation. Normally the centrifuges are equipped with static mixers to obtain a
proper mixing of the phases, but when investigating very short-lived nuclides
(half-life below 3 s) the mixers are removed to decrease the transport time through
the equipment. A prerequisite is, however, that the extraction kinetics is fast
enough. The phase outlets have throttle valves to maintain a proper pressure balan
ce in the centrifuge, but in contrast to a normal H-centrifuge the pressure meters
have been removed to save holdup volume. The solutions are fed into the system via
cog-wheel pumps placed in storage vessPls. The pumps are constructed to give maximum
flow stability. Aqueous phases are usually pumped once-through to avoid contamina
tion problems, while the organic solutions are pumped in closed loops to decrease
the amount of organic waste. If necessary, the organic solutions are regenerat�d in
an additional centrifuge or mixer-settler step. It is also possible to heat all
solutions before they enter the system. This heating is carried out by using counter
current heat exchangers connected to a 21 kW heating source.
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4.3 The detection system
The detection system usually comprises standard equipment for y-ray spectrosco
py, e.g. high purity Ge-detectors and coincidence electronics. Ali data are stored
on magnetic tapes for subsequent computer analysis. The collection source ("detec
tion cell") is either a thin-wallerl"plastic flow cell or a small ion-exchange co
lumn on which the nuclide of interest is retained. The ion-exchange column is used
for investigating nuclides with half-life >30 s.
5. CHEMICAL SEPARATION SYSTEMS FOR SISAK
One of the most important problems when developing chemical separation systems
for SISAK experiments is the need for fast solvent extraction kinetics. If using
the static mixers the phase contact. time is 0.1 - O.? s; if running without mixers
it decreases to 40 - 60 ms. The droplet size in the centrifugP acceleration volume
becomes very small, < 100 µm; nevertheless the short hold-up time still allows
substantial material transport over the phase boundary. These short times makes it
important to choose systems with rapirl chemical kinetics (e.g. extraction of spe
cies like Br7, Asl3 or Ru04 into the organic E'.!.:c!! solvent) or v1here the distribu
tion coefficient is high enough to qive a sufficient extraction yield, even if the
extraction takes place under non-equilibrium conditions. As an example it can be
mentioned that the distribution ratios for extraction of 110�+ from 5 M nitric acid
into 0.1 M HDEHP, or 50% TBP, in kerosene are only-? and - 0.1, respectively, if
using one H-centrifuge step without mixer, while the corresponding equilibrium
values are several thousand times larger. Although n-,any common reagents and stan

�ard extraction procedures cannot be used, slow kinetics have never made the deve
lopment of any S!SftK chemistry impossible. Thus experience shows that chelate ex
traction usually is too slow for the SISAK technique, while amines and organophos
phorous acids in most cases show acceptably fast kinetics.
5.1 Isolation of fission-product zirconium and niobium
The on-line isolation of Zr from a fission product mixture is a typical example
of a SISAK sPparation procedure; see Fig. ?. The fission products carried by the
gas jet are dissolved in I M H2so4 . The gas/liquid mixture is fed into the degas
sing unit, in which the carrier gas and the noble gases are removed from the
aqueous solution by suction. To enhance the degassing effect the temperature of the
solution is kept at 70° c.
In the first extraction step th� aqueous phase is contacted with an 0.1 M solu
tion of Alamine-336 in Shellsol-T. The organic phase also contains 5% n-dodecanol
to improve the phase separation. Zr and Nb are extracted with high yield into the
organic phase, together with a 5mall amount of Tc, I and a few other fission pro
ducts. In the second extraction stage Zr and Nb are back-extracted almost quanti
tatively by means of 0.3 M HN03, while Tc and most of the other contaminants remain
in the organic phase. A small fraction(< 1%) of the I is, however, back-extracted
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Fig. 2. Chemical separation system for Zr and Nb. Dg • degassing unit,
Cl - C4 • mixer-centrifugal separator units, FP • fission products
together with Zr and Nb. After the back-extraction step H2o2 is added to the
aqueous solution for the complexation of Nh, and 10 M HN03 to increase the acidity
so that the solution entering the third extraction stage consists of 3M HN03 and
1 M H2o2. !n the third st.age approximately 95% of the Zr is extracted into I M
HOEHP in Shellsol-T, whereas Nb as·peroxide complex rem�ins in the aqueous phase.
In the organic phase only Zr nurlides and their daughter products can be observed,
together with a small amount of I. On-line measurements can be carried out on the
organic phase (15).
The Zr chemistry can easily be transformed into a Nb chemistry. In this case,
the aqueous phase leaving the third stage is contacted once more with 1 M HOEHP in
Shellsol-T to remove the last traces of Zr (Zr is not quantitatively extracted in
the third step because of kinetic effects). �easurements can then be carried out on
the aqueous phase leaving the fourth extraction st.ep (15).
5.2. Isolation of fission-product. ruthenium
Another example is the chemical separation system applied to studies of short
lived Ru isotopes; see Fig. 3. In this case the radionucl�des transported by the

0.1 M

H so,
2

10-•M lh,CIJ

0.1 M HJS04
0.011,"" c.!so,h

0,0S MN•i50l
1efl M Ill

Fig. 3. Chemical separation system for Ru. Dg
mixer-centrifugal separator units, FP

degassing unit, Cl - C3
fission products
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gas jet system are dissolved in 0.2 M H2so4 containing 10-J M Ruc1 carrier. After
3
the degassing step 0.015 M Ce(S04)2 is added to oxidize Ru to Ru04. In the first
extraction step Ru is extracted almost quantitatively into CC14. Ru is then back
extracted into a solution containing 0.05 M Na2so3 and 0.1 M HCl in the second
stage. If using a 249Cf target nuclear medsurements can he carried out directly oo
the aqueous phase leaving the second extraction stage; if using 235u or 239Pu as

target a decontamination step to remove co-extracted Br has to he installed after
the backex·.raction stagP (the yiPld of Rr is very low in thermal-neutron induced
fission of 249cf). The decontamination is based on an oxidation of Br to Br2 by
adding KBr03 and �tw , fallowed �Y extraction into cc1 (16).
3
4

6. SISAK - PRESENT STATUS AND DEVELOPMENT
The dynamic behavior of the S!SAK system has been studied several times by
operating the TR!GA reactor in the pulse mode. The results obtained for a set up
containing gas jet transport, degassing, extraction and hack-extraction show that
the first activity reaches the detector site after -2.3 s, while the maximum activi
ty is obtained after -3.8 s.
A central question arising in connection with this fast separation technique is
whether it can be improved to give access to even shorter half-lives. One limiting
factor is the phase transfer rate in the mixer. This rate depends on several param.e
ters such as chemical kinetics, interfacial tension, the presence of surface active
substances, droplet size, temperaturr, concentration of extractant etc. The smaller
the droplets, the shorter can the mixer hold-up time be. In the separation chamber
the droplets must spend sufficient time to coalesce. The coalescent time depends on
the speed of rotation, the viscosity of the two solvents, the droplet spectrum, and
the centrifuge dimensions. The smaller the droplets, the longer time must they
spend in the centrifuge. Thus one should avoid mixing the phases too intensely.
Under representative conditions it is theoretically possible to separate droplets
>JO µm in diameter in 0.01 s, while it _would take -I s for 1 µm droplets. Thus a
single mixer-separator stage would require -0.? s with reasonable material trans
mission or - for a 3-stagP equipment - 0.6 s. This would mean that it should be
possible to chemically isolate nuclides with half-lives down to -0.? s; under favo
rable circumstances one may reach half-lives down to 0.1 s.
At the present the SISfoK tPchnique is applied to investigations of the most
neutron-rich Tc, Ru, and Pd isotopes, as well as neutron-rich light actinide iso
topes. In the future, we plan to extend these investigations to the heaviest ele
me.nts, as well as to other nuclides of ·scientific import�nce. This work will re
quire a scale-down of the equipment to decrease the consumption of solutions, and
development of methods for on-line a-spectroscopy. Such work is in progress.
It should be noticed that studies of short-lived nuclides is not the only appli
cation of the SISAK technique. It can be used for studies of other fast phenomena
like solvent extraction kinetics and short-lived chemical states. lt can also be
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· applied to the isolation of short-lived radionuclides for medical or industrial
purposes, to on-line activation analysis and to industrial solvent extraction pro
cesses requirinq a short phase contact time, e.g. the reprocessing of highly burnt
out nuclear fuel.
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Axial dispersi\ln ln pulsed packed columns on both ]abordl1>ry and industr1al scale
by: A.J.F. Simons and R. van Sluys
DSH Research BV; Geleen, The Netherlands
J.C. GHebel and J.M.H. Fortuin
Universi.ty of A1nsterda1u; Amsterdam, The Netherlands
l. Introduction
------The performance of countercurrent contact ors for l lquid-llquiJ extract ion ls adver
sely effected by deviation from plug-flow behaviour,
Therefore, a good description of the m.lxing in the phases is r�qu1r�d for dcsigalng
large-scale equipment.
The combined effects that lead to a distribution of resldence tlrues of fluid ele
ments of both phases is lndic.,ted by the term 'axial dispersion'. Total axlal
dispersion can be determined with transient methods in which a tcacer-concentratl,,n
pulse or step is introduced near the phase inlet. From the chang';! of the tracer
concentration profi.le the residence time distributior1 can be obtained.
1n the present papec we shall report about the experiment,11 cletermination of axial
dispersion coefflcients of pulsed packed columns C.lngine in diameter from 0.05 m to
2.4 m, and its dependency on flow rate, pulsation Vt.!loclty auJ. packing diameter.
Further a mathematical model describing the relalionship between these physical
quantities will be derived.
2. Theory
In the past decades a great number of models for axial disper::;ion has been
published in literature (Wen, 1975).
In these models the axial dispersion has been constd�red as the result of a number
of different phenomena, e.g. molecular rliffusion, intera.ctlon between distinct
ideally mixed regions and the influence of velocity profiles.
Two models often used are:
- the diffusion model, 1n which a turbulC!nt diffusion of solute is dssumed superim
posed on plug flu1o1 of the phases (Sleicher, 1959; Miyauchl, Vermeulen, 1963)
- the back flow l'DOdel, in which well-mixed stages are assumed between which
back flow occurs (Sleicher, 1960).
2.1. Axial_mixln8_and_tracer_concentralion
In the present paper we shall focus our attentlon to the axial diffusion modC!l.
According to this model axial dispersion in a flow system can be described as a
diffusion process, only replacing the molecular diffusion col:!fficlent °>l by the
dispersion coefficient E.
The equation governing axial dispersion in phase j then hecome8:

(1)

As pointed out by Kreft and Zuber (Kreft, l 978), the boundary conditions to this
equatlon are dependent on the physical structure of the column section and its
boundaries, as well as on the 1nethodes of lnject Lon ,rnd detect ion.
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In our experliaental set-up it was allowed to use open boundary conditions for the
calculation of the response to an instantc1neous injection. These boundary con
ditions are:

c (z ,o) - � 6(z)
j
A
j
llro
z + +

(2a)

cj (z,t) • o

(2b)

00

Solvlng equatlons (1) and (2) results ln:

(3)

Eqs. (2) and (J) have often been used to calculate tht!' axial dispersion coefficient
F.j , the value of which characterises the axial mixing qua11tltatively. However, the
experimental conditions make it nearly impossible to fulfil condltlon (2a), o....ing
to the i10perfectness of the tracer pulse. In the present case the response of a
t race_r pulse injected into the feed line to the column at a point P0 has been
measured at different heights Pt and Pz in the packed section of the column. The
response at point Pz downstrewn of Pi can now be calculated from a response
measured at P1, applying the equation (Gdebel, Fortuln 1 1986):

c
<tl - I
J,2
0

t

c

j' 1

(t' )

V

(4 rr E
j

2

(z - V (t-t'))
)
(4)
--\ , exp { --4-E-;cc-'t')___ dt'
(t-t'))

Eq. (4) is a convolution integral. For suitable values of Yj and Ej this equation
e nables us to relate c1,2 and Cj,l as function of time for an arbitrary shape of
the injected tracer pulse in the feed line to the column. In practice, the integration in Eq. (4) has to be done numerical�y. •
.w
To calculate vj and F.j from mca,;ured values C j,l(t) and Cj,2(t) 1 we guess Ej and
Y j and calculate cj,z(t) frotn Cj ,1(t). We no� adjust Vj and Ej in such a way, that
the sum of the squared dif ferences between Cj 1 z(t) and Cj,z(t) 'is minimum.
2. 2. Axial_ mixing_and_loCal_convection
In 1956 Aris (Aris, 1956), extending the work of Taylor (Taylor, 1953), gave a
mathematical solutlon for the case of axial dispersion of a solute in a fluid
flowing through a tube, considering th!;;! lnteraction between axlal and radial
molecular <liffuslon and the velocity profile.
GHebel and Fortuln (GHebel, Fortuln, 1986) proposed a similar expression for tlie
axial dispersion coefficient E in single-phase flow in pulsed packed columns:
v.d

E
• _!)_ + < • ____E_
D
-;:T
v.d
p
p

(5)

in which D characterises the local radial and axial convectlon i:1. the liquid
flCMlng through the interstitlal space in the packing_ of th� column.
It seems reasonable that n increases with incr�asing values of ho.th v and s.f. The
simplest dependency of D on v and s.f ls of the form:
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D • A1 • v + Az • s • f

(6)

in which A1 and 6.2 are empirical parai;ieters. Further D is also d�pendent on the
p acking diameter dp as shown by Spaay et al. (Spaay, 1971):
(7a)
C1 and C2 belng empirical dimensionless parameters.
Eq. (7a) can also be represt.?nteJ by the relatlon:
/d • Ct + Cz • •/
p

(7b)

Combination of Eqs. (S) and (7b) gives:
(8)

From F.qs. (7b) and (8) it can be concluded that for large values of s.f/v the value
of E approaches that of D.
An examination of Eq. (8) sho,,,s that a minimum value of E is found if E is plotted
a gainst s.f., keeping v c onstant. The decrease in E when the pulsation velocity is
increased from zero is one of the most strlklng facts of the axial dispersion
coefficlents in pulsed packed c olumns.
The position of this minimum can be obtained fr om:
3E }
{ (s.f)
• 0
V
3

(9)

Fran q s. (8) and (9) we obtain the pulsation velocity (s.f)* where E has a minimum
E
va lue E*:
)
(s.f)* • ----
(<\ - Cl
v

(10)

Substitution of Eq. (10) in Eq. (8) leads to:
E

*
v:y-

2 <\

(11)

Further, it is important to note that Eq. (8) als o agrees with results measured in
unpulsed packed columns published in literature (11en, 1975). In the case of s.f • o,
(Eq . 8) reduces to:

(12)

A linear relationship between E and v for large variations in vis a result often
reported in literature for systems flowing through unpulsed columns (Wen, 1975)
with packing particles of constant size, shape and packing strUcture.
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3. Experimental
Experiments were performed in columns with diameters ranging from 0.05 m and 0.10 m
to 2.15 m and 2.40 m and different heights of packe� sections (see Table l},
Both a KCl solution and a solution containing radioactive indium (In-ll3m) have
been used as tracer.
The tracers mentioned were soluble in the continuous phase only. In case of the
salt solution conductivity cells had been. mounted 111 between packed sections. When
using the radioactive tracer, detection of y radiation took place with intrinsic
save Nal det«!ctors placed outside the column wall at different heights. At each
helght two to four detector!:> were arrang�<l around the column.
The cells and/or the detectors wer«! connected to rn.1crocomputer controlled rrulti
point conductivity and radlation meters respectively, which registered the conduc
tivity or radiation at regular time intervals.
The information was processed on a computer according to the procedure outlined in
section 2.
The majority of experiments has been carried out without mass transfer.
4. Results
In Figure 1 an example has been given of experi�entally obt ained tracer response
curves in a 10 cm diameter column, packed with 25 mi.o stainless steel Raschig rings
over a height of 8.4 m, and curves fitted to them following the given procedure. As
c an be seen fro10 this figure, the agree1nent between the experimentally determined
tracer concentration and the fitted lines is very good.
Axial dispersion coefficient measurements have been perfo rmed for different stroke
lengths, frequencies and superficial velocities.
In Figure 2 (smoothed) experi1nental values of the axial dispersion coefficients
have been given as plots of Ec/(vc <lp) versus s.f/v c· For the velocities Ve the
best-fit values (nearly always equal to Uc /(e(l-a))) obtained from the calculations
on the tracer experiments were taken.
In Figure 3 the points represent experimental values gained in both industrial
c olumns with diameters of 2.lS m and 2.40 m and a 0.10 m diameter laboratory column
packed with stainless steel (e • 0,92} Raschig rlngs .
From the graphs presented the best-fit values of the adjustable parameters Ct, Cz
and� have been calculated (see Fig. J), using a non-linear least-square-fit proce
dure.
Fig, 2 shows that Ec/(vc d ) is dependent on size, type and structure of the packing.
Fig. 3 sho.,s that for a iven size, type and structure of the packing Ec/(vc d p) is
a function of s.f only, Unlike the results of Rosen (Rosen, 1967), whose experi
ments were carried out at rather small H/Uc values, we found the axial dispersion
coefficient being independent of the column diameter.
S. Conclusiolls
The results presented in this paper show that axial dispersion in
dent on the superficial and pulsation velocities of the fluiJ and
structure of the packing.
Moreover, it has been shown that the axial dispersion coefficient
phase in pulsed packed columns with diameters ranging from 0.05 m
independent of the column diameter.
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List of symbols

At, Az
Cj
C j' l
C j,2

cross sectional area of
column
parameters in Eq. (6)
tracer concentration in
tracer concentration ill
tracer co11centratlon in

C j, l

measured value of Cj,l

C j' 2
Ct, Cz
D

measured value of c1 2
parameters in Eq. (7�)
convection coefficient
diameter of column
diameter of packing particle
axial dlspersion coefficient
axial dispersion coefficient in phase j (see Eq. (1))
minimum value of E
value of E without pulsation
frequency of pulsation
height of packed sectlon
llyaui Phosphate Oxitne inorganic process liquor
amount of tracer injected
superficial stroke length of pulsation
puls·atlon velocity at E ... E*
time
superflcJal velocity of continuous phase
mean velocity of the fluid flowing through the
interstitial space of the packing
mean velocity of continuous phase in the space
occupied by the continuous phaae in the packed
section
(uc/c(l-a))
mean fluid velocity of phase j
wall thicknesa of packing particle
axial distance
volume fraction of dispersed phase
delta function of space variable
voids in packed section, volume fraction
parameter in Eq. (5)

-

De

JP

E

�J

Eo
f
H
HPO-ipl
n
s
(s.f)*

Vj
w

a
6(z)
C
<

the flow of fluid j in the
phase
pha�e
phas.e

at reference point Pt
at reference point Pz

m
lllOl m-3
mol m-3
mol m-3
mol m-3
mol m-3
l
m2 5-l
m
m
m2 8-l
m2 6 -1
m2 6 -1
m2 8-l
.-1
m
l
mol

m s-1
111
m
l
m-1
l
l
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Table l: Direens ions of columns and internals

De

h
m

.'.:I>_
m

.'.:I>_

w

T

tracer

1. 41
1.41
1.41
1.41
1.41

0.005
0.008
0.010
0.010
0.012

J. 33
4.00
5.00
5.00
6.00

0.50
0.6]
0.65
0.65
o. 72

KCl
KCl
Y-Cl
KCl
KCl

l. J2
l. 32
1.32
1.32
1. 32
8.40
8.40

0.008
0.012
0.012
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.025

4.00
6.00
6.00
8.3]
8. 31
62.50
62.50

0.6l
0.69
o. 69
0.74
0.74
0.92
0.92

KCl
KCl
KCl
KCl
KCl
In-113ru
In-l 13tD

single
slngle
two

0.23

1.40
2.35

0.025
0.025

8.33
8.3 3

0. 73
0. 7 3

KCl
KCl

single

2.15

9.5

0.025

62. 50

o. 92

In-llJm

two

2.40

12

0.025

62.50

0.92

In-1 LJm

two

0.05

0. 10

C

fluld(s)

------- -single
single

single

two

single

single

two

single

two

single
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Example of experimentally obtained tracer
response curves

t

relative tracer concentration
D 0 = 0.10 m; dP = 2.5. 10·2 m ss RR; H
U 0 = 0.5. 10·2 mis; s. f = 1 . 10·2 m/s

= 8.4 m

- measured radiation
-- curves calculated with Eq. (4)
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Experimentally determined smoothed values of
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Supercritical Fluid Extraction in Column Contactors
R.J. Lahiere, J.R. Fair, J.L. Humphrey; The University of Texas; Austin, TX/USA
Once the mechanical design requirements have been addressed the basic design format
for extractors used in supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) service is the same as
for extractors processing conventional liquids.

As in the case of conventional

liquid-liquid extraction, there is a need for basic knowledge of phase equilibria,
system properties, and the mass transfer and hydraulic performance of extraction
devices operating in SFE service.
Whereas some study and investigation have been devoted to the measurement and pre
diction of both properties and phase equilibria in supercritical fluid systems,
relatively little attention has been given to the mass transfer and hydraulic per
formance of continuous multistage contacting devices that are needed for some commer
cial applications of SFE.
The purpose of the present study is to address the performance of continuous and
countercurrent sieve tray extractors operating in SFE. This will be accomplished
through the acquisition of needed experimental data and the subsequent development
of models which may be used to predict the performance of industrial scale SFE equip
ment.
Systems which are being studied are carbon dioxide/ethanol/water and carbon di
oxide/isopropanol/water in a 25.4 mm (one inch) and 101.6 mm (four inch) diameter
sieve tray columns.
Previous Mass Transfer and Hydraulic Studies
It has been pointed out by others that SFE extractors are expected to give favorable
mass transfer rates when compared with conventional liquid-liquid extractors because
of higher diffusion coefficients and lower viscosities (l,2).
In one mass transfer study Brunner used supercritical carbon dioxide to separate an
aqueous 10 wt.% solution of ethanol in a spray column (3).

The effects of pressure,

temperature, and solvent/feed ratio on the mass transfer were examined. Mass trans. fer coefficients almost two orders of magnitude greater than those in conventional
liquid extraction were reported.
Experiments to determine separation efficiencies of different packings in a 25.4 mm
extraction column were performed by Peter (4). This study showed that a separation
of a mixture of glycerides of oleic acids, with carbon dioxide as the supercritical
component ahd acetone as an entrainer, could be made most'efficiently with wire
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spirals and with a gauze-type (Sulzer) structured packing. At the upper loading
limit an efficiency of 3.5 theoretical stages per meter of packing height was
achieved.
The same mixture of glycerides was separated in a pilot plant study using compressed
propane as the solvent and acetone as an -entrainer at 137 bar and 110 C (5). The
extraction system consisted of two bubble-cap columns, each with a diameter of 65 mm.
The main extraction vessel contained 51 plates and an auxiliary vessel, used for the
recovery of solvent, had 34 plates. The authors performed an economic evaluation of
the process and concluded that a tall, slim column with low reflux ratios is prefer
able to a short, large diameter extractor.
A mixture of hiqh-boiling ethyl esters recovererl from fish oil was fractionated with
supercritical carbon dioxide in spray and packed columns (6). The use of a "hot fin
ger" was employed to optimize the system with respect to temperature and pressure.
The best resuits were obtained at 90 C and 152 bar.
In an investigation by Critical Fluid Systems, Inc., mass transfer efficiency was
measured for an alcohol-water separation using near-critical carbon dioxide in a
101.6 mm diameter sieve tray column (7,8). Optimum solvent/feed ratios for the ex
tracted compounds (ethanol, isopropanol, sec-butanol) were determined. However, the
main objective of the work was to evaluate the econanics of the pilot-plant operation
as a whole and not the efficiency of the column, and no mass transfer data£!!:. S!
were reported.
Another pilot scale study at 61 bar and ambient temperature involved use of liquid
carbon dioxide as the solvent (9). A 40 mm diameter Scheibel column was used to
extract 12 model compounds (such as ethanol, ethyl acetate, 1-hexanol and citronellal)
from water. Emphasis was placed on the recovery of each constituent as a function of
feed rate, feed composition, and agitator rate.
Flooding in sieve tray extraction "devices is d:ie to the entrainment of dispersed
phase drops by the continuous phase or by excessive pressure drops which cause the
coalesced layer of dispersed phase to back up into the downcomer. Either flooding
mechanism will have a detrimental effect on extractor performance. Published flooding
studies, even for conventional extraction systems, are few and non-existent for SFE
systems. This is an important area of research which deserves attention.
Preliminary Simulation Studies
Presently a model to predict the mass transfer efficiency of a staged supercritical
extraction column does not exist. It is logical to assume that the basic principles
for models of conventional sieve tray columns could be applied to the supercritical
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Five previous methods for predicting the efficiency of sieve tray devices

case.

operating with conventional extraction systens have been summarized by Fair, il !}_.
(10):
1.

Treybal developed an empirical model based on tray spacing, superficial
velocities of the phases, and the interfacial tension (11).

2.

Skelland and Conger suggested a procedure in which rate equations for mass
transfer during drop formation, rise, and coalescence were used to locate
a pseudo-equilibrium curve from which the column ·efficiency could be deter
mined (12).

3.

A mechanistic model was proposed by Treybal in which the Murphree stage
efficiency was combined with an expression for mass transfer between trays
(13).

4.

Pilhofer developed a model that predicted column efficiency by applying
a calculated point efficiency to one of the two extremes for flow of the
continuous phase:

5.

completely mixed or plug flow (14, 15).

The model proposed by Rocha et !}_appears to be the most accurate of those
published and can predict efficiencies within± 35% (16).

In this model

the contribution of each step of the total mass transfer is separated and
represented by an expression for a mass transfer coefficient.

Correction

factors for the contribution of drop rise and drop formation were derived
from experimental data as functio.ns of the dispersed phase Weber number and
the interfacial tension of the system.
The general form of the model proposed by Rocha£!_!}_ is:

(1)

The overall mass transfer coefficients in Equation

are determined from individual

phase mass transfer coefficients by the two-film model:
( 2)

The approach is modular in that various correlations can be used to predict values of
the individual film coefficients.

The authors selected a special set of correlations

and that set will be used in the analyses given in the present paper.

The important

property variables are density, viscosity, diffusivity, and interfacial tension.
Predicted values of mass transfer efficiency obtained by use of the model were com
pared with the data obtained by Critical Fluid Systems on alcohol-water separations
using near critical carbon dioxide in a 101.6 mm diameter sieve tray column (7, 8).
A comparison between experimental and calculated overall efficiencies for isopropanol
and ethanol solutes is presented in Figure 1.

Whe11 ethanol is the solute, the model
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underpredicts efficiency by about 20%; for the isopropanol case it overpredicts by
about 40%.

Simplifying assumptions in the model and uncertainties in the values of

interfacial tensions and diffusion coefficients are contributing causes for these
discrepancies.
The model was also used to compare SrE with conventional liquid-liquid extraction.
The SFE system was carbon dioxide/ethanol/water at 101 bar and 35 C, and the conven
tional system was toluene/acetone/water at one atmosphere and 25 C. These two
systems have interfacial tensions in the range of 22-25 mN/m and have similar values
pf aqueous phase diffu5ion coefficients.
As shown in Figure 2, overall mass transfer efficiencies in the SFE case are almost
double those for conventional e,traction.

The major contributor appears to be the

difference in the values for the dispersed phase diffusion coefficients, estimated
9
8 2
as 2.1 X 10- m /s for SFE and 2.6 X 10- m21s for the conventional case. Also, the
viscosity of the SFE dispersed phase is about one-tenth of that for the conventional
system dispersed phase.

The transport property advantage of the SFE system appears

to be real and bears further discussion.
Phase Equilibrium

The limits for ternary equilibrium 5tudies are provided by the behavior of the cor

responding binary systems.

Several authors have studied the mutual solubilities of

the carbon dioxide system (17, 18).

experimentally include:

Ternary cases which have been investigated

carbon dioxide solvent with ,iater-organics (19, 20, 21),

ethane solvent with water-alcohols (22), and ethylene solvent with water-organics
(23).

Successful attempts to model qualitatively, as well as quantitatively, liquid

fluid systems using the Peng--Robinson (20, 21, 22) and the Redlich-Kwong equations

of state (24) have been performed.

The interaction constants used in these equations

were determined from binary solubility data.
In the present study,. the carbon dioxide/ethanol/water and the carbon dioxide/isopro
panol/water systems were investigated from a mass transfer concept.

Equilibrium data

for these systems were obtained from Gilbert (25) and Kander (26), respectively.
lnterfacial Tension
The interfacial tension of water-hydrocarbon (including carbon dioxide) systems at
high pressures has been measured using the pendant drop method and the capillary

rise technique.

In the pendant drop method, a pressure cell with glass windows is

constructed and photographs are taken of the drops.

lnterfacial tension is cal-

culated by equating these measurements to the numerical integration of the differen
tial equation for drop shape.

Interfacial tensio,i data were obtained for the carbon

dioxide water system at temperatures ranging from 24 to 138 C and pressures from 1.03
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to 1,030 bar (27, 28).
In the capillary rise technique a single glass capillary is suspended in a thermo
The height of capillary rise is measured. The'
capillary rise, the capillary diameter, and the densities of the bulk liquid and gas
stated cylindrical brass bomb (29).

phases are used to determine the interfacial tension.

No measurements of interfacial

tensions by this method have been reported for supercritical conditions.
The previous works do not provide a quantitative method for predicting the influence
of a third component on the intcrfacial tension of a high pressure system.

In many

cases, the addition of the third component will lower the interfacial tension.

This

would have a very significant impact on the mass transfer efficiency of an extraction
device.
In the present study experirnental measurements for carbon dioxide/water were used to
approximate the value of interfacial tension for the carbon dioxide/alcohol/water
ternary.

A more accurate estimate of this property is not available when the third

component is present.
Diffusion Coefficient
The value of the diffusion coefficient significantly affects the mass transfer effi
ciency. This is particularly true in the regime of drop formation. Most of the
models of this mass transfer mechani�m are based on Higbie penetration theory (30).
In the present st.udy, the Wilke-Chang equation (31), based on Stokes-Einstein theory,
was used to predict binary diffusion coefficients:
5
( I M ) O. T
7 .4 X 10-B ---=b��
.6
11B V A O
The results are shown in Table l.

(3)

An inspection of the table sho1<s that the Wilke

Chang overpredicts by an average of 26�. At solvent viscosities higher than 0.05
N·s
the performance of the equation improves. The average error in this range of

m

viscosities decreases to 15%.
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Table l
Correlation of Binary Diffusion Coefficients in Supercritical
Carbon Dioxide Solvent With Stokes-Einstein Theory

•c

Solute

naphthalene

0

wc 1De,p
Mean
(a)

D T-l
Mean
(b)

D T- l

Reference

Maximum %
Deviation

i:-rom Mean

l . 40

l. 91

0.22

35-55
35-55

1.18

2.69

0.08

l. 09

36
37

2.09

O. ll

37

tri-methyl
benzene

35-55

l .17

l . 97

0. ll

37

naphthalene

40

l . 32

2.00

0.13

38

benzene

40

1.19

2. 70

0 .17

phenol

40

38

l .44

2.40

0. ll

38

benzene
n-propyl
benzene

35-55

(a)

Ratio of diffusion coefficients calculated with Wilke-Chang equation to the

(b)

experimental values.
1
2
10
Units of this term are ((cm /s) (g/cm-s) (°K- ) X 10- ).

The viscosity of the supercritical solvent in the present study was about 0.06 N·s/m
within the range of applicability of the Wilke-Chang correlation.

A factor of 0.87

(l/1.15) was used to correct for the overprediction of diffusion coefficients with
this technique.
A reasonable estimate of the aqueous phase diffusion coefficient was obtained by
using the value of this property at atmospheric pressure

(32).

This phase is not

in the supercritical state, and thus should require little if any pressure adjust
ment.

Literature values were corrected for temperature accor�ing to Wilke-Chang and

assuming 15% overprediction with this equation.
Viscosity
The viscosity of a supercritical solvent is typically one-fourth or less that of a
conventional liquid solvent.

The less viscous SFE solvent will allow higher through

puts than are possible in liquid extraction.
The viscosity of a supercritical fluid varies directly with pressure.

Several

attempts to measure the viscosity of carbon dioxide at supercritical conditions have
been performed.

One of the most accurate studies was by Ulybin and Makarushkin in

which this property was measured using a transpiration type capillary viscometer
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(33}.

These authors also evaluated carbon dioxide viscosity data by others.

The viscosity of water at high temperatures and pressures has also been measured
extensively. All available data sin�e 1840 were collected and evaluated by Scheffler
!!_ !!_ (34). A system of mathematical equations was developed to represent the data
in graphical and tabular format.
In the present study viscosities of pure carbon dioxide and water were used to repre
sent the fluid and aqueous phases. This assumption was possible since the solute
concentrations in the system were dilute (less than 6 mole%).·

Densities of the SFE sol�ents are in the range of conventional liquid densities
though somewhat less. Thus a greater difference in density exists between the ex
tract and raffinate phases in the supercritical case than in a liquid-liquid system.
The result is a higher rate of thro�ghput for SFE compared to conventional extrac
tion.
The densities of the most common constituents in SFE, including carbon dioxide, have
been tabulated (35). For other components, or for mixtures, estimates may be made
using appropriate equations of state and mixing rules. In the dilute system used in
this study the density values for the solvent and carrier were substituted for those
of the extract and raffinate.
Experimental Equipment
Two 316 ss supercritical extraction test systems have been constructed. The first
of these is a simple once-through flow system which incorporates a 25.4 mm (one inch)
diameter, 1220 mm {48 inch} high, extractor. The second system is based on a 101.6
mm (fqur inch) diameter, 2032 mm (80 inch} hiqh, extractor and has more capability
than the smaller system (see Figure 3). In addition to being larger it is equipped
with a totally automated control system and has total recycle capability.
The extractors in both systems can accommodate either trays or packings. The trays
are assembled on threaded rods and are inserted in their correct position. The feed
streams are fed to the column by controlled volume liquid pumps. External heat
exchangers are used to control the temperature of the feed streams.
At this writing experimental mass transfer and flooding data are being obtained on
the carbon dioxide/ethanol/water and carbon dioxide/isopropanol/water systems in the
25.4 mm diameter sieve tray extraction column. Similar data will be taken in the
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101 .6 mm diameter unit.

Mass transfer and hydraulic performance data from the

smaller system will be presented at the conference meeting and, to the extent they
are available, the larger diameter data will also be presented.
Summary and Conclusions
In order to dt:sign � n extractor operating in supercritical extraction service one
must have accurate information on phase �quil·ibria and system properties as well as
knowledge of the mass transfer and hydraulic characteristics of the contactor under
consideration.
To date little attention has been given to the mass transfer and hydraulic perfor
mance of continuous and multistage contacting devices that are needed for commer
cial applications of SFE.

The purpose of the present and subsequent studies Is to

add to the knowledge base in these areas.

This will be accompl lshed through the

acquisition of experimental data and the subsequent develol)'Tlent of mechanistic
models useful for predicting the performance of industrial scale equiµnent.
A review of previous' work shows that a few experimental studies on mass transfer
have been completed using spray, packed, and tray-type devices v1ith carbon dioxide
as the solvent. However for a specific type of device such as the sieve tray, mass
transfer and hydraulic studies are either non-existent or not comprehensive enough
to allow for the development of generalized 111odels.
It is logical that the basic principles of the models developed for conventional
extraction can be extended to SF[.

However, the success of simulation will depend in

part on the knowledge of accurate phase equilibria and system properties.

In the

preliminary simulation studies presented earlier the conclusions regarding the
accuracy of the model could not be made because of the uncertainty in the values of
interfacial tensions and diffusion coefficients.

Application of this model did show

trends in that one might expect to obtain mass transfer efficiencies in a SFE system
significantly higher than in a conventional extraction system.
Results of all experimental and modeling work will be presented at the conference.
Nomenclature
Total interfacial area for drop formation, cm

2
2

Total interfacial area for drop rise or fall, cm .
Mutual diffus�on coefficient of solute A at very low concentrations in
solvent B, cm /s.
Murphree tray efficiency, fractional.
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3

Volumetric fiow of continuous and dispersed phases, respectively, cm /s.
Overall mass transfer coefficient for drop formation based on dispersed
phase, (gm-moles) / (s-cm ) .
Overall mass transfer coefficient for drop rise or fall based on dispersed
phase, (gm-moles)/ (s-cm 2 ).
Individual film coefficient for dispersed phase, (gm-moles) / (s-cm 2 ),
i = f for drop formation, i = r for drop rise or fall.
Individual film coefficient for continuous phase, (gm-moles) / (s-cm 2 ),
i = f for drop formation, i = r for ·drop rise or fall.
Molecular weight of component A, gm/(gm-mole).
Molecular weight of the dispersed phase, gm/(gm-mole).
Slope of the equilibrium curve (mole fraction of solute in dispersed phase)/
(mole fraction of solute in continuous phase).
Absolute temperature, degrees Kelvin.
Superficial velocity of continuous and dispersed phases, respectively, cm/s.
Molal volume of solute A at its normal boiling temperature, cm l /gm-mole.
Greek Letters
Association factor of solvent 8, dimensionless.
¢
Vi secs ity of component 8, dynes.
Ilg
Density of dispersed phase, gm/cm l ·.
pd
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Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Results
for the COz/EtOH/Hz O and CO2/ iPrOH/HzO Systems
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Comparison of Calculated Efficiency for
Supercritical and Liquid - Liquid Extraction
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Some Aspects of High-Pressure-Extraction Process Engineering
Gahrs, H.J., Beutler, H.J., Lenhard, U. and LUrken, F.
Messer Griesheim GmbH, Krefeld, Germany
1. Introduction
Most of the theoretical work on high-pressure-extraction HPE
deals with the solvent power of compressed or supercritical
gases, i.e. phase equilibria between single substances and
gases of one or more components. Experimental contributions
show a broad field of potential application.
This presentation gives results of application-oriented deve
lopments focussed on the economy of the HPE-process for a num
ber of different problems. We will concentrate on extractions
of natural solid substances because HPE plants in operation
today and the near-future applications we see both work with
such materials.
2. Solvent power and loading of gases
HP£ is based on the solvent power of compressed or supercritical
gases, e.g. CO,. Technically relevant pressures range from 8
to 50
MPa. In this pressure range the solvent power usually
increases with increasing density of the gaseous solvent. The
solvent power of CO, and its dependence on pressure and tempe
rature have been determined for numerous single substances and
classes of substances.
Solubility diagrams, however, only give first hints for the
choice of HPE-conditions. The loading of the solvent gas (i.e.
the concentrations of solute in the supercritical solvent)
usually is well below the values of saturation (e.g. 5 to 100
times).
This discrepancy can not be explained by incomplete equilibra
tion but rather by the much more complex situation encountered
with natural materials compared with those used to study solu
bilities. We habe to take into account that
- natural materia� contain numerous constituents of different
solubilties
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- the substances to be dissolved are physically or chemically
bound to an insoluble solid matrix.
- diffusion as well as adsorption and· desorption processes
influence the transfer into the solvent phase
- the properties of the solvent are changed by disolved
substances since
- the composition of the solvent changes in the course of
extraction because constituents of differing solubility are
removed at differents rates
These numereous influences result in a manifol� of possibilities
to optimize the process of extraction some of which are given
below. Two cases of typical HPE applications will be considered:
- the production of extracts from natural raw materials
- the refinement of natural products by a selective extraction
of unwanted substances.
3. The production of extracts from natural solid materials
The aim of this HPE application is a complete extraction of
active principles or valuable constituents from an insoluble
solid matrix. For economic reasons it is advantageous to main
tain a high loading of the supercritical solvent during the
extraction process.
The production of pepper extracts (i.e. oleoresins and piperin)
is pr�sented in some detail showing the influences of the pre
treatment (e.g. grinding), of the amount of pepper material
(i.e. the height of the autoclave filling), and of the specific
CO, flow rate on the loading of the gaseous solvent.
In one test a column of previously extracted pepper was put on
top of the extractor to investigate the influence of adsorption
and desorption on the course and result of an extraction run.
4. Selective Extractions
High selectivity is a basic advantage of HPE. Its achievement,
howewer, may require different solutions in process engineering.
Two examples are presented, the decaffeination of tea and the
reduction of nicotine in tabacco. Both problems are more diffi
cult to solve than, for instance, the production of caffein-free
coffee because both materials have a full aroma content.
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In High Pressure Extraction of caffeine from tea very low
loadings of the gas phase were observed under all conditions.
Adsorption processes as well as limited diffusion may be the
cause. The concentration of caffeine in the solvent gas is only
slightly influenced by the contact time between solvent and
product, whereas increasing reduction of the aroma content is
observed with increasing residence time of the solvent in the
extractor; Therfore, the layout of the extractor vessel used
for the production of decaffeinated tea had to be modified in a
special way to assure short contact time between solvent and
product.
An aroma preserving reduction of nicotine from tobacco is based
on an extraordinarilly high solvent power of mixtures of Nz and
CO, with respect to nicotine. Allthough even small additions of
Nz drastically reduce the solvent power of CO, for most substan
ces a maximum solubility of 4 % by weight is found for nicotine
even in mixtures of Nz and COz containing 75 % of Nitrogen.
Using such gas mixtures in HPE it is possible to produce tobacco
with a reduction of 95 % with respect to nicotine and a loss of
aroma components well below 10 %.
5. Outlook
Systematic investigations of process engineering schemes may
enhance application of HPE. The multitude of factors that
influence the course and result of an extraction require extended
trials and scale-up testing. The HPE department at Messer Gries
heim Krefeld will install a plant of technical scale at the end
of 1986 and thus supplement the smaller test plants already in
operation. A close cooperation ·with manufacturers of HPE
equipment is planned to offer the potential user of HPE a
complete development of process engineering including basic
parameters, layout, and constructional details.
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Hydrodynamics of a Section of a Large Sieve Tray Extractor
R.8. Eldridge, J.L. Humphrey, J.R. Fair; University of Texas; Austin, TX/USA
Large commercial sieve tray extraction_ columns do not exhibit the same performance
characteristics as their small, pilot-scale counterparts. As might be expected, drop
formation and dispersion differ; drop size distributions differ, in part because of
changed interfacial characteristics; axial dispersion of the continuous phase is
influenced both by longer path length and by forces imparted by the drop field; and
the drops may tend to recirculate and thereby depart from the plug flow characteris
tics observed in small equipment.
It would be expected also that the characteristics of the continuous phase flow in
the large extractor would differ from those in the small scale counterpart. As in
the case of distillation, a plug flow characteristic might enhance the small column
efficiency. Other characteristics, such as retrograde flow and directional velocity
gradients would also be expected to influence the effective interphase concentration
gradients and thus the observed tray efficiency of the large unit.
The purpose of this work was to examine the axial mixing characteristics of the flow
of continuous phase across an active sieve tray. The mixing patterns would be deter
mined as functions of tray geometry, phase flow rates, and fluid physical properties.
Once determined quantitatively, the axial dispersion coefficients could then be com
bined with a point efficiency model, such as that developed by Rocha � �- (1), to
enable predictions of large scale extractor tray efficiencies.
Background
The geometry of an extractor sieve tray resembles that of a distillation sieve tray.
As indicated in Figure l, continuous phase enters the tray through a downcomer and
passes across the field of moving dispersed phase drops. The mass transfer efficien
cy of tray n is conveniently expressed as a Murphree efficiency:
(1)

where the Y values refer to solute mole fractions in the dispersed phase and the Y*
term refers to an equilibrium concentration with respect to the continuous phase
leaving the tray:
Y*n = mde X n

(2)

The direct analogy to vapor-liquid equilibrium o·n distillation trays is apparent.
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Depending on phase mixing, the va)ue of

local

tion.

will be equal to or greater than the
Emd
efficiency, which applies to a point on the tray and which can vary with loca-

For the case of complete continuous phase mixing_,

plug flow of continuous phase,

Emd = Epd"

For the case of

(3)
where

Epd

).

point efficiency, based on dispersed phase concentrations
extraction factor, m F /F
c
dc

F /F = molar ratio of dispersed to continuous flows
d c
m

dc

= slope of the equilibrium curve based on molar concentrations,
dispersed phase on ordinate scale.

For cases that are intermediate between complete mixing and plug flow, m_easures of

departure from ideal flow are necessary.

The pertinent background work leading to

such measures has been done largely with homogeneous systems or with gas-liquid

systems, and it possible to utilize such work, by direct analogy, for liquid-liquid
systems.

A useful method for expressing the degree of tray mixing is the stage model, where

the phase in crossflow is presumed to flow through one or more well-mixed stages.

This model, originally applied to distillation trays by Gautreaux and O'Connel (2),

also relates point and tray efficiencies:

(4)
where s = number of mixing stages on the tray
When s = 1, the continuous phase is completely mixed, and point efficiency equals
tray efficiency.

For pure plug flow of continuous phase, s =

00

•

For intermediate

cases, a blending of the dHfusion and stage models is possible, and
s "' ( Pe + 2 )/ 2

( 5)

Z

Fc T
The Peclet number, Pe = A
, thus becomes a key dimensionless parameter in
pD
assessing the effects of g'l!o�etry on axial mixing and point efficiency enhancement.
Measurements of Pee 1 et numbers (or eddy diffusion coefficients) for continuous
phase flow on sieve trays have not been reported previously.

Angelo and Lightfoot

(3) considered liquid-liquid system mixing in such a geometry, but limited their

work to the completely mixed region.
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For other extraction devices, however, some

axial mixing studies have been reported, for example the notable work of Myauchi and
Vermeulen (4) for packed extractors. It is beyond the scope of the present paper to
review mixing studies in the various available extraction devices, since the purpose
here is to deal with mixing on crossflow sieve tray devices.
Experimental Equipment
The experimental equipment is shown in Figure 2. The contacting unit was designed to
simulate a slice from a larger scale sieve tray extractor and to provide for maximum
opportunity for viewing flows of the phases. The design also provides for a broad
range of phase flow rates, tray spacings, downcomer dimensions and tray hole pat
terns. Dimensions of the contacting unit are shown in Figure 3.
Phase interfaces are maintained by adjustment of the height of the atmospheric head
tanks. Mesh pads aid in drop coalescence. The injection point for a dye tracer is
in the inlet downcomer. A sampling device withdraws fluid from the exit downcomer
and feeds the sample to a Beckman spectrophotometer for analysis. For the obser
vation and measurement of mixing effects, a pulse injection technique is used, with
the output from the spectrophotomer being recor�ed on a strip chart. The experiment
al unit is also equipped for the photographic determination of drop size distribu
tion.
Data Analysis
The unsteady s_tate unidirectional axial dispersion relationship, appropriate for the
test method used, is
ac
ar

+ v

z

ac - D

n-

2

I.I

E az2

+ [source term]

(6)

concentration of tracer
• time
vz velocity in the axial direction
DE eddy diffusion coefficient

where C
t

A "source term" is shown in Equation 6 to allow for the injection of tracer in the
test section itself. In the present work, an impulse source term was used in the
experimentation; this term approximated a perfect delta function.
Equation 7 is the dimensionless solution of Equation 6, subject to plug flow boun
dary conditions (i.e., no diffusion in the tray inlet or �xit downcomer):
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/ e /2
(1/t r )(
)

oo (-1 )n+l 8 a�

-- exp[-A n (t/t r )]

n•l 4 a2 + 4 Pe + Pe 2

(7)

where CN • normalized concentration (time)-l
tr • mean residence time
Pe

A
tan

o.n

Peel et number

Pe 2 + 4 2
4 Pe
4 Pe "n
--:----z--2
4 c,n - Pe

(8)

( 9)

This solution has been taken from Himmel bl au and Bischof (5).
Points were obtained from experiffiental traces of dye concentration, an example of
which is shown in Figure 4. These points were fitted to Equation 7 through a non
linear curve fitting technique. This data regression yielded a. Peclet number and a
mean residence time which minimized the error between the experimental and calculated
concentration profiles; the example shown in Figure 5 is a companion to the raw data
of Figure 4. The Peclet number so obtained was combined with the tray length and the
continuous phase velocity to yield a value of the eddy diffusion coefficient.

Axial mixing results were obtained for operating sieve trays spaced at 6 and 12
inches, with the geometry shown in Figure 3. Two immiscible systems were used:
toluene/water and n-butanol/water, both at room temperature. The interfacial ten
sions of these systems were 30 mN/m and 1.8 mN/m, respectively. The corresponding
Sauter mean drop diameters were 6.3 and 3.2 mm, measured from photographs with a
Zidas Digitizer (Karl Zeiss, Inc.).
The experimental data are plotted in Figure 6 as Peclet number versus superficial
dispersed phase velocity based on the active (perforated) area of the tray. It is
clear that for the lo,ier interfacial tension system (butanol/water) the axial mixing
is intense and the tray behaves essentially as a well-mixed stage. Although some
plug flow effect might be recognized for large commercial-scale extractors, it
appears likely that point efficiencies from small test columns can be scaled up
dir e ctly.
The butanol/water system has an inherently-high point efficiency because of the small
drops and corresponding high interfacial area. One might consider a small tray
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spacing in order to promote plug flow, but this in turn would lower the efficiency
(shorter drop rise residence time) and thus defeat the attenpt to obtain a larger
value of Murphree efficiency.
For the higher interfacial tension system (toluene/water), higher Peclet numbers are
achieved, as also shown in Figure 6. Downcomer length and hole diameter appear to
have a minor influence on axial mixing, but tray spacing has a significant influence.
However, the characteristically-low point efficiencies fo,· such systems would show
only a small enhancement at the lov1 tray spacings, even with pure plug flow.
use of low tray spacings would also impair point efficiency.

Again,

Thus, also for the

high interfacial tension system, scaleup of point efficiency appears to be direct.
Summary and Conclusions
An experimental study has been made of the axial mixing of the continuous phase
flowing across a sieve tray that is active with a rising field of 1 ight phase drops.
Eddy diffusion coefficients as high as
of 12 inches.

3 75

2

cm /sec. were obtained for a tray spacing

Thi-s indicates a significant amount o{ backmixing, even at high flow

ratios of continuous to dispersed phase.
One may conclude from this work that for systems with relatively high interfacial
tension, which give characteristically low point efficiencies, axial mixing is not
an important issue in the design of sieve tray extractors. For systems with relative
ly low interfacial tension, which give characteristically high point efficiencies, a
considerable amount of back-mixing occurs, thus limiting the efficiency enhancement
desired for the full crossflow tray.

Very low tray spacings can decrease backmixin·g

but in turn limit point efficiency because of lower drop residence time.
Additional work is required to validate completely the effects of all operating and
property variables, but the indication is thct for most systems, axial mixing plays
only a minor role in the optimum desi�n of sieve tray extractors.

cross sectional area available for continuous phase flow (L)
variable defined by Equation 8

(dimensionless)
3

concentration of tracer (moles/L )
normalized tracer concentration (1/0)
2

eddy diffusion coefficient (L ;o)
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Emd
Epd
Fe
Fd
m dc
Pe

w

X*
e
Y*
Z
ZT

Murphree dispersed phase tray efficiency (fractional)
Point dispersed phase efficiency (fractional)
continuous phase molar flow rate (moles/8)
dispersed phase molar flow rate (moles/0)
equilibrium distribution coefficient, Y*/X (dimensionless)
Peclet number (dimensionless), Equation
number of mixing stages on tray·
time (0)
mean residence time of tracer on tray (0)
velocity of continuous phase in axial direction (L/0)
dimensionless tray length, dZ/Z
mole fraction of solute in continuous phase
mole fraction of solute in continuous phase, in equilibrium with
dispersed phase entering the tray
mole fraction of solute in dispersed phase
mole fraction of solute in dispersed phase, in equilibrium with
continuou.s phase mo1e fraction X
distance in direction of continuous phase flow (L)
total length of tray flow path (L)

Greek Letters
variable defined by Equation 9 (dimensionless)
cxn
>.
extraction factor, m C F /FC (dimensionless)
d d
mean
molar density of tray mixture (moles/L 3 )
pm
Subscripts
n
n-1

tray n
tray n-1 (below tray n)
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Pt!clet numbers for 30.5 cm tray spacing
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Hydrodynamic Behaviour of a Rotar/ ngitated Colvnn with Electrostatic Coalescence
E.H. Stitt, P.J. Bailes, University of Bradford, U.K.
INTRODUCTION
In liquid-liquid extraction the rate of solute transport is d6termined by the

difference in chemical potential in the two phases, the area of interface available

and the hydrodynamic conditions at the fluid phase boundary.

The resistance to mass

transfer provided by the conditions prevailing at the interface comprise, in the

absence of chemical reaction, the effects of the two diffusional boundary layers and

of the interface itself.

For a given system, in order to attain a high rate of

solute transfer it is desirable to achieve both large areas of interface.and low
diffusional resistances by intimately contacting the liquids together. Agitated
vessels are useful for this purpose in that the degree of mixing is rarely uniform

and therefore, according to the local degree of turbulence, droplet break-up or
coalescence may occur.

The importance of this process in promoting high rates of

mass transfer has long been recognised (l).

In cases where droplets undergo rapid

successive coalescence and redispersion the observed rates of extraction can be much

greater than those which might be predicted from studies of single droplets of the
same mean size (2).

It has also been observed that the highest rates of mass

transfer occur at newly formed interfaces or in cases where the interface can be
considered to be undergoing surface renewal (3-6).

From the foregoing it may be deduced that, in order to maximise the rate of solute
transfer it is desirable to create, continuously, large areas of new interface
between turbulent phases.

One means of achieving this is to intensify the

coalescence-redispersion cycle by high speed mechanical agitation.
additional benefit of increasing the interfacial area.

This has the

Typically however, small

stable droplets give poor mass transfer coefficients because they have stagnant

interiors and move slowly.

Furthermore,. they are so easily entrained by the

continuous phase that they severely restrict the allowable throughput of the
equipment.

The extent to which agitation may be usefully increased is therefore

constrained unless droplet coalescence can be independently increased to counteract
the production of fine droplets.

This requirement can be satisfied for "water in oil

11

type dispersions by using technology in electrically augmented coalescence recently
developed at Bradford (7).

Rapid coalescence in such systems can be obtained by the

use of pulsed DC fields and insulated electrodes.
A novel rotary agitated differential

column has been developed (8,9), the design of

which is based upon the concepts discussed above.

The objective of the present study

is to investigate the effects of enhanced coalescence-redisrersion upon column
behaviour.

The dependence of dispersed phase hold-up upon, firstly the impeller

speed and electric field strength and, secondly column leading were studied in the

absence of mass transfer.

Subsequently, experiments were performed with mass

transfer in order to demonstrate the practical value of intensified coalescence-
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redispersion with regard to liquid extraction equipment.
EXPERIMENTAL

The extraction column consisted of a 71 mm inside dia.i:aeter, 0 . .5 m QVF glass tube

with bell ends and mild steel end plates.

The column was dlvided into four mixing

compartments and two quiescent end zones by means of five wall mounted stator ring
electrodes.

The arrangement of the colwnn internals is shown in Figure 1.

•rhe

active column height was 320 mm.

The ring electrodes were fabricated from PTFE insulated cable.
insulation diameters were 1.16 mm and 5.10 mm respectively.

Wire core and

They were made up to

fit closely to the column wall and were each energised by means of a further cable
passing through the column wall.

from the process liquids.

The electrod� wire core was completely insulated

The nature of the impellers is illustrated in Figure 2.

The impeller was located on a rotating shaft, central within the column and
surrounded by an immobile slotted cage, or shroud.

This design was chosen after

initial trials showed that it was not possible to achieve good droplet break-up
using conventional column agitators in the presence of an electric field.

The slots·

impart high shear forces on droplets passing through them and also serve to minimise
tangential flow.

The relative positions of the impeller and shroud were maintained

by means of a support collar which was fixed in position by three column length rods.
The base of the shroud rested on the support collar and was steadied by "U 11 shaped
locating rods about the column length rods.

support collar were horizontally aligned.

The flat base of the impeller and the

This arrangement ensured that the base of

the mixing assembly was effectively sealed and that the mixing induced draught acted

only in the region above the collar.

steel.

The impeller parts were fabricated in mild

A supplementary rin� electrode was placed in the quiescent zone at the

column top in order to enhance "water in oil" de-entrainment.

A liquid test system was selected which would facilitate the laboratory

investigation and at the same time demonstrate the applicability of the novel
contactor to commercial·extractions.

In general, the choice of system requires some

attention to the physical properties of the liquids, particularly their electrical

characteristics since an electrostatic field can only be sustained for a continuous
phase which is substantially insulating.

The liquid system selected was:

Continuous, raffinate phase : ISOPAR M@ (An isoparaffinic
°

hydrocarbon with boiling range 204 to 249 c marketed by Exxon).

Transferring solute: Cumene (isopropylbenzene supplied by ICI plc).
Dispersed, solvent phase : an equivolume mixture of N-methyl 2
pyrrolidinone (NMP) and ethylene glycol.

NMP® is a cyclic polar solvent marketed by GAF Corp.

It is used commercially with

a cosolvent, typically ethylene glycol, diethylene glycol or water, for the
extraction of aromatics in the Lurgi Arosolvan Process (10).

The physical properties

of the liquids are given elsewhere (9) but are characterised by an interfacial
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tension of 12.8 mN.m-1 and a phase density difference of 291 kg.m- 3.
The investigation of column hydrodynamics was carried,out in the absence of mass
transfer using solute free, pre-quilibrated liquids. For the mass transfer

experiments fresh liquids were used and the influent continuous phase contained 20�
by volume (0.304 mole fraction) cumene.

solute.

The NMP-ethylene glycol feed was free of

Analysis was by G.L.C. and, in the region of interest the equilibrium

relationship was shown to be linear and to be described by the equation:
y = 0.085x

(l)

where x and y are the mole fraction of cumene in the raffinate and ex�ract phases
respectively (9) •

A standard procedure was adopted for the experiments.

All work was carried out at

ambient temperatures. The column was allowed to operated with a stable interface

for a period of three residence times of the minority phase based upon its
superficial velocity prior to measurement.

For hold-up determination, the feed

flows and dispersed phase underflow were shut off simultaneously and the contents

of the column were allawed to settle.

The column was then drained witil the

interface was level with the interface marker used for the dynamic situation.

The

volume drained thus represented the total volume of droplets in the column during
operation.

Care was taken to recover the dispersed phase prevented from settling

by the impeller assemblies.

For experiments with mass transfer, samples of the

effluent phase flows were taken immediately prior to shut down and hold-up

determination.

Throughout the mass transfer work a volumetric phase flow ratio,

dispersed to continuous, of 4: l, was used.

to the equilibrium line.

This gave an operating line paral�el

The electric field for coalescence was obtained by applying a pulsed unidirectional
voltage to the electrically insulated electrodes.

The impeller assemblies and

support rods were electrically grounded. The use of pulsed D.C. fields with coated

electrodes for effecting coalescence of "water in oil" type dispersions has

previously been reported by Bailes and Larkai (7,11). This study represents the

first occasion on which this electrical system has been emplo_yed in a non-parallel

plate geometry and also for a non-aqueous dispersed phase. The electrical equipment

was similar to that used previously (7) and its operational facets are discussed
elsewhere (12).

Although pulse frequency is known to exert a considerable .influence

on coalescence performance (13) it was not varied during the present investigation.
A pre-determined value of 4 Hz was used throughout the study. This frequency
matches the interfacial relaxation time of the column dielectric system (9) and

under such circumstances the coalescing effect is likely to be near its maximum.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figure 3 shows a typical set of results at fixed column loading (l.O 1/min) and
phase flow ratio (d/c of 4 : 1) for dispersed phase hold-up as a function of
electric field strength and impeller speed.

As expected, increasing impeller speed

leads to a rise in hold-up and increasing the electrode voltage causes a reduction

It should be noted that only at the lowest flow rates and impeller

in the same.

speeds used could the column be operated in the absence of the electric field.

An alternative means of presenting the data is shown in Figure 4.

Here lines of

interpolation of data similar in form to tho�e shown in Figure 3.

This method of

constant hold-up are given as a function of impeller speed and electrode voltage
for a different column loading (0.75 1/min). These lines were obtained by

data presentation illustrates that the electric field can be effectively used to

maintain the droplet coalescence-breakage dynamic equilibrium as impeller speed is
increased.

Further analysis of all the hold-up results reveals excellent agreement

with the empirical relationship:

h a N 2 v-o.s

(2)

where h is the dispersed phase fractional hold-up; N is the impeller speed and Vis
the applied electrode voltage.
l

column loading of l.O l minFigure 5.

As an example, the correlation obtained for a

and a phase flow ratio (d/c) of 2 : l is given in

The results of experiments carried out at different column loadings are shown in
Figure 6.

The two impeller speed-electrode voltage combinations used were selected

such that, according to Equation (1) they should give similar hold-up values at each
given throughput.
of operation.

The data indicate that this is indeed the case over a wide range

The most interesting feature however is that the data exhibit a

discontinuity and the line drawn through the experimental
abrupt change of curvc1ture.

points describes an

This finding suggests that the mechanism of droplet

break-up and/or coalescence undergoes a change at a certain "critical hold-up 11

(he ). Furthermor� it is apparent from Figure 7 that this discontinuity corresponds
r
to a maximum in slip velocity (V ). This fact may be interpreted to mean that
5m
droplet size also passes through a maximum at this critical point, if it is assumed
that slip velocity is essentially a function of droplet size.

An explanation for this phenomenon has been sought from previous studies of droplet

behaviour in agitated systems (14,15).

In a stirred tank for example, it appears

that droplet size increases with hold-up due to .enhanced cbllision frequencies

which, in turn, lead to greater coalescence.

This general trend is valid up to the

point where the maximum stable droplet size is attained.

Droplets of diameter

greater than this have a propensity to break-up under the influence of the

prevailing shear forces.

The maximum stable diameter is, in a given agitated

system effectively a function of impeller speed and, for the case of the present

study, electric field strength.

It is proposed that for hold-up below the critical

value (subcritical operation), the fine droplets issuing from the impeller shroud
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slots are rapidly coalesced by the electric field and pass subsequently to the next
mixing compartment.

As throughput, and hence hold-up, is increased, the mean

diameter of the drqplets, post-coalescence, increases until, at critical behaviour,
the maximum stable size is attained.

At hold-ups beyond the critical value

(supercritical operation), the maximum stable size is surpassed and droplets break

up due to shear forces in the bulk of the column well away from the impeller region.

This supplementary break-up occurs in a zone of low electric field intensity and
thus re-coalescence is slow resulting in a reducing mean droplet size and slip
velocity.

Thus two distinct regimes of operation exist.

Results from mass transfer experiments carried out at a constant column loading of
1.0 1/min are presented in Table 1.

They indicate that a significant improvement

in mass transfer efficiency can be obtained by making concurrent increases in
impeller speed and electrode voltage.

Hold-up is approximately constant and

therefore the balance between coalescence and redispersion is ostensibly invariant.

While hold-up may be fairly indicative of the prevailing coalescence-redispersion
balance it gives no indication of the frequency with which each occurs.

The

increasing intensity of the coalescence-redispersion cycle is evident, however,

from the marked augmentation in the rate of mass transfer.

In Table 2, data are presented which show that mass transfer efficiency passes
through a minimum as column loading is increased.

The experiments were carried out

using an impeller speed of l(X)() rpm and an electrode voltage of 1.s· kV.

hydrodynamic data given were measured with mass transfer occurring.

The

Consideration

of these results indicates that the minimum in extraction efficiency is .coincident
with critical hydrodynamic behaviour.

These observations can be explained in terms

of the hydrodynamic regimes discussed above.

For critical behaviour, droplet size

and slip velocity are at a maximum and interfacial area ( with respect to dispersed

phase volume) and droplet residence times are correspondingly at a minimum.

Furthermore, the small droplets created by the impeller arc quickly coalesced to

produce large droplets which do not redisperse until they pass into the next mixing
stage.

Overall conditions for mass transf�r, in the present context, are poor.

the subcritical regime, the coalescence-redispersion process is the same as for

critical operation.

In

Smaller droplet sizes however allow for an increased specific

. interfacial area ( referred to the dispersed phase) and longer residence times which
in turn lead to an improved overall mass transfer performance in terms of number of
transfer units.

In the supercritical regime, not only are the droplets smaller than

for critical operation, but also the rate of interface renewal is enhanced.

latter point results from the break-up of unstable droplets in the bulk of
column.

regime.

This

the

Clearly, for optimum column performance, it is desirable to operate in this
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CONCLUSIONS

A novel liquid extraction column has been developed which employs high shear mixing
in conjunction with electrostatic coalescence.

The experimental results- obtained

show that the electric field can effectively counterbalance the dispersive effects'

of vigorous agitation.

Constant hold-up can be maintained as impeller speed is

raised by making suitable increases in the electric field strength. The resulting

augmentation of both droplet coalescence and redispersion cau�es a marked improve

ment in mass transfer performance.

Further hydrodynamic data have shown the

existence of two distinct regimes of column behaviour, above and below a critical
hold-up.

The transition from one regime to the other is characterised by a maximum

value of slip velocity and a minimum number of transfer units.

The two regimes

have been described in terms of their coalescence-redispersi�� mechanism and the
region for optimum operation identified.
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TABLE 1:

Effect of Impeller Speed and Electrode Voltage Upon Column �lass Transfer

Performance

Impeller
Speed (rpm)
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Applied
Voltage (kV)

Fractional Dispersed

1000

l.O

0.143

2. 78

1200

1.5

0.151

3. 73

1400

2.0

0.149

7 .46

Phase Hold-Up
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Units Per Metre (m
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Drawing of the Experimental
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FIGURE 5:
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TABLE 2:

Effect of Column Loading Upon Mass Transfer Performance

llold-Up

Column Loading

Cl.min

-1

)

3

Cm .m

-2

.hr

-1

)

(Fractional)

0,5

7.6

0,070

l.O

15 .2

0.135

o. 75
1.25
1.5
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11.4
18.9

22. 7

Slip Velocity
(mm.s

-1

24.5

)

Number ofTransfer

Units P�l Metre
(m )
3.11

0.101

25. 7

2 .44

0.198

22.6

3 .13

0.262

25.9

21.0

2.70
5.13

l
i
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The Components of the Coalescence Process in Dense Dispersions
T. MiAek, Res.Inst.of Chem.Equipment, Prague, Czechoslovakia
The Liquid Extraction represents a process which takes place in the
two-phase liquid mixture. l'lith slight exeptions, there is during the
extraction one of both liqt1ids dispersed into the other and must be
afterwards coaleAced in order it could be removed out of the system.
�he precess of coalescence of liquid dispersion is therefore an in
herP.nt part of thP. extraction proceAA. In compariAon with mass trsns
fer1 it" equilibria and kinetics, nnc also with studies on drop
splittine1 the results of coalescence research ore very poor, even
problematic. This fact refers to both parts of the problem, i.e.
drop-to-drop coalescence, es well as drop coalescence at the inter
face.
This lecture is devotee to coalescence at the interface. The rate of
this process is influencing dimensio�s of the settling parts of
column extractors end especi3lly dimensions of settlers in batteries
of mixer-settler type. Thus becomes the coalescence, in the majority
of cases, a process deciding ebcut the prevailing part of volume,
weight, installation area and price of extractors, as well as solvent
inventory, anc at the same time significantly influencing also their
operation cost.
Studies on drop coalescence at the interface hove teen performed in
several stages which are well characterized by the experimental
technique used:
a/ Study of residence time of individual drops at the flat and
convex interface /1 - 5/
b/ A considerable progress has been reached by worlrn of Jeffreys end
Davis /6/, who developed the concept of so called coalescence
wedge /Fig.2/
c/ A different procedure used,in his pioneer work on dispersion
coalescence Ryon /7/. Ryon s approach became, however, a relative
ly reliable basis for settler modelling, taking in account the
drawback that the evaluated layer heights are comparatively small.
d/ This matter cf fact was subject to fundamental comment of Barnea
and �izrahi /B/ who in e comprehensive set of works presented
from the engineering point of view the hithert� most significant
contribution to theory and practice of industr:al settler design.
Short review shows already some of the significant problems and mis
understandings in the coalescence research. I therefore would like to
proceed to my own theme, i.e. the individual components of the coa
lescence process in dense dispersions.

1/ Type of disoersion
Apart from the trivial dispersion ·characterization by_physic�l pro
perties of phases and by stating which of the phases is co�tinuo�s
and which a dispersed one /sometimes also w/0 1 o/w/, th� dispersions
differ according to the hold-up and to the mutual velocity ?f �he
dispersed and continuous phases /9/. The relevant characteri�tics
are clearly shown in the graph. Her� the hold-1:1.P depender_ice _ is.
illustrated, i.e. the volume frnct.ion of the �ispe�sed liquid in the
dispersion, on the magnitude, ns well as on direction of the vertical
drop and continuum flow.
With the increasing velocity of the dispe�sed phase the hold-up in
creases untill it,reaches the value st which all d�ops et�rt to. ob
struct each other s motion. Different from the solid part�cle� it
does not mean that they really touch each other, but a thin film of
the continuous phase remains between them. In that moment character
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of the mutual flow of continuum and dispersion changes. The disnersed
particles which were till this moment free, and their relative motion
was on principle derived from the motion of individual drops in con
tinuum, become at this point on principle immovable ·and their relati
ve motion against continuum is derived from the pressure drop of the ,
flow of continuum through the interparticle voids. We denominate
such a dispersion a dense dispersion. The transition point between
both the states /concentrated and dense dispersion/ is a direct ana
logy of the point of fludization with solid particles /transition
fluid bed - fixed bed/.
The significant difference between solid particles and drops is gi
ven by the fact that the hold-up of continuum between solid parti
cles cannot get lower any more, whereas with liquid denee dispers
ions it is able to further decrease in dependence on dispersion pro
perties almost to zero. If this occurs, then the drops originally of
spherical shape gradually deform, flat facets arise on them, receiv
ing finally almost a polyeedric shape, It is suitable to denominate
the dense dispersion with drops of spherical shape end the continuum
with the shape of inter-spherical channels - the channel dense dis
persion. The second limiting case of polyeedric drops and flat
layers of continuum between them can be denominated the lameller
dense dispersion. A transition type exists between both cases with
both lamelles and channels, Which of the dispersicn type will effect
ively. occur, depends on the .ratio of pressure P, pressing the drops
together and of the internal pressure in the drops
/1/
For
and for

P

«

lfn

refers to channel dense dispers
ion and to drops of spherical
shape
re�ers to lameller dense dis
persion end to polyeedric drops

The transition between them is characterized particularly by the
ratio P/Pin'

2/ Buyoency pressure in the disoersion
For the buyoancy of the dispersion, the hold-up of which changes with
the height of dispersion layer l
the relation
/2/
applies.
For a stagnant dispersion, where both the dispersed end continuous
phases do not aiove, the pressure P would be determined by the buyo
ancy pressure )l only, With flowing liquids it is necessary to take
also in account the pressure drop, arising .by this mutual ·movement,
3/ Pressure drop in the dispersion
For the pressure P only the vertical components of flow are relevant
and the horizontal ones may be neglected. The vertical pre.ssure drop
may be estimated using the following reasoning for the lamella type
of dense dispersion:
In the theory of laminar flow whi.ch takes place in such a dispersion
in thin continuum layers, relation between pressure drop /10/ and
volume throughput Q is derived
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Q=a-

h'z .
--12

<"•

JP,

at

...::-;..L..
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where h is layer thickness, f its length and z its width. For
modelling a flow through lamellar dispersion we assume:
Volume hold-up X is equal to area hole-up, i.e. hold-up in the
horizontal cross-section through dense dispersion

X

=

/4/
Neglecting the wall effects, the total lamel1a length corresponding
to the width of a lamella is
n'}(d.Je
2A

z ...

/5/
The total area of the lamella is /1 - X/ • A. The thickness of the
layer /area divided by length/ is then
3e
d-2

/6/

As with the lemellar flow deviations from this model occur, as e.g.
local resistances etc,, it is necessary to count with a deviated
constant of proportionality, into which it is e1so possible to in
clude the value .t , similarly as with derivation of Kermen-Kozeny
equation. The finnl relation is then

U,q __ E...Ji_ • __I_

a,

c1 ;,.,

_L, IX- X ti)'

/9/
4/ Hold-uo of· the dispersed liguid and its longitudinal profile
As already stated, with the increasing pressure P the shape of
drops and the character of flow changes. The change of drop shape,
however, brings about in the region of non-spherical drops a further
significant change, i.e. change of the hold-up, as shown in Fig.7.
The internal pressure is here already related not to the total drop
diameter, but to the radius of curvature r of channel walls. A
simple geometric consideration /Fig.8/ leads to the opinion that it
is possible to correlate the continuous hold-up in dependence of
pressure P in the following way:
f

-

cS · )2
x - (.\..c.,-::,,

0

di )
< ( c., ,n,
<

for

2

/10/

0,4

/11/
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and

1 - X = const - f - X0

/12/

for

/13/

This way we arrive at such a course of hold-ups in the layer, as it
is depicted in Fig.?.
From the equation /10/ it is possible to obtain by differentiation
a relation for increment of pressure with length (

cP
JT

f

2 Cx ( I - X ) l, S

/14/
and ty combination with former1y derived relations for buyoancy pressure and friction /2/ /11/ end by rearrangement, separation
of variables and by integration we obtain equation
l

J-X-ot
a�

�-�--+
b
X - X
O

which is possible to write as a simple linear relation,
1 � ax ., b
where
and
a-

/15/

/15 e,b/

are functions of physical properties of the system and of unknown
constants C1
and C,.
and
L

d/.x/1-x)

l,S

ae

Xo - ,r

x and J are functions of variables
ppssihle
to find experimentally.

X

=

0ri/rf:7at
d

¼ , d, X

X0

-

and

X

e '

/15 c,d/
which it is

We have carried out measurements with one liquid system in the appa
ratus according to Fig.8, which with its simplicity is, from the
hydrodynamical aspect, unambiguously defined and in the large range
of variables we obtained a very good agreement of the experiment
with the equation for values of constants

c,
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= Jl,58

/16/

with a standard deviation le9s than 20%.
In the monodispersion, wr.ere
/17/
the drops are of spherical shane and the hold-uo con be con
sidered as constant. The sol�tion is here more �imple, the depend
ence

y

having variables

(l.,f

t-

b
/18/

r-drt7-,r-t,
/18 a,b/
The relations /15/ end /le/ represent a convenient
correlation of the hold-up profile in the dense dispersions; their
application being complicated by the existence of two regions: of
constant hold-up ond of hold-up profile And their implicit form
in ..f • However, the calculation of the hold-up profile by numeric
integration of the relation

JX
at

= _I_ (d

b

;{

( 1-.X

f- a T
U,t
,x
)
n-.x·

/19/
in conveniently cho9en boundary conditions is possible.
Discussion on boundary conditions exceed, however, the scope of this
lecture.
5/ Model of coalescence at the interface
The equipment according to Fig.? hos been used in several modificat
ions also for the study of drop coalescence intensity at the inter
face. In accord with the work of Fyon /7 / and Barne a /8/, the layer
height was subject to increase with the increased velocity of the
dispersed phase U4 and the hold-up profile was subject to change.
On the coalescence intensity the following conception has been
worked out /11/:
The mean drop residence time at the interface is considered directly
proportional to viscosity of continuous liquid and inversely pro
portional to pressure, acting on drops

T

-

c' �,
p

/20/

The constant of proportionality C0 is characterizing the intensity
of drop coalescence under given physical conditions. The hold-up of
the dispersed phase et the interface, with area A , so-called ores
hold-up, is F,iven by the relation
.xl -

/21/
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The flow through the interface of the area A ia then
9( d'
6A I

fl

/22/

By combining and including X in the constant, we obtain

/2)/
For calculation of P we use the relation /2/ and /9/
derived before

/24/

we define the mean values

;.,u

Tt i

/24 a,b/
and the whole mocel can be easily arranged into a
simple linear relation between the layer height and the throughput:

/25/

in which

h-

a�

/25 a,b/

Knowing the physical properties and the hold-up, the universal

constant C, and the characteristic coalescence constant C,
be then calculated.

can

The Fig,9 shows the agreement of the linear model with the measure
ments. In all other cases the same good agreement has been achieved.
The coalescence model has t,een used for the study of quite a numter
of influences in several experimental series:
A/ Influence of physical properties /12/ /13/: viscosity /0,9 �
3,9 mPa.s/, interfacial t nsion /12,7 � JO,J mN/m/ and density
difference /27 � 115 kg/m /.
+ 5%,
The universal constant C, has been found in the value of 24,2 The coalescence constant c, in the range of 6930 � 24 94E.

1
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The trends signify the dependence

but the results have high variance and are on e low level
of statistical significance.

/26/

8/ Influence of s�rfacA active agents /SAA/ in concentrations from
C to double of the full surface occupntion. 1'he constant 4 found
in t.he value of 33 ,2':i .. The poremeter C, found at about 12 000,
influence of SAA corresponds to the changes of the interfeciel
tensions according to Eq.26.

Cl Influence of the mutual contact time of two-phase mixture is

smell /15/; little significant till about 5 hours, nevertheless
during 50 hours the intensity of coalescence decreases by about
e half.

DI Influen�e of the temperaturR exceeds the change which is induced
by the change of physical properties. Therefo1·e the temperature
itself advances the coalescence.

The experimental research of coalescence, investigation of pere
meterC, vslues etc. is not yet finished. Further measurerements ere
being carried out.
The behaviour of the coalescing layer of polydispersicn is further
complicated by some further components of the coalescence process.
I would like to comment shortly the following:
6/
7/
8/

Influence of the polydispersion
Drop-to-drop coalescence
Entrainment of droplets from the dense dispersion end
their generntion
9/ l.'.es11 end heat transfer
10/ The coalescence process modelling
The modelling of coalescence process in layers of dense dis
persion from model to full scale is et'present already very well
possible and reliable. The above described models were already
with s�ccess applied also for batch sedimentation tests from
which it is possible to obtain ell basic data for design of
settlers on industrial scale.
The comments should not give the impressicn thAt all coalescence
problems.ere solved. Cnfortunstely they ere not. The own coalescence
process is a secret till now, the revealing of which depends first
cf ell on getting more precise and more comprehensive sets of ex
perimental data.
Nomenclature / SI Units/
Ct coalescence constant
friction constant
4
hold-up constant
C6
d
/spherical/ drop diameter
acceleration due to gravity
film thickness of continuous liquid
h9
(
length coordinete
height of dense dispersion layer
l
pressure acting on drops
P
Q
volume throughput

1
1
1

m
m s-2
m
m
m
Pa
m3/s
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mean residence time of crop Gt the interface
relative velocity
superficial velocity of lir,uid
X hold-up of dispersed lic;uid
Z
shapp fee tor
)..
layer height w 1 1ere the hold-up profile comc:ences
14 viscosity
fl densi 1 y
.df cen,iit,; di1ference
6,
interfncinl t<ansion
I n d e x
t
u,
U

c
d
er

0
L

s
m/s
m/s

l

m
N.s.m-2
kg/m3
kg/ml
N/!Il

continuous liquid
dispersed liquid
critical value

mean vnlue

initial va1ue
It= O I
finite value
It= L I

Li teratt.:rP.

1/
2/
'l/
4/
5/
6/
7/
8/

9/
10/
11/
12/
U/
14/
15/
16/
17/

Gillespie 'I'., Fideal r.:.:·., 'l'rnns.Farad.Soc. 52, 173 /19;i6/
Cocl:b,iin E.r.., '!cFoberts 'l'.r.., J.Co'l.Sci. i:, 44C' /1951/
Charles a.�., �ason S.G. ,J.roll.�ci., 15,lO�, 236 /19(C/
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Measurement of Coalescence in Agitated Dispersions by the Light Transmittance
Technique
V. Hancil, V. Rod, J. Reznickova, Institute of Chemical Process Fundamentals,
Prague, Czechoslovakia
Knowledge of interparticle mixing in agitated dispersion caused by drop break-up and
coalescence could considerably increase the reliability of the chemical engineering
calculation of liquid-liquid contactors. Coalescence is globally characterized by the
so called volume coalescence frequency, which is defined as the fraction of the
volume of the dispersed phase that undergoes coalescence per unit of time. The coa
lescence frequency depends not only on the hydrodynamic conditions, hold-up and phy
sico-chemical properties of the phases, but also very strongly on the surface pro
perties of the liquid-liquid system. With regard to the complexity of the process and
the poor knowledge of the properties of the interface, the coalescence frequency
cannot be predicted from basic principles and physico-chemical data.
Several methods have been proposed for measuring the coalescence frequency {l)-(8).
The method of direct observation (1), (2), which is experimentally very demanding
and yields only isolated data, is not suitable for routine applications. The methods
based on tracer technique (3)-(6) yield results affected by the presence of the tra
cer in the system measured. The approach proposed by Horvarth (7), based on the res
ponse of the mean drop size to a change in agitation intensity seems to be the most
promissing for further development. The aim of this work is to worked out a method
based on this principle and develop an experimental technique which would allow to
obtain reproducible data for comparative studies of coalescence as well as informa
tion on coalescence properties of industrially interesting liquid-liquid systems.
The method is based on the evaluation of the coalescence frequency from the measured
rate of the approach of the mean drop diameter to the steady state value in a closed
agitated liquid-liquid system. In the system, the change of the drop diameter da/dt
depends both on the frequency of coalescence we and on the frequency of break-up wh.
If the drop break-up prevails {wh > w ), the mean drop size decreases {da/dt < D) and
vice versa. Since wb increases and wcedecreases with the drop size, the two frequen
cies finally equalize, we= w = w*, and the steady state with the equilibrium drop
size a is reached. Fig. l il�ustrates typical transition curves a{t) in the break-up
and the coalescence region. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the two frequencies on the
relative drop size in the region near the steady state. A mathematical model of the
dispersion dynamics is needed for the coalescence frequency to be evaluated from the
transition curves. Horvarth (7) and Mlynek and Resnick (8) used a highly simplified
model of coalescence only, and calculated w from the sl�pe of the transition curve
in the coalescence region far from the stea!iy state {a/a ,< l) with the assumption of
negligible ws· This approach permitted them to estimate-the coalescence frequency we
only in the region far from the steady state and without any check of the adequacy
of the assumption. If the more interesting equilibrium value w* is to be evaluated,
the model must include coalescence as well as break-up and both the coalescence and
the break-up transition curves have to be measured. The optical method, introduced by
McLaughlin and Rushton {9),proved to be suitable for following the changes of the
mean drop size in the dispersion. It is based on the relation between the light ab
sorbace ln(I0/I), holdup X, optical path L, and the Sauter mean drop diameter
a = 1.5 X L/ln (IofI)
valid if the light is strictly parallel and the diameter of the light beam much
greater than !·

(l)

The design of the apparatus for coalescence measurement must respect the requirements
which follow from the conditions of the derivation of the relation,Eq. {l),and from
the sensitivity of coalescence to impurities and temperature fluctuations:
a/ uniform distribution of the dispersed phase in the volume of the vessel,
b/ adjustable propeller speed,
c/ light beam of sufficient cross-section and well defined optical path in the dis
persion,
d/ a direction selective sensor for light intensity measurements,
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e/ constructi6n material preventing any contamination of the system,
f/ perfect temperature control.
The apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. The measuring cell is a_ flat all glass vessel
· (100 mm 1.0., 20 mm height), with the bottom and the cover optically polished. The
cel1 is equipped with an inclined blades propeller (35 mm 1.0.) which induces strong
axial mixing. A glass tube (20 x 3 mm) 25 mm long placed upon the cover over the
central opening permits complete filling of _the vessel with liquids. Optically poli
shed contact surfaces between the cover and the body of the cell as well as between
the cover and the central glass tube provide perfect tightness without any sealing.
An inertial wheel, fixed to the propeller and connected with the motor by a flexible
shaft, ensures smooth rotationa1 motion of the prope11er. A narrow beam of para11e1
light produced by a He-Ne laser is split into two in a beam divider. After beeing
expanded to 6 mm diameter, the straight beam enters the glass cell as a measuring
beam. The intensity of the light that has passed through the cell is measured by a
direction selective sensor aligned into the beam axis and provided by a photocell.
An optical bench on which all parts of the optical system are mounted facilitates
the alignement. Another photocell of the same type, selected so as to have the same
characteristics, is used for measuring the light intensity of the reference beam.
The signals from the two photocells are introduced into a log-ratio amplifier provi
ded with zero adjustment. The resulting signal from the amplifier, which after the
proper adjustement repres·ents the required light absorbance ln {l fl), is filtered
o as well as in
by a Butterworth low-pass filter (0.2 Hz) and recorded in the ana1og
the digital form.

An experimental procedure was developed aimed at obtaining comparable and reproducib
le data. From the dependence of the mean equilibrium drop size on the propeller *
speed in the system studied, determined in preliminary experiments, three values n ,
nb and !!c• were selected for the kinetic experiments, corresponding to the equilio
rium ana the starting values of the drop size diameter a , a , and a resp. on the
transition curves, Fig. 1. The cell was completely filled w1£h the Thown amounts of
the presaturated phases and the liquid mixture was agitated for more than two hours.
The agitation was then stopped for the phases to separate spontaneously. The light
absorbance proved to be negligible under the condition of a clean interface and hence
the output signal from the filter was set to zero by the adjustment of the log-ratio
amplifier. The mixture was then agitated with propeller speed n until the steady
state drop size {�) was reached. Afterwards the propeller spee8 was switched down to
n and the transitlon of the dispersion to the equilibrium was followed by recording
the values of ln(lofl). Then the propeller speed was changed to n for the system to
reach a new steady state with drop size (a ) as the initial conifition of the other.
transition to be measured. In a similar w�, the rotor speed was switched back to n
and the values of ln(I /1) were recorded during the approach of the dispersion to The
equilibrium. The proce8ure was tested on a number of systemi. All dynamic experiments
were carri�d out under the following conditions: X; 0.1, a � 0.5 mm, a ; 3/2 a*,
a.; 2 /3 a . The transition curves for three studied systems with greatlY different
cbalescence rates are shown in Fig. 4.
The model describing the dispersion dynamics is based on the population balance,
which for binary breakage in a closed system may be written as:
d

- [N.fN(v,t)]
at
where

Bb(v,t)
Ob(v,t)
Bc(v,t)
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Bb(v,t) - Ob(v,t) + Bc(v,t) - Oc(v,t)

00
2N{t)./ a(v,v,.fN(v',t).g(v')dv''
0

N(t).g(v).fN(v,t)
v/ 2
2
N (t) / h�(v-v',v').fN(v-v',t).fN(v',t).dv'
0

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

N 2(t).f (v,t)
N

CD

i

0

h,(v ,v').fN( v',t).d v'

(6)

fN(v,t) is number density of drops.
The functions _g_, B, h, characterize break -up intensity, daughter drop size distri
bution and coaTescence intensity resp. Integration of Eq. (2) o ver v yields the
o v erall differencial balance of the total number of drops, N. By combining the balan
ce with the relation between the hold-up, total number of drops, and the mean volume
of the drop
X • N(t).v(t)

( 7)

where
v(t) • I v.fN (v,t)dt
0

(B)

equation (9) describing the change of the mean drop
d v(t)

v(tJ

dt

X

-- • --

<z1

oo

v

olume with time is obtained:

CD

I D (v,t).dv - / D b( v ,t).dv}
c
o
o

(9)

It forms the basis for the description of the measured transition cur ves.
The volume coalescence frequency w , to be e valuated from the transition curves, is
defined by the relation:
w* • � CX:
V

O

v

.f*( v)

l�
0

h,(v, v').f�(v').dv']-d v

(10)

It is ev ident that the functional forms of 2• B and h, must be known for its evalua
tion. Extensi ve experiments (10) combined w1th-dynamTc simulations (11) enabled us to
to formulate the functions in the prev ious study (10)
g(v) •
B(v, v')

{

0
C (v - v )
c·r
s
1/v' ;

h,(v, v') • C ·[l
c

v � vcr
V >

V < v

(11)

v
cr

'

(12)

v+ v'
exp (- --)]
v

(13)

er

which together with Eqs (2) to (8) prov ide plausible description of the transition
curves. The abo ve model contains three parameters C , C , � (dependent on the pro
s tne
r equilibrium drop size
peller speed),.which for a given hold-up X determi� aTso
distribution f ( v ). The experiments indicated that the equilibrium distributions cor
responding to different propeller speeds are similar in shape, if the �old-up is the
same. This is respected by the model if the dimensionless group C /C v
is indepen
c s cr
dent on the propeller speed.

*

There are two possible ways how to estimate w from the measured transition cur ves:
1/ The estimation of the parameters C ,
and v
by fitting the two transition curv es by the model and the subseque� carculatToli of w
from Eq. (10).
*
2/ The determination of w* from a graphical representation of the dependence of w on
the selected characteristics of the transition curves constructed on the basis of
the numerical solution of the model. The first method, in which correct statisti
cal assumptions can be applied, is computationally extremely demanding. In gene-

S
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ral, it requires multiple solution of the integro-differential equation, Eq. (2), in
an iterative optimization cycle. Even if the approximative solution is applied (10)
which reduces the problem to the numerical solution of an ordinary differential equ
ation, this approach appears toocomplicated for routine work. The second method re
quires standardization of the drop siz�s, �· a at the starts of the transitions.
It can be based on the dependence of w e1the?on the slopes of the transition
curves at properly defined points�· a or on the half-times of the transitions.
From the analysis of the structure Of The mathematical model it follows that,under
these conditions, the steady state coalescence frequency w* is a unique function of
the two slopes (or half times), which can be represented by the relations of the
form:
w

(da/dtla-a,
- b
or

(14)

( 15)

Curve 1 on Fig* 5 is the griphical repreientation of �q. (14) numerically evaluated
for ab = 3/2 a , a;, = 5/4 a , a' = 4/5 a , ac = 2/3 a . Curve 2 relates critical
diameter acr to th� ratio of the two slopes.

Six aqueous systems differing in interfacial tensions and viscosities were chosen
together with one non-aqueous system to show the possibilities of the method presen
ted. A series of experiments with one aqueous system was designed to demonstrate the
effect of add.itives (electrolytes) on coalescence. The physical properties of the
systems are surrrnarized in Tab. I. In order to obtain comparable data, the propeller
speedsin individual experiments uere chosen so that the steady mean drop size a
might be approximatelly the same in all experiments, namely 0.5 mm, which is close
to that corrrnon in industrial extraction equipment. Generally,the coalescence fre
quency should be measured at high hold-up to ensure prevailing effect of the coales
cence process on the dynamic behaviour of the dispersion. The upper limit is imp��ed
to hold-up by the sensitivity of the light sensors used, as the light intensity.
decreases exponentially with hold-up X. The value X = 0.1 was chosen, which meets
these requirements.
The coalescence frequencies were evaluated by the slope method (Figs. 1 and 5). The
values of t�e coalescence frequencies measured under the conditions of constant a*
are given in Tab. I. The values cover the region of three �ecimal orders, which Ts
shown in the last column of the table, where frequencies w are related to the fre
quency of the slowly coalescing system 7, decaline - water. The values w do not
show any observable dependence on the physical properties of the phases. It is sur
prising that the system toluene-ethyleneglycol (system 6) with the highest continuous
phase viscosity exhibits the highest coalescence frequency. The presence of electro
lytes,even in minute concentrations (systems 7 - 9)Jsignificantly increases the
coalescence frequency. The dependence of the frequency on the electrolyte concentra
tion exhibits a maximum. Similar dependences were found also for other electrolyte
containing systems not shown in Tab. I.
.r1e correct evaluation of w from the transition curves requires an adequate model
of the dispersion dynamics. The adequacy of the suggested model is evidenced by the
perfect fit of this mo�el to the data a(t) in Fig. 4, which indicates that the error
in the evaluation of., due to the inaccuracy of the model is small. The suggested
method of the coalescence measurement necessitates perfect wettability of the cell
by the continuous phase to prevent any sticking of drops at the surface of the cell.
The continuous phase should be transparent to avoid any interference with the opti
cal measurement. The method is comparatively simple. It allows the measurement of
coalescence frequency in systems with low as well as with high interfacial tension
with very good reproducibility.
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Volume frequency of coalescence

Tab.
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6

phase
a
pd
Pc
µd
µt
dispersed
continuous kg/m3 kg/m 3 mPa .s mPa .s mN/m

n
s -1

*
* *
a
w
w /w7
5
µm ,o- s-1

34.7
3.1.
9.2
24 .3
24.8
9.1

3.0
2.5
3.2
5.5
7.7
7.7

482
527
494
495
468
503

29.9

8.5

469

benzylalcohol
cyclohexanol
Me-C0-(n-Bu)
nitrobenzene
toluene
toluene

7 decaline
8 decaline
9 decaline

10 decaline
11

decaline

12 decaline

13 decaline

14 decaline
15

decal ine

water
1028 998 5 .12 1.20
water
956 998 21.4 1.13
815 997 0.65 0.96
water
water
1194 998 1.89 0.92
water
862 997 0.56 0.94
ethylene- 852 1096 0.62 16.9
glycol
water
883 998 2.43 0.92
0.001 M
883 100 3 2 .43 0.92
NaCl
0.005 M
883 1009 2.43 0.92
NaCl
0.01 M
883 1009 2.43 0.93
NaCl
0.05 M
883 1010 2.43 0.96
NaCl
0.01 M
883 1010 2 .43 1.00
NaCl
0.05 M
883 1011 2.43 1.01
NaCl
1.00 M
883 1013 2.43 1.02
NaCl
0.005 M
883 999 2.43 0.93
KN03

25.8
28. 7
31.0

30.5
29.1

30.7

31. 5

26 .4

8.5
8.5
8.5

8.5

8.5

8.5

8.5

8.5

423
488

492
505
547

498

552
597

23
150
116
18
22
3
32
213
18
116
7808 1200
6
31

1
5

82

12

48

168

26

54

8

155
51

628

24

8

95

In all experiments L ; 20 mm, X ; 0.1, 20° c
Symbols

Sauter mean diameter of drops, m
Sauter mean diameter at which the slopes y a(t) is eva 1 uated, m
c'.itical di�meter_gf �rops acr; (6vcr/•) 13, m
birth function, m .s
_ _
coefficient of break-up, m 3.s 1
coefficient of coa escynce, m3.s-l
death function, m- .si
light intensity, W.moptical path, m
n
propeller speed, s-1
*
propeller speed corresponding to t�e steady a , s-1
n*
number of drops in unit volume, mN
time, s
t
volume
of a drop, m 3
V ,v I
vcr critical volume of drops v ; ,a: /6, drops wi�h a smaller volume than this
one do not break under giv�� prop f ler speed, m
X
hold-up
viscosity of continuous ar.ddispersed phase, resp., P�,S
,P density of continuous and dispersed phase, resp., kg nr- !
Pµc,µd
ac d interfacial tension, N.m- 1
ha 1 f-time, s
t
coalescence frequency, s-1
w

a
a'
:er
Cb
cc
D
I

6

Subscripts
reference value
o
refers to break-up
b
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c

refers to coalescence

Superscripts
*
steady state, hydrodynamic equilibrium
mean value
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time
Transition curves a(t) calculated from light
transmittance measurement

"'

Fig. 2 Schematic dependence of coalescence and break-up
frequencies on relative diameter of mean drop

direction selective
light sensor

beam divider
laser

AO converter
data acquisition
system

Fig. 3 Apparatus for measurement of transition curves a(t)
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Fig. 5 Oetennination of coa1escence freqvency and critical
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An Optical Fiber Probe for the Simultaneous Measurement of Particle Size and
Velocity in Two-Phase Flows
J.L. Plawsky

T.A. Hatton Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA

INTROOUCTION
The importance of liquid extraction as a separations operation is reflected in the
increasing number of applications to be found in the pctrochemic.al, hydrometal
lurgical, food and pharmaceutical industries. The intimate contact required between
two liquid streams to ensure adequate rates of interphase mass transfer is usually
promoted by dispersing one phase as drops in a second, continuous phase. Numerous
contacting devices have been developed expressly for this purpose. Some of the more
common contactor configurations are mechanically agitated columns of the rotating
disk, Kuhni, Oldshue-Rushton and York-Scheibe] types. These extraction columns
represent a major capital investment, and their operating costs are not inconsequen
tial. It is therefore desirable to optimize their performance and to develop
reliable and accurate design procedures for the sizing of such contactors.
The key to designing extraction columns is a knowlege of the behavior of the
dispersed phase, particularly the drop size and velocity distributions which exist
in these contactors These distributions. govern the efficiency and success of the
mass transfer operation. Most of the recent efforts aimed at measuring these
distributions are based on Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) techniques, which use the
frequency information contained in light scattered by particles passing through an
interference pattern to determine the velocities .of the particles and of the con
tinuous fluid. The intensity of the scattered light is related to the particle
size, and this effect has been exploited to measure the size and velocity of par
ticles simultaneously.
Most of the early sizing techniques were designed to measure aerosol particles in a
size range between 10 and 100 µ m diameter. More recent work has focused on
measuring the size of larger particles, especially transparent ones, on the order of
a millimeter or more in diameter. These latter techniques are of interest to the
Chemical engineer dealing with agitated contacting equipment where particles fn this
size range predominate. The techniques can be conveniently divided into four
classes:
1.

Correlation of the drop size with the signal visibility or fringe
contrast [1,2,3).

2.

Correlation of the drop size with the time difference between signals
received from 1>10 or more spatially separated detectors [4,5,6).

3.

Correlation of the drop size with the overall signal intensity [3,7).

4.

Correlation of the drop size using a time of flight approach [8,9,10).
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All these techniques suffer from some drawbacks when one attempts to apply them to
the measuren�nt of size/velocity distributions in contacting equipment. The nost
severe restriction is that the contactor must be made from glass or at least have
sizable glass portions so that the ligllt can be transmit.ted and received. In addi
tion, ioost of these methods are restricted to ·operation using very low holdups. At
higher holdups, the presence of many droplets interferes with the transmission of
the light into the contactor and makes measurement extremely difficult. Therefore
it is difficult if not impossible to obtain size and velocity measurements at points
located far from the contactor wall. To eliminate ,oost of these restrictions, we
have developed an optical fiber probe which can be Inserted into a column. The
probe integrates the necessary transmitting and receiving optics into one package so
that measurements can be made without having to realign the system. It is small
enough to cause minimal flow disturbance, and can be located far from the laboratory
where the data acquisiton and the optical equipment would be.
The next few sections will describe the probe and the overall experimental apparatus
in detail, and present some data attesting to the accuracy and versatility of the
probe system.
APPARATUS DESCRIPTION
Optical Fiber Probe
The probe is an optical fiber device designed to apply LDV techniques for the
simultaneous measurement of particle size and velocity. LDV systems were originally
designed to measure the velocity of turbulent fluid by measuring the velocity of
small seed particles mixed into the fluid. The ioost widely used systems generate an
interference fringe pattern at a point in the fluid by ·crossing two frequency
shifted laser beams at that point. A parti·cle passing ·through the beam crossing
point will scatter light from the two beams. A portion -of this light can be
collected and the frequency of the recovered· signal analyzed to determine the par
ticle and hence the local fluid velocity. The optical fiber probe described here
uses a single beam technique developed by Banik and Chan (11) and Semiat and Dukler
(10) to generate a fringe spacing. Large variations in fringe spacing can be
obtained quite easily in this system and unlike conventional LDV systems. the fringe
spacing can be changed without changing the size of the measurement volume. For
large particle sizing applications this system is ioore versatile and convenient than
convent iona 1 LOV systerns.
The present probe prototype is shown in diagram form in Fig. I. A detailed schema
tic of the head assembly of the probe is given in Fig. 2. The probe assembly can be
divided into three subunits: the flexible image·scope, the coupling optics, and the
head assembly where the signals are generated -and detected. The imagescope is a
flexible, coherent array of optical fibers having th� property that any image inci
dent on one face of the imagescope, is carr'ie.d along- the fibers and appears at the
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opposite face undistorted.

In the probe system, an image of the grating is pro

jected onto one face of the imagescoµe and then transferred into the fluid.

The

primary functions of the imagescope are to carry the image through space unperturbed
by atmospheric effects and to isolate the fringe generation equipment from the probf
itself.

The probe may undergo jarring and vibrations as a result of its attachment

to a column.
The imagescope transfers the grating image to the probe body.

Here, a relay lens

transfers the image onto the face ol an image concluit, which is a rigid analog uf
the imagescope and serves to carry the grating image past the walls of the column
and into the fluid.

A sma 11 gradient index lens is used to project the image from

the face of the image conduit into the fluid.
The head assembly of the probe is composed of three components shown in Fig. 2.
first is the lens-image conduit section for image projection.
this transmitting section is the first optical fiber detector.

The

Directly opposite
This assembly con

sists of a linear array of optical fibers similar to the system used by Semiat and
Dukler [10].

It is used to obtain a transit time signal of a particle passing

through the measurement volume.

At an angle of 135 degrees with respect to the

transmitting section is the second detector, used to obtain a velocity signal from a
particle.

It is constructed similarly to the image conduit; however, the fibers are

arranged to collect light only. They cannot nor do they need to carry an image.
The velocity detector uses a bundle of optical fibers coupled to another gradient
index lens.
aperture.

Directly behind the lens, and in front of the fiber bundle is a pinhole
The projection of this aperture onto the measurement volume effectively

defines the extent of the measurement volume·.
Detailed dimensions of the probe system are found in Fig. 2.
to be as small as possible to afford min;mal flow disturbance.

The probe was designed
The components are

sheathed in rigid stainless steel tubes to withstand harsh environments.
The overall experimental system is shown in Fig, 3.
Ronchi grating providing a fringe system.

A laser is used to illuminate a

The laser provides an extremely intense

beam of monochromatic radiation which allows measurements to be taken in room light.
An image of the Ronchi grating is projected onto the surface of the imagescope usin,g
a distortionless lens system.

The transit time and velocity signals are transported

via optical fibers to two photodetectors
tured using a digital waveform recorder.

The resulting electronic signals are cap
These recorded waveforms can then be sent

to a computer and stored for later analysis.

The important feature of the apparatus

is portability and flexibility of the probe.

It can be located many meters from the

actual fringe generation and data aquisition equipment and can be manipulated like
any other transducer.
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DATA ANALYSIS
The probe system can obtain particle size and velocity information using either the
transit time technique or the visibility technique. This section will discuss how
size and velocity information is extracted using either of the above techniques from
signals received from the probe.
Visibility Technigue
The visibility tecnnique extracts drop siie and velocity from an analysis of the
signal from the probe's velocity detector. An actual velocity signal is shown in
Fig. 4. This signal is recovered and stored in digitized form. The analysis begins
by per forming a di sere te Fourier transform of the signal , from which the fundamental
Doppler frequency of the signal can be recovered and related to the particle velo
city as follows:
V • Ff a

(Eqn. l)

Here, F is the fundamental frequency, V is the particle velocity, and o is the
fringe spacing encountered by the particle.
The Doppler or velocity signal consists of two superimposed components: a high fre
quency or AC component which rides on top of a low frequency or pedestal component.
Digital filtering of the FFT waveform and subsequent reinversion enables separation
of the two components. The visibility or fringe contrast can then be defined by the
following equation:

f AC(t)dt
f Pedestal (t)dt

(Eqn. 2)

The visibility is directly related to the size of the particle and so a correlation
can be developed to obtain the drop size independently of the drop velocity,
Transit Time Technique
The transit time technique uses both the fundamental Doppler frequency and the
time of flight of a particle to obtain size and velocity information. In the probe
system, the time of flight is measured by recording the particle's passage past the
size detector. The size of the particle can be related to this passage time as
fol lows:
R

V 1-s
2

(Eqn. 3)

Here, V is the velocity, 1 is the time of flight, and s is the height of the linear
array of optical fibers making up the size detector.
An actual signal from the size detector is shown in Fig. 5. The passage time is
defined as the time between the two circled points, which represent 90% of the baseIII- 92

line value. The central maximum arises· as a result of the particle focusing the
light passing through it onto the size detector. It is a phenomenon related to the
size of the particle and the refractive index difference between the particle and
the surrounding fluid.
In the probe system, a lens is used to project the grating image into the fluid.
Therefore, the fringe spacing is not constant along the optic axis, but varies
linearly along it, obeying the following equation:
B o
0

(Eqn. 4)

0 = ----

B

R cos e

Here, B represents the distance from the center of the measurement volume to the
lens surface, o is the fringe spacing in the center of the measurement volume, R is
0
the particle radius, and a is the angle the velocity detector makes with respect to
the optic axis. Since the fringe spacing varies, the drop size and velocity are
interdependent. One must have frequency, and transit time or visibility information
to obtain the drop velocity. In the visibility techniqu�. sfze measurement is inde
pendent of velocity so that the velocity can be determined easily once size and
visibility have been correlated. In the transit time technique, neither size nor
velocity are independent measurements. As long as one has frequency and transit
time data, one can calculate velocity and size from the following equations:
cos 0
F(B + s ---)
2
cos 8
Bo +FT-o
2

,B(FT-so)
(Eqn.Sa)

R

0

cos 8
2 (Bo - FT--)
o
2 '

(Eqn.Sb)

These equations were used to calculate all the size and velocity results presented
in the next section.
RES UL TS
The results presented in this section were derived from a series of demonstration
experiments designed to determine the feasibility of the probe system as well as its
accuracy. In the first set of experiments, glass beads of known size and velocity
were passed through the measurement volume of the probe. At first the bead was
passed through the center of the measurement volume an� then through various points
away from the center, yet still within the field of view of the velocity detector.
Tables land 2 show results of passing the glass beads through the center of the
measurement volume. The "actual" quantities are the known values of particle size
and velocity, whereas the "measured" quantities are the size and velocity values
calculated from probe data. These results are averages of not more than five
repeated passages of each bead. The agreement between actual and measured quan-
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tities is very good and shows the probe to be an accurate device for rreasuring par
ticle size and velocity.

Moreover, the limited number of bead µassages used to form

the averages shows the probe to be an accur•te rreasurement tool for single events.
Tables J and 4 show the results ot passing a bead through the measurement volum.e
at points away from the center, about the oµtic axis and about the axis perpen
dicular to the optic axis, respectively.

The errors are small, even for beads

passing thr,iu9h at points relatively far from the center ot the ncasurement volume.
These errors ·,ill be reduced further by oµtimization of the µrobe's oµtical system.
Errors in the transit time measurenients for points corresponding to the results of
Tables J and 4 were much less than the errors presented in those tables.
Optimization of the optical system should also reduce these errors.
Fig. 6 shows the beginning of a correlation relating the signal visibility to the
particle size for the glass beads used in Table 1.

It is clear that over this size

range, the visibility is a single valued function of particle size, and that the
probe can be used to obtain particle sizes in the visihility mode.

This correlation

will be extended in the future once a higher power laser is obtained.
Figs. 7 through 9 show results of an experiment where the prolle system was used to
measure the size and velocity of air bubbles rising through water.

The air bubbles

were generated using a glass frit of porosity between 70 and 100 µ m.
150 bubbles were analyzed to genera;e the following curves.
city histogram for this experiment.
histogram.

Approximately

Figure 7 shows a velo

Figure 8 sho11s the corresponding size

The results look quite reasonable and the average velocity and size

values should be accurate even though more rreasurements are needed to generate a
truly· statistically significant sample.
correlation for this experiment.
increasing size is evident.

Figure 9 shows·a plot of the velocity-size

The general trend of increasing velocity with

The scatter is a result of the limited number of

bubbles analyzed and also an indlcation that the bubbles had not reached their ter
minal velocity before being measured.

This result was expected due to the proximity

of the rreasurement volume to the frit and jetting of the bubbles from the frit.
CONCLUS JONS AND FUTURE WORK
The results show that the probe is an accurate device for measuring particle size
and velocity, and offers a rreans for rreasuring these quantities in process equipment
far removed from the data acquisition equipment.

Since the transmitting and

receiving optics are integrated into a single, small package, size and velocity
distributions can be obtained at various points in process equipment rrerely by
changing the probe position.

No optical realignment is necessary.

Future work on the probe system will involve optimization of the optical system to
reduce neasurement errors and to extend the range of app 1 icability of the probe.

A

probe is now being developed to measure particle size using the phase lag approach,
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which promises to be more accurate -than the transit time or visibility technique and
which and should greatly extend the size range limits for the probe. Experiments
are now underway to determine the holdup limits under which the probe can operate
successfully. The system should extend the holdup range over that obtainable with
conventional LDV techniques and will definitely be able to reach points in process
equipment heretofore inaccessi.ble using conventional LDV equipment regardless of the
holdup used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This work considers. the hydrodynamic characteristics of a 76.0 mm diameter
reciprocating plate extraction column (RPEC) of the type introduced by
Van Dijck (1935) and modified by Karr (1955).

Dispersed phase hold-up, flooding, drop size and drop size
distribution, and axial dispersion in both phases have been determined, with
and without mass transfer, using Lhe liquid system toluene-acetone-water.
Comparison of the present results to previous works is given
when possible.
There are no published studies concerning the hydrodynamic (flooding, hold-up,
axial dispersion in both phases)

and mass transfer (including longitudinal

concentration profiles) characteristics peculiar to this column
1983).

(Lo et al.,

However, several authors have studie_d flooding characteristics,

disperse phase hold-up, drop size and axial 1nixing (only for the continuous
phase) in Karr-columns, but only in the absence of mass transfer (Lo et al.,
1983; Baird et al., 1971; Baird and Lane, 1973; Kim and Baird, 1976a, 1976b;
Ha fez et al., 1979).
The present work is part of a comprehensive study on hydrodynamics (with

and without mass transfer), and mass transfer (including concentration
profiles) in a pilot-plant Karr-column (Bensalem et al,, 1982; 1983; 1985;
1986; Bensalem, 1985),
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II. EXPERIMENTAL
2. I Apparatus
The RPEC was construe Led from two flanged glass sections with an internal

diameter of 76 mm, an overall height of 2650 mm and a reciprocating plate
stack of 1900 mm.

The dimensions of the column are given in Table 1.

Further details on this column are presented in some previous. publications

(Bensalem et al., 1985; Bensalem, 1985).

TABLE I

Column Dimensions

Column:
Diameter (inside)
Height

7,6 cm
200.0 cm

Reciprocating Plate Stack:
Height

190.0 cm

No. of perforated plates

54

No. of spider plates

2

No. of stainless steel baffle plates

4

No. of Teflon baffle plates

2

Spacing between perforated plates
Volume fr.,ction occupied by internals

2.54 cm

11 %
1.6 cm

Hole diameter

2.2 Operating Procedure

In this study we used one of the test systems suggested by the European
Federation of Chemical Engineering, namely, toluene-acetone-water (Misek,
1978). The deionized water phase was discarded after each run and the
organic phase distilled after about evey five runs.

Crud which had formed

at the interface during mass transfer experiments was subsequently removed.

The outlet concentration of the aqueous phase was monitored with the aid of
a density meter,

It was found that the steady state was only reached after

the contents of the column had been replaced at least five times (not three
times as reported by Karr (1959).
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1 Hold-up
The disperse phase hold-up is defined as the fraction of the total column
volume occupied by the disperse phase.

In this work, two different measuring

methods were applied: Lhe hydrostatic and the direct sampling method.
The present results show that both measuring techniques give hold-up values,
with and without mass transfer, which agree within +/- 20%, with most of
the data points agreeing within +/- 15%.

However, it is highly recommended

that the disperse phase hold-up measurements be carried out with one and
the same technique (Bensalem, 1985; Bensalem et al., 1985).
Figure 1 shows the effect of agitation and mass transfer on hold-up.

Hold-up

values are higher when the direction of mass transfer is from the continuous
(water) phase to the disperse (toluene) phase than those measured when acetone

transfers from disperse (toluene) to continuous (water) phase.

This is due to

the change in interfacial tension with the direction of solute transfer
(Marangoni effect).

When the mass transfer direction is from continuous to

disperse, smaller droplets and hence higher hold-ups result.

In general the

hold-up was found to be higher when the direction of mass transfer is from
the continuous to the disperse phase, leading to higher efficiencies but

earlier flooding points (Bensalem, 1985).
The correlation of Baird and Lane (1973) does not represent well (average
deviation error is more than 40%) the present data.

It appears that this

[!!Ode! tends to underestimate the power dissipation
at high frequencies of reciprocation (data points measured at high agitation

gave the largest errors). Other published correlations, among them that of
_
Ramarao et al. (1983), and Kumar and Hartland (1983) did not correlate well
the present data (with average deviation errors higher than 70%).
3. 2 Flooding
The flooding model of Baird et al. (1971) correlates well (with an average
error of 16.4%) the present flooding data, in the absence of mass transfer.
However, this model failed to correlate the flooding
values measured during mass transfer from disperse to the continuous phase,

this being due to enhanced coalescence,

Hafez et al. (1979) correlation

failed to correlate the present data. even that measured in the absence of
an average deviation error of more than 78%.
mass transfer, giving
_
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3.3 Drop Size and Drop Size Distributions
Data on mean drop size and hold-up are necessary for the estimaLion of the
interfacial area which is then essential for the efficient operation, design
and scale-up of liquid-liquid extraction columns.
In this work the Sauler mean drop diameter (<l32) was measured
photographically.
Drop Size Distribution
The measured drop size distributions have been plotted as cu� ves of percentage
(%) against drop size (d).

Figure 2 shows the influence of mass transfer

direction on the drop size distribution curves and conseq1Jently on d32.
The three curves effectively represent data for three different liquid
systems because the presence of the solute and direction of m;;iss transfer
change the system properties, such as the interfacial tension and density.
It is clearly shown that when acetone transfers from disperse (toluene)
to continuous (water) phase, the liquid system behav�s like a high coalescence
system;

but for the opposite mass transfer direction, the 5ystc:m behaves

like a retarded-coalescing system.

The dispersed drops are clearly smaller

when the mass transfer direction is from the continuous to disperse phase.
Since there is no published data on drop size distribution in Karr-columns,
with or without mass transfer, no compar.ison \..ii th other work is possible.

Mean Drop Size (d32)
The present results show that most of the break-up of the dispersed drops is
accomplished by the first few plates (Bensalem, 1985; Baird et al., 1971).
Figure 3 shows the strong influence of agitation (AF) on d32, both during
and in the absence of mass transfer.

\..'hen acetone transfers from the

continuous (water) to disperse (toluene) phase the intcrfacial tension is
lower and coalesence retarded, thus leading to smaller droplets than for the
opposite mass transfer direction.

In the absence of mass transfer

intermediate coalescence occurs, leading to medium-sized droplets.

The

results of Chartres and Korchinsky (1978)obtained in a rotaUng disc column
(ROC) agree with Lhe present data.
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3.4 Axial Dispersion in Both Phases
In a previous study (Bensalem et al., 1982) we found that the dispersion flow
model successfully described and correloted axial mixing in the continuous
phase, and fairly well in the disperse phase

And the least-squares

method in the frequency (and time) domain is employed for

reducing the response curves for boLh phases, rather than the easier hut
inaccurate method of moments or the method of the maxima whjch have been

discussed elsewhere (Bensalem, 1985; Clements, 1969 and 1972).
There are no published studies on axial dispersion data in both phases,
with and without mass transfer.

And as far as the limited published work on

axial mixing, measured in the continuous phase, is concerned, there is a
significant disagreement in the published data, as shown in Figure 4 (Kim

and Baird, 1976 a and b; Nemecek and Prochazka, 1974; Hafez et al., 1979;
Ramaro et al., 1983).

This is due to the weakness of the published

correlations on axial dispersion which are often based on limited data,
and do not take into consideration all the operating variables of the

column, such agitation (AF), the phase throughputs (Uc and Ud) and the

hold-up (or drop size) (Marr and Babb, 1959; Bensalem, 1985).

In general, the axial dispersion coefficients depend on agitation, the phase
throughputs, hold-up, the column and plate geometries, and the physical

properties of the system (Bensalem, 1985; Bensalem et al., 1983).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Hold-up and Flooding
In general, hold-up data obtained, with and without·mass transfer, by the
hydrostatic and the direct sampling methods give identical values.

However,

sometimes there were large deviations so that the hold-up should be measured

by the same technique. The local hold-up was found to vary
with column hight due to the variation in drop size distribution along the
column.

The overall hold-up was found to depend on the agitation speed,

phase throughputs and system properties.

During mass transfer, hold-up

depends on the mass transfer direction (Bensalem, 1985),
The present flooding data, in the a�sence of mass transfer, was well

correlated by the hydrodynamic model of Baird et al. (1971).

However, this

model failed to correlate the present flooding data measured during mass
transfer.
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4.2 Drop Size and Drop Size Distribution
Most of the drop break-up occurred in the first few plates, as observed by
previous workers (Baird et al., 1971). The agitation rate
(and weakly the continuous phase throughput) was found to be the predominant

factor in determining the break-up rate and hence the magnitude of the

measured d32.

During mass transfer, both the drop size ahd the drop size distribution

curves were found to depend on the mass transfer direction.

The mean drop

diameter (d32) was smaller when mass transfer occurred from the continuous

to the dispersed phase.

4.3 Axial dispersion in Both Phases
The least-squares method in the frequency (or time) domain was found to be

more appropriate than both the moments method and the method of maxima

(Vergnes, 1976), for estimating the axial dispersion parameters from

experimental residence time distribution curves.
Axial dispersion coefficients in both phases, with and without mass
transfer, were found to depend on the agitation rate, phase throughputs,
hold-up and direction of mass transfer. The authors are unaware of any
published studies on axial dispersion in both phases, with and without
mass transfer, in RPEC.

Finally, the optimized axial dispersion coefficients in both phases

estimated from the experimantal concentration profiles were found to

compare well (+/- 20% for the continuous phase; and +/- 40% for the
disperse phase) to those measured by the transient technique (Bensalem,
1985).

Mass transfer has a significant effect on drop size, hold-up, flooding and

axial dispersion. Hydrodynamic parameters determined in the absence of
mass transfer can lead to appreciable errors in the operation and design of

RPEC.
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Influence 9f Dispersed Phase on Power Cons�rnption in Vibrating
Plate Columns
V. Pavasovit, R. Stevanovil
Boris KidriC Institute, Beograd,

Yugoslavia

J. Prochazka
Czechoslovak Academy of Science, Institute of Chem i cal Process
Fundamentals, Prague, Czechoslovakia
Introduction
During the development of a method for continuous determination of the
dispersed phase hold-up in a Kaar vibrating plate extractor by a pres
sure drop, it was observed that the errors were large and systematic
(1, 2) at low frequencies of vibraticn. The holg-up determinati_ons were
based on the measurements of pressure changes at the bottom of the ex
tractor, which occured when the dispersed phase was introduced in the
single phase flow.

Jirilny and Prochazka (3) a\so used the pressure drop

method for measuring the hold-up profiles in a vibrating plate column.
However, they did not notice the difference bet\-Jeen the measured and
the actual values because the conditions for an application of this
method, which they stated in the article,

were fulfilled�

However, it

should be necessary to perform a more detailed analysis of the condi
tions for application of the method.
In the

present work, the macroscopic momentum balance developed

for a single phase flow (4,

5,

6) is extended to a two phase flow and

the influence of dispersed phase on the power consumption is studied.
Theoretica I
The macroscopic momentum balance is applied to a control volume - a
segment of the vibrating plate extraction column through· which two im
missible and incompressible I iquid phases are flowing. All for<!e.s acting
at the surfaces of the control volume and at a vibrating plate are pre
sented in Fig.

la and b. The details on the model development are given

elsewhere (8).

Assuming that al I the vectors corresponding to forces,

velocities and accelerations are para I lei to the control volume axis
leads to the following scalar equations:

( 2)
Combining Eqs.(1) and (2) for the particular case of the steady-state
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flow, the fol lowing final equation for the force exerted by the I lquid
fiquid system on the plates is obtained:

( 3)
where the pressure term 6P is:

The equation for the single phase flow (x • 0), equivalent to the

equation (3)

(5, 6) is:

Fpvo • tiP 0 • A

( 5)

The instantaneous power Input supplied to the I iquid system by motion

of the plates is a product of the instantaneous relative velocity
between the plates and the liquid, (w

p

- w ), and the force F
e
vp

(6)

and for the single phase flow (x • 0):
(6a)
The corresponding average values of the power input can be obtained by

integrating equations (6) and (6a) over a period of osci I lation T.

The static pressure method of measuring the dispersed phase hold-up is
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based on the measurements of pressure drop changes over one period of

oscillation in a segment of the column, which occures when the disper

sed phase is introduced in a single phase flow through the column,

under the same conditions of vibrating motion of the ,et of perforated
plates, i.e.:

(7l

The static pressure method can be applied, throughout the whole cycle

of reciproceting motion of plates, if:

Usually, however, integration over one or more cyclesis are performed

and mean value of E·q,7 is taken. It should be noticed, that the mean
values of this equation should be much less Influenced and thus the
static method based on these mean values may be applied to broader
range of conditions.

Experimental
The measurements were performed on a Karr vibrating plate column. The

column was of 2.54 cm I.D-. and its total height was 2.71 cm. The per

forated plates were mounted on a common rod and spaced at equal distan

ces of 2.54 cm. The free are of plates was 51%.

Two binary liquid-liquid systems recommended by the European Federation

of ChemiCal Engineering as official test systems for extraction investi

gation were used: water-toluene (as a system with high interfacial
tension forming large drops) and water-n-butanol alcochol (as a system
with low interfacial tension forming small drops) (7). In all experi-.
mental runs the aqueous phase was continuous and the organic one was
dispersed. Experiments were performed at constant temperature of

20 ! O.S ° C. The physical properties of used systems at 20 ° c is given
in (7).
For the measurem�nts of the instantaneous pressure on the bottom of

the extraction column as well as for the continuous determinations of

the dispersed phase hold-up, inductive pressure transducers were used

(Types S.E,180 and S.E.1150, S.E. Laboratories, Feltham, England).

Processing of the signals from the inductive transducers was performed

by use of an electronic equipment, the block dlagramme of which is
shown in Fig. 2. By use of a 256 Channel Analyser (Radiation Couner
Laboratories, INC., Nucleonlc Park, Skokie, U.S.A.), an electrical
signal obtained from the pressure transducers, which corresponds to
a single vibrating cycle, was digitalised and presented as one hundred
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Scatch of the vibrating column and electronic
equipment.

numerical values uniformly spaced in time.
several

hundreds of consecutive electrical

For a quantitative evalution,
signals were used.

Results and discussion
Typical pressure drop signals at lower osci I lat ion frequence for water
toluene system (f • 0.5 Hz) are presented in Fig.
respond to the pressure Variations

3a.

Ful I

I ines cor

in single phase flows and the dashed

lines present the pressure variations in two phase flows (a term cor
responding to the hold-up value is added to the pressure drop of two
phase flow according to Eq.3).

It is evident from the diagram that there

are large differences between the pressure drops in single and two pha
se flows. These differences are very small when the plates are moving
upwards and the largest when the plates are moving downwards with the
maximum velocity.

It w�s observed and photographed by a moving camera,

that at lower frequences of vibration the drops were not homogeneousl y
disnibuted. At these frequences the vibrating extractor worked in the
mixer-settle r regime of operation. At the maximum downward plate velo
city a large portion of drops was supported by the plates blocking the
plate holes.
The increase in friction

force over one cycle of osci I lat ion wi11 not

be the same for homogeneously and nonhomogeneously distributed disper
sion·s due to a nonlinear
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Fig. ]. Typical pressure drop signals for water-toluene systen1:
frequency, (b} at higher vibration frequency.

(a) at lower vibration

and the velocity. The friction force between freely moving drops and

continuous phase is equal to the buoyancy force acting on drops. This

friction force Is detected by the pressure drop which is proportional
to the dispersed phase hold-up. The decrease in velocities of drops
due to their collision with plates and suport by the plates will re
sult _in lower hold-up detection. Collision and support of drops by the
plates are higher for nonhomogeneously distributed dispersion than for
the hor,iogeneously distributed one. All of

these have as a result a

hold-up measurement error. The instantaneous power consumption is also
higher for the two phase flow than for the single phase flow, approxi
mately the same when the plates are moving upwards and much higher

when the plates are moving downwards.

Typical pressure drop signals at higher vibration frequencies for
water-toluene system (f • 1 .29 Hz) are i 1 lustrated in Fig. 3b. At
higher osci I lation frequences, the extractor works in the emulsion

regime of operation. There are no differences between the si�gle and

the two phase pressure drops (if they are presented in this way) as

well as in power consumptions.

Typical pressure drop signals at low vibration frequencies for water

-n-butanol (f s 0.5 Hz) are given in Fig. 4. As can be seen from the
diagram, the differences are rather small, practically negligible.The

interfacial tension and therefore the drops are small for this system.

The drops are homogeneously distributed even at low vibration frequen
cies and the plate holes at maximum downward plate velocity are not
completely blocked. At higher vibration frequencies for this system
there also also no differences in pressure drops as wel 1 as in power
consumption for single and two phase flows.

List of symbols
A
F

- area of column cross section, m 2
- force, N
-2
acceleration gravity constant, ms

�

- height of the column, m

N
p

- pressure, Nm-2

m

T

X

w

p

- mass, kg

- instantaneous power input, w

- time, s

- period of oscil,lation, s

- dispersed phase hold-up
- Instantaneous velocity, ms-l
- density, kgm 3
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Fig. 4. Typical pressure drop signals for water-n-butanol system.
Subscripts
B - bouyancy
c - continuous I iquid phase

R - rod
- so Ii d

d - dispersed liquid phase

t - two phase flow

o - single phase flow

v - vibrating plate

p - plate
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Design and Application of Packed Columns for Liquid-Liquid-Extraction
R. Billet, -�- Gosch, J. Mai:kowiak, M. Pajak
l

1. Introduction
Apart from destillation and absorption, liquid-liquid extraction belongs to the
classical process of application for packed columns. Over recent years, the increas
ing amount of information becoming available on the relations between the hydrodyna
mics of two-phase flow systems and the mass tr ansfer in such apparatus ha.s
led to new calculations facilitating the selection of operating conditions as well
as rough calculations on the construction and fitting out (1-4) of packed columns.
High loading capacities of packinqs allow the systems to be operated under extreme
phase ratios.
Expensive solvents, which have to be highly enriched with the extracted substance,
are often used in extraction processes. In such cases, pilot trials often have to
be carried out, whereby their outlay and expense must be kept as low as possible.
The ref ore, in the light of such considerations, not every insta11at ion whose results
can be used on an enlarged scale is obviously suitable. The column fitted out with
with regularly arranged Bialecki rings is, however, particularly suitable for
such tasks (l-3).
Extraction carried out at even low concentrations of transferred components is, 1n.addi
tion, heavily dependent on i nterfaci al factors, the called Marangonie effects, which
often make a theoretical prediction of the hydraulic behaviour and the efficiency of
the apparatus impossible.
Based on the specific volume of the column, a preselection of the packing material
can be undertaken according to constructional or cost-related aspects.
2. Design of packed columns for liquid-liquid extraction
As regards the preparatory calculations for an extraction system, a knowledge of the
maximum phase load as well as the-efficiency of the fittings within thecol u mn is
required. A survey of these relationships can be seen for both mass transfer direc
tions C--D and o--c in Table 1, whereas the model constants for their calculation
can be found in Table.2.
In deriving the relation for the flood load uC Fl of the continuous phase, Eqn. (1),
,
the two-layer model (4) was taken as a basis in addition to the fact that the charac
teristic drop velocity is directly proportional to the individual drop velocity (1),
(2), (3).
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The relations for determining the height HTUoc and HTU00 of a transfer unit in the
continuous or disperse phases, Eqn. (6) and (7), were derived under assumption o f
the validity o f the theory o f instationary diffusion for short contact times (1-3).
3. The influence of concentration on hydrodynamics and mass transfer
Using a sheet-metal packing of the Montz B1-300 construction type with an element
height h = 0.135 m, the influence of the acetone concentration on the disperse phase
hold-up, the maximum loadability and the mass transfer D->C and C->D in a t olu ene
{D)-acetone-water system were examined. The results are shown in Figures 1-3. Fig. 1
thus shows the disperse phase hold-up x as a function of the specific throughput u0
of the dispersed phase at different acetone concentrations in toluene. According to
this, as the acetone concentration rises, the disperse phase hold-up x increases for
the mass transfer direction c .. o due to changing physical properties of the system.
By applying Eqn. (8), we are now in a position to assess these changes of the hold
up quantitatively with the concentration. A sinking of the disperse phase hold-up as
the acetone concen tration increases has been estab 1 ished for the mass trans fer direc
ti on o .. c, as shown in the Fig. 1. The loadability of the column also increases when
mass transfer of the drops into the continuous phase, n .. c, takes place, see Fig. 1.
This behaviour can be attributed to the Marangonie effects, which encourage the for
mation of bulky dispersed phase flow or flow through created channels.
Evaluation of mass transfer area for o .. c direction is very difficult because real
drops do not exist and thus applicaction of Eqn. (7) for calculation HTUmcan gi,.e
only approximate results. On the basis of many experiments which have been carried
out the following empirical procedure can give more realistic values; to put into
Eqn. (7) the greater possible value for interfacial tension a , i.e. as with pure
materials, to increase calculated value HT(b0by the factor 1.15.
Eqn. (6) takes the influence of the physical properties which change with concentra
tion of the mass transfer c .. o into account. This is illustrated by the numerical
example on the end. The relative error in determining the height HTUoc is 6{HTUoc)
< !, 15 % ( 1), {2) .
This procedure of calculation just described not only applies in the case of the sheet
metal filling {as manufactured by Montz, Type Bl-300/h = 0.135 m); it can be applied
just as well and to the same extent to both metallic and ceramic packing materials of
any desired shape and size.
4. Selection of mass transfer direction and phase throughput ratio
It is advantageous to operat e t h e e xtraction pro c e s s with phase ra
tios of X = Vo > 0.5 when using the mass transfer direction C +D, as the separating
9
effect of a &acked column is always greater, under the operating conditions, than in

the opposite direction, i.e. o .. c, see Eqns. (6) and (7). Consequently, t h o s e m ateIII-116

rials are selected for filling the columns which facilitate dispersion of the excess
phase. The general rule applies that an organic phase can be dispersed with practi
cally all technical materials; contrary to this, aqueous phase can not be dispersed
when ce·ramic filling materials are used.
For phase·throughput ratios in the range of A= 0.1 - 0.5, the mass transfer direc
tion D + C can be of advantage, as the statement HTUoo f(,} applies under these
operating conditions. However., as regards the exchange direction C +D, extremely
high HTUoc values are reached due to the dependency in HTUoc = f(JI l·

+

Furthermore, when selecting the operating conditions, care should be taken that the
specific minimum throughput u0 is greater than 0.1 · uD,Fl. If specific throughputs
such as u0 <0.1 · uO,Fl are used, a pronounced reduction in the separating effect
due to increased drop size must be reckoned with.

5. Selection of packing
For the given extraction process it is necessary to select such packing which gives
the maximum throughput as well as efficiency. Selection of the proper type of pack
ing can be done on the base of the parameter v0, Eqn. (10). This parameter was de
veloped using Eqns. (!} and (6) and also the definition Eqn. (9) for the s pecific
column volume vA, Table 1.
These parameters v0 have been listed in Table 2 for a number of packing materials;
according to this, there are thus considerable differences in v0 values in the case
of the filling materials here considered.
The product of v0 and the related costs K 0 per m3 structural volume provided by the
manufacturer of the packing material, is a measure for the specific column costs and
thus forms the basis for a cost comparison of ..different packing·types.

6. Example
To overall height of a mass transfer unit HTUoc and the hold-up x for the extraction
of acetone from water with toluene in a Montz metal sheet packing with an elem ent
height of h = 0.135 m, operated in the range uc < 0.065 · uC,Fl• is to be c alcul a t ed. Following data are given:
o = 25.9. 10-10 m2;s, De= 9.8 · 10-10 m2 /s, mcc = 0.79 (kmol/m 3 )/(kmol/m 3 }
0
Pc= 988.9 kg/m 3 , PO= 863 kg/m 3 , a= 0.020 N/m and 0.026 N/m , = u0/uc = 1.1,
g = 9.81 m/s2 , C 0 = 0.475 and c = 0.93 .
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Solution
For mass transfer direction c .. o it is obtained according to Eqn. 6
0.025/8 · 105
((988. 9 - 86 3 ) · 9.8 1 ) 3/8 · 988.9 1/4

4.45 · 10-2
1. l

1

• [-9,3 112

+

-----]
0.19
25 ,9l/2

HTUoc,exp = 1. 7 m; s. Fig.

3

1

.66 m

for o = 0.020 N/m

Respectively it is received for
HTUoc

=

1

.96 m, HTUoc,exp =

1

.90 m, s. Fig. 3 for o = 0.026 N/m

On the basis of Eqn. (4) and Eqn. (8) it is calcul·ated the constant
988.9 12
-------------------.c-r.=
4
1

0.475 · 0.9 3 · (4.981 • (988.9 - 86 3) ·0.020)

If u

0

7

1

22

. 7 s/m

= 5. 2 1 • 10- 3 m/s it is obtained from Eqn. (8) the disperse phase hold-up

X = Cl· U =
D

22

.7 · 0.005 2 1 = 0,118 m 3/m 3

x
= 0.108 m 3/m 3
exp

o(x) = + 9.: %, s. Fig.

1

.

7. Symbols used
c

CFl,c
Cl'c3
D

d

ds
g

Constants

�onstants

Parameter, s/m resp. m

+11/2

Diffusion coefficient of dissolved components, m 2/s
Packing diameter, m
Column diameter, m, for tube column d s = d
Acceleration due to gravity, m/s2

h

Height of packing element, m

HTU0

Overall height of transfer unit, valid for plug flow, m

H

Column height, m

K0

Related costs per m 3 structural volume

u c,u o

Superficial velocity, m 3/(m2 ·s)

"tc
u

u

K

vA
v0
x
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Slope of equilibrium line, {kmol/m 3 )/(kmol/m 3)
Velocity of single drop, m/s

Chara_cteristic droplet velocity, m/s

Specific volume of column,
Parameter

m 3/(m 3/s)

Dynamic hold-up of dispersed phase, m 3/m 3

Dynamic hold-up of dispersed phase at flooding, m 3 Jm 3
Relative error for parameter j, % (j = x, HTU0)
Void fraction, m 3 /m 3
Dynamic viscosity, kg/(m·s)
Oensity, kg/m 3
Density difference, kg/m 3
Interfacial tension, N/m

£
fl
p
t,p
0

Subscription
C
D
Fl

Continuous phase
Dispersed phase
Flooding
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Table 1: Equations for design of packed columns for liquid/liquid
extraction processes
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Table 2: Technical data of the investigated packings and model
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Gas Agitated Liquid-Liquid Extraction in Columns Filled with Regularly Arranged
Bialecki Rings
R. Billet, Chr. Braun, Ruhr-Universitit Bochum, West Germany
Introduction
Steps taken to increase the separation efficiency of liquid-liquid extractors in ge
neral refer to devices, which ensure a high dispersion of the droplets of the disper
se phase in order to create a sufficiently high mass transfer area. In industry, ex
tractors with mechanically agitated internals such as rotating disk columns (RDC) and
pulsating sieve plate extractors (PSE) are preferably used for this purpose.In columns
of larger dimension the usage of moving parts requires a relatively large nrJmber of in
dustrial instrumentation involving corresponding investment and maintenance costs.
For some time no,i resear ches have been car r i e d out into apparatus al
ternatives, which exclude the disadvantages of moving parts and have comparable sepa
ration efficiency. For instance, it could be demonstrated_ (1) that statical columns
with packings suitable for extraction purpose may by all means be able to compete. ln
addition the efficiency of statical extractors can be considerably increased by intro
ducing an inert gas into the base of the column. This way of energy introduction in
crease the turbulence ,iithin this three-phase liquid-liquid-gas system, which causes
an improved dispersion of droplets and consequently a higher hold-up and therefore a
greater mass transfer area. These positive effects of gas agitation have been known
for many years and observed in various types of extractors. While examining the lite
rature for their treatise, Ziebland and Hackl (2) discovered that a gas agitated ex
tractor was mentioned for the first time as far back as 1937 (3). Publications after
1978 (2), (4), (5), (6), (7), refer time and again to the improved efficiency of gas
agitated columns, but only Ziebland and Hackl (3) _made first attempts to describe the
phenomena in mathematical and physical terms.
The complexity of the three-phase liquid-liquid-gas system therefore requires at first
a systematical investigation of the hydraulics, all the more - as the authors' own
experiments have shown, the gas influences the physical properties as density and in
terfacial tension of the solvent and the extract phase.
Dn the basis of mass transfer experiments in a packed column in order to sh.ow the ef
fect of gas agitation on the HTU-values. the influence of gas agitation on the hydrau
lical parameters such as liquid hold-up and droplet size is shown in the following.
System investigated
In order to quantify the influence of gas agitation on the rates of mass transfer,ex
periments considering both directions of mass transfer were carried out with the sy
stem toluene (D)-N2-acetone-water. For the hydr_aulical investigations the s ystem
·III-id

toluene (D}-N2-water was used.
In the experiments without mass transfer, water from the ion exchanger and toluene
were recirculated. Due to the solubility of gas in the liquids the initial interfa
cial tension between technical pure toluene and water is reduced from 33,3 mN/m dur
ing the experiments without gas to a value of approximately 27,5 mN/m. At higher
gas flow-rates the intensive mixing and contacting inside the column caused a super
saturation of the liquid phases with nitrogen. The interfacial tension decrease d
even more and did change with time, for example just after sampeling the measured
value was less than 23.0 mN/m and after eight minutes the initial value of 27.5 mWm
did return.
Experimental equipment and measuring methOds
Because of the good results obtained in columns packed with stacked metallic Bialecki
rings (1) the experiments were carried out in such extractors of 100 l1ITl and 154 mm in
diameter with a height of packings of 2.62 m and 2.5 m. The total height of 1 iquid
above the bottom dis,tributor up to the overflow of the dispersed toluene phase was
3.04 m for the 100 mm and 2.745 m for the 154 l1ITl column.
The specially constructed gas-liquid distributor as well as the distributor for the
continuous phase allow a homogeneous distribution of the phase over the whole cross
section of the column. The gas and the solvent are fed into the column through colllTlon
nozzles, while the mixing of these phases already takes place in the distributor it
self.
In both columns there is a gauge at a height of approximately 1.6 m for photoelectri
cal droplet size measurements.
In order to determine the gas hold-up xG the differential pressure between the operat
ing gas agitated column and the static column filled with liquid up to the overflow
of the toluene phase is measured. After the estimation of the 1 iquid disperse phase
hold-up x0, the gas hold-up xG, which is referred to the total volume of the column,
can be calculated.
Mass transfer
The results of mass transfer investigations in Fig. 1 show that by feeding inert gas
into the column the height of a transfer unit HTUoc can be reduced up to 50 %. This
already occurs at relatively small phase ratios a = uG /u0. For the mass transfer di
rection D->C the minimum of the HTUoc values is approximately a= 1.2, for the di
rection C->D it is 1.5.
As Fig. 2 b shows, the Sauter mean diameter dvs of droplets reaches the minimum value
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in this range. For phase ratios greater than 8 = 1.5 the energy input by the gas
phase doesn't lead to smaller droplet size. The hold-up still increases, but be
cause of the starting circulation of droplets the HTUoc- values increase by lonqi
tudinal dispersion, too.
Hydraulic investigations
To determine the hydraulical parameters the hold-up of the dispersed phase x0, the
Sauter mean diameter dvs• Fig. 2 a and 2 b, as well as the gas hold-up xG, Fig. 3,
were measured and plotted against the phase ratio 8 between the flow rates of the
gas phase and the liquid disperse phase.
The investigations were carried out for 4 phase ratios of the liquid Jjlases �= u0/uc
with 3 or 2 different f)ow rates of the solvent u 0. The upper 4 curves in Fig. 2a
show results obtained by feeding gas into the column while flooding conditions f o r
the pure toluene (D)-water system were reached. Even few quickly rising gas bubbles
immediately prevent banking up of droplets so that the operation limits of the gas
agitated column increase. The operation limit with gas was reached, when phase in
version somewhere inside the column or normal flooding occured.
During the gas agitation, two-phase droplets are formed at the distributor nozzles
or created inside the column when a gas bubble attaches to a solvent droplet. The
higher density difference between the two-phase droplets and the surroundings con
tinous phase increases the rising velocity of the droplets. At low gas throughputs
this causes an initial sinking of the hold-up as shown in Fig. 2 b . In this range
the energy input by the gas phase is not yet so substantial that an increase of the
turbulence and thus of the droplets dispersion takes place, Fig. 2 b .
The gas hold-up xG in Fig. 3 seems to be related to the liquid dispersed phase hold
up in Fig. 2 a . In both Figs. the inclination of the hold-up curves decreases w ith
smaller flow-rates of the solvent-phase uD. The gas hold-up itself never exceeded
a value higher than 12 % of the total column volume, which is probably dependent on
the system investigated and on the type of packing. Investigating the system kero sene (D)-air-water in a packed column of 52 nm in diameter filled with 1;4·" Raschig
rings Diaz, Aguayo and Alverez (7) found out, that the gas hold-up was always l e ss
than 7 %.
Conclusions
The separation efficiency and the capacity of packed columns can be considerably in
creased by feeding an inert gas into the column. Relatively small gas flow rates
give the highest efficiency of the column. The description of the hydraulic and the
mass transfer rates in math·ematical terms must be the subject of further studies.
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Nata tion:
ds

dvs
H

HTUoc

uc, uo

B

Column diameter, rn
Sauter mean diameter of droplets, rn
Height of the packing, rn
Overall height of transfer unit in the continuous phase, rn
Flow rates of continuous and dispersed phase per unit
area of column cross-section, rn 3 /(rn 2 -s)
Flov1 rate5 of gas phase per unit of column cross-section,
Nrn 3 /(rn2 -s)
Phase velocity ratio, B = uG/ua, ((Nrn 3 /(ni 2 ·s))/
(m 3 /(m 2 -s))
Void volume fraction, rn 3 /m 3
Phase velocity ratio, A = u0/uc
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The Effects of Dispersed Phase Mixing on Extraction of Metals

J.H. Bae 1 L.L. Tavlarides, Syracuse, NY/USA

A method for the determination of the bivariate distributions of drop volume
and drop metal concentration in a continuous flow agitated dispersion is described
to afford a greater comprehension of drop mixing and its effect on the extractor
performance.

The system considered is cobalt nitrate-acetate buffer/di-(2-ethyl

hexyl)phosphoric acid-toluene.

The chemical equilibria and kinetic models have

been determined by Lee and Tavlarides (1,2).

A Monte Carlo Simulati.on procedure,

previously developed by Hsia and Tavlarides (3 1 4) 1 Bapat and Tavlarides (5), and
Smith and Tavlarides (6) is employed with the above equilibrium and kinetic models
to predict the effect of drop mixing on extraction efficiency for various process
variables (l).
In order to obtain bivariate (concentration and size) distribution data ex
perimentally, a special sampling technique is employed.

Verhoff et al. (7,8) de

signed a special sampling probe which was used to withdraw a sample of dispersion
from the mixing vessel, protect the sample with a surfactant,· and to force the
dispersion sample through a photometer assembly which measures both size distribu
tions and dye concentrations of drops.

They dissolved a nontransferring dye in

the dispersed phase to measure drop mixing frequencies.

Janjua (9) developed a

laser-capillary probe to measure only drop size for the heptane-water system.
Light transmission differences due to different refractive indices of the aqueou�
and dispersed phases in the capillary were measured.

He also compared these drop

size d-istributions with the data obtained from a photographic method.
were made at different locations for three sizes of batch reactors.

Measurements
Weiland et

al. (10) developed a photoelectric capillary probe device for the measurement of
bubble size distribution using a technique similar to that reported by Pilhofer
et al. (11).

However, their signal condition was designed to respond to the level

of light absorption, rather than the intensity of light transmission.

The work

discussed here extends these previous studies using the capillary measurement tech
nique to obtain bivariate distribution data (concentration and size) for liquid·
liquid extraction systems.

Capillary Measurement Technique
Thia method involves the use of a fine bore capillary of the order of the
smaller droplet sizes in the liquid-liquid dispersions present in solvent extrac
tion processes of interest.

A sample stream of the dispersion is drawn from the

mixing vessel, and the drops are converted to cylindrical slugs of equivalent
volume as they pass through the capillary.
for a section through the capillary.

Figure l shows a light ray diagram

An appropriate light source is used to dis

tinguish between the slugs of dispersed and continuous phase as the sample passes

0
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by two detection points.

A He-Ne laser of 632.8 nm wavelength is selected as a

light source, since cobalt complex in toluene has a molar extinction coefficient

of 250 1/mol.cm at 630 nm (12).

The laser beam is carefully directed by

system

a

of lenses and slits in such a way that it is focused ex�ctly in the center of the
capillary.

It is essential that the beam be precisely focused to penetrate the

capillary without refraction.

The output �ight beam from the capillary is focused

on a photosensitive detector on the other side of the capillary.

Since light ab

sorption by the coLalt complex in the dispersed phase is stronger than the absorp
tion by cobalt solution in the continuous phase, a lower light signal is achieved
at a photodiode detector if drops cross th� light sensor.

The output of the photo

diode circuit, which consists of amplifiers and comparators, is a voltage signal
in a series of random rectangular pulses.

The height of each pulse is proportional

to the cobalt complex concentration, and the width of each pulse to the drop volume.
The dispersed slug volume and equivalent spherical drop diameter are calculated
using the known capillary bore diameter (76, 100 or 200 µm) and the drop velocity
(1,9,10,11,lJ).

The concentration of the drop is calculated through calibration

of the pulse height for a known reference concentration of cobalt complex in
toluene.

Capillary Technique Apparatus
Figure 2 shows a flow diagram for the capillary sampling technique.

The

capillary tube, which has a funnel-shaped entrance with a cone angle of approxi
°

mately 60 , is immersed at the sampling point in the agitated vessel.

The

capillary is supported by a capillary adaptor, which is made of viton rubber.

A

continuous sample of dispersion is withdrawn through the capillary by the vacuum
pump.

The vacuum jar pressure is controlled by a pressure controller or air bleed

valve.

An IBM PC with a MetraByte DASH-16 A/D Converter and 2 MegaByte RAM board

employing the extended memory specification is used to sample and process the out
put signals from the photodiode circuit.

These signals are also traced on an

oscilloscope screen.
For comparisons with the bivariate data obtained above I a photomicrographic
system for drop size measurement and two phase separation as·semblies for average
cobalt concentration measurements in the continuous and dispersed phase are in

stalled in the stirred cell (14,15).

The cell is also equipped to measure dis

persed phase hold-up with our ultrasonic technique developed by Bonnet and

Tavlarides (16).
Future Work and Conclusions
Experiments will be conducted at various operating parameters of residence
time, phase fraction and impeller rotational speeds to obtain extraction
efficiencies for the cobalt ion in the system mentioned above.

The effect of drop

mixing frequencies on extraction efficiencies will be measured by the above tech
niques.

IIl-13'.l

These results will be compared with calculated results employing the

kinetic model for the reaction systems (1,2) and the Monte Carlo Simulat,ion
methods developed previously (1).

It is expected that these experimental techniques coupled ltlith the comput·a

tional model for reactive liquid dispersions will permit a detailed analysis ofmixirig

effects on extraction efficiencies and selectivity for liquid-liquid extraction
systems.
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Figure 1

Key Diagram for Capillary Spectroscope
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Figure 2

Capillary Spectroscope Set-up
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Hydrodynamics in a Multistage Column Extractor:
Axial lloldup and Drop Size Distribution

Conventional design of process equipment used in solvent extraction tech

nology involves expensive, time-consuming scale-up techniques.

Little consider

ation is given to recent advances, such as droplet rate processes and hydrodynamic
behavior of liquid-liquid systems.

A rational design of a liquid-liquid contactor

should be based on a fundamental modelling approach.

Elimination of the inef

ficient empiricism can be realized only through implementation of knowledge pre

sently available.

In this research program, the interval of quiescence simulati�n

model (1,2] is to be used to account for the effects of drop size distribution,

dispersed phase holdup and interdroplet mixing on column performance.

To verify and improve the model during various stages of development, and

obtain model parameters, a fully instrumented seven stage counter current extractor
has been commissioned.

of 12.5 cm diameter

The column features include:

glass pipe construction

and 110 cm in length, seven 12.5 cm height mixing compart

ments, six-bladed turbine impellers located centrally in each compartment, 316

stainless steel construction of wetted metal parts, five sampling ports for photo

micrographic drop size measurements, seven pairs of continuous and dispersed phase
sampling heads for concentration measurement, six stations for ultrasonic measure

ments of dispersed phase holdup, instrumentation for flow measurement and auxilli
ary equipment.
in Figure 1.

The column station along with the feed storage station is shown

Drop Size Distribution Measurements

The drop size distribution is being determined by an in situ photomicrographic

technique.

The probe, a miniaturized aclaption of a previous technique [3], is

capable of measuring drop diameters between 50-4000 microns.
probe is shown in Figure 2.

The photomicrographic

A Zeiss MOP-30 particle size analyzer interfaced with

an IBM personal computer is being used for data processing.
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Ultrasonic Technique for Dispersed Phase Holdup Measurements
An ultrasonic technique developed in our lab·oratories (4,5) is being used
to determine the dispersed phase holdup by measuring the velocity of ultrasound.
in the dispersion.

Two piezoelectric transducers, a pulse generator, an amplifier

and an oscilloscope are the basic eleme·nts of this technique.

Holdup can be esti

mated simply by measuring the transmission· time of the sound pulses.

Important

features are that the transducers are located on the outside of the column wall
and the technique iH independent of the shaft poeltlon in Lhc acoustical path.
Solute Concentration Measurements
For solute concentration measurements the phases are separated by a modified
filtration-coalescence technique developed earlier (6, 7).

The sampling probes

are shown in Figure 3 and can separate the phases for dispersed phase holdup

4 to 207. and drop diameters between 200-1000 microns.
Preliminary Results
The above described apparatus will permit determination of axial holdup dis
tribution, drop size distribution and concentration distribution (for mass transfer
experiments) as a function of operating parameters.

Figure 4 shows the axial

variation of holdup fraction versus cell position at various rotational speeds,
for the toluene/water system (phases mutually saturated).

The mode of operation

is counter current with the dispersed phase fed at the bottom of the column.
In all cases a maximum can be observed in holdup.

This maximum shifts to the

inlet stage, with increasing impeller speed.
Also, the technique permits the transient evolution of the axial dispersed
phase holdup variation to be followed.

For future experiments, axial drop size

distribution measurements will also be obtained concurrently with backmixing
parameters for each phase.
It is expected that the Monte-Carlo simulation technique developed in our
laboratories can be extended and expanded upon to model this countercurrent ex

tractor.

Such potential capabilities will permit delineation of the effect of

operating parameters
· on column characteristics such as flooding point and maximum
throughput.

Extension of the above model to extractive/reactive systems is

obvious.
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Photomicrograph ic Probe
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Flgure 3:
Concentration Sampling Probe
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Study on Scale Up of Ktihni Column
Jiang Yu Ming and Sun Bing Yao
East China Inetitute of Chemical Technology, Shanghai, China
Introduction
The Ktihni column with agitated turbine and multicompartment is an advanced liquid
liquid contactor. The column can be designed to obtain minimal axial mixing, constant
hold up of dispereed phase, and maximum capacity for each column section (1). This
design capability thus provides a large degree of flexibility and an overall high
efficiency for several applicatione.
Now Kiihni column has been extensively applied in many industrial fields, such as pe
trochemical induetry, phoephoric acid and citric acid purification, extraction of
vitaminee and waste water treatment.

Effectively the largest pilot column ever built has 90 stages (2), the tallest indu
strial size column has 50 stages, and the diameter has over 2 meters.
Recently many scientists (3,4) have studied hydrodynamics and axial backmixing of

Kiihni column, but few reports have published on conditions of practical mass trans

fer. According to the report of the literature (5), the authors have designed two
Ktihni columns and applied in extraction and stripping separately. Under different
operation conditions holdup, dropeize distribution, power consumption and extraction
efficiency have been observed eo as to find a real procedure of scale up.
Experiment
1, The structure of Kuhni column
Two same Ktihni columns of 200 mm diameter and 7200 mn, total height have been designed
and erected for extraction and stripping respectively. Kuhni column comprised 40 com
partments, and each compartment of 90 mm height has been combined by a six-bladed
turbine and a stator plates. The outer and inner diameter are 85 mm and 45 mm.
In order to obtain minimal axial mixing and maximum capacity for each column section,

three kinds of stator plates containing the different available free areas of 16%,
3¥1, and 40% have been designed (the experimental data below are hy using the stator
plate of 16%).

The driver of column is electric motor and shaft speed can be changed by a controller.
2, Flow sheet
A schematic diagram of apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.
The experimental procedure can be divided three stages, the first stage is dynamics
teet, the water-kerosene system ie carried in a single column. Water and kerosene are
placed in 2 and 1 separately, then countercurrently contacted in·column 4, the rota
meter 5 is used for controlling the flow rate of two phases. Holdup, drop size dis
tribution and power consumption are measured so as to optimize the operational condi
tions. The second stage is maes tranefer test, the treated liquid contains organic
acid and solvent is mixed by a neutral phosphate compound and diluent. The loaded
solvent is stripped by pure -ter, the extraction and etripping are carried out in
column 4 and 6 separately. The third stage is pilot plant test, the loaded solvent
from column 4 ie directly pumped into solumn 6 to be stripped by pure water, then the
refresh solvent is recycled into column 4 to extract organic acid from material
liquor. The purpose of pilot test is toexamine the operational stability of two
columns.
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Experimental results
1, Hold up
The a7stem used tor the experimental work were water/kerosene, experiment were ,ar
ried out at 2oOc and the flow rate of water and kerosene were 0,002 and 0 ,005 m'/min
the hold up measured are given in Table 1,
Table 1
N,

Hold-up measurement

r.p.m.

8o

120
155
180
200
260

Vo,

liter

5,54

6,50
12.5
18.5
,2 .8
65,}

x, %
4,20
4,91
9,50
14,0
24,8
49,5

B7 the eye it ie found that when the epeed is lower than 155 r,p,m, the drop ie lar

ger and clear, increasing the speed will result in decreasing drop eize, vhen the
epeed ia 260 r.p.m., phue inversion will happen,

Hold up wu determined by Thornton, J, D, (6) as tollowe:
(t2 + 8t) 0 •5 - }t
4 - 4L
here L • UdfUc•
The hold up at the flooding point wae correlated by Thornton'" equation, Xt-0,}96,
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it ie a reasonable explanation why pha8e inversion happened at the epeed of 260 r.p.m.
and the epeed be·tween 100 and 200 r.p.m. is euitable tor Kuhni column under theee
operational conditione.
2, Power consumption
Up to new, no literature published refers to the power consumption ot Kuhni column,
but the empirical equation ot Scheible, E.G.(?) ie effective for calculation of
power consumption ot turbine.
100

0 MEASURED
6

CALCULATED
t:,/
/

I

6/

r,;
�

/

t:, /
/

50

,,.,tr"

/

/

/

/

,,,1:,.

0
o------100------2�00
______.300
r.p.m.
N,

:rro.

P • 1.85

2

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEFlf V AND N

tor each turbine.

Th• data calculated from above equation and measured were plotted in Fig. 2, the
elopes o! every point are very similar and the difference between two cunee can be
explained u the fiction loes ot power.
3, Drop aize dietribution
Fiecher A. (8) meuured drop eize tor a broad range of cpe�ational conditions and a
wide variety of liquid-liquid eyeteme. A photographic .. thod ha8 been chosen !or the
determination or rlrop eize, it ie found that the drop eize dietribution in Kuhni
column ie beet approximated by a Hugele-Evens relationehip.
The photographic method wae aleo adopted by the author'•, the data meuured are plot
ted in Fig, 3 with comparision o! Fieher'e data under sue syeteme, it ie found that
the both data are in very close agreement.
4, Extraction
The operational conditions are ae follows:
T • 15°c
eolvent I keroeene + TRP0
Material liquor containi11g organic acid 110 g/J.,
now rate I org, 0,005 M3/min. · aqu. 0.002 M3/min.
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100
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Table 2
N,

r.p.m.

DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Data of extraction

r.p.m.

Raffinate, g/1

Solvent loaded, g/1

42.7

8.o
7.1
7.1

85
110
115

48.3

53.0

11,

%

92.7
93.6
93.6

It is found from Table 2 that the hold up measured of ¼=6.8% under theee conditions
ie far away from the flooding point and t.he design of column could be recongnized to
meet expectation.
5, Stripping
Ta

90°c

Fl.ov rate:

The loaded eolvent containing organic acid 44.2 g/1.
Org.

0.005 H3/min.

Aqu.

0.002 H3/min.

By using pure vater, the aqueoue phase from stripping column vill be pure organic
acid eolution.
Table 3

Data of etripping

N, r.p.m.
170
170
170

Org. acid, g/1
97.2
101
99.0

Loaded solvent, g/1
5.3
5.0
5.0

11,

%

88.o
88.7
88.7

It is also found from Table 3 that the stripping column vould meet the demands of
design.
6, Pilot test
The loaded eolvent from extraction column vae transported into etripping column to be
stripped by pure water, then the refresh eolvent vae recycled into extraction column
to extract organic acid from material liquor. So the tvo Kuhni column vere linked,
the practical data of pilot teet vere ahovn ae follove:
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Extraction:
T = 7°c
N = 120 r.p.m.
Material liquor containing organic ·acid 99.0 g/1.
Loaded solvent containing organic acid 42.0 g/1.
lJ = 97.0 %

N = 175 r.p.m.
Stripping:
T = 90 c
Pure solution containing organic acid 79.8 g/1.
°

Solvent from stripping containing organic acid 7.0 g/1.

lJ= 82.1 %

It is shown that Ktihni column can provide
all high efficiency.

a large degree of flexibility and an over

Conclusion

1, Kilhni column can be designed to obtain lower power consumption, constant hold up
or dispersed phase and high mass transfer efficiency, and KUhni column can be also
applied in multi-stage (more than 10 stages) liquid-liquid extraction process.
2, l)ynM!ics test shows that the calculation of hold up implies Thornton's equation.
3, Scheible's equation can be applied for calculation or power consumption of the
turbine of Kiihni column.

Notation
turbine mixer diameter, m.

2

gravity acceleration, m/eec •

ratio of phases

turbine speed, r.p.m.

power consumption, kw
!low rate of dispereed phMe, H3/min.
flow rate of continuous phase, H3/min.

dispersion volume, M3

hold up efficiency,%
hold up efficiency at flooding point,%
density, kg/M3
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Aspects Of Pulsed Sieve Plate Column Behaviour
A. Hussain and M.J. Slater, Schools of Chemical Engineering, University of Bradford, Bradford,
U.K.
and
A. Marrocchelli, ENEA, Rome, Italy.

Introduction
.Pulsed sieve plate columns have found use in industry, yet there are many aspects of behaviour
which are not well understood and design from first principles is not feasible with reasonable
!

certainty of performance( )_

We have conducted experiments under well-regulated conditions

to establish a better basis for interpretation of hydrodynamic and mass transfer performance.
In particular we have studied the motion of single drops through a stack of plates of various
geometries, the overall dispersed phase mass transfer coefficie.nt for single drops, and
continuous phase axial mixing due to pulsing alone (in the absence of flows).
The glass column used for studying drop behaviour was 76 mm diameter and contained a plate
stack of about 1 m high with plates of the following geometries (Figure 1):

Free Area, e

0.09

0.22

0.40

0.40

0.40

Hole Size, d , mm
0

3.18

3.18

3.18

4.0

6.5

and plate spacings of 50, 100, 150, 250 mm and no plates.

The stainless steel plates were 1.5

mm thick and holes were straight sided. Three steel rods of 6 mm diameter held the plate stack
together.

The free area values are nominal for the plate since the plate/wall gap has been

neglected.
Drop Rise Velocities
Hydrodynamic behaviour of counter-flow columri.s can be described using a slip velocity
correlated with a function of dispersed phase hold-up such that at very low hold-up the slip
velocity equals a characteristic velocity.
In this work the characteristic velocity of single, widely-spaced solvent drops of known
diameter in water was measured as a function of drop size, plate l)ole size, plate free area,
plate spacing, pulse frequency and amplitude, all under conditions of no mass transfer. Drops
were formed at the tip of a horizontal hypodermic needle within the pulsed liquid. The average
time of passa9e of each of 50 drops over 1 m was used to calculate the velocity. Drop sizes
were always smaller than plate hole diameter. All the materials used were stainless steel, glass
or Teflon.

The solvents were hexane, MJBK, n-butanol and toluene; the phases were mutually

saturated.
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Results have been correlated empirically by separating the influences of pulsation and geometry
and in particular using results for no plates with and without pulsing and results for motion of
drops through plates without pulsing.

The characteristic velocity is compared to measured

terminal velocity (no plates, no pulsing).

The equations given by Grace(2) for mobile drops

agree with the terminal velocities measured (using measured physical properties).
An empirical equation which can be used to correlate all results is:

l - [d/(l

+

�Hc)d0 ] - [fA /(1
P

0. 27 5 + 0. 36 5e

+

0.78H c) - (IA//(1

+

2.6Hc) ]

(1)

-l )

( cm

)

d < d , f s-1 , A cm, H c;m, d cm, d cm. 470 data points are correlated within!. 1 5%.
0
e
0
P
In order to obtain a better understanding of drop behaviour further examinatjon of drop motion
has been made using video film. It appears that drop velocity between plates is nearly the same
as that achieved in the absence of plates and the time delay suffered at each plate depends on
whether the pulse is upwards or downwards when the drop reaches the plate (F.igure 2) . The
time delays vary from plate to plate and there may be a dependence on d'rop size relative to
hole size, and on free area.

An empirical correlation of the time delay is still required at

present.
The characteristic velocity mea.:;ured and correlated this way is probably more re�iably
estimated than with dimensionless group correlations presently available(J)_

However, for

practical use the drop size distribution expected needs to be known. The equations proposed by
4
5
Misek( ) and Boyadzhie) ) might be used to estimate a Sauter mean diameter and the work of
Slater(6) tc: obtain the consequent parameters of a Mugele-Evans distribution of sizes.
Mass Transfer Coefficients
Drops of. cumene were passed through an aqueous solution of

35 -40

3

kg/m isobutyric acid. The

properties of this system are known(?)_ Drops were collected in the neck of an inverted glass
funnel at the top of the plate stack. A small diameter stainless steel tube could be moved up
and down with the tip in the neck region. The tube was connected to a small sample bottle via
p.t.f.e. tubing and then to a rubber bulb for creating vacuum or pressure. The glass tubing
leading to the funnel was sealed around the steel tube (using p.t.f.e. tape) so that pulsation from
the column liquid was not transmitted to the water/solvent interface in the funnel: disturbance
of the interface might enhance mass transfer to an unacceptable degree. Plates of 3.18 mm
hole diameter and 22% free area only were used.
An experiment was started by achieving a steady flow of drops: the time to form 50 drops was
noted - ·single drop formation time was less than 1 s. Knowing the solvent flow rate a drop size
could be calculated; these were in the range 2. 2 to 3.0 mm with most being 2. 7 to 2.8 rnm. The
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interface region in the funnel neck was cleared of solvent then a sample of solvent ( 2 ml) was
collected and analysed for isobutyric acid. The time to form 50 drops was again noted and the
rise time of each of 50 drops was measured.
A time-averaged overall mass transfer coefficient K
was calculated from the equation:
0d

(2)
The equilibrium value y• was obtained from the equilibrium curve:
y*

= 4. 3 25 -

l .487x

+

0 .504x

1

586
•

3

(kg/m )

(3)

putting x equal. to the aqueous phase concentration, and y was zero. The time was taken as
in
rise time plus formation time, the rise time being of the order of ten times larger than
formation time.
The data illustrate several interesting features (Figure

3 ). The value of K
at constant drop
0d (
size) varies little with agitation and is not affected by the various combinations of frequency

and amplitude used, up to the point at which drops break. The influence of the number of plates
in the stack is not marked and experiments in the absence of plates but with pulsation show that
the influence of the plates is not great. In the absence of plates and pulsation the value of K

0d
values obtained
0d
B 9
with plates and pulsing. Other workers( , ) have noted that agitation influences drop size and
agrees with earlier work done on the system and is only slightly lower than K

hence interfacial area but not the mass transfer coefficient to a marked extent.
Previous work suggests that the mass transfer rate is controlled mainly by the extent of
values are intermediate between values
0d
appropriate to rigid drop and well-mixed drop conditions. It would appear that substantial
internal motion in the drop and in the present case K

increases in K

might be achieved by allowing drops to coalesce and redisperse rather than by
0d
agitating more vigorously. In some systems the resistance to mass transfer may be mainly in
the continuous phase, a case which remains to be exa�1ined for single drops.

Continuous Stationary Phase Axial Mixing
Correlations in the Iiterature for continuous phase axial mixing coefficients for flowing single
phase conflict to a large extent and agreement on the influence of hole size, free area, spacing,
l0 - l6
). In this work we have

flow rate and dependenc_e on frequency and amplitude is poo/

conducted experiments with no flow to assess the effect of pulsation only.
The column was filled with distilled water. In the base of the cnlumn between the bottom plate
and the pulse leg was placed the dense liquid trichloro-ethane to prevent acid tracer leaving the
section containing plates.

A tracer of 10 ml of 1 M hydrochloric acid was injected using a

hypodermic needle below the bottom stage and the conductivity change was noted just above
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the top stage. For such a closed end system the response according to the dispersion model of
17 • 18l,

axial mixing is(

l+
where a

2

E t/L • When
0

2

2

n= l

2

exp(- n • ") cos(m)

(4)

hence E = 0.14L 2 /t _
� = 0.506, " = 0.14 and t = t _
0 506,
0
0 506•

Experiments have been conducted with columns of three diameters ( 2 5,

76,

152 mm) containing

plates with holes of three sizes and three free areas, spaced at different intervals.
Equal weighting of data with respect to all the variables·was not attempted so computer aided
fitting of equations has to be treated with caution.

H owever to ascertain the relative

importance of parameters the data were initially fitted by the equation:
.78
A
2. 360 x 1 0-3 fo

1.

p

22 e-l. 19 H

C

0 .57

d
O

- 0 .30 D -0.08
C

(5)
The frequency range is 0.5 to 1.78 s-l and the amplitude range 5.5 to 47 .8 mm. It is clear that
2
the axial dispersion coefficient is not a simple function of the product f A or of f A
which
p
p
.
has dimensions. of E
The small influence of column diameter and hole size is notable.
0

Reported variations of the axial mixing coefficient with column diameter are there fore
probably associated with flow effects rather than geometrical effects alone

(l9)

_

Further correlation of the data is based on power consumption calculated from the relationship:

(6)
20)

and dimensional analysis for eddy diffusion(

which gives:
(7)

where l is an appropriate length parameter.

An acceptable equation found to represent the

variation of E with all the variables in a reasonable manner is (Figure 4):
0
2 _ 34

x 1 0 -J P

0.33 A

m

p

0.35

H

0 .9 8

C

0 0
e- .6

m /s
2

(8)

6 2
with a standard deviation of 44 x 10- m /s. The numerical coefficient is dimensionless. The
range of P
is 0.3 to 1027 W/kg. Other equations presented in the literature modified by
m
putting continuous phase velocity to zero give inferior results. Data for H other than 50 mm
e
are not well-fitted by equation (8).
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It must be noted that in calculating P the value of the discharge coefficient C0 is taken as
m
0.6. In the Reynolds number range of interest (p d f A /e µ < 400) C is a function of
c a
p
c
a
(21)
Reynolds number
and further refinement of the correlation is possible using measured values
of C • However, the improvement is slight.
0

Once values of E are known the further effects of continuous phase flow rate can be assessed.
0
Our own work shows that the continuous phase axial mixing coefficient ohtained when the phase
is flowing can be adequately correlated in the manner:
(9)

for column diameters up to 152 mm. However, at larger diameters this equation may not be

valid if velocity profiles devela/19l.
Conclusions

The simple techniques discussed yield data which are ·helplul for preliminary design work and
for improving understanding of liquid-liquid extraction column performance.

The cast of

equipment involved is small and much less than a pilot plant, construction of which at present is
an expensive proposition in many cases. Use of the techniques discussed in this note could at

least reduce the amount of pilot work to be carried out.
Nomenclature
pulse amplitude (maximum travel)
tracer concentration
final tracer concentration

initial tracer concentration
discharge coefficient
drop diameter

plate hole diameter

column diameter
plate free area
axial mixing coefficient for flow conditions

E

Ea
f
H

C

Kod
1
L
t

m
C

axial mixing coefficient for non-flow cor:iditions
frequency
plate spacing
overall dispersed phase mass transfer coefficient
length parameter
column length

power per unit mass

time
superficial continuous phase velocity
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characteristic drop velocity

terminal velocity
aqueous phase concentration
solvent phase concentration

y
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CORRELATION OF DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE SIEVE PLATE EXTRACTION
COLUMN (SPC)
JO Oloidi, GV Jeffreys and CJ Mumford. Department of Chemical Engineering, Aston University,
Aston Triangle, Birmingham B4 7ET, UK.
The influence of plate spacing and plate hole size upon drop formation
mechanisms, drop size distribution, dispersed phase hold-up and flooding
phenomena have been investigated in a 0.45 m diameter, 2.3 m high industrial
glass Sieve Plate Column (SPC). Correlations are presented for dispersed
phase hold-up, coalescence height and drop size Oetting regime). Together
with other recommendations, these provide a sound basis for the design of
industrial columns.

INTRODUCTION

The sieve plate extraction column (SPC) is widely used in industry, especially in petroleum refining and
petrochemical plants (1). Whilst it can be operated with a reasonable efficiency and high throughputs
(1-4), there have been some reports of low efficiencies (5) due either to poor_ design or to operation
outside the proper flow regimes. Some hydrodynamic characteristics of the SPC have been reported
earlier (6,7). The latter, subsequent work, and literature data (11,. 17-19) have been drawn together as a
basis for design.

DESIGN PARAMETERS

The important design requirements include:
(i) Provision for reasonably homogeneous distribution of each phase across any cross section;
(ii) Generation of a large interfacial area per unit volume of the column;
(iii) The maximum height of the coalesced layer beneath any plate must be less than the downcomer
length;
(iv) Operation above a certain minimum flow of the dispersed phase, to ensure a minimum head of
coalesced layer under any plate and functioning of the majority of the plate holes.
The operation of the SPC is hence strongly influenced by the following design parameters:
Plate and Downcomer Geometry: Dispersion is achieved from each sieve plate provided with a
downcomer; holes are omitted from the plate area beneath the downcomer from above. The plate should
be constructed such that the surfaces are hydrophobic when water is dispersed and hydrophilic when
organic liquid is dispersed (23). Hole diameters are generally in the range 1.5 t? 8 mm, located on a
square, triangular or circular pitch (8, 9, 14), depending mainly upon the system interfacial tension.
Smaller holes are preferred for systems with intert'.icial tensions > 20 mN/m (dyne/cm) [8].
The pitch size should be approximately 3 times the hole size [9, 10) to avoid coalescence of the drops on
the plate at low flowrates, or mutual interference between adjacent jets at high flowrates. A free area of
55% to 60% is therefore desirable, [I I, 12], but too large a free area obviously results in a reduced
volumetric capacity. The fractional free area of the holes determines the minimum throughput of the
dispersed phase to achieve operation of all holes. The plate thickness should not normally be< 1.5 mm,
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to ensure rigidity and hence uniform drop coalscence and reformation.
To avoid entrainment, the cross-sectional area of the downcomer is selected to ensure that the average
velocity of the continuous phase within it is less than the free rise (terminal/characteristic) velocity of the
smallest drops. The minimum downcomer length should be >ht discussed below.
Plate Spacing: The plate spacing must be sufficient to allow the continuous phase to flow beneath the
dispersed phase layer under the plates without causing entrainment. A spacing equal to 2 ht is
recommended for small columns or 10 to 12 ht for industrial columns [8). Plate spacings in industrial
columns arc between 15 and 60 cm [ I 21- The plate spacing should also be large enough for uninterrupted
jet break up to occur and for subsequent drop rise to be through a sufficient height that the requisite
interfacial area is provided for mass transfer.

Flooding: The flooding rate is governed by the system physical properties and column internal design.
In addition to the normal factors limiting flow capacity in a gravity-operated extraction column, dispersed
phase pressure drop ·through the holes is also a limiting parameter.

Some unfavourable flow

characteristics likely to be associated with high volumetric throughputs include excessive entrainment of
droplets, overloading of the downcomers, and restriction of flow through the plate holes.
Coalescence Height: The coalescence height, h t (static hold-up) is the thickness of the dispersed
phase layer beneath each plate d•)ring steady-state operation and is independant of the plate spacing. It is
a measure of flow capacity of the column, ic the greater the thickness, the closer the column is to
flooding. The coalescence height should be sufficient to provide the driving force required for the flow of
the dispersed phase, The plates should be levelled to ensure uniform coalesced layers beneath them, and
hence similar operation of all plate holes across the column cross section. The coalescence height is
determined by the drop formation and coalescence characteristics of the dispersed phase, the friction in the
orifices for the dispersed phase, and the resistance offered to the continuous phase flow from plate to
plate. ht represents the minimum theoretical height of the downcomer necessary to avoid by-passing of
the dispersed phase.

Hold-up and Dropsize: The interfacial area is a function of both the hold-up x and the dropsize
distribution generated in each stage, which also determines the mode of mass transfer [13]. The hold-up
comprises the static hold-up (coalescence height) and operating hold-up, ie, the total volume of the drops
travelling through the continuous phase, expressed as a fraction of column volume.
The interfacial area of contact is given by
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6x

a=---

...... (!)

d32
3

Ind
d32 = ---- , where n = number of drops
Ind2

...... (2)

Correlations are therefore required for x and d32, to enable the calculation of the interfacial area, a.
Typical drop size distributions and a correlation for the characteristic velocity , U 0, have been reported
earlier (6). The characteristic velocity increased with increase in plate hole size or with decrease in plate
spacing [6].
Drop Formation and Jetting: Drop formation by jetting is the preferred mode of operation (2, 12].
At reasonably high flowrates depending on system physical properties and plate hole size, ie 0.43 emfs
for Clairsol '3 50' (d) - water (c) and 23.8 cm/s for CCl4(c) - water (d), a jet of the dispersed phase
emerges from each hole and subsequently breaks into a series of drops. Operation at jetting velocities
near the maximum length has been stated to be two or three times more efficient than when drops are
formed directly from sieve plates [ I 5).
Drops formed from any hole may be affected by drops from adjacent holes. lnterdrop coalescence may
occur on the plate at low flow rates, or interference betweenjets and their disruption may occur at high
flowrates. Only a proportion of holes function at low flowrates and correlations derived for single
nozzles do not therefore predict the drop diameters correctly, especially when large diameter holes are
used.

EXPERIMENTAL (6 71

The SPC comprised a 0.45 m diameter, 2.3 m high industrial glass column with 6 sample points at 0.3 m
intervals as shown in Figure I. The different plate layouts are summarised in Table i and satisfied the
majority of the above plate design recommendations. The plate spacing was varied between 38 and 20 cm
with a downcomer length of between 24 and 6 cm, so that there was always a gap of 14 cm between the
end of the downcomer and the plate beneath, ie, the same vertical flow area for the continuous phase
above the plate.
The test system was Clairsol '3 50', a paraffinic hydrocarbon (dispersed) - acetone (solute) - de-ionised
water (continuous), which has desirable features as a test system [ I 6]. The de-ionised water had a
density of 998.2 kgim3 and a viscosity of 0.0011 kg/ms; Clairsol '350' had a density of 783 kgim3 and a
viscosity of 0.0018 kg/ms. The system interfacial tension was 35.5 :nN./m (dyne/cm).
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Prior to each experiment , the column and accessories were thoroughly cleaned and the phases were
prepurified and mutually-saturated. All experiments were carried out at 20 ± 5°C. Only work with a
mutually-saturated system (ie in the absence of mass transfer)is reported here, but reference is made to
later mass transfer experiments.
Drop sizes and jctli.ng phenomena were recorded photographically 161. A Carl-Zeiss Particle Size
Analyser was used to measure drop sizes from two or three replicate photographs. At jetting flowrates
80% to 90% of the holes functioned correctly and allowance was made for the non-jetting holes by
introducing an empirical correction factor to obtain the actual jetting velocity.
The coalescence heights beneath each plate were,measured during operation and the results averaged. The
operating hold-up was measured by the rapid shut-off method [6]. A reduction of plate spacing from 3 8
to 26 cm was found to significantly reduce the recirculation of drop swarms between adjacent plates.
To determine the flood point the flowrate of one phase was increased incrementally whilst the other was
held constant and vice-versa. A period of about 6 mins was allowed after each adjustment to allow
steady-state to be re-attained. Flooding was characterised by a rapid increase in the flocculation zone
heights beneath the plates, commencing at the top of the column, indicative of unsteady state operation.
The flooding data are shown in Figure 2to indicate the normal operating range but further data are
required with different systems.

CORRELATION OF RESJJLTS

Equal credence was given to data from small diameter columns although, because of wall effects and
different inter-plate flow patterns [5-7 J, the experimental data from the 0.4 5 m column arc more reliable.
The experimental data and those in the literature were correlated by multiple regression analysis. All the
data were in the absence of mass transfer, since any specific solute affects the system physical properties.
Hold-up, x: The data of this study and of Prabhu et al [I I) from a 5 cm diameter column with 42,
0.16 hole size plates using the systems water (c)- kerosene (d), water (c) - toluene (d)and water (c)isoamyl alcohol (d) were correlated to give
6p -0.01
]
pc

x=4.8x JO -2 [

2
rnd lo.Os [Un Pc dn ] 0.73

C

cr

This correlated the results with an average deviation of± 7%.
Coalescence height, h1: The data of the present study, of Prabhu et al [11) and of Fujita et al [18)
from a 5.6 cm diameter column with 3 6, 0.20 cm hole size plates using an oil (d)of viscosity 0.00037
kg/ms, density 890 kg/m3 and interfacial tension 25.3 mN/m and water (c), were correlated to give
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ht
¾

=4.49x 10

[

4

g Pc dn 2 ] -0.45
a

t.p 0.24

�]

[

2
0.85
µ2
cµ
[ -d- -0.37 ...... (4)
[- ]
]
Pcd n a
P c ct n a

This correlated the results with an average deviation of± 5%.
Drop Size: Droplet size distribution was represented by the functions of Gal-or and Mugclc - Evans [6,

13]. Only drop sizes in the jetting regime and with countercurrent continuous phase flow were correlated
since cross-flow of continuous phase over the plate has been shown to affect drop size (20].
The data of Vedaiyan et al [ 19] with the system: benzene (d) - water (c), MIBK (d) - water (c) and water
(d) - CC14 (c), plate hole sizes between 0.20 to 0.37 cm and between 12 to 20 holes per plate and of
Garwin and Smith (17] with the system benzene (d) - water (c) with 20, 0.4763 cm plate hole size were
combined with those from the present study. Data for the jetting regime were selected from the results of
Vedaiyan et al [19] by estimating the minimum jetting velcity. U j, by the equation of Ruff ct al (21)

2o

-W

½=�-pdn

although this predicts a somewhat higher velocity than the minimum observed in the present study.
Correlation of the data gave:
d 32

=2.81
a:-n

[ t.p<la U n 2 ] 0.2
a

[

t.pd n 2 g
a

]

-0.33

�] -0.19
[
...... (6)
Uc
.

This proved an unusually accurate correlation with an average deviation of only ± 1.6%.
The data were also correlated in the form proposed by Kumar and Hartland (22) to give,

d 32

a;-=

1.45

[

t.pda un 2
a

0.1 2
t.pct/g ]-0.31
]
[
a

...... (7)

The results showed an average deviation of± 2.5% from this correlation. A typical drop size distribution
in this jetting regime is shown in Figure 3. In a previous study (6), with the system used here the
optimium hole size was 3.175 mm.

CONCLJJSIQNS

It was concluded that, Equations 3, 4 and 6 or 7 for hold-up, coalescence height and drop size in the
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jetting regimes should provide a sound basis for the design of the SPC.. However, more data are required
with different systems i'l columns of> 0.2 m diameter.
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NOMENCLATURE
a

Surface area per unit volu�e. m2/m3
drop diameter, m
Volume-surface, or Sauter, mean drop diameter,m

¾

g
He

Plate hole diameter, m
Acceleration due to gr.ivity, m!s2
Compartment height or plate spacing, m
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ht

Coalescence height, m

U

Superficial velocity, mis
Velocity of dispersed phase at plate hole based on corrected plate hole area, mis

Un
x

Dispersed phase hold-up

<iREEK SYMBOLS
Viscosity, kg/ms

µ
.P

Density, kg/m3

np

Dens_ity difference between phases, kgim3

cr

Interfactial tension mN/m (dyne/cm)

SlJBSCRIPTS
c
d

Continuous phase
Dispersed phase

TABLE 1

PLATE LAYOUT DETAILS

Hole Type

Drilled
Drilled
Drilled
then punched
Drilled
then punched

Plate Thickness
(mm)

Hole Size
(mm)

Number of Holes
Per Plate

3 .175
3.175

1.587
3.175

1517
985

1.587

4.763

550

1.587

6.350

3

80
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OUTLET
DISPERSED
PHASE

INLET
CONTINUOUS
PHASE
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J_________________
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DISTRIBUTOR

-------7

®

----+-,-r-___ ..,_

i

__

1

OUTLET
L__ INLET
CONTINUOUS
DISPERSED
PHASE
PHASE
-450mm-

FIGURE 1
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE
SIEVE-PLATE
EXTRACTION COLUMN (SPC)
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Scale-up of the KLlhni Column based on the Backflow Model
K.H. Elsasser, U. BLlhlmann, KLlhni AG, Allschwil/Switzerland
Knowledge of the hydrodynamic behaviour of liquid-liquid extraction columns is
important for analysing their actual performance. In particular lhe effects of axial
mixing have to be considered when designing and sealing-up column contactors due to
the influence of column scale on this phenomena. The most widely used models to
describe axial mixing effects are the backflow and the dispersion model. Several
numerical and analytical methods have been published to solve these models.
The KLlhni column
The KLlhni extraction column belongs to the group of rotary agitated columns and is
widely used throughout all industries. Its main characteristics are the Kuhni mixing
turbine used for agitation and the stator plates bounding each compartment. As shown
in figure 1 a characteristic flow pattern is established in each compartment which
is maintained independent of column scale. The ability to vary the compartment
height, the size of the mixing turbines as well as the free area of flow through the
stator plates leads to a high design flexibility as is required to cope with changing
physical properties and operational parameters.
The model used
For the present investigations the backflow model was used as described by different
authors ( 1-3). The choice was mainly governed by the fact that the backflow model can
be easily adapted to different process conditions. Figure 2 explains the basic set
up of the model. The total column length is divided into N perfectly mixed hypothe
tical stages each with volume V, axial mixing being allowed for by the backflow
coefficients f and e for the continuous and dispersed phases.
To simulate the concentration discontinuities at the end sections no mass transfer
= 1 and n = N (4). A system of N nonlinear equations
results for each phase. These were solved with a modified Newton iteration (5).

was assumed for the two stages n

Scaling up
Scaling up column diameter and determining the equivalent rotational speed for in
dustrial scale columns does not raise particular problems. For column diameter
normally constant specific throughput is used as the scale-up criterion whereas for
rotational speed several approaches are possible e.g. constant tip speed or constant
volumetric energy input.
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Determination of column height is much more difficult since axial mixing effects
have to be considered, A possible route to solve this problem is to maintain the
hydrodynamic conditions in the pilot and industrial scale column in such a way that
the k.a-values will remain constant. A set of scale-up rules for the KUhni column
satisfying this assumption has been published previously ( 6). The backflow model can
now be solved for the unknown column height based on pilot scale data when in
addition axial mixing effects are known as a function of scale. The behaviQur of
the KUhni column has been studied to a great extent in this field, including large
scale columns, and is therefore well understood (7),
The principal aim of the present investigation was to evaluate the described proce
dure and its assumptions by a direct comparison· of the performance of a pilot and
industrial scale column.
In order to perform scale-up several relations or equations have to be known. The
most important ones are 1 isted and conmented on below.
. Pe-Number per actual stage, continuous phase (6):
[1]

Pe-Number per actual stage, dispersed phase:
[2]

This relation is based on the assumption, that the dispersion coefficients of the
continuous and dispersed phase can be equated, This was experimentally verified by
Kumar (8) for conditions of complete mixing within each compartment corresponding
to practical operating conditions.
equilibrium:
Y=mX+c

0

[3)

The system used shows a linear dependence in the concentration range investigated.
For other applications, especially concentrated solutions, the equilibrium can be
approximated by expressing the slope m as a polynomial function of Y or X (8),
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transformation of Pe-numbers into backflow coefficients.
1

1

N(f+z-l,

[4]

for N >) 1
. incorporation of column height into model equations
N

kaV (Y-X),

[SJ, (6)

Experimenta 1
A KUhni pilot column with diameter 150 nm was operated in parallel on a side stream
with an industrial column having a diameter of 800 nm. The column length for the
pilot column was chosen independently in order to permit evaluation of the proposed
scale-up procedure to be as general as possible. OMF was extracted from an aqueous
effluent with Methylene Chloride as solvent.
In a first step the dispersion coefficients, i.e. Pe-numbers,
the industrial column in order to verify the correlation given
nuous phase. Steady state and pulse tracer injection technique
purpose. This part of the experimental investigations was done
period of the overall plant.

were determined for
above for the conti
were used for this
during the start-up

When the column was on stream, i.e. during real mass transfer operation, concentration
profiles were measured in the continuous and dispersed phases along both columns.
Special probes were used to collect the liquid samples as described several times in
the literature (8). Parameters investigated were throughput and stirring speed. The
samples were analysed using HPLC technology.
Results
Figure 3 shows measured and calculated Pe numbers for the continuous phase. The
agreement is good, the maximum deviation reaches only 10 percent. To assess the
assumptions made for the dispersed phase, dispersion coefficients were estimated from
the concentration profiles using non-linear regression. As expected, deviations are
much larger going up to 20 percent. However this is still considered to be a reason
able basis for the model calculations.
For evaluation of the measured concentration profiles, k.a-values were determined
from the pilot scale data. The profile for the industrial column was then predicted
·III-169

keeping the k.a-value constant, but taking the changing conditions of axial mixing
into account. A typical result is shown in figure 4, where the predicted concentration
profile of the industrial column is compared to the measured val"es. As for other
runs the agreement is good and within the required accuracy needed for industrial
design purposes. This detailed analysis, which of course could only be done on one
extraction system, proves the validity of the described scale-up procedure. This is
supported by the successful scale-up of a large number of industrial column5. However
it has to be pointed out that each scale-up requires a large amount of information
and above all it requires accurate equilibrium data and carefully performed pilot
tests.
Summary
A scale-up procedure for the KLlhni extraction column is outlined based on the back
flow model. For experimental verification a pilot column was operated on a side
stream of an industrial scale column. Evaluation of the measured concentration
profiles confirmed a s cale-up procedure, that has been successfully applied in in
_
dustrial practise.
Notations
a interfacial aera [m 2 /n, 3 i
N number of hypothetical stages [-l
· constan ts
N mass transfer rate [kgs-ll
Ci
D diameter [ml
n rotational speed [s-ll
e back flow coefficient disp. phase [-l
Pe Peclet-number [-l
f backflow coefficient cont. phase [-l
V volume of hypothetical stage (m 3 l
H height [ml
superficial velocity [ms-1l
H mass flow rate dispersed phase [kgs ll x mass fraction of dispersed phase [-l
k mass transfer coefficient [kgm-Zs-ll
y mass fraction of continuous phase [-l
L mass flow rate continuous phase [kgs-ll
hold up of dispersed phase [-l
m distribution coefficient [-l
� fractional free area of stator
plates [-l
Subscriets
continuous phase
d dispersed phase
k column
n stage number
R impe 11 er
s stage
C
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Backflow model: Material balance
over N stages with axi al backflow
par ameters f and e
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The Effect of Column Diameter on Performance of
Pulsed Plate Ex tractors

Leanne M. Fitzpatrick, H. R. Clive Pratt and Geoffrey W. Stevens
University of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

ABSTRACT

Continuous phase backmlxlng coefficients obtained by the steady state trace.r
injection method are reported for glass pulsed plate columns of 72, 151 and 300 mm
diameter using the kerosene-water system. The data indicate that the backmlxlng
coefficients increase with column diameter for single phase operation, but are
unaffected when both phases are present. Serious maldlstrlbutlon and wall streaming
occurred with the largest column. The latter was eliminated by sealing the plates,
but the former, although considerably reduced, was still present and may be
responsible for the reduction in mass transfer rate known to occur on scaling-up the
diameter.
INTRODUCTION
The mass transfer performance or pulsed and reciprocating plate columns ls known to
decrease with increase ln column diameter. Sege,and Woodfield (1,2) reported a
fourfold increase ln HTU for a 610 mm diameter pulsed column, as compared with a 76
mm diameter column for the system 3N nitric acid - trlbutyl phosphate (TBP)/keroslne
uranyl nitrate. The use of louvre-plate redlstrlbutors at intervals along the
column reduced the difference ln HTU to about 10% at the expense of a somewhat
reduced thr·oughput (2).
Thornton and Logsdall (3,4) studied mass transfer ln four pulsed plate columns of 76
to 305 mm diameter, using the system toluene-water-acetone, and found that the HTU
increased as exp(dc ); lt was also found that the lnterfaclal area was unaffected by
diameter and lt was therefore concluded that the decreased performance arose
principally from maldlstrlbutlon effects.
Rouyer et al (5) studied pulsed columns of various diameters using the system nitric
acid - 30% TBP/dodecane - acetic acid. Values of the HTU were found to be identical
for 50, 100 and 150 mm diameter columns under the same operating conditions.
Continuous phase axial dispersion coefficients, measured by the pulse injection
technique, ln 45 and 600 mm diameter columns indicated no increase with increasing
column diameter.
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More recently, Garg and Pratt (6) suggested that the adverse effect or oolumn
diameter results from increased continuous phase backm1x1ng. They reinterpreted
Thornton and Logsda11 's mass transfer data (3, 4) in terms of the backflow model
(7,8) to determine the effect or column diameter on backm1x1ng. The result was
presented as follows
80
0 10
(1)
<le . dc°· (fA) • ,o.170 3 • 0.3017Vc/V d)

In the present work, continuous phase backm1x1ng coefficients were determined for
three columns or different diameter by the steady state tracer injection method
using the kerosene-water system.
EXPERIMENTAL

Equ lpment
Three glase columns with internal diameters of 72, 151 and 3 00 mm were used. A flat
bladed mixing impeller wae provided in the tracer injection compartmente.
Hypodermic SS tubes of 1.6 and 3. 2 mm 1.d., located 4 to 7 mm below the plates, were
used to siphon samples from the column during operation. A schematic diagram of the
equipment is shown in Fig. 1, and essential deta1le are given in Table 1.
Materials Used
The system used consisted of water as continuous phase and BP K24 solvent kerosene
as dispersed phase; these were mutually saturated prior to use.
Three tracer solutions were used, viz (1), 5.5 wtS NaCl solution, (11) 3 wtS K2cr2o,
solution and (111), a 0.5 wtS eolut1on or tartrazine dye (Acid Yellow 22).
Methylene blue was also tried, but found to stain the plates and alter the wetting
characteristics. All three tracers gave the same backm1x1ng coefficients when used
under identical oond1t1ons,

The steady state tracer injection techn1quti (8) was used for the measurements. The
flowrates for both phases were set and the tracer solution was continuously
injected, at a flowrate or 5 to lOS or the continuous phase, into the stirred
comparement.. After four effect1ve volume changes or the continuous phase the column
was assumed to have reached steady state operation. Two or three 80 ml samples were
then withdrawn sucoess1vely from each sample point over a period of 2 0 or 30 minutes
and analy•ed for the tracer.
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Interpretation or Results
A steady state mass balance on tracer around stage n gives (7,8)

(2)
with boundary conditions n • 0, Cn • C0 and n • •, Cn • 0,
(C n/C0) • [ac/(1 + ac>Jn

The solution is
(3)

Plots were �ade of ln(Cn/C 0 ) vs n, giving lines of slope ac/(1 + acl from which "c
was obtained.
RESULTS
Measurement Technique
The data obtained in the- 72 and 151 mm diameter columns were well represented by F.q.
(3).

With the 300 mm diameter column, however, Initial measurements gave irregular

plots whieh could not be represented by straight lines.

Visual observations

indicated a variation in the colour or the tracer within each stage.

Considerable

local streaming of the continuous phase past the plates, due to irregular itles in
the wall or the glass column, were also noted.

This effect was studied further by

the addition of six sample tubes to the �th compartment above the injection stage.
An 11-fold variation in tracer concentration was observed ror both single and two
phase operation.
To eliminate the channelling or continuous phase along the walls, the plates were
sealed with 12. 7 mm wide rings or 3,2 mm ,thick nitrile rubber,

These completely

stopped the wall streaming; however, an 8-10 fold variation for single phase
operation, and a 2-3 fold variation for two phase operation in the tracer
concentration still oocurred,

These variations gave uncertainties of ±151 in· the

resulting backmixing coefficients.

Thia error was redu ced �o ±10j, the same degree

of accuracy obtained in the s m aller columns, by locating the sample points aa
closely as possible above each other,

The resulting data were then well represented

by F.q. (3),
Single Phase Operation
The backmlxlng ratios obtained for single phase operation In the 72 and 151 mm
diameter columns show an increase with increasing column diameter.

A similar

Increase was observed when scaling up from the 151 to the 300 mm diameter column,
indica ting that the method of measurement In the larger column waa appropriate,
Some typical results are presented in Fig, 2.
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Two Phase Operation
The two-phase backm!x!ng coefficients obtained for the 72 and 151 mm diameter
columns, were observed to be similar in all regimes of operation.

The 300 mm

diameter column data, obtained in the manner previously described, also agreed with
these results, as shown in Figs. 3 and�DISCUSSION
The two-phase results indicate that continuous phase backmlxlng coefficients are
unaffected by column diameter over the range studied.

The variation of the single

phase results ls therefore surprising, but It appears probable that this Is reduced
by the presence of the dispersed phase droplets.

Despite this, there was evidence

of maldistribution occurring around the plates with the 300 mm diameter column.
The need to mix the tracer in well with the main flow became apparent during this
work.

V isual observation of the 300 mm column in operation suggested that the

variation found In tracer concentration around the plates may have been partly due
to incomplete mixing in the injection compartment.

It may well be, therefore, that

much of the previously reported data for various extractor types, obtained by both
the present method and the unsteady. state tracer technique, were in error� due to
failure to mix in the tracer adequately.
The apparent lack of effect of column diameter on the backmlxlng coefficient ls of
particular importance in regard to scale-up.

Thus, if the deterioration in mass

transfer rate is not due to an increase in backmixing with diameter, then the most
likely explanation is that it results from increasing maldistrlbutlon.

This would

occur if the same net pressure loss for continuous phase flow could result from a
low velocity of the latter coupled with a high d!s·persed ·phase holdup in one part or
the column cross-section, and vice versa in the other part.

Some evidence of this

was obtained for the largest column, and if confirmed, steps will need to be taken
in the future to minimize t·h!s and allow for it during scale-up.
NOMENCLATURE
A

• amplitude, 1.e., total excursion of pulse, cm.

Cn

• tracer concentration, g 1-•.

de

• column diameter, cm.

-, •

t

• pulse frequency, s

R

• phase ratio, Vc/Vd

n

• stage number, counting up from feed compartment.
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V0, Vd • superficial velocity of continuous and dispersed phase
respectively, cm a- 1·•
"c

• continuous phase backmixing coefficient.
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Column Diameter (mm)

DETAILS OF COLUMNS

�

Column 2

72.45

151.2

(mm)

1000,

2000.

(mm)

50

50

Column 3
299.6(av)

Height of main column
section
Plate Mater !al
Plate Spacing

Place Thickness (mm)

ss

1.575

ss

2000,

ss
50

2. 6

3.2

Hole Diameter

(mm)

3, 2

3.2

3.2

Hole Pitch

(mm)

6,0

6.0

6. 1

( triangular)
Fractional Free Area
Number of Plates
Plates above tracer inlet
Number of sample points
Method of ho le format 1 on

0.213

0.227

0.24(av)

16

27

26

5

13

11

5
dr llled

6
drilled

6
punched
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Vat.er Storage Tank
Tracer Stora1e Tank
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Single Phase Operation Results
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PO'•ER RE.\UIRB!IENT OF LARGE PULSED PERFORATED !-LATE COLUMN
CHEN, Hai-Jie
Shanghai 3oap Works, Shanehai (China)
INTRODUCTION
The pulsed perforated plate column is used for a diverse range of extraction
processes.

Its best known application has probably been in the nuclear fuel

industry, However, this type of column has ever been applied to treat liquid
liquid systems of widely varying physical and chemical properties
In
China commercial pulsed perforated plate columns were desi f,ned to extract
uranium and thorium nitrates as well as to separate these two s�lts in the
early nineteen sixties. The plant, in which the mineral monazite has been
processed, was put on stream in 1964. It has also been successful for carry
ing out chemical reaction in the organic field, such as oil splitting under
pressure and eaponification of fats at a temperature near the boiling point of
water. On the other side, it is also effective in pure physical operations
such as simple wash of soap stock to recover glycerine. In the latter cases,
the amounts of material treat are large and cost of products is relatively
cheap. Therefore, the estimation of power consumption is particularly important both in design and in operation,
The present report will concentrated on the power require�ent of pulse
generator for commercial columns.
COMMERCIAL PULSED PERFORATED PL,\TS COLU::N (PPPC) SET
The column sets are illustrated by one example in Fig. 1. It consists of the
column proper, a U-tube filled with the heavy liquid phase to transmit the
pulsation, a pulse generator and an electric motor with all necessary reducing
devices.
The dimensions of PPPCs are as follows:
Diameter of column, D
Diameter of holes, d
Compartment height
Effective column height
Number of perforations
Ratio of free area of perforations to
cross-sectional area of co'lumn

o.6-1.4m
3-6x10-3m
0.047-0,077m
up to 11m
up to > 104

Operation conditions:
Frequency
Amplitude
Apparent speed of heavy phase
Apparent speed of light phase
Temperature

6Cr-200 cycle/min,
7-3ox10 -3m
6.4-8.5x10-4 m/s
1.12x10-3 m/s
90 °c

POWER MEASUREMENT
The power of electric motor was measured by a voltmeter and an ammeter. To
obtain the effective power, a meter for power factor cos q,was used. There
fore, the effective power Nj' can be calculated as f�llows:
-ff V I cosq>

(1)
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One of pulsed perforated plate

columns

where Vis the volt�se and I the current in ampere.
All the power losses due to mechanical transmission were included in a factor
�. And in the present study � = 0.90, so the power to drive the fluid in the
column can be written as follows:

(2)
SYSTEM usi,;o
The brine containing 7-8% NaCl and 1-2% NaOH, which is the washing agent, is
used as the continuous phase. Its density is 1100 kg/m3 and viscosity about
1 c.p.
The dispersed phase is the soap stock which contains 7-8% glycerine.
Its density is about 900 kg/m3 and viscosity as high as 1.9 x 10� c.p. These
two fluid·s flow countercurrently in the column.
PREVIOUS \iORK FOR THE CALCULt.TIOII OF J•O',JE� ,1,:1urnEM£NT
1.

Jealous and Johnson Equation C1)

Jealous and Johnson (1955) first studied the problem of power requirement of
PPFC. They pointed out that the power requirement in PPPC consisted of the
following four items, i.e.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

the power to overcome static head of fluid,
the inertia item,
the friction loss in the main column, and
local resistances due to contracticin and expansion at the connection
between the pulse line and column.

Considering all the above items, Jealous and Johnson proposed the following
equation to calculate the power requirement:
s1 {CP1L1 - P2L2)g/gc + (P1L1 + P2L2)(d2y/dt2)/gc

+ (n(1-e2)P1/ C c02 e2) + <Cs1/S 2)-1)2P2 )(dy/dt)2/2gc}<dy/dt)

where

7

dy/dt

d2y/dt2
C0

(A/2)sin

2xft,

(3)

the liquid displacement due to pulsation,

(A/2) 2x!•cos 2�ft, the velocity of the liquid,
-(A/2)(2xf ) 2sin 2xft, the acceleration,
the orifice coefficient.

How to determine the v�lue of C0 is important to calculate the correct Nj•
Jealous and Johnson suggested that the C 0 would be a constant and equal to
o.6.
2.

Thornton's Simplified EquationC 2)

In 195?, J.D. Thornton proposed a simplified equation by dropping less im
portant items. It was expressed as follows:

(4)
where the ...,lue Co is also considered constant and equal to 0.6.
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The power ren11irement of the l-'i:h'; mentioned iJbove Wi'iS c.:tlcul�ted by ':�q. (3)
�nd E1. (4) (c 0 = o.6 as su��ested oy both ,,uthors <1l (2l). '!'he com�a.rison of
these values with experimentdl d1\ta w�s st1own in Table 1.

Column
dianeter
1 .o
1.0
1 .n
1 .o
1 .o
0 .7
0.7

F'reii. u�ncy
o-1
2
1.17
1.B
1.5
1.58
2.5
3

:u�pli tude
w-)m

Cnlr.ul;ited v.:due t� j, kw
ty i·:,1. ( 3)
hy 1-;-1.(11)

Me:1sured v;1,lue
kw

2.R

7
25
2<;
25
25

11 .9
19.6
23.8
24.2
19.0
13.3
17. 1

r,.2

7.4
8.6
9.3
16.8
26.7

., o
30

7.8
13.3

It is apparent from 'l'able 1 thc.t in n,ost cases either ,r,.(3) or Eq.(4) do not
give accurate v�lues of r:j for indutitrial �P�Cs. In consequence, the four
items of Eq.(3) were calcul:ited sep,-1ri.ttely and listed in 'i.'alile 2 in order to
see the rel�tive import�nce of inJividu�l ones.
TABLE 2

Four Items of the l·o·Ner r'\(?(! ui remen t r>,lcul.si ted

1.0
Column diarneter, m
2
Frequency, cycle/s
Amplitude, 10-3m
7
1-'ower, kw
2.61
(1) static he."'ld
0.18
(2) inerti:.1
0.035
loss
friction
(3)
(4) loc;.il resist,:1nce
2.8
Total
11,9
�,eJ.sured
the

value

1.0
1.1,
25

1.0
1.33
25

5. 1,4
0.46
0.30

o.45

6.2
19.6

6.22

U.69

7, 1,
23.8

1 .o
1.5
25

6.9�

u.98
0.64
8.6
24.2

br

1 .o
1. 5e
25

7.38
1 .15
1,,75
9,3
19.0

S'.J.

('3)

0.7
2.5
30

30

4.36
2.03
10.42

5.23
3. 51
18.0

16.8
13.3

26.7
17.1

0.7

3

i.:; too sm.ill to be included

T1ble 2 sho 1.-1s th·,t the c·1lcul· ted v:1l11e i.'3 devi:,ted much frorn u.ctuul me;,1sured
1:.ower. It seems ,.J.,,;>:.1rent th'lt most of the devi:ation iii introduced from item
(3), i.e. the frictio:1 · loss. :::.;1,�ci·:lly for the column of onP. metre diameter
which h�-1d a reLltive l...1r-�e e( e = C.3) .:.tnd low <ly/dt, thP- ·�eynolds number
:!e9 = d•(dy/dt),p/µ is lo·,. ·�hcrcfore, the nlue c,f Co :;tould lJe lower th�n
O.b as su:�11ested in r(>ferences (1) an::i (2). 'l'liio m ..,y he the criuse th,"lt the
calcul·1ted ite:", (3) is rnucli lower th .. :, rne:...s111·ed d."·tn.
THZ ·n::11.1:=-1 1·:·� r.�):t '1':i:-: JE.\LC,liJ d·:I) J< 1 111::.:c.:H ;-;i.ll.'\'�1 101. 1-' :01 <J:.>�o uy 1rHc: 1 > :?E:;r�i�:
.. U'l'l!O;\
Items (2) .:int.I (/t) <1re usu,1lly sm.:.tll in co:-:ir,:.irison with total power require
ment of industrial l·J J Co and m:.,1.y Uc ne!,l;lected. i·:ost of the J.iOwer expended
..i.re consumed to overcome the sL.itic he.J.rl of liquids und the friction loss for
li,1uids pussinc thr�ucrh 1�erforution;, enpeci�lly the lt,tter one. Therefore,
the following c1,u..,,tion usin[! vr rixhlo C 0 �N1lue is recommended:
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�ince flow r,te

� • l1(dy/dt) und
IIPe

Sq. (S)

c::1n

(6)

be re•,...ritten c1s
(7)

'l1he most import:int thing is to chootie � correct C 0 :..ind the:1 ..;.1. (7)
used to estim�te the power r�quirernent of l,r�e l·llG.

be

can

In l'l rr;e Pf'FC, the ·reynolds riumher le 0 = dUP/µ in r;ener3:l is not high I and the
orifice coefficient sho11ld not be t�ken JS a const�nt, b11t H function of Re 0
and other p�rameters. :ince the perfor,tetJ plntes of industrial columns con
sist of more than thousands of orifices �nd as the fluids eject upwards and
downw3rds throu�h these orificas, the situ�tion becomes very com�licAted �nd
is almost impossible to be c1nalyzed theoretically. Here the author attempt
to m�ke J shortcut by µlotting C 0 vs. ffAf as shown in Fi�. 2. It seems th�t
a line�r rel�tion could be obtained.
0.2
0.2

o. 1
0.1

0.01�-����-��-���
4
1x10 5
1x1o
1
f•Re, min.-

2000
1000
irAf, mm/min.
Fig.2

C 0 vs. irAt

Fig.3

C 0 vs. !•Re

Due to th�t ir.\f is direct proportionul to the fluid velocity U and it has
been found by experiments that c 0 incre..ises with incre::isinc f,if ,\f is fixed
(where f varies from 1 to 3.3; s-1), an empirical er;u:1tion for Go is
su�gested �s follows:
i;( f •,le) in

Co
where

(8)

B and m are two ptl.r:imetero dependin:� on the oyster:, treated.

In the system mentioned above,
B

m

1.6
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The result cnn be seen in Fig. 3. It shows thi,t the d�ta estim�ted by Eq.(8)
are much close to the merlsured d�ta. The m�ximum devi3tion is less th.,n
6%,
The calcul:'tted results of
.·,•i. (7) with v:trying C 0 value$ together with the,
measured dnL1 ure shown in Fi��. 4.
�xperiments in othPr syctems mnde by pre5ent kUthor also prove that Bq. (8) is
applicHble provirled the par:1meters B ar1� m are different.

20
0

0
0

10
10

20

30

Calculated Nj, kw
Fig.

4

C0!iCLUSIOII:,
1,

The simplified ;,q. (7)

2.

Orifice co�fficiant C 0 is a function of :�e and f.

3,

Co can be c.�lsubted by 1;q, (8).
properties of system.

is a?plic�hle for estiw1ti:1e the riower re�uirement of industrial ���Cs.
i'.1nmeters I',. und m depend on the
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amplitude of puls�tion in the column, m
orifice coefficient
fre�uency of pulsRtion, s-1
acceleration due to :'T"ravity, m/s 2
conversion fActor
effective hei�ht of the column, m
constant dependin� upon the units used

11

Lz

n
S1
S2
t
y

liquid hei!;ht in the column, n1

length pulse line, m

number of perfor�ted pl�tco in the column
cross-sectional area of the column, m2
cross-sectional Area of the �ulse line, m 2
time, s
line�r displ3cement of pulse rod or fluid in column, m

Greek letters
free aren of perfor�tions to column cross-sectional ,lrcn.
overall mech�nical efficiency
density of fluid in column, ke/m3

density of fluid in pulse line, kr,/m�
viscosity of the continuo11s phase,

RE?SRF.:flCE!i

(1)
(2)

Jealous, A.C. and Johnson, H.F., I.::.c., 1159 (1955)
Thornton, J.D., Tr•ns. Inst. Chem. Eng., 35, 316 (1957)
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Determination of Mass Transfer Rates
in a Reciprocating-Plate Extraction Column.
L. Steiner, A.-K. Bensalem ands. Hartland
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzerland.

Introduction: The subject of this study is the reciprocating-plate
extraction column as described by Karr (1 ). It is characterised by
large diameter of the plate perforations (typically over 15 mm) and
correspondingly large plate free area (over 50 %). The construction
is suitable for large phase throughputs and the separation ability is
comparable to other intensively agitated extraction columns, though
no objective measurements of actual mass transfer performance have
been published. To fill this gap, a column in pilot-plant size was
constructed and operated with the test-system of toluene, acetone and
parame
water. From the measured values of the relevant hydrodynamic
ters and concentration profiles along the column axis the transfer
rates were evaluated by a curve fitting technique, generating the
concentration profiles on a computer using a suitable model and
varying the transfer rate till the best possible agreement between
the measured and simulated profiles was achieved. For this purpose
models of different sophistication are available, most of them being
based either on the principles of back-.or forward-mixing.

The backmixing models consider both phases inside a column as
conti
nuous fluids and describe their flow patterns by analogy with the
theory of molecular diffusion. Additional streams proportional to
negative concentration gradients are introduced, the
molecular
diffusivity being replaced by a dispersion coefficient (which may
be some five orders of magnitude greater). To make the model
applic
able for more complex processes with height-dependent parameters, the
differential model may be discretised and converted into stagewise
form.
In the forward-mixing models the diffusional concept is used only for
the continuous phase. The drops are assumed to keep their identity
for longer time intervals, to flow through the column with velocities
dependent on their dimensions and exchanging solute with the continu
ous phase at different rates. These types of model explain the
influence of polydispersivity of the drop swarms on the column
performance better than the backmixing models. However, they may only
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be applied when the individual drop velocities, coalescence frequen
cies and transfer rates are known. Applying relations valid for
single drops to polydisperse swarms is dangerous and can lead to
large errors.
Experiment: A typical Karr column of 76 mm diameter with a 2 m active
length was used. A stack of 54 plates 70 mm in diameter, with 58 %
free area and a hole diameter of 16 mm was reciprocated with variable
amplitude (0 to 25 mm) and frequency (0 to 7 llz). The column was
equiped with expanded calming sections (220 m in diameter) at both
ends and connected to a circulation system comprising tanks, pumps,
thermostats and flow control. The liquids only came in contact with
glass, stainless steel and Teflon. Deionised water was discharged
after each use, toluene being distilled after every five runs (2).
The average hold-up of the dispersed phase was measured
hydrostat
ically, local hold-ups were measured by rapidly withdraw,ing 100 ml of
the column contents into a calibrated glass cylinder.
The drop size and its distribution were determined by evaluation of
photographs taken through planar windows �laced along the column
height. The negatives were projected on a screen, the digitalised
result being stored on a magnetic tape and transfered to a small
computer which evaluated the size distribution and mean Sauter dia
meter.
Backmixing coefficients in both phases were measured by impulse
injection methods, monitoring the response curves in two positions
downstream from the injection point. Conductometry was used for the
water phase and colorimetry in specially developed on-line cells for
the dispersed phase. The response curves were digitalised and the
coefficients ev.aluated on a computer by a curve-fitting technique.
Sampling devices for withdrawal of both phases in pure form were
placed at five positions along the active column height. The samples
were collected over long time intervals of the order of minutes and
analysed for acetone on a gas chromatograph or using a precise
den
sity meter.
Evaluation of mass transfer rates: The original intent was to
inves
tigate the applicability of both the backmixing- and the forward
-mixing models. However, it was found in preliminary evaluations that
in many cases the over-all transfer rate increased with distance from
the entry-point of the dispersed phase in the column due to changes
in the interfacial area. This is difficult to handle using the
for
ward mixing model,
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Average mass transfer coefficients based on the backmixing model were
therefore evaluated. The procedure previously described (3) was first
applied. The active column height was divided into 27 hypothetical
stages (i.e. taking two real stages bounded by adjacent stack plates
as one hypothetical stage), and the set of balance equations solved
by the method of consecutive approximation till the predetermined
accuracy was reached. An iterative solution was necessary to allow
for the curvature of the equilibrium line. Using measured values for
all parameters except the mass transfer coefficient, the curve
fit
ting was performed by single-parameter minimisation of the sum of the
deviations between the measured and simulated concentration profiles
at all points where experimental measurements were available.
Compared to other types of extraction columns investigated earlier,
the agreement of the optimised profiles with experimental data was
not very good. This was explained by the fact that the drops are not
introduced into the column at their final size but produced
by
breakage from the original large 9lobules in the lower part of the
column. Up to half of the column height is required before the stable
drop size distribution is reached. To improve the agreement and
obtain coefficients related to the actual hydrodynamic regime inside
the column, the evaluation procedure was applied for the height
between the first and the last intermediate sampling points,. rather
than for full column height (0.5 to 1 .75 m above the lower edge of
U)

"' 4. 0
0

C
0

b 2. 0

...,L

C
a,

g 1.0

0
LJ

o. o�---'-�-�-�---'-�-�-�---'-•
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Reduced height

0.8

1.0

Figure 1: Example of measured and simulated concentration profiles.
Broken lines: Optimised curves for full column length, K = 0.0602,
�
Mean deviation s = 1 .46(10-3) (in concentration units). Full lines:
One-parameter optimisation for an open system, K. = .00566, s
5.91(10-4). Dotted lines: Three parameter optimisation in an open
system. KxB = 0.0561, KxM = 0.0486, Kx = 0.0646,
s = 4.43(10 -4 ).
T
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condithe active section). This required a change in the boundary
tions from a closed to an open system. The concentrations measured in
the first and the last intermediate sampling points were taken as
inlet values and the curves with minimum deviation between the
measured and
calculated
concentrations in the remaining three·
sampling points (in both phases) were determined. In this way the
standard deviations of the simulated profiles were considerably
reduced.
To see if the assumption of a constant mass trunsfer coefficient in
the section of interest was justified, a further evaluation was
performed splitting the height into three subsections and evaluating
the transfer coefficients for each simultaneously by a three-parame
ter minimisation. Though the statistical confidence is reduced, the
results are sufficiently accurate to indicate trends and to check
whether the transfer coefficient is constant.
Results: A randomly selected example of measured and optimised
con
centration profiles is shown in Fig.1, including the values of the
optimised coefficients and the mean standard deviations. The
optimi
sation over the full active column height (broken lines) indicates a
poor fit and the coefficient is larger than the one determined for
the

shorter

section. The optimisation over a shorter column

section

(full lines) delivers a better fitting profile with a lower mass
transfer coefficient. With a three-parameter optimisation the mean
coefficient remained the same as in the previous case, the profile
being still closer to the experimental points (dotted lines), but the
experiprocedure mainly compensated for the random errors in the
mental measurements. The asumption of a constant mass transfer
coefficient was therefore justified in this case.
Fig. 2 compares the coefficients obtained by the two methods against
each other, i.e. those calculated for the full length and for the
shorter section. The average standard deviations for these
two
evaluations were 1.77(10- 3) and 9.52(10-4) respectively. Due to
this improvement and elimination of the uncertainities connected with
modelling of the end parts of the column, the coefficients evaluated
by the second method (open system) are assumed to better represent
the over-all hydrodynamic conditions inside the column. They were
therefore used in all correlation attempts described here. In
three
-parameter optimisations the mean standard deviation sank further to
6.03(10-4) and in 40 % of all measurements (mostly with higher phase
throughputs and pulsation intensity), a regular increase of the
transfer rate with column height was observed. However, the improved
III-194

fit of the profiles was mostly due to better representation of the
random scatter of the experimental data. This proves that the
assumption of constancy of the transfer rate in the middle part of
the column is compatible with the level of experimental accuracy.
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Figure 3 : Dependence of
mass transfer coefficient on specific throughputs and pulsation frequency. Mass transfer
from dispersed toluene
(T) to continuous water
(W)' phase ratio (W/T)
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is 0. 69,
throughput of both phases in m 3 /m 2 h:
( +) 2 8. 2
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As a rule, mass transfer coefficients evaluated from concentration
profiles for all types of extraction columns are broadly scattered
and cannot be correlated easily. This was observed also in the recent
case, some results being shown in Fig. 3 and 4. In the former the
variation

of

the optimised mass transfer coefficient with

pulsatiorl

frequency is plotted for four experimental series with different
specific throughputs (marked by different symbols). Though it is
clear that both phase throughputs and pulsation intensity affect the
transfer rate, no simple correlation is apparant. The influence of
mass transfer direction is demonstrated in Fig. 4 where two series
measured with identical phase throughputs are shown. This influence
is so significant that only data measured in the same mass transfer
direction should be correlated together.

0.06.----.--r--.--..----..--.-�--.---,--,

...,

Figure 4: Influence of
mass transfer direction
on mass transfer coef
ficient. Phase ratio
1.15, specific through
put 44.1 m 3 /m 2 h,
transfer direction:
(6) T•W, (V) W+T.
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A correlation was first attempted in the common way of plotting the
dimensionless mass transfer coefficient (Sherwood number) against the
rela
Reynolds number written with mean Sauter drop diameter and the
tive drop velocity. Fig. 5 indicates that the Sherwood number varies
with the Reynolds number raised to the power 0.8. Drop diameter
therefore appears on both axes of the diagram and the correlation is
thus meaningless. Fig. 6 shows the same variation when the mass
transfer coefficient is used directly on the vertical axis.
A more serious attempt to correlate the parameters influencing the
mass transfer rate gave:
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This equation is valid for mass transfer from dispersed toluene to a
continuous water phase. The agreement with experimental data is shown
in Fig. 7.

Figure 5: Variation of
Sherwood number with
Reynolds number (all
available data).
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Discussion: The results indicate that the transfer rate depends on
mass transfer direction, mean drop diameter, hold-up, continuous and
dispersed-phase velocities and frequency of agitation (which
influ
ences the transfer rate directly, not only through the drop diameter
and the holdup). The strong dependence on continuous-phase holdup
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raised to a negative power is rather surprising and may be due to
parameter interactions. Unfortunately, all attempts to correlate
against the primary parameters-only (frequency and phase throughputs)
give much worse results.
The magnitude of the measured transfer coefficients is comparable to
those determined in stirred columns with intensive agitation. The
results indicate that the relative velocity (uc•ua) is not a suitable
correlating parameter and that the energy input directly influences
the transfer process. This was also confirmed in a recent study on
stirred columns (4) where individual transfer rates several times
higher than those observed in undisturbed drop swarms were observed.
Therefore, the transfer rates in columns with energy input should not
be simulated using relations valid for single drops.
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Figure 7: Agreement of
proposed correlation
with experimental data.
Transfer direction T�w,
Stand. deviation lo. 7% .

0

0

0.06

0.08

0. 10

0. 12

K, (experiment)
Symbols:
- Mean Sauter drop diameter (m)
d
32
- Holdup of dispersed phase
e
- Pulsation frequency (Hz)
f
- Over-all mass transfer coefficient (kg/m 2 s)
- Actual phase velocity inside column (m/s)
indices: c
continuous, d - disperse, B - bottom, M - middle,
T - top, x - based on x-phase.
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Introduction
The increase in energy costs has renewed interest in liquid-liquid extraction pro
cesses for industrial uses. This fact has concerned much research and
work

development

in recent years in order to set up methods and equipments for the extraction

of different chemical species from various solutions.
The objective of the present work was the determination of a model suitable for an
accurate

prediction of the performance of an extraction column,

experimental

carrying out the

tests in a pilot plant composed of two packed columns as

extraction

and solvent regeneration units.
It

is

well known that packed liquid-liquid extraction columns

suffer

from

the

disadvantage of a difficult dispersion of the two phases. In addition, the perfor
mance

of most types of liquid-liquid extraction columns is adversely affected

by

axial dispersion of one or both phases.
Dispersion
and

or backmixing models used for the description of the axial

tory results.
let

dispersion

of the mass transfer processes in extraction columns have not given satisfac
size

Several authors have demonstrated the strong influence of the drop

distribution,

and theoretical models have. been developed in

order

to

predict the effects of size distribution on column performance.
In the present work, these concepto have been applied to the simulation of the ex
traction pilot plant. In particular, solvent extraction of Fe(III) from hydrochlo
ric acid aqueous solutions was investigated;

tributylphosphate (TBP) diluted with

Solvesso 100 was used as extractant (1).
The

chemical system examined is rather complex,

because not only Fe(III) is

ex

tracted by TBP according to the following equation ( 2):
H (•) + FeCl4 (•) + 2 TBP(o)

(HFeCl • 2TBP) (o)

( l)

but also HCl is coextracted as (HCl·TBP) complex (3)(4)(5).
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Pilot Plant Description
The pilot plant consisted of two glassy packed bed columns: the extraction column,
and

the

washing column in which the organic extractant

was

regenerated

before

recycling.
The

plant

was equipped with a series of tanks for aqueous and organic

solutions

and with volumetric membrane pumps for the circulation of liquids.
The columns had the following characteristics: external diameter = 90 mm; internal
diameter = 80 mm;

total height = 2000 mm;

distance between light phase and heavy

phase distributors = 1560 mm�
The packing consisted of Raschig rings 10 mm diameter.

Columns were equipped with

lateral taps in order to allow sample withdrawals.
A scheme of the plant is illustrated in Fig. 1. •
Plant Simulation
The metal amount transferred per unit time and per unit area of interface from the
aqueous phase to the organic phase can be expressed by the following equation:
J

The

mass

area

(2)

transfer model used took into account the variations of

between the fluxes along the column,

the

interface

considering a plug flow condition

for

both phases.
The use of the model required the knowledge of:
1) an analytical expression of the interfacial area as a function of the

distance

from the inlet and of the flowrates of both phases;
2) the volumetric flowrate as a function of the concentration of solute;
3) a chemical

equilibrium

1n0del for iron concentration between aqueous and orga

nic phases;
4) an expression of mass transfer coefficient.
For

this

reason,

experimental._ tests have been planned in order to

obtain

following quantities:
a) interface area values as a function of flowrate at different column heights;
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the

b) composition of the incoming and outcoming

flows during column operation

under

steady state conditionsj
c) equilibrium data under different conditions.
Interfacial Area per Unit Volume of Dispersion
The interracial area per unit volume of a dispersion of spherical droplets can

be

expressed by the following equation (C):
a = 6 h / d

in which

a

interfacial area/unit volume

h

dispersed phase hold-up

(3)

d = average drop size (Sauter mean)
As the average diameter of the droplets is relatively large in a packed extraction
column, the photographic method was followed, making suitable corrections in order
to

take

into

account deformationEt,- of the image of the drops due to

the

vessel

wall.
Different

pictures

phase flowrates,
of drop siz�

were taken in various conditions of continuous and

varying the height of the packing into the column.

dispersed

Distribution

was then measured by counting and sizing the population of drops.

The data obtained were fitted by the following equation:

A

---- +

(z+Zo)2

z+Zo

+ C

in which z is the distance from the lower distributor:
from

the

organic phase flowrate

parameters A,B, Zo,C depend

only, according to the following equations:

A = Al + A2 / Qo

(5)

Bl + B2 / Qo

(6)

Zol • exp(Zo2 • Qo)

(7)

Cl • Qo + C2 • Qo + C3 • Qo

(8)

B
Zo
C
The

Q

( 4)

fitting of the experimental data resulted very good;

Fig.

2 represents

the

plot of a vs. z for a par�icular test.
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The evaluation of the hold-up of the dispersed phase was carried out according
the

fol lowing considerations:

when the quantity of continuous phase is

and the size of the column is known,
under

steady

state

to

constant

the dispersed phase volume can be calculated

conditions by measuring the variation of the height

of

the

interface. This value must be referred to the zone of the column in which droplets
of

the

dispersed phase are effectively present,

that is the

zone

between

the

distributor and the interface during the runn.ing of the plant.

Mass Transfer Coefficient Analytical Exprc�sion
Eq. (2) can be expressed in the following form:
O

KA

J

(CA

- C
:

(9)

in which:
1
-ir
KA

KA

+

k·Ko

(10)

k•V1 -cf-;;

This equation can be obtained under the hypothesis of steady state conditions,
combining

equilibrium

and kinetic expressions for the

indicated

reaction.

by
The

development of the calculations is reported in (7).

Chemical Equilibrium
The · correlation

of

equilibrium data obtained at 298K by the

separatory

funnel

technique is presented in Table 1.

Theoretical

considerations

which have been made in order to obtain

the

fitting

expression reported in Tab. 1 are discusoed in (7).

Experimental
The chemical system considered wos composed by hydrochloric acid solution 4.3 M in
which

iron

extractant,

The

was

dissolved.

The organic phase was composed by TBP

20%

vol.

data obtained from the experiments carried out on the pilot plant are

trated

as

diluted with Solvesso 100 80% vol.

in Table 2.

For each run,

material bolance calculations have been

illus
made;

Fig. 3 is an example of Such calculat�ons.

The extraction of iron resulted very good i the same, for the organic phase regene-
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ration.
unit

Fig.

2

illustrates,

height of column,

function

of

the

as an example, the values of: interfacial area per

driving force,

iron concentration in aqueous phase as

distance from the organic phase distributor,

obtained

in

a
the

experimental tests.
In

conclusion,

the

extraction

of iron is complct.e and good results

obtained for the simulation of the pilot plant,
representation of the specific

have

in particular for the

been

analytical

interfacial area and the chemical equilibrium.
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EQUILIBRIUM DATA
FITTING EXPRESSION
CALCULATED K PARAMETER

9.027

c'
A

c,

K•(cTBP - 2•c,i

1

UNCERTAINTY = 0.0086

cl•10J

ci•10 J

87.6

94.6

121.6

0.60

30.3

50.6

0.60

140.5

136.7

81:!.5
134.8

189.2

154.6

139.8

0.60

112.6

123.8

129.7

0.60

201.3

173.5

141;.8

0.60

18.0

33.3

70.4

0.60

81.1

87.0

119.8

0.60

769.4

951.3

836.6

228.l

0.63

879.4

229.9

0.63

567. 7

454.4

203.6

0.63

12

443.2

430.8

201.3

0.63

13

598.4

697.3

221.3

265.9

176.2

0.63

15

10.1

2�,3.3

0.63

14

30.J

67.0

0.63

16

34.4

69.4

110.3

0.63

TEST N.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11

C 0 *103

CTBP

0.60

17

0.81

2.16

18

1.37

3.96

19

2.34

6.84

30.09

0.63

20

0.13

0.23

1.26

0.63

9.73

15.53

0.63
0.63

calculated aqueous phase iron concentration (Kmol/m 3 )
experi.mental aqueous phase iron concentration (Kmol/m 3 )
experimental organic phase iron concentration (Kmol/m 3 )
C0
Crap= experimental organic phase TBP concentration (Kmol/m 3 )

C�

c:

TABLE
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PLANT TESTS - EXTRACTION COLUMN
TEST CONDITIONS
packing height = 1.35 m

interface height= 1.38 m

inlet organic phase iro.n concentration
N.

QA

Qo

6.70
5.67
3.28

5.56
4.33
4.17

SECOND SERIES
4

5
6

QA
Q0

cA

ca
C8

K

6.75
4.61
2.18

0

CA

T = 298 K

FIRST SERIES
1
2
3

i

CA

5.56
4.33
2.22

210.8
227.0
230.6

Co
TBP

88.5
110.6
48.3

T = 283 K
6.0
8.1
6.0

= .60
147.5
152.2
143.4

TBP

86.8
86.8
86.8

0.0 Kmol/m 3
K
Kmol/m 3
60.0
60.4
58.3

= .63

Kmol/m 3

83.1
86.5
79.2

118.5
129.8
126.6

aqueous phase flow rote (m 3 /s•10 6 )
organic phase flow rate (m 3 /s•10 6 )
inlet aqueous phase iron concentration (Kmol/m 3 •1O 3 )
outlet aqueous phase iron concentration (Kmol/m 3 •10 3 )
outlet organic phase iron concentration (Kmol/m3 •103)
mass transfer coefficient (m/s•1O 6 )
TABLE

2

Nomenclature

Ca
ci
Co
J
k
KA
K�
Ko
V
z

iron concentration in aqueous phase
equilibrium iron concentration in aqueous phase
iron concentration in organic i,ihase
mass transfer rate
equilibrium constant
aqueous phase mass transfer coefficient
overall mass transfer coefficient referred to aqueous phase
organic phase mass transfer coefficient
kinetic coefficient
distance from organic phase distributor
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN, DECONVOLUTION OF RTD DATA AND
RESPONSE SURFACE ANALYSIS IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION
J .J .Porto and A.Merz
Kernforschungszentrum Kaz-slruhe Gmb/1 / F.R.G.

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
The

basic

prohlem

in

model

building

is

to

deduce a structure or a set of

equations for a physical system on the basis of experimental observations of

the real world.

This can be only done by means of a rigo1·ous and systematic

mathemat ica 1 procedure.

The model which rcsu 1 ts is then a quantitative summary

of these observations, which, in some sense, can then be used t.o replace the
system itself.
The development of a model can proceed along different routes, depending on the
amount

of a priori information we have on the functional form of the model.

The usual approach in ·solvent extraction has been to assume a certain model on
the base· of conservation equations and transport phenomena principles.

Here

we have to do with a parameter estimation problem, where the model output has
to match the observed experimental data as closely as possible.

In the unit operation o( liquid-liquid extraction, the sysr.em and apparatus are
so complicated that we are fo_rccd to view them as a gray box.
We don't have
enough a priori information on the form of the model or any paramtters that
might be important.
The problem of constructing a model purely from input/output data is called the

identification problem /1/.

The common objective of idcntificatio11 and par am·

eter estimation are system diagnosis anrl control.
Engineering problems can be broadly classified a!. direct or im,·�rse prolilems.
To clarify this distinction consider the system illustrated in Figure 1

INPUT

Figure 1.

--

SOLVENT
EXTRACTION
SYSTI:M

-- OUTPUT

Systems approach to process identification

If the equations describing the solvent extraction system are known, the direct
problem

consists

of finding the response to a specific

input or excitation.
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For example, with a given set of equations describing the extraction dynamics
of a mixer-settle·r battery,

:it may be desired to find the appar.atus response

to a given feed disturbance.

This is a common problem of engineering analysis.

In the much mon.! difficult.. inverse prohlmn, the rcspo11st� lo a parLJcular input
or inputs arc known, but thu equations describing Lhe process are unknown.

We

have to find a system dcscrlpt.ion which fits such a physically realizable sit
uation as closely as possible.

This is a dc1sign problem, which usually has

additional constraints placed upon it, such as time, size, cost, etc.

Clearly,

there is no unique solution to the design problem, since an infinitely large
number of possible processes may show the same input-output behaviour.
Our problem, which may be one of the most· difficult inverse problems,

is the

modelling or idenLification problem : given a set of inputs and corresponding

outputs from a system, we want to find a mathematical description (model) for
it.

For example, concentration, drop-size, hold-up profiles and residence time

distributions under several experimental conditions may be given, and it may
be desired to find the set of equatic�ms which describe the dynamic extraction
behaviour of a pulse column.

DECONVOLUTION PROBLEM
The relationship between integral (or energy) methods I differential (or momen
tum) methods, and linear algebra arises naturally in the field of inverse the·
ory.
ments.

Like most experiments in app 1 ied scicnce we have only indirect measure

That is, the observed data arc linear integral (or matrix) transforms

of the quantities to be estimated.

In RTD process analysis these operators may

be approximated by Fredholm integral equations of the first kind of the convo
lution type.
The inversion of these integral equations is an ill-posed problem in the sense

of Hadamard /2/.

This means that, even for arbitrarily small (but nonzero)

noise levels in the data, there still exists a large (typically infinite) set
of solutions that all fit the data to within the experimental error.

Even

worse, solutions in this set can differ from each other by arbitrarily large
amounts; i.e., the errors in the solutions are unbounded.

Therefore straight

forward inversion procedures or it�rative algorithms converging to them cannot
be directly applied to experimental data and statistical regularization tech·
niques are necessary.
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The numerical solution of the convolution integral is an extremely difficult
problem.

The main difficulty is that the solution (system weighting function)

does not depend continuously on the data.

Therefore, we could have two impulse

respo'nses which are radically different and yet· produce the same output when
convolved with the experimental input signal.

1L is important Lo pojnL out that

the problem is neither in the digital representation of the signals I nor in the
numerical technique used to obtain the solution. The real problem is that the
convolution operator does not have an inverse, because zero is the accumulating
point of its smallest eigenvalues /3/.

A wide distributed method for stabilizing

the ill-posedness of

convolution

integrals consists in reducing Lhe number of degn!es of freedom by fitting a
parametrized model to the data or to use a coarse grid to repres�nt the sol
ution.

Here there is the dilemma that serious errors can result if the number

of degrees of freedom is too small (because of an inadequate mod�l) or too large
(because of instability of the solution to noise).
A much better alternative imposes prior knowledge of the statistical properties

of

the solution and the principle of parsimony to impose constraints in the

inversion of the Fredholm integral equation by means of a suitable regularizor
/4/.

By these means a great increase in accuracy and resolution of the_ solution

can be achieved.

This method is very elegant but involves cumbersome computer

calculations that have to be tackled with mainframe computers /5/.
Our approach makes use of the convolution theorem that allows numerical discrete
Fourier extrapolation techniques with analytic continuation in the frequency
space and low-pass filtering of the solution /6, 7 /.

The algorithm was imple

mented on a PDP-11/60 minicomputer and vectorized for parallel array processing
/8/, so that the calculation time for a deconvolution is of the order of 1 s.
Figure 2 illustrates the results of a 16K FFT deconvolution for the continuous
phase of a 100 mm i.d.

pulse column with nozzle plates.

If the entire spectrum after complex division in the Fourier domain is trans
formed back to the time domain, the result, apparent from Figure 2 is nonsense.
One notes by examining the transforms for the input and output signals, that a
small residual noise (due to machine roundoff in the computer, noise and error
in the original data) extends the whole length of the spectrum.

Division in

the high frequency region, due to the random nature of the noise, can give rise
to enormous numbers.

Thus one is forced to handlimit the OFT data by means of

suitable spectral windows /9/, taking the principal solution /10/ as being the
correct one.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experimental program was defined as the study of important parameters of
practical significance for the operation of pulsed extraction columns in the
reprocessing of nuclear fuel by the PUREX process.
The experimental variables studied were:
Total flow rate through the pulse columns
Flow ratio of disperse/continuous phase
Pulse frequency
Pulse amplitude
Axial column position
Plate geometry (sieve and nozzle plates)
with following response functions:
Drop size distribution parameters
Hold-up of the disperse phase
Axial mixing
Extraction efficiency for uranium
It should be realized that in the absence of adequate prior work, the choice
of the appropiate experimental variables played here a very

important

role.

For instance, many authors /11/ report that the product of puls frequency (f)
and amplitude (A), or the quotient of disperse phase velocity to A.f as
dimensionless
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group are

pertinent

variables

in itself.

a

There is also the

problem regarding the effects of any simultaneous mass transfer action on the
fluid-dynamical behaviour.
The statistical design specified the number of runs to be made and the exper
imental conditions for each one.

In order to he able to estimate the coeffi

cients of a second order hypursurface model with 5 i11dependt!nt variables, and
to avoid the full 3 5 factorial (81 experiments for every detector), a ratable
central composite design (CCD) /12/ was selected.
the CCD for 3 independent variables.

Figure 3 shows schematically

Now the statistical design was a most

important matter, for it served to generate the information desired with a great
economy of time and effor:t.

Central Composite Design

Figure 3.

Ratable design for 3 independent variables

The design employed comprises a delicate balance of properties.

It possesses

a certain symmetry which facilitates the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and acts
to minimize the errors in spe.cifying the constants delineating the responses
The experimentes were so planned as to probe rather evenly the entire

/13/.

field of operations, avoiding both a grouping of runs in a restricted region
and a failure to explore the outer reache�.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The statistical analysis required that a selection bit made of the functional
forms

in which the chosen variables were to be expressed.

At stake is the

ability of an assumed quadratic Taylor's series expansion of the unknown
response function to adequately fit the data.

The basis for choice of the

functional forms of the variables can also be interpreted as the desire for a
certain

simplicity

response function.

in the shape of

a

space model representing the chosen

In general the requirements could be best met if the vari-
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ables were expressed in those functional forms 1,,,•hich have a solid theoretical
background.

Unfortunately, such a background does not exist for this problem.

Within the range of the experiments

I

the best relationships

for second ordl'.lr linear modc]s were detcrmirn�d.
informatiou
canonical
plots.

content

of

thosn

cquaU011s,

form and presented as
The

latter

they

111 order
can

response surfaces

translate the model equations

Oc

fitting the data
to

visualize

transformed

(see Figure 4)

to

or

the

their

contour

into maps at· the response

values over two-dimensional slices of the factor space.

..
- ..
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Figure 4.

Hold .. up response surface analysis for sieve and nozzle plc:tes
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for sieve and nozzle plates showing

11

constant

12

Figure 5 shows the results for the hold-up as a function of pulse amplitude and
frequency.

The dashed lines represent the often cited constant A.f hyperbolas.

It can be easily observed that the plate geometry plays a very impoi."tant role
on the hold-up behaviour of a pulse col umn. A strong interaction between pulse
,,,
amplitude and fr+Jquency is present iu both cases.
This fact may well be a
plausible explanation for the wide variation of experimental results reported
in the literature, where the factor treatments are not orthogonal and i,nter
actions were not considered.

Similar functional dependences on the experimental

variables

were also observed for the sizes of the droplet phase a_s response

function.

Detailed res·ults for the main effects and interactions of all the

experimental factors are to be reported later on /14/.

SUMMARY
This paper has attempted to clarify some experimental and computational problems
and procedures of process identification relevant in solvent extraction oper
ations.
A method has been presented for inverting the convolution equation arising in
the experimental determination of RTO data for extraction systems.

The problems

of instability and nonuniqueness were minimized by constraining the distrib
ution to be the smoothest nonnegative one that is consistent with th'e

data

(parsimony).
The benefits of the experimental and analytical approach can be summarized as:
the

organized approach toward the collection and analysfs of data gives

maximum information per experimental run
assesment of information reliability in the light of experimental and ana
lytical variation
capability to see interactions among experimental variables,

leading

to

more reliable predictions of the response data in areas not directly covered
by experimentation
It should be mentioned that a great deal of experimental and theoretical work
is currently in progress in this area and by no means can be concluded that the
problems have been fully clarified and mathematically solved.
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Evaluation of Mass Transfer and Axial Mixing Parameters in
Pulsed Sieve Plate Extraction Columns

Xia Lei, Yu Qian, Wei-Yang Fei and Jia-Ding Wang

Chemical Engineering Department

Tsinghua University, Beijing/China
The "true" height of transfer unit (IITlJ
= V /K a) and axial mixing
0x
x 0x
coefficients are considered to be the key parameters in study on mass
transfer characteristics and in scale up of differential type

contactors. Evaluation of these parameters from measured concentration

profiles have been done by many authors (1-7). Measurement of

concentration pr'ofiles of both phases in a column under steady state

is rather time consuming and large quantity of both solution and
solvent must be handled during operation and solvent recovery.

Besides, it is tedious to acquire pure samples of each phase along a

column, especially in experimental columns of rather large diameters.

In order to reduce these difficulties in experimental works necessary

for development of scale-up procedures for extraction columns, the
present work is to examine the possibility of applying a dynamic

stimulus-response method for evaluation of the "true" HTU and axial
mixing coefflcients simultaneously.
Procedure and Modelli!!;!:

With the same idea as evaluation of axial

mixing coefficient of continuous phase in absence of mass transfer by

stimulus-response method, solute to be extracted was introduced (as

tracer) into the feed stream (solute free or very dilute in solution)

while the extraction flow system has attained steady state. Then, the

transient solute concentrations in the raffinate were measured and the

required parameters evaluated by an algorithm fitting the transient

concentration curve. The diffusion model has been used to evaluate

mass transfer and axial mixing parameters in a previous work (6,7) by
measurement of concentration profiles under steady state. While under

unsteady state, intergral equations could be written across a

differential section of dimensionless height of Z'-Z" at time interval

t'-t" according to law of conservation of mass:

{

lz·

1

lt"

I �:r

I ax

J.t· Jz·

•

[<x---)-(X---)JJt4 cit N (.X-X)dZ
-i:(x.-X.)dZ+
t
I
t'
Pe. aZ %'
Pe, az z'.
t' z' ..

'( •
1

%'-r
'7

Jt' ·

t'

J

z"

Y.

=>

•

O

I z,y
I aY
)dZ = O
-).).it),z- [Cy+--) -(y+(x.-x.
t
1
Jr,H z·N••�(x-.:c
Pe
az i:
V
1,
P, n i'
1

1

( 1)

( 2)

1
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\/here

-r,=L(l-'f)/V•,

z = Lil. •

N0, = L K,,,a./ V, ,

'!"1

Pe,= L V,IE,

=

L 'f/V1

Pe;= L V1/E1

For solution of these equations a diffe�ence scheme could be derived

in the mean implicit form as:
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( 4)

This scheme has a stability independent of the value of any parameter
and/or step size, and it has a second order precision either to the
distance step or to the time step. This scheme is suitable for the
condition that the parameters NTU
(N
in equation), Pe , Pc , 'e '
0x
0x
x
y
x
'Ty' Vx and Vy vary with position and time. Simplified assumptions
arc made that the parameters NTUox' Pe ' Pe and p arc constant
y
x
throughout the extraction section and mass transfer outside the
section can be neglected. As the column is to be operated with
aqueous (heavy) stream as continuous phase, interphase will be

positioned in the upper enlarged decanter, then the upper boundary can
be regarded as closed. But, the lower boundary has to be regarded as
open, because back mixing in the lower enlarged section would effect

the raffinate concentration at the sampling port just below the bottom
plate. In this case, approximately perfect mixing is assumed in the
lower enlarged section and the lower boundary becomes internal
boundary following the same scheme. Based on these simplified
assumption, the whole set of difference equations can be written by
dividing the sieve plate section and lower decanter into given number
of segments respectively, While the inlet concentration of the two
phase, x· and y , and an initial profile are given, the transient
s
f
concentration profiles along the column can be simulated by solving
the difference equations step by step in a given time step size, 't'.
Thus, the parameters NTUox' P,ex and Pe are evaluated by fitting the
y
measured raffinate concentration with Marquadt's optimisation
procedure. Then the HTU
0x and HTUoxd are calculated: HTU0x= L/NTUox'
and HTU
by the approximate method proposed by Miyauchi and
oxd
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Vermulen (8).
Experimental: Experimental runs were carried out in a glass column of
0.04 m (4 cm) in inside diameter equipped with a "dispersion
coalescence" type cartridge which consisting of one louver plate
(organic wettable) situated in between every three "standard" sieve
plates made of stainless steel with spacing between plates of 0.025 m
(2.5cm). Detail of the cartridge and arrangement of the equipment are
given by Le�et al. (7). HNO was transfered from aqueous (continuous)
3
phase into dispersed 30% TBP (kerosene). In each run, the
pre-equilibrated phases with about 0.4N HNO in the aqueous feed
3
stream were brought into steady operation in the column. Then, through
a switch valve, situated at the inlet of the feed line, the feed was
switched to the "tracer" solution of 2N HNO . The "tracer" feed
3
continued for 5 minutes before the original feed was switched back.
This resembled a rectangular stimulus signal to the system. The first
raffinate sample was taken from 15 sec.before the "tracer" stream
switched on to 15 sec. after it, and marked as sample of zero time.
Successive samples were taken in every 30 sec. The error allowed for

sample analysis was set to less than. 0.0lN HNO3 as required by the
simulation algorithm. Runs in the column of 0.04 m in diameter were
carried out under pulse amplitude, A = 0.01 m (1 cm) and frequency,
f = 2 sec-l while flow ratio V y /V X
l; 2; 3 with the superficial
velocity of the aqueous phase, Vx' varies from 1.36 x 10- ) to
4.07 x 10-3 m/sec. Fewer data were taken at A = 0.005 m (0.5 cm) and
A = 0.015 m (1.5 cm). A few runs were carried out in a column of 0.1 m
in diameter equipped with the same type of "dispersion coalescence"
cartridge.
Results and Discussion:

Fig,l shows a set of experimental response

curves of the raffinate under different total flow rate while other

operation conditions are fixed. It is obvious that experimental points
on left of the peak point of each curve (i.e. on the rising portion of
the curve) carry the most significant and accurate imformation of mass

transfer in the column while points on the falling part of the curve
may contain the imformation of stripping as the original feed of low

acid concentration has been switched back after the "tracer" stimulus.

In order to minimize any error caused by this local stripping effect,
only the rising portion of the curves are fitted by Marquadt's method
in the present algorithm. Parameters evaluated oy this method are
"true" NTU0x (N0x)' Peclet number of continuous phase {Pex) and Peclet
number of dispersed phase (Pe ). Fig.2 shows the comparison of the
y
"start up" transient curve simulated by use of the parameters
·III-217

evaluated by this method and the experimental data collected in a

testing run using step-input signal (2N HNO ). Fig.3 shows the
3
comparison of the simulated steady state concentration profiles and

the measured data. It can be seen the simulated curves fit the

experimental results, and the method of using 5 minutes rectangular

signal is justified.

The effect of measurement error

u[

Lhe Holute conccnlrut i.on on

evaluated results has been examj11ed by Monte-Carlo �i1nulation
technique and statistic�! inference n1ethod:

Standard deviation of

mdasured concentration

0.01

Para1:neters

NTU

True value

5.00

Standard deviation

0.23

Mean estimated value
Half of confidence i11terval
(degree of confidence:99%)

ox

5.08

0.08

Pe

r
X

Pe

8.00

8.00

0. 17

0.26

7.95
0.06

7. 78
0. 10

The HTU0x and HTUoxd (height of dispersion unit) are calculated from

the evaluated NTU ' Pe and Pe for each experimental run and the
ox
x
y
results are plotted as shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5. One set of results

obtained by steady state concentration profiles (7) is also shown for
comparison.

Results obtained in this work and those obtained in a previous work of

Lei, et al.

(7) by steady state concentration profiles method are

correlated by regression of 60 sets of data into emperical equations,
2 3
2
66 (V /V )-O.B6
H OX = 5.55 x 10- (a f /VT)-0·
y X

I 5)

Equ.(5) bears the form given by Ziolkowski in 1974 (2).
O
-0.77
H oxd = 0.29 (af/V T ) .oO (V y /V x )
.

16)

Fig.6 shows that 90% of the experimental points fall in the zone of

±20% deviation, and Fig.7 shows that 81% of the experimental points
fall in the zone of ±20i deviation.

Conclusion:

The dynamic stimulus-response method of applying a

rectangular signal to the feed stream is feasible for evaluation of
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mass transfer and axial mixing parameters in u pulsed sieve plate

column. Experimental technique and the corrcspo11din9 algorithm

suggested have been examined by a single solute extraction system of
HNO (aq. I - 30% TBP (in·kerosene). In comparison to the results
3

�btained from steady state �oncentration profiles, rcas<lnable

consistency has been acquired. Extending it's application to

multicomponent extraction system would benefit rescarct1 works for

scale up procedure.
Notation:
-

A
a

E
f
HTU

Pulse amplitude, m
Half of pulse amplitude, =A/ 2 , m
m 2 /m
Specific interfacial area,
Axial dispersion coefficient, m 2 /sec
Frequency of pulsation, sec- 1

- ''True" overall height of transfer unit
based on continuous phase, m
HT Uoxd - Height of overall dispersion unit
based 011 continuous phase, m
h
- Distance step si2e in difference equalions, dimensionless
- overall mass transfer cocffici.cnt
ox
based on continuous phase, m/sec
ox

L
1
NTU
ox
Pe
t
V

V ,:
X

y

z
'I'
T

'• ,'?'_,
X.

Xf

x,

- Effective extraction height in column, m
- Height along the column, m

- "True" overall number of transfer unit
- Peclet number, = Vf./E, dimensionless

- tir:ie, sec
- Superficial flow velocity, m/scc
- Total velocity of t�o phases, = VxtV , m/sec
Solute concentration in continuous µlase, N
- Solute concentration in dispersed phase, N·
- Dimensionless length, = 1/L
- Fraction oE hold up

- Time step size in difference c�uations, sec
- Parameters in equac ions ( l), ( 2 I, (3 I, (4 I

- initial concentration of aqueous solution, N
- Concentration of ''tracer'' feed solution, N
- Measured concentration of raffi1,ate, N

Superscripts
*
- Equilibrium
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pre.se!"lt work.

SEPARATION OF UNSTABLE EMULSIONS IN HIGHLY
EFFICIENT MIXER-SErTLER CON'rACTOR
L.I.SKLOKIN, V.E.I.eif, S.M.Masloboeva
Institute of Chemistry and Technology of Rare
Elements and Mineral Raw Material of the Kola
Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences
Contactors of the mixer-settler type are still in use as

the main equipment for extractive separation of some elements

though the column extractive apparatus have greatly developed
over two recent decades. Application of such contactors re
mains stable tor both multistage small-tonnage processes (for
example, separation of rare earth elements) and large-tonnage
processes of few stages (copper extraction).
Economical operation strongly depends on the size reduc
tion of the settling chambers. Th.ls problem can be solved in
two ways, namely, it is necessary either to alter the proper
ties of the dispersion system or to use special devices in the
settling chambers to increase the rate of emulsion separation.
The most effective is the combination of both weys.
This paper presents the results of investigation of gra
vitational separation of emulsions in usual and efficient sett
lers. Tributilphosphate, petroleum sulfoxides, trialkylamines,
cycloxexanol.and other dissolvents have been used in the wor
king systems. The hold up of the dispersion phase varied from
0.25 to 0.60. The experime.nts have been carried out in the
settlers with the total loading of 0.01-10 m 3/h.
The investigations resulted in defining a two parametric
relationship between thd specific loading of the settler and
the height of the emulsion layer. The techniques of determina
tion of the specific loading and the characteristic height has
been worked out. E�timation of the settler's loading per height
unit of the emulsion layer has been done.
The effect of different factors on the values of the limit
specific loading of the settler has been experimental:).y studied
by the dispersion phase and the characteristic height.
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The found relationships have provided description of the
working conditions of the sectionalized settling chambers 1n
optimum regimes. Experimental testing of emulsion separation
1n both laboratocy and industrial sectionalized settlers has
been carried out. The method of estimation of the sectionali
zed settlers has been described on the basis of their limit
specific loading.

As the manuscript was not available at the 28th May 1986, the deadline for
printing thjs book, we only print the short.abstract of' the paper.
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Study on Phase Separation in Settler

Jiang Yu Ming, Sun Bing Yao and Zhao Qi
East China Institute of Chemical Technology, Shanghai, China
Introduction
One of the moat popular equipments for both contacting immiscible liquids on extrac
tion, reaction, mixing and heat transfer is the mixer settler. Now mixer settler hae
developed a capacity of thoueande of gallons in metallurgical and petroleum refine
ries, and cascades of mi--xer-settlers with a total of over 100 stagae have operated
eati,:;factorily over long periods in nuclear industry ( 1). In the view of theoritical
analysis, the mixer settler may be considered in extraction to be analogous to the
bubble cap column in distillation, however, the performance of bubble cap column can
be predicted accurately, techniques for the design or analysis of mixer settler are
nonexist.

A mixer settler µnit consists essentially of a mixer and a settler, the study on mix
ing chamber has been well developed, a serieff of type of impellers, such as turbine

type (2), large-delta type(}) etc, has been applied in many systems. In recent years
considerable attention has been given to settler design, but the performance charac
teristics are not easily simulated on a small scale, the large number of varieblee

affecting performance renders the scale up difficult, now the traditional design

methods or settler are based on empirical data or enlarging the volume of settler so
as to increase residue time, but pha11e separation in settler ie concerned with sett

ling horizontal area, not with the depth or settler, ea only the volume enlargement
can't attain ideal effect.

Bailee, P. J. (4) hae studied the phase separati�n under electric fields and measured

the settling wedge in organic phase. Jeffreys G. v. (5) developed a mathematical
model to calculate the volume flow rate of settler, but many constants of the equa

tion proposed by Jeffreys must be obtained by a large number of experiment and even
if two settlers have the same volllDle, the different depth and length will result in
dietinct settling effect.
In this paper a mathematical model for calculation of eettling time has been estab
lished by analyeis of velocity dietribution and assuming that gravity is the main
driven force of phaee separation. If the thickness of emulsion wedge becomes nought
and the settler time from mathematical model is more than the coalescence time of
droplets described by Smith and De.viee, the design of settlers would be considered
suitable.
A new settler type with a horizontal area of tap shape and shellow depth baaed on the
mathematical model hae been designed and applied in factories.
Model
A. Analysis of rlynamics in settler

l'

no.

1

THE CROOS-Sl!CTION OF SE'rl'LER
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A cross-section of settler with a horizontal area of tap shape and
shown in Fig. 1, the coalescence layer C ifl in the middle of Land
the upper shape g1(x) and lower shape g2(x) of C layer as a linear
ing to Jeffrey's arrogantation, if heavy phase is dispersion g2(x)
etant, otherwiee g1(x) will be a constant.

shellow depth is
H phase. Asswaing
function, accord
will be a con

Consider the velocity
in Y direction at every croee section of X axis is uniform,
U
the compone'nt of velocity in Z direction gives i
UL= r1(x)

(1)
(2)

Uc

(3)

UH

(mz + n) r2(x)

z2 f (x)
3

By the means of continuity law in X direction,
(4)
Because no relative slip exists between the layers, the boundary conditione are:
UL!z:g (x) = Uclz=g (x)
2
2

(5)
(6)

Uclz=g 1(x)

and

(7)

UHJz=o

(8)

ULJx=o

=

0
F(Ut),

,
Uclx=l' = O

(9)

UHJz=g 1(x)

namely

f1(x)J
= ut
x=o

namely

f z{x) J
= 0
x=l '

The equation (9) is assumped by the authors, that is to say, the length of settler is
jw,t put in the position of the end of coalescence.
Substituting Equs. (1), (2), ( 3) into Equs. (5), (6) and (4).
(10)
(11)
(12)

(101)
(111)
(13)

0 ,x <1

2
g, (x)•f (x) = [ mg (x) + n) fix)
1
3
[mg2(x) + n)•f2 (x) = f1(x)

(tga•x + n)•[2(1 + n)f1(x)•(h" - g2(x)) + mf2(x)•
2
(g/(x) - g, (xl) + r (x)• � g,3(x)] = C¾,
3

2
g (x)•f (x) = [mg1(x) + n}t 2(x)
1
3
[mg2(x) + n}f z(x) = f1(x)

2
h'[2(1 + n)r1(x)•(h" - g2(x)) + mf2(x)•(g/(x) - g, (x)) +
r3(x)• � g,3(x)] = C¾,

Simplify Eqw,. (10) and (11)
(14)
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mg (x) + n
2

(

15)

f (x) =
3

flx)[mg 1 (x) + n]

f1 (x)[mg 1 (x) + n]

2
g1 (x)

2
g1 (x)[mg2(x) + n]

Substituting Equs. ( 1 4) and (15) into Equs. ( 1 2) and (13),
O�x�l

mf (x)
mg1(x)+n
2
2 ) 2
1
\
(16) [xtga +h) 2(1+n)f1(x) h"-g2(xl;+---(g
2 (x)-g1 (x) �f 1 (x)•g1(x)---j =<l.i,
(
[
·
mgz<xl+n
mg2(x)+n
g1(xl(mg 1 (x)+n)
mf1(x)
2
2
2
(17) h' 2 ( 1 +n)f 1 ( x)· h"-g (x)) +--- (g (x)-g (x) �r 1 (x>-------j =
)
2
2
1
(
[
mg (x)+n
mg2(x)+n
2

Q,r

namely,

( 18)

r 1 (x)

=

l< X �l'
(19) f1{x)=

2g1( x) mg ( x)+n
m
1
2
2
[x tga +h] 2(1+n) h"-g (x) • m
+n (g2 (x)-g 1 (x)) +
2 )
g
(x)
(
3(rng( (x)+n) ) ]
[
2
2

2
2
h' [2(1+n) (h"-gz'x)) + m •
(
gz<xl+n ( g2 x)-g1 (x)) +

Hence phase separating time r2 in aettler is given by:

(20)

r

2g 1 (xl (mg (x)+n)
1
]
3(m11 (x)+n)
2

11 [ . ][2( 1 +n) (h"-g (x)) +---m

dx
d{x) • rl' -'2 = -=
xtga +h
J U(x) J o f (x)
o
1

2

2
2 \
g2 (x) -g 1 (x);
mg2(x)+n (

If r2 is more than drop coaleacence time r1, the design of settler is considered
satisfactory, some data of Equ. (2) are known from the geometry of settler, the dis
cussion of r 1 , g1(x), g2(x) and conatant m, n ia as follows,
B. Drop coalescence time r1

The study on a plant or deforaable liquid-liquid interface h"" been the subject of
many investigations, Jeffrey• and Davie• (6) (1971) proposed the coalescence process
of fine consecutive atages. The c011pletion time for the five steps is called the
coalescence time, but many worker• (7,8) have found that the coalescence time in a
ghen liquid-liquid syatea are not constant, but a distribution curve, and the fac
tors affecting coalescence tilN include drop size, external forces, density differen
ce, curvature of the interface, interracial tension, presence of third ph.,.e, mutual
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solubility, vibration etc, The author's study on coalescence time vill be publi11hed
in another paper,
Davies et al (9) gave a further correlation as:

i

TO
3 /J.P g
-1,24
µd
-- = 31 X 10 �___)
(--)

( 21)

0

µC �

µc

The opposite directional effects of various quantities in Equ, (21) are noteworthy,
Here� means drop equivalent sphere diameter and can be calculated by equations of
Kumar A (10) which ie especial:, euitable for the drops from mixing chamber,
c. Geometrical shape ot coalescence layer
It ie found in Fig, 1 that the croee-section of coalescence layer ie a triangle whose
point ie in x=l 1, when which phaee is dispereion ie known, the triangle becomee a
rectangular triangle, If the height of B can be calculat,d, g1(x) and g2(x) will be
obtained,
Barnea and Mizrahi (11) presented a semi-theoretical expreesion for gravity settlers
to estimat.e the value or B.
(22)
In the creeping flow, ka2,5, the constant J is a function of phaee ratio,
D, Primary phaee eeparating velocity Ut
Constant • and n muat be eolved from the relationehip of velocity dietribution and
boundary conditione f1(x)I so =Ut, r2(xllx=1• =0, The authors considere<1 that gravity
ie the main driven force o1· phaee separation, so U t can be obtained from t�e equation
of gravity eettling in literature (12),
In e1111, the calculation procedure is as follows, firstly coalescence time T1' then
g1(x) and g2(x) can be obtained from Ut and B, therefore all geometrical ehape may be
solved step by step through the relationship of r2 � T1,
Experi,•ent
A, Apparatus and systems
The design sizes of settler shown ae Fig, 1 are ae follows:
h s 135 mm,

h" z: ,c>O mm,

1

1' s 610 ....

28o ....

The experiraena of liquid-liquid contacting process are extraction and stripping, the
phyeical properties of both systeau, are shown in Table 1 and Table 2,
Table 1

Physical properties of extraction
Density

Item

Composition

Aqueous phue

Citric Acid, 10,:

1,04

Organic phaee

Keroeene + TBP

0,?5
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g/cm 3

Viscosity
kg•sec/m

2

1,52 X 10-4
3,46 X 10-4

Interracial tension
kg/m

4
9,26 X 10-

Table

Physical properties of stripping eystem

2

Item

Density

Compoaition

Aqueous phaee

kg•sec/m

0.971

Pure water

Organic phaee

Viscosity

g/cm 3

3.62

0.68;1

Loaded org.

1.04

X
X

Interfacial tension

2

kg/m

10-5
4
10-

14.51

X

10-

4

The total flow ratea of extraction and atripping are 0.004H 3/min. the phaae ratio
0/A ia 2.5.
B. 0baervation method
By uaing a float having an adequate density as an indicate, the separating time in
settler can be observed, the change of coalescence layer in X Z cross section can be
measured by a glaes tube, the entrainment is evaluated by an entrainment apparatue
and it ia found that if the entrainment ialower than 100 ppm, the aeparation of
phaaea will be coneidered aatiafacaory.
C. Heaeured data
The drop aize ¢ can be calculated from the data of Coulaloglou and Tavlaridea (1;1) in
the mixer aize of 270 x 2:10 x 370 mm and at the atirring apeed of 250 r.p.m.

Table 3

Compariaion of predicted data and measured data
Item

Predicted
Measured

¢, cm

B, cm

'1. sec

,2, sec

extraction

0.2 36

11.6

83

129

atripping

1.o6

11 .6

56

102

extraction

0.30

14.2

138

atripping

0.91

1 3.1

95

It ia proven by Table 3 that the predicted and meaaured data are in very cloaely
agreement, if the above-mentioned procedure ie tran.eferred into a computer, the sizes
of aettler under different operational conditione may be rapidly calculated.
Conclueion
A mathematical model for calculation of settling time haa been establiahed by analy
sis of velocity distribution and aesuming that gravity is the main driven force of
phaee aeparation. If the thickneaa of coaleacence layer becomea nought and the aett
ler time from mathematical model ia more than the coalescence time of dropleta
deacribed by Smith and Daviea, the design of settlers would be coneidered suitable it
ia proven that the calculation procedure predicted by the model can be uaed aucceaa
ful to design a settler with good accuracy.
Notation
B

The thickness or primary coalescence layer, em.

a,b,m,n,J,k

Conatant

C

Coalescence layer

h,h' ,h 11 ,l,l' Geometrical eize of settler, cm.

g1(x), g2(x) The distribution functione of coalescence layer
H
Heavy phaae
L

Light phaee
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Flow rate, M3/min.

Q

The overall flow rate, M3/min.

�

Phase separation velocity, M/sec.

u

Primary phaae eeparation velocity in Z direction, m/eec.

ut

The coaleecence time of droplets, sec.

r1

Phase eeparation tiffle in eettler, sec.

'2

a

Interfacial tension, kg/m.
2
The viscoeity of dispersion and continuous phaee • kg•sec/m •

"'

µd' µc

Equivalent drop size, cm.

DeMity, g/cm3•

p

R

2

Section area of settler, m •
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Evaluation of Drop Size and Hold-up in Axially Agitated Plate Columns
H. Sovova, J. Prochazka, Institute of Chemical Process Fundamentals,
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague, CSSR
Reciprocating plate columns and pulsed sieve-plate columns are studied
by a comparison of experimental data with mathematical models. Two
types of models are used: detailed polydisperse models, describing
different behaviour of individual drop size fractions, and simpler mo
nodisperse models, more appropriate for quick preliminary calculations.
Information obtained by one type of model can be transfered easily to
another type because both types of models have common parameters.
Monodisperse model equations for calculation of the Sauter mean dia
meter d32 and the volumetric hold�up of the dispersed phase Xare given
in this text. They apply both to the reciprocating plate columns and
to the pulsed sieve-plate columns, the effect of agitation being ex
pressed by the "plate reciprocation or liquid pulsation (PR/LP) intensi
ty. The relation between d32 and Xis as follows.

operation variables:

a,f
drop
breakage

dependent quantities:

countercurrent
two-phase flow

relative drop
velocity
drop
coalescence

First, the drop size d32 is calculated as a result of drop breakage at
a zero coalescence rate. This size can be compared with the drop size
evaluated of experiments performed in a dilute dispersion, where the
probability of a collision of two drops and their coalescence is low.
Drop size and flow rates are input data in evaluation of the hold-up
which affects the coalescence rate and the Sauter mean diameter, too.
This feedback loop is included in the hold-up equation in a way similar
to that used by MBek 1.
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Drop size as a result of drop breakage depends on the relative veloci
ty of drops and plates. At a low PR/LP intensity the relative velocity
is determined above all by the slip velocity of drops. With an increa
sing intensity of agitation the breakage by turbulent eddies starts tzy
prevail. First the eddies are limited .to the vicinity of the plate and
gradually they spread over the whole stage. The regions of drop brea
kage are given by the schema:
PR/LP intensity

controlling
factor
0 < I .'.:. 1,
drop flow
through the column
< 12 periodic motion
I > 1, and
of the plate/liquid
< 12 periodic motion
I > 1, and
of the plate/liquid

region
of breakage
at the plate
gradually extends
round the plate
whole stage

equation
{ l ) , { 2)
{ 3)

{ 4)

The equations for d 3 2 calculation contain empiric constants adjusted
to the published experimental data (8 data sources, 189 data points).
For d 3 2 calculation at low PR/LP intensities the algorithm of Pietzsch
and Pilhofer 2 with two modifications is used. The formula of the drop
relative velocity to the plate is changed as marked by the arrow
ut + 4af/e�·6 -- ut + pl ,

p

{l)

and the result of calculation, maximum drop diameter d m , is transfered
to the Sauter mean diameter according to the relation
{ 2)
Drop size at a medium intensity of agitation is given by
{ 3)

At a high intensity of agitation a formula developed by Baird and
Lane 3 with a modified proportionality constant is used,
{ 4)
The criterions t6 separate the three regions are
0.0084 for
10.047 • 75
p

°·
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•p .'.:. 0. l
for •p > 0.1

{ 5)

( 6)
The PR/LP intensity is usually expressed as a product 2af. An extended
definition is used here,
k1 = 1,

k2 = 0.9, k3 = 1.1 for a harmonic motion,(7)

which better corresponds to the fact that the effect of agitation on
the drop breakage depends not only on the frequency and ampl�tude, but
also on the shape of the periodic motion. The reciprocating plates
driven by a motor with a yoke perform a harmonic motion where the ef
fect of frequency on the drop size is stronger than the effect of am
plitude. The values of k1, k2, k3 for the pulsed columns cannot be gi
ven in general, because they depend on the pulsator characteristics.
If the breakage is limited to the plate vicinity, it's overal rate is
low and the drop size decreases along the column. An empiric formula
corrects d32 calculated according to eq. (2), (3) to the number of the
stage N,
d 32( N) = d J 2 [1 + 0. 7 exp( -0. l N)]

(8)

As an example of d32 calculation, Sauter mean diameters evaluated for
the experimental conditions 3 are drawn in FJg.l.

0.004 ,-----.-----,----,,----,-----.----,
0 kerosine - water
• MIBK - water
model

0
eq. ( 1), (2)
0

I ,m/ s

0.06

Fig. 1. Sauter mean diameter in the Karr column
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Volumetric hold-up of the dispersed phase is calculated by the equa
tion of countercurrent two-phase flow in a column with plates
( 9 ),

with parameters a, ku adjusted to the published results of hold-up
measurements (13 data sources, 867 data points).
Drop terminal velocity is determined of d32 by the formula 4
( 1 0)

with a restriction effective for la1·9e oscilating drops 5
(11)
Drop size is calculated by eq. (3), (4) even if the condition I < 11
is fulfiled. This simplification speeds up the calculation without in
troducing any significant error.
The exponent o is connected with the drop coalescence, Let us assume
0
that the left hand side of eq. (9) is ut(l-X) l in a system without
coalescence and that the drop diameter enlarges by coalescence to
0
d32J(1-X) 2, where a2 is a measure of the drop coalescence ability. The
drop terminal velocity also increases by this factor and the left hand
side of eq. (9) becomes
a 1 > 0,

(12)

For the experiments simulated the value of a ranges from -1 to 3.
Therefore it can be estimated a1 • 3, 0 � a2 � 4. The exponent depends
on the interfacial tension and on the purity of liquids. It falls down
after a purification of the recycled liquids and then rises slowly, as
new impurities accumulate in the system. We have not observed any chan
ges of a with the PR/LP intensity, in contrast to Fei and Slater 6 , who
evaluated a strong dependence of a on the intensity of agitation in
RDC extractors.
Parameter ku > l is a measure of the liquid flow retardation by the
plates. It is correlated with the specific free area of the plate ep
and with the stage height h,
(l 3)
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Drops larger than the diameter of plate perforation dh cannot pass
freely and accumulate in front of the plate in a dense-packed layer,
which is pumped across the plate by a rate proportional to the PR/LP
intensity. The hold-up of the dispersed phase in the layer X v contri
butes to the total hold-up in the stage Xt,
X v + X( l - X v ) ,

( 14)

1 5
(k v/h) [ud/(2af-Uc/2)) · .

(l 5)

As the hold-up X v diminishes with the growing PR/LP intensity and the
hold-up X increases simultaneously, the total hold-up passes through
a minimum, as is shown in Fig.2.
A necessary condition for the dense-packed layer formation is d32;dh
> 0.5. The coefficient of the layer was evaluated in a range of
0.001 - 0.055 m. It is correlated with parameter a for the most part
of experiments,
( 16)

k v ; 0.0023 exp(0.80)
However, at
rections. A
coalescence
tion on the

higher values of o it diverted several times in both di
possible explanation is that o depends above all on the
ability, but the height of the layer is dependent in addis
plate wettability.
0. 2

O exp.hexan-water 7
- niodel, xt
--- model, X

0. l

/

u t = um
0

I ,m/s

0.06

Fig.2. Simulation of hold-up in a pulsed sieve-plate column 7
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A knowledge of the hold-up transient behaviour is important in a hold
-up control design. The response of the local hold-up inside the stage
to the changes of the vibration intensity and of the phase velocities
was measured and evaluated 8 . Similarly to the total hold-up in the
column 9 , the dynamics of the local hold-up is approximated by a first
order transfer fu�ction with time lag

where the values of gain G 2 , time lag ' and time constant T 2 depend
z
on the operation variables I, U ' Ud.
c
The hold-up response starts at the end of the column at the drop inlet
and spreads through the column with the dispersed phase. 80th time
constant and time lag correlate with the mean residence time of drops
in the section between this end of the column and the locus of hold-up
measurement. If the length of this section is l, the mean residence
time is
( 18)
and the corresponding correlations based· on the measurement 8 are
0.6e,
o.9e,

'
z
' 2.

0.68

for

z

() 9)

0.5e

for

z

( 20)

w

Gain is calculated of the steady-state hold-up equation (9).
0.005
ud,m/s

0.002

0 I

I

0. 15

0
00
CX)

X

0
00

0.05

coo

0
0

0

0 000
00

0

t,s

0

0 experiment
-- model

t' s

Fig.3. Hold-up response to the dispersed phase flow rate 8
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600

600

A good agreement of the calculated and measured response is aparent
in Fig.3 with transfer function parameters G = 39.7 m/s, T = t = 56 s.
These values were calculated of eq. (9), (18), (19) �ith parameters
a = 2.2, kv = 0.018 m evaluated of the steady-state measurements.
A more complex local hold-up response occurs in the mixer-settler re
gime with a high ratio Xv/X if the intensity of agitation is changed.
The height of the layer accomodates immediately to the new level of
agitation and the local hold-up inside the stage changes simultaneously
in the opposite direction, the total hold-up being kept constant. By a
superposition of this response to that described previously a response
of zero lag and of the original gain given by eq. (9) arises.
The values of the coefficients in eq. (19), (20) are probably not uni
versal. A further measurement in a broad range of conditions is desi
rable.
The drop size and hold-up evaluation requires a knowledge of the ope
ration variables a, f, Uc, Ud, of the physical properties of liquids
Pc• pd' µc• a and of the column geometry 'p� h, dh. Besides, the effec
tive intensity of the plate reciprocation or of the liquid pulsation
should be calculated with respect to the shape of the periodic motion.
Finally, the properties of the liquid-liquid and liquid-solid (plate)
interface are an important factor affecting the rate ·of drop coalescen
ce. They are expressed by adjustable parameters a and kv.
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Thermodynamics Modelling of Backmixing-Effect in a Mechanical Ag1tatea
Extraction Column
Bes R.S .• Mo! inier J., Mora J.C., UA CNRS 192, ENSCT. CNRS Odeil lo
adress: ENSIGC-inpt, F 31 078 Toulouse Cedex
I.SUMMARY

A thermodynamics analysis of the irreversible processes 1n

an

extraction column is done in order to obtain a synthetic view of the
model I Ing of backmixlng effect. This analysis gives a convenient
comparison of the various models. It leads to a pragmatic chaotic moael
which Is abble to give a reconstitution of the turbulent behaviour of
the column.
2. INTRODUCTION
Efficiency of an extraction column is entirely a consequence
of energy suppl led to the apparatus. This energy permits an increase of
the
mass transfer coefficient but a backm1x1ng effect gives ,
limitation of this one. This I imitation is , direct consequence ot
energy dissipation 1n the column.
The first model proposed for backmixing was based on a econa
order differential equations /1/. By analogy with a d1sti I lat ion plate
/2/ a succession of wel I mixed reactors with or without recycl 1ng
between them can be used for the model1sat1on. More complex mocels
where

proposed

to

take

into

account

a

more

real lst1c mechanism:

breaking and coalescence of bubbles /3/ or dlst1nct1on between to type
of eel Is
mixing eells and tcansfer eel Is /4/. It is now wel 1 known
that an overal I dispersion coefficient Is orily a convenient mean for a
mathematical representation of backmixing but seal 1ng up 1s difficult
/5,6/. Recently the source of entropy has been introauced 1n the
modelling of the continuous stirred tank reactor/?/, the methodology
can be used for extraction. From this short analysis 1t appears that
two ways may be.now, used for the modelisation of a� extraction column:
a mechan I st I c one and a phenomena I og.ica I
one.
The
both
are
complementary. The aim of the latter 1s to oota1n a convenient
methodology to choose a model for fitting and using experimental
results in order to obtain a convenient tool for chemical eng1neer1ng.
In this paper a synthetic presentation
1s done
about
extraction using a thermodynamic analysis
3.0VERALL THERMODYNAMIC MODELLING
The overal I entropic balance on the apparatus is of the
folowwing type:/8/
c 1 > - d Ls - dL' s' + s· ; o
This relation is the result of two equations one for the heavy phase.
one for the light one:
C2> - d Ls /dz + S ; 0
- d L's'/dz + S' ; 0
Each one can be obtained as the consequence of a contriout1on from each
components transfered from one phase to the other:
C3> - d CLJ sjl/dz + SJ; 0
The source of entropy is the consequence of the simultaneous transfers:
mass.

momentum,

eventually,

heat.

Each

of

these transfers have an

influence on the others. so a I inear decompos1tion Cby analogy with the
I inear

thermodynamics

of

the

irreversible processes> must take into

account the coup! ing and the interactions particularly:
ll influence of the others components on the component
J ,SJi
- 2l hydrodynam Ics on the component J , SJ ·..
- 3> the interaction between the two fhases,SJ".
so SJ can be as followed:
C4> SJ; SJ"+ SJ' + SJ'+ SJi
classically interactions 1 and 3 are not exp I I c I te I y Intreduced J n the
modelisation. The interaction 2 Is imp I icitel y 1ntroauce·a Dy the
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concept of "backmlxtng• through a dispersion coefficient so the piston
diffusion model written as a thermodynamic equation may be:
<5> - dLj sj/dz + Sj' + Sj' = 0
where Sj' ls resulting from mass transfer as : K <x - X)
and Sj' from backmlxlng D d2x/dz2..
The Ideal flow <plug flow) can be so proposed as the less Irreversible
model: SJ's O /9/.
From these remarks It has been suggested that a more complete model 1s
obtained from a complete equation which is:
<6> - dLjsJ/dz + SJ' + SJ' + SJ" • 0
Including an explicit coup! Ing or Interaction between the two phases.
In fact the linear decomposition Is only a stmple convenient
mean for the presentation of the thermodynamic decomposition. The
fol towing remarks may be done:
- a> if the viscous dissipation ls zero there ls no extraction
even lf there ls a mass transfer driving force,
b) lf the viscous dissipation is different from·zero the
mass transfer do not exists necessary: the mass transfer driving force
may be zero.
So a non linear equation Is necessary, this one may be as follows:
<7> - dLjsj/dz + f<S'> Sj' = 0
which permits to verlfie the two above conditions.
4.MECHANISTIC MODEL

For a pulsed sieve trays column:
when bubbles flow through the tray. the mass transfer area
ls reneweled and the bubbles are divided. The mass transfer is high and
the mixing ls low,
on the contrary between plates the phenomena ls rather a
mlxi-ng one. So a eelle model can be proposed, a succession of mixing
cells and transfer eelle alternated /9/ <flgurel>. From an experimental
point of view it is impossible to have good concentration measurements
during the mass transfer. The experimental values are for the mixing
cells, lt ls so necessary to obtain an equation
without
the
concentration in the transfer eel Is, the corresponding differential
equation ls
for the dispersed phase:
<8> - dx/dz + K ex - X> - k dX/dz • o
tor the continuous one:
0
(9) - dy/dz + D' d�y/dz� + K'<y - Y> + k'd1.Y/dz2 + k'dY/dz
the assumption of the similarity of the two profiles, x and y gives:
<10> -<1 + b)dx/dz + K <X - xl • 0
2
(1.1) - (1 + b'). dy/dz + (D' + c ') d y/dz2+ K (y - Yl = 0
The classical piston diffusion model would be:

<12 - dx/dz + D d1 x/d,1 + K <x - X> • 0
<13> - dy/dz + D'd�y/dl- + K'<y - Y> = 0
The coefficients b, b'and c' are corresponding to the backm1x1ng
effect.
So It appears clearly an interaction between the two
phases ln concordance with the prediction of the overall thermodynamic
model. The backmlxlng effect through a diffusion coefficient is only a
convenient mean for fitting experimental results. In
spite
of
backmlxlng a like piston model ls abble, in some cases, to·fit .from a
realistic mechanism,experlmental results.
5. MECHANICAL ENERGY DISSIPATION

The behaviour of the column le dependant from the
energy, this one ls dissipated by the mean of the viscous
the simple case of a pulsed column In laminar flow,
approximation le that the velocity of fluid has a only axial
The energy induces a radial velocity gradient (equation 14
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mechanical
stress. In
first
a
component.
table 1'>.

The energy lost by irreverslbl I lty ls <great radius) given by the
equation 15. For a non steady state the momentum balance is equation
16. According to energy this one ls equation 17 or by a derivat1o'n
versus the coordinate z, equation 18. For a turbulent flow, according
to the Prandtl-Taylor turbulent viscosity or for a non newtonlan fluid
of Ostwald-De Waele type, the above relation 18 ls a non linear one:
equation -19. With the conditions 20 for the mean dissipation of
energy.
The equation 19 ls abble to have a chaotic behaviour and so it permits
the
simulation of the transition between laminar and turbulent
behavlour/10/.
The energy is a function of time, but the mean value versus
time and space ls the mean value which can be deauced from the energy
consumption of the electric motor a example (equation 20)
14)

'Z = )J dv/dr

16)

o</ck

= -

<15)

r ov/ot

C 17) 1/}' oa/dr = F ov/ot

1

18) C 1/C 2 }J a» cl� a/dr = i < ov/clr>/ot
19)

k

20)
Table 1

1

a' O a /or = oa/dt
J

.,fr

it

dV

e

i

= }'(dv/drl = 1/JJ r�

e = r dv/dr
<

'"

a = e

r / f''

o

a • e .s

oa/ot

V 6t

dissipative modelling, equations

6. DYNAMIC MODELISATION
The fluctuant behaviour has for consequence the fluctuation of
velocity, concentration along the time, but their values are staying 1n
a finite volume of the phase space: <v,x,y>.
The dynamic modellsation used from non linear dynamical
systems: mechanical or biological can be so adapted ln particular the
possibility of a direct modellsatlon by the mean of finite differences
equations Instead of differential equations ar discretized dl�ferential
one.
The simplest model can the following:
- the column ls seen as a single CSTR,
- lt ls suppl led ln energy by the mean an agitator,
- the energy suppl led to the column from the pulser ls given
by a adrlvlng force lncludln9 dlsslpatlon and energy suppl led to the
motor:
(20>
E< e - e >
- according to the analogy with Prandlt Taylor turbulent
viscosity the coefficient for the energy dissipation Is a function of
this energy:a
<21>
E = E'e <e - e l
A part of this energy may be stored, as eddies for example. but the
mean values gives a zero time average mean storage . The equation of
the model ls:
<23) E'e<ii - el � e + t:.e/ I:. t
which ls of the general kind:
energy transfered = storage + dissipation
e is supposed to be a constant and e a function of the time.
This final equation ls a simple particular case for the d1scretisation
of the above differential equation 20. So It ls possslble to introduce
the more general mathematical methodology used for the simulation of
the chaotic behaviour through a Felngenbaum's process /11/. The
discrete form of the above function ls a more general case of the
quadratic function used for the Illustration of the mathematical
turbulence.
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7. OUANTUM'MODELISATION
The chaotic behaviour has for consequence the impossibility to
fol I ow at each tlme the comp I ete st-ate of the column. Discrete
measurmentss must be done. It 1s also very difficult to obtain a
composition very close to a plate. Measurements show a dlcontinuity at
the Inlet of the apparatus. This .discontinuity can be seen as an
indication of the turbulent state. For a very high m1x1ng state (h1pt,
energy supplied> the behaviour is like a CSTR . It 1s not posss1ble to
have a distinction between inlet and outlet compos1t1ons. From this
remark a quantum modelisat ion has been proposec:1/12/.
This may be shown from a piston diffusion model type. with a low value
for y (for simplificatlon>:
<23> - L dx/dz + D'd2x/dz + K'x = 0
In fact experiments do not give the value of dx/dz and only difference
between the composition at the z position and the inlet composlt1on is
obtained. If the composition at the inlet is zero, for simplification:
<24>

D'dx/dz +J�·x dz = L x

This equation can be written as
mathematical operators acting on x:

an

operator

composed

whith two

<26> P<x> = OCx> + TCx> = L.x
The physical state of the system Is so defined by an elgen value CL) of
the overal I operator and the composition profile is an eigen function:
x(z).This may be compared to the SchrOdinger's equation and one
consequence is that some postulates from the quantum mechanics are
adaptable to some unit operations in chemical engineeriong.
In
particular It can be shown that:
c 26> ocl'c x » I- i'cic x »
because ot the backmlxlng effect giving a discontinuity at the inlet.
So mass transfer ·and backmlxlng gives non compatible parameters which
may explain the difficulties for the simultaneous measurements of the
two corresponding coefficients.
8. PRAGMATIC MODELISATION
From the above presentation it is necessary to propose· a
convenient way for using the various type of model isation. The model
must be adapted to the aim: engineering use, design use or knowledge.
The use ls presented from the simplest one to the more complex one.
The mean calculated cpostion value, at the position z. is
deduced from a serle of CSTR whlthout recycling, the number of eel Is is
the representation of the backmixlng state. The length of the CSTR can
be the length which gives the discontinuity at the inlet Cit is a
simple proposition, others may be done>. The true experimental value of
the composition (which ls not the mean deduced above from the model> is
defined by a statistical proce·ss. For time t an the eel I number n.
there is a probablllty to obtain the composition from the model at the
eel I n-1 or n+l. The maximum of probabl I lty is for the mean value of
the eel I if the measurement Is done at the position of the center of
the ce I I .
If It Is wanted the fluctuations may be simulated from the
above chaotic model (the quadratic function for the simplest case>. the
maximum dispersion values from experiments in turbulent regime are usea
for identification of the maximum dispersion of the model.
If the flow in the column ls a laminar one. the discontinuity
ls zero and so the length of each eel I are also zero: we have the plug
flow model. If the flow is highly turbulent discontinuity is great and
only a eel I it ls the CSTR model <figure 3).
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9. CONCLUSION
The model isation of a mechanical agitated extraction colu�n
can be seen from different points of view. The analysis of the
equations in connection with the phenomena permits to define various
type of models. Each can be compared to the others. For this
thermodynamics appears as an useful tool. This gives a general frame.
by the mean of some postulates, to place this model 1sat1on 1n a more
complete
theoretical
surrounding
using
general
physical
or
thermodynamic laws.
10. NOTATIONS.
a
b,b'
c'
n·
Q. D'
tJ
e,e
E.E"
f
k ,k"
k'

K"
K,K'
L.L'

dissipative energy indicator.dim defined 1n the text.
coefficient, adim
coefficient,m
backmlxing coefficient, mole m /s
backmixing coefficients, m
operator
energy, J/s m3
energy transfer coefficient,
function
phenomenological coefficient, m
coefficient, adim

mass transfer coefficient, mole/m s
mass transfer coefficient, 1/ m
liquid flow rate, mole/s
s
specific entropy, J/mole K
s phase L, s' phase L'. sj component j
s
entropy source, J/s
s· o�eral I, S phase L, S' phase L', Sj due to J. Sj" only mass
transfer of j, Sj' influence of hydrodynamic on j, S"J influence of tne
other phase on j, S" due to hydrodynamic
time ,s
t
T
operator
volume, m3
V
x,y,X, Y compositions molar proportlons,adim
z

p
/"
,

coordinate.m

density, kg/m3
viscosity.kg/ms
momentum density f .J ux, kg/m2 s2
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MODEL
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COLUMN

ii
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• _ . __J I__ . _ . _ . _ . _JI .. _. _ . _
Figure I: Mechanistic modellsatlon. Mass transfer occurs when drops
are passing through the sieve tray. They are broken and the mass
transfer surface ls reneweled. Between the trays the phenomena are
rather mixing type.

MODELISATION
I
.

'

I
'I
I

I
I

l

:1 I 1�1;1/

1·

I�

l....__kJMEAN
EXPERIMENTAL
DISPERSION

EXPERIMENTAL POINTS

LENG�H

Figure 2: General principle of the quantum type modellsatlon.
The experimental dispersion does not allow to dlstlnghlsh two
sucesslve experimental points.
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LOW

DISCONTINUITY

INLET

OUTLET

HIGH DISCONTINUITY
INLET

Figure 3: One of the methods to choose the number of CSTR for the
quantum modellsatlon.

12. ANNEX
The quadratic model for one CSTR Is the equation 23. This one gives
the value of e at time Ct+l> from the value of e at time t. It can be
written:
C27> E' e Ce - e > • e + CeCt+l) - e>/t'
t' Is the time step. This equation Is also:
C28> e c E'e - l + 1/t'-E'e> t· • eCt+l>
by noting:
C29> w • e E'/CE'e -1 +l/t'> and
C30> u • CE'e - l + l/t')t'/4
The equation C28> Is:
C31) wCt+l> • 4u w Cl - w>
which Is the quadratic function used for the simulation of the
transition to the chaotic /11/.
From
the
assumption that the x fluctuations are topologlcaly
equivalent to the w fluctuations which are between o and l, It 1s
possible to write the composition, x'Ct>, as follows:
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t32J

X : X • x· (t

The mean value x, J
of x• may be sim is given by the CSTR model and the
ulated by the mean
(33) X'(t)
of the following chaotic behaviour
=
W(t)/(j"
equation:
The figure 4 gives
step ls difficult an example tor w<t>. It must be
said that the time
the consequence of to identified from experiment
s. In
an Interaction of
apparatus.
the column and tact this one 1s
the measurement

x

------

w
u = 0.8924864

For t= 0w<0J

0.001

Figure 4: Example
ot the chac�lc behaviour
jlsslpatlon quaaratl
ot the only one CSTR energy
c type model
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Axial Mixing in Pulsed Sieve-Plate Extraction Columns
Dr.-Ing. E. Aufderheide and Prof. Dr.-Ing. A. Vogelpohl

Institut fur Thermische Verfahrenstechnik der TU Clausthal

Leibnizstr. 15, D-3392 Clausthal-Zellerfeld

Introduction
During the

last

years,

extensive

research

has

been

done

on

the

hydrodynamic behavior of pulsed sieve-plate extraction columns at
our institute. A

large amount of data was collected on flooding,

dispersed phase holdup, drop size distribution and axial mixing in

both phases. The main purpose of our work was to investigate the
scale-up of this type of extraction column.

Experimental equipment and measuring techniques
The experiments were performed on two pulsed

sieve-plate

extraction

columns with a nominal diameter of 80 mm and 225 mm (Fig.
was used

as

continuous

and

toluene

or

butyl-acetate

phase. The columns were equipped with 43 sieve plates

l).

as

Water

dis persed

with

distance of 100 mm. The sieve plate hole diameter was 2 mm,
free area was 22 %.

a

plate

and the

The drop size distribution was measured with a photoelectric suction

probe (/1/, /2/). With this method, about 1000 drops can be measured
within about 5 minutes. The reliability of

the

results

was

checked

using the photographic method.
For the

residence

time

measurements

a

pulse

injection

method

was

applied. For the dispersed phase, a luminescent tracer was used (see
Fig. l). With this method, the tracer concentration can be

through the wall of the glass column without disturbance

measured
of

the

flow. For the continuous phase, a salt tracer was used which allows

measuring the concentration with conductivity probes.

Residence time measurements - continuous phase
The decrease of column performance with increasing column diameter

has often been attributed to the existence of non-ideal

flow pat'III-247

terns. Therefore, much effort has been spent to

measure dispersion

coefficients in the continuous phase. Most of the. results, however,
were obtained on small columns and with limited variation of para
meters. Often the resulting correlations are contradictory.

Careful analysis of our tracer signals proved that the dispersion

model is

applicable

for

the

continuous

dispersion model is used in this

experiments.

study

phase.

to

Therefore,

evaluate

the

the

mixing

For the smaller column, the dispersion coefficient of the continuous

phase proved to be almost independent of throughput,
pulsing intensity.

For the

toluene/water-system,

amplitude and

however,

a large

influence of the column diameter was found (Fig. 2) • For the larger

column, dispersion coefficients increased almost by a factor of two.
The same values were found for a lower flow rate, too.

Although the averaged data points for the larger column follow a

rather smooth line, the single measurements scatter much more ·com

pared to the small column. This indicates that the flow in the large

column is somewhat unstable. Visual observation confirmes the exist

ence of large eddies and radial velocit y differences,

A comparison

with results obtained in a previous study proved that the formation

of eddies is influenced by inadequate sealing between the plates and
the column wall.

Some additional runs were carried out using butyl-acetate instead of

toluene as the dispersed phase (Fig. 3). In this case, only a slight

increase of the dispersion coefficient is found when
column is used. At the lower volumetric flow rate,

the

however,

larger

a few

data points exhibit the same increase of mixing intensity as in the
toluene studies.

Residence time measurements - dispersed phase
Dispersed phase axial mixing is often analyzed by the dispersion

model, too. In the dispersed phase,

however,

deviations from plug

flow are mainly caused by the existence of drop size distributions
resulting in a spread of drop velocities. Therefore,

residence time

a convective process (Levenspiel & Fitzgerald /3/).

This was done,

distributions of the dispersed phase should rather be interpreted as

for example,
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by the forward mixing model as given by

Misek

and

Rod /4/. Still, Steiner & Hartland /5/ recommend using

sion model for both phases to reduce calculation time.

the disper

They state

that for practical design purposes sufficiently accurate.results may

also be obtained with the dispersion model.
Although careful analysis of the tracer

signals

showed

that indeed

the dispersion model does not describe the dispersed phase

behavior

adequately, this model was at first used for data evaluation.

pared with the continuous phase,

more pronounced.

the scatter of the

Com

data is much

In accordance with the results of the continuous phase,

the dis

persed phase dispersion coefficients are found to increase in the
larger column, particularly at low pulsing intensities (Fig.

4).

At

the lower flow rate extremely high dispersion coefficients are ob

tained in the larger column at low pulsing intensities.

Obviously,

at these operating conditions the two-phase flow is somewhat un

stable.

If butyl-acetate is used instead of toluene,

an increase of

the

dispersion coefficient of the dispersed phase with growing column

diameter is found only at high pulsing intensities.

Convective modelling of dispersed phase behavior
In the next step, the dispersed phase tracer signals were analyzed

by a convective model.

This model which was presented in

detail

elsewhere /6/ follows the forward mixing concept. Based on several
assumptions each class of drop sizes can be attributed to a certain
section of the inlet tracer concentration curve. Therefore we know
at which time drops of a certain size -pass the entrance of the test
section .. From this information we can calculate the concentration
signal at the outlet, too, if the velocity of the drops is known.

If the pulsing intensity is high, the velocity of the drops can be

calculated as for spray columns; else, the influence of

the plates

the distance between two neighboring plates into three

stages with

must be considered. In our model, this was achieved by subdividing

different dispersed phase holdups.

For each

of

these

zones

the

height and the holdup can be calculated with the aid of some simpli

fying assumptions.
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p· gure 5 gives an example

for the convective modeling of

tracer

curves obtained in the smaller column. The calculated response curve

exhibits an almost perfect fit to the experimental cul."ve.
agreement was found for lower pulsing intcnsi.ties, too.
justify the simplifications

which

For the

and

lower

accordance

with

movement of the drops.
larger

column

had to be

In

to

the

smoother

results

dispersion model, this can be attributed to the

eddies.

The convective model just presented is based on

good

results'

describe

pulsing intensities,

mental curve turned out t.o be consideraUly

retical one.

made

Very

The

the

the experi

than the

obtained

existence

several

with

theo

the

of large

�ssumpt.ions

some of which are rather stringent. If these assumptions are valid,

no adjustable parameter is needed such as the dispersion coefficient
which has to be fitted to the experimental data.

assumptions must be relaxed,

however,

If one of these

model parameters have to be

introduced. For instance, channeling can be included following the
ideas of

Jiricny,

Kratky

&

Prochazka

/7/.

Several

calculation

methods based on a convective description of the dispersed phase
behavior have been given by Steiner & Hartland /5/.

The point should be stressed that in the great majority of applica

tions the dispersion model will be sufficiently accurate.

From a

scientific standpoint, however, it is incorrect to measure dispersed
phase dispersion coefficients by

dispersion model.

Instead,

an

fitting

effective

tracer

signals

to

the

coefficient

dispersion

should be used for column design which causes the same reduction of
colwnn performance

as

the

forward

mixing

effect.

A

simplified

approach was developed to estimate the order of magnitude of such an
effective dispersion coefficient by combining equations

by Rod /8/

and by Stemerding and Zuiden>'eg /9/. Although the underlying simpli
fications do not allow a generalization of the results,

it can be

demonstrated that reasonable results can be obtained by calculating
an effective dispersion coefficient from drop size data.
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Notation
pulse amplitude (stroke)
normalized tracer concentration

a
C

axial dispersion coefficient

D

pulse frequency

f

time

t

sup�rficial velocity

V

Subscripts
contirtuous phase

C

dispersed phase

d
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Figure l: Experimental setup and measuring techniques
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A new stirred eel 1
M. Waubke, W. Nitsch, Technical University of Munich, Garcl1in9/D

1. Introduction
In the main stirred cells are being used todny in order to solve pro
blems arising fran kinetics. lvorking oh kinetics of masstransfer with
chemical reaction in liquid-liquid-systems, one distinguishes pro
cesses controlled by reaction and processes limited by tranport by ob
serving the influence of forced convection on masstrnnsfor.
Being able to adjust convection in both phases seperately, stirred
cells are the n-ost appropriate devices to identify the rate con
trolling step.
2. Conception
The main intention was, to design a new type of stirred cell with a
great efficiency. Improving by try and error we developed a suitable
form, which makes sure ,vhen L"'Onsidering processes cont.rolled by chem
ical reaction independence of oosstransfer on forced convection is
not caused by the spcacial geaoc:try of the stirred eel 1.
Deciding on the efficiency was made by measuring masst.ransfer.
Processes controlled by chemical reactions have fluxes which are in
dependent of forced convection and therefore an optimum stirred
cell must be judge.<l by the extent of depende:,ce upon convection of
processes govern"°'. by transport : These transport coefficients should
have a rraximum dependence on forced convection.
The above mentioned improving by try and error was perforrred using a
binary system (Tcluene-water), which for sure is controlled by trans
port.
Fig .1 sho.,,s a stirred cell, which is kna,,.n in principle ( 1), which
however has been changed in details to make possible an easy and pre
cise copy, but ·above all has bL>en n-odified to nake it 1rost efficient.
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� The proposal of a new stirred cell as a standard apparatus.

There are straight, not treated glasses bein;i used. The stirrers pro
duced by simple processes are positioned in the midst of the inner
glass tube having defined distance to the wall.
Tangential canponents of the velocity will be carpensated by rretal
plates (a). In order to tighten the outer glass there are �wo rretal
disks (b) screwed together and holding two teflon disks (c). These
teflon parts fix the rretal plates (a) and the bearings of the stirrer
shafts. In order to be sure, that no rraterial will pollute the cell,
as well as to be able to use strong detergents, we use exclusively
glass, teflon and stainless steel ( 1.4301).
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3.

The convection inside the stirred cell

This stirred eel 1 has been designed to rrake p:,ssible an intense rrass
transfer by a small residence time of fluid elarents at the inter

face. Therefore there are no devices inside the interface in contrast

to Lewis ( 2). By changing the direction of the tangential velocity
carponent into the vertical and by using an inner glass tube the

stream in this cell consists in the rrain of axial velocity-ccrrponents
It is of interest for this flaw to knaw the distribution of velo

city in the ,annular clearance, whichs allaws to calculate the rate of
flaw per time. Another important feature is the flaw in vicinity

of the interface so as to understand· rrasstransfer and its affection

by the forced convection as well as the affection of the forced con
vection by rrasstransfer.

Velocities have been rreasurerl using Laser-Doppler-Veloci.rretry (UN).

Additionally we used a light scattering device, which gives a glqbal
overview thus supporting UN.

3.1. The convection in the annular clearance
. In the annular clearance there is a lightly displaced, parabolic dis
tribution of the axial carponent of velocity, which is knawn in hydro
dynamics for laminar flaw in annular clearances. By calculating the

integral of the axial velocity over radius and angle we gain the vol
urretric rate of flaw per time. This neans another as yet not avail

able characteristic of the flow inside the stirred cell, which up

to now could only be described by the rotation speed of the stirrer.

By systematic variation the volurretric flow cnuld be found to be de
pendent on the rotation speed (n 1) and on specific gravity (p0S,.
Furtheron we found, that viscosity does not ·influence by a large

degree. Knowing the volurretric throughput per ti.ma rrodelling of rrass
transfer can be approached.
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3.2.

The convection near the interface

Besides the special gearetry of the stirred eel 1, which is important
for distinguishing processes limited by transport and those limited
by chemical reaction, adsorbates in the interface influence masstrans
fer heavily. Since stirred cells have long-lived interfaces, this
apparatus is most sensitive concerning adsorbates, which can be in
duced by impurities. By adding deliberately tensides the states
of maximum and minimum influence of the forc,xl convection near the
interface by adsorbates can be reached.

3. 2 .1 Maximum influence by the rronolayer in the interface ( c < arc)
In the region betv.een the interface and that end of the inner glass
tube, which is directed towards the interface, in the main radial can-
po�ents of velocity can be observed. Applying concentration of ten
sides below the critical micellation concentration (anc) results in
radial velocity-profiles, as for exarrple is shown in Fig.2 .
Starting with zero in the interface the radial velocity increases
with growing distance fran the interface with a linear gradient,which
changes into a p,.rabolic profile in a distance, that is dependent on
viscosity.
As Fig.2 also :Shows, over the whole interface there are strongly
differing gradients of the radial velocity near the interface.
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� Typical radial developnent of radial velocity-canponents

in the stirrro cell along the interface (reading example:
r � 30mn, z = 10nm : v, (z = 10nm) = 0,85 an/s

The above sho..m hydrodynamic slo,;-do,,n in the interface can be can
pared with .the flo,; along a plate and thus explains the retardation
of masstransfer at tcnside concentrations belo,; the critical micell
ation concentration.

3.2.2 Minimum influence by the rronolayer in the interface (c > arc)
When increasing the addition of tensides above the 01,c th,e fluxes of
masstransfer in systeTIS that are limitro by transport reach again the
level of fluids ·with no adsorbates inside the interface (4,5). This
socalled arc-ffect, that has been reported several times by us (4,6)
has also macroscopic effects on the profiles of the radial velocity
near the interface. Above the arc there are radial velocities diffe
rent fran zero in the interface and smaller gradients of the radial
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velocity. Measuring these profiles aims to find that ratio of rotatio

nal speed of stirrers, which enables us to get the sarre radial velo
city and an even distribution on both sides of the interface. We

think that this state of flc,,;, called plug-flc,,; is an essential re
quirarent for a correlation of nusstransfcr fluxes in systans con

trolled by transport. First results lead to the assumption, that this

state can be reached by adjusting the rotational speed of the stirrer

in such a way resulting in equal rates of flc,,; in the organic and the

water-phase.

3. 2. 3 Regions of flc,,; near the interface
Considering flc,,; near the interface in absence and presence of n-ono
layer, irrmanse differences of the mean radial velocity along the ra

dius can be observed (averaged at a radius between interface and the

end of the inner glass tube). This fiooing can be explained using pho

tographs Eran an axial sectional view, made with help of a light-scat

tering technique applying different systems and rotational speeds.

These photographs shCM, that there are three different regions of
flo., in the interface, as Fig. 3 den-onstrates in principle :

� The areas of flc,,; near the interface
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This means, that the surface along which masstransfer is occuring, is
not harogeneous concerning hydrodynamics.

Analysing the olx>ve n-1.mt.i.ont..'<.l photographs n..:-vealL-d, thnt the rc-gion
contacted by the main current occupies independent of rotational

speeds 60% of the whole interface. This result was aquired using a

construction of tangents and defining a limit angle of IT/6 for measur

ing the central eddy.

It should be p:,inted out, that the difference of radii, which delimit
this area is equal twice the space of the annular clearance.

4.

Film pressure

In order to characterize rronolayers of adsorbates, as well as to

illuminate questions of stability and permeability of rronolayers it

is important to know the magnitude of shear stress caused by forced

convection at a certain rotation speed.

Knowing which local states of c:arpression oc= and knowing the IT/A
isotherm it is possible to decide whether a rronolayer wi11 collapse

or not. Interyretation of measurenents of permeation makes it essen

tial to have knowledge of the behaviour of rronolayers in the field of
forced convection.

4. 1. The radia 1 dependence of the film . pressure
In contrast to former methods Laser-Doppler-Velociretry makes poss

ible measurenents of punctual, local velocities and thus enables it to

evaluate the ca,pression of the rronolayer of adsorbates induced by

the flow : By measuring profiles of the radial velocity-oarponent in

both i:t,ases local shear stresses in the interface can be calculated.

This enables us to determinate the gradient of interfacial tension

along the interface, based on an equation for the rrotion of newtonian

surfaces as delivered by Scriven (7).

Integration of the shear stress over the radius results in the film

pressure, which is shown in its typical form in Fig. 4.
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radius r/rnm -

� Typical radial developrent of the film pressure
The mag:,itude of film pressure, determined in the above mentioned
procedure is the sam:a as that resu I tin<.J fran other methods ( 8, 9) .
Rerrerrbering of the regions of flo., near the interface ( Fi.g. 3) the
radial develor-ment of the film pressure in Fig.4 becares clear.
In the regions of the eddies near the wall, as well as in the region
of the central eddy there are only snail contributions to the total
film pressure, since in these areas exists just snal 1 gradients of
the radial velocity. The main contribution arises fran that region,
which is denoted III in Fig. 3 and which represents the main f!o.,.
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Multicomponent, High Flux, Interphase Mass Transfer in Liquid-Liquid Extraction
W,J. Korchinsky, C.H. Young, E.D. Negri
Department of Chemical Engineering, UHIS'[, P.O.Bo:x 88, Manchester H60 lQD, Endland.

INTRODUCTION
Mass transfer inside liquid droplets has been studied extensively.

Several models

for the mechanism have been proposed and the resulting model equations have been
solved, with varying degrees of accuracy depenrling on boundary conditions assumed,
to predict mass trantifer rates to/from drops.

Theae studies have assumed, without

exception, single solute transfer at low concentrations.
Mass transfer of single !lolutes at high concentrations, invo 1 vi ng convective f 1 ux
contributions to the total solute flux bet�een phases I has been studied in a variety
of physical situations but not inside a drop.

Multicomponent transfer studies too

have been extensively reported, but not applied specifically to transfer with drops.
Presented here are the modifications to the theories requirerl to extend their appli
cation to high flux of a single component in rigid
3

1

and turbulent circulating

2

4

(Handlos-Baron ) drops and to multicompone�t mass transfer in rigid drops

Experimental results for single solute transfer ;1.t high flux are compared with the
predictions of the Handlos-Baron (high flux) model.
THEORY
Rigid Drop - Single Solute
Assuming spherical symmetry, solute and total mass balances around a differential
spherical shell inside a drop give,

2!.erl

for the solute

1

-i

at

and for the mixture

�_il
at

+

1

-i
r

2

---ii,-

a(r N)

0

(1)

2

a(r NT)

---ii,--

0

(2)

where the solute flux in the radial direction ia given by the sum of convective and
diffusive fluxes,
N : N y+ J
T
N

T

y -

(3)

PD <l_.:t
ar

,-/
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With the assumptions of constant mixture ctensity and of non-transferring solvents at
= 0.
Rut as there is no source or sink in the
f
the radial total flux, N ' within the· drop must be zero, and
T
therefore there are only equal and opposi.te diffusive fluxes of solute and solven�
the interface Equation (2) gives· r N'
centre of the drop,

to consider,

as in the low flux case!

The solute mass balance therefore gives,

simply, the following (if constant D is also ;issumed),

(4)
If constant

drop radius is assumed the analytical soluti.on of Newman

applied, for the case of constant drop surface comp osi.tion,

5

may be

to obtain drop solute

concentration variation with radi:tl position and time.
For the case of finite resistancP. in th� continuous phase,
applied.

the film theory is

At the interface the equality of mass fluxes on either side is assumed.

The existence of high fluxes implies that a correction for them using the film
theory must be made.

An expression similar to that predicted by the film model for

steady state is proposed.

Assuming a linear equilibrium relationship, the boundary

condition at the interface is:

(5)
is the "low flux" continuous phase mass transfer coefficient. Now it is
C
not possible to ohtain an analytical solution to Eq. * and a numerical solution is

where k

required.

So,

though the mass transfer mechanism within the drop remains the same, what is

different for the high flux case is that the significant convective flux through the
drop surface must be added to the diffusive flux: the resulting total flux out of
(or into) the drop causes the drop houn1lary to contract (or expand).

A mass balance

at the bounJary gives·

or

dR

dt

(6)

The changing drop radius can therefore be computed simultaneously with the drop
concentration profile.

Rigid Drop - Mui ti.component Transfer

With spherical symmetry the mul_ticomponP.nt balances equivalent to Eqs.(l) and (2)
may be written in matrix form as

[r
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2

(N)]

(0)

(lM)

(2M)

The solute fluxes

1

(N) 1 are obtained as the sum of convective and cHfi:1sive fluxes

as follows
(N)

N , ( y) -

Here the Linearised Theory of Toor

(3M)

•'[ D ]

1

6

or Stewart and Procter

7

is applied to write the

generalized Fick equation for (J) in matrix form, hence to obtain Eq.(JM).
As in the binary case, for constant density the total radial flux, N ' within the
T
drop must be zero. For constant [n] the matrix equivalent of Eq.(l) is obtained.
The resulting system of partial differential equations is coupled through [o], but
may he de-coupled if [o] is constant an<l non-singular to obtain.

2£.ti

,.

,.

at

J

(

1

.,2(

')
Jl__ L

ar2

where (y) = [PT (y) and

..

�

J£x�)
cJI"

(4H)

1

[PT [o][P].

This system of partial differential equations may be solved for the 1 pseudo

compositions 11 Y ' and then these can be converted back to y .
In fact, for
i
i
constant drop·surface composition (y ), the Newman solution applies - with Y and A
1
i
i
replacing y and D respectiv�ly.
i
At the drop surface, the convective flux must be considered so the total flux is

given by
(SH)
For variable surface composition, these fluxes must he equated to those through the
continuous phase 'film', i.e.
(6H)
To obtain the high flux [kj, the low flux [k ] matrix must be corrected, i.e. using
c
the film theory. The changing raclius may be calculated as hefore, using Eq.(6).
Handlos-Baron Drop - Single Solute
The cont inuity equation for one dimensional mass transfer that is to be solved in
3

this case is ,
(N!;)

(7)
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As in the rigid drop case, regardless of concentration level, we may substitute the
(eddy) diffusive flux for the total flux, in the model given by,
J

=

N

=

D*
e

where

p

-D*
e

d V

•

D

2048

ai
af;

4

d

(8)

( ��=-=-�;,_!_� )

(9)

l + µ µ
D/ C

At the drop surface([,= 1) comhining F.qs,(8) and (9) gives the diffusive flux as
v 0
s D
512 (1 + µuf µcl
and the total flux as
JI
Nl

=

f;
dJ
�

IR

(lo)

)
(1
JI/
- yl
(11)

The changing drop radius may be ohtained through Eq. (6).
Column Model
Assuming the usual axi.tl dispersion model for the continuous phase, and the 'forward
mixing' model fo·r the dispersed phase, a differential solute mass balance based on
8

the continuous phase gives the following ,
d(W x)
C

--J;--

SE P
C C

IN
l:
i=l

(_12)

where the interphase fluxes, N
must he determined by the simultaneous solution
AI,i'
of the above and the appropriate drop model equations. The Handlos-Baron model has
9 11
consistently proved most appropriate in previous studies - .
RESULTS
RIGID DROPS
The effects on predicted rigid drop extraction efficiencies of increasing solute
concentration level and driving force are illustrated for a binary system in Fig.l
and for a ternary system in Fig.2. In both, constant diffusion coefficients are
assumed,

:¢-F,� the

matrix of coefficients in the latter case containing a significac:it

negative diagonal (D ) value 1 so that component 1 diffusion rates are signficantly
,.._,
12
reduced by component 2 concentration gradients (see later). These results are for
constant surface composition.
The results in Figs.I and 2 are typical in demonstrating a slight decrease in
extraction efficie ncies with increasing solute content.

The increasing convecting

flux simply increases (or decreases) the drop size and the diffusion flux -dependent
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internal solute concentrations are little affected oy solute levels.

In fact analy

tical solutions which are for low solute concentrations may be Used with accuracy at
much higher concentrations.
The influence of solute concentration level independent of initial d-riving force and
(at low, 0.01 driving force) independent of drop size effects is illustrated for
rigid drops in Figs .3 and 4 (binary and ternary system respectively).
tion efficiencies increase with iJolute levels as expected..

Now extrac

The possible influence

of molecular interaction is illustrated in Fig.4 where efficiencies (for y

11
are also plotted for a lower value of the off-diagonal diffusion coefficient,

= 0.02)
•
n12

Any variation in mol ecular diffusivities with solute concentration levels will
modify these results and should be taken into consideration when known.

HANDLOS-BARON DROPS
The predictions of this model at a constant low, initial overall driving force (mx
b
= 0.01) are shown in Fig.5. In this case the prbperties of the toluene
0
acetone-water system are used in the model solution,• with variation with concen
- y

tration taken into account.

The increase in total flux has not resulted in

increases in extraction efficiency with solute levels in this case because of the
variation with concentration of the distribution coefficient.
increase

c-4oz>

A significant

in the di�tribution coefficient has virtually eliminated the

influence of the increasing total flux, so that the extraction efficiencies vary
little with solute levels.
Drop mass transfer predictions were combined with the column model equations to
predict the performance of a 2l.9 cm diameter Rotating Disc Contactor, details of
which may be found elsewhere

2

These results were compared with experimental

results obtained over a range of acetone concentrations in a continuous aqueous
feed. Acetone concentrations in the dispersed toluene phase were increased simultan
eously to maintain relatively low (0.04) driving forces and limit the influence of
drop size change due to changing solute content.

An extraction factor of about one

was maintained.
Nine runs with acetone content in the aqueous phase feed var.Ying from 6 to 28 wt?
were carried out.

Experimental extraction efficiencies and theoretical predictions

agreed very closely, as show below.

RUN
E

0c

6

4

8

.580

.647

• 737

.850

.912

.820

.866

.934

.934

Theor. .583

• 617

.692

.812

.916

. 755

.831

.915

.928

Exp.
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Experimental concentration profiles did not compare well with theoretically
predicted ones at higher solute concentrations.

Very low interfacial tensions and

small drops at these solute levels app,1rently resulted in a greater influence of
axial mixing than predicted from the low flux run E
Fig,f.,,

values, as illustrated ip
c
Higher mass transfer rates 1 i:han predicted fr1)m low flux run results, must

also be prei5ent to account for the accuracy in prediction of the efficiencies.

The

reason for tt is is under investigation.
SUMMARY
Rigid drop mass transfer may now be made for high solute concentrations and for
multiple solute transfer.
Column mass transfer ratP.s are best predicted by the application of the Handlos
Baron model, whose predictions are now extenJed to higher solute concentrations.
Because the mechanism is one of tuthulence inside the drops, an influence of
interaction in multicomponent systems is unlikely so that tl1e theory should be
applicable to individual components in a multicomponent system.
NOTATION
a
D

interfacial area
molecular diffusion coefficient
(n-l)x(n-1) matrix of generalized Fickian diffusivities
[o]
D
Handlos-Baron eddy diff1Jsivity
e
E
axial dispersion coefficient. continuous phase
E�
solute i-hased efficiency
l
extraction efficiency, continuous phase basis
E
· oe
J
solute rliffusion flux
vector of solute diffusive fluxP.8 (kg/i//s)
(J)
k
mass transfer co.afflc: iP.nt continuous phase
[R.,J, [kc] (n-l)x(n-1) matrices of mass transfer coefficients 1 low flux and high flux
solute distribution coefficient
2
vector of total solute mass fluxes (kg/m s)
(N)
N,N
total mass flux of solute, all components
T
number of components
[P],[PT I
(n-l)x(n-1) modal matrix of matriJ [n], and the inverse
r
drop radial coordinate
R
drop radius
s
column cross-sectional ar�.1
time
t
slip velocity
Vs
x,y
weight fraction solute, continuous, dispersed phases
vector of dispersed composition
(y)
vector of dispersed phase pseudo-composition
(y)
column vertical position
I

GREEK SYMBOLS
(n-l)x(n-1) matrix of elements, a..
6ij + YJY n
LJ
Kronecker delta
density
viscosities, continuous 2nd dispersed phases
dimensionless time 1 Dt/R
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SUBSCRIPTS
component
in ternary system
solute
bulk
continuous phase
dispersed phase
pertaining to rlrops of diameter, d.
1
interface
initial val11e
evaluated at drop surface
slip

A
b
C
D
0
R
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MASS TRANSFER ON FREELY SUSPENDED SINGLE DROPLETS
H.-B. Rhein, K. Schugerl•
Introduc1;ton
Investigations in mass-transfer of liquid-liquid extraction on
freely suspended single droplets present unexpected results about
the influence of special fluid dynamics and interface stability on
the kinetics of mass transfer.
The phenomena of mass transfer on single droplets characterized by,
comparison with the results of experiments in a semi-continuous
two-phase stirring cell.

Short review
Twenty years ago Mensing and Schugerl performed their basic work
in mass transfer on freely suspended single droplets /1,2/. Later,
a modified scintillation-counting method was developed by Halwachs
/3/. This method allowed the contactless determination of the
concentration in freely suspended single droplets by use of low
�nergetic Am-241-3"-rays as an external source by means of high
resolution in regard to the time aspect /3,4/. The two-phase
system xylene/water is well applicable for the investigations of
many transfered compounds by liquid-liquid extraction.
However, modelling of non-stationary mass transfer requires the
possibility of differentiating single parameters of a given system
in regard to their influence on mass-transfer. In this way, Hansel
/5,6,7/ showed that the interface-relating mass transfer
coefficients in amino-acid extraction are higher in larger than in
smaller droplets and, therefore, contrary to the expected
tendency. such effects are caused by the special fluid dynamics
and are not predictable by two-phase STR experiments.
Dipl.-Chem. Hans-Bernhard Rhein, Prof. Dr. Karl Schugerl,
Institut fur Technische Chemie, Univeraitat Hannover,
Callinstr. 3, D-3OOO Hannover
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For the systematic characterisation of droplet·phenomena and on
account of their relevance to column scale-up, two isomer chloro
benzoicacids were investigated, which are different according to
their degree of salvation.
Mass transfer and association effects /8,9/
Based on the pK a-values of 2-chloro-benzoic-acid and 3-chloro
benzoic-acid (2.94 and 3.83), the extraction in the system
xylene/water is greatly dependent on the pH. Extraction reaches
from the sole physical distribution of non-dissociated acid HB
between the phases at pH 1 to conditions of reactive coupling at
pH 12. Under such conditions - at pH 12 - the mass transfer
resistance in the aqueous phase is totally eliminated. on the
other hand, polar organic carbonic-acids are dissolved in apolar
solvents such as xylene by dimerisation. The equilibrium between
monomer and dimer is dependent on the total acid concentration and
estimable by IR-spectroscopy or by the extraction distribution
coefficient. A new variable, which is defined by equation (1)
using the distribution coefficient
H

�

corg,tot

c;��t�t-

is only dependent on the non-dissociated acid HB in the aqueous
phase (eq. 2):
Q
Q

:z H (1 + 10PH-pKa)
KE+ 2 KoK2 E [ HB) aql

(1)
(2)

where KE and K0 are the thermodynamic equilibrium constants of
physical extraction and dimerisation reaction.
Kinetics of mass transfer
Even though the non-steady state of mass-transfer - caused by the
fluid dynamics of the droplet, i. e. circulations and oscillations
- forbids a stationary kinetic evaluation, we can discuss the
divergence of steady state by definition of momentary quasi-steady
state by definition of momentary quasi-steady state mass transfer
coefficients kt /3,8/.
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Caused by the phase ratio Vorg /Vaq "" 10-6 in the case of a single
droplet, evaluation becomes easier. Based on Lewis' two-film
theory, the overall-coefficient kt is computable from continuously
measured concentrations of chloro-benzoicacid in the droplet
during the extraction process:
from xylene to water (extraction to quasi-continuum)
(3)

from water to xylene (extraction from quasi-continuum)
kt

= dcorg' V,lr

dt

--[---,-=
,

A· -;;K--.-c-_, 0
E

l+lOpl!-pK 5

O, S+2

K

=;:;- ___
/=l==c=ro =g=c(
t) 1

oVT6K;/

2,
0

i-corg

('I-)

( t)

Fig. 1 shows kt of 2-chloro-benzoicacid as a function of
equilibrium conversion in dependence on pH for xylene-to-water
extraction (Ko = 255 1/mol).
Fig. 2 shows the corresponding curve for 3-chloro-benzoic-acid (K0
= 543 1/mol).
The distinct non-stationary state of stronger dimerizing 3-CBA,
namely under pH-12-conditions, at first let us consider the mass
transfer-resistance on the side of the dimerisation reaction.
The acceptance is underlined by water-to-xylene extraction into
the droplet, where monomer/dimer-ratio modification induces
remarkable changes of kt, when dimerisation is decreasing /8/.
kt-value is influenced by the dimerisation equlibrium as well by
the sole reaction and .by fluid dynamic properties. Differentiation
of these effects is not possible, if only kt is known.
Semi-continuous two-phase stirred cell
For the determination of extraction kinetics normally two-phase
stirred cells are suitable. Their construction are oriented
according to the one developed by Lewis. The disadvantage of such
vessels with Vaq,..vorg is that the results are not necessarily
transferable to droplet-phase ratio, i. e. principally not, if
coupled reactions (dimerisation, dissociation) are possibly
involved in fluid dynamic or interface stability.
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Therefore, a new kind of two-phase stirred cell was constructed,
in which the water phase is a continuum (Vorg/Vag""l0-3). The
water phase is lead as continuous through flow, via stirred cell
input/output, connected to tank reservoir. The degree _of mixing
was characterized by residence time distribution. corresponding to
the droplet, the concentration of chloro-benzoicacid was
continuously determined in the xylene-phase by VJ-spectroscopy as

corg,tot·
Residence time distributions show that in the used vessel the
average residence time of the continuous water phase for flow
rates v;g a 4.8 to 9.0 1/h is independent on stirrer frequency
n = 0-500 rpm.
The deviation of average residence time or of variance of
residence time dist_ribution becomes only significant when flow
rates are below 2. 4 1/h and at the same time, stirrer -frequencies
must be lower than 70 rpm. In all other cases, the degree of
mixing of the water phase in the cell is independent on stirrer
frequency. This fact is not necessarily transferable to the
organic phase.
According to these hydrodynamic effects, the mass transfer represented by kt using eg. (3) - of 3-chloro-benzoicacid at pH-12
was investigated with the flow rate and stirrer frequency as
parameters.
The following results were obtained:
1. The steady state condition can be maintained as long as the
total �oncentration Corg is high enough, so that d�onomer/dcorg
is constant and there is no increase of monomer concentration
produced by dissociation of dimer <�onomer - molfraction monomer
corresponding to dimerisation equilibrium). The steady state
condition is nearly undisturbed by n and v;g, if n > 70 rpm and
v;g· > 3.6 1/h.
2. If monomer/dimer ratio increases, k t also increases slowly to a
maximum point. After this point, it is observed that the value of
kt falls down to a minimum. Soon afterward the mass transfer
coefficient suddenly increases to a value greater than the maximum
point before. The minimum is lower than kt; at the steady state
condition. This characteristic maximum/minimum course of kt; is
dependent on n as well as dependent on v;g. Experimental data with
v;g as a parameter and n • const. • 250 rpm are shown in fig. 3
(kt; vs monomer acid conversion).
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Conclusions
In the reactive extraction the mass transfer of 3-chloro-benzoic
acid into the aqueous phase at high total concentration is
controlled by the solvation equlibrium in xylene, which is related
to the lower tendency of dimer to transfer to the interface
because of its "apolar" nature.
Since the monomer/dimer ratio increases during extraction, mass
transfer becomes faster. However, it is limited because of loading
effects at the interface, produced by polarity/tensid character of
the monomer.
It seems that the loaded interface can renew itself by opening the
monomer-layer there. Then mass transfer begins to rise again. The
opening process is dependent on hydrodynamics in the organioc
phase (influenced by n) as well as in the aqueous phase
(influenced by v;ql·
Both the experiments in single droplet system or in stirred cell
show that mass transfer of chloro-benzoicacid - as a
representative of carbonicacids - is limited by the interactions
at the interface produced by the acid solvation.
Proposals for modelling will be given.
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Modelling of mass transfer in solvent extraction
M. Siebenhofer, R. Marr, Technische Universitat Graz,
Graz/Austria
When doing a literature screen in solvent extraction at the present
state one has to accept that the centre of interest is located in.the
development of solvents and solvent mixtures with optimum distribution
properties. Sure this field of investigation has to be considered
increasingly as the futural level of technology will be very connected
with the recovery and separation of various substances from raw
materials with low concentration.
Besides the influence of the solvent composition and the mechanism of
separation on apparatus design and apparatus selection have to be
considered as well as these properties directly fix constructive boun
daries.
Evaluation of an extraction process ordinary starts with the descrip
tion of the problem. Then solvent selection and mechanism studies
occur. At this state the optimum separation properties of the selected
solvent mixtures are tested to find out the solvent with the best
loading capacity under consideration of modifier and diluent effects
on the separation behaviour. Further the complete process, starting
with the extraction step and ending with the solvent regeneration step
must be tested for to guarantee the practicability of the process. All
these steps can be tested in laboratory scale size. During this period
of investigation only poor information on apparatus design is evaluated.
But serious information about data needed for a succesful apparatus
design are at least as necessary as principle information about the
practicability of the complete process. Although the apparatus quali
ties of most of the industrially used extraction apparatus are tested
and compared by so called test systems these informations don't offer
much help for the apparatus design for systems that don't show very
similiar properties compared with these test systems. Therefore funda
mental investigation in this field is sure necessary for the evaluation
of general information on the parameters that have to be considered
when constructing an extraction apparatus.
The main parameter that influences the apparatus height is the mass
transfer determining step of the separation process. Under considera
tion of this a research prog.�m on the investigation of the mass de
termining step in solvent extraction has been started with the objective
to work out represantative transfer models based on the mechanism of
·nI-281

separation. Beside the possibility of rate determination by diffusion

in both phase layers rate determination by the transfer in the boundary
layer shows different properties mainly based on the separation mecha
nism itself. These phenomena influence the apparatus design and -selec'
tion and they can cause bad experiences if not considered or neglected.
On principle these phenomena determine what apparatus type has to be
used with regard to the manner of phase contact. Therefore the class
of continuously working extraction apparatus has to be subdivided into
the group of apparatus with continuous phase contact corresponding to
the spray column type and into th� group of apparatus with discon
tinuous phase contact corresponding to the mixer settler type.
In case of mass transfer control by diffusion apparatus efficiency is
mainly affected by the energy input. Therefore the optimum design is
very· connected with the knowledge on hydrodynamic properties. Except
the cosideration of minimum drop size fraction apparatus selection is

not limited by further significant parameters. If phase transfer is
controlled by chemical reaction rate determination may be located at
both sides of the phase boundary layer. The manner of phase contact
then depends on the type of barriere that limits the mass transfer.
Independent of the species to be separated the majority of reaction
controlled transfer processes may be described by equation 1.
(1)

Application of this equation is connected with the assumption that the
transfer of the reactive substance of the solvent to the interface does
not affect mass transfer. This ordinary happens as reactive substances
used in solvent extraction preferably set up at the interface caused
by their polar nature. Then rate determination is either caused by the
rate ratio of solute-solvent complex formation or by the separation of
the formed complex from the interface. If the complex formation is
rate determining, the separation problem can be treated similiar to
diffusion controlled processes.
When separation of the loaded reactive substance of the solvent from
the interface into the bulk of the solvent is blocked, the solvent will
be loaded up to the interface equilibrium concentration which is less
than the corresponding total solvent equilibrium concentration. For a
complete loading of the sol.vent the interface has to be disturbed or
destroyed to enable the interface saturation with non reacted active
substance of the solvent /1/. Therefore the solvent either has to be
used as the continuous phase in the apparatus, which is hardly to be
IU-282

realized in most cases when extraction columns are used, or the dis

persed solvent drops have to be coalesced ar.d redispersed again after

a determined mass transfer duration for the single droplet. For the
second way apparatus of the mixer settler type are needed.

Shift of mass transfer order /2/
With increasing loading of the solvent a shift of the order of reaction
is possible. Again this mass transfer type should preferably be treated
in mixer settler apparatus types. Ordinary hydrodynamic effects do not
influence the mass transfer behaviour of the above mentioned mass
transfer types. This is in agree_ment with the fact that most of the
experiments in this field have been worked out with conventional
solvent systems with molecula1· interaction of less power than hydro
gen bondings. Therefore practical treatment of processes corresponding
to the above mentioned deviations from diffusion controlled mass
transfer processes is bettter done in mixer settler type apparatus.
Quantitative investigation
The major problem at the present state is how to assign the various
types of reaction in solvent extraction to one of these process types
based on the stoichiometric mass transfer equation. On principle the
experimental set up for quantitative information about mass transfer
can either be a pilot plant experiment which causes the highest demand
for the needed information or experiments can be worked out in a single
droplet column or in a small volume batch vessel /3/. The latter
methods guarantee satisfactory results for the investigation of the
mass transfer type of an investigated system while the information
from experiments of the first possibility only leads to mean mass trans
fer coefficients. As observed from single droplet experiments a mean
upper residence time of about 30 seconds is advantageous for serious
information as data estimation for a mechanism to be tested becomes
easier. Based on equation 1 following rate equations have already shown
to be representative:
( 2)

Mass transfer processes according to this type of reaction consider
both the rate of the complex formation and the separation of the sol
vent-solute product from the interface /4/. The general rate form to
equation 2 is given in equation 3.
(m·.-·n)

(3)
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Both mechanism presume the formation of an active group of solute at
the interface in the first step and any further interaction witD the
solvent in·the following steps.
Although these rate equations don't necessarily surround the whole
variety of possible mechanism they may describe several processes
better than the common mass transfer equation. To test what mechanism
better fits an experimentally found data set, the integral rate coeffi
cient evaluation shows good properties.
Nomenclature
A
solute - any substance
c
concentration (mol/1)
k
rate coefficient
m,n
reaction order
t
time
Indices
I,II phase I or II
i
interface
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THE EFFECT OF INTERFACIAL TURBULENCE ON MASS TRANSFER

Study of Transfer of Two Solutes Separately and Simultaneously Through
Liquid-Liquid Interface

S.H. Zhang, Z.M. Wanp: and Y.F. Su
East China In,.titute of Chemical Technology, Shanghai, China
Introduction
In the process of liquid-liauid or gas-] iquid mass transfer, it ir, oftentime obsttrved
that there are spontaneous interfacial convection, eruption anrl emulsification which
promote the mass transfer rate substantially. The i.nterfacial convection resulting
from local changes in interfacial tension may manifest in a variety of ways. Rippling
of the interface, localized eruptions and cellular convection are the terms moet fre
quently mentioned.
Moet experiments have been carried out either' in the quiescent condition or in the
flow condition. Each term associated with others relates to a particular hydrodynamic
8tate or the bulk liquid. It could not be made a clearcut, because they affect each
other and make the interfacial phenomena very complicated.
Olender and Reddy ( 1964) measured that the enhancement factorA of the ma"s transfer
coefficient were 1.5 to 4 in a stirred cell. Bakker (1966) obtained the factors of
2-3 in a parallel flow condition. Berg and Morig (1969) point out that if there is a
etable den..ity p;radient when 8olute transfere through the interface, the interfacial
turbulence induced by Marangoni effect will be confined in the area close to the
interface. On the contrary, if there exists an instable density gradient, the inter
facial turbulence will pen&trate into the bulk phase as a manner of turbulent eddies.
Be8ide8, some experiments were done by Sawistowski (1963) and Oetrovekii (1974). Ae
yet it still hae not been clear that what kind of effects wiil happen when there is
specific bulk flow as well as interfacial turbulence. Since some extractore relate to
the film flow pattern, a specific cell hae been built for the investigation.

LIGHT
SOURCE

Tran..fer cell
Fig.
1-water inlet 2-8olvent outlet
3-quartz cell 4-solvent film
5-water outlet 6-eolvent inlet

Fig. 2

Schlieren system
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Experimental
A. Equipment
A t2anRfer cell is shmm in Fi�. 1. The nutsirle dimensiom; of the cell are 2.4 x6x10.,
10- m. At the center of the Ct!ll, there is a stainless steel wire sleeved with a
Teflon tube of 0.23 cm in diameter. A111 the organic phase likely wete the surface of
the Teflon, a quite uni form film of the organic phafie has been obtained. The eel 1 wae
made of quartz snd had a very good optical characteristic • It was placed in the
optical path of a Schlieren apparatus so that the interfacial phenomena can be obeer
ved visually and recorded photographically. The Si:;:hlieren system is shown in Fig. 2.
The experimental systems are shown in Table 1. In addition the system carbon tetra
chloride-acetic acid and iodine-water wae used in simultaneous counter transfer pro
cess. Distilled water and analytical reagents were ueed in the.se experiments. The
equilibria are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In the latter the presence of 12 has no in
fluence on the distribution of HAc. The physical properties of the solvente and inter
facial teneion are related to the concentrations of the soli.lte in both phases. 'nlere
fore, those data have to be measured experimentally. The interfacial teneion data
were measured with the drop weight method and the viscosity c!at.1 were determined Uy
the Ostwald vi8cometer. The phyeical propertieA are listed in Table 1 and the plots
of interfacial tension versus the concentration of the solute are shown in Fig. 5.
The concentrations of the solute were measured either by titration or spectrophoto
metry.
°

Physical properties of the phasee (293 K)

Table 1

Syetems

n.,

m
Co •/cw

C H cH -HAc-H 0
2
6 5 3
c R cH -HAc-20% glyc.
6 5 3
K: HfH -HAc-l+O;I; glyc.
6
3
CC1 -HAc-H 0
2
4
c1 -I -tt 0
4 2 2

'

PropertieA

D.,,

Po

Pw

3
9 2
3
9 2
10- m /s 10- m /s kg/m kg/m

µo

,o- 3

kg/m•e

µw

,o- 3

kg/m•e

'

2 .10

1.o8

888

998

0.582

·,.043

'

1.97

0.531

892

1.085

0.621

2.120

1.87

0.2 7 2

917

1.145

0.652

4.1 3 7

Fig. 4

1.37

1.o8

1.595

998

0.969

1.005

89.9

1.36

1.09

1.595

9 98

0.964

1.005

!'IO.

no.
!'IO,

10�----

5

o.4 o.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 Co
DISTRlBUTION OF HAc BETWEEt:
AQ. AND ORO. PHASES
0 c6RfH -HAc-H20
}
C:, C6HfH -HAc-8�20+20%GLYCEROL
}
0 C HfH -HAc-60%H 0+40%GLYCEROL
2
3
6

!'IO. }
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Fig. 4

Distribution of HAc between
Aq. and Org. phases

B. Procedure
in order · to
Two solvents were mutual saturated before starting
experiments
ensure that only the solute wae transferring during the experiments. There were two
Kinde of procedures. The firet one wae semi-batch style i.e., the organic phaee flo"f
ed ae a film through the cell and then was collected in a flask. After a period of
time, the flow was switched off. The average concentration of both phases were analy
sed. The eecond one� continuouB operation i.e, both phase8 passed through the ce]l
continuoW!ly. After the process had reached stable condition, the eamplee were taken
and analysed. The thickneee of the film wae measured by a microscope.
:>eeulte
A. Hydrodynamics of the film flow
In a liquid-liquid system, when one of the liquid moves vertically as a film passing
through another liquid, it is subject not only to the gravitational force but also to
the buoyant force. I! the viscosity of the surrounding liuqid is very low, the thick
ness of the film can be calculated by Eq. ( 1).
(1)

where 'lo is the periphery flow rate of the organic phase, and q0
and the average velocity of the liquid film is

Vof;rd; 4P = P,..-p0

(2)
The Reynolds number of the liquid film is
(3)

A good agreement of the experimental data of film thickness with the calculated ones
by using Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 6. According to the observation of authors, only
when Re >150, the ripple of the liquid film will occur.
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Fig. 5
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� 700 1000
200
:,00
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Fig. 6
b vs. Re
0

Calculated from Eq.
Experimental

B. Maes transfer
The overall mass transfer coefficient based on organic pha.ee K0 can be calculalted by
Eq. (4) in semi-batch operation, or Eq. (5) in the continuous operation.
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Ko

=

Ko

=

Vo

ln

(

:w)

m
Co1
C O2 - m C w

�
Vo (Co1 - Co2}
(c
o - co·>1m

(4)
(5)

Where (C 0-C0 •)1 is the lo!!;·Jrithmic mean driving force of the concentrations between
111
inlet and outlet.

If there is no interfacial turbulence, it is assumed that there is no radial velocity
gradient, the contact. time is very short and the penetrate depth o! the molecular
diffusion is emall. Thu11 the convective mas,s transfer equation reduces to Eq. (6).
02 C
oc o
Uo- ,. D0 ___o_
OX
" -?

a 2 Cw
ac
w
U0 -- = Dw

ox

a-?

(6)

SolTing Eq. (6) by combining the boundary condition, the solution similar to the
penetration theory was obtained.
ko •

ffi

(7)

The average """'" transfer coefficient is
(8)

The concentration of the solute at interface is
cw

coi
m

(9)

+j{f)

and C0 i • m cwi

There are four Schlieren photos shown on Fig. 7. If the i�itial concentration of ace
tic acid in toluene is low (Fig. 7a} e.g., 0.0431 k mol/m, the interface looks calm.
As the concentration of acetic acid increases beyond a certain value, "critical", the
eruption and spontaneous convection will occur (Fig. 7b}. Further increasing the con
centraaion of acetic acid, the interracial motion will develope to strong turbulence
which will increase the mass tranefer rate eubetantially (Figs. 7c,d}.
The experimental data of mass transfer coefficient at low solute concentration and
without interfacial turbulence are agree well with Eq. (8) 1 which ehowe that the mase
tranefer coefficient k0 is inversely proportional to T1 /2. Figs. 8 and 9 also !Show
that the mass tran1Sfer coefficient increases substantially as the concentration of
acetic acid increases. It is also shown, in Fig. 10, that the enhancement factor F
increases with the increase of the value of Reynolds number. The fact that the experi,
ments, in which acetic acid transfers from CCl4 to water and from toluene to water,
have interfacial turbulence is in contradiction with the Sternling and Scriven (1959)
criterion. It seems that such kind interfacial t�rbulence is a disorder one.
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C 0 ,1 = 0.203

Schlieren photographs ehow that the interuiity of interfacial turbulence
dependR upon the initial acetic acid concentration in the toluene phase
b �0
C0 1 (in kg•mol/m 3 ) for the eyatem C6H5cH3-HAc-H20 · CA,1 = O, CA,

Fig. 7
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C. Interracial pressure ·and Marangoni number
It 1c considered that the di rrerence or the inter facial preaaure 1 .d,,r=,r'--,r:O(C01)-o(c0b) 1 is
the driving force or the interracial turbulence and the viscosities of the liquids are 'the
resistant force. The mass transfer data can be correlated with the Marangoni nuaber. Based
on the organic phaoe, the Marangoni num-ber is
(10)
Where Kor 1a the aaae transfer coefficient without interfl!.cial turbulence as a reference.
The data are shown in Fig. 10. For the systea of toluene-acetic acid-water and toluene
acetic acid-40,: glycerine, the correlation is aa tollowa
F = (Ho/Ha0)n
Yihere Ha0:0,912 x 105;

(11)
n:1,2±0,3
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D. Simultaneous counter transfer processes
No interracial turbulence has been observed at any concentration of iodine which transfers
from aqueous to CCl4 phase alone. It seems interesting to know what will happen to the
transfer of iodine 1f HAc is transferring at the sue t1ae 1D the opposite direction.
From· Fig. 11 tbe lowest line indicates that the transfer of iodine is "normal". But in the
presence of eiaultaneous transfer of HAc from CCl4 to aqueous phase the mass transfer
coefficients of iodine are enhanced almost to the same extent, Le. f=2.2-4.7, as thos,
of HAc, despite the main resistance resides either in the water phase in the first case
or in the organic p�ase in the second case.
A conclusio.n may be drawn that interracial turbulence induced by transfer ot one solute
will also promote that of the other irrespective of the direction or transfer. Jt becomes
also evident that the influence due to Marangoni effect on both sides of the interface is
or the same order or magnitude, either on hydrodynamics or on mass transfer.

•

Notation
b
C
D
d

average thickness of the film, m.
solute concentration, kmol/113.
diffusivity coefficient, m 2/s.
diameter of the Teflon colWlln, m.
enhancement factor of mass transfer
coefficient.
K 0 over-all naea tranef•r coefficient
ba1ed on organic phase,. v./e.
k
individual maae transfer coefficient,
m/e.
L
total height ot the column, m.
Ha Marangoni number, dimensionless.
Greek letters
µ
Jr
P

o
T

viscosity, kg/11•s.
interfacial pressure,
density, kg/m 3 .
interracial tension,
contact time, e.
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N/m .
.N/m.

ra
q0
Re
!i
IJ0
V
X
y

distribution coefficient, (C0•/Cw).
periphery flow rate of organic phase,
m3/m••·
Reynolds number or the 11111, cliaenaionless.
interracial area ot the film, m2 •
average velocity or the tila, m/a.
volumetric flow rate, m3/a.
distance from the inlet of the
film, m.
radial coordinate ot the film, 11.

Subscripts
inlet.
outlet.
bulk flow.
cr1 ti cal state.
at interface.
otganic phaae.
reference state.
aqueous Phase.
lm

logarithinic

mean.
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Hodell ing An Apparatus In Emulsion Liquid Membrane Operations
D.Lorbach, H.J.Bart, R.Marr, Graz, Austria

The present work is an investigation of mass transfer ·in an emulsion liquid membrarte
process for the extraction of zn ++ from aqueous solutions with a liquid ion exchanger. A
diffusion and reaction controlled mass transfer model is developed and experimentally
tested in a single drop apparatus. This mass transfer model is extended to continuous
emulsion liquid membrane (ELM) operations ln a mixer settler device

(CSTR). Cal

culated solutions are presented in a performance diagram.
ELM technology ls relatively new, but growing demand ln high performance separation
techniques helps to increase potential industrial appllcatlons e.g. in the recovery
of

heavy metals [1,2],

amines

[3], and in the field of biochemical engineering

[ 4 J.
The general principles of an ELM - process are as follows: The solute present in
the continuous phase ls extracted by an emulsion which ls dispersed in an agitated
feed solution. An emulsion globule consists of an oil phase ln which the aqueous
droplets of the stripping solution are embedded. The all phase acts as the membrane.
It is composed of an oil solvent, a stabilizing surface active agent, and a reactive
carrier, 1f the solute itself ls insoluble in the membrane. The internal droplets
vary in size between 0;5 - 8.0 µm. It has been suggested by earlier experimental
evidence [5] that most of the tenslde ls bound at the internal droplet interface. Any
circulation in an emulsion globule ls therefore suppressed because of the sterlc
resistance of the llpophillc chains ·of the tenslde molecules inside the emulsion
globule. The globules generally are sized lietween 0.2 and 1.2 mm.
The two most important types of mass transport are simple diffusion type transport
of the solute and carrier facllltated transport. Facilitated transport, the subject
matter of this work, lnvolves a chemical reagent in the membrane phase. This reagent
reacts wl th the solute at the external globule interface and transports the solute
to the internal stripping phase, where the reverse reaction occurs. Numerous mass
transfer models have been proposed for the simple diffusion case. It has been shown
that the most successful explanation of the experimental results was attained by
taking into account the transient nature of the diffusional transport of the solute
inside the emulsion globule [3].
Despite the great potential for commercial application of carrier facilitated transport
little has been undertaken to develop reliable mass transfer models for this case. The
only exception to this lack ln developed theory ls for the extraction of cu ++
with chelating reagents, a system for which transient diffusion models have been
recently proposed

[5,6]. It was

therefore deslreable to investigate the validity

of a diffusion and reaction controlled mass transfer model for carrier facilitated
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systems with different types of carriers. Carriers such as liquid ion exchangers
have much faster kinetics than chelating reagents. For the present study the extraction
of Zn ++ by a cation exchanger was choosen because of its importance as the first
large scale ELM process [7].
Experimental Set Up and Reactants
Experiments were performed in a

single drop apparatus similar to that for previous

studies of cu++ extraction and a detailed description may be found elsewhere [5]. This
device was expected to give the most reliable data for actual mass transfer because
there ls no interference of polydispers!ty effects. After contact with the ZnS04
contalhlng continuous phase the emulsion phase was split by means of an electric
coalescer. The internal stripping phase was then analyzed in an atomic ab sorbtion
spectrophotometer. Chemicals used were p.a. grade except for the membrane phase
which consisted largely of keroslne like solvent Shell-Sol T. The surfactant used
was commercial grade polyamine ECA-4360 from Exxon. The carrier reagent was the
ester bis-2-e thyl-hexyl-dlthiophosphoric acid as supplied by HOECHST Ag. The pH
of the continuous phase was controlled with sulfuric acid. 50 g/1 NaS04 was added
to the continous phase to maintain a relatively constant ionic strength throughout
the experiments and to guarantee negll glble osmotic swelling. The internal phase
was 2.5 M sulfuric acid.
The Diffusion And Reaction Controlled Mass Transfer Medell
As pointed out above,

a reliable model should take the transient nature

of the

diffusion process into acount. Furthermore, the resistance of the chemical re�1.ction
of the carrier and the mass transport resistance at the outer interface have to
be included. The model which ls presented here tries to take these effects into
account. The slniplifling assumptions are as follows: The first and probably mos\·
restrictJ.ve one ts the assumption of ideal solutions, so that concentrations instead
of activities can be used. The extraction reaction and stripping reaction are located
exactly at the outer and internal interfaces.

It is assumed that a Sauter mean

diameter could be used to describe the internal droplet size distribution and the
Diffusion inside an emulsion globule ls described with an effective diffusivity.
The stoichiometry of the reaction is:
2[H ']

[Zn++]

(1)

The equations governing mass transfer are:
- continuous phase:
(2)
- extraction reaction:

n
- globules:
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In equati on (6) the inherent assumpti o n ls that the carrier and the carrlercomplex

have equal dirrusivlties. In terms of dimensionless variables the equations scale
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- boundary conditions:

n •o :
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( 16)
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n·1

The above equations were solved numerically,

( 17)
since there is no known analytical

solution. The solution was obtained ln a straightforward fashion by

the

method

of lines [8] ln combination with an ODE-solving routine. In the case of the single

drop experiments the concentrations CH 3 and CAJ are held constant due to the fact
that the phase ratio of continuous phase to the emulsion phase ls very large.

Parameters Of The Model

All model parameters have a physical meaning and thus can be derived from first

principles. The kinetic parameters of the stripping reaction were measured in a

constant interface cell and the experimental procedure and the evaluation of the

parameters were similar to those previously reported for the extraction of cu++
[5]. The external mass tr<ansfer coefficient, the react ion rate constant of the extraction

reaction and the effect[ ve dlffuslvl ty, however were measured ln the single drop
apparatus. There

are transport- and reaction-controlled regimes in the range of

high pH and low zn+ + concentrations which allow the independent determination of

kA and kf in a procedure similar to that previously reported (5). All parameters

determined for the extraction of zn++ wl th the chemical system under consideration

are presented in Table 1.

Experimental Results In The Single Drop Apparatus

Experimental results are shown ln Figures 1 and 2, where the influence of the continuous

phase pH and zn+ + concentration are shown, respectively. The experiments depleted

in Figure 1 were carried out in the kinetic regime and the influence of different
pH values as reflected in the extraction reaction kinetics can clearly be recog

nized. Figure 2 reveales that a transport regime of the carrleroomplex ls reached

if the zn+ + concentration in the continuous phase becomes higher than 0.0153 mol/1. This

regime determines the extraction rate, In the case or 0.0765 mol/1 zn+ + mass transfer
soon becomes slower than in the case or 0.0153 mol/1 zn++. This ls in sharp contrast

to the kinetics, but becomes clear if the nature of the diffusional transport ls
taken into account. In the case of higher zn++ concentration,

the outer layers

of an emulsion globule are saturated faster and the diffusional resistance becomes

larger.

Extrapolation Of The Experimental Results To A CSTR

The good description of experimental results in the single drop apparatus encouraged

us to extrapolate our calculations to continuous stirred tank reactors, reactors

which represent the mixer settler type apparatus widely used
III-296

in llqu!d-llquld

extraction. The only equation which has to be changed in order to describe the
permeation process ls eq. (2). The equation for the continuous phase now reads
•

� 4n
T

O

f�

R

2

k

A

t T
C: )e - / dt
( C
Ae -

( 18)

with:
•

k

A

• { C

Ae

r,

( 19)

In dimensionless parameters these equations can be rewritten:
f

V

1

_!'.
V

CAI - CAe

e

3Bi

CAI

v

0

Y
e

Ye

Ya le-et

(20)

dt

(21)

Y3 )

Equations (20) and (21) express the functional dependance of the uti lization factor

f1 which ls not only a function of the Bi �umber and 0, but also of Ye and Y8· Assuming
that all cnemical and physical parameters of the model remain constant, the general

functional relationship for the uti lization factor can be written as
f ( 0 , Bl

This

( 22)

function ls shown ln Figure

3 with

RBA and RsH held constant. Figure

3 ls actually a diagram which gives a first estl�ate of mixer settler performance

using emulsion liquid membranes. The most important fact revealed by this diagram

ls that equlllbrlum considerations are negligible ln comparison to the transient

nature of ELM processes.
C

onclusion

The appllcabllty of the diffusion and reaction model was shown for an ELM process

recovering zn+ • from aqueous solutions. The model very well describes the reaction
with a liquid

Ion exchanging reagent and the diffusional transport

Inside the

globule. The transient nature of the di ffusional transport Inside the globule could
be experimentally verified by the characteristic mass transport rates for various
zn•• concentrations

in the

continuous phase.

A calculated diagram was presented

to extrapolate the experimental results to a continuous process (CSTR) which showed

that ELM-apparatus performance ls determined by the residence lime of the emulsion
and not by equilibrium considerations.
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List of Symbols:
Bi
Biol number • Rk A/Deff
++
zn
concenlration,dlspersed phase [mol/1]
CA I
zn ++ c0ncentration,continuous phase [mol/1)
CA
3
++
effluent concentration, CSTR [mol/1]
zn
CAe
zn ++ inlet concentration, CSTR [mol/1)
CAi
Carri er concentr.:i.tion ,mem�rane phase [mol/1 J
C5
Carrier-complex concentration ,membrane phase [mol/1]
Cc
H+ concentration, internal phase [mol/1)
C HI
H + concentrat ton, .-::ant ir,uous pha3e [mol /1]
CH
3
H• effluent concentration, CSTH · [mol/1]
CHe
Da
Damkoehler number • kflkA
Deff · · · • effective Diffusivity [m 2 /a]
fl
performance factor, defined by eq. ( 19)
kA
mass transfer coefficient, continuous phase [m/s]

Kex

kf

�
N

r
R

R1

equilibrium constant • CcC�/CA/C�
extraction reaction rate coefficient [m/s]
specif le molar flux [mol/m 2 /s]
total number of droplets, CSTR
radial coordinate in a globule [m]
emulslon globule radius [ml
internal droplet sauter mean radius lm]

RBA

• c�

c �3

R sH

- c�

c

R Hs

-

�3

c�,; c�

time [s]
mean resi.dence time of emulsion gobules, �STR [s]
internal phase volume [m 3 ]
membrane phase volume [m 3 ]
emulsion hold up, CSTR [m3]
emulsion flowrate, CSTR [m3]
continuous phase flowrate, CSTR [m3]
• CA/C
�3
Y2

• C

Y3

•C

Y4

•CA /C�
1

Y5

" CA ICA
3

Y6

• CH/C

Y7
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Greek symb o ls:
dimensi onless radial c o ordinate in the globJle • r/R
• R2 /Deff,Ve/VE
Thiele modulus• k Rc:,oerr
R
dimensi onles3 specific molar flux• �/C�3/kA
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FIGURE 1

Influence .of the continuous phase pH in
the reaction reclnio; Experiments in the
Single Drop Apparatus.
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A comparative performance test for the extraction/re-extraction
process and the supported liquid membrane processM. F r Hhlich,

w.

Nitsch, TUM D 8046 Garching, Lichtenbergstr 4

During the last twenty years there have be en some new extraction
processes proposed. The common principle of these new processes
lies in a close linkage of an extraction step with a re-extrac

tion step. Some frequently mentioned exa�pl es are the "liquid
surfactant membrane" (LSM) process, the "supported liquid membra
ne" (SLM) p rocess and less frequently, the creeping film (CF)
process. These membrane processes, however still compete with
the conventional "extr action /re - ext raction" (ExRe) process. The
aim of this proj ect is a quantitativ comparison between the
Ex R e- and the SLM-process. The SLM process has been chosen,
because this process seems to be we ll calculable.
1. Mathematical treatment of the ExRe process.
For a ternary system with equilibrium at the interface and
concentration independent partition coefficients the individual
approach can be reduced to a global approach, which leads to the
known equations

n

= B�ot ( c! - c � / K e )
e
1/B�ot = 1/Bw + l/(B0 *K )

for the

n

extr action

( 1)
( 2)

process and:

= B�ot (c� - c: / K r
( 3)
r
+
( 4)
1/(Bw*K )
1/B�ot = 1/B0
for the re- extr action process. The first ord er differential
equations (1 and 3) have an analytic solution. The integ r al of
the drops' mean lifetime tE resp. tR leads to equation 5 and 6:
c�(te )
r

c�(t )

c�(t r ) + E e (c: K e - c�(tr))

( 5)

c�(t ) + E

(c�(t ) - c:/K )

( 6)

exp

( 7)

with:

e

r

Ee

-

r

r

(-te *6*B�0t/K e/de )

( 8)
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The mass balances of the ExRc-dcvice are desc1·ibed by equations

9, 10 and 11:

N

(c e0 ( t" I
er0 (t 1• I
e,
f
_
e
V w (C w
Cw
r
r f
r
ew ' I
vw le w
V

N
N

( 9)

0
e

(1 O I
(l 1 )

v:,v:,

Usually the system pc1r,1mctcrs and the orcratin9 pa1·<1mett.•rs
r f
e ,f
and cw, are known quantities. For such a set of paramete r s
0 , c
0

W

equations 5,6,9,10,11 can be solv1]d witl1 respect of the five un1

1

e

r

known variables c: = c�' ,c: = c:' ,c�(t ),c�(t ) a11d �-

As the equation a r e linear in respect of tllis set of unknown

varjable s, the solution has been obtained by app11/ing the

gaussian elimination method.

This model t1as been also investigated by own experiments. These

experiments we r e done by extraction of phenol in the system
·water/dibutyl cth er/0.1 n NaOII. Experiments with 15 different
operating conditions could he descr ibed by the transport
coefficients:
B
B

w
0

(20±51*10- 3 cm/s
(19±4)*10-3 cm/s

(12)
(13)

These values tend aboul those, which arc familiar for circula

ting drops.

Mathemat�cal tr eatment of the SLM process
For the SLM pr ocess a model has been assumed with three indivi
dual transport coefficients. Two outside coef f icients describe

the mass transport through the boundar y layers on both sides of

the membrane. These coefficients dep0nd on the linear flow ve

locity. The third transport �o e fficicnt describes lhe membrane

transport. The magnitude of the mcn1brane transport coefficient

has been estimated using the diffusion approach. Accor ding to
the comme rcial flat sheet membrane cellgard 2500 a thicknes of
O; 25µ and a membr ane porositiy of E; 0,45 has been assumed:
l
(14)
BM; D /o ; lo-5cn/s-1/ 2.5*10-3cm; 4*10-3cm sThe outside coefficients have been tentatively estimated using
results of liquid-liquid stir r ed cell m0.asuremcnts:

B�
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B�; 0.3 * 7*10-3 * v

( 15)

The linear flow velocity v depends not only on t�e (lowrates
but also on the "slimness" s of the device:

v: and v!

S = Q/L = V * (v/V) 2

(16)

The tabl e below shows the effect of the slimneas on the linear
flow velocity, the outside membrane coefficients and the global
coefficient B
defined in ,·q11�tion 2 3:
glb
B glb *10-3
Re e B eD *I0-3
(cm/s)
(cm/s)
(cm/s)
(cm/s)
2
16
2
16

2
2
10
10

0.222
1.777
1.111
8.888

8.8
71.l
44.4
355.5

0.46
3.73
2.33
18.66

0.0222
0.1777
0.1111
0.8888

0.88
7.11
4.44
35.55

0.046
0.373
0.233
1.866

0.457
3. 3 9 4
2.187
12.824

This example has been calculated [or an app�ratus with an total
volume of l m 3 , a memb r ane a r ea of 500 m 2 and a flow ratio of
10: 1. Th e effect of the slimness and the linear flow velocity on
th e transport coefficients is quit e obvious. The reynold numbers
indicate, that it is ve r y difficult to achieve tu r bulent flow in
a flat she et devic e . As the calculations imply a turbulent flow
they have to be considered as best case calculations for the
flat sh e et membranes. This restriction ·does not hold for
hollow-fibers as it is possible to achieve high values for the
slimne ss insid e the hollow-fiber.
Fi r st of all the individual approach has been reduced to a glo
bal app r oach. This is possible without restrictions for a pro
bl e m with on e transfer component, with equilibrium at the inte r 
face and with partition coefficients K e and K r independent of
th e conce ntrations. The starting equations arc:
e
(l7)
B eB (c w
- Ce*
w )
r*
e*
- c
( 18)
BM (c 0
o)
r
r
r*
( 19)
B B (c w - C w
e*
e*
(20)
Ke
co I w
r*
r
r*
( 21 )
C
K
w I 0

n
n
n

The conc e nt r ation gradients a r e illustrated in the following
figur e :

C

X

The global transport equation has been durived using only alge

braic laws:

( 22)
( 23 l
As the analytic integration will b e performed over the appa r atus
l e ngth, equation 22 has been tran5formcd from time to local co
ordinates:

( 24)
Equation 24 has b e en integrated by analytic and numeric m e thods
for all five basic flow variants. The decisive assumption is
that th e transport coefficients are independent of th e location
inside the device.For reasons of limited spac e , only the final
solutions are cited b e low.
1) Plugflow in the extraction- and the re-ext r action phase, coun
t e r f low : e. g. flat sheet unit:
e f
' * e xp(-a*L) + c r ' f *k/(a*K e *K r )*(l- exp(-a*L))
cw
w ________________
l + k/(a*K e *K r )*(V!/v:)*(1-exp(-a*L))
e , f _ c e , l )*(Ve Vr
/
(cw
w
w w)
e
B glb
· *(B*n*t)/Vw
k
e r
a = k*(l-1/(K K )*(V:/v:)

( 25)

( 26 l
(27)
(28)

2) Plugflow in the extraction- phase and the r e -ext r action phase ,
pa r allel flow: e. g. flat sheet unit:
c e, 1
( 31)
( 32)
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3) Plugflow in the r e- e xtraction phase , backmixing in the extr ac
tion phase : e.g. hollow fiber unit:
C

'f*e xp(-a*Ll
(ce , f +cr ' f *(Vr /ve ))*(k/a)*(l-exp(-a*L)) + cr
w
w
w
w w
(33)
l + (k/a)*(V�/v!)*(l-e xp(-a*L))

r,l
w

( 34)
( 35)
( 36)

4) Plugflow in the extr action phase , backmixing in the re-extrac
tion phase : e . g. hollowfiber unit :

l + k/(a*Ke *Kr )*(V!*V�)*(l-exp(-a*L))
r, f +
, f _ ce , l )*(V e/Vr)
(ce
cw
w
w
w w

( 37)
( 38)

k =a= B glb*(n*dm *n*E)/Ve
w

( 39 l

5) Backmixing in the extraction and in the
e .g. stirre d me mbrane ce ll:

re -extraction

e

k = B glb *(B*n*E)/Vw

phase :

( 42)

Discussion and first re sults
In orde r to get a surve y of the se paration pe rformance the rele

vant parameters have been varied in a wide range:

Ve
w
F

e

BB

m3/h

.. .
.. . .. .. .
.
.. .
.
..

125 m

2

..............

.
0 5
0 *10-3 cm/s

32 m3/h

2000 m

2

-3
9.0•lo ·cm/s

Th e calculations showed, that both the ExRe -proce ss and the LSM
process have a chance . The most important barrie r for a clear de
limitation lies in the poorly e stimated outside coe fficients
n: and B� .Therefore own experiments are being pre pared, which
clarify the influence of the flow conditions on outside coeffi
cients.

Ne ve rthele ss a first result of the calculations may be told now.
The strong point of the SLM proce ss se em to lie in it's little
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backmixing. This specific advantag e can be used best, if an
allmost comple te se peration is necessary or if a bad extracting
agent is involved. Doth points are known from other seperation
processes and are confirmed by the calculations.
In diagram I and II the phenol concentrations leaving the dif
f erent devices with the extraction phase are plotted as a
function of 0� . This has been done (or the five I.SM process
variants and for the ExRe process. The ExRe process has been
calculated with thre e different disperse phase flow rates. Dia
gram I has been calculated with the t r ue value of K e (=l0.5) and
K r (=86.0). In order to simulat e a bad extracting agent, dia
gram II has been calculated with K e =l.05 . Both diagrams
show the effe ct the backmixing clearly. The separation performance
of the SLM process is for o: > 0.001 cm/s equal or b etter than
the pe rformance of the ExRe proess. A comparison betwe en the
different SLM variants shows, that the influence of backmixing
is important. Only the SLM variants, which do not allow back
mixing in the e xtraction phase, are superior to the ExRe process.
The variants, which allow backmixing in the extraction phase are
inferior or at best e qual. The limited influence of backmixing
in the re -extraction phase can be explained by equation 24. As c:
is devided by K e *K r this concentration is not of great importance.
Thus the influence of backmixing is limited too.
The comparatively be tter perfor�ance of the SLM process with bad
extracting agents shall be demonstrated by comparing diag r am I
and II. The following considerations below B:= 0.001 cm/s. Fo r
e
K = 10.5 the ExRe process can compete with the SLM process if a
disperse phase fiow V = 40 m 3 /h is aplied. For K e= 1.05 a dis,o
perse phase flow of V0= 80 m 3 /� is necessary for a seperation
pe rfo r mance equal to that of the membrane process.
List of symbols :
(cm) width of membrane
B
C e ( g/cm 3 ) cone. of phenol in dibutyl ether, extraction column
(g/cm 3 ) cone. of phenol in dibutyl ether, re-extractio col.
c
C 2 (g/cm 3 ) cone. in water phase, extraction
(g/cm 3 ) cone. in water phase, re-extraction
C
�
f
c ' ( g/cm 3 ) cone. in feed of extraction phase
c'i ' f (g/cm 3 ) cone. in f eed of reextraction phase
�' l (g/cm 3 ) efflux cocentration in the extraction phase
cw
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c r 'l(g/cm 3 )
de
(cm)
r
d
(cm)
dm
(cm)
(cm 2 )
F
Ke

-)
-)

efflux concentration in the re-extraction phase

diameter of drops in extraction column

diameter of drops in re-extraction column

diam et er o( hollow fiber s

membrane area

partition coefficient of extr. step
partition coefficient of the reextr. stEp
(cm) length of membrane
L
n
( - ) number of fibers or sheets in a n1�mbrane unit
(g/cm 2 ' s ) specific mas s flux
N
(g/s) mass flux
(cm 2 ) cross sectionol area of membrane units
Q
V
(cm/s ) lin ear flow velocity
V
( cm 3 ) volume of an devic e
3
ve
(crn
/s) feed stream of the extraction phase
w
r
v
(cm 3 /s) feed stream of the re-extraction phase
(cm 3 /s) dis perse pha s e (low of the CxRe device
(cm/s) indiv. coeff. in water phase
(cm/s) indiv. coeff. in organic phase
B
2
Btot (cm/s) total coeff. of ext r action of CxRe device
B�ot (cm/s) total coeff. of re-extraction of ExR e device
o "'
(cm/s) individual coeff. of extraction phase (SLM)
Br
(cm/s) individual coeff. of re-extraction phase (SLM)
B
(cm/s ) individual co eff. of � embran e phas e
BM
B
glb (cm/s ) global transp. coeff. of membrane process
( -) poros ity of membran es
Kr

(
(

n
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Diagram I

Efflux concentration for different devices and
for variable individual transport coefficients
:
F = 500.0 m'

v: =

v.: :

.6

K' =
c::,f =

4.0 m'ih
0. 4 m'i h
10. 5
1. 0 9 ii
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SLM-variant 2
SLM-variant 3
4 SLM-variant 4
___ 5 SLM-variant S
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ExRe process, 'v'. =- 120 m 2/m 1/h
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Diagram II: Efflux concentration for different devices and
for variable individual transport coefficient<ca:
F : 500.0 m'
V,: =
4. 0 m'ih
((;: 0.4 m2/h
K' :
1.05
C::' = 1.0 9 / l

.6

.5

CJ>

SLM-variant 1
SLM-variant 2
SLM-vari ont 3
____ 4 SLM-variant 4
____ 5 SLM-variant 5
ExRe proce5s, V0 = 40. m'im2/h
ExRe process, V0 = 80 m2/m2/h
ExRe process, V, = 120 m2/m2/h
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Simultaneous Determination of Breakage and Coalescence
Rates in Agitated Liquid-liquid Dispersions.
M. Laso, L. Steiner, S. Hartland
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzerland

In the last two decades. sever al attempts to predict the
behaviour of dispersed phase agitated syst·e ms have been made,
usually involving the population balance equation. This was
first explicitly formulated by Curl 1963, Valentas and Amundson
1966, 1968, and Valentas et al. 1966. B e ing an integro
differential equation for which no analy tical solution has been
found, complicated numerical procedures must be used which limit
its applicability. Interesting alternative approaches have been
proposed: Nars imhan et al. 1980 used an alternative formulation
of the population balance equation based on a 'similarity'
hypothesis which seemed to be validated by experimental evidence.
Other authors (Spielman and Levenspiel 1965, Zei tlin and
T avlarides 1972, B apat et al. 198·3) used Monte Carlo digital
simulation techniques in an attempt to bypass the difficulties of
the general population balance. These methods have been shown to
be very flexible and free of numerical instability but are very
time consuming.
Theoretical
The numerical solution procedures are time consuming. because the
drop size range is discretised using i mesh with regular spacing
and because drop interactions (breakage and coalescence) have to
be taken into account for all possible size combinations. This
leads to a very fast growth in problem size as the number of mesh
points is increased. Since the breakage and coalescence
functions appearing in the drop population equation fall rapidly
to zero for drop interactions off the v•v'/2 and v•v' diagonals
respe ctively, significant time savings can be g ained by
considering only high probability events. This is achieved by
using a geometrical mesh in which the volume of drops in a given
class is twice the volume of drops in the previous class.
Coalescence is assumed to occur only between two equally sized
drops and a given drop to break up into two daughter droplets of
equal size. Breakage and coalescence are represented by rate
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constants, K d and K c respec tively. With these assumptions, the
following number b•lan c e equations for each d rop class can be
written
V �=

T d
t

dn
2
vT-dt

I 1 ( t)

o1 ( t, n1,

I 2 ( t)

o 2 ( t, n 1,

...'
...,

nM)

+

V

nM
)

+

VT

(

2Kd2 n2

-

2K� nl2

[

2Kd3 n3

-

2K� n22

T

+

K c1 nl2

Kd2 n2 l

(1)

The li and o1 terms correspond to sour c e an d sink terms which may
appear in the general c ase. System (1) d oes not have a general
analytical solution an d has to be numerically integrated, which
c an be d one in a few secon d s wi th ·any stan d ar d computer
subroutine for solution of ordinary differential equations.
(1)
has the advantage that it gives the dynamic behaviour of the
It
dispersion as well as the stead y state (asymptotic) solution'.
has been shown (Laso 1986) that the solution of (1) is close to
that· of the full population balan ce equation and is obtained with
a small fraction of the computational effort.
Apart from offering the possibility of simulating the d ynamic
behaviour of the d ispersion, the present model makes it possible
to d etermine breakage and coalescen c e rates from the transient
behaviour of the d rop size distribution. The basis of the method
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has been explaine d by Ramkrishn a 1981 .an d relies on the
determination of the drop size d istribution at several instants
during the transient that follows a step change in agitation
speed. Narsimhan et al. 1984 were able to determine breakage
rates in this way for very lean d ispersions (in whic h coalesc en ce
was negligible). Considering the K c and K d constants as unknown
parameters in ( 1). it is possible to estimate simultaneously
their v alues by regression. The individu al bre akage an d
c oalescen c e rate c onstants c an then be correlated with physical
properties and operating con d itions in order to obtain
generalize d correlations.
These correlations are directly
c omparable with phenomenological drop interaction functions
proposed by other authors (Coulaloglou and Tavlarides 1976),
Average volumetric breakage
are defined as:

*b and coales c en c e

WV

b

i=2

I:

K d n.l v.l

I:
I:
M-1

M

C

i=1

*c frequencies

WV

2K cl n l.

V.

l

M

M

n . v.l

n l.

V.

l

i=l
i=l
It can be shown that at the steady state both are equal to the
equili brium volumetri c in tera c tion frequ ency which is
c hara c teristic for eac h system and operating cond itions.
If the experimental drop size distribution d uring the transient
is plotte d as a fun c tion of time, a three dimensional surface
n is obtained. The solution of (1), that is, the evolution of the
drop concentration for each class as a fun c tion of time defines a
surface nF , in a way loosely relate d to the c lassi c al method of
lines for the solution of partial differential equations (fig.
1). K c an d K d parameters prod u c ing the optimum fit between both
surfaces are taken as c oalescen c e and breakage rate constants
respec tively.
�erimental
A total of so transient behaviour experiments were performed in a
1.1 lt standar d stirre d tank with a six flat-blade impeller in
the hold-up range 0.01 to 0.42 an d for three organi c d isperse d
phases. Drop size was photographic ally d etermined by means of the

. Ill-,jll

capillary suction method.
Dispersion samples were immediately
returned to the vessel after having been photographed in order to
avoid altering the contents of the vessel.
Drops/m 3

Time (sec!

Lo� drop
dtameler (ml

Fig. 1
n -surface (optimum fit) in the t-v-n space
F
The dispersion was sampled 10 times during the transient and the
corresponding drop size distribution determined by manually
digitising an enlarged projection of the negative. Interfacial
area of the dispersion was continuously monitored by a scattered
light probe consisting of a halogen light source and a photodiode
immersed in the dispersion. Detailed information on the
experimental procedure as well as the complete data set can be
found elsewhere (Laso 198�).
The capillary suction technique was found to deliver accurate
results if a minimum of 300 drops was counted for each
photograph.
However, two factors where encountered which were
responsible for bad. reproducibility of measurements of the drop
size distribution. The first has been described by Verhoff et
al. 1977 and is caused by the periodic formation and detachment
of dispersed phase aggregates in relatively calm zones of the
vessel (behind the baffles, for example).
Such aggregates
significantly modify the local drop size distribution and hinder
an accurate determination of drop size distribution. In order to
detect such periodic fluctuations in the drop size distribution,
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a special technique was developed. It is based on the analysis
of the output signal of a scattered light detector. Any periodic
modification of t he drop size distribution would affect in a
periodic way the amount of light scattered by the dispersion, and
this variation can be extracted from the background noise by
Fourier (spectral) analysis. In fig. 2 the spectrum of the
detector signal during dispersed phase aggreagate formation is
shown.
Peak due to Jump formation
behind baffle

"'
-0

\

.000001

Cl)
L,

..,

"'
L,

. 1 E-08
0

.2

.3

.4

.5

Trequency (Hz)
Fig, 2
Power spectrum of phoLodiode ou'tpu� signal.
Peak at 0,15 Hz corresponds to a periodic fluctuation
in the drop size distribution.
The second factor is the presence of electrolytes in the aqueous
phase. which render the dispersion more tractable but reduce
coalescence to an unknown extent. Furthermore. the presence of
even very low amounts of ionic compounds (which are often added
to improve reproducibility) cause hysteresis of the drop size
distribution with respect to changes in agitation speed. That
is. the drop size distribution is not uniquely related to
operating con ditions (in particular to agitation spe ed).
Hysteresis could be prevented by careful cleaning of the vessel
and its internal parts. Experiments performed under very clean
conditions and in the absence of lump detachment phenomena were
found to be very reproducible. In all experimental runs checks
were made for the absence of hysteresis and aggregate formation
phenomena.
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Breakage and coalescence func tions
From the 48 experimental runs, 96 values for the average volume
surface diameter a32, 48 values for the average volumetric
interaction frequency and 416 values for each K c and K d were
obtai ned.
From these exper imental d ata, the following
correlations were derived:
Sauter diameter a32:

a 32

__

D

(u

0

0

.llB W-0.40 X0.27 --9 )
e
µc

-0.056

( 2)

Average volumetri c interac tion frequency:

1.0085 • 10-4 w 1 ·38 x 0 ·63
e
Breakage rate c onstant:
N

4.04·10-6 (� \
�

0. 91

w;·67 Cl+Xl-1.94 z-0.19

( 3)

( 4)

Coales c en c e rate constant:
( s)

The last two are compared with the experimental values of Narsim
han et al. 1980 for breakage. with Coulaloglou's 1976 and with
Sovo va's 1983 phenomenological models for breakage and
coalescen c e in figs. 3a and 3b. The dependence of K d on drop
volume is in good agreement with Narsimhan's 1980 correlation,
whereas both phenomenological models for breakage and coalescence
predict a dependen c e on drop volume which seems to contradict
exper imental ev iden c e. In parti c ular, drop breakage was
experimentallly foun d to be strongly dependent on agitation
speed.
Equations (4) and (S) were also applied in the 288-300 K
temper ature range an d for a S.8 lt flow vessel for which
residence times varied between lS and 23 minutes. This strongly
validates the generality of (4) and (S). These correlations can
be used to predict breakage and coalescence rates for droplets
in agitated liquid-liquid extraction colums.
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Fig. 3 a
Breakage rate as a function of drop volume v.
Comparison between two experimental correlations and
a phenomenological model {Coulaloglou 1975).
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Fig. 3 b
Coalescence rate as a function of drop volume.
Comparison between present work and two phenomenological models.
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Symbols used
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D
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Coalescence rate constant
Breakage rate constant
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Dispersed phase source intensity
Ii
Number con c entration of drops
n
Agitation speed
N
Oi
Disperse d phase sink intensity
Time
t
V
Drop volume
VT
Tank volume
Dispersed phase hold -up
X
Volumetric average interac tion frequen c y
wv
a
Interfacial tension
Visc osity
We
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DROP DISPERSION IN· IMPELLER VORTEX SYSTEMS

M.M.C.G. Warmoeskerken, I, Bouwmans and J.M. Smith
Laboratory for Physical Technology
Delft University of Technology
Prins Bernhardl aan 6
2628 BW Delft, The Netherlands

SUMMARY

The flow field generated near flat or pitched blade impellers is
dominated by trailing vortices. These are responsible for most of the
drop breakup when the lighter phase of a liquid-liquid system is
dispersed. In view of the large centrifugal and elongational forces
assioci.ated with.these vortices. the dispersion process is greatly
affected by the density difference between the two 1 iquid ohases,
though the importence of this effect has not generally been recog
nised.
When the heavier phase is dispersed, the rotation in the trailing
vortices tends to remove the drops from the regions of greatest
stress. Different breakup mechanisms are then relevant and the resul
ting drop size distribution will no longer be described by the more
usually accepted corre 1 ations.
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INTRODUCTION
A turbine stirred tank is frequently used for J:>atchwise rroducing a
liquid-liquid dispersion. In the lHerature many relations can be found
which predict the drop size in such systems. In a revie1< Mersmann & Grossman,
(1), presert 18 relations for the Saute,· mean diameter, d32 . P,ll these rela
.
ue summarized by

tions could

(1)
in which C is a factor which denends on the system involved. Assumino
isotropic turbulence in the stirred tank and a h01nogeneous energy
dissipation, equation (1) can also be derived follo1<ing the theory of
Kolmogoroff, (2) and Hinze, (3).
Since the work of Van 't Riet, (4) and Biesecker, (5), it is known
that the flow pattern in a stirred tank is complex. In oarticular the
fl ow around the impe 11 er is complicated by the rresence of ro 11 vortices
behind the impeller blades. It is fully accepted that these vortices
play a dominant role in the disoersion mechanism of gases in liquids by
mechanical agitators. As a result of the density difference bet1,een gas
and liquid the gas is drawn into the low pressure region within the
vortices. On this basis it is surprising that the only density involved
in Eq. (1) for predicting the drop size in stirred liquid-liquid disper
sions is that of the continuous phase. It is to be expected that if the
density difference between continuous and <li spersed phases is pasi tive
the drops will be dra,m into the vortex and when this difference is nega
tive the drops will be flung out of the impeller region.
This supposition leads to the conclusion that the dispersion of lighter
liquid drops will take place in the impeller region while denser drons
will be broken up else1·1here. This should_ lead to a difference in drop
size distribution not only because the energy dissipation in the impeller
region is greater than in the rest of the tank but also as a result of
less isotropic turbulence.structure near the impeller.
THE IMPELLER FLOW FIELD
The flow pattern behind the blades of a Rushton turbine is characterised
by pairs of roll vortices, described by Van 't Riet (4), Figure 1. Each
blade produces two roll-vortices, one at the upper and one at the lower
side. Tatterson et al. (6) found that pitched blade turbines produce a
similar vortex system, though in that case there is only a single tir
vortex from each blade, as shown in figure 2. In both geometries the ro
tation of the fluid 1eithin the vortices generates a pressure gradient and
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results in a centriretal force away from the axis of the vortex.
Stephenson, (7), was the first to relate the disnersion mechanism of
droplets to the vortex system behind the impeller blades. Using high sneed
cine film he showed that the vortex is the cause of droplet break un for
dispersed fluid that is s1tept into this zone. Konno et al., ( e), al so ob
served different break up mechanisms in a stirred tank: near the imreller
and in the bulk fluid. They explained their observations in terms of non
isotropic turbulence in the imneller zone and isotronic turbulence in the
rest of the tank. Chang et al. (9) also observed two different disnersion
mechanisms .ihich they called ligament stretching and turbulent fragmenta
tion. However data relating the influence of the density differences to the
vortex system are not available. Recently Eckert et al., (10), have repor
ted some effect of p and P on the interfacial area. However they only
c
d
performed measurements with p < P · From their data it c·an be concluded
c
d
that the interfacial area increases with increasing values of (n c )
pd
for constant Pc The authors ascribed this effect to an increase of the
kinematic viscosity of the dispersed phase. Increasing values of (P - pd)
c
resulted, contrary to our expectations, in a decreasing
d
interfacial area, e.g. larger droos. Because the authors do not give expe

for constant p

rimental details as impeller speed, Reynolds Number and nower input, care
is needed in the interpretation of these data.

THEORY
The rotation of the fluid within the vortex is maintained by a nressure
gradient which can be expressed as
dP
dr

v02
Pc-

(2)

in which r represents the radius of the vortex and v0 the tangential
velocity of the fluid, fig.3.
As a result of this pressure gradient a fluid element with the dimensions
dr, rd0 and dz, fiq.4, within the vortex experiences a force

F

p

V 2
-pc __Q_ V

(3)

in which V is the volume of the fluid element.
Due to the rotation of the vortex, a fluid element al so exneriences a
centripetal force:
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(4)

is the density of the fluid element, or the disrersed nhase.
d
The total force acting in the r direction on the fluid element follows

in which p

from Eq . ( 3) and Eq. ( 4) :

(5)
or

(6)
When p < P the resulting force will move the fluid element to the core
c
d
of the vortex while when p > p this .force will move the fluid element
d
c
out of the vortex. Lighter drops are therefore subjected to the large cen
tripetal and elongational forces assiociated with the roll vortices and
may break ur as a result. On the other hand, when the dispersed phase is
heavier than the continuous phase the rotation in the trailing vortices
tends to remove the drors from this region of greatest stress.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
A numerical simulation gives some insight into the behaviour of a droplet
in the impeller region. In the first instance a two dimensional model in
a plane perpendicular to the vortex axis has been applied. The calculations
are based on a six blade Rushton turbine with a diameter of 10 cm. For
calculating the velocities of the vortex the model pronosed by Van 't Riet
( 4) has been used.
Besides the pressure and centrifugal forces given by Eq. ( 3) and Eq. ( 4),
there is also a friction term which acts on the droplet in a direction
opposite to the di recti on of the velocity difference of the continuous
fluid and the droplet:

( 7)

in which tiv is the velocity difference between the fluid and the droplet.
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C is the drag coefficient, which depends on the geometry of the dronlet
d
and the Reynolds Number. For our present purpose the droplet is assumed
to behave as a rigid sphere for which C

d

has been approximated by

24 "c
0.43 + --Pc 6v d

(8)

With these three forces and the vortex velocity model of Van 't Riet the
movement of a drop released near the vortex could be calculated. The nume
rical procedure of Heun has been applied here.
Figures 5 and 6 show some preliminary results of the calculations for water
3

as the continuous phase, p • 1000 kg/m , and an impeller rotational speed
of ls

-)

C

•

. F1g.5 shows the path followed by a drop of nonane, d• 5.5 nm,
3

p • 720 kg/m , which is released.near the vortex. From this figure it is
d
clear that the drop follows the rotation of the vortex and moves towards
the centre of the vortex. The total duration of ·the movement dr.awn :is about
0.2 second. Figure 6 shows the movement path that would be followed by a
3

drop of carbontetrachloride, d• 5 nm, p • 1400 kg/m , released near the
d
vortex .. In this case the duration of the movement drawn is about 0.05 second.
From this figure it is clear that in this case the drop is inmediately
flung out of the vortex region.
Though the model used is still incomplete, these results confirm our oninion
that the density difference between the continuous and the dispersed nhases.
must play an important role in the dispersion mechanism, esrecially in
determining the region where drops are most 1 ikely to be broken up.
We hope to show quantitatively the importance of the density differe_nce
on the characteristics of stirred liquid-liquid dispersion, including the
minimal impeller speed for dispersion, phase inversion and drop diameter
in our future experimental progranme together with a more sophisticated
three dimensional numerical model.
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SYMBOLS USED
C
Cd
d
d32

t::.v
We

constant defined in Eq. (1 )
drag coefficient
drop diameter
sauter mean diameter
centripeta 1 force
force due to friction
force due to pressure
tota 1 force
pressure
radius of the vortex
volume of a fluid element
tangential velocity
velocity difference between the phases
Weber Number

(m)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
(Pa)
(m)
(m3 )
(m/s)
(m/s)
(-)

nc
Pc
pd

continuous phase viscosity
conti.nuous phase density
dispersed phase density

(Pa s)
(k�/m3)
(kg/m3)

Fe
Ff
F
p
Ftot
p
r
V
V0

(m)

(-)
(m)
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a,r•cl,onot
ro\&l•on

Fig.! The roll vortices behind a
blade of the Rushton turbine.
After van 't Riet, (4)

Fi 9. 2 The ro 11 vortex produced by a
pitched blade turbine.
After Tattersor. et al., (6)

Fig. 3 The coordinate system used to
describe the movement of the
vortex.

Fig.4 The fluid element within the vortex
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rig.5 The calculated path followed by a drop of nonane.
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Fi1.6 The calculated path followed by a dron of carbontetrachloride.
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The Effect of Ionlc Solutions on Holdup and Flood Polnt
for Pulsed Plate Columns
Leanne M. Fltzpatrlck, H.R. Cllve Pratt and Geoffrey W. Stevens,
Unlverslty of Melbourne, Vlctorla, Australla.

An unexpected "salt effect" has been observed for the butyl acetate-water system in
a pulsed perforated plate column.

Thls takes the form of an increased holdup and a

reduction in flood point when ionizing salts are present in low concentration, as
compared wlth those for salt-free water.

Thls effect ls particularly marked ln the

transition and emulsion regions of operation, and has been observed with other
polar, but not non-polar, solvents.

Discrepancies in the available correlations for

holdup are also noted.
INTRODUCTION
The holdup of dispersed phase and the flood point are important hydrodynamic
parameters in the interpretation of the performance of liquid extraction columns,
and reliable methods for their prediction are essential in design.

For many

contactor types the "sllp velocity" equation, or simple modlflcatlons of it, has
proved invaluable.

In its original form this ls as follows (1):

vd

vc

£$ + �

•

VS

•

;0 ( 1

- $)

(1)

where V 0 the "characteristic velocity 111 is defined as the mean velocity of the
dispersed phase droplets when Ve • 0 and V d � O.

Differentiation of this

expression, and setting dV cld$ • dVd/d9 • O determines the flood point, so that both
this and the holdup can be predicted 1f a rel\able method of correlation of v0 ls

available.

Thornton and Logsdail (2, 3) obtained flood point together wlth some holdup data for
pulsed plate columns of 76 to 305 mm diameter and derl ved a correlation of v0 in

terms of physical properties, pulsation characteristics and column geometry which
appeared to flt the data well for the emulsion regime.

Other workers have proposed

correlations of a more empirical nature which cover in addition the mixer-settler
and transition ("dispersion") regimes (4-6).

However; as will be shown later,

agreement between the various correlations ls not always good.
In the course of work on the measurement of continuous phase backmlxing for a pulsed
column using the steady state tracer injection technique, premature flooding was
observed with th� butyl acetate-water system when an ionic tracer was added.

The

column was first operated with no tracer present at fairly high holdup (ca 8-18$)
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and upon addition of the tracer solution at a rate of about 10% of the continuous
phase flow rate, the column flooded immediately.

Both a 3 wt. % potassium

dichromate and a 5.5 wt. % sodium chloride tracer gave this effect.

A 0.5 wt. %

solution of tartrazlne dye was observed not to alter the holdup significantly or to
cause flooding, and was therefore used in further work on· backmix1ng with this
system.
Some further work has been done with the butyl acetate system to determine the
extent of this effect, and is described below.

The same eff�ct was observed when

sodium chloride tracer was used with the methyl isobutyl ketone-water systemi
however, it was not observed with the non-polar solvents n-heptane, kerosene and
toluene.
EXPERIMENTAL
Equipment
The column comprised a 1.0 m length of 72.5 mm internal diameter precision bore
glass tube together with an upper interface section and ct lower section expanded to
100 mm diam., containing the solvent distributor.

This was fitted with a stack of

16 • 1.575 mm thick S.S. plates drilled with 3.2 mm holes on a 6.0 mm triangular
pitch, giving a free area of 23%.

Pulsing was provided by a variable stroke

valveless pump driven through a variable speed gearbox, mounted verticall} directly
below the column.
Materials
The aqut ous phase consisted of de ionized water, to which was added NaCl as required.
Commercial grades of solvents were used, and the phases were circulated repeatedly
around the column before use to ensure mutual saturation.
Procedure
Holdup was determined by the standard drainage method ( 7).

The column was operated

continuously and after fl ve effect! ve volume changes of the continuous phase steady
state operation was assumed to have been achieved.

The aqueous and solvent inlet

flows and the aqueous outlet flow were then shut off simultaneously.

When drainage

of dispersed phase droplets was complete, the solvent layer was displaced into a
measurfng cylinder until the Interface returned to its original position.

A

correction was applied for the solvent content of the interface emulsion prior to
drainage.

The precision of the measurements was rather low at about ±10%: this was

due to the relatively short column u.sed.
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The t"lood points were obtained by setting one of the flows, generally the continuous

phase, and increasing the flow of the other In steps until a second interface formed

and rema lned stat lonery just below the bot tom plate.
measurements was about ±5%.

The prec Isl on of the

Results
The holdup data for

l>utyl

acetate are summarized in Table 1.

These show a marked

increase in holdup and a reduction in flood point, especially in the emulsion and
transition regions,

with

even small NaCl concentrations present.

In some r uns,

after steady state operation had been achieved at fairly high holdup with deionized

aqueous phase, change-over to a dilute NaCl solution resulted in immediate flooding,

as Indicated in the Table 1.

The flood point measurements are compared in Fig. l with the correlations of

Thornton (2) and Smoot et al (8) for the emulsion regime together with the

relationship Vd + V0 • 2fA for the mixer settler regime. These show clearly the
reduction in throughput resulting from the presence of NaCl.
DISCUSSION
The fact that the "salt effect" apparently occurs only with polar solvents suggests

that it must have an electrostatic origin.

Both the increased holdup and reduced

flood point indicate that the droplet velocity is reduced; this could occur either
by repulsion of the droplet by the plates as they pass through the holes, or by

reduced coalescence (and possibly also increased breakage) of the droplets, thus
reducing their size and hence their terminal velocities.

The first possibility

could result from repulsion of the charged polar droplets due to the zeta potential

resulting from adsorption of ions by the oxide layer around the interior surface of
the holes.

This ls probably unlikely, however, as the zeta potential ls greatest

for very small ionic concentrations, of the order of ,o-• M, and diminishes at
higher concentrations.

The alternative possibility would result If Ions were adsorbed around the droplet

surface by the charges on the polar groups in the solvent molecules.

These could

result in mutual repulsion of the droplets and reduced coalescencei however,breakage
of droplets on passage through the holes in the plates would still occur, so that
the mean droplet size would be reduced.

If this explanation were correct,

reduction in interracial tension would be expected due to the adsorption.

a

However,

measurements of interracial tension by the drop weight method gave no indication of

this; thus, the measured values were found to be 14.4 dynes/cm for deionized water

and 14.7 ±0.4 dynes/cm for NaCl concentrations of ,o-9 to 10-l M.

Some photographic

evidence was obtained of a substantial reduction in Sau·ter mean diameter of the
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droplets, but this requires further study.
In Table 2, a comparison ls given of the holdup predicted by the various avallable
corre�atlons, together with the measured values for salt-free c6ndlt!ons, and with
salt present: the calculated values indicate a· negllglble effect of salt due to
changes In physical properties.

These Indicate substantial discrepancies for all

the correlations, and it ls clear that further work is required to resolve the
problems for this important type or extractor.
NOMENCLATURE
A

•

f

•

R

•

V0

•

Vd

•

pulse amplitude (total excursion in the column), cm
pulse frequency, s-1
phase flow ratio, ( V c/Vd )
continuous �ase velocity, cm s-1
dispersed phase velocity, cm s- 1
slip velocity I cm s-1

v5
V0

"characteristic veloclty 11 .of droplets, cm s-1

�

fractional volumetric dispersed phase holdup
rractiona 1 vo idage of packing.
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Table 1:

Butyl acetate and Water Dispersed Phase Holdup
as a Function of Phase Fl011rates and Pulsation
Frequency (A • 1.4 cm)

Ve

cm s-1

-

Vd

cm s-1

% Holdup, 100 �·

fA

cm s-1

No

o.48%

a. 21,s

NaCl

NaCl

NaCl

NaCl

1 3. 2

17. 9

11.9

15.8

6.4

O. llO

o. ,,o

o. 40

0.20

1.4

5.2

0.20

0. 2 0

1. 4

6.33

1.11.:l

-

-

8.3

0.16

0.16

2. 1 b

5.6

8.3

0.32

0.16

2 .1

5.9

8.9

0.16

o. 32

2.1

13. 3

F

0.32

0,32

2. 1

12.1

F

0. 31

o. 31

2.8C

17. 7

F

-

0.26

0.26

2.8

14.2

F

F

0.26

0.13

2.8

8.6

F

o. 13

0.26

2.8

13. 5

0.13

0.13

2.8

8.0

F
13.7

0.13%

-

7 .1

-

8.8

-

-

17, 3

F
F
F

-

-

13, 5

12.3

*F • flooded
a • Mixer settler Region
b • Transition (Dispersion) Region
c • Emulsion Region

Table

Ve

cm s-1
o. 40

"

0.40

"

2

Pretiicted Holdup With ·and Without Salt Added. (A • 1.4 cm)

:

Vd

fA

cm s-1
0.40

"

0.20

"

% Holdup, 100 �·

NaCl
pre-

1. 4

sent
No

Thornton 2 ,

M & 04

K & tt5

Gar26

13.2

NIA

4.2

11. 0

8.0

Measured

"

Yes

15.2

NIA

4. 2

11. 0

8.0

I. 4

No

5. 2

NIA

2.7

5. 1

4.0

Yes

6. 4

NIA

2. 7

5.1

4.0

No

5. 6

4.1

3, 2

5.4

NIA

Yes

8.3

4. 1

3.2

5.3

NIA

No

5.9

4. 3

3, 2

5. 7

NIA

"

0.16

0.16

2.1

0,32

0.16

2. 1

"

Yes

8.9

4.3

3.

2

5. 7

NIA

0.13

0.13

2.8

No

8.0

4.1

3,6

5.5

NIA

Yes

13. 2

4.2

3. 6

5,5

NIA

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

*NIA • Not Applicable
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2 5
0 R • 0.5
0 J; • l.O
D J; • �-0
NaCl cor.:entrat!cr.�
u ,jv1:1, ir, Tr.t:le l.

2 ·O

(cm/s)
, 0

0

6

0 5

1 0

1 ,

( ff;)
f-ir,un· ):
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2 0

0
0
D

3 0

(emfs)
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Prediction of Bulk Disengagement Rates in Continuous Solvent Extraction Settlers

P.O. Martin and C.L. Stockwell, Harwell Laboratory, Oxon, UK

l.

Introduction

A
crucial

knowledge
to

the

of

the

rate

1.?fflcient

of

disengagement

design

mixer-settlers or the disengaging

of

solvt?:llt

of

liquid-liquid

extraction

dispersions

equipment,

zones of column contactors;

such

is
as

failure properly to

account for finite disengagement time can result in flooding and contamination of
outlet streams.

Uisengagement

rates of bulk dispersions have proved impossible to

predict from physical property and drop size data alone, largely because the rate of
drop-drop

coalescence,

influenced by small

which

quantities

plays
of

a

key

rOle

in

disengagement,

surface-active material.

is

profoundly

The subtle effects of

such adventitious minor components on interfacial viscosity and elasticity is very
difficult to

characterise,

and when ext�nded

to large random assemblages of drops

make prediction from fundamental data impossible.

An alternative approach adopted by a number of authors with varying success
has been to attempt to predict the performance of an industrial cont Lnuous settler
from a transient

( 'batch

of the identical
used

to

expressed

derive

1) coalescence test performed in the laboratory on a sample

dispersion.
parameters

as the

The coalescence time or rate of coalescence is then
from

velocity of the dispersed phase,
such

that

which

the

performance

of

a

continuous

settler,

depth of dispersion as a function of the superficial coalescence

an asymptote,

can be predicted.

The form of this dependence is

i.e. infinite dispersion depth,

is reached at

a flooding

point, though at lower throughputs a power-law approximation can be used; i.e. H a
y

In predicting this dependence the theory must take account of the three
/A) .
d
separate zones of coalescence shown in Figure la).
(Q

The most comprehensive and systematic approach to this design problem has been
( l)
. On1wing on both previous and original work, they

given by Jeelanl and Hartland

show how the observed bulk behaviour can he derived from a fundamental consideration
of

interdrop

parameters.

and

drop/interface

coalescence

Jeelani and Hartland' s work

Ba r n e a a n d Mi z r a h i

(Z)

)

(and

defined

by

the

minimum

number

of

that of most previous workers, except

t1as largely concentrated on dispersions in which the

constituent drops are relatively closely spaced; drops progress fro1n a feed point to
the final horizontal coalescing interface in an orderly fashion,
coalescence in the process.

However,

undergoing interdrop

as settler depth becomes greater it is the

sedimenting zone which grows the more rapidly with increased throughput and which is
responsible for flooding

(Figure

lb)) there is therl.!fore a need to concentrate more

attention than hitherto on this zone.
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F�r the Separation Processes Service at Harwell Laboratory, theoretical models
have been derived to describe the sedimentation/coalescence zone.

The parameters

used to quantify the rate of coalescence are the same as those used by Hartland, but
settling of growing drops under the full range of sedimenting regimes is taken into
account.

2.

Sedimentation with Interdrop Coalescence
In the most elementary case that could be considered, drops do not coalesce at

all whilst sedimenting, but coalesce immediately with the homophase on reaching the
interface.

In this trivial case cl�arly there is no distinguishable dispersion band

unti 1 the 'hlnde red' sett Ling velocity of the drops is exceeded, when dilution of the
incoming

dispersion

and

rapid

flooding

result.

However,

in

practice

there is

coalescence between the sedimenting drops whose growing size counteracts the effect
of hydrodynamic drag and gives the observed smooth increase in dispersion depth with
throughput.

Any model which aims to predict this dependence must therefore ·use the

well-established correlations for sedimentation as a basis from which to determine
from a batch test the parameters of coalescence.

The situation is complicated by the

fact that as drop size increases there are changes both in the sedimentation regime
(i.e. Stokes' Law ..., transitional ..., turbulent) and in the time taken for individual
interdrop coalescence events.
3.

Outline of the Method of Prediction
The procedure is as follows (Figure

2).

A tall vessel is filled with a

dispersion of the two liquids to be studied, and the position of the upper and lower
dispersion

band

dispersion

collapses

interfaces

measured

and

plotted

to give two clear phases.

as

a

function

The movement

of

time

as

the

of the sedimenting

interface is of particular interest; its gradient is measured at a number of points,
and from the rate of change of gradient is deduced the rate of growth of drops by
coalescence.

If ¢> i.s the drop diameter and V is the slip velocity:

where K1, K2 are constants defined by Stokes' Law, and turbulent (i.e. constant
friction factor), settling respectively, corrected for the 'crowding' or interference
of one drop with another.

From a log-log plot of diameter 4> versus t are derived two

coalescence parameters � and s.
size,

4> defines the rate of growth of a drop of a specific

while s quantifies the way in which increasing drop size increases the time

taken for coalescence, viz:

= ' (.LJ8
0
�o
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The parameter s has been found to take valu'!S of up to

3

(3 )

.

ln order to proceed to calculate the continuous flow data it is necessary to
have

an

appropriate

model

for

the

sedimenting zone of the dispersion.

bed

of

liquid

particles

which

make up

the

This can be thought of as a fluidised bed in

which the velocity of the continuous phase is lar�e enough to maintain a suspension
of the largest drops at the observed dispersed phase hold-up (typically 0.3 to 0.5)
but is smaller than the terminal velocily of the smallest drops.

It is possible then

to calculate the time taken for a drop to grow until it cannot be hydrodynamically
supported, and to equate this to its residence time in the sedimenting zone of the
dispersion
defined.

band,

the

volume

of

which

at

the

throughput in

question is thereby

The relationship between the sedimenting zone thickness H and throughput so

obtained is:

fl
The relative magnitudes of K1, K2, Q /A and� determine the settling regime;
d
1
where l •
if a variable 1 wer e defined, suc h that Va
( turbulent) to 1 • 2
( Stokes'

I

e

Law) then apparently:

fl

Q (.! + l)
(/ ) l

where the index (s/i + l) can then take the wide range of values shown in the ·cable
and covering most of the correlations observed industrially.
Table

Typical Values of the lndex Y
Y • (s/ 1 + l)

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

1 • 0.5

3

4

5

7

Turbulent

1.0

2

2.5

3

4

Transitional

2.0

l .5

l. 75

2

2.5

Stokes I Law

8

This

-

approach

to

the

modelling of

deep

dispersion

bands in

settlers

and

columns has been shown to apply to industrial systems in which dispersion feeds the
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sedimenting front and drop movement ts unidirection.al (

4)

.

Howcvt:r in practicl.:! even

among 'vertical.' settlers (as opposed to those in which a horizontal progression, is
dominant.) a variety of flow patterns can be founJ (1''igure 3).

A common flow regime

is that shown in Figure 3c) in which the dispersion feed is made near the base of t\1e
sedimenting zone, a regime often fc1.voured as providing the oppor-turlity for ver-y small
haze d['oplett, to be collected.

For this situation the model described above needs

refinement to ;,ilow fur encounters hetween non-equi:-.izcd drops, anci work to thfs end
is in progress.
Conclusion

4.

By
empirical

using

sound

constants

theoretical ly-baued

from

batch

models

experim�nts,

it

which

is now

draw

carefully

possible

to

chosen

predict

the

behaviour of deep band settlers, at least in certain ltmited geometr-les; further work
will extend this.
of

appropriate

At the same time it is becoming clear that the corri�ct selection

forms

of

batch

disengagement

test

will

bl.:!come

an

increasingly

important part of this research if the method is to become attractive to industr-ial
users.
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A

Settler horizontal area

H

Thickness of dispersion band;

approximate thickness of sedimenting zone

of deep dispersion
Sedimentation index
Constants
Throughput of continuous phase
Throughput of dispersed phase
Phase flow ratio � Q/Q
c
Coalescence index
V

Drop-continuous phase slip velocity

y

Dispersion thickness index
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( 1985)

Dispersed phase hold-up
cl>

Coalescence parameter

t,*0
-c t't
0

Drop diameter, reference
In tee-drop coalescence time, standard.
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1.
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FLOW PATTERNS IN CONTINUOUS SET'l'LERS - NATURE OF
DROP-DROP INTERACTIONS

Hydrodynamics in Mixer-Settlers with Liquid Membranes
H.Lackner, H.-J.Bart, A.Marr, Technische Universitat Graz, Austria
Liquid Membrane Permeation (LMP) has been noted as a new technique
for metals recovery (1). Up to now a number of metals have been

tested. Industrial implementation is in the case of zinc recovery

from spinning baths (2).

A product plant is under construction now. The LMP realizes a com
bined extraction and stripping process. Both steps occur simultaneous
ly. Preparation of an e�ulsion for LMP is done as follows. An
aqueous Phase I (receiving phase) is emulsified by high speed agi
tation in an organic Phase II which consists of a diluent, an ex
tractant and a surfactant to stabilize the emulsion.
Subsequent to this the emulsion is dispersed by slow stirring in
an aqueous Phase III (feed phase), which contains the metal ions
to be separated.
As soon as the agitation is stopped the emulsion coalesces, Phase III
and emulsion separate. After that the emulsion (Phase II and I) is
broken by a splitter. The organic membrane phase can be used for
preparation of emulsion phase again.
During phase separation a sedimentation process in the emulsion can
be observed. This is due the differences in density of Phase II
and Phase I, respectively.
These phenomena occur the more the longer
- the coalescence time of the concerned phases
- the contacting time of the pha,es
- the residence time of the non broken emulsion in the settler b.
This adversely affect converts a homogeneous emulsion phase into a
pure organic Phase II, emulsion and "heavy organic phase".
The heavy organic phase consists of compact Phase I droplets
sourrounded by organic phase. It's density is higher than the den
sity of Phase III, it is not splitable and cannot be used again.
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organic Phase II
Emulsion

Phase III

heavy organic Phase
Fig. 1: Sedimentation process after coalescence

This phenomenon occurs different in different apparatus and should be
exemplified in case of a column and a mixer-settler.
Column: Sedimentation processes are negligable. The coalescence of
emulsion droplets moves continuously the interface b�tween

emulsion and Phase III.
Mixer-Settler: Higher residence time of the emulsion in the sett.er.
No movement of the interface between emulsion and Phase III.
Growth of a "heavy organic phas�"due to sedimentation.
Because of th� growth of a heavy organic phase in a conventional hori·
zontal mixer-settler a new settler m�st be designed to stop these
sedimentation processes.
A new design of mixer-settler
Instead of a horizontal settler, which normally is used in liquid
liquid extraction a vertical standing settler, similar to CMS
was designed.
The advantages of this settler for LMP are
- short residence time of the emulsion in the settler
- continuously moved interface between the emulsion and Phase III
- hydrodynamic advantage for mass transfer
- smaller size of the plant
- the coalescence of the dispersed phase already starts in the
coupling between mixer and settler
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Fig. 2: Mixer-settler with horizontal standing settler

Experiments

The emulsion and the feed phase were contacted continuously into the
mixer. The volume of the mixer was 1,6 (1).
The hydrodynamic and the mass transfer dependent variables (e.g. hold
up) were varied by
- variing agitator speed
- variing o. H (see fig. 2)
(this variation is done easily, because the mixer is assembled on
riffle bars and all pipes are made of flexible tubes),
The height of the impeller above the bottom of the mixer was kept
constant at Ht3.
Results
Variation of o. H
The speed of agitation was constant at 350 rpm. By variing the
height of AH between mixer and settler the hold up change was
studied in dependence of phase ratio in the emulsion.
It can be shown, that the phase ratio has a significant effect on
hydrodynamics and mass transfer because of physical parameters
of the emulsion.
The viscosity of the emulsion increases with the decrease of the
..___
.----phase ratio Phase I: Phase II.

2
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These differences in emulsion viscosity effect a wide change in hold
up (4 % to 22 %).
Measurements were done under steady state conditiqns after three
hours continuously running.
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Fig. 3: Hold-up as a function of 6 H and phase ratio I:II
Variation of agitator speed
Studies were carried out within an impeller speed range of 290 to
370 rpm. d H was kept constant.
Influences of phase ratio I:II are shown in fig. 4.
Hold up increase becomes inadequate at phase ratio I:II higher than
1: 5.
At this high phase ratio an emulsion layer was formed at the top
of the mixer. Higher impeller speed could not disperse this emulsion
layer again.
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Operation behaviour of mixer-settlers
The steady state conditions for a continuously working two stage
counter current mixer settler pilot plant for LMP were investi
gated. Fig. 5 shows obviously that those conditions were ob
tained after a periode of 9 hours.
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Conclusion
Mixer-settlers used for Liquid Membrane Permeatton demand a new
design. Because of sedimentation processes based on the "differences
in density between Phase I and Phase II conventional horizontal
settler are not suitable and show poor efficiency. This is why a
vertical standing settler was designed and constructed.
Studies were carried out for hydrodynamics in mixer. Settler characte
ristics will be investigated in the future.
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Behavior of Drops in a Centrifugal Fiel d
D. B. Todd, G. R. Davies, H. A. Lange, Baker Perkins Inc., Saginaw, MI, U.S.A.
Centrifugal extractors have been employed for liquid -liquid extraction processes
over the last forty years. The most common centrifugal extractor consists of a
series of perforated plates housed in a rotating assembly, as shown in Figure 1.
When initially introduced , the commercial extractors had limited capacity, and
pilot testing could be d one on the full scale model. As the size and capacity
of the commercial equipment was increased , the manufacturers developed empirical
scale-up rules for both capacity an d efficiency. To d ay, pilot size centrifugal
extractors (1), 180 mm internal diameter by 2 53"llTI internal width, rotating at
up to 10,000 rev/min, with a capacity of 0.1 m /h, are used to define the re
quirements for commercial size extractors with capacities of 100 m /h.
There has been little effort to relate scale-up criteria to fundamental principles
of drop size and behavior of two liquids in countercurrent flow under centrifugal
force through perforated plates. Such fluid dynamic behavior has been studied
by Blass an d coworkers ( 2,3) utilizing a similar sized extractor equipped with
a transparent side. Stelting and Blass (2) stud ied the formation of drops at
a nozzle and the trajectory of these drops through a non-flowing lighter phase.
Schilp and Blass (3) studied higher centrifugal forces (to 500 G's) in a rotor
without internals except for one tray with either one orifice or 10% perforation.
The Sauter mea2 d rop d iameters were determined to vary with centrifugal field
intensity (R w) as follows:
d32 = K(R w2 ) -0.48 Vda
For a single hole, the dependence of the d ispersed phase superficial velocity
(V ) was almost non-existant (a = 0.03). With the 10% perforated plate, the
deSendence on Vd was stronger (a = 0.15), possibly reflecting more interdrop
coalescence.
Our studies have been done with a 400 mm 1.0. rotor, 13 mm wide, with eighteen
40 mm D win dows on both sides (Figure 2 ). We find that at higher V from a
single orifice, a jet instability exists, as shown in Figure 3, anddthat the
drops were sma11er than we cou1d measure. We a1so find that under counter
current flow, there is evi dence of vortices within the continuous phase that can
be strong enough to reverse the expected spiralling inward flow of the d ispersed
lighter phase. This is shown in Figures 4 an d 5. Maximum drop size in these
figures is less than l mm d iameter. It had been noted earlier (4,5) that
liquids passing through a centrifugal extractor experience ad ditional pressure·
drop in proportion to both flow rate and rotor spee d. It is this turbulent
energy dissipation, above and beyond that attributed to the drop across the
orifices, that contributes to the further red uction in droplet size.
With perforated cylindrical trays in place, the d ispersed phase jet stream from
one tray may impinge against the next tray, frequently lead ing simultaneously
to more dispersion by impact as well as to coalescence before that phase flows
to the next orifice(s) for redispersion. Typical radial spacings of the
cylindrical trays are only 4 to 1 2 mm apart, and the degree of perforation
is usually less than 5%. Thus, the contribution of impingement to drop size
may be a significant factor. After many years of operation, slightly differently
colored polished areas have been observed on the cylindrical trays corresponding
to the perforation pattern of the next outboard tray for high flow rates of
dispersed light phase.
A somewhat similar phenomena occurs when the principal interface is located
close to the issuing jet. This is illustrated in Figure 6, wherein the dispersed
phase creates a mini-emulsion at th� interface by impingement and bounce back.
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lie conclude that fundamental studies of the fluid dynamics of counterflowing
liquids in centrifugal extractors are very beneficial towards understanding the
phenomena involved. However, the as-yet intractable effects o!' vortex flow
and impingement preclude a complete mathematical modeling of drop formation
and flow. Thus, prediction of commercial performance must continue to rely
on actual pi lot performance as interpreted on the basis of the accumulated
experience of the equipment suppliers. Nevertheless, �,e expect to continue
our efforts to reduce the art to science.
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Superficial velocity of dispersed phase through orifice(s).
radial velocity.
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FIGURE 3: JET BREAKUP OF
�ATER INTO KEROSENE, 1730 RPM
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AT HIGHER KEROSENE RATE

FIGURE 6: KEROSENE IMPINGEMENT
INTO PRINCIPLE INTERFACE WITH
WATER, 1640 RPM
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Development of an Automatic Apparatus for Experimental Study of Drop Breakage
in a Pulsed Sieve-Plate Column.

K.EID, C, GOURDON, G. CASAMATTA, G. MURATET

Institut du Genie Chimique, U.A. 192 C.N.R.S.

31078 TOULOUSE CEDEX/FRANCE
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Chemin de la Loge

1 . INTRODUCTION
In order to design liquid-liquid extraction columns, it is required to predict
hydrodynamics of the counter-current flow, as far as it determines interfacial
area, drop residence time, therefore transfer between both phases in contact.
Three mechanisms are involved in the description of the behaviour of dispersed
phase : transport, breakage and coalescence of drops (1). As these mechanisms
depend strongly on the two-phase system and on the type of the contactor, it
seems to be difficult and unapiJropriate to establish gener;,J laws that could
pretend to being suitable for the whole systems that are under consideration
in solvent extraction. It is yet well received that drop breakage and
coalescence are parciCularly very sensitive to hydrodynamics, nature of
materials, interfacial prope"rties, mass transfer, presence of surfactants-or
impurities (2,3,4) ...
Therefore, it is likely more convenient to restrict pilot tests to simple
experiments that will allow to study separately, as far as it is possible,
the trend of a liquid-liquid system to break or coalesce under specified
conditions of counter-current flow.
The present paper contributes in suggesting a methodology for achieving the
study of drop breakage in a pulsed sieve-plate column.

2, EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
Our objective is to predict breakage ability of any liquid-liquid system in
a pulsed column. Experiments have to be simple, repetitive, automatic, and
have to consume a little of products in such a way as to reduce costs in
comparison with pilot tests.
In the present study, we are interested in determining breakage of drops
through a sieve-plate. The experimental device consists of (Fig. l) :
- a part of a column with a sieve-plate and the pulsator :
it corresponds to an actual stage of a pulsed sieve-plate pilot column
- an injection system of calibrated drops ;
a control unit for specifying drop injection times according to the
pulsation period ;
- a measuring system of daughter drop sizes ;
- a micro-computer APPLE II for real time data acquisition and data
processing.
2.1 Description of the column stage
The column stage is out of glass, 200 mm high, and its diameter D is 50 111D.
As in the present study only liquid-liquid systems, for which the continuous
phase is the heavy one and the dispersed one is light, are concerned, the column
is placed like it appears in Fig. 1. At the top of column are located
two funnels for drop collection. At the bottom, a guide tube leads the drop up to
sieve-plate compartment, that consists of two stainless steel sieve-plates free
area of which is about 23 % and hole diameter is 2 mm. The distance between the
plates can be easily modified.
Agitation is achieved with a lateral pulsator, made out of P.T.F.E. The pulsator
is driven by a motor, rotation speed of which can vary so that pulsation
frequency can easily be modified. Pulsation amplitude is also variable.
Hydrodynamical pressures are counter-balanced from the one and the other side of
the pulsator.
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Except for the permanent pulsating movement of the continuous phase
inside the column 1 there are no inlet and outlet flowrateS.
2. 2 Drop ca 1 ibrat ion and inj ec cion sys tern
The principle of drop ·calibration unit consists in pushing as accurately as
possible the axis of a micro-syringe containing the light phase that will form
a drop at the tip of a nozzle.
After the drop has been formed at the nozzle, it will be broken away by means
of a little hammer that will hit the nozzle at n precise time controlled by
the same unit. lt is possible to synchronize with high accllracy this time with
any given instant during 11ulsation period.
2.3 Description of the measurement system
It is required to collect drops at the top of the device and to measure the
sizes, whatever happens to the calibrated mother drop 1 that is traveling inside
the compartment.
The principle of the measuring system (Fig.2) consists of a capillary tube of
0.2 mm diameter, in which the collected drops are stretched, and of a
photoelectric cell, that detects passage of drops into the capillary tube by
means of a differential measurement of refractive index. This system is
convenient for a larga range of liquid-liquid systems that present a relative
slight difference of refractive index and was often employed in past works (5,6).
It is easy to select a suction flowrate into the capillary tube by means of a
micro-pump, so that drop velocity is accurately determined. Therefore, the
measurement of passage times in front of the photoelectric cell is a direct
meas4rement of drop sizes. It is also possible to determine simultaneously
whether the mother drop has broken or not.
2.4 Data acquisition and processing
Data acquisition and processing are achieved by means of a micro-computer
APPLE II. Acquisition frequency is 4 kHz. Data are converted with an analog/
digital converter into 12 bits words. Two input channels of the converter are
selected :
- the first one is intended to get the signal delivered by the step-by-step
motor during a mther drop formation; this information is needed for
differentiating two successive experiments ;
- the second one is intended to detect for every mother drop the number of

signal peaks (that is daughter drop number) and the duration of each one
(that is daughter drop size).

Data processing results in the determination of the following statistical
quantities :

- breakage probability ;
- daughter drop size distribution,

During every experience, a balance test is achieved for determining whether or
not the collected volume is equal (with an accuracy of 10 %) to the injected
mother drop volume. Only 10 % of our experiments were rejected because this test
was not guaranteed.
3, EXPERIMENTS PROCEDURES

Experiments presented in this paper are concerned with the following liquid
liquid system: Water-Decane. Physical properties are collected in the Table 1.
There is no mass transfer. Operating conditions are :

- mother drop diameter d

md

- pulsation intensity, characterized by the product amplitude-frequency :A.£
- drop injection time as regards to pulstion period T
- distance between both plates : compartment height H.
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Mother drop diameters range from 1.0 rran up to 2.5 mm. Pulsation intensity covers
a range fn.>m 19 mm.s-1 up to 48 mm.s-1 that corresponds to industrial operating
conditions. In most of experiments, distance between both plates is constant and
equal to 50 mm, that is precisely the one of an actual stage in one of our
laboratory pilot column.
During our experiments two particular breakage mechanisms are exhibited :
- drop is breaking after one or more crossings through the sieve-plate
- drop is breaking without crossing through the sieve-plate ; this one is
observed as the drop is located under the plate at the precise time when
the pulsated flow is starting to go in the opposite direction ; at this
time, shear stresses ar� ratlicr so strong that drop is stretched until it
breaks.
4. BREAKAGE PROBABILITY
4. 1 Breakage probability according to agitation intensity
Breakage probability is defined as the ratio of the number of drops that are
breaking over the total number of mother drops, that are injected. Agitation
intensity is characterised by the product amplitude-frequency of pulsation.
Results are presented in the Fig.3, whe.re breakage probability Pr is plotted
versus A.f. For three mother drop sizes (1.0 mm; 1.5 mm; 2.0 mm) b.reakage proba
bility is increased with A.f. The larger drop size (2.5 mm) leads to breakage
probability that is nearly constant and very high (83 % around) in the A.f range
from 25 up to 40 mm.s-1. As A.f reaches 45 mm.s-1, breakage probability tends to
unity for t�e whole drops.
In conclusion :
- as concerns ·drops larger than plate hole diameter, breakage probability is
ever high even in the case of low A. f ; the evolution is not very sensi
tive to pulsation intensity;
- as concerns drops smaller than plate hole diameter, breakage probability
is highly sensitive to pulsation conditions and our results are compatible
with the notion of maximum stable drop diameter (7,8,9), below which
breakage probability is near zero ;
- under high agitation conditions, breakage probability tends to unity for
the whole investigated drop sizes.
4.2 Breakage probability according to cross velocity
From experiments, we have noticed that breakage probability did not only depend
on the pulsation intensity, but also on the distance X between the nozzle and the
perforated plate. This result has put into evidence that breakage had ·co be
expressed in terms of cross velocity, i.e. the velocity of the drop as it is
crossing the plate Vd, or in a slightly different manner the continuous phase
pulsated velocity Ve.
In order to estimate cross velocity, we have derived a simple kinematic relation
ship giving the instantaneous drop velocity Vd inside the compartment :
Vd � Ve + Vr

( ,)

Vr is the relative velocity of a single drop in stagnant fluid. Vr was measured
for different drop diameters and we have checked that Vigne:.' law used to fit our
data with good agreement :
Vr a 1/4. 2

(g. Ll.

e Ie

c

1/3
) ·

Eo means EOtvos number and

(2 )

Ve is the instanta�eous pulsated flow velocity, expressed by
Ve •

'If A f cos (2 'JU t - 'IT /2)

It is then assumed that a drop is subject to a rectilinear oscillating movement
where instantaneous displacement x(t) is expressed by :
x (t) • Vr t + A/2 sin(2 1f ft - lf/2) + A/2
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Time t at which drop is crossing the plate is deduced from relationship (4)
where x is ct.
equal to the distance X between inlet guide tube level and sieveplate level. Therefore, as Vr and X are fixed, it is possible to estimate easily
Ve from equations (3) and (4)
On Fig.4, we have plotted the experimental breakage probability versus Ve.
Difference of behaviour among the drops, diameter of which is larger than a plat�
hole (2.0 mm) and the ones smaller than 2.0 rmn, is clearly exhibited on Fig.S.
Drops of 2.0 mm diameter include likely an intermediate behaviour.
5. DAUGHTER DROP DISTRIBUTION
On Fig.5, we have plott�d number probability Pn versus nortnalized diameter d/d

md.
Let us simply notice that, as pulsation intensity is increased, distributions
are shifted from a left (negative) asymmetry to a right one (positive), for
breakage provides more and more smaller drops at increasing cross velocity. The
evolution according to intensity pulsation is related to the change of daughter
drops ii.umber Ndd. The larger ther mother drops are, the greater the numDer of
dauShter drops is. For instance, 1.5 mm mother drop breakage provides between
2 and 3 drops ; for the other mother drops, daughter rlrops number is increasing
rapidly up to 6 and more.
After investigating the first distribution moments, it is demonstrated that :
- at lower cross velocities, there is a little of daughter drops and mean
diameter is near the one of mother drop : for instance, d
• 0.6 up to
10
0.8 d
;
md
- at intermediate cross velocities, daughter drops number is increased,
mean diameter is decreased and population is rather uniformly polydis
persed ;
- at higher cross velocities, daughter drops number is strongly increasing,
but population is less polydispersed as far as population mean diameter
is strongly decreasing : for instance, d
• 0.4 d .
10
md
Whatever the mother drop size may be, population fends to tlie same mean diameter
as cross velocity is increasing. This is emulsion regime of liquid -liquid
extraction columns at high pulsation intensity for which dispersed p�,ase can _be
characterized by a stable diamater.
NOTATION
A
d

D

d10

f

g

H

N

Pr
P(Xi)

t

T
Vd

Ve

Vr
X

X

pulsation amplitude,m
drop diameter• m
column diameter,m
mean diametcr,m
pulsation frequency. s-1
gravitation al accelerat: ion,m. s-2
stage height,m
number
breakage probability
probability function of variable \
time,s
pulsation period, s
instantaneous drop velocity,m.s-1
instantaneous pulsation velocity,m.s-1
single drop relative velocity,m.s-1
drop axial position,m
distance between nozzle and sieved plate

Greek symbo la
liquid density,Kg.m-3
liquid-liquid density difference,Kg.m-3
kinematic viscosity,m2.s-1
interfacial tension,Nm-1
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Subscripts
c
d
dd
md
n

continuous phase
dispersed phase
daughter drop
mother drop
relative to a number property
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5 : DAUGHTER DROP HUHBER DISTRIBUTIONS
FHON 2.0 mm HOTHER DROP BREAKAGE
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Derivation of coalescence model by simulacion and experimental study of
liquid-liquid fluidized beds

C. GOURDON, G. MURATET•, G. CASAMATTA
ENSIGC , U.A. 19 2 CNRS., Chemin de la Loge
31078 TOULOUSE CEDEX/FRANCE
• Univ. PARIS VI, Paris/FRANCE
1 • INTRODUCTION :

Design and working of industrial liquid-liquid extraction columns are linked to
the behaviour of dispersed phase, for it determines intcrfacial area, therefore
efficiency in terms of total throughput and mass ·transfer. In the last years,
many results were consistent with the fact according as it is important to take
into account hold-up gradients and drop size distributions all along a column;
much work has been yet devoted to the description of drop population characteristics.
Casamatta ( 1) has recently proposed a drop population balance model in which the
three basic mechanisms affecting dispersed phase are described : transport,
breakage, coalescence. In order to predict industrial working conditions, it is
required to define laws that are representative of the former mechanisms for any
kind of liquid-liquid system under any kind of agitation type.
Even though it is possible to study separately breakage of a single drop (2), it

seems difficult to follow the same approach for the study about drop coalescence,
because both mechanisms are ever coupled in a column.
In this paper, we present an experimental way to determine the ability to coa"lesce
of a given system under specified hydrodynamical conditions. The principle
consists in the formation of a liquid-liquid fluidized bed. Besides such a study
may be applied to the description of flooding conditions for which a dense swarm
appears between drop distributor and continuous phase outlet.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE (Fig.1) :

The liquid-liquid fluidized bed i;; maint.ained inside a part of SO ·mm diameter
column, downstream a perforated plate. This one is out of stainless steel with

23': free area and 2 mm hole diameter. The column. is 340 mm high (height quoted

later Ho). Aqueous phase inlet is at the top, organic dispersed µhase inletis
located at the bottom. Droplet slip velocity is counterbalanced by the continuou's
flow rate. Because of rather high aqueous flowrates and because of lack of
mechanical agitation, drops can nob pass through the perforated plate. As drop
velocity is obviously related to drop size, larger drops tend to raise and stay
at the top of the bed up to reach the sieve-plate, while the smaller ones are
located at the bottom.
By means of a drop injection system, that was developed in earlier work (2), it
is possible to calibrate very accurately drops that are coloured and used as
tracers inside the droplet bed.
In the present work, the liquid-liquid system is the following one : water-hexane.
By adding up glycerol into water (27% in volume around) and by influence of tem

perature it is easy to match refractive index of both phases ; by this way, it is
possible to make the bed cOmpletely transparent and therefore to follow by means
of video technique the events to which the coloured drop is subject : coalescence,
trajectory fluctuations, eventually breakage just below the sieve-plate where
shear stresses are rather strong. Physical properties of the involved system are
collected in the Table I.
3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE :

Operating conditions are the fellowing ones :

2

- continuous flowrates in the range of 200 i/h ( 10.2 1/h.cm ) up to 400 1 /h
(20.4 l/h.cm 2 ),
3
3

- dispersed phase volume injected, comprised between 50 cm and 200 cm
(corresponding to total hold-ups included between 10% and 40%)
- calibrated coloureddrop diameters from 2 up to 3.5 mm.
A change in aqueous flowrate acts directly on droplet bed expansion and on local
hold-ups, therefore on drop size and turbulence intensity.
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A change in dispersed phase volume: acts on total hold-up and obviously on drop
size and turbulent flow.
For steady-state hydrodynamics and dispersed phase volume conditions the roore
probable levels of a given coloured drop are detected into tt1e droplet bed. By
tl,is way from axial positions of drops of different diameters, it is possible to,
deduce drop size segregation all along the column. The total height of droplet
bed is also measured.
Besides, it is possible simultaneously to record whether coalescence has occured
or not because it brings about a change in initial coloured drop size, therefore
in former drop stabilization level. We define the coalescence time as being the
time that a drop spends into the bed until it is coalescing. We have determined
mean coalescence times for varying c0nditions.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
4.1 Drop size segregation
On Fig. 2, we have plotted the extreme values of residence levels covered by drops
of different diameters. These levels arc relative to column height and are com
prised between the sieve-plate (levelO) and tl1e injection level (at a distance of
260 nun from the sieve-plate).
1
At a lower continuous flowrate (10.2 fh.cm�), droplet bed is relatively dense,
concentrated just under the sieve-plate (Fig. 2 A). For more important total hold
ups, droplet bed height is increased and drop size segregation is well emphasized,
smaller drops being strictly located at the bottom. At a higher continuous flow
rate (15.3 J /h.cm 2 ), droplet bed expansion is more pronounced along the column
and drop size distributions are clearly exl1ibited as total hold-up reaches 30%
(Fig.2B). Obviously, there is an upper limit above which the whole dispersed phase
may be swept along by the continuous phase.
0

4.2 Drop bed height
For varied values of operating parameters, we have measured droplet bed heights H,
that are presented in the Fig.3. For a fixed disper::.ed phase volume, this height
depends strongly on continuous flowrate and on lireakage and coalescence rates. Let
us simply notice that if fluwratc is increasisl ( 10.2 1 /h.cm 2 ) 1 bed increase iS
nonlinear according to dispersed ph:1sc vulu.,,cs. Ureakage influence being assumed
constant in this case, this observation means that coalescence effects are
implied.
4.3 Mean coalescence times
We have measured the mean coalescence times T for varied drop sizes, dispersed
phase volumes and continuous flowrates. The results are collected in the Table 2.
For the whole sizes that are under investigation, coalescence times decrease
either with higher total hold-up or with higher flowrate 1 i.e. at higher turbulent
intensity. Coalescence is naturally enhanced because in both cases drop collision
probability is increased.
During the whole experiments, coalescence events have been mostly observed when
drops were stabilized at levels relative to its proper sizes. Mean values of these
coalescence levels corresponding to each case are also mentioned in Table 2 . These
values are needed for interpreting results according to turbulent intensity gra
dients along the column.
4.4 Hydrodynamics
It seems convenient to investigate the previous results in terms of hydrodynamical
conditions, particularly turbulent intensity. A first step of this study consists
in aieasurinp.. at different levels of the column mean and turbulent flow velocities
by means of Laser Doppler Anemometry.
We have noticed that downstream a perforated plate, turbulent regime is rather
homogeneous and isotropic, nearly similar to grid turbulence conditions. On Fig.4,
axial turbulent intensity is plotted versus distance to the sieve-plate for
different flowrates in the range of fluidized bed conditions.
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Beyond a turbulent production region below the plate, turbulent intensity
decreases rapidly and its order of ruagr1itude is about 10;; in the lower region of
the column.
The larger the drops are, the higher they eo up and the more turbui<'!nt motions
they are submitted to. As regards coalescence times that decrease with drop sizE,,
it is suggested that coalescencl' frequ�ncy is enhanced by turbulence as much as
vortices are large enough relative to drops for being able to carry on the drops.
On the other hand, at the top below the plate, drops are expected to break, for
turbulent vortices arc small in comparison with drop si".::es (around equal to hole
diaml.:!ter) and contain relative high associa::cd ener).!.y,
5. FLUIDIZED BED SIMULATION :

We have adapted the drop population model that was earlier dt!vcloped in our labo
ratory (1) for simulating the fluidized bed under the varied previous conditions.
5.1 Model description
The coluIIU1 is considered as a series of N stages. In accordance ·with JOur expe
riments; breakage is assumed to be only active just below the plate ; coalescence
is brought into effect everywhere else.
The model is relying on a population balance : drop classes are defined according
to drop sizes and at each sta£e, inputs and outputs into and out of a given drop
class are investigat�d, either due to drop transport up from the lower stage or
back from the upper one, or due to loss or formation by breakage and coalescence.
For transport terms, the dispersion-plug flow is applied to the continuous phase
flow. Drop motion is traduced by a slip velocity that was subj�ct to many earlier
works (3), (4), (5).
For breakage law, we have refere<l to earlier works about drop breakage in pulsed
sieve-plate columns ( 2 ), (3). Two parameters are determined :
- breakage rate
- daughter drop size distribution
For coalescence mechanism, we have not iced that coalescence into the fluidized
bed is due to random collisions according to flow conditions.
5.2 Coalescence law
The former consideration advised us to propose a simple relationship between
coalescence frequency of a given drop and hydrodynamics characterized by
turbulent intensity.
Let <..u be the coalescence frequency of one drop diameter d with any drop diameter
d' ; in an elementary stage volume Vo, w can be expressed by :
u.> • ). TT (d+d') 2 u' N(d') / Vo
( 1)
N(d') is the number of drops diameter d' present in the volume Vo, deduced simply
from the mean hold-up Ii! by:
N(d') • Vo f!f / V(d')
(2)
µ' indicates the relative drop collision velocity and is assumed to be·equal to
mean turbulent velocity (R.M,S. value) at the respective drop residence level. At
this one, it is assumed that the drop diameter d may only collide with drops of
same size. Under these assumptions, (1) can be simplified and the comparison of
1/w with coalescence time T (Table 2) allows to adjust the coefficient). that is
similar to a collision efficiency factor in equ. (1)
As example, a simulation result is demonstrated in Fig.S. Hold-ups and drop popu
lation mean diameters are plotted versus distance from the sieve-plate.
NOTATION
d, d'
d32

H
Ho

It
N(d)
Q
T

drop diameter, m
Sauter mean diameter, m
Column level (distance to the sieve-plate), m
Column height, m
axial turbulent intensity
number of drops dinmeter d
2
continuous phase flowrate, ( 1/h.crn )
coaleScence time, s
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u'
Vo
\\d)

turbulent velocity, m.sstage volume, m3
drop volume, m 3

1

Greek symbo 1 s

U)

dispersed phase hold-up
coalf:scence efficiency coefficient (Eq.
coalescence frequency, s- 1 (Eq. (1) )

(1) )
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TABLE 2:

T (sl: coalescence time
H <cm): coalescence level downstream
the sieve-plate

Coalescence t1mes ror dlHerent drop
sizes and operating conditions
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l"IP.temination of f.mulsion Floodin�, Local Holrlup �nd Interfacial Area in Vertical
Pulsed Solvent l!xtraction Colmns
H,W, Chian�, n. Singh,
Manitoba, Canada

s.

Vijayan, At0111ic Energy of Canada Limited, Pinawa,

Ahstr11.ct

Rn'lulaion floo,tinR studies w..?re c.11.rri@d out by measuring loc11l pressure drop, holdup

an� entrainment parameters using a 0.1-m diameter by 1-m--high perforated-plate
colll:r!ln.

Pnr a solvent-dispersed case, it was found that the holdup and pressure

drop at the bottOut plate section showed S-shaped variations with throughput

velocity,

Within this curve, the region of stable operation was bounded by the

'loadin� point' and the 'total floodin�. point',

To establish the practical limit

for the operation of the column, and to define control strategies,

it

was shown

that the column must be operated at a set of conditions within this region.

n.e

arlrlitional constraint was dictated �y the magnitude of the 'allowable' entrairuaent

loss. nie loss of solvent due to entrainraent was found to be influenced by the
�eometry of the bottom settling chamber, in addition to liquid properties.

Local dispersed-phase holrlup and interfac!al area were also investigated by
differential-pressure and light-tranaMittance methods, respectively, using a 0.05-m
rli!lllleter by l,5-n,-high perforated-plate pulsed colmn,

Measurements of the total and dynamic differential pressure gave the static

pressure-rlrop component, from which the dispersed-phase holdup was calculated,

This method""" verifierl with a 'drainage' method.

The agreement between the two

11ethodo was goorl (within ± 7,0 percent), confirming the viabilHy of the preaaure
rlrop method for on-line measure�ents of local holdup,

The li�ht-transmittance me�aurements along the column were transfonaed into a

oemi-erapiric�l relationship for interfacial area using a modified form of Beer's
law, n.e interfacial area values required to obtain the constants in the empirical

relation were obtainerl indepenrlently by holdup measurements and by droplet-aize
stl>iieo by still photography, n.e empirical relationship was found to be valid for

holdup valu�• up to 27,0 percent and interfacial areaa in the range 300-2700 m2 tm3 ,
1.

Introduction

The occurrence of total throughput capacity limit or flooding in extraction cohana
haa received little 1y8tesatic experimental investigation,

Blanding and Elgin (1)

reported floodinR limit• for packed and spray extraction col1nn1, and sugge1ted the
importance of the 'end-section' design of the col\an in the determination of

flooding, Recently, Berger and Walter (2) addres1ed flooding measurements by a
differential-pressure 11ethod u1ing a pulsed perforated-plate col\Dn, Several
floodin� correlations have appeared in the literature (1) on pul1ed perforated

plate col\Dns during 1950-1480, In general, the lack of preciee measurements
to�ether with the 11ethodology employed by the 11a.1ority of workers make 1uch data
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questton4hle.

In arldition, the detection methods used for flooding determinations

have been qualitative and speculative.
Several on-line methods for measuring holdup in col\.l'lln cOntactors have appeared in

recent liter4ture.

Ultrasonic techniques have been tested (4,5) on B1Dall-acale

equipn1.ent with so111.e success.

Cermak (6) pr_esented an empirical correlation for

detemining holdup from column dimensions and liquid density as measured by a
weight recorder. Jiricny and Prochazka (7) estimated holdup from differential
pressure measurements on a Karr contactor.

Jenkin9 and Myers (8) calculated holdup

from differential-pressure meai;iure111ents and compared the results with those
obtained by a vohn.e-displacement method·.

has been within 1 22%.

The 'agreeruent between these two met.hods

Techniques for e�timRting interfacial area in liquid-liquirl systems have been

investigated (see review by Vaasallo (3)). These methods fall into two major
categories (a) indirect (e.g., light transmittance and chemical) methods, and (b)
direct (e.g., photographic measurements of droplet-size) methods .

The majority of

the stut\iea on the light-transraitt11nce method has been investigated using agitated
vesseis (9).

Inherent in these studies are several assumptions and limitations

which make the,u unsuitable for direct appliution to pilot-scale extraction

P.:qutpment.

In this oaper, we summarize results on the determinations of flooding, and local
holdup and interfacial area in vertical pulsed perforated-plate cohnns, using

bulk-sampl lnJi;, rli fferential-presaure, li�ht-transrutttance, still-photography and

liquid-drdnage methods.
2.

Experimental Aoparatus and Materials

The liquid-liquid syatem e,aployed in thh investigation consisted of 30 vol%

tributylphosphate + 70% tsopar M - 2.0 mol/L nitric acid. The solvent was kept as

dispersed phase in all measurements. The mutually saturated liquid phases had a
1
density difference of 223.3 kg/m and interfacial tension of 10.8 mN/m at 25 °C.
A schematic diagram of the test equipment is shown in Figure

r.

Flooding studies

were carried out using a 0.l-1D diameter by 1-m-high (plate section) column. A
0.05-m diameter by 1.5-m-high colmn was used for holdup and interfacial area

measurements.

An assembly of perforated stainless steel plates, each 1.5 nn thick,

w�s aupporterl in the colmn on a central stringer rod, and separated by stainless
steel tube Rnacers havin� an outer rliarueter of 1.2 era.

The plate perforations were

3.175-111111 holes arranged on a triangular pitch to give a 23.0 percent free area.

The plate• were spaced at 0.05-m intervals.

The ends of the main plate section

were connected by means of stainless steel collars to phase disengagement vessels.
These collars were drilled radiftlly to provide four openin�s for housing sample

POrts, differential-pressure transducer•, and photodiodes-collimated light source
assenthliea.
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flooding point /0 • 0
• � ), for high frequency and low flo..-ratio operation
B
SP
FP
su��est rerluced orohabtlitv of droplet coaleRcen�e and hence a lower degree of

dispersed phase builduo in the bottom section of the column. The high probability

of droplet coalP.scence at high flow-ratio and low-frequency operation, and also at

all flow ratio• at low frequency, leads to a large buildup of the dispersed phase
in the bottom pV1te section.

For � given phase flow ratio anrl pulse velocity, the solvent entrainment {defined
as the volume fraction of the solvent phase in the aqueous effluent) was found to

increase gradually beyond the loading point as the total throughput was increased.

At histh frequenc,ies () l Hz) as the flooding point was approached• this entraiment
increaRe� abruptly from 0.005 to 0.4. The magnitude of the entrainment was

rlict�ted by the flow ratio of phases.

For low-frequency operations, entrainment

incre�sed monotonically from n.oos up to about 0.02 independent of flow ratio.

This suggP.sts th�t the production of small droplets at high frequency and the

c�rry-over of the rlropleta by the aqueous ohase appears to be the dominant
mechanism for the observed increase in the entrainment.

It appears that the size

of the botto� settling-vessel (O.22-m diameter by O.5-m high) is reasonably
arlequate to settle out small rlroplets produced at low frequency operations.

The locffl pr�ssure-drop behaviour with U was found to be similar to that of the
T

bottom holdup.

The S-shaperl pattern of bottom holdup (similarly the local pressure drop) with

total throu�hput as characterized by the loading and flooding points (Figure 3)
essentially determines the region of stable operation.

However, the scale of this

region in tems of the total throughput velocity is about 0.1 cm/a or, in tems of

pnhe frequency, about O.15-0.3 Hz.

Despite the large changes in the () values
8
between the loading and flooding points, the relatively very small change 1n the

throughout velocity or pulse frequency suggests that the precision and control of

operatin� variables are critical in determining reproducible flooding point data in

column sturlies.

tn realtty, the total throughput capacity limi-t will be determined

by the allowable entrainntP.nt loss between the loarling and flooding points.

To illustrate thiA flooding methoi:lology, a comparison of the flooding cu'rves

prerlicted by five different correlations is shown in Figure 4.

The lower curve

represents throu�hpot v�lues at 'loading point' while the upper experimental curve
shows data at the 'flooding point'.

If the constraint of allowable entrainment

loss is imposerl, then the �ctual capacity limit for stable operation will be in

between the two experimental curves.

Among the emotrical correlations for emulsion

floorling /10-13\, e.orrelations by Smoot et al. (12), and modified Thornton and

Smoot equations by Greenier et al. (1 '1, best predict the current flooding data at

low and in termed fate freq,1encies (O.7-1.2 llz). All oublisherl correlations
overpredict flooding data at higher frequencies.
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3.

Flooding

l .1 Method of Measurement
Measurements of maximW11 throughput (flooding) capacity of the column were made

indirectly by measuring holdup at three positions along the column via two-phase
aampling and the differential-pressure methods. (Details of holdup determination
by the differential-pressure method are described in Section 4.2).

effluent etreama were sampled and analyzed for phase-entrainment.

In addition,

nuring a typical experimental run, holdup and entrainment values were recorded

about one hour after reachin� steady state.

The hydraulic steady state was ascer

tained by the eteady differential-pressure reading.
restricted to dispersion and emulsion regions:

'Ibe operating ,conditions were

pulse frequency• D.5-1,7 Hz;

amplitude • 0.032 m; total superficial velocity• 0.001-0.014 mis; and dispersed to

continuoue phase flow and ratio• 0.25-5.
3.2

Flooding Reeulta and Diecussion

Over 100 experiments were carried out to determine the effect of operating

variable, on local holdup at three points along the column and·solvent entraimaent

in the aqueous effluent stream.

The general trends observed in the holdup

behaviour are common to all experiments.

NJ the total throughput velocity, UT . was

increaeed, the bottom holdup, IIB (just below the first plate near the solvent
inlet), increased gradually at low values of throughput, increased abruptly at
intermediate values and then levelled off at higher throughput values.

Holdup in

the aiddle plate eection of the colU11n showed a similar but less prono�nced trend.

At the top plate eection( near the aqueous inlet), the holdup did not show any such

variation, with throlJl!hput velocity.

Figure 2 shove _typical result• of 118 variations with total throughput. Most
experiaente ...re carried out �y gradually increasing the total throughput until the
bott:"9 holdup value ruched a maximum, designated by the aaturation holdup point,

II

' er holdup at flooding, II (eee Figure 3). 'Ible value 1a essentially a
SP
FP
constant and lie• in the ran�e 0.8-0.9. The experiment at 0.5 Rz was terminated
before 11 1 could reach· the maxiaum value because of limited feed-pump capacity.

'Ibe

appearance of a second liquid/liquid interface below the bottom plate section of

the coltan ia indicated in Figure 2 by a pair of arrows for each frequency
condition. The right arrow of the pair ehows the first appearance of the second
interface while the left arrow reveals the maximum value of total throughput at

which the eecond interface 1• not observed.

The throughput ecale between theae two

point, 11 priaarily dictated by the 111alleat increment of the UT value (0.05 cm/a)
nployed in the experiment's.

For lov flow ratio,(0.2S-l) and high frequency operation(> l Hz), the maxilllum 118
However, for pulee frequencies leas than 1 Rz,

value• ,..re in the range 0.4-0.6.

the aaxiata holdup attainable wae in the range 0.8-0.9.
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The low value, of 111 at

4,

Oisperse� Phase Holdup and Interfacial Area

4.t

Methods of Measurement

A schematic of the pulsed colU111n with differential-pressure cells and butterfly
valve9 for measuring holdup is shown in Figure 5.

are the &Arne as �hmm in Figure 1.

All other ancillary equipaent

Oifferenttal-pressure measurements over the plate section of the column were

obt4ined from rllfferenttnl pressure (OP) trnneducers connP.cted ncroea three

sections of the column, AS shown in Figure 5.

The transducer across the top

section (Dl'C t) wa• � Ro•emount cell, while the other two cells (DPC 2 and 3) were
Foxhoro units.

microprocessor.

Output volta�e signals from the transducers were stored on an Apple

F.xperiments were performed by recording the differential-pressure signals of each

transducer at hydraulic steady state for no pulsing, pulsing only, pulsing with
sin�le continuous-phase flow and pulsing with two-phase flow, for each of the

operating conditions studied.

Holdup measurements were also perfonued by two other methods.

One method,

generally referred to as the drainBge method, involved the instantaneous isolation

of the col,..n content• by closing two butterfly valves ( Figure 5) followed by
dr4inin� of the column contents and measuring the voltDes of the two phases.

second method involves withdrawal of two-phase samples (anproxinlately 100 mL/

The

sample) at four positions alon� the colinn and calculation of the holdup,

tnterfacial are4 experiments by the light-transmittance method were also carrie4

out usin� the light-source detector system (Figure 5),
of

a

21 V /45 II hdo�en

lamp

The light source consisted

mounted in a black cylindrical casing to

collimator tube was attached.

which a lens

Thia arrangement provided a parallel bea,a of light.

The detector used was a cadmiUnt sulphide photoconductive cell.

The above arrange

ment was installed across the di1U1eter of the coltnn at two locations along the
column.

Li�ht-transmittance measurements were made by recording the incident light

intensity, t0, as measured by the photodiode for pure aqueous phase and tranamitted
li�ht intensity, I, in the presence of two-phase dispersion at the two locations,
In addition, local di•persed-phase holdup measurement by the sample withdrawal

method, and mean droplet size by still photo�raphy were performed at each location.
4,2

Results and Oiscussion

Analysis of Oifferential-Pressure Data for Holdup Detemination

The total pressure drop (APT) measured in a pulsed extraction under conditiona of

two-ohase flow and pulsing can be resolved into three ma.1or componenta ( 14) aa

·follows:

(1)
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For the current work, the followin� simplifying assumptions have been made:

(a)

the inertial and friction tet'llls in equ�tion (1) are lumped together as the dynamic
pressure-drop tern, 6P
dyn' (b ) 6Pdyn for the two-phase flow with pulsing can be
estimRted for R. given oper�tin� condition by measuring 6Pdyn for single continuous�

phase flow with pulsin�, and (c) the dispersed phase holdup 0d is calculated from
bv a simple hydrostatic balAnr.e as follows:
6P
static

(2)

where
bP statlc •

6PT - bPdyn

(3)

and
Pc anrl Pct • density of continuous and dispersed phases, res�ectively; g • accelera
tion due to Rravlty; and h • distance over which 6P cells are mounted. 6PT and
6Pdyn At'e detemlnect experimentally, as describeil above.
A. total of 20 experiments were perfomed. Values of holdup for eac·h of the three
sP.ctlons a�d the entire plAte Rection were calculated from pressure-drop measure

ments usin� equations /2) and (1),

The drainage method was use� AS a stand11rd for assessing holdup by the

differential-pressure method.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of holdup data by the

tlifferential-pressure and rlrRina,qe methods, and the agreement between the two sets
of data is �ood.

However, the consistent bias shown by the differential-press,•re

technique in un�erpredictln� holdup cannot be readily accounted for and may be due
to microdynamic processes that have been assurued to be negligible in the analysis

methodology.

The percent,u�:e deviation between the two sets of holdup is of the

order of �-7%, And is well within the �ange of experimental error.

In a recent

study, .Jenkins anrl Myers (R) estlmated holdup in a pulsed c·olumn usin�

differential-pressure and Jnterface-displace�ent methods.

The agreement between

the data by the two methods was reported to be within ± 22%.

Local dispersed-phase

holrlup values by the pressure-drop m•thod obtained for each of the three plate
sections are shown in FiRure 7.

The holdup profiles shown are consistent with the

published literature as reviewed in reference 15tnterfscial Area

For the current work, A total of 20 experiments were carried out to obtain data for
the fraction of li�ht transmitted, I/I0, local dispersed phase holdup and mean
droplet size. The lAtter two measurements were performed at the same location
where the light-transmittance measurements were made.

The interfacial area, � • for each experimental condition was calculated using the
1
relationship:

(4)
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where �d (holdup) anrl d32 (sauter mean droplet diameter) were detemined

exoerimentally.

The �er.'s law {q) for light transmittance in a polydisperse media relates the
fraction of li�ht transmitted to interfacial area:
(5)
'Thus, a plot of lnf1/t ) versus a yields a straight line with an intercept of 1.
0
1
This relationshio, however, ts only valtd for dilute dispersions and situRtions
where forward scatterin� of light r.eachin� the photodetector is absent.

Fi�ure R shows the prP.sP.nce of two distinct regions, each represented by a straight
2

line.

The first re�ion represents interfacial area values up to 1200 m /m

3

with an

intercept of 1, whilP. the second region represents interfacial area greater than
2

1

1200 m tm •

The first region is evidently consistent with the light transmittance

the theory.

This is expected, as the density of the dispersion in this region

theory for low interfacta1 areas.

The second region, however, is inconsistent with

falls outside the dilute dispersion assumption.

The experimental data were correlated by a modified fom of equation (5) that

inclutfes SI. weightln� terro. to account for the effects due· to concentrated

dispersions.

The correlation used to fit the rlata takes the form:

r .
l

(6)

wher� 1 ls the internal rli:uueter of the cob.cnn (•5 .O cm) and the parameterJJ K , 1½
1
�nd K1 were determined by a nonlinear least-square regression analysis. giving the
following parameter estimRtes at the 95% confidence limit:

8.64�7 X 10-ll (± 4�! 795 X 10-ll);
n.0102 (± i.R92 xlO )

K

2

4.1550 (± 0.3465);

For low interfaciJ:1.l area values (or dilute dispersions) the first term in equation
(�) approaches unity, thus reducing the relationship to a fom that is consistent

with the lleer's law (eqn. 5).
5.

Conclusions
The local holdup in the bottom plate section of the column (closer to the
solvent inlet) with throughpu't velocity exhibits an S-shaped pattern.

pRttern is less prortounced when overall holdup of the column is used.

Thia

'11,.e local and overall pressure-drop values across the bottOm section of the

column exh.lbit trends slmi tar to those of holdup.

!be �-shaped holdup curve co�tains two characteristic boundaries represented bY
'loading' and '.flootiing' points.

Stable operation of the column is achieved at

any point within the region bounded by the loading and flooding points.

The

exact location of the operation is dictated by the allowable loss of solvent as

entrainment in the aqueous phase.
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The abrupt increase in dispersed-phase holdup between the loading and flooding
"POinta occurs in a narrow re�ion.

In terms of pulse trequency and throughput

velocitv, the scale of this re�ion is typically 0.15-0.3 Hz and 0.001 m/s,

respectively, "nlis illustrates the importance of the precision and control of
operating variables in floodinJil; deter111inations.

To report throu�hput capacity limits, it is essential to specify both loading
anrl floodinP, point�, anr1 the entrainment loss.

1n addition, equipment

specifications must also include the ge0ntetry of all components in the column,
as they influence the entrainment levels.

Differential-pressure measurements using single- and two-phase flows can be

resolved by simple analysis to provide local and overall dispersed-phase holdup
in vertical pulsed colmns.

Holdup values determined by the differential-pressure method agree within 2 -7
percent of those obtained by the vol1.111e-displacement method.
The li�ht-transm.ittance method for interfacial area deterro.ination is extended

up to a holdup of 0,27.

A correlation relating the fraction of transmitted

light to interfacial area adequately describes the experimental data.
2

For holdup values less than 0.124 and interfacial area up to 1200 m /m

3

,

the

li�ht-trans�ittancP. chan�e with interfacial area is consistent with Beer's law

for polydisperse 11edh.
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Coalescence and Motion of Drops on Inclined Plates in Liquids
Dipl.-Ing. W. Mean, Prof. Or.-Ing. E. BlaB,
Lehrstuhl A flir Verfahrenstechnik, Technische Universitat Milnchen

1. Introduction:
The coalescence of drops on even interfaces in liquid-liquid systems is
determined by a multitude of factors, whose complex interactions have
not yet been sufficiently clearified to allow a reliable predetermina
tion. If for the present the drop diameter is restricted to the range
of millimeters, proximity forces on the function of determining factors
are almost eliminated. If in addition an enrichment of tensides and
therefore interfacial energy effects at the point of coalescence are
excluded, the problem of coalescence is reduced to the hydrodynamic
problem at.the draining of a thin layer consisting of continuous phase
between the drop and its originating phase. The use of inclined plates
as coalescers in a settler wetted well by the drop fluid, is a simple
technical realization of this ideas (figure 1). Resulting from the drop
coalescence a thin liquid film (trickling film) is formed on the plate,
which constantly flows off the plate to the surface of the continuous
phase forced by the buoyant lift. Thus no tensids can concentrate at
the surface of the trickling film (points of coalescence), because the
tensid molecules

are

constantly

transported

at the principle phase

boundary. But even from the hydrodynamic point of view plate packages,
which are used successfully in gravity settlers to separate solid-liq
uid and liquid-liquid systems for a long time, favor the coalescence.
In this case the drop motion with respect to the static inclined plate
is an important reason for the rapid coalescence on the plate. In order
to get a basis for the dimensioning of settlers with plate packages,
the coalescence of single drops and chains of drops on inclined plates
are studied.
The present fundamental experimental and theoretical �esults point out
the fact that it is possible to describe the principle of the coales
cence on plate packages by the means of scientific engineering.

2. Experiments on the drop coalescence on inclined plates
It is necessary for the dimensioning of a settler to know about the se
paration time of the dispersion in its clear phases. rt· consists of the

approaching time of the drop to the inclined plate and the residence
time on the trickling film until complete or partial coalescence has
III-379

occured. The following considerations are restricted to the residence
time of the drops on the inclined trickling film, which is called the
time of coalescence. Once the time of coalescence has been worked out,
the dimensioning of the settler is possible, if the behavior of drops
in a swarm is known. Therefore the emphasis of the fundamental experi
ments on coalescence is put on the experimental and theoretical deter
mination of the time of the coalescence of single drops and chains of
drops on an inclined plate.
3. Mathematical model for the determination of the coalescence time
In the introdu�tion the coalescence was described as the process of the
draining of the thin layer of continuous phase, which is either enclos
ed by two drops or one drop and the horizontal interface (see figure 2):
figure 2: Process of coalescence
If the thin layer manages to undergo a critical thickness 6crit during
its draining out, it tears up and the drop can coalesce. This draining
process is to be modelled physically. The important physical factors
for the development of the model are plottes in figure 3. A trickling
film, resulting from coalesced drops, flows up an inclined plate. A
drop, which rose from the dispersion to the plate, has reached the
trickling film, deforms its surface and moves with its velocity vp to
wards the flow of the trickling film. Thus the enclosed thin layer
drains between the drop and the trickling film over the line contact
(2 • rf ·fl), showing a special flow-profile, while the drop approaches
with the velocity dc/dt to the surface of the trickling film.
figure 3: Process of coalescence on an inclined plate (the thin layer
o(t) is plotted much enlarged)
For the model derivation an initial value of 10-4m for the layer drain
ing is defined. This presumption hardly reflects on the result of the
time of coalescence, as the critical thickness of the thin film is the
order of 10-7 m (Vrij and Overbeck /4/). If the inertia force is neg
lected, an equilibrium of forces can be set up for a fluid element .dur
ing a stationary flow-process in the draining layer and the following
equation can be derivated:
� + dT
dr
dz
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0

( 1)

If the Newton formula for shearing stres·s is valid, the term d, /dz can
2
2
be replaced by -n ·d u/dz . If the thin layer drains symmetrically and
ring-shaped the overpressure pin the middle of the spherically shaped
thin layer under the drop (r = 0) is 2 ·a/R, whereas R corresponds to ti,e
radius of curvature (Princen /5/). This overpressure is meant to sink
to p=0 at r = rf because of the loss of flow-pressure /3/. These assump
tions allow the integration of the pressure p versus the radius r dur
ing the solving of the differential equation (lJ.
The velocity profile u(z) of the draining thin layer can be worked out
by integrating the equation (1) two times versus dz:

u

1
2nc

2
�
dr • (z - z·6) + vr

(2)

The relative velocity for the determination of the profile of velocity
u(z) were deduced from the observation of the drop movement. If the
Newton formula for shearing stress is used for the liquid layer and the
trickling film between drop and plate {figure 3) the relative velocity
vr between the two. boundary faces of the thin layer is:
1

-

rid •
(3)
6
+ 1
nc
(6R-LE)
The difference between the thickness of the trickling film and the
depth of immersion LE of the drop in an interface can be calculated
with Rautenberg's /3/ and Princen's /5/ mathematical models. The velo
city of drops v is figured out by a physical model which we developed
p
ourselves and which will shortly be described in the following. The
flow profile u(z), calculated from equations 2 and 3, can be introduced
in the continuity equations (eq. 4a,b) for ringshaped symmetrical
draining:
6
V

aus

V

aus

2 n·

- n

rf
r2

f

J

u (z)

dz

(4a)

0

d6
dt

(4b)

Out of this we obtain the differential equation for the approaching
velocity between a drop and the surface of a trickling film , which can
be interpreted using the factors of influence shown in eq. 5.
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do
dt

2·a · 6
3-R • n

C

3

·r

2

1 -

f

capillarity
.pressure

drop
movement

6

+

1

( oR-LE)
plate
influence

(5)

An integration*) of the term within the limits of 6 = 0,1 mm (t=0) to
6 = ocrit. leads to the desired time of coalescence tk of a drop with a
trickling film on an inclined plate. The integrated ·form of this ·equa
tion is extensive and hard to follow up. Each of the physical influen
tial factors is one by one discussed by using the equation of the ve
locity of the approach of the drop (eq. 5).
4. Discussion and interpretation of the theoretical and experimental
results
In eq. 4 the 1st term(2·o-o 3 /3R·nc -r/1 indicates the contact pressure
of the drop on the surface of the trickling film. This term gains grea
ter influence mainly with small �raps, which is clearly to be seen, as
in this case the contact surface rf2 of the drop and the interface, as
well as the radius of curvature R**) adopts very small value. In this
case the 1st term and thus the velocity of approach is great. There
fore, for small drops this results in a short time of coalesc:nce (with
reference to a hydrodynamic point of view). This was wholly confirmed
by the experimental investigations with small single drops conducted
for this reason.
The second term(2·vp ·6/rf) considers the influence of the absolute ve
locity between the drops and the static plate. A high velocity of drops
causes a faster approach of the drops to the surface of the trickling
film, and thus a shorter time of coalescence. �he velocity of the drops
is calculated for the stationary drop movement on a trickling film.
Figure 4 marks the forces acting on the drop.
figure 4: Acting forces on a single drop in the trickling film flow
The equation of motion can be figured out by producing the equilibrium
of forces out of the dead weight Fg (x), the buoyant forces FA(x), the
*)

Bronstein-Semendjajew, Taschenbuch der Mathematik, ZUrich and
Frankfurt/M. 1975, 15. Auflage, s. 3 00 Nr. �2 and 54, S. 299 Nr. 40
••) Pressure of curvature: 2o/R
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hydrodynamic resistance F�(x) and the shearing force F 1 (x), which de
scribes the induction of the drop and the plate:
1/2

(6)

with
C

2
�-p c •dp
(6 R -L)
E

(7)

The absolute velocity of drops can then be ;igured out of a superposi
tion of the mean ambient velocity vc of the drop (calculated according
to Rautenberg /3/) and the velocity vpr' which is the relative velocity
between the drop and its environment.

(8)

A detailed derivation of this model of motion is shown in /6/.
The third term describes the influence of the plate on the process of
coalescence. This term evaluates the influence of the drop movement us
ing the shear stress which is removed between the moving drop and the
stationary plate th�oughout the trickling film and the draining layer.
The term tends to zero when the distance between the drop and the plate
is small (6R-LE +0) and the viscosity of the continuous phase is low.
This causes the maximal velocity of approach and thus ·a fast coales
cence. This, among other factors, has been experimentally investigated
in details and could be verified with the help of a lot of datas. One
factor, which has thus been found out, offers a quantitative delimina
tion for favorable conditions for the coalescence on a plate. Figure 5
shows a typical diagram of the results of the investigations on the in
fluence at the plate. Single drops coalesce with a trickling film from
drop phase on an inclined plate within a specific range of volumetric
flow rate.
figure 5: Influence of the plate on the coalescence
Within this range of volumetric flow rate a constant time of coales

cence is given for a co�stant drop diameter. The exceeding of a certain

volumetric flow rate results in the sudden rise of the time of coales
cence. There is hardly any zone of transition between the short and the
'III-383

long time of coalescence. Figure 5 points out the physical background
of this behavior of coalescence. The thickness of the trickl�ng film 6 R
grows according to the increasing volumetric flow rate VR. If the
thickness of the trickling film 6R corresponds to the depth of immet
sion of the drop ( 6R =LE),. th� drop is lifted from the plate. In the
range of 6R � LE a strong shear stress favors the p�ocess of coales
cence because of a high relative velocity between the drop and the
plate. If the drop removes from the plate (6R> LE) the shear stress is
strongly reduced because of the increasing distance to the plate. The
small relative velocity of the interface vr' thus figured out, becomes
low, while the process of draining becomes much slower. Thus the time
of coalescence quickly increases. The model calculation in figure 5
clearly shows that the model of coalescence is able to predict correct
ly the strong hydrodynamic influence on the process of coalescence. One
important result of this investigation can be drawn up by a simple cri
terion, which gives the boundaries of the operation conditions for a
plate as coalescer with a short obtainable time of coalescence.
Criterion on the fast coalescence on a plate:
6 R calculated according to R autenberg /3/
LE calculated according to Princen /5/
Thus a calculation of the time of coalescence for single drops oh an
inclined plate can be interpreted with reference ·to hydrodynamics ac
cording to the figure following.
figure 6: Calculated time of coalescence depending on the drop diameter
In the range of small drops the time of coalescence highly increases
according to growin·g drop diameters, because the contact pressure of
the drop on the thin layer decreases with an increasing drop diameter.
If the size of the drop grows even more, the decreasing contact pres
sure is compensated by the rising velocitr of the drops. (eq. 5, !Ind
term) The result is a characteristic maximum for the time of coales
cence. Big drops more and more press through the trickling film and
start an interaction with the plate in case of LE = 6 R. In this case
the drop movement causes a very strong shear stress field in the thin
layer
and favors a fast draining. The time of coalescence falls all
of a s·udden and sets to a cons_tant level.
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5. Summary and outlook:
Our research method for coalescence phenomena, the drop coalescence on
inclined plates, allows a reflection the coalescence process from t�e
hydrodynamical point of view. That is why a mathematical model could be
introduced, which calculates the coalescence process of single drops on
a trickling film as the draining of a thin layer of continuous phase
under a drop, based on fluidmechanical principles. This model enables
to interprete hydrodynamically the behavior of the single drop coales
cence of various drop diameters at different volumetric flow rates of
the trickling film and angles of inclination of the plate. Thus the
short time of coalescence of small single drops (Bo<0.116) can be at
tributed to the high contact or capillarity pressure. Contrary to this,
strong shear stress between drop and plate causes a short time of co
alescence for big single drops. This high plate influence only occurs
when the drops are able to press almost through the trickling film to
the plate (LE a 6R). A simple criterion, which gives the boundaries of
short times of coalescence, is obtainable from these results. In this
field the theoretical results correspond very well to the experimental
data. Further research on the drop swarm coalescene on inclined plates
shall create a basis for the dimensioning of plate separators for. liq
uid-liquid systems in addition to the results of the single drop coa
lescence.
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A Measuring Technique for Drop Diameters in the µm-range in
Liquid-Liquid Dispersions
Dipl.Ing. Fritz Rebelein, Prof. Dr.-Ing. E. BlaB,
Lehrstuhl A fUr Verfahrenstechnik, Technische Universitat MUnchen
Introduction:
Liquid-liquid dispersions occur in many fluid-dynamic processes,
wanted' or unwanted, like in the liquid-liquid extraction, at the
condensation of heteroaceotropics, at the solubility reduction
caused by changes of temperature and so on. The separation of the
dispersions causes a lot of technical problems and isn't still
predeterminable up to now. The scientific engineering treatment
of the separation of liquid-liquid dispersions by drop coales
cence must be based on the single drop diameter and on the drop
size distribution of the droplet swarm respectively. Especially
for micro-dispersions of drop sizes below 100 µm the experimental
determination of drop diameters turns out to be difficult.
The only methods of measurement which are more or less suitable
are based on sedimentation processes and light diffraction at the
particle surface. E.g. the Laser-Doppler Methods, the detection
of light diffraction at the single particle and the analysis of
Fraunhofer's diffraction patterns belong to the latter group.
Each of these methods has its optimum actional range and only few
of them are really suitable for the usage in liquid-liquid sys
stems.
This paper introduces a measuring method which is based on the
analysis of Fraunhofer's diffraction patterns. This method was
chosen because it allows drop size measurements from drop sizes
of about 2 µm up to 800 µm which can be done in a fast and easy
to handle way and in addition is good value.
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The measuring technique:
The measuring method is based on the interpretation of Fraunho

fer's diffraction patterns, which is where the name diffraction
spectrometry comes from. As early as 1817 J. Fraunhofer described
the optical installation to produce diffraction patterns /1/.
Fig. 1.1. shows the installation used today to produce these
diffraction patterns by drops in liquids.
If ball-shaped drops of equivalent size which are dispersed in a
liquid, are moved across the defocussed laser beam on their way
through the cuvette of the optical installation illustrated in
fig. 1.1, the result being a radial-symmetric Fraunhofer's dif
fraction pattern in the focal plane of the lense, which is ar
ranged at the outlet side (fig. 1.2.). Fraunhofer's diffraction
patterns for drops of equivalent size consists of a very light
central circle which is surrounded by concentric light and dark
rings. The light-intensity distribution of the diffraction pat
terns on the radius depends on the drop diameter. If the drops in
the light beam are not monodisperse, but a drop size distribution
is existent, the diffraction patterns of the respective diame�ers
superpose and result in a radial-symmetric diffused diffraction
pattern with an intensity distribution dependend on the radius.
Basing on the measured intensity distribution the drop size di
str!.bution is figured out by a large-scale numeric calculation
methc·d /2/.
In order to measure the drop size a liquid-liquid dispersion is
continually removed of the stirred tank by suction through a
short pipe, like for example is illustrated in fig. 1.1. After
that the dispersion flows through the space between the two
cuvette windows in the form of a layer of a width of 2 mm and a
depth of 30 mm (the radius of these windows being about 15 mm).
The laser beam penetrates the cuvette in vertical direction to
the dispersion layer and in doing so is partly diffracted.
The rate of the diffracted light increases according to the num
ber of the drops and, after a certain concentration is reached,
it causes the "blinding" of the detector. To avoid this a drop
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concentration of l to 5.0 loo of volumetric concentration mustn't be
transgressed at a thickness of the dispersion layer of 2 mm and
drop diameters of about 50 to 100 11m. If the probe, which has t'o
be analyzed, shows a considerable higher volumetric concentra
tion, i.e. up to several percent, it must be diluted to a suit
able concentration by adding continuous phase on its way to the
measuring cuvette. The pipe length is not critical for drop co
alescence, as long as the drop concentration lies within the men
tioned range of a few pars promille. Experiments testing several
meters of pipe length between the sampling point and the measur
ing point in the diffraction spectrometer didn't show any changes
on the drop spectrum. The pipe material didn't effect the re
sults, as the usages of pipes which were well-wetted and unwetted
by the drop phase didn't show any difference. Nevertheless an
influence of the pipe material can't be excluded in the case of
higher concentrations of the dispersed phase. Even during the
analyzis the samples should be transported continuously as static
probes tend to separate and therfore the drops size distribution
changes whithin seconds. The drop velocity at the measuring point
doesn't affect the testing result. Using the described method one
complete measuring cycle lasts about 10 to 15 minutes prepara
tions and report printing included.
Comparison of the results of diffraction spectrometry and photo-

�

As there was no experience available for drop size measurement
using the measuring technique described, its fitness has to be
proved. On this purpose identic dispersions were analyzed by pho
tography and diffraction spectrometry almost at the same time and
the results compared afterwards.
The testing materials used were Tributylphosphat/n-Alkan (refrac
tive index 1.4183), Shellsol T (refractive index 1.421) and Ben
zene (refractive index 1.5014) as dispers phases and distilled
water (refractive index 1.3321) as continuous phase. The drop
diameters varied in a range below 500 11m.
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The photographs were taken by a 35 mm single lens reflex camera
supplied with a balwo and a macro lens. The films used were "Il
ford HP4/HP5" and "Kodak Technical Pan". A magnification factor
of about 5 was obtained between the real drop size and its image
on the film. In addition the photographed drops were magnified by
projection, so that a total magnification factor of now about 200
was reached and the drop size could be measured by metering. The
drop size distribution was determined from a magnitude of such
single drop measurements. The photographs of the dispersion sam
ples were taken through the windows of the same measuring cuvette
which was used for the diffraction spectrometry. This guaranteed
identic boundary conditions for the two measuring methods.
The results of this comparison
The measurements showed the result that the obtained drop siz.e
distributions corresponds very well to the well-known RRS-distri
bution. Therefore, the measured values were plotted in corres
ponding RRS-graph-papers and then compa�ed. This comparison
yields a typical difference of the distributions obtained from
the two methods. Fig. 2 shows one typical result graphically. As
can be seen, the diffraction spectrometry (curve 1) shows a very
high rate of smallest drops, which doesn't exist in the photo
graphs, as can be proved; this is the range on the left side of
the p�otted inflection point in fig. 2 and therefore smaller than
10 µm (this effect can also be seen at smaller and bigger drop
diameters). An optical anomaly of the diffraction behaviour in
the inside of the drops proved to be the reason for this aberra
tion of the diffraction spectrometry. Some explanations are ne
cessary to understand this anomaly: The measuring method de
scribed in this context is well-suitable in the region of the
geometrical optic; that means that the particles to be measured
must be bigger than 2 µm if light in the luminous spectrum is
used. Then the diffraction behaviour can be described by means of
geometrical optics. In this range it is quite normal, that paral
leily incident light leaves the drop strongly divergent. This
diffraction is so strong, that almost no light from the inside of
the drop can reach the detector of the measuring system. Only the
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light diffracted at the surface joins the detector and is analyz
ed. A limiting area of geometrical optics is approached the more
the drops and their surrounding phase are fluids of similar re
fractive indices. The 'normal' refraction behaviour previously
described changes and becomes more and more anomalous: The fo
cussed light beam is hardly affected any more; it leaves the drop
with a minimum di�crgency and a highly increased intensity. This
light from the inside of the drop superposes the diffracted light
from the drop surface and also incidences the detector of the
measuring intrument. The measuring system isn't able to discrimi
nate the ori�in of the incoming light and therefore all the light
which reaches the detector is analyzed as diffractive light of
drops. As a consequence the light coming from the inside of the
drops is reproduced as a fraction of smallest drops, which isn't
really existent. Therefore, the non-existent fraction of smallest
drops shown in fig. 2 is caused by the great similarity of the
refractive indices of the fluids used. As a rule these refractive
indices are predetermined by the fluid samples to be analyzed and
cannot be controlled. Therefore, we looked for a way to correct
the distribution which was measured.by the diffraction spectro
meter, so that it conforms with reality, which, for example, is
reflected in photography. Out of different alternatives the fol
lowing proved to be the best one: The inflection point in the
course of the volume cumulative distribution curve (curve 1) mea
sured by the diffraction spectrometry has to be found·out and
then the simulated fraction of smaller drop diameters is cut off
the distribution in question starting from the inflection point
of the curve. The rest of the distribution of the higher drop
diameters is normalized once again, so that the volume cumulative
distribution once more reaches 100 %. The new distribution (curve
2) plotted in the RRS-graph paper shows a definite RRS-distribu
tion and thus corresponds to the real distribution type (curve
4). The distributions corrected this way on an average showed for
all experiments smaller particle diameters of about 10-12 % com
pared to the photographed distributions. This deviation can be
neutralized by simple replacing the corrected distribution by a
distribution of a particle diameter which is 10-12 % bigger
(curve 3). (This is illustrated by a translatory shift in the
RRS-graph paper.)
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The suitability of this empirical correction method must be veri
fied for the usage of the diffraction spectrometry in case of
other refractive indices than the investigated ones. We expect
the quality of the testing results to increase with a greater
difference of the refractive indices between drop phase and sur
rounding phase; unfortunately, however., it is impossible to state
to what degree the quality of the testing results will improve.
For doing this a calibration with drops must be done, as has been
described.

The usage of diffraction spectrometry was tested for liquid-liq
uid dispersions. It proved suitable but nevertheless a systematic
deviation of the measuring results compared to those taken from
photographs is obvious. Because of the very similar refractive
indices a rate of micro drops is feigned. We developed an empi
rical method according to which the results of the diffraction
spectrometry must be corrected, so that they reflect the distri
butions in question offering a similar quality than photographs.
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Studies on Phase Separation of Aqueous-in-Organic Dispersion in a
Low-Voltage A.C. Electric Field
L.M. Su ,Institute of Chemical Metallurgy, Academia Sinica,
Beijing, China
Investigations on the improvement of phase separation of aqueous-in
organic dispersion have been m3de using a low-voltage A.C. electric
field generated by a pair or two pairs of electrodes placed in the
settler of mixer-settlers of two different scales on three extraction
systems.
1. Introduction
The phase separation of aqueous-in-organic dispersion i.e. organic
continuous dispersion (OCD) of liquid-liquid extraction is generally
more difficult than that of aqueous continuous dispersion (ACD). The
dispersion separation can be improved by adding some special baffle
sets into the settler, but the effects for OCD are usually not so good
as those for ACD. So people tried to use some more powerful techniques
in the settler to promote the phase separation of OCD.
The application of electric field has very good effects on the impro
vement of phase separation of OCD, but up to now, most of the electric
field applied commercially or experimentally are all of high static
D.C. or high-voltage A.C. (1-9). Besides, the electrostatic field is
provided by an electric coalescer located between the mixer and the
settler and the two poles consist of a high voltage electrode closed
a
to the top cover of the coalescer and
metal plate settled into
the aqueous phase (3-4).
In the present work, a low-voltage electric field was applied in the
settler of a mixer-settler (MS) or a mixer-settler with double mix
ers in each stage (DMMS) to promote the phase separation of OCD for
the purpose of enhancing the coalescence of conductive aqueous droplets,
simplifying the construction of the unit, saving total costs and
achieving much more operation safety. Some significant parameters that
have not heen reported in literatures, for instance, the position of
electrodes in settler, distance between the two poles, combinations
of multi-electrodes and the direction of electric field relative to
fluid flow, etc, have also been investigated.
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2.

Analysis of phase separation process under the action of electric
field
Similar to the phase separation process in the gravitative settler,
the phase separation process under the action of electric field may

still inclune the coalescences between droplets of the dispersed phase,

agglomerations between the droplets and interface between the dispersed
hulk phase and dispersion hand. In addition to those mentioned above,
the two co�lescence p�ocesses hath contain several steps, and under

the rule of electric field the velocities of charged droplets moving
forward to the centre of the electric field may be largely accelerated,
the membrane of the organic continuous phase may he dragged and split
ted intensely. So the fr e quencies of colliding and coalescing between
the aqueous conductive droplets which were surrounded by _two electric
layers may be increased largely, even
the
coalescin g s tfPS may
also be reduced and the whole phase separation process may be completed
in a moment. If the electrodes were not coated with an insulating
layer or if the intensity of the electric field was so strong that the
aqueous droplets we re made dispersed again r ather than coalesced or
the charged aqeuous droplets formed into a string and arranged in a
straight line, short circuit of electric field would occur and result
in failure of the improving of the phase separation of OCD.
Ex11erimental systems and their physica�rties
µ
Organic phase aqueous phase P
y 2
·?',cgtm 3 ) Po µ 'hcglm-s'i'
(kglm 3 )
(kg_ls ")
(% V)
n EHPA
2
Kerosene
n rnPA
2
Kerosene
PS07
Kerosene

29.2
70.8
2g.2
70.8
50
50

CuS04 Soln.

1012 AS6

NiS04 Soln.
fi0.4
Ni
Rfl:13 Soln.
25.A
RE

1156

Cu

R

R2R

104fi A87

0.10fi 0.376 3.llx10-3

Table 1

\.

(1/ ·m)

8.Sx10-S

0.17fi 0.272 1.9x10-3 2x10-

4

A

0

1 .1x10-9
1.1x10_g

4
0.13fi 1.356 14.9x10-3 4.8x10- 1x10-9

P507=2-ethylhexyl-phosphoric acid mono-2-ethylhexyl ester
D/:T!PA=P204
RE=rare earths
3. Systems, equipments and experimental methods
The systems tested and their physical properties are listed in Table 1.
The experiments were carried out in the settler of a 0.001 m 3 MS or
a 0.01 m 3 DMMS and the electrodes were made of nickel sheet coated with
a perspex insulating layer. The experimental parameters such as pro
perties of electric power, values of electric voltage, distance between
the two poles, thickness of dielectric layer for the electrodes, posi
tion of electrodes placed in the settler, combinations of multi-elec-
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trodes, directions of ele c�ric field relative to the fluid flow and
extraction systems, etc. were vari ed in the experiment respe ctively.
OCD was f ormed at the beginning of the test and then the aqueous·dis
persed phase was pumped into the mixer. The volumes of dispersion bantl
or emulsion band (v) and the entrainments o f aqueous in organic (z)
were measured.

Effects of properties of electric field
P204/Ni00 4*
P204/CUOO4 *

electric
field
tested

(ml)
V

anpty
A.C. 40v
D,C, 40v
A.C. 10v
D.C. 10v

160
73
6

Z

V

(ppn)

294
948
1023

* small poles l /L a d/W
** Mid poles
O.6

0,8
0.3

Z

(ml)

(ppm)

181
91
10

93

on
on

264

0.001� MS
0.01 m D'+IS

P507 /REX::1 **
V
Z 3
(ml) (!'PIil

Table 2.

> 6540 flooding
598 1679
581i 1037
515 2323
6513 1525

:?x104 .--.--.-.-.----"'T""'"----r---�200 figure 1 Effect of voltage values
and properties of electric field
on dispersion bards
o P204/NiOO 4 Open poles
A.C. *
D.C. }
1oo � P204/NiOO 4 enclosed poles
o P204/CUOO 4 enclosed poles
D.C.
i
D.C,1"*
,r. P507 iREX::1 enclosed poles
7000� \
7 � P507 /REX:13
A.CJ
losed poles
3mf;;MS
*
on
0.001
,..,
e
� 5000
5 Q..
on
0.01
lM-IS
0

JI

j

\i

0

M.= 3000 \ \\\
�
2000 \
\•

8

!

30

0

\

1000
600

\

0

**

0

.
\

I \\.\

l\ ·-,.,-� .

A-•-A -- -- __ ... _ -•

el

>

0
6

80
120
or D. C. Voltage (V)

4, Experimental re sults
4,1 The effects of propertie s and voltage values of electric field on
_ phase separation of OCD
Experimental result s shown in Table ·2 and Figs. 1-3 illustrate:
(1) Fo r the three extraction systems tested, a low-voltage· electric
field with a voltage below A.C. 220 V or D.C. 40 V may improve the
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2000 ..-----,----�---,-----,,-----,----,200

0
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0
0
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8

300

8·

A. C. Voltage (V)

Effect of voltage values am properties of electric field on
dispersion barns
..:,. P204/a.iso4
small poles * <> P204/NiS0 mid poles **
small poles } >< P204/Ni0044 mid poles
<> P204/NiS04
3
3
204 N
mid poles
* on 0.001 m MS,** on O.Cl1 rn � 1? / i004

Figure 2

1
J

3000�----------�---�---�

M

E

2000 1 9,

0

1000
700

Figure 3

,�-.......... '------ --·
.....____
'-------·--· -

��9---

0

�,1
"'-

•

---

M
E

20

0
0

•

10 •
7

i

A. C. or D. C. V oltage (V)

Effect of voltage values and properties of electric field oo
entrairvnents of aquoous in organic
0 P204/Ni00
A.C.
(>
P507/REX:13
A.C.
A.C.
>< P204/Ni004
A
P507/RFX:J.3
D.C.
4
* on 0.01 m3 [M,1S, mid and erx:losed poles
pha se separation of oco largely, and for P507/REC13 system the disper
sion band (v) was reduced to less than one tenth, even though the vol
tage was lowered to A.C. 10 V or D.C. 10 V.
(2) Provided there were no variations in other parameters, the e f fects
of D.C. field applied for decreasing the entrainments of aqueous in
organic (z) we re better than with A.C. field. But for the reduction of
v, the effects of the application of o.c. field was similar to those
with A.C. field for P507/REC1 system.
3
(3) Generally speaking, the v and z decrease with the increase of the
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voltage, because an increase in voltage may cause intensification. of
electric field, thus enhancing the phase separation of OCD.
(4) The comparison of experimental results for P507/REC13 with those
for P204/ NiS04 or P204/Cuso4 system indicated that the use of a low
voltage electric field for promoting the phase separation of OCD for
P507/REC13 had much better effects than for P204/NiS04 or P204/cuso4
system, which may be explained by the following facts: Since the Pka
of P507 (Pka=4.10), is higher than that of P204(Pka=3.32) and the con
ductivity of REC13 solution is higher than that of cuso4 or NiS04 so
lution, leakage and short circuit of electric current in P507 are less
than in P204 and moving velocities of aqueous droplets and colliding
velocities between aqueou s droplets in P50 7/REC13 are larger than in
P204/Cuso4 or P204/NiS04 system.
4.2 The effects of electrode sizes, insulating layer thickness of ele
ctrode and distance between the two poles tested on phase se
paration of OCD
The experimental resul ts shown in Tables 3 and 4 and Figs. 4 and 5
indicate:
Effects of insulating layer thickness of electrodes
6/60
1
2
4

P204/NiS04
V
Carlitioos
tested
(ml)

z

<wnl

mid poles
204 681
A.C. 220V 1/L 224 1080
0.06 d/W 0.2 318 1280

Table 3

P507/REC13
O:n:Utioos
V
(ml)
tested

<wnl

mid poles
485
A.C. 220V 1/L 526
0.06 d/W 0.3 656

1679
1440
1375

6l60 = relative thickness of insulating layer

z

on 0.01 m3 CMIS

Effects of s Jzes of electrode O. 01 m3 CMIS 1/L 0.06 d/W 0. 3
Sizes of
P204/NiS04
P507/REC13
D.C. 40
electrode.
A.C. 220 V
A.C. 220 V
Z
V
Z
V
tested
V
enpty
small
mid
large

(ml)

(ppn)

1290
298
244
209

2375
905
875
665

(ml)

·> 6540
609
526
490

(wnl

(ml)

flooding> 6540
103 1
765
1440
586
526
19 39

Table 4
V
z
<wnl

flooding
1679
2578

(1) V decreases with the decrease of insulating layer thickness (Q)
of electrode, but z varies with 6, depending on the system tested
( see Table 3 ). When 6 =0, i.e. open electrode used, v may be reduced to
the minimum (refer to Figs. 1 and 2). It is, however, not pracical for
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the industrial production.
(2) V decreases with the increase of electrode dimension, but z varies
with the systems and conditions tested (see Table 4). During the coa
lescence of droplets they generate many small droplets or. hazes and are
very difficult to coalesce again. So, if the intensity of the electric
field is too strong, z mayincrease. When the intensity of the electric
field is over certain limit, the chief rule of electric field is to
disperse droplets rather than promoting coalescence. These viewpoints
may well explain the results of z for P507/REC13 system tested.
(3) V decreases with the decrease of distance (d) between the two
poles, but z increases with the decrease of d (see Figs. 4 and 5). The
smaller the dis, the stronger the intensity of electric field will
be. Therefore, too small d is not suitable for a lower z.
t,
� 1000 ,----,-----r----.......---,-----,100
5
0

8

---- ----

..
..
_,
:::=._
·
�
:::c-;-�--------..,,.
... -

700

200

--- ---

-----·----..

0.6

d/W
Figure 4 Effect of distance between two
A.C. 160 V
<> P204/0JS0
D.C. 15 V
.<> P204/NiS044
x P204/NiS04
A.C. 220 V
o P507/�13
A.C. 220 V
** on 0.01 m3 J:M,l,S
* on 0.001 m MS

l
e

M

0
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i

000
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2000
1000
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0.8
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M

0
3 8
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�

>
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400

--0

�

2001,
00
60

�
8

i
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Figure 5 Effect of distance between two poles on entraiments
of aqueous in organic
0,
A.C. 160 V
open poles
P204/0JSO
oo 0.001
�
P204/NiSO: D.C. 15 V
en::losed poles } m3 MS
)(
P204/NiS04 A.C.. 220 V
e.rclosed poles
on 0.01 m3
0
[M,l,S
P507/REx::13 A.C. 220 V
enclosed poles
0.2

0.4

J
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4.3 The effects of location of electrode and direction of electric
field in the settler on phase separation of OCD
Experimental results illustrated in Tables 5 and 6 indicate:
(1 l It is not desirable to place the e lectrodes at the inlet for bot�
v and z are large (see Table 5). At the inlet the action of electric
f ield is interfered by the disturbance of flow, so the electrodes
should better be placed near the inlet, instead of at the inlet.
(2) When the location of electrode (1) is far from the inlet, v would
become large and the larger the 1 is, the higher the v would be. It
is well known that when the electric field is as close to the inlet
as possible, its rule acts as early as possible that its effects to
improve phase separation of OCD will be much better .
(3) Comparison of the experimental results of two directions of elec
tric field shows that as the electric field is vertical to fluid flow,
vis smaller, but z is larger (see Table 6).
Effects of relative locations of electrode
1/L

*
P204/Q.iSO
A.C. 160 i

A.C. 220 i

z

V
(ml)

160

294

21

1194

1290
595
298

40
55

1251
8508

note: d/W 0.3

V

(ml)

empty
0 (inlet)
0.06
0.08
0.25
0.50
1.0

**
P204/Niro

* A.C. 160V

(ppn)

0.001 m3 MS

z

(ppn)

2375
830
905

z

V

. (ml)

(ppn)

260
343
512

** A.C. 220V

609
212
161

Table 5
**
P507/RD::l.3
A.C. 220V A.C.
10V
V
V
(ml)

(ml)

76540
1814
515

d/W 0.9•

485
580
925
d/W 0.3

0.01 m3-ll+IS

Effects of directions of electric field relative to fluid flow Table 6
*
**
electric field
P204/Niro4
P507/REX:13
relative to
Conditions v
z
z
Conditions
V
fluid flow
tested
(ml) (ppn)
tested
(ppn)
(ml)
Parallel
Vertical
Parallel
Vertical
· 0.01 m3 ll+IS

A.C.
{ 1/L
d/W
A.C.
{ 1/L

220V 218 1040
0.06
0.2
170 1040
220V 742 1280
0.06

d/W 0.3

415 1930

two pa ir poles
{ 1/L
0.06
d/W
0.3
single pair · .
{ 1/Lpoles 0.06
0.3
d/W

* ti,o pair poles

** A. C. 220V

562

1031

478
526

1939
1525

485

1679

·4.4 Comparison on the performance of the single and two-pair
electrodes tested
The results are listed in Tab l e 7 and show:
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( 1) The two-pair electrodes can decrease v slightly arrl increase z obviously, l:ut
the case for P507/REX:l system arrl D.C. field was right oonverse.
(2) O:nsidering the i�sing extent for z arrl the decreasing extent for v am the
intensity of electric field, an over-strong field is not suitable for phase se
paration. So the selection of cx:mpourrl electrodes must be very careful.
Q:mparison on the perfomnces of the single- arrl two-pair poles Table 7
electrodes
tested
mid
mid + srrall
mid
mid + small
0.01 m3 l»I.S

*

corrliti<XlS
tested
{ 1/L
d/W
liL
{ d/W

*

0.06
0.3
0.06
0.2

A.C. 220V

P204/NiSO4
V
z
(ml)
(ppn)
244
235
204
170

1078
1 330
681
1040

tt 1/L 0.06

P507 /REX:1 3
corrliti<XlS
V
tested
(ml)
A.C. 220V
D.C. 40 V

{

{

526
478
586
725

tt

Z
(ppn)
1440
1939
1679
1207

<l/W 0.3

5. Cllnclusions
(1) A low-voltage D.C. field or A.C. field may largely improve phase separation of
aqueais-in-organic dispersion, even though the voltage applied is as low as 1 O V
for certain systems, particularly the dispersion band may be reduced to less than
one tenth.
(2) In ad:Ution to the above, it has been fourrl that there should be a proper lo-
cation of a single-pair electrodes, a suitable distance between the electrodes, a
desirable thickness of insulatin:J layer for electrodes arrl a right direction of
electric field.
(3) An over-strong intensity of electric field is not suitable for phase separation
of an organic continuous dispersion, so the selection of electrode dimension arrl
number should be very careful.
(4) For certain system, when constant voltage is applied, the D.C. field is roore
effective in decreasin:J the entrainments of aqueous in organic, l:ut its effects
are the same or less in reducing the dispersion band oanpared' with A.C. field.
Ncmenclature
d
distance between a pair of poles (m)
l
location of poles far frcrn the inlet of settler (m)
L
length of settler (ml
V
voltwne of dispersion band or emulsion bard (ml)
w
width of settler (ml
z
entrainment of aqueais phase in organic phase (ppn)
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HYDRAULIC STUDIES OF A HORIZONTAL PULSED SOLVENT-EXTRACTION COLUMN
A.J. Melnyk and s. Vijayan, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada

ROE lLO

Abstract
A horizontal configuration for a pulsed extraction column has been recognized as
having a great potenttal in replacing vertical pulsed columns (VPC) in the separa
tion of heavy elements ln the nuclear industry.

Published work examining the per

formance of the horizontal pulsed column (HPC) has been sparse to date, thus preven
ting the design of large-scale units.

A research program was started in 1982 at the

Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment to study the importance of hydraulic fac
tors in the performance of the HPC.
The hydraulic experiments were carried out in a O.O75-m diameter by 1""11 long column
with a 'standard' perforated-plate cartridge using a 30% tributylphosphate + 70%
Isopar H - 2 mol/L nitric acid system.

The flooding experiments showed that the

flooding capacity limitations can be represented in terms of a Sege-Woodfleld type
flooding diagram.

The nature of this flooding diagram was found to be strongly

dependent on both pulse amplitude and frequency independently, as well as on the
coupled pulse effect represented by the pulse velocity.

The phase flow ratio was

found to have only a minor effect on the maximum total throughput.

The influence of

the physlcal properties of the systema on flooding capacity is also reported.
The effects of individual phase f_low rates, and pulse amplitude and frequency on the
dispersed-phase holdup and axial mixing, in both the organic and aqueous phases were
examined.

The aqueous phase was the dispersed phase in the majority of experiments.

The holdup behaviour for different operating conditions exhibited trends similar to
those observed for the VPC.

Axial mixing in the aqueous phase, determined by a

discrete-stage model, was negligible over the range of operating conditions studied.
However, axial mixing ln the organic phase wa& found to be significant, and the
influence of operating variables is described.

Measurements of the single-phase

power dissipation were found to be adequately correlated by a quasi-steady-state
power equation commonly used for the VPC.
Introduction
The horizontal pulsed column (HPC) has been identified -as a possible alternative to
the vertical pulsed column (VPC) in the reprocessing of nuclear fuels.

The HPC

appears to retain all the major advantages of the VPC, while offering the additional
major advantage of substantially reduced shielding and associated building costs.
The potential merits of the HPC were first realized in the early 195Os (l).

The
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original design of the HPC was flawed, however, due to the Interdependence of indi
vidual extraction cells.

Th1s interdependence of cells caused the propagation of

local disturbances throughout the column, which had the effect of severely reducing
mass transfer efficiency (2).

To overcome this problem, Thornton ()) developed a

new plate configuration that allowed adjacent extraction eel ls to be hydrodynamic
ally independent.

This plate configuration design has been adopted as the standard

by several investigators over the last three decades (4-7).

Most of the published

work to date has been in the form of preliminary investigations into the behaviour
of the UPC.

These results suggest that the column displays throughput capacity

limitations similar to the VPC and has a higher mass transfer efficiency (7).

How

ever, there is insufficient published data regarding the operation of the HPC to
allow proper scale-up of the column to industrial-scale units.

Experimental
A modified version of Thornton's design (3) was used 1n this study (see Figure 1).
The column was 0.075 m in diameter by l m long and was divided into fourteen o.05-m
long extraction cells.

Plate perforations were 3 .. 2 mm in diameter, located only

over half the pla�e, resulting in a net free area of 11. 7X per plate.

The systems

studied and their physical properties are summarized in Table 1.
Throughput capacity measurements were made by determining the pulse frequency at
which the column was observed to flood for a fixed total superficial velocity, '>hase
flow ratio and pulse amplitude.

Local holdup measurements were made by measuring

the volume fraction occupied by each phase in every c�ll_ when all flows and pulsing
action were terminated.

Axial mixing was examined using two colourimeter pr'obes to

measure th,e transient response of a tracer injected into one of the phases.

Power

dissipation in the HPC was measured using the standard force-displacement hysteresis
method (8),
Results and Discussion
Throughput Capacity
The throughput capacity limitations of the HPC were found to be well represented by
a Sege-Woodfield flooding diagram as shown in Figure 2.

The HPC behaved hydraulic

ally as a mixer-settler under all stable operating conditions.

However, the flood

ing curve could be divided into three distinct operating regions.
At low pulse velocities (af ( 0.006 m/s), a 'Fully Separated Flow' (FSF) region was
observed where both phases were completely stratified
dispersion of either phase present.
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with no sign! ficsnt

Flooding in this region appears to be due to

inadequate pulsation and is described by

(1)
At mid-pulse velocities (0,006 m/s ( af ( 0,01 m/s), a small, but stable, dispersion
band formed in the centre of the column.
'Dispersion Transition'

In this region, referred to as the

(OT) region. the throughput capacity reached a maximum.

This maximum throughput cu; ) is dependent on the pulse amplitude, phase flow ratio,

and physical properties of the system studied.

At high pulse velocities (af ) 0,01 m/s), a large stable dispersion band was observ
ed, which occupied up to 70% of the total cell volume.

In this region, referred to

as the 'Pseudo-Dispersion' (PD) region, the total throughput decreased with pulse
velocity.

The flooding curve in this region is adequately correlated by
(2)

where

c1

• 3,753xl 0-7,

c2

• -0.0077 and

c3

• -3.09 for system 1.

The exponent on

the pulse velocity term, c3, was found to be independent of the system studied,

whereas the other coefficients, c1 and c2, were dependent on the physical properties
of the system studied.

Flooding in this region appears to be caused by the lack of

stratification of the two phases, resulting in a large degree of internal
recycling.
For low pulse amplitudes (a ( 0.02 m), the column flooded at high pulse frequencies
(f > 0.5 Hz) and, as a consequence, the period of one pulse cycle was small
('t ( 2 s).

Calculations based on the terminal velocity of droplets produced at

these conditions indicate that there is insufficient time available for the droplets
to settle to the two-phase interface in one pulse cycle.

Consequently, these drop

lets are readily entrained in the reverse flow action, reducing the net throughput.
At higher pulse amplitudes (a ) 0,02 111), the resulting lower pulse frequencies
(f ( 0,5 Hz) provide a sufficient period of pulsation for the droplets to settle.
At these pulse velocities, however, the droplets do not readily coalesce.
leads to a buildup of the dispersion band.

This

It has been found that the pulse veloci

ty at which the total throughput begins to decrease can be reasonably estimated by
equating the residence time based on pulse velocity to the coalescence time obtained
from correlations (9) for all systems studied.

Thia mechanism explains the exclu

sive dependence of the flooding curve on pulse velocity at high pulse amplitudes.
Anomalous regions in the flooding curve (range of pulse velocities for which
throughput is constant) were also observed (see Figure 2).

The location of these

regions la correlated by
- 43
0,184 (a) o,

(3)
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Flooding curves were determined for a range of phase flow ratios from U /u • 7/ 1 to
A 0
1/7 . The phase flow ratio was found to have no influence on the flooding curves in

the FSF and PD regions.

The phase flow ratio was found_ to influence the maximum

throughput, U!, with a minimum value for U'

observed at a 1/1 phase flow ratio.

The effects of _physical properties of the system were also studied.

Generally, the

throughput limitations of the column improved with increasing density difference and
lnterfaclal tension, as shown in Figure ).
Dispersed Phase Holdup
The aqueous phase dispersed under all stable operating conditions.

In this study,

the total aqueous holdup was measured although the aqueous phase was present in
three different states.
bottom of each cell.

One state consisted of a bulk aqueous layer located at the

This aqueous layer was present for all stable operating re

gions and was the only state observed in the FSF region.

In the DT and PD regions,

the aqueous phase was also present as randomly dispersed droplets in the organic
phase.

A third state was found in the DT and PD regions, where a_queous droplets

were present in a tightly packed dispersion band located between the aqueous- and
organic-continuous regions.

At high pulse velocities approaching flooding, this

state appears to be the dominant contributor to the total holdup.
The total aqueous holdup was constant throughout the pulse cycle although the con

tributions from the above described states varied.

The local cell holdup did not

vary significantly throughout the column from cell to cell.

Consequently, an

overall average total holdup, j , was used to correlate the effects of the operating
T
variables on holdup.
The resulting correlation for system 2 is

iT _

0_698;;

1
0
0. 4
53 • f- .37 7

(4)

The average holdup varied fr011 Q.16 to 0.50 over the range of operating conditions
studied,

Although not reflected in equation (4), a slight increase in holdup was

observed at high pulse velocities prior to flooding.

The form of equation (4) is

similar to that used by Kwaar and Hartland (10) to correlate the dispersed phase
holdup in the mixer-settler region of operation for the VPC.
Axial Mixing

Axial mixing results obtained from transient tracer response curves were analyzed by
a discrete-stage backflow model (11).

A backflow coefficient {a) was determined by

performing a non-linear least-squares regression analysis to determine the best
statistical parameter estimate.

An approximate relation between the backflow and

dispersion coefficients can be shown· to be (11)
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(5)

Experimental results indicate that axial mixing is not an important factor in the
aqueous phase (dispersed phase).

Statistically significant backflow coefficients 1

were only found at low aqueous flowrates (U , Q.00125 m/s) and low pulse velocities
A
( af , 0.004 m/ s). The largest aqueous backflow coeffie lent measured was O .695.
This corresponds to a dispersion coefficient (E ) of about J.9x10 -5 m 2/s. As
A
opposed to the dispersed phase, axial mixing ln the continuous phase (organic phase)
was found to be significant.
l .Sxl0-3 m 2 /s) were obtained.

Rackflow coefficients as large as 25.4 (or E
0
The organic-phase backflow coefficient was a strong
::i:

function of pulse amplitude, frequency, and the organic flowrate. but independent of
aqueous flowrate.

The relative dependency of these terms is demonstrated in the

following correlat ton:

(6)

Power Dissipation

Power dissipation due to pulsation in the !IPC was studied for three different single
phases (water, dodecane and 30% TBP + 70% isopar M), with and without external
flows.

It was found that the average power dissipation ( <l,,) was insensitive to

single -phase flow and, thus, adequately described in terms of the pulse amplitude
and frequency.

The average power dissipation in pulsed and reciprocating plate columns is usually
estimated from a quasl.;.steady-state model for frictional losses (12) by the follow
ing expression:

-

�

2
�pnA

3

(af)

C

J

(7)

Using an orifice coefficient (C ) determined from steady-state pressure-drop experi
0
ments, it was found that the predicted power dissipation from equation (7) was
consistently greater by
(see Figure 4).

5

to 20% than the experimentally measured power dissipation

However, the general trend describing the influence of pulse veloc

ity given in equation (7) was in good agreement with experimental data over the
range of stable operating conditions as dictated by the flooding curves.

At high

pulse frequencies, a sudden drop in the measured power dissipation was observed
(Figure 4). The frequency (f ) corresponding to this drop in power dissipation was
0
dependent on the pulse ampl 1 tude:

f

C

-0,43
0-184 a

(8)
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This minimum power dissipation appears to be due to the formation of turbulent
eddies that may absorb and release the energy imparted on the fluid by the pulser.
It is interesting to note that the characteristic frequency (equation (8)) appears

1/2

to be related to flooding anomalies by a (6p/p )
ratio (equation (3)). This rat�o
A
is common to hydraulic models for horizontal two-phase flow systems (13). The cause
for the observed flooding curve anomalies is not presently understood. although it
·1s speculated that these anomalies mtght be attributed to a Kelvin-Helmholtz type
instability phenomenon (13).
Conclusions
(1)

The throughput capacity limitations of the HPC can be represented by a Sege
Woodfleld type flooding curve similar to that used for the VPC.
curve can be divided into three regions:

The flooding

a Fully Separated Flow region at low

pulse velocities, a Dispersion Transition region at mtd-pulse velocities , and a
Pseudo-Dispersion region at high pulse velocities.
(2)

Flooding at low pulse velocities ls due to inadequate pulsation.

Flooding at

high pulse velocities is due to lack of stratification of the two phases caused
by either (a) insufficient time for drople.t s to settle to the interface at high
pulse frequencies (f > Q.5 Hz) cir (b) insufficient time for droplets to
coalesce at low pulse frequencies (f < Q.5 Hz).
(3)

The flooding curve ls strongly influenced by the physical properties of the

(4)

TI1e total aqueous holdup is constant throughout the column and consists of

system ln the aiid- to high-pulse velocity regions.
three components:

(a) a bulk, aqueous, continuous layer, (b) randomly

dispersed, aqueous droplets in the organic continuous re.gion, and (c) a tightly
packed, dispersion band.
(5)

Axial mixing in the dispersed phase (aqueous phase) ls negligible, while axial
mixing in the continuous phase (organic phase) is significant and is adequately
correlated.

(6)

Experimentally de·termlned, time-averaged power dissipation is 5 to 20% lower
than the value predicted from a quasi-steady-state model.

(7)

An anomaly in the form of a minimum power dissipation occurs at a characteris
tic frequency, which is a function of pulse amplitude.

This anomalous

behaviour appears to be related to the flooding curve anomaly.
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Nomenclature

Ac
a
af
Co
E
n

-

-

cross sectional area (m )
pulse amplitude - full stroke (m)
pulse velocity (ampll tudefrequency products, m/s)
orifice coefficient
dispersion coefficient (m /s)
pulse frequency (Hz)
number of plates

Superscripts
average value
maximum value

*
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uP

u
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0
p

power dissipation (W)
plate spacing (m)
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aqueous phase holdup

density (kg/m )
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aqueous phase
A
0
organic phase
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T
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Table 1:

Description

System

Summarl'.

of Phisical Proeerties

Po
(kg/m 1 )

PA
(kg/m 1 )

(kg/m 1 )

y
(mN/m)

µA
(mPa•s)

(mPa•s)

30% TBP +
70% Isopar M
-Distllled Water

833.6

997.0

163 .4

10.8

0.89

2.69

30% TBP +
70% lsopar M
-2 .o mol/L HN01

849 .1

1055,3

206 .2

11.5

0.92

2. 59

746.l

997 .4

251.3

52.4

o.89

1.35

No.

Dodecane
-Distilled Water

t,p

A
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Effect of Physical Properties
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ON THE MODELLING OF THE TWO-PHASE FLOW
IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION COLUMNS
Radionuclide RTD-Analysis as a tool for diagnostics and optimization

A.Merz, J.J.l'orta and R.Walter
l<ernforschungszentrum Kaz-slruhe CmbH / F.R.G.

INTRODUCTION

This report is concerned with the dual problem of generating and analyzing
data in experimental investigations in the quest for a suitable mechanistic
model for the fluid dynamics of two-phase flow in p�lsed extraction columns.
The

one-dimensional axial dispersion

model is still

often used for the

description of the two-phase fluid dynamics in Solvent extraction apparatus,
although physical considerations cast considerable doubt on this approach
/1-4/.
In the dispersed phase of a solvent extraction colum11 we have a population
of coalescing, partial coalescing and non-coalescing droplets moving coun-,
tercurrent to the continuous phase. Different-sized droplets will move 1dth
different velocities through the active column length and will have different
residence probabilities in contradiction with the most basic assumption of
the dispersion model.
One

essential

hurdle

for an improvement

fluid-dynamical phenomena is
measurement methods.

frequently

in the
the

understanding

of local

lack of adequate diagnostic

This is specially important. f1or the identification of

the dispersed phase.
The experimental findings reported in this paper result. from RTD-experiments
using radiotracers.

For this purpose the radiotraciug techniques were

adapted

specific

to

the

(TBP-kerosene/nitri·c acid).

requirement:.

of

the

PUREX

system

This system is of capital importance for the

reprocessing of nuclear fuel.
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RADIONUCLIDE DIAGNOSTICS

A radinnucl idc diagnostic method was developed and applied in conjunction
with a computer-controlled multi-tietcctor measuring systl'.!m.

By these means,

the flc:,., patterns and the a.dal phasP. distrihutiu11 cau he followed on-line
without disturbing the process.

Data Acquisition and Processing

!
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graphic
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Data acquisition system for radiotraccr experiments in sol
vent extraction columns

The upper half of Figure 1 shows scl1cmatical ly the digital data acquisition
system.

The system was designed for a maximum of 32 sciutillation detectors.

The experimental data can be stored in real time on floppy-disc or
storage devices of a PDP-11 /60 process computer.

mass

This machine. can also .be

used for the first data processing steps.

For this objucr.ive special array

processing hardware is used in pnral lel.

The POI' machi�e is connected as

RJE·station
Center.

to

Time

the mainfram� computers of the KaL�lsruhe Nuclear Research
and mem?ry consuming extensive mathematical computations

(model parameter estimation, dcconvolut.ion operations, stat.istical analysis)
/5/ can by means of this LAN concept be distributed to different processors,
thus enabling a rapid solution of the problem.
Radiotracer compounds and special irradiation techniques were developed for
the specific labeling of the organic phase (TSP-kerosene).
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F-18 perfluor-

carbon

compounds

(perfluorbenzene

and

pcrfluorkerosene),

as

we) l

as

radioiodine-labeled dodecane /6/, were found to be suitable tracers for the
organic phase.

For the radioLracing of the acqueous phase (11itric acid)

generator-produced radioisotopes were used (87-Y/87m·Sr, 113-Sn/113m-In).
The radiotracers were injected i11to the fce<l 81.rcam for the corresponding
phase.

Injection points along the active column were available for special

investigations of radial mixing effects.
Basic two-phase flow phenomena and specific problems of plate geometry were
investigated on a test facility (pulsed plate column: 100 mm i.d., 6 m active
length)

with

effects.

cquilibrated phases to assure the absence of mass-transfer
,
measurements under mass-transfer conditions on

Correspondig

industrial columns are reported in /7/.

RTD-ANALYSIS
Model comparison

Considering

the extraction column, ns a first approximation, as a linear

time-invariant ergodic system, the weighting function

E(t)

dcscdbes

its

fluid-dynamical behaviour! Unexpected effect,s, notcovered in the model (i.e.
entrainment, tailing, etc) may be thus identified.
The system weighting
function can be evaluated by means of DfT deconvolution techniques.
Host authors try to stabilize the ill-posed deconvolution problem by fitting
a parametrized mode 1 to the data and optimizing these parameter�
Bodenstein

(i.e.

number or dispersiou coefficients} over iterative convolution.

Here there is the dilemma that serious errors c11n result if the number of
degrees of freedom is too small (because of an inadequate mo_del) or too large
(because of instability of the solution to noise /5/.
Figure 2

shows the system weighting functions E(t) evaluated from radionu

clide RTD experiments for the organic di!,persed and aqueous continues phase
respectively.
The

input-output

signals correspond with

the detector� reµresented on

The ex�er�mental· conditions (total flow rate \1 + V = 2o0 1/h,
a
0
phase flow ratio V /V = 5.5, amplitude A= 8.4 mm, puls frequency f = 1.75
0 8
°
Hz, 25 C) correspond to the central point of the experimental design /5/.
Figure 1.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the systern weighting functions E (t) with the
probability distribution function of the 2-paramt.er axial di�persion model
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Figure 2.

(DH) and the log-normal distribution model (LN).

The lat:ter is reported to

be able to describe pulsating. blood flow /8/ as well as rising bubbles in
As. seen from Figure 3 the fluid dynamics of

the

dispersed phase can also be well approximated by this stochastic model.

gas-liquid colums /4/.

The

weakness

of

evident·.

A better fit of the model parameters to the weighting function is

the constant-coefficients axial dispersion model become thus

· not possible.

On the other side (see Figure 5) both models can well describe

the phenomena in the continuous phase.

In this case convective transport

ef fee ts dominate in re 1 at ion to the much sma 11 er <lispers ion ef feces.

Th is

good description for the continuous phase should although not be taken as a
validation of the axial .dispersion model for the dcscript.ion of two-phase
fluid dynamics in pulsed columns.
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Special problems of axial and radial mixing

The lack of knowledge on the radial mixing and the effects of backmixing of
the continuous phase at the fluid interphase in the settler chamber are
fundamental causes for the uncertainty in the scale-up of extraction columns.

These aspects have been neglected in the fluid dynamic modelling of columns
because of the considerable higher sophistication of the mathematical meth
ods involved therein.
This questions were investigated on a pulsed column with nozzle and sieve
plates respectively (see Figure S).

sieve plate 127¾1

f4.0

Figure 4.

Plate geometry

The column was equipped with 60 nozzle a!ld 61 sieve plates with a constant
spacing of 50 mm.
The results obtained from two radiotracer experiments (dispersed phase o ,
d
continuous phase a c) are presented by the mean values 't•ot the measured RTD.
The influence of the plate geometry on the behaviour of the dispersed phase
is evident.
The drop size distribution with nozzle pl�tes is finer as the
one with sieve plates.

�ecause of this fact the mean droplet rise velocity

V is smaller, the hold-up larger and the axial mixing more intensive. The
0
statistical parameters were determined by means of the system weighting
function between detector positions 1 and 6, and 7 and 12 respectively.

The

plate geometry shows almost no effect on the fluid dynamics of the continuous
phase.
The latter will be although intensively backmixed by the rising
bubbles of the dispersed phase.
The RTD of the continuous phase in the
liquid settler interphase (detector 14) can thus oe well described by an
ideal mixed vessel /9/.
This fact can be of crucial importance for the
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Effect of the plate geometry on the fluid dynamics
of

uranium from the continuous into the dispersed phase (i.e.

Two clearly different fluid-�ynamical regions must be considered here:

the active column and the region up to the liquid interphase.
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Radial mixing effects

The quality of radial mixing was further investigat�d.
problem has only been taken into consideration
industrial columns /7, 10/.
to now ev�luated.
too.

at

this

The influence of plate geometry haQ not oeen up

This problem was investigated in this experimental program

With the uxperimental arrangement sho�n in Figure 6

installed

Up to now

for the design of large

Ltw

measuring

level:-. 2,4,6

dctc.ctors were

and 8,10,12 respectively

(sec

F;gurc 5).
Channeling effects were simulated by means of excentric tracer injections.
Radial mixing effects of the plate geometry could thus be studied.
The variation coefficient along the flow path can be considered as a characteristic measure of plate homogenization effects /9/.
calculated asymmetry of 481

Starting with

a

(see Figure 6), nozzle plates show a better

radial mixing effect than sieve plates.

The reason for this behaviour can

be seen on a finer distribution of the droplet phase and a larger residence
time

between two

adjacent

plates.

The lack of radial mixing is also,

according to this result, a plate-specific problem.

This may also have in

slim columns an increase of the necessary extraction length as a consequence.
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!KULSIOR BAIID THICDltSS IR A CENTRIFUGAL SETTLER
by
H. E. Rodges

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company

Savannah River Laboratory
Aiken, SC 29808

To properly design centrifugal settlers, an estimate of the
emulsion band thickness is required.

Emulsion band thickness can

be easily estimated at the maximum throughput for a centrifugal
settler since at those conditions the emulsion band completely
covera the area between the heavy and 1 ight 1 iquid exit weirs.

The emulsion band thickness is a function of liquid densities,
interfacial tension. rotor speed, and rotor dimensions.

For

emulsion band thickness to be charaCterized in· terms of these

variables, it must be estimated at conditions other than at the
maximum throughput.
Centrifuaal settlers of the type ueed at the Savannah River
Plant uae air pressure in a chamber containing a aeries of weirs to
control placement of the interface within the settler.

Determina-

tion of the air pressures at which aqueous material just st.arts to
flow over the organic weir ·and at which organic material just
start• to flow over the aqueous weir providea a means of eetimating
band thickne11 over a wide range of operating conditions.

This

paper presents a correlation of calculated emulaion band thick
ne11e1 with operating variable•.
Thia work vu done under Contract !lo. DE-AC09-76SR00001 with
the U.S. Depart-nt of Energy.

An abatract of a paper proposed for presentation at the
ISEC '86 International Solvent Extraction Conference

Munich, FRG
September 11-16, 1986

and for publication in the proceedings
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LI.,UilJ-LL;UID-SOLli) CONTACTORS FOH :3110!1T Mill LONG il8SIDStlTI:\L TU:ES
ZHU Jia-�en, LI Jo-Kan� and dU Yuan-Fu (Y.F. JU)
'.:ast Chin3 Institute of Chemical Technology, ilhDnghai, China
Jome of liquid-liquid contactors cun be npplied to the system containing
solids. Therefore, possibilities exist also for their uses in leaching,

slurry extr.'.lctiqn and LE,\CHEA (leachine; and extr,:1ction being carried out

simultaneously)l1)which h�s been demonstrated feasible and efficient in cer
tain systems.
hec..iusP. there exists rel11tive larp,e amount of solid particles
besides the orY,anic and ;uiueous ph,"lSP.5 1 thP. convention.:.tl desir,ns of the

extraction equipment have to be modified to meet the operation requirement.
The present authors used the design of �UC for short resirlential time and the
RTL contactor·ror lon� residential time of li�uid-liquid-solid contacting.
The results of hydrodynamic studies nre reported as follows.
,\.

THE Rue FOil SHO:lT RJ:::llJ::HTI,\L 1'IMZ

The Ri.>Cs are in use world ;.,-ide and h::tve· been investigated by a large number
of researchers. It is said that the rlDC c.an be applied for syste"ls with one
solid phase And one or two liquid phases. This type of equipment was chosen
to treat systems containing an organic phase and an aqueous phase which
carries a relatively high content of solids. Preliminary test indicated thRt
when solid particles had an average diameter 1,3 x 10-4m and a density 2640
kg/m3, the p11rticles could not pass the column freely but deposited on the
stator rings. Therefore, the rotors were modified by welding three narrow
strips to each of the lower surfaces of rotating discs so thnt the stirring
intensity might be enhanced and all the solid p;.1rticles could pass through
the colur.m together with the continuous heavy ph:13c in tortuous path quite
freely provided that the rotor speed exceeds 5 s-1• i\S th� rotors so
modified behave more or less like open
turbine impellers, th� column is na1ned
"Open Turbine ]otating vise Contactor 11
or OTcliJC,
�he OT1DC Column
� typical comp•rtment of OTlDC is
shown in Fig. 1 • . Its structural
diinensions is given �s follows:
0,050m
0.025m
0,028m
0.002m
3
0.030m
1.025m
1, 1

Column diameter D
Compartment hei�ht H -r
Diameter of disc D3
'./idth of paddle
Number of p11ddlea
:itator ring openning Dg
Total heieht of column
Number of compnrtments

FIG, 1

,I Typical Compartment of OTRDC

Systems Used
1.

Liquid-li,..uid system:
J.-hase

Continuous (cl
Dispersed (d)
Solute

H.::t. terial
Ueionized ,.iJ.:iter
Kerosene
llutyric Acid

i{otor 3peed, s-1
Velocity u. m/s
2.875x10-3
0,914
4,17 - 9.83
0,799
2.92ox10-3

-
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2.

Liquid-liquid-solid 3ystem

Sand was used in liquid-liquid-solid experiments.

Its �v. diameter is 1.3 x

10-4m nnd density is 2640 k(l/m3. · 1'he rntio of solid to continuous phase
varied from 0.151 to 0.348 (by weieht). Other p.:irr;meters are shown as
follows.
Phase
Velocity u. m/s
Material
:iotor Speed s-1
Continuous (c)
Dispersed (d)
:)olid (s)

Deionized Water
Kerosene

·, ,372

Sand

-

2. 78ox10-3
1.262x10-3

5-8

Result and Oiscussion

1.

Liquid-li�uid System

Characteristic Velocity U 0 and Dispersed Phnse Bold-up h

·characteristic velocity U 0 was first correlated with F'roude number Fr= D;i1; 2 /g
physical properties and the column geometry by Lo�sdail, Thornto� �nd Fratt<2l.
Then Kung and Beckmann (31, Laddha et a1 14J nnd Zhang, Ni and Hu 1 51 studied
the same problem and observed there exist different hydrodynamic regions
demarcated by critical rotor speeds (or critical Fr).

From experimental data on 0Tll!JG a plot of Ud + Uch/(1-h) vs. h(1-h) for

different rotor speeds all gives straight lines passinti through the origin.
lnd the chAracteristic velocities thus obtained hAve been correlated as

follows:

( 1)
where a is interracial tension, dP is density difference, Pc is density of
continuous phase, -; = ( a 3 P c / �c 4 g)0.25( dP / Pc)0.6 i>nd �c is vis_cosity of
the continuous phase.

For the cases of no mass trAnsfer:

Region I,
Region II,

a = 0.374, p = 0,
a = 4 .12 X 10-4, b = 1,

For the cases with mass transfer:

p

1 .04

when Fr-11/
when Fr-11/

Region I, both c-d and d-c directions of transfer,

a = o.402, p = o,
Region II,
a=6.82x10->, b=1/2, p:0.915,
C - d direction,
d - C direction, a=14.4xio-3, b=1/2, p=0-742,

when Fr-11/ ¾

,»

> 717;
< 717.

>

8 5;

< 8 5;
< 85.
These results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. From these figures it has been
observed th�.t the existence of two regions divided by "critical" point is
apparent. And due to the Marnngoni effect, the exponent p for direction d- c
when Fr-1

when Fr-1-; ¾

is lower than direction c-d in region II.

Axial Mixing

The pulse-inject and response method was used to determine the axial mixing in
0TRDC. The results_,. correlated by using optimum method.
Continuous phase axial mixing,

As it is in RDC (5), the influence of apparent velocity of dispersed phase Ud
on the continuous phase axial mixin� could not be neglected.

The comparison of the continuous phase axial mixing in 0TKDC with that in RDC
is shown in Fig. 4. �ith increasing rotor speed, the eddy diffusion
III-424

coefficient Ee in OTRDC will incre�se more rapidly than th�t in �DC. Hut
within the lower r'otor speed region for ordinary operating conditions of OTrtUC,
the difference of Ee between o·rJUC and !WC is not si�nificant.
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Dispersed l'hase Axial Mixing

Dispersed phase axial mixing,
l
Ed/H1•Ud = 20.3 [(Uc+Ud)/UpJ-0.355(Uc/Ud)0. ,4:J

-�Uc+Ud)/Up]n.Gi0(Uc/Ud)0.364 D�N/(Uc+Ud)

where Up= 1.55x1o-2 m/s is a parAineter correspondin� to the throughp�t and
the physical properties of materials.

It is interesting that the eddy diffusion coefficient Ed decreAses with in
creasing rotor speed, see Fig. 5. 8ecauee this phase is dispersed in the
continuous phase as droplets, the use of diffusion model is considered
appropriate. The axial mixing s�ems to Ue determined by drop size distribu
tion. ditl, increasing rotor speed the drop size of the dispersed phase becomes
uniform and drop velocity profile flattens, so the apparent �d decreases.
2, Liquid-liquid-solid �ystem
As stRted before, when the rotor speed is hi�her th�n 5 s-1, the solid
pqrticles can pass through the column freely •. ,t hiRh rotor speed the flow
pattern of solid p.-::1rticles becomes turbulent, which can be visible to the
naked eyes.
Solid phase Residential Time and Axial Hixin�
It has been observed that the relntionship between residential time of solid
III-425

in column and the rotor speed is separ�ted into two regions:
1

(low speed)

�egion

ir1 this region the residential time is independent of
the rotor speed (or Fr).

Region 2 (high speed)

the residential ti.ne increases with increasing rotor
speed (Fig. 6).

By tr�cer �ethod it was observed th,t the moving r�te of solid Us relative to
the heavy continuous pha_se [\/ 5 -Uc/( 1-h)) will not change if the rotor speed is
fixed. The correlation of these two regio11s are �ives as f?llows (see Fig.7):

;:1:�
100

N,

T"{egion 1

6

_,

7
sec.

[Us - Uc/(1-h)] /Ut

l:egion 2,

0

•

LC•'I•>
2.54.x10

5.1,,,0-

l'lG. 6

vc.'1·>

-6

6

S(lc&/•)

6
2.}4.xio-

8.8;,,o-•

6
2.,i.,,0-

s.s,,,o-•

Residential Time of Solid
Pha�e in Column

0.265(.�/PsLJ-0.23,
0.00632,r-2.03,

[U 6 - Uc/(1-h))/Ut

1

!low rate

when 8.7 < Fr-1 < 14;
(4)
when Fr-1 < 7.9

where Ut is the mean scttlin� velocity of solid particle (m/s); S the flow
rate of solid phase (kc/s); L the heavy phase flow rate (m3/s) and Ps the
density of solid (kg/m 5 ).

The axial mixin� of solid phase approaches constAnt when the rotating speed of
disc is high. It seems that it is determined mainly by the particle size
distribution.
Influence of Jolid on Liiuid I·h�se Behaviors

It has been found th�t the influence of the presence Or solid phase on liquid
ph�se behaviors can not be neglected.

Due to the stirring �ction of solid p�rticles, the dispersed phase hold-up is
higher thAn the sim�le liquid-liquid system even when the rotor speed is low.
�nd the charRcteristic velocity U 0 iti lowered by the pre�ence of solid. These
results are shown in Fie. 8.
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Influence of the Solid
Phase on U 0

The existence of solid particles restrains the·liquid phase axial mixing, both
continuous and dispersed :r:hases. Comparison of experimental data of these two
c:.ses (with and without solid particles) 1 the following relation is obtained:
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E

1

: (0. 1-G. l+ C1 )E

_ e and c.:.bsence of
where £ 1 and E are the diffusion co�!"fi-:-t':�1t::. ir. the prese_nc
solid respectively.
However, the interfnce between two li1uid phases might be contaminated with
fine solid p�rticles. Therefore, it is important to select proper systems to
achieve successful operation.

The RTL contactor has been known to apply to extri..iction system with low
density difference, low interfaci�l te1ision and 1irone to emulsification. In
addition, possiLilities exist �lso for its ap�licntion to syGtems containing
solid particles. :)espite its successful use over the p:u;t 20 years, the
fundR.mentals of the operation of the ifrL cont:1ctor h:.i.ve not been studied as
extensively RS hnv� t�ose of the other i11dustrial contactors, and only some
preliminary studies h;i ve been m:uie on axial mixing and m<..1SS transfer in a
pilot-scale unit(6,7).
The authors h�ve inclined to use the !?TL cont�ctor to h�ndle systems consist
ing of an organic solvent 3nd an aqueous phase which contains relatively high
content of solid particles, _so that leachin3 of the solid and extraction of
the soluble valuables are expected to proceed alm�st simultaneously. In this
contactor the residential time for various phases will be significantly
longer than the previous type of vertic·,l column. liere a preliminary study
of hydrodynamic behaviors of organic and aqueous phases flowinc counter
currently :ind of �queous and solic..l r�hases flowing co-currently in the con
tactor under different conditions will be reported.
The RTL Contactor
The shell of the contactor was 0.1m in diameter �nd total lenGth of o.86m.
The rotor consisted of 24 discs. 3ix b11ckets were motJnted on each of all.
discs nnd the distnnce between arljDcent Jiscs was 0.03m. The aqueous phase,
which might carry solirl particles, flowed countercurrently against the organic
phase. The interf�cc between two lir11iid J>hases was controlled by a solenoid
valve. In order to assist the movement of solid p�rticles through and out of
the contactor, the major modifications were made as follows <8 ).
1. On each compartmental disc there were three passages for solid particles
between two buckets (ti�. 9) . 'l'he r,assnues between the adjacent discs were
staggered so thnt the solid residential time might be increased.
2. To reduce the sta�n"nt region Rt the bottom and assist the movement of
all solids, on the ed1es of every other buckets were mounted }>ieces of baffle,
as also ihown in FiJ. 9.
3. The common axis of the shell and the rotor might be incline to horizontal,
and the an�le of inclin3tiou � could be adjusted.
Mathematical 1:odel
Due to the inclin�tion of the c�ntactor and the pressure drop from one end of
the contactor to the other, the interface between two liquid phases may not
coincide with the axis. Therefore, the flow cross-sectional· area of each
liquid phase varies continuously and the superficial flow r�te chanRes
accordingly. It does not meet the assumption of the diffusion model, so a
modified model has been used.
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1.

Relationship Between Cross-sectional Area and Axial Dimension

If the angle a, which is formed by the axis of the contactor with the inter
face between two liquid phases, is sm�ll, the cross section area A for the
flow of either liquid phase is approximately linear with axial dimension 1,
i.e.
A/A 0 = (1-0.0041 aL/2)+0.0041 al
where
2.

(6)

A 0 is dAtum cross-sectional area and L total length of the contactor.

E11 uc1.tion for Unsteady Injection to Determine Axial Mixing

If the fluid velocity is U, the ·flow per unit cross-sectional area entering
a section l with a component of concentration c may be defined as
UX = Uc - E•dc/dl
where

(7)

Eis the axial diffusion coefficient.

Applying this concept to any process in which the component accumulates at
r�te r per unit volume, a mnterial balance over an element dl as shown in
Fig. 10 gives
UX•A =[UX + d(UX)) (,\ + d.\) + r-,\•dl

(8)

�ith the unsteady injection method to determine E, r is the tracer accumula
tion rate Oc/Ot, Combinin(l Eqs, (6), (7) and (8), it follows
1-0.0041 aL/l e
o2c
Pe Oz2 - (1-0.0041 aL/2}+0.0041

Oc
LZ OZ

(9)

where Pe = U 0 L/E, Z is dimensionless length, T resid�nti�l time and t time.
Pe and a are two parameters of the model, The coefficient of the term (Jc/OZ
represents the effect of ch�nginr, cross-sectional area and, therefore, the
changing su�erficial flow r�te on the concentration gradient in the contactor.
2

FIG. 9

I+

Sectional View Showing
Structure of the Rotor

1. baffle
3, bucket
3.

3

FIG. 10

2. openning
4. disc

Flow in Changing
Cross-Sectional
Area with Axial
Dispersion

Equations for Countercurrcnt i�xtraction with Axial Mixing

Using the same method, the followinc equations can be obtained
Fex-0.0041 aL
d2x
dx l'ex H ox Cx-x•)
dZ2 - ( 1-0.0041 a L/2} + 0,0041 a Lu clZ

(10)

0

0
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(11)

where x and y are solute concentr.:itions in organic and aqueous phases
respectively, f;ox ove�all number of transfe� units b�sed on organic phas:,
Fx and Fy are volumetric flow rates of orcnnic and aqueous phases, and x
is concentration in er1uilibrium with y. The coefficients of tt1e first order
differential term also represent the effect of the ct1�nging flow rate on the 1
concentration gradient. If the cross-sectional area does not change, the
Eqs. (9), (10) and (11) are reduced to the normal form of the diffusion model.
In the present case the phase equilibrium is not linear, and a numerical
method, si�ilar to thnt propoGed by Ricker (9) usine back-flow model, is used
and demonstrated to be stable itnd efficient.
Results and Discussion
1.

Test of the �roposed �odel

Using two RTO curves obtained under the same conditions except for different
inclinations, it is obvious that there are some differences between two
diffusion coefficients calcµlated by normal diffusion model, which may be due
to that the normal model does not adapt to the changing superficial flow rate.
But, if the modified diffusion model is used, the differences are insigni
ficant.
By comparison of the calculated concentration profile along the contactor
with measured volumes (see Fig. 11), one can see that the modified model
( a =2 ) fits better than the normal model ( a =0 ) •

2.

Axial Diffusion

In the present work, tap water and
kerosene were used as the aqueous and
orcanic phaseerespectively.

0,35

fx • 16.U 1/?'lr
fy • 16,51 1/hr
n • a. 166 1/s
�

• }. 1

••••ured
As the agitation intensity i� the con
tactor is usually low and the flow is
)(� O.Z)
obstructed by the rotating discs, the
entrainment of dispersed phase by con
tinuous phase is small. And as th�
0,20'
moving direction of droplets of dis
persed phase is perpendicular to the
o.,�
flow direction of the bulk of con
tinuous phase, the eddies attached to
the wakes of the dispersed phase drop
lets are not liable to cause the con
1,0
a.a.
tinuous phRse to flow in 3n adverse
ZI
direction. For these reasons, a change
FIG. 11 Comparison of Con
of the flow rRte of one phase does not
centration Profile
affect the axial mixing of the other.
The differences of wetting characteristics and other physical properties of
water and kerosene may induce the droplets of the two to move in different
ways, which in turn may be the cause of the phenomena that the axial diffusion
coefficient of the aqueous phase is basically independent of its own flow rate
while th�t of the organic phase increases with incre�sing its own flow rate.
0

The experiments also indicate that the diffusion coefficients of both phases
increase linearly with the rotating speed n. The following correlations were
obtained:
0.1369 + 0.1093 R•n/Uoy

(12)
(13)

where U 0 ;is datum flow rate, ·H distance between two adjacent discs and R
inside diameter of the contactor.
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3. Behavior of Jolid l·nrticles
-�nd of 2.8-4.5x10-4m and t�p water flowed
25
C
co-currently in the contactor, and mnrble
·M
20
E
particles were used as the tracer. The
15
nverale residentiJ.l time (A'H) of s;:1nrt in
the contactor v�ries from 10 to 20 minutes.
10
.ls either the speed of the rotor or tlie
�
angle of inclination fj of the contactor
0. I
0.15
0.20
0,25
increases, A:rr decreases (Fig. 12). 'l'he
n, t/s
flow rate o! iand und conse�uently, the
hold-up of sa!Ld in the cont.:.H:tor do not
FIG. 12 ,lver"1ge llesidential 'fime
significantly 'Jffect the v.:ilue of .\:tr.
of :iolids vs. J�otor Speed
High hold-up of sand and hi:r,h rotor speed
6 !'6 = 2,77 kg/hr
fl= 3,9
will enh�nce the intensity of the solid mix
1,96 kg/hr
fl= 3,9
ing (Fig. 13). The variance a 2 of the
RTD curves is about 0.03 to 0.05 • .\
0 l's
1.96 kg/hr
fl= 1.04
variance analysis of the results of per
!'y
21 ,9 1/hr
pendicu�arity tests reveals ttiat the flow
rate of aqueous phase h�s no marked
influence on either the A!" or the intensity
0.06
of solid mixing. This fact may be due to
the low flow rate of aqueous phase �nd the
0.05
high density of sand.
"'

..

•

�pplication
As a bench-scale test, the rtTL con tac tor was
sucessfully used for the recovery of metal
value from spent v�nadium cntalyst by
LEACHEX process (10J . The experiments
revealed that the overall efficiency of
leaching and extraction was high and tt1�t
the operation was stable and organic solvent
was Beldom entrained by solid p�rticles �nd
aqueous phase or vice versa.
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STUDY OF COALESCDICE AND SETTLER IJES!G� lN MlHk-HTTL!,R
H, H. Shen• and Z. J. Shen
Chemical Engineering Research Centn.·,
East China Ina ti tute of Chemical TE:chnoloe;y

Mixer-settler ie widely uaed in solvt•nt extrac.:tion proce1;E du� to ito hits:her stace t.-!fic:i
€'nc;.,, broad operating flex1b111 ty a.rid &implc construe ture. However, the most drawback uf
v
1 r
u
d
t
e
r
i::1� �� ;�:!�!; .;:tt!�. i;�f: �� �1-����r; ��� :� t�� ;r;:���e6�} ���-��;:����� �:�����of surface-active agents, the beh(tvior of dro;n; coti.lcscence i& only qualitatively urn.kr
atood, thua making the reproducible data very difficult to obtain. Sut.sequently, o con
�ervative fiettler d esignation w•G an 1nev1tat:.le trend in tentsrol.
In thia study• a correlation of the height or d16pers1on bano:J with other operatine; conc;id
s
0
0
0
0 t
O 8
y
�! :�h�::e :�:pf���:::a::���ri � f ��e ";�!!:� :� t�
�1����:i�n s���� i�.i d��in�:�:: r�
height to zero at the aettler• s ofrtake, hence, a reasonable stable height of d1speruion
band 1& desired. In present investit;ation, it. can be calculated based on an on1tlytical
mathematical model tor optimum volumetr·ic flo--.·-rate of dispersed phace containing the
meaning of minimum operating cost per unit volumetric capacity incorporated with the sol
vent inventory and settling area requirement.

!

INTRO PYCTI ON

Recent. decadee, along With the better understanding of the sep·aration mechanism of liqu:id
liquid d1eperoion 1 the relationship between the behaviouG of dispersion b1rnd in settler
and the ability of phaee separation and the 1ntor-dropG effect has been conaidercd.
Jeffreys et al. (1971) proposed a detail coalescence procedures of a single drop to inter
face and raised a separation model about a thin wedge dit.persion band related with the
settling .irea. Coulaglou (1976) proposed a smiliar coalescence procedures between dror,s.
The ertecta or height or dispersion band have been studied. Warner ( 1965), Barnes &
Hitrahi ( 1975) and Su Li-Hing ( 1984) pointed out that s•ttling also related wHh the volu
me ot dispersion band. Some models were suggeGted to describe the beho.viouc of thick dir,
pers1on band. Not ae same as wedge disperE.ion band, the thick band ie rectansle in shC1pe.
Barnea &. H1r.rah1 (1975) meaeured th� holdup d!stribution o.nd divided the thick d1spers1tin
band into 1;everal •ub-layer&. Allak &. Jeffrt:ys ( 1974) described the constr·ucture of the"
e

r

�����.�:��--�: ��!;�� T��� ai� ���s=� ��:{ �h� =� f ;�� ��:;::� ���P; ��}i u��� c: ��: :��l 1ty of oettling ot unit area and reduce:; the coalescence time. This might. lit: tht:! reat-O11
why th• thick d1apera1on band is in re�eo.n:hers 1 t;ood gro.cea. H111rtl1tn'd et al. ( 1978) vru
posed a model aore accurlitely to dt:Gcr1be the relationship of the ht!it:;ht of dispera11ln
'eland to the ractor1 of dispersion t.hrou£hput, drop size, coalescence time and holdup of
dispersion. The 11&1n aim of preoent paper is to develope a mor.e practicablE:! model bused
on l!a.rtla.nd 1 e model for the purpose of settler's d�s1s;n.
d

t

b

motor

F1.g. l

e

e

r

A-Aqueous phu,'ie
V-(.'l·ganic i:,ri.::t,;-t
W-dr·;:;ij n.lb•
speed indicator
cor,trol

The schewatic diagrum of exp8riiner:tal apparatus

Present a�drese: Nanjing Institute or Chemical Technology
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Th• experiment was carried out by measure1ng the height of dispert;ion b&.nd in steady i;tate
under diffe r ent operating conditions in a single stage plexiglass m1xer•settler. Fig. \

� �=.

�:;�it;�

Tablt 1

Properties ot 8)'1Jtemc:
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1

1

f

u

h

!�

�:z ��

x

5�6-iii�:.: ���t! �h: ::��i� ::�: �����·te o��;r:� ��o! ; _g�6
v�o v�:
�; :�v��=
the verti c al battle in the sef tler. The flow rate of aqueous outlet waa controlred by th�
l
r
e
t
t
1
0
P
;: �=l ��
i�:ei�;:� �� S�=�•!t :1
�9sj� =�d ,iu:g��� 6:b�=�= �;:� �;;�
1
t
l
t
0
t u
u
t;-�s1!: !�· di����::�·{::�:�. ���e � �;�� ��� 250c ":�� �!¥}��=�t �o�:if n: ��e=� r� !ho
range of 250 to 350 rpm and 150 to Z50 rpm respectively. Table 1 lists the proper t ies of
systems used. The phose ratio 0/A varied from 2 to 0.5. The orgo.n1c. phase was dispersed in
all cases. The entrainment ot organic phase wos measured by glass capillary tube.
System

r

� (��80,

Kerosene

Wattri

Butanol•

Wo.ter• •

1.64

1.13

2.9

1.11,

p (kg .-,)
�(mpa s)

r(oN .,-1)

c

600

1000

640

26.2( 150c)

!��=

990

2,8(250C)

• be H1turated by water
•• bt saturated by buto.nol

THEORY 611 P HODEL

In a gravity continuous settler, the coalescence process or' the di&persion band is very
t

0

o

e

n

t

ra

;i��Et�

��=r�!:: :�· t�! ���:i!�o�� ��:;: �1f! �=���=n °�r���: A: f��: !: ��� ��o�� �=��=�
and dense and the film turns 1hto a critical thickness, along with t he film breaking, th�
drops coaleacenc:e to th• mother phaae or other drops. Obviously, many factor• might effect
this coaleactnce proceet, such a&: the drop s1i.e th u s the ag1tat1-ng atrtngth, physical
propertiee or t he &)'st e m. phase ratio, disturban c e of the dispersion movement and the
height- o! tht dispersion band etc. The effect of tt:mperature co.n be considered in physical
properties. Based on the coalescence mechanism, Hartland and Vohra (1978) derived a model
as follows:
(1)

n

H. 6 v�:,b ln(�)
,
2 ei do

Where H is the height of dispersion bo.nd, Vd 1ti the volumetric flow rare ot d.1ti),1Ur51on
ph•&• Q.a per Wlit area A, do is drop diameter, 'b and 1'1 ore coalesconce time between
drops and btrtween drop and mother phase respectivel)', i 1& average dispersed holdup, 11 1G
holdup at coaleacenct front. £1 !. 1. Comparing wl th the dimensional analysis method j
Hoc (Qd/A)�

Eq. (1) describes the rtlat1onah1p of Hand Vd more accUrately.
Owing to:
(2)
\3)

do "' (lio)-0.6
do·o< N-1.2

or

We 1a Weber's number and N is agitKtor•s rota.tint ti:pcod, &nd because rb and ,1 aro the
tune Uons of do, aseum1ng:
•nd

(4)

(5)
Substituting (2) (3) (4) and (5) into Eq, (1) and rearrangem•nt, 1t give•:
(6)
11 •· B1VdN,.2"(lnVd+1.2( l+m)lnN+B2)

Where e, and Bz are constants relating to system properties and ph11.se ratio. Here Tb can
·be et!ecttd by the d1aturbanct ot the d.1spers1on movoment, so, 'b is also related to Vd,
Hartlapd (1978) treated this relationship by introduc1ng a correction !actor V�, aaaumint;:
'b « v�
Thus, !;q. (6) can be rewritten u:
(7)
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Where c 1 and Cz are constant& only relating to system propertie& imd pha&e ratio, m ond p
..i.r, all constants.
Th• pr•••nt

t��J��l !�:

(7) de�crib1a the' relationship not only ,between the height of dispersion
avo1dable
t
s: �d also. Moreover, it c an
t
p
h
t�: i�:;�n0} ���f���!n�: tt!! :����d :

El.

be

It al.l.var1able9· except Vd are known, Eq. (7) can be s1mplit1'ed as:
H = A

\iilen lnVd < -(B•l )/(p+l)
then,

vr 1 (1nVd • B)

r
t 1
1
r
v
1
c
?)
����-�� ��: fn
u
:��hs��a!: l�e �;:;e;:��nE:�n�
1• wedge 1n shape and doesn It flow only in par allel di rec t1on.

th: ::!.t�f 1�.!� �i�! ;�:!� b!�� !! f�

RESULTS wo PIsscu$I6Ks

The height ot d1apera1on band waa aeaaured under given operating conditions (N, Vd, O/A)
and ayatema. Then the constarita C1 • c2, p and .m in Eq. (?) could be computerized from the
4Xperim,ntal data. Table 2 showa the results or present work with butanol/water and keroa1n1/wat1r systems. The deviation or this model lists on the item Dv·in Table 2.
'fable 2

· Equation
System

T(u C)

3/2

25

2/1

15

. 2/1

Bo tanol/H20

Botanol/HzO

Bohnol/HzO

Keroeene/H20

Xeroaene/H20
K1roa1ne/H2q

H • C1

0/A

1/1

3/2
1/1

25

25

.15

15

vr N ,Zmln(C2VdN 1 .2( l•m))
1

1

C1

C2

p

-3,6

2

0.03

-3,9

0, 13li

-5. 1

0.054

9.9x,'o-?

7.2x10-?
1.2x10-6

2

2

1.5

1.6

Dv

0

5.0%

0

5,8%

3,5%

J

1.5

11.4%

1

1 ,5

1 3.5%

1

1.8

II

.0

1.5

13.5%

The effect or d.1ilp1r1ed ph••• throughput per unit &ettlin� area Vd and agitating speed N
againtt tho height of di1p1rsion band H at different phase ratio with large delta impeller
2
h
c
1
h
h
:�: = �:11
n-f{i.
t��
:::�m! :�e�p!� �:•::: �i!�e; :gi��i�::
lower phaae ratio in moat caaea.
N=.350 rpa
0/A
0 N=.350 rpm
T=15° C
zo c> N=}OO rpm
20
e N=250 rpa

ag�

H�w:::�7·

:g,�� ��

�:�v!:

O/A=l/ 1

1 10

..�
I

"
•

5
Ol ,O 2.0
Fig. Z

3,0 4,0 5,0
1
2
Vd(a3a- hr- )
Th• effect or vd on H
in diff1r1nt N, koro
aene/water system,
koroHu di1per&1d with
larc• delta impeller

Fig, 3

vdc.3.-2hr-1)

6,0

The effect of Vd on H in
different· phase ratio,
kerose11e/water sy&tem
kerosene dispersed with
large del t a imp'eller

01tferent ·ayateaa reveal d.1tterent performance ahown in· F1«•· 2 a.nd 4. Huch higher H can
bo 111n for buta.nol/water ayatea tqan that or keros8ne/Wo.ter system at &Allla N and phase
ra�io due to 1.te auch lower interracial tension. Conuoquttntly, the values of the constant
or Eq. (?) r1vaal 'big difference at different systeu part1colarly C 1 .• Bot, the effect of
H on H tor butanol/water system 1a not so sensitive ac for kerosene/water system shown 1n
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\'I�=

r�::!;�:d on

that ror butanol/water ayetem 1 the drop size wat.. more uniform and the height of d1si:,cr
&1on band was more stable with luas wave motions.

It &ttems quite ditterent effect ot phase ratio on H for two ·system� studied. For butanol/
water system, phaae ratio ahows having a siu,ple affect. Acc'ordina to the mixing theory,
the dispersed drop aizt increases with the 1ncrcu.t.1ng of the dit.:perscd phali1: holdup at
higher phase ratio (do .C (l+Br ), here Bis a constant). Con'3equcmtly, the thickness of th�
continuous. phase nlm 'between drop• misht be thinner in thicker dispersion bond and easier
t.c be broken. Therefore, the coalescence proccso is improv(:jU wid
the H decreases
with increasing ot phase· ratio. The butanol/wat�r system is a topical system which sl10W.!:.i
this phenomenon clearly in Fig. i.. But the effect of pho.s e ratio un kerosene/water tiy1;tc-m
n n
li
a 1
1
1
r
;���;6
i: !
:� ;:�n
i��-i�=��ea t� �;;�f;��I ti
work, the cot.leecenct time ot ·"dro s is proportional to the volume forc e of the below droµ
�
6
s
e
d
e
0
0
)
p
tl����t
��f:e ����- d:�·�:. �::;�:i�n ·::n� .:;�r:� �! t�= �;�:s � e !� t�! �� ..
t
a
u
r
h
Y
:::��. �=· ::��!v�t t�h.���= ;��:• r;�f� f����:::�: lh���;:� =��� �,� �h� ��==�
1epa.rat1on are all 1ncrei.aed, so the dispersion band become thinner. However, 4t the same
time, the volume force of the thinner d.1Gpert.1on bahd exerted on tht! coalescence front 1::.:
decr,aeed. So that, a tendency or increasing the height of dispersion band is existed. AG
tho phase ratio fur ther increasing, the height of dispersion band incr e ased again. This
is the explanatio n for the appearance of the valle)' on the curve of ii v er &us 0/A in kero
sene/water S)'etem.

m�:

i��

��r1

vtlt.;"!;�:��

0,A:�,;

°f/ 1;:: 5�·

i �:��-�-�.

�f ;�:;:-

It was o.lso round experimentally tho.t the height of dispersion band wati ·eff e cted r emark
abl)' by the center position of the dispersion bD..nd (hi) rel'ated to the position of the
dispersion inlet pa11ageway (hr) (Fi.gt.. 6 and 7). \'ihen h1 higher than hr, the entering
d1t1peraion fluid might !low upward• and disturb the disp1rsion band, thus incr.1•se 1 ts
t
e
u
e
h
0
e
t
v!" ,�::1 �; �} �hew���e�in: �&;�;:�o� =�g�{ • b� �t��=r ��-�
ri�� ����e t�:ciced
la er Of '-the d1spere1on ban in the uettler, t.O, a p6.rt Of denao po.ckttd di&pcrsion phase
d paaaagewa)' and caus� a n uncontroll ed rec)'cle and than in
•1 r l flow back into the inlet
crea.se the settling load. It can be seen in F1s. 7, where the H·h1 cu r ve goes upwards
again aa the ht 11 leaa than 8 cm. Of cause. this phenomonon was onl)' seen in the cu;e Of
light phase diap e reed and the position of the disper&ion inlet paG&o.g eway hf was 12 cm.
in present work.
H, rpa Vd(• 3•-2hr-l)

�:t:��

N

i��r �}

C
Cl
e
"
G
0
e
Cl
E>

20

"
•

';; 10

o 2.5
Fig. 4

3 .0

0/A
1:1
1:1
1:1
3:2
3:2
3:2
2:1
2: l
2:1

N, rpa
250
200
150
25()
200

15()
250
200

150

3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
Vd(m3•-2hr-l)

20

•

300
250
350
250

Cl

0

N-

Cl

�

"

3.27

10

�
l :2 2:3

Tho oftoct of Vd on H 1n
different N and 0/A,
but&.nol/water sy1t•••
butanol dieperaed with
large delta impeller

5,23
5.23
2.61

1:1

0/A

3:2

2: l

The effect or phase ratio
on H for kerosene/water
system

The compar1eon of two types of agitator 1s s hown in Ilg. 8 (H - Vd) and t'ig. 9 (i - Vdl•
The experiment wae carried out at clifferent rotating speed according' the different chare
0
r
t
o t
r
1
)'
�io; .�:�a�
:�!� :o �e ::r:'!}�i�r=�t T�: !��=p�:�f:g i�;�!� a�:i: �t:b:�:�c! f�
and thua in creating more local turbulence 1ntens1t)' und circulation througl1out the mi>:er.
Compare with the emaller area· multi-bladed tyi,'c HuGhton turbine, for doing oame job, un it
1
0
h
e
1
r��eti: �;:��i��- ,l)� :x!�:re� ��-c:� .,!�1����
t:u� :��� }�; �t:���:�;;:o�::·�1�L,;�,-01.t.= \) in previous utud)' ( 1962), the optimum rutotine &peed was 20,. rpm· fo1· lor,:e del t.i
1mp1ller and 545 rpm tur f<u&hton turbine r<:u1ioctivt::ly. Thua in the view point of aettl1ng_
referring tu Figts. 8 and 9, tho large: c.ielto. im_pdl�1· cr�u.Urit lower d.iupcn;ion height
and particulatly much lower ent1·ainrumt (Iii) mitht Uc the con,;idtrable result.
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light phase
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The poe1.t1on ot dispersion
1nl .. t passageway in settler
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The effect ot the pot.1 lion
of· di1;persion inlet on H.
Sy::.l&m: kerosene/water
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Tho orrect or vd on H in,
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System.: kerosene/water
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The effect of Vd on entrai11.men t in c11 fferen t type of
agitator.
System: kerosen"/wo.ter
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aims to offer the basis for furth�r reduce the licttler' s area and solvent inventory by
aeans of different kind or coalesc�ncc aid in settler design.

H�.

r t::f } 1 :r

l��!r::,��:1

51nc• the h·e1ght ot diaperti1on band iv proportionill to th1:1 1ncrttat:.1ng of di.1:opei-Gion
thro'.lghput. In other work, to improve the settling throughput by adopting: a dc&ire dia
per.1:oion height in the settler is one ot the· way to overcome the m1xer-settler 1 & drawback
on large .area occupation and large tiolvent inventory.
Assuming the cost or solvent per m 3 is c 0 &.nd the cost or settler's _construction p�r ,n 2
1a C a;:1 then_ s1ves the total ·cost Ca as:
(9)

Where R 1e solvent inventory per m.3 ot dispersion throughput per hr, S is settling area
requirement per mJ or dispersion throue;hput per hr, CP is constant or the other costs.
A.asum.1ng:
(10)

(11)

d ia average holdup of d1apera1on band, bd is height of a light. phase layer above the
spereion band for safety purpoae. Substituting (l0), (11) into F.q. (9), then the m1n1um
coat requirement can be estimated, when:

J

(12)

Simplifying Eq. ( 12) ao:
( 13)
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Subat1tut1ng Eq. (7) into Eq. (13) and i;-earrangement ae:
(14)_
To aua up, a daaign ,procedure or a Settler containing' ihe meaning of minimum operat1ne;
coat par unit -volwHtr1c capac1t7 incorporated with the solvent inventory and settling
area requirement 1• suggested aa follows:

,

1 f· Fro• Eq. (.7) 1 compUte the constants c1, Cz, p a..nd m from small scale experiment for a
given 1yat1a.
2, Specify C8, C0, hd and N (from mixing operation).
3, Calculate \14 troa Eq. ( 14).
4. Calculate tho �11ir1 II trQ11 Eq. (7). The total height of the aettlor H 8 1a aa follows:
(15)
Where he 1a height ot a heavy phase layer under the dispersion band for safety purpose.
5, For given �. calculate 11ttling areo.:
(16)

coKcLysro11s
1, In preaent work, • more practicable model, Eq. (7), b;sed on Hartlaqd'• model is pro
posed conta.1n1n1 the important parameter N for the purpose of aettler 1 s design.
2, A procadurl! tor ,aettler design 1a euggested for the optimum diepera1d phase tlow rate
per unit settling a.rta and the m1n111wa solvent inventory on th'e basis or adopting a rea
son.able stable �hick d.1aper11on band.
3,. It 1• further cont1r.mad that large d•l ta impeller shows 1ta good characters alao 1n.
aettl1ng proc••• due to 1t1 lower power consumption requirement and thue lower d16pers1on
h•1ght and l•�• entr&inaant ror acco�pl1ah1nt a same job.
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Breakage and Coalescence of Drops in Vibrating Plate Extraction Tank
Chao Shou-hai � Fan Zheng
Institute of Chemical Metallurgy, Academia, Sinica

Beijing, China

1.INTRODOCTION
Apart from distillation, liquid-liquid extraction is the most important
separation process in chemical engineering. However, in contract to
distillation, the knowledge regarding the design and performance of
extraction columns is still far from satisfactory. The cause lies main
ly in th_e complex behaviour of polydispersion resulted from the drop
size distribution, breakup and coalescence process of drops as well as
the influence of these parameters on axial mixing and mass transfer.
Up to now, the results of extraction research show that a safe design
of extraction columns based on fundamentals is impossible unless these
factors have been taken into account,
The mutual relation among drop breakage, coalescence and the drop size
distribution can be represented by a population balance equation[1).
Some works[2,3) have been done on the theoretical modelling of droplex
b reakage and coalescence rate in dispersed systems in terms of con�
tinuous population balance. Experimental data on drop breakage and
coalescence rate are sparse and have been confined mostly to agitated
vessels at low holdup of dispersed phase. It has been assumed that the
drop breakage is resulted from the turbulent pressure[4). In vibrating
plate extraction columns, the effect of turbulent shear force near the
hole edge in the plate is very obvious on drop breakup. It is different
from that in the agitated vessels.
The scope of this work is to formulate the drop breakup and coale
scence rate in vibrating plate extraction tank, using Monte-Carlo si
mulation method for estimation of kinetic parameters in population ba
lance equation. For reasons of simplicity, we restrict ourAselves to a
batch system. This does by no means limit the method to be applied to
modelling of more complicated flow system.
2.EXPERIMENTAL
EQUIPMENT AND METERIALS
The experiments were performed in a vibrating plate tank with three
sieve plates. The glass tank is 100 mm in diameter and 110 mm in hight.
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With three different free areas and hole diameter of plates, the ex
periments were designed for investigating of the effects of the struc
ture of sieve plates. Table
gives features of the plates:
Table
32%
58%
45%
free area
10
10
hole diameter 8,10,12
The drop size measurement system consisted of a camera, an electronic
flash unit, and a light prohe. The light transmittance method was em
ployed to measure the Sauter diameter of drops, consisted of a light
source and receiver. The range of operating conditions studied were:
vibrating frequency 136r.p.m.<f<586r.p.m., amptitute 25mm<A<35mm, plate
spacing 25mm<H<30mm, and holdup of dispersed phase .04<x<.175.
Two systems, toluene(81.6% in volume)+carbon tetrachloride (18.4% in
volume, dispered)-.001 M Na3Po4 aqueous (continuous) and_xylene(82.6%
in volume)+carbon tetrachloride(17.4% in volume, dispersed)-.002 M
Na3Po4 aqueous(continuous) were selected, the chemicals used being
analysis grade. Measurements of interfacial teision between phases
·using the drop weight method gave values to 38 dyne/cm for the first
system, and 34.4 dyne/cm for the second system.
METHOD
The parallel light transm:lttance method proposed by Mclaughlin [5], was
used to measure the mean drop size (d32). The relation between d,pnG
fraction of light transmittance was:
Ln(I 0 /I)=1,5*lx*X/d32
(1)
From measurement of I 0 /I, d32 could be calculated.
The step ,,hange in mixing intensity was used to trace drop breakage
and coalescence processes[6]. Through measuring of d32 in these transi
tional processes, The drop breakage and coalescence rate could be es
timated·by comparing the simulation results with experimental data.
PROCEDURE
After stabilising conditions in the tank, four or five photographs were
taken using a camera with F2.5 lens and 1/1000 s exposure. Illumination
was provided by means of 1000 _w photoflood light. Then step changing
in the vibrating frequency, samples were taken from light receiver by
a microcomputer. When another steady condition was established, the
sampling was stopped and the data needed stored.
3.THEORY
DROP POPULATION BALANCE
Let us consider a closed two-phase system with dispersed phase holdup
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x. The population balance expressing the change in concentration of
drops of diameter d with time can be written in the form
3[N(t)fn(d,t))

at

[N( )J 2
+
:

J!

m

d(d')
-[N(t) J 2 fn (d,t) Jo
[ W(d,d' )fn (d't)
,
( 2)

In relation ( 2 ), the function g(d) denotes breakage intensity of drops
of diameter d, (3(d,d') conditional probability density of the formation
of a daughter drop d by break-up of a drop of diameter d' and w(d,d')
coalescence intensity of drops of diameter d and d', given by the pro
duct of the relative collision frequency and the coalescence efficiency.
If the functions 9,(3, w and the initial distribution fn(d,O) are
known, the evolution of the drop size distribution, the instantaneous
breakage and coalescence frequencies, as well a5 steady-state values
of these variables, can be estimated.
BREAKAGE RATE
The breakage of a drop in vibrating plate tank depends on the relative
velocity of the drop to the seive plate. Most investigation focused on
prediction of droplet deformation in isotropic turbulent flow[7] or in
simple shear field[8). These investigation give an insight into the
breakage process. It appears that the drop breakup in turbulent fields
occurs by three po�sible mechanisms: laminar shear, turbulent pressure
fractuation, and turbulent shear.
Through experimental observation, it could be seen that drop breakup
occured mainly in the field near the holes in the plates. It could be
assumed that turbulent shear forces near the holes in the plate control
the breakage processes.
The space of a stage can be devided into two zones: the breakage zone
(between zA of equilibrium position of the plate), and the coales
cence zone (beyond tA of equilibrium position of the plate in a stage)
The fraction of breakage zone is
Bf=3A/ 2 H
( 3)
The number of drops of diameter d in breakage zone is
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3 A/ 2 H*n (d)
( 4)
The breakage rate is assumed to be equal to multiplication of collision
rate r (d) between drops in the breakage zone and sieve plate by brea
kage efficiency r (d).
G(d)=g(d)* n(d)=rc(d)*r(d)
( 5)
Through analysis of droplet mevement in the tank, rc(d) can be written
as
1
2
rc(d)=Cr 2 Af/H (1-$) 2$(d/dh)3 (dh/H)2 (1+X)- n(d)
( 6)
Breakage efficiency is assumed proportional to the fraction of col
liding which has kinetic energy greater than the droplet surface ener
gy. The fraction of these "energic collisions" can be derived by con
sidering the relative velocity between drops and sieve plates, and
position in the tank.

.

2
(d) represent mean square of relative velocity between drop
Let upd
(size d) and sieve plate, consisting of two parts, the sieve plate
velocity and the drop velocity passing through the hole in the plate.
7"
_,,- + u
"'"7
upd (d)=u
(7)
f
p

It could be represented by the following emperical equation
n
n
�d (d) = K1 � (d/dh) 1 (dh_/H) 3 (1+n 2X)

(8)

The mean square of relative velocity between two points separated by
distance d in the turbulen t flow, given by(9)
K 2 d 2 /3 E2 /3
� (d)
( 9)
If

u

(10)

satisfied, breakage will take place. (U is cribical breaking velocity)
(11)
U = (Nwe, er o I Pa d)

In terms of statistical analysis of droplet and assumption stated
above, r(d) can be expressed as
r(d) � [ 1 -(dcr/a) 2n1+1 ]2

(1 2 )

substitution of Eqs. (6) and (1 2) into Eq. (5), the breakage rate
becomes
1
G(d)=Cr ( 21\f/H) (1 - it,) 2 it,(d/dh)3 (dh/H) 2(1+X)-2 [1 -(d r/d) 2n1 +1 ]n(d I ,.
e
(13 )
a>acr
DAUGHTER DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION
A little information is available to permit definition of the fun c
tional form·of the daughter drop size distribution (d, d') and the
number of droplet formed per breakage (d') in a vibrating plate tank.
Rod and Hanci1[10] observed drop breakup in _an agitated vessel and
found that daughter drop size distribution could be characterized by
distribution function
/3(d3 ,a 13 J=(Y-1 )( 1- (d/d' J 3 JY -2
( 14)
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They have also obtained the number of daughter droplets formed per
breakage
( 15)
y(d')= 2 +.41 [(d'/dcr> 3 - 1 ]
L. Fan[11 J has reported the results regarding the daughter droplet
number in the agitated vessel with high speed cinephotography. He
found that two unequal droplets were formed in the cause of a mather
drop breakage. In this work,�distribution function was used as the
daughter drop size distribution
3 2
3
6
(16 >
a(d ,d'3 >= 3 0(d/d'> 11-(d/d'> 1
COALESCENCE RATB
Fundamental investigation on drop coalescence mainly focued on droplet
coalescing at flat interface. For coalescence of droplets to.occur in
a turbulent flow field the droplets must collide and have sufficient
collision energy so that the processes of film drainage, film rupture
and coalescence may occur. The binary coalescence rate between drops
of size d and d'
w(d,d')=>-(d,rl') h(d,d') n(d) n (d')
(17)
an expression for the collision rate of drops h(d,rl')n(d)n(d') could
be derived by assuming that the mechanism of collision in a locally
isotropic turbulent flow field is analogous to the collision between
gas molecules. The collision rate is 1
h(d,d' )n(d)n(d')�3 .14/4 K32 (d+d' 1 713 r 113
( 18)
where K is the contant in following eqn.
U=K3E 2/3(d+d') 2 /3
( 19)
The expression for coalescence efficiency Nd,d') of binary collision
in dispersion can be related to the radio of collision energy and in
terfacial energy. The following emperical equation was used to describe the coalescence efficiency
I/2
1 3
( 2 0)
>.(d,d')=[K4 Pd E 213 d d'/K5 a(d+d') '
wh'erel:is energy dissipation in vibrating plate extraction column.
T.C. Lo[1 2 J suggested the following relation
3
( 21)
E: 2 7r/3 [(1-� 2)/C�� 2 J (Afltt)
substitution of Eqs.(18), ( 2 0), and ( 2 1) into Bq. (1 7), the coal
escence rate can be written in terms of droplet diameters
w(d,d')=cn(d+d' 1 713 E 11 3 [Pc;1E 2 1 3 d d'/a(d+d, i1 13 )'112n(d) n(d')
(22)
DROP SIZE
In the system of dispersion, there seems to exist a maximum drop size
d above which breakage is assured and a minimum·drop size d below
which no breakage occurs. The maximum drop si�e is determined by the
correlation
Pdupd d
( 23)
max/ =Nwe, er
substitution of eqn.(8) into eqn.( 23 ), one can obtain
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2n 1+1
= K (2Af)-2 d2n 1 (H/dh) 2n3 (1+n2 X)2 �-2 (0/pd· I (24)
dmax
6
However, n o such information exsits for d cr• An equation of the form
(2 5)

was assumed, w�ere K7 estimated to be equal to
erimen tal data.

1 .52

from the exp

PARAMETER ESTIMATION VAI CONPARISION NITH DATA
Experimen tal drop size distribution data for vibrating plate tan k were
compared with three distribution models. It was found that volume-log
Normal distribution could fit the experimen tal data fairly well
(26)
Experimen tal Sauter diameter of drops been fitted by Eq.(24), and
gave n 1=.1 67, n2=1. 140, n3=-.187, K6=1. 224. Figures (1) and (2 ) show
drop size distribution and Sauter diameter of drops.
From Eq. (2 ), it can be seen that population balance equation balance
equation is very complicated. Statistical Mon te-Carlo techniques have
been developed in attempts to bypass the difficulties of using in
tegrodifferen tial equations in the description of dispersed phase system.
Spielman an d leven spiel [ 13 ] used pure Monte-Carlo digital simulation
techn ique which removed the limitation of studyin g simple reaction
kin etics and could be applied to unsteady state analysis. Recently,
Rod[ 14] extended the work to simulate drop breakage and coalescence in
a dispersion system. In this work, the conbination of th� basic fun 
damental concept of drop breakage and coalescence in dispersion system
with a stochastic Mon to-Carlo simulation method permits us to evaluate
the parameters in breakage and coalescence frequency function, by fit
ting the experimental Sauter diameter of drops in the tran sitional
processes over the en tire range of the operatin g condition. It gave
values to 66.0 of c1an d 5. 27* 1 0-4cm-1of c 11 with variation of 2 0.0% an d
2 5. 2% respectively. The final form of breakage and coalescence rate
could be written as
1
4 /3
1
-2
3
2
J7n(d) d>dc,
G(d)=66.0(1 -�) �(dh/H) /2(1-X) (2Af/H)(d/dh) [1-(dcr/d)
4
1
1316
(d d') 12 ( 2Af)2/H213 (pd /o) 112 (1-�2
w(d,d')=5.27 x 1 o- (d+d')
n(d) n(d')
(2B)

)/�HP

A comparison of the experimental data an d calculated mean drop size,
and drop size distribution in trn�itional processes are shown in Figs.
(3) and (4). Consider\ ng the assumption made for deriving the breakage
and coalescence rate, the experimental data are correlated satisfac
torily.
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In Fig. (5), the experimental Sauter diameters of drops in steady
state are correlated to the vibrating intensity ( 2 Af). It can be seen
that C1J2 is propotional to the 1.5 power of 2Af.
_
NOTATION
vibrating amplitute of
A
mean square �el�city
the plate, cm
of plate, cm /s
fraction of breakage zone
mean square of rela
drag coefficent
tive velocity between
breakage constant
drop of size d and
coalescence constant, c� 3
plate, cm/s
drop diameter, cm
X
holdup of dispered
Sauter mean diameter, cm
phase
diameter of the hole
Greek symbol
in plate, cm
�(d,d') daughter drop size
maximum steady drop
distribution
diameter, cm
y(d')
daughter droplet number
vibrating frequency, 1/s
f.
energy dissipation per
i:
breakage rate, 1/s
G(d)
unit mass, erg/g/s
breakage frequency, 1/ s
g(d)
A(d,d') coalescence efficiency
plate spacing hight, cm
H
P
'density g/cm
h(d,d') collision frequency of
o
interfacial tension,
drops, 1/s
dyne/cm
light intensity
I,Io
free
area of plate
�
constant
T<i
w(d,d') co�lescence rate, 1/s
lx
light path lenth, cm
Nwe
Subscripts
Weber number=Pu 2 d/o
number of drops of size d
n(d)
critical value
er
r(d)
breakup probabil-ity
c
continuous phase
collision frequency of
rc(d)
dispersed phase
d
drop with plate, 1/s
n
number
time, s
t
critical breakage velocity emfs
mean square of relative
�(d)
velocity between two points
separated by a distance d,
cm2/s 2
mean square velocity of
f
drops through the hole in
plate cm 2 /s2
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The Residence Time Distribution of Two Fluid Phases in a
Centrifugal Extractor
Dipl.-Ing. F. Otillinqer, Prof. Dr.-Ing. E. BlaB,
Lehrstuhl A flir Verfahrenstechnik, Technische Universitat Mlinchen
INTRODUCTION
High intensity of centrifugal field is extremely useful for accelerat
ing the mixing and separating process during an extraction. This is of
particular interest when one is dealing with liquid systems of very
small differences in density, or when short contact time is necessary.
Hydrodynamics and mass transfer of the dispersed fluid-fluid systems in
centrifugal extracto.rs cannot yet be fully calculated.
For the last few years Schilp and Blass /l / have clarified the flow
through perforated sheets, drop sizes and the radial settling motion.
The experimental and theoretical research is now concentrating on the
residence time distribution of the two fluid ppases.
The following presents methods of how to measure the Besidence '.!'.ime
Qistribution (RTD) and how to evaluate these measurements. Two differ
ent mixing models - the well-known Dispersion Model and a combined
model ·- are used to inte:,;pret the hydrodynamic behavior of the fluid
phases. Both models are critically valued with respect to their suita
bility for scaling up different types of centrifugal extractors.
METHODS OF RESEARCH
The experimental research was conducted with a model centrifuge with a
thick glass disc front (figure l). Perforated sheets with different
hole diameters and hole pitches can be i�serted into the centrifuge.
There are various radii possible. The centrifuge is surrounded by the
required measuring and suppl"y equipment. The" flow process is recorded
and measured by a high speed camera as well as a stroboscopic camera.
In order to determinate the RTD it was necessary to trace the heavy
liquid (water) at the input with KCl, the light liquid with a red or
ganic dye. With the help of a conductivity probe (heavy liquid) and
a spectral photometer (light liquid) the answer to the tracer impulse
was continuously measured at the outlet. Two different methods were
used to evaluate the tracer curves: Firstly the ·mean and variance
(t, o 2 ) of the pulse response curve were determined and related to the
Dispersion Model; secondly the Dispersion Model was fitted to the ex
perimental data in time domain. In addition to the Dispersion Model we
derived a combined model for a centrif�gal extractor and compared the
resulting system transfer function of the c·ombined model with the
standardized experimental pulse response data.
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RESULTS
l.
EVALUATION BY USitlG THE DISPERSION MODEL
l.l Fitting in the Time Domain
The system transfer function in the time domain was used for fitti�g
the Dispersion Model to the experimental data /2/. The boundary condi
tions were those of a closed-closed system. The model was fitted by
varying both the Peclet number and the mean residence time.
The functi�" for fitting is:
0

The quality of the
Qeviation (RSD)
RSD

=

t=t n

L

t=o

fitting

(C(t)

exp

mo d)

2

Jrlin

is determined by the

·./¢ opt /(N-2),
C (t)

C(t)

exp,max

Relative

Standard

100 %

so that N marks the number of measuring points.
1.2 Motion of a fluid element (dispersed phase) as a function of time
The first living phase of a fluid element is to be part of a primary
drop formed directly at the perforated zylindrical sheet. Increasing
the field intensity causes the primary drop to disintegrate into sec
ondary drops. Once these drops have reached the stationary layer of the
dispersed phase, the regarded fluid element is part of the coalescing
drops. These coalescing drops flow into the stationary layer of the
dispersed phase. Hence the last living phase of the fluid element in
one stage is to be a part of the stationary layer (figure 2). While
drop formation and settling motion only take a few milliseconds, coa
lescing and staying in the stationary layer takes about 1-3 seconds.
Therefore the dominating living phases are coalescence and the being
part of the stationary layer, whereas settling paths of different
length don't have any noticeable influence on the RTD data.
1.3 The Peclet number of the dispersed and continuous phase
The heavy as well as the light fluid can be dispersed or continuous.
With the help of the pressure difference at the outlet of the heavy and
the light fluid (p1,w-Ph,w) the centrifugal extractor can be filled
with the heavy fluid (p1,w-Ph "0; light fluid dispersed), or the light
,w
= max; heavy fluid dispersed). In case of dual-flow
fluid (Pl -,-ph
,w
,w
sheets the stationary layers of the dispersed fluid are usually very
small, whereas the stationary layers of the continuous phase fill up
the whole space between the stationary layer of the dispersed phase and
the next perforated sheet.
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The evaluation of �he experimental data shows, that in case of normally
values of working parameters as field intensity and through-put the
stationary layers of both the dispersed and the continuous phase are
well mixed (Pe � 0) and the very fast settling motion of the dispersed
phase is similar to plug flow.
The Peclet number of the continuous phase:
D

ax,c

Figure 3 shows the Peclet number of the continuous phase versus the
number of stages in a centrifugal extractor. There is a significant
increase of the Peclet number resulting from an increased number of
well mixed stationary layers. In case of well mixed layers of nearly
the same size the Tanks in Series Model conforms well with the experi
mental data.
The Peclet number of the dispersed phase:
Though the motion of drop swarms in centrifugal fields is similar to
plug flow and the number of stages is increasing, the Peclet number of
the dispersed phase is remarkably low, corresponding to great backrnix
ing (figure 3). What is the reason for low Peclet numbers in case of
dispersed phase? Experimental investigations of a single stationary
layer showed, that the low Peclet number is the result of the dominat
ing mixing effect of the great clarifica'tion zone in relation to the
mixing effects of the small stationary layers. The plug-flow-like mo
tion of the drop swarm shows no remarkable influence on the RTD-data.
2. COMBINED MODEL FOR A CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTOR
2 .1 The ·structure of the Combined Model
It was necessary to develop a better mixing model, because the Disper
sion Model only gives one integral Peclet Number over the whole appara
tus and no information about one single stage in the extractor. Based
on the Tank in Series Model a Combined Model with different sized cornpartrnents was developed. The elements of this model are completely
stirred tanks (CSTR) of different sizes and a plug-flow element as
shown in fig. 4. The CSTRs are similar to the different sized station
ary layers of the regarded liquid and the ring seals of the inlet and
outlet of the extractor. The plug-flow element, Which is composed of
several different sized single plug-flow elements, is similar to the
inlet and outlet borings, while the settling motion (plug-flow) is _neg
lected. Figure 4 shows the Combined Model for a different number of
stages. F(0) is the system transfer function in the time domain. The
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main advantage of this model is its modular structure. Single elements
can be taken away or fitted in, depending on the structure of the appa
ratus. This means that the combined model only needs geometric informa
tion like the number of perforated sheets and the volume of the layets
and the clearing zone. In the Combined Model are no fitting parameters
like the Peclet number or the Mean Residence Time t. The volume of the
layers can be calculated by using working parameters and liquid data.
2.2 Height of the stationary layers of the dispersed phase
The calculation of the volume of the liquid layers is based on the
height h of these layers, which is /3/

µ = 0 ,63
�n which rN-w 2 is the intensity of the centrifugal field, wN the veloci
ty of the dispersed jet and 6p the difference of densities (c - p ).
d
c
Substituting the velocity of the dispersed phase wN by the maximum ve
locity at the 3rd flooding point in case of dual-flow borings one can
calculate the maximum height of the stationary layers hmax of the dis
persed phase:
2
0
K = 6.07·10 -3 .,r;:-,
K· (Bo") .13 ·
vm
�
26p
v
"c
]
= throughput ratio

l

µ·(1+ �)

"d
vd
Bo" is the modified Bond-Number in the centrifugal field:

2
Bo" = d
N
2.3

interfacial tension
nozzle diameter

Comparison of the Combined Model and own experimental data basing
on Peclet numbers
Figure 5 shows the Peclet number of the heavy liquid versus the dimen
sion-less height of the principal interphase h /H. The minimum height
J
hJmin is the height of the clarification zone added to the height of
the very small layers of heavy liquid. In this case (p1 , w -ph,w = max)
the heavy liquid is dispersed, whereas the light liquid is the continu
ous phase. If the pressure difference between the heavy and the light
liquid decreases at the outlet, the height of the principal interphase
hJ increases. In this case the heavy liquid in the inner stages is dis
persed and the light liquid is continuous, whereas in the outer stages
the heavy liquid is continuous and the light liquid dispersed. If the
pressure difference (P l,w-P w=0) is zero, �he heavy liquid becomes the
h,
continuous phase in the whole extractor and the height of the principal
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interphase is at its maximum (hJmax). In case of a continuous heavy
phase the Peclet number has got its maximum value. Figure 5 shows the.
good consistency of computed values of the Combined Model with experi
mental data even in all intermediate stages. An examination of the
light phase provides the same well-fitting results of the Combined
Model.
2.4 Comparison of the Combined Model and literature data
The RTD-data of two different pilot centrifuges (Pod A-1, Pod B-10)
/4,5/ could be simulated with the presented Combined Model (table i).
The fitting of the model in the varied parameter field was better than
RSD < 7.5 % .
SUMMARY
----

Valuation of the different methods of evaluation respectively mixing
models and their importance for the practice:
Using the meant and variance a 2 of the pulse response curve is insuf
ficient for RTD curves with long tailings (Pe < 5). But the mean and
variance are useful as starting values for parameter fitting of the
Dispersion Model in the time domain and for the elimination of the mix
ing effects of inlet and outlet facilities. Though the Dispersion Model
could be fitted very well (RSD < 3%), it can.hardly be used for scaling
up, and thus it is of no importance for industrial practice.
The advantage of the Combined Model is its modular structure. Thus it
is possible to develop a mixing model of satisfactory fitting (RSD <
10%) · for all kinds of centrifugal extractors with radial phase flow,
based on geometrical data and working parameters. The Combined Model
seems to be suitable for scaling up different types of centrifugal
extractors with radial phase flow.
Literature:
/1/ Schilp, R.; Bla8, E.: Drop Formation at Rotating Orifices in a Cen
trifugal Field; Fluid Mechanics, Phase Separation and Interfacial
Phenomena, ISEC '83, Denver
/2/ Wen, C.Y.; Fan, C.T.: Models for Flow Systems and Chemical Reac
tors, Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York 10016, 1975
/3/ Schilp, R.; Bla8, E.: The Flooding Capac{ty of Perforated Plates in
Rotating Liquid-Liquid-Systems; Chem. Eng. Commun., Vol. 28 (1984)
p. 85 ff.
/4/ Todd, D.B.: Multiple Functions in a Centrifugal Extractor, Chem.
Engn. Prog., Vol. 62 (1966) No. 8, p. 119 ff
/5/ Todd, D.B.: Predicting Performance of Centrifugal Liquid Liquid
_Extractions; Baker Perkins Inc., Saginaw, Michigan, USA 48601
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Cross Section through the Model Extractor
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Sc ale-up of In dustrial' Gravity Settlers from Batch Se ttling Da ta
S.A.K. Jeelani, S. Hartland,

TCL, ETH, ZUrich, Switzerland.

The design of large scale liquid/liquid continuous gravity settlers from small scale
batch settling tests is discussed. Batch experimental data for two liquid/liquid
systems are used to predict the variation in the steady-state dispersion height with
the volume rate of flow and the results obtained compared with experi'mental data on
a continuous settler. The models employed are also successfully applied to published
data on the kerosene/water system for a 122 cm diameter continuous settler and a
30.5 cm diameter batch settler.
Introduction
Liquid/liquid continuous vertical gravity settlers can be designed from batch settling
tests (l,2), thereby eliminating the need for expensive pilot plant work.Generalized
models applicable to both batch and continuous settlers are proposed (3,4),depending
on whether the interfacial coalescence rate is controlled by the drop size, the
height of the dense-packed zone or the total dispersion height. The aim of this paper
is to demonstrate that even large gravity settlers can be designed from relatively
small scale batch settling tests. Published experimental data on large settlers,
together with our own data obtained using two different liquid/liquid systems, are
utilized to verify the models employed.
Modelling
The theoretical models predicting the steady-state dispersion heights of the sedimen
tation and dense-packed zones from batch sedimentation and coalescence fronts are
discussed in detai1 e1sewhere ( 1-4) but are summarized here before applying them to
the experimental data.
Height of Sedimentation Zone:
The sedimentation velocity of drops relative to the continuous phase, usB in an un
steady - state batch settler is
(1)

where Es is the average dispersed phase hold-up fraction in the sedimentation zone,
t the elapsed time and x the position of the sedimenting interface with respect to
the final undisturbed interface. The exponent 1/s and constant ks depend on the
extent of binary coalescence and the physical properties of the liquid/liquid system.
Integrating with x = x0 when t = 0 and expressing in logarithmic form yields a
straight line of slope (1 + 1/s) and intercept in(ks/(1+1/s)).
In a steady-state dispersion of cross-sectional area A the relative sedimentation
velocity of drops use is :
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(2)

where K is the ratio of volume flow rate of continuous phase Qc to �hat of the dis
persed phase Qd and the drop residence time t = cs \A/Qd, so that the equivalent of
equation (1) in terms of the steady-state height of the sedimentation zone Hs is :
H

s

= K

s

l

(Q d /A�s K s )

•s

( 3)

where Ks= ks/(1+£s(R·ll)B. The value of B depends on the circul ation and settler
geometry, being unity when there is no circulation (which is generally true for a
continuous settl er with baffles at the dispersion feed inlet). In an unbaffl ed
settl er with circulation, B = 1/(l-cs). The va lue of cs is usually greater than the
hold-up fraction in the dispersion feed cF.
Inspection of the above equation shows
that Hs increases as Es decreases, so inserting the feed hold-up cF l eads to conser
vative values of Hs. Thus values of 1/s and k s found from the experimental batch
sedimentation profile up to the infl ection point can te used in equation (3) to pre
dict the variation in height of the sedimentation zone Hs with the volume rate of
f low of the dispersed phase per unit area Q/A in the steady-state continuous settl er.
Height of Dense-Packed Zone:
lnterfacial coalescence rate;
of dense-packed height.

Dense-packed height controlled;

Power functi�n of

When the volume rate of interfacial coal escence per un'it area lj,i is independent of
the drop size and depends only on the dense-packed height (3)
-dy/dt

{4a)

for a batch settler in which hp = (y - tsh)/(c - Es) is the height of the dense
p
packed zone, with hold-up Ep' h the total dispersion height and y the position of
the coalescing interface with respect to the final undisturbed interface,and
(Sa)
for a· continuous settl er in which the steady-state value of the dense-packed height
is Hp. The experimental variation in -dy/dt with hp up to the infl ection point tc*
of the batch coa lescence profile gives kp and p, which can be used to predict the
variation in dense-packed height H with Qd/A in a continuous settler.
P
Linear Function of Dense-Packed Height :
When the volume rate of interfacial coalescence lj,i is a linear function of the dense
packed height so that p = 1, equations {4a) and (Sa) reduce to
{4b)
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for a batch settler

(2), and
{5b)

for a continuous settler. Furthermore, in a batch decaying
mentation is almost complete before interfacial coalescence
sedimentation is almost complete after the inflection point
x � 0 and hp= y, so that
or

and

-dy/dt
y

kp

c 2y

c 1 e -c2t

dispersion, if the sedi
commences (2), or if
tc*' then for t > tC*
(6a)

for t > tC*

cii: - "i:s)/(l - "i:s)
P

(6b)
(6c)

Thus kp determined from the experimental batch coalescence profile after tC* can be
utilized in equation {Sb) to predict the variation in the dense-packed height HP with
Qd/A in a steady-state continuous settler. The total dispersion height His then
H + Hp.
S
Experimental:
A single-stage mechanically agitated mixer-settler unit with the following dimensions
was used to investigate the settling characteristics of dispersions :
Perspex mixer
Height to overflow
Glass steady-state settler
Height to feed inlet
Dispersion inlet feed diameter:
Stainless steel impeller

22 x 22 x 39 cm
21.5 cm
20 cm diameter x 50 cm
24 cm
2.5 cm
6 straight flat-bladed turbine, 10 cm in diameter.

The closed loop arrangement and the experimental procedure have been discussed in
detail elsewhere (2). The me,asurements investigated the effects of impeller speed
and phase flow ratio on the variation in steady-state height with specific volume
flow rate of dispersed phase QiA using two liquid/liquid systems. Unsteady-state
batch sedimentation and coalescence tests were also performed in the mixing tank of
the mixer-settler unit.
Application to Experimental Data - Data of Ryon et al. (5)
The shapes of the experimental sedimentation and coalescence profiles (batch mixer
decay) obtained by these authors using a 304. 8 mm diameter unsteady-state batch
settler with 0.1 M di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid in kerosene containing 30 g of
tributyl phosphate per liter dispersed in aqueous 1 M sodium carbonate and 0.5 M
sulphuric acid solution at 25° c with initial hold-up "i:0= 0.5 can be seen from
'III-455

Figure la to be sigmoidal in both x and y, inferring that the interfacial coalescence
rate is a power function of the dense-packed height (1,3,4). Assuming cs= cso = c0
= 0.5 (e\ being the initial hold-up in the sedimentati9n zone) and cp = 1.0, the
0
values of the parameters determined by least squares fits from sedimentation(equation
(1)) and coalescence (equation (4a)) fronts up to the respective inflection points
for the data of Ryon et al.{5) as shown in Figure la, are
0.0449 emfs l+l/s
0.0071 s-1

0.4

1/s

1/p

0.47

The variation in the steady-state dispersion height H with the specific volume flow
rate of dispersed phase Q/A obtained experimentally by these authors, using a
1220 mm diameter continuous settler with the above mentioned liquid/liquid system at
2s 0 c (0/W, EF = 0.5) is shown in Figure lb (solid circles). The variations in the
steady-state heights of the sedimentation and dense-packed zones H5 and H with Qd/A
P
are predicted by using equations (3) and {Sa), withs= 1 and the values of the para
meters given above. The predicted variation in steady-state dispersion height H with
Qd/A (full line), which is the sum of the predicted variations in H5 and Hp with Qd/A,
is shown in Figure lb (also shown is the variation in H with Qd/A). The agreement
P
between the experimental and predicted variations in H with Qd/A can be seen to be
very good, despite the fact that the steady-state settler is 16 times larger in area
· than the unsteady-state batch sett 1 er.
Present Data

Figures 2a and 3a show the variations in the positions x and y of the sedimenting and
coales'cing interfaces relative to the final undisturbed interface obtained from flow
(FMD) and batch (BMD) mixer decay unsteady-state batch settling experiments (c 0 = 0.5)
corresponding to steady-state runs SR 105 and SR 202 for the systems 50% n-heptane in
paraffin oil dispersed in water (System A) and 40% toluene in paraffin oil dispersed
in water (Systern 8) at 20° c. As can be seen, the sedimenting front in each of the
Figures has an inflection.point, so equation (2) is used to compute the values of k
5
and 1/s, listed in Table 1.
Table 1

S stem :

k s' cm/sl+l/s

1/s

FMD
0.0131
0. 6242

0.0149

A

BMD
0.0079

FMD
0.0066

0.0100

0.0071

0.7443"

0.6030

8

BMO
0.0046
0.6390
0.0073

These values of 1/s and ks are utilized in equation (3) to predict the variation in
height of the sedimentation zone Hs with specific flow rate of dispersed phase Qd/A
in a steady-state settler, using cs = Eso = c0 = 0.5 and with S = 1/(1-cs),since
III-456

no baffles are used.
It can also be seen from Figures 2a and 3a that although the value of y varies with
time, the value of -dy/dt, up to the inflection point tc* is less than Qd/A in the
corresponding steady-state experiments, but that after the inflection point the
variation 1n y with t 1s exponential, during which sedimentation is almost complete.
This is confirmed by the 1ow average deviations between the measured va1ues of y and
those predicted by equation (6b) for t> tc* for both flow and batch mixer decay
(8.8% and 9.8%; 4.3% and 2.6%). This ·means that the interfacial coalescence is a
lin�ar function of the dense-packed height. So the values of k computed from equation
p (6c) are listed in Table l and utilized in equation (5b), using cs= £so= 0.5, and
with values of c = 0.75 and 0.875 for phase systems A and B respectively to predict
p
the variation in steady-state dense-packed height Hp w ith Qd/A.
Figures 2b and 3b show comparisons between the variation in steady-state height H
(=Hs + H p) with the specitic volume flow rate of dispersed phase Qd/A, predicted from
typical unsteady-state batch settling experiments (both flow and batch mixer decay in
Figures 2a and 3a), corresponding to steady-state runs SR 105 and SR 202, and that
determined experimentally (full lines represent the curves generated by the pow er law
H = K(Qd/A)w, with the constants obtained by least squares fits of the experimental
steady-state runs: 6 for phase system A and 4 for phase system B). The open and solid
circles refer to the predicted variation in H w ith QiA from FMD and BMD experiments
respectively. The predicted variation in Hp is also shown. Agreement betw een the
predicted and experimental variations in H with Qd/A is once again very good.
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Nomenclature
A
c

cl , z
hs, h
p
H , Hp
S
H

usB' u sC
x,y

cross-sectional area of settler
constants in exponential decay at the batch coalescence front
heights of sedimentation and dense-packed zones in a batch dispersion
heights of sedimentation and dense-packed zones in a continuous dispersion
sum of heights of sedimentation and dense-pack'ed zones in a continuous
dispersion
constants in sedimentation and coalescence equations
exponent in equations for interfacial coalescence rate
volume rates of flow of continuous and dispersed phases in a continuous
settle,r
ratio of volume rate of flow of continuous phase to that of dispersed
phase
exponent in sedimentation equations
elapsed or residence time
relative velocities of drops in batch and continuous settle�
positions of sedimenting and coalescing interfaces relative to the final
undisturbed interface in a batch dispersion

Greek Symbols
B

parameter acco u nting for the degree of circulation in a continuous settler

cs' cp

average hold-up fraction of dispersed phase in sedimentation and dense
packed zones

co
C so
CF
;j,.1

initial hold-up in a batch dispersion
initial hold-up in sedimentation zone in a batch dispersion
hold-up in feed to a continuous settler
volume rate of interfacial coalescence per unit area
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Figure Captions:
Figure la : Variation in the positions of sedimenting and coalescing interfaces,x and
y with time,t(solid circles) obtained in a 30.5cm diameter batch settler. Data of
Ryon et a1. ( 5).
Figure lb : Variation in H with Q/A o�tained experimentally(solid circles) from a
122cm diameter steady-state settler by Ryon et al.(5) compared with that predicted
from the batch settling data shown in Figure la(full line). The predicted variation
in H is also shown.
P
Figure 2a : Variation in the positions of sedimenting and coalescing interfaces,x and
y with time,t for phase system A. Open and solid circles represent Flow and Batch
Mixer unsteady-state decay data corresponding to the steady-state run SR 105.
Figure 2b: Comparison between predicted and experimental variation in H with Qd/A.
Full line is the power law curve for the experimental steady-state runs SR 101 to
SR 106. Open and solid circles represent the predicted variations in H and Hp
(joined by the straight 1ines) with Q/A from the Flow and Batch Mixer decay experi
ments shown in Figure 2a.
Figure 3a : Variation in the positions of sedimenting and coalescing interfaces,x
and y with time,t for phase system B. Open and solid circles represent Flow and Batch
Mixer unsteady-state decay data corresponding to the steady-state run SR 202.
Figure 3b: Comparison between predicted
Full line is the power law curve for the
SR 205. Open and solid circles represent
(joined by the straight lines) with Qd/A
ments shown in Figure 3a.
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and experimental variation in H with Qd/A.
experimental steady-state runs SR 202 to
the predicted variations in H and Hp
from the Flow and Batch Mixer decay experi

Electrochemical investigation of axial dispersion in extraction apperatus
C. Schaller and G. Kreysa
Dechema-Institut, Frankfurt/Main
Axial dispersion describes the deviation of the real reactor behaviour from
that of the ideal plug flow reactor, i.e. the degree of axial mixing within
the reactor. It is the crutial factor which determines product yield and selec
tivity of the reactor. Particularly scale-up problems are strongly related to
'the influence of axial dispersion. Traditionally axial dispersion is investiga
ted by tracer methods. A clearly defined tracer signal (eg. a pulse) is modula
ted at the reactor inlet. The response of the reactor to this signal detected
at the outlet is a direct measure of the axial dispersion.
Obviously there are two extreme cases: the ideal mixer and the plug flow reac
tor. The response of the ideal mixer to a.pulse inlet si9nal is an exponen
tially decreasing transient without time delay. The pl�g flow reactor response
on the other hand Is the unchanged inlet signal delayed by the reactor res i dence time. The response of a real reactor shows a time-delayed and modulated
signal. However, the Interpretation of the outlet response can be difficult as
a result of a non-ideal input signal. Furthermore the tracer method is not
suitable for measurements of the dispersed phase of a two phase reactor.
This paper describes a new 11ethod to ,neasure the axial dispersion of a reac
tor. The experimental set up is a loop consisting of the reactor and an elec
trochemical stirred cell (see Figure 1).

R

Fig. 1: Non-steady state reactor loop for the investigation of the axial
dispersion of reactor R
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·The active species of the electrolyte is converted in the stirred cell only while
there is no conversion within the reactor. Hence, the reactor only imprints
its hydrodyna<nic behaviour on the concentration transient ·�hich can be measured
without time delay via the current of the cell if it is operated within the
diffusion controlled range.
In order to he able to interprete the experimental transient the mathe<11atic
modelling ot the loop is essential. The modelling of a steady state recycle
reactor does not cause any problems /1/. However, study of the transient �eha
viour of reactor circuits is still under develop'1lent /2/ and the present loop
(see Figure 1) requires the concideration of its transient �ehaviour.
The following dynamic ,nodelling of the loop regards the reactor as a cascade
of N ideal mixers. The solution is then capable to calculate the concentration
transient of the stirred cell as a function of the number of ideal mixers
forming the reactor. Fitting the theoretical to the experimental concentration
transient yields the number of ideal mixers of the cascade which describes the
investigated reactor best. The well-known relation
Bo

-/

4(N-l)

2

I

U1

- l =-

0ax

(1)

allows the calculation of the axial dispersion.
Dyna<nic modelling
The modelling of.the loop bases on the material balances of the individual
ideal mixers of the cascade and of the stirred cell.
The Laplace-transformation appears most suitable for finding the solution of
this system of differential equations /3/.
The material balance for the active species in the stirred cell yields:
(2)
Eq. (2) can be transformed into the Laplace region /3/ describing the relation
ship between inlet and outlet concentration of the stirred cell:
Al e
+--le
V
o
O
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(3)

Th e material balance for the i

N

th

mixer of the cascade (no conversion) is:

(4)

dt

T he Laplace-transformation yields t he succesive rela t ionship between the
transformed concentrations of adjacent mixers:

N

TR

c•

ci

+--

c

s+.!..

s+ .!..

TR

(5)

i-1

TR

Eliminating all concentrations of the internal mixers of th e cascade forms

t

he

transformed balance of the cascade:
N-1
c

1
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TR

I:
i=O

N

N

TR

(--)
s + .!..

TR

TR

N

+(--)
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c
o

(6)

TR

According to dynamic systems analysis /4/ the recycle of the reactor ou tlet
via the stirred cell imprints a particular perturbance function on t he reac tor
inlet. Mathematically this means to find th e solution of the differential
equation describing t he cascade taking into account the boundary value condi
tions for inlet and outlet caused by the recycle th rough the stirred cell. This
co,nplex procedure can be

andled in th e Laplace region farely comfortably.

h

Eq. (3) in eq. (6) eliminates c

finally yielding an equation for c represent
0
1
ing t he transformation of th e concentration in th e stirred cell:

c = c•
o
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-
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}]

(7)

N

A rather complex retransformation allows th e calculation of the concentration
of the stirred cell at any time and for any number of mixers forming the reactor
cascade:
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c•
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B
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(8)

Under the given experimental conditions th i s concentration transient is
directly accesible via the current of the stirred cell.
Assuming that the reactor is an Meal plug flow reactor without conversion
(I.e. no axial dispersion) the material balance for the active species is:
oc( t,x)

ot

+

u

oc( t,x)

ox

• a

(9)

Transforming the t variable and solving the resulting differential equation in
x yields the equation for the transformed outlet concentration of the plug
fl ow reactor:
1 - exp( - r Rs)
c(s,L) = c• ______ + c(s,0) exp (- 'Rs)
where

(10)

c (s,U • c1
(s,Ol = c 0

c

The combination of eq. (3) and eq. (10) el i minates c1 yielding the transformed
stirred cell concentration for the loop:
r8s+l-exp(- 'Rs)
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(11)

The retransformation of eq. (11) allows the calculation of the stirred cell
concentration at any time for the loop with ideal plug flow reactor:
a,

l

- a/eTsL(-l
i=0 TB

c•

i+l l

t

- j(t
i! 0

Figure 2 illustrate_s the performance of eq. (8) and (12) for a loop of a large
reactor and a relatively small electrochemical stirred cell. The influence of
axial mixing within the reactor is clearly visible.
The steep decline of the concentration at the beginning is a result of the
rapid disappearance of the active species in the stirred cell. For the case of
the ideally mixed reactor the concentration transient changes into a smoth
decline for any time after the residence time of the stirred cell. This is
because changes at the inlet of the ideally mixed reactor cause irrmediate
changes at the outlet (see Figure 1) •

!(
u

0

.8
.6
.4

Fig. 2: Influence of axial dispersion on the concentration transient of
the electrochemical stirred cell
o- a,
, equivalent number of mixers N • 1
0 < 0 <a>, equivalent number of mixers N • 30
0 0
, equivalent number of mixers N -m
parameters: ae • 5 cm-1 ; ke• 3.5 · 10-3 cm s-1;
v8 • 200 cm 3 ; VR • 20,000 cm 3 ; Q • 5 cm 3 s-1
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The other extreme, the ideal plug flow reactor, shows a stepwise decline of the
concentration f n the stirred ce 11 (see Ff gure 2). Until the reactor residence
time of 4,000 s the feed of the stirred cell is the unchanged initial concen
tration c' of the loop, hence, the horizontal course of the cell concentration
until 4,000 s.
As expected the transf ent for the 1 oop with a real reactor lies hetween ?loth
extre,ns.
Figure 2 proves that it should be possible to fit a theoretical transient to
°

the experimental transient by varying the number of equivalent· mixers forming
the reactor as a 1irect measure of the axial dispersion of the investigated
reactor (eq. (1 )) • Furthermore this new method is not restricted to a single
phase reactor but it allows the quantitative measurement of the axial disper
sion of both phases of an extractor assuming that both phases are conductive.
Experiments to analyse the performance of this method are in progress.
The authors acknowledge Deutsche Forschunqsqemefnschaft (DFG) for the ff nan
cfal support of this work.
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Effective Interfacial Area In the RTL Contactor
Frqm Rates of Extraction With Chemical Reaction
E. Alper
Chemical Engineering Department, University of Petroleum
and Minerals, Dhahran 31261, Saudi Arabia
Summary
The values of aqueous phase physical transfer coefficient and effective inter
facial area of RTL (formerly Graesser) extractor were obtained at different rotor
speeds. For the latter, the methodology of liquid extraction accompanied by fast
pseudo - first order reaction was used. It was confirmed that the alkaline hydro
lysis of n-butyl formate could be conveniently employed for this purpose.
Values of the aqueous phase mass transfer coefficient vari· ed between 2-5 x 10-5
m/s and was highest at rotor speeds of about 0.2 rev/s. The effective interfacial
area varied between 90-140 m 2/m 3 for rotor speeds of 0.06 - 0.25 rev/s.
Introduction
The RTL (formerly Graesser raining-bucket) extractor consists of a single
rotor operating on a substantially horizontal axis in a cylindrical stator (see
Figure .1). The rotor comprises a series of circular baffles, between which are
mounted a number of cylindrical buckets, partly open in the direction of rotation.
The extractor is filled with two liquid phases and the interface level is controlled
at the equatorial position. Thus the slow moti·9n of the rotor causes each phase to
cascade through the other to provide the contacting (1).
The fundamentals of the operation of the RTL contactor have not been studied as
extensively as have those of other commercial contactors, but some preliminary
studies have been made on axial mixing and overall mass transfer rate in a glass
pilot-scale unit (0.15m diameter and 0.76 m long) by Sheikh et. al. (2) and llang
et. al (3). However n'o information is available about the individual mass transfer
coefficients and the effective interfacial area. The latter has been often obtained
by physical methods, such as light transmission, photography and the concept local
isotropy for liquid-liquid systems (4). On the other hand, for gas-liquid systems
it is common and indeed convenient to use chemical methods for measuring interfacial
area (5, 6). Extraction with reaction was first used by Nanda and Sharma (7) for
measuring effective interfacial area in liquid-liquid extractors. A convenient
system for such studies is the alkaline hydrolysis of n-butyl formate. In t�is
investigation, individual volumetric mass transfer coefficient and the effective
interfacial area of a pilot-plant scale Graesser extractor have been obtained from
the measured extraction rates of pure n-butyl formate into either water or sodium
hydroxide solutions respectively.
Equipment
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Graesser Extractor: The basic construction of the experimental contactor is as illus
trated in Figure 1. It was based on a 0.15m (6 inch) diameter by 1 meter long QVF
precision bore glass pipe section with buttress ends to which stainless steel end
plates were fixed using QVF cast iron backing rings. The stainless steel rotor
assembly consisted of 36 compartments, each one 0.025m (one inch) long and containing
eight buckets. The annular gap between the rotor and shell was 2.36 x 10-3m (3/32
inch). The rotor assembly was driven by a constant speed mote·.· and using a gear-box
the speed could be varied between 4-20 rev/min accurately. The pilot plant facili
ties contained also two overhead tanks which allowed nonnally flowrates of each phase
between 3-15 x 1 o- 6 m 3 / s. The temperatures of both phases at both ends were a1 so
measur!!d by using thermocouples.
Stirred Cell: The kine.tics of the alkaline hydrolysis of n-butyl formate was inves
tigated in a 0.075m inside diameter stirred cell where the organic phase and the
aqueous phase were stirred independently. The stirrers were mounted on concentric
shafts l<otlich were driven by separate variable speed motors. They were turbine type
on a 0.03m diameter disk and had 6 paddles of 0.0lm x 0.Olm each. The cell contained
also four rectangular baffles and at the stirring speeds employed {60-90 rev/min),
the interface remained plane so that the ,interfacial area could be taken as the cross
sectional area of the cell minus that of the shaft. The stirred cell contained a
jacket through l<otlich constant temperature water was circulated which gave a tempera
ture control of ± 0.5 ° C.
Aqueous Phase Mass Transfer Coefficient
Aqueous phase mass transfer coefficient (kLA) of the Graesser extractor was
measured by extracting pure n-butyl fonnate into water at different rotor speeds.
Experimental difficulties and economical considerations necessiated a procedure where
only water f:owed, however the level was kept near equatorial position by the
addition of pure n-butyl fonnate intermittently. Samples were taken from the outlet
water phase and analysed for n-butyl formate content by the saponification method
l<otlich was found to be satisfactory. The present equipment (l<otlich is currently being
modified) does not allow sampling anywhere except at the outlet. This necessiated
employment of a liquid flowrate (31.55 x 10-6 m 3 /s) which was considerably higher
than the nonnally reconmended flowrate range, but of course, prevented the saturation
of the leaving water.
Because of the highly complex and ill-defined nature of the existing two-phase
flow in the contactor, it seems reasonable to propose a simplified model. Thus we
may assume that the complete mixing takes place at the annular gap between compart
ments and the bulk concentration of the dissolved n-butyl formate in any compartment
could be taken as the average concentration of liquid entering to this compartment.
This leads to the following difference equation for the nth compartment:
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Figure 1. Constructional details of raining-bucket extractor.
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(l)

where L is the volumetric flowrate of water, kl is the aqueous phase mass transfer
n
coefficient, An is the effective interfacial per compartment, C* is the solubility
of n-butyl formate in water and en is the concentration of n-butyl formate in the
water stream which is leaving the nth compartment. Since kl and A are likely to be
independent of n, we may take kln An as constant throughout the extractor. Then
Eqn. (3) becomes linear and can be solved to give (Alper (8)):
(2)

where C and CN are concentrations of n-butyl formate in the aqueous phase at the
0
inlet and outlet of the extractor. It can easily be shown that Eqn. (2) becomes
identical with that obtained from the plug flow model only if (kLA/l} << l. In order
to calculate kLA from the measured inlet and outlet concentrations of C and C N, the
0
solubility C* is also required. However, such solubility data for esters are not
only scarce but also erronous since n-butyl formate'hydrolyses slowly in water. The
value of C* was obtained experimentally taking care to avoid hydrolysis of n-butyl
formate, that is by not allowing the pH to drop below 4. Table 1 shows the results
which compare well with that of Nanda and Sharma (4).
Figure 2 shows the experimental results at one flowrate for different stirring
speeds which were calculated using Eqn. (2). These results represent the 1nost u.n
expected behaviour which is quite contrary to that found in other form of mechanically
agitated extractor. These results are to-some extent-difficult to reproduce and the
exact reason for the above mentioned behaviour is not clear. However this may be
due to change in the droplet mass transfer regime as suggested by Wang et. al. (3) to
explain their results of similar behaviour. The range of kl values (which was esti
mated using the measured interfacial area per compartment, A} lies in the order of
around 2 - 5 x 10-5 m/s which correspond, for instance, to those obtained in spray
columns for the same chemical system (4, 9).
Effective Interfacial Area from Chemical Methods
Reaction Kinetics of Alkaline Hydrolysis of n-Butyl Formate: The chemical reaction
follows:
(3)
HCOOR + al + HCOO- + Rai
and it is known to be first order with respect to both ester and the OH ions (4, 10,
11}. The kinetic data and the second order rate constant k 2 are available both
at infinite dilution (12) and also for concentrated solutions (4, 9 -11). However
for the analysis of extraction with reaction experiments in the Graesser extractor it
is necessary to know the value of C*IOK,. The solubilHy (C*} and the diffusivity
(D) of the dissolved component cannot of course, be measured directly in reactive
solutions. On the other hand C*.ID"'lc; can conveniently be measured in a contactor
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with a known interfacial area (13).

Therefore for the purpose of both checking the

kinetics and obtaining C*llfli:"; data for the relevant solution, certain nurrber of
experiments were carried in the stirred cell.
In the experiments, pure n-butyl formate and approximately 2N NaOH were con
tacted in the cell and 3 ml aqueous phase samples were withdrawn at intervals of
5

- 15 minutes.

Since the liquid extraction is accompanied by fast pseudo first

order reaction, the extraction rate per unit interfacial area is given by (13):
R•C*�
where B

0

(2)

is the bulk concentration of OH ions. Thus, the integration of a mass

balance equation gives:
(4)
where S is the interfacial area (which is taken as the cross-sectional area minus
4 3
m }.
that of the shaft) and Vis the aqueous phase volume (which was always 2 x

,o-

Figure 3 shows two typical results at two different temperatures as r1!U against time
plots.

Similar results have been obtained at different temperatures and from the

slopes of these straight lines C* .IU"1";_ was calculated according to Eqn. (4).
4 shows C*.IU"1"; as function of temperature.
of other workers.

Figure

The same figure shows also the results

Our results compare well with those of the others, however they

are consistently higher.

The value of C*.IU"1"; is strongly influenced by the concen

tration of the solution since c•, D and k 2 are all decreased in concentrated solutions.
Figure 5 shows the effect of ionic strength.
Measurement of the Effective Interfacial Area from the Rates of Extraction
with Reaction
For this purpose, initially a solution of approximately 2N NaOH and pure n-butyl
fonnate were flowed counter-currently for the flow ranges of the pilot-plant as
supplied by the manufacturer, that is between 5-10 x 10-6 m 3 /s. However due to highly
exothermic reaction, the temperature of leaving liquid raised to about 318 to 323 K
from about 295 K. Later, the extractor operation was modified so that the organic
phase was always batchwise and 0.6 m 3 of aqueous solution was recirculated at the
-5 m 3
/s. However, this high flowrate allowed an operation only
flowrate of 3.15 x 10
at low stirring speeds; otherwise the organic phase was entrapped in the leaving
liquid.
Making a mass balance around the n-th compartment by assuming complete mixing at
the annular gap and by taking the bulk concentration as that of entering from the
previous one gives:
-L(B� - B�-1)•An c·�-1

(5)
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Eqn. (5) assumes fast pseudo first order reaction regime which is justified since the
necessary condition is satisfi ed everywhere ( 13):
(6)
Taking A as constant and noting that C*/!Jf; increases along the contactor due to the
n
temperature rise Eqn. (5) can be rewritten as:
(7)
where
(8)
Eqn. (7) is already nonlinear even for isothermi!l condition; in addition, because of
the temperature increase the value of C*/!Jf; varies significantly.

The value of A

and 8� ) and temperatures at the
0
6
inlet and outlet respectively and using Eqn. (7). In the calculations the value of

was obtained from the measured concentrations (B

K was evaluated from Figure 4 either at the arithmetic mean temperature or from an
assumption that the temperature rise is linear. Both procedures are, of course,
justified at high flowrates (or for low temperature increases) and the latter should
yield more accurate results when the temperature rise is significant.

In this case,

Eqn. (7) was solved numerically assuming a value for A and optimising it so that the
calculated 8�6 was within 1% of the ftlea$Ured one.
Table 2 shows the results of experiments and the calculated values of effective
interfacial area per compartment (A) at different rotor speeds.

These data are, of

course, very limited, however it covers the range which is of practical 'interest for
Graesser extractor. It shows also that the variation with rotor speed is not subs
tantial.

It was not possible to compare these results with any other data since no

published informiltion could be found in the literature.

However, the work in our

laboratory is in progress and wil 1 involve both the hydrolysis of another ester (n
propyl chloroacetate) and a physical method, i.e. photography.
Conclusions
This work confirmed that the extraction of pure n-butyl formi!te into water or
alkaline solutions is a very convenient system for determining aqueous phase mass
transfer coefficient kla and also effective interfacial area a in pilot-scale ex
_
Both the parameter C*,IIY and the second order reaction rate constant k 2

tracors.

are strongly affected by the ionic strength.

It is therefore recorrmended that rather

than estimating these values, the parameter A*.ir,;r; may best be measured in a,model
extractor with a rigorously defined liquid-liquid contact area, such as a stirred
cell with plane interface. kl values lie in the range of 2-5 x 10·5 mi's which
compare favourably with those of other ,extractors. It has been found that the maxi
mum value of kl corresponds to a rotor speed of approximately 0.2 rev/s.
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This finding

Table 1. Solubility of n-butyl formate in water at different
tempera tures
Temperature (K)
Solubility x 10
(k mol/m > )

2

299. 5

303.0

7.2

7.8

303.5
7. 5*

313.0
8.1*

314.0
8. 6

*From Ref. (4)

Table 2. Effective Interfacial area per compartment in the raining bucket extractor, A
Run
2
3
4
5
6
7

B**(kmol/m3)
Out
In
1.94
1.94
1.05
1.61
1.47
1.35
1.13

0.16
0.60
0.03
1.26
1.10
1.02
0.83

Fl owra tes x l 06
(m 3 /s)
Agueous Organic
6.25
10.0
9.0
31. 5
31.5
31. 5
31.5

6.25
10.0
9.0

Rotor Speed Temp(K)
Inlet Outlet
rev/s
0.25
0.25
0.19
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.10

297
296
296
302
303
303.5
305

319
323
324
305
307
307
307.5

Ax1o•.

m•

5.18* 5.53+
4.92* 5.31+
6.10* 6.81+
4.78* 4.93+
5.04* 5.23+
4.63* 4.83+
4.63* 4.45+

*K was estimated at the arithmetic mean temperature
+� was estimated assuming a 1inear temperature increase
**Initial NaOH concentration was always 2.0 kmol/m 3 •
Runs (4-7): Organic phase was batchwise.
supports the results of Wang et. al. and confinns the most unusual dependency on the
stirring rate (3).
The effective interfacial area per compartment was between 0.044 - 0.068 m 2 for
rotor speeds of 0.06 - 0.25 rev/s. The corresponding interfacial area per unit
volume of extractor lies in.the range of 90 - 140 m 2 /m 3 and these values correspond
to those obtained in spray columns and packed colums (1/2" Raschig rings) when the
dispersed aqueous phase hol.d-up is approximately in the range of 0.05 - 0.1 (4, 9).
However these values are conservative since the interfacial temperature rise will be
considerably higher than the bulk temperature rise necessiating higher values of�
than those used in Eqn. (7).
Finally, the effect of flowrates were not specifically investigated, but the
experimental results indicate that its effect may not be critical of critical impor
tance.
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N otation
a

lnterfacial area per unit volume of extractor, m 2 /m 3

A

Interfacial area per compartment in the Graesser extractor, m 2

B

o

Bulk concentration of sodium hydroxide, mol/m 3

C*

Solubility

D

Diffusion coefficient

k2

Second

k

Aqueous phase physical mass transfer coefficient, m/s

l

K

of

o rder

ester in aqueo us phase, m ol/m'
of

dissolved ester, m'/s

rate constant, m 3 /mol s

Parameter defined by Eqn. (8), (mol/ms 2 } l

L

Aqueous phase flowrate, m 3 /s

N

Number

S

Contact area in the stirred cell, m 2

of

compartments in the Graesser extractor

V

Aqueous phase volume in the stirred cell, m 3

t

time, s
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LIQU!D-LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM OF N. l!EXANE-CYCLOIIEXANE-METl!AIIOL M!XTUPES:
INFLUENCE OF WATER CONTENT.
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Isti tuto
Triestc,Trieste - Italy.
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ABSTRACT
In the literature we cannot find Uquid-liquid equil'1.brium data for
the ternary system n.hex�ne-cyclohexane-methanol; otherwise many
different set of data for the binaries n.hexune-·rnP.tl1anol and
cyclohexane-methanol are reported.
These data are scattered, especially those relative to the binary
methanol-n.hexane. In this case it·seems that the data are lying on
two
solubility cu!"'ves with different values of
tt.e
mutual
solubilities and different values of the upper critlcal �iscibility
temperature: the difference between the two cri ti col temperatures is
about 10 C (between 35 and 45 C).
The possible explanation for these scatterine is the presence of
water in the methanol.
For this reason we are earring out
experimental work with the aim of investi.g:-:. :i.ng the influence of
small quantities of water on the binary and ternary liquid-liquid
equilibrium.
Since it is very difficult to maintain during the runs methanol
anhydrous, the data relative to the system with zero water content
are obtained by extrapolating the experimental data obtained with
different and known amount of water. The range of water content
investigated i.s 0.5 - 4.5 wt.% at temperatures ranging between 15
and 35 C.
In this manner the effect of water on the critical upper temperature
of the binaries is explained and an empirical relationship b�tween
these two quantities is presented.

As the manuscript was not avai 1 able at the 28th l1ay 1986, the dead} ine for
printing this book, we only print the short abstract of the paper.
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Excra�tion of aromatics with different solvents
F.Poposka,B.Bliznakovska,V.Me�ko and A.Grizo,Skopje/YU
INTRODUCTION
Althoudh many solvents are known for recovery of aromatics from refon
med naphtas, the need of completing the equilibrium data of such sys terns still exists. Data concerning the influence of the paraffin on
the binodal curves, selectivity and distribution curves are still in vestigated (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8). One of the aim of this investigation is
the better understanding of this influence.
In order to complete the equilibrium data two empirical correlations
of Hand and Othemer-Tobias were used (9,10).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments were carried out in mixers provided with mixing device of
1000 rpm which allowed equilibrium to be attained in 10 min. The hyd drocarbon feed mixture was warried from 0-100 Vol%, with phase ratio
1:1 (aromatic+paraffin versus solvent) in all the investgated cases.
The investgated temoerature range was 20-6o0c + o,s 0c. After attain ment of equilibrium-the phases were.allowed sufficient time for sepa ration.
Using as paraffins:n-heptane (n-H), iso-octane (IO) and methylcyclohe
xane (MCH), the following groups of systems were investigated:
I.
furfural-benzene/toluene-MCH/IO;
n-methylpyrolidone (NMP)-benzene/tluene-IO/n-H;
II.
sulfolane-benzene/toluene-MCH/IO/n-H;
III.
IV.
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)-benzene/toluene-IO/n-H;
diethyleneglycole (DEG) -benzene/toluene-IO/n-H;
V.
The composition of the extract and raffinate phase were determined
using Gas-Chromatograph.
The efficiency and selectivity of the solvent in the presence of dif ferent paraffins were determJ.ned according to the equ.ilibrium data,
distribution curves and selectivity curves.
The influence of the present paraffin on the equilibrium state was in
vestigated with the three first groups of systems and the results ob
tained at 40°c are compared.
Figure l shows the distribution curves for the systems furfural-MCH/IO
-benzene. The temperature effect on the equilibrium over the investi gated range was negligeable. Therefore the experimental points are
avoided, but the curve corresponds to the whole investigated tempera ture region.
It is evident that the distribution curve related to the system with
MCH as a paraffin lies nearer to KD=l, which leads to conclusion that
the solubility of the paraffin in the solvent i.e. the extractability
of the sovent for the solute increases. This can be in connection with
the molecular structure of the paraffin and with its molecular mass.
The ternery diagram for these systems shows a larger heterogenous re gion in the case of !so-octane. Nevertheless in both cases (iso-octane
or MCH) this region is very narrow. Such results lead to the conculu
sion of an incrase of the solvent selectivity with the increase of the
number of c-atoms in the molecule of the paraffin i.e. with the incre
ase of his molecular mass. At the same time the region of the concent
ration of benzene in the starting mixture is narrow (Table 1). The re
sults obtained with the systems furfural-iso-octane/MCH-toluene are
analogous. The distribution curve for the system furfural-iso-octane toluene points to higher K0-values compared with those for the systeme
furfural-MCH-toluene and produces a binodal curve with larger hetero genous region.
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Figure 1, Distribution curves for the systems:
l-furfural-benzene-10; 2-furfural
benzene-MCH
The influence of the aromatics and paraffins in the equilibrium state
are shown in Figure 2. An enlargement of the heterogeneous region with
the increase of the molecular mass of the paraffin, as well as the mo lecular mass of the aromatic is noticeable, The possible aromatic con AROMA TIC

Figure 2. Phase equilibrium
ternary diagrams for the
systems: 1-furfural-IO
toluene; 2-furfural-MCH
benzene.

FURFURAL
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centration in the starting mixture is wider in the case of toluene co
mpaired with that of benzene. The selectivity of furfural towards to luene relative to that of benzene, in the presence of the same para ffin is higher although the extractability of the solvent is higher for
the lighter aromatic-benzene-which means also higher K0-values(Tab.1J)

For all these systems is characteristic the narrow heterogenous region.
This limits the application of furfural as a solvent only to starting
mixtures with low aromatic concentration, which is in connection with
the high mutual solubility of furfural in the investigated paraffins.
The results of equilibrium obtained with the systems belonging to the
second group are analogous to those of the first group i.e:
a) for the same aromatic the K0-values as well as the heterogenous re
gions are h,igher and larger in the presence of paraffins containing
larger number of C-atoms in the molecule,
b) in the case of the same paraffin the K0-values are higher in the
presence of a lighter aromatic, and
c) in the case of the presence of the same paraffin, the heterogenous
region is larger in the presence of toluene as aromatic.
Figure 3 represents an illustration on the influence of the present
paraffin in the systems: NMP-iso-octane/n-heptane-toluene.
TOLUENE

Figure 3. Phase ternary dia grams for the systems:
1-NMP-toluene-iso-octane,
2-NMP-toluene-n-heptane
50

50

PARAFFIN

The limited applicability o� this solvent at lower aromatic concentrat
ion in the starting mixture is also a characteristic resulting from its
high solubility in n-heptane and iso-octane(Table 1).
On the other hand sulfolane can be used for extraction of aromatics
from mixtures containing very high aromatics concentration in the sta rting mixtures, as can be seen from Figure 4, which represents a plot
of the concentration of toluene in the extract phase versus the initial
concentration. The curve "C" which serves for comparison corresponds to
100% extraction. Accordingly the highest extent of extraction was atta
ined with the systems containing higher molecular mass 1.e !so-octane.'
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Figure 4. Dependence of aromatic equilibrium concentration '
in the extract phase on the initial concentration
for the systems of the group III.
The same dependence for benzene is analogous with the difference �hat
the analogical curves 1, 2 dnd 3 are disposed nearer to the curve "C'',
which confirms the assumption of the higher ability of the solvent tc
extract lighter aromatics. The distribution curves for the system ·
sulfolane-iso-octane/n-heptane/MCH-toluene are presented in Figure 5,
Compared with the same dependence for the systems of the first two
groups, t�e distribution curves are situated bellow Ko=l. From the po
sition of �he curves 1,2 and 3 it can be seen that the extractability
of sulfolane increases with the increase of the number of C-atoms, as
well as the molecular mass of the paraffin used, as a result of a dec
rease of the mutual solubility of sulfolane with the investgated para ffin. The disposition of the distribution curves in analogous with
that of toluene, but lies nearer to K0=1.
Figure 6 represents the ternary equilibrium diagram for the systems
sulfolane-iso-octane/n-heptane/MCH-toluene,

As a general conclusion for this system is the large heterogenous re gion for all the three paraffins, the largest one being obtained with
iso-octane. A large heterogenous region of the systems containing ben
zene is characteristic as well. A bigger difference in the wide of the
heterogenous region, in respect to the same paraffin, is evident in
the case of systems with higher aromatic concentration i.e. benzene.
According to the distribution curves,as well as to the ternary diagra
ms of the systems of the third group it arrises a higher extractabili
ty of sulfolane towards lighter aromatics, but a higher selecti•ity
towards heavier aromatic in the mixture with paraffin with the highest
number of C-atoms in the molecule.
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Figure 5. Distribution curves for the systems of the group III
TOLUENE

Figure 6. Phase equilibri
um ternary diagrams for the
systems:
1-sulfolane-toluene-IO
2-sulfolane-toluene-n-H
3-sulfolane-toluene-MCH

SULFOLANE

50

PARAFFIN

In order to make a definitive conclusion concerning the influence of
the paraffin, as a criteria the K0-values as well as the plait points
were chosen. These are presented in Table l.
According to the obtained results the following increasing order of the
favourable paraffin could be established:
MCH, n-heptane, iso-octane
·III-485

Table 1, Calculated KO values(XAF20 Vol%) ,Plat point
data and max.initial aromatic concentration
S y s t e m
No
1 be�zene-MCH-furfural
2 'tolene-MCH-furfural
3 benzP�e-IO-furfural
4 toluene-IO-furfural
5 benzene-MCH-sulfolane
6 toluene-MCH-sulfolane
7 benzene-IO-sulfolane
8 toluene-IO-sulfolane
9 benzene-MCH-sulfolane
10 toluene-MCH-sulfolane
11 benzene-IO-NMP
12 toluene-IO-NMP
benzene-MCH-NMP
13
14 toluene-MCH-NMP
15 benzene-IO-DEG
16 toluene-IO-DEG
17 benzene-IO-DMSO
18 toluene-IO-DMSO
19 benzene-MCH-DMSO
20 toluene-MCH-DMSO

.

PPVol%
1,05
1,71
1, 1 7
0,42
0, 3 6

0,95
0,64
0,90
0,53
2,29
l,25
0,38
0,28
0,84
o·, 78
0,76
0,52

18,2
23,7
31 ,3
34,0

13;2

16,1

1 4, 4

17,0

33 ,8

7 2, 0

36,0
45,6
48,0
40,6
45,2
14,9
13,0
13, 4

78,0
87, 0
90,2
85,0
88,0
25,5
28,0
18,0
20,0

31, 2
34,4
29,7
33,0

78,0
71,3
75, 6

13 ,6

74,4

On the basis of the results obtained for all the five grouos of sys terns, the selection of the most convenient solvent was made with res
pact to iso-octane, as the most convenient paraffin.
The dependences concerning toluene are chosen for illustration (Figu
res 7,8,9) •
50

.--------------------------,
x . Vol¾. TOLUENE
.._

a

SOLVENT
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100

x ,.. F,Vol ¾ ,TOLUENE

Figure 7. Dependence of toluene equilibrium concentration
in extract phase on the initial concentration
for the systems with !so-octane as a paraffin.
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1'he dependence of the equilibrium concentration of toluene in the ex tract phase on his initial concentration, for all the investigated
solvents is shown in Figure 7. The curves related to NMP and furfural
lies nearest to the curve "C", while the.curve refered to DEG is the
lowest one, which points to the small extractability of this solvent 1
for aromatics. On the other side such statement is based on the exis tance of a region of low initial aromatic concentrations as with N�P
and furfural it was impossible the extraction of the aromatics from
mixtures with hi9her aromatics content.
50

XAa, Vol ¾' TOLUENE
SOLVENT

40
2
30

3
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DM SO
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Figure 8. Distribution curves for the systems with isooctane as a paraffin.
From the position of the distribution curves with reference to K =l,
(Figure 8) the most favourable aromatic distribution arrises in �he
case of NMP as a result of a good mutual solubility of NMP and aroma tic in all the ratios. The order of the curves was analogous also in
the case of benzene as aromatic. Accordingly the following decreasing
order of extractabillty, related to both of the paraffins arrises:
NMP, furfural, DMSO, sulfolane, DEG
In Figure 9 are presented the phase-equilibrium curves for systems con
talning toluene as an aromatic. As it can be seen the phase-equilibrium
curve related to the system containing DEG is open due to its limited
solubility with the aromatics, as well as the low solubility with the
paraffins.
The systems with DMSO and sulfolane are characterized with a large he terogeneous region. The systems with furfural and NMP give very narrow
heterogeneous region in the ternary diagram. An analogous dependence
was obtained using benzene as an aromatic. Accordingly the increasing
order of selectivity of the solvents arrises as follows:
NMP, furfural, DMSO, sulfolane, DEG
Because of the completely opposite orders regarding to the extractabi lity and selectivity, the selection of the solvent should be made ace ording to the particularities of the starting mixture.
DEG as sole solvent can not be recomened regardless to the type of the
aromatic and its initial concentrAt:l. nn J.n t:h,. start in" m�.'<t:u�a, """ides
his high selectivity and ability to form the largest heterogenous regi
on, because of its limited mutual solubility with the aromatics. As a
· III-487

TOLUENE

Figure 9. Phase equilibrium
ternary diagrams for the
systems with different
solvents: 1-DEG; 2-sulfolane;
3-DMSO, 4-furtural; 5-NMP.

50

SOLVENT

ISOOC T ANE

suitable solvents, for systems with low inital aromatic concentration
arrise furfural and NMP bacause of their high KO-values regardless to
the narrow heterogeneous regions they produce.
?or the extraction of aromatics from systems with high initial aroma tic concentration, sulfolane or DMSO can be considered as the most
convenient solvents because of their ability to recover aromatics from
such mixtures.
The experimental equilibrium data were corelated using the empirical
correlations of Hand and Othmer-Tobias. The calculated values of the
coefficients and exponents were used to correlate the experimental
-equilibrium data (9,10).
The values of the root mean square deviation ( 0) are determined and
presented in Table 2.
Table 2 Root mean sauare deviation at 30° c
No

S y s t e m

0

Hand Othmer-Tobias
0,0202
0,0278
1 benzene-MCH-furfural
2 benzene-IO-sulfolane
0,0219
0,0270
0,0847
0,0476
3 toluene-IO-sulfolane
4 benzene-MCH-sulfolane 0,0768
0,0690
0,0582
5 toluene-MCH-sulfolane 0, 1563
6 benzene-IO-NMP
0, 0330
0,0496
0,0453
7 toluene-IO-NMP
0,0053
0, 013 6
8 benzene-MCH-NMP
0, 0341
9 toluene-MCH-NMP
0,1004
0,0027
0,0342
10 to.luene-IO-DMSO
0,0082
0, 0393
11 toluene-IO-furfural
0,0048
The obtained results lead to· consideration that for more of the inves tigated systems the correlation of Hand shows better agreement between
the experimental and calculated data.
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Butene Recovery by Extraction
Gerd Emmrich, Klaus Lackner, Krupp Koppers, Essen, FR Germany

1. INTRODUCTION
Large streams of c4 hydrocarbons are yielded from
naphtha-based steamcrackers and catalytic crackers,
among others. Such streams have established low-commer
cial values in recent years, compared to other olefin
streams, and may be even used as fuel. They contain,
apart from highly unsaturated c hydrocarbons, parti
4
cularly c4 paraffins and c4 mono ole.fins. Because of
their high reactivity, the c mono oleflns are increa
4
singly being used as feedstock for further reactions.
This fact was an incentive for Krupp Koppers to look for
a simple and economical process for separation of c
4
mono olefins from c hydrocarbon mixtures. The result
4
ls a new process developed to separate butenes from a
butene/ butane mixture, based on Krupp Koppers' proven
Morphylane extractive distillation technology. The new
process ls called BUTENEX.
The BUTENEX process ls highly flexible with regard to
feedstock composition, product purities and yields. The
following two cases have been selected to demonstrate
the capabilities of the process:
Case 1

Separation of butene-2 from an n-butane/bu
tene-2 mixture, as obtained from an oligomeri
zation unit or from a butene-1 separation
unit. Butene-2 1s to be concentrated to 80 %
for recycling to the oligomerlsatlon unit.
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Case 2

Separation of butene-2 from an n-butane/bu
tene-2 mixture, as obtained from an oltgomeri
zation unit or from a butene-1 separation
unit. Butene-2 and n-butane are to be
recovered as pure _products.

The data contained in this paper have been prepared in
order to give an initial impression of the economy of
the process. They apply to a unit designed for a feed
stock capacity of 5.0 t/h n-butane/butene-2 mixture
(44,000 tpy for 8.760 hours operation per year) with a
butene-2 content of 41 wt.%.
2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION
(see attached flow-sheet)
The feedstock is charged into the extractive distillati
on (ED) column C-101, which is fitted with valve trays.
The solvent, entering at the top section or the column,
causes extensive separation of n-butane and butene-2.
The n-butane vapours leaving the top of the ED column
are sent to the small butane column C-103 for solvent
recovery.
The bottom product of the ED column, consisting of sol
vent and butene concentrate, is pumped to the butene co
lumn C-102 by the bottom pump P-101.
The heat requirement of the ED column C-101 is supplied
by heat exchange with hot solvent in the rebollers E-102
and E-103 and by steam in the rebeller E-101.
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The solvent, remaining in the �D column overhead vapour,
is separated from the n-butane in the packed butane co
lumn C-103. The solvent, withdrawn at the bottom, is re
cycl"d to the feedstock of the ED column by bottom pump
P-10�.
The top vapour (n-butane) is condensed in the alr cooler
E-108 and collected in the reflux drum D-102. Pump
P-105 returns a part of the n-butane condensate to the
column C-103 as reflux, the remainder ls sent to battery
11m1 ts.
The heat requirement of the butane column C-103 is supp
lied by heat exchange with hot solvent in the rebeller
E-107.
In the butene column r.-102 the butene-2 concentrate ls
separated from the solvent by distillation. Llke the
butane column, the butene column ls also packed.
The butene-2 vapour leaving the top of the column C-102
is condensed in the water cooler E-106 and collected in
the reflux drum D-101. Pump P-103 returns a part of the
condensate back to the column as reflux, while the rest
(butene-2 concentrate) ls sent to battery limits as pro
duct.
Hot solvent ls the bottom product of the butene column.
Used as a heating medium it ls pumped to the rebollers
E-102, E-103, E-107 and E-105 by the butene column bot
tom pump P-102. The solvent is then cooled down to the
required temperature in the air cooler E-109 before it
again enters the top of the extractive distillation co
lumn.
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A part of the heat requirement of the butene column
C-102 is supplied by heat exchange with hot solvent in
the reboiler E-105. The remainder is supplied by steam
in the reboiler E-104.
3. 'rHE SOLVENT
The efficiency of a modern extraction process depends on the
physical properties of the solvent applied. The BUTENEX pro
cess uses a solvent which is widely used in the chemical in
dustries. It offers a combination of high selectivity for
olefins with sufficient solvent efficiency for non-olefins,
which is nearly optimal for use in an extractive dis
tillation plant.
The solvent has a high degree of permanent thermal stabi
lity and also good chemical stability. Solvent consump
tion and expenditure for regeneration of the solvent are
low. The solvent is inexpensive and manufactured on a
large scale.
The solvent is slightly basic and 1s widely used as an
inhibitor to prevent corrosion. N� corrosion occurs in
the equipment of a BUTENEX plant.
4. FEEDSTOCK COMPOSI'l'ION
The process data are based on the following feedstock
composition (Case 1 and 2):
Components
n-Butane
Butene-1
trans Butene-2
cis Butene-2

wt. %

58
1
24
17
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5. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
5.1 Case 1
5.1.1 Butene-2 Concentrate Composition:
n-Butane
Butene-1
trans Butene-2
cis Butene-2
Sol vent

wt. %

20.0
1.3
46.o
32.7
<1

ppm

5.1.2 n-_Butane Composition
n-Butane
Butene-1
trans Butene-2
cis Butene-2
Solvent

wt.. %

98.3
0.7
o.8
0.2
< ·1

ppm

5.1.3 Yields
Based on the feedstock composition shown in Section 4,
th� expected yields are as follows:
n-Butane
Butene-2

82.0 wt. %
99.0 wt. %

5.2 Case 2
5.2.1 Butene-2 Composition:
n-Butane
trans Butene-2
ci� Butene-2
Solvent

III-496

wt. %
ppm

1, 0
57,9
41, l
<1

5.2.2 n-Butane composition:
n-Butane
Butene-I
Solvent

wt. %

99.0
1.0
<I

pp m

5.2.3 Yields
Based on the feedstock composition shown in Section 4,
the expected yields are as follows:
n-Butane
Butene-2

98.95 wt. %
99,0 wt. %

5.3 Utilities Specification
It is assumed that the following utilities are avail
able at battery limits:
Pressure
(bar abs.)
Cooling water
Steam

Temp.
(OC)

3.5
20

26
212

6. CONSUMPTION FIGURES
(Expected figures per metric ton of feedstock)
6.1 Case 1
Electric power
Cooling water
t : 8 ° C)
Steam, 20 bar
Solvent

kWh
m•
kg
g

22
15

<

840
50 (resp. DM 0.25)
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6.2 Case 2
Electric power
Cooling water
t = 8 ° C)
Steam, 20 bar
Solvent

�h

m•
kg

g

22
17
945
< 50 (resp. DM 0.25)

7. INVESTMENT COST ESTIMATE
The cost estimated for the BUTENEX plant including all
equipment, construction, erection and basic and detailed
engineering, amounts to approx. DM 9.500.000 1-- for Case 1
and for Case 2.
The cost is a preliminary budgetary estimate based on cost
factors valid in the Federal Republic of Germany in Decem
ber 1985.
The investment cost does not include spare parts and the
licence fee.
8. PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
For continuous plant operation the personnel requirement
amounts to 2 operators per shift.
9. EXPERIENCE
The BUTENEX process is based on Krupp Koppers' prop,rietary
extractive distillation technology, the MORPHYLANE process
for the recovery of BTX aromatics. This process has been
applied in ten commercial plants with a total capacity of
more than 1.6 million tons pure aromatics per year. For
more than 10 years, all new clients employing aromatics ex
traction in West Germany have decided in favour of the
Krupp Koppers Morphylane technology.
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Extraction of Colorado Oil Shale Using Water as Solvent
K. Hedden, P. Missal, Engler-Bunte Institute, Division of Gas, Oil, and Coal,
University of Karlsruhe, F.R.G.
INTRODUCTION
Besides

fossil

fuels like

coal,

oil,

or

natural gas oil

shale represents a

considerable energy potential ( 1). This potential can be used in the future when
the reserves of oil and natural gas become more and more difficult to exploit.
Up. to now all technical processes being developed for the upgrading of oil shale
are retorting processes. The

extraction of oil shale could be an attractive

alternative. Earlier Investigations have shown that high conversion degrees are
obtainable for sub- and supercritical extraction of coal and oil shales with various
organic solvents ( 2, 3).
This report describes a new investigation on the extraction of Colorado oil shale
using water as solvent. The aim of the investigation is to get design parameters
for the development of an extraction process. Conversion of oil shale, yields of
extract and gas as well as compositions of extract and of formed gas are measured
in dependence of extraction temperature, duration of extraction, particle size of
the oil shale, and amount of solvent.
EXPERIMENTAL
Material
The oil shale used for the extraction with water originates from the Piceance
Creek Basin, Rio Blanco County, Colorado. Elementary analysis has shown that
the kerogen content of the oil shale· amounts to about 17.5- wt.% (m.f.J. By
Fischer assay analysis oil shale conversior)s of about 13 wt.% (m.f. J and extract
yields of

9 wt.%

(m.f.) were obtained. The formed gases,

consisted of H 2 (34.5 vol.%). CO 2 ( 2 4.1 vol.%). CH

3 wt.% (m.f.).

(18.7 vol.%).
4
vol.%). and CO (4.1 vol.%). Only 0.5 vol.% H2S were found.

c 2-c 4

(18.1

Apparatus and procedure
The experiments were carried out in an autoclave constructed of stainless steel,
designed for pressures up to 330 bar and temperatures up to 500 °C, and with a
volume of 69 ml.
Before the experiment was started oil shale and water were filled into the
autoclave and the system was flushed with nitrogen to remove the remaining air.
Then the autoclave was heated up in a short time to the chosen extraction temperature.

At the end of the experiment the reactor was expanded to atmospheric pressure.
The formed extract and the water were collected in an ice-bath cooled extract
separator and the gas was collected in a burette. The residue remained in the
autoclave until the reactor was cooled down to room temperature.
For all experiments the amount of formed extract was small in comparison to the
used water. Therefore, a quantitative separation of the extract from water was
only possible with the help of a solvent consisted of tetrahydrofurane (thf) and
toluene. The solvent was then removed from the extract in a rotation evaporator.
Subsequently the weighed extract was further separated into n-pentane soluble
oils,

into asphaltenes

(toluene soluble), and into preasphaltenes (thf soluble).

Again the solvents were removed from the fractions in a rot�tion evaporator. The
gas was analysed in a Janak/Orsat gas chromatograph. The residue was extracted
with thf in a Soxhlet apparatus and after removal of thf this extract was further
separated into oil, asphaltenes, and preasphaitenes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of temperature
In a series of experiments batches of 16 g oil shale each (0.5 wt.% moisture) were
extracted with 8.5 ml water at temperatures between 300 °C and 450 •c. The time
of extraction was 60 min. The pressure varied in dependence of the extraction
temperature from 88 bar (300 °C) up to 313 bar (450 °C). The conditions ar,-:f
results are shown in Fig. 1 .
The experiments show that the extraction temperature and pressure have a great
influence on oil shale conversion,
yield. Wher,,as the

extract yield,

extract composition, and gas

degree of oil shale conversion is small at low extraction

temperatures, it increases up to 17.5 wt.%

(m.f.) at extraction temperatures

above 400 •c. -At temperatures above 450 °C some coke was formed so that less
liquid products were collected. These results are not shown in Fig. 1. The
extract

yield

decreases

passes

with

through a

further

maximum

temperature

of

increase.

12

wt.%

The

(m. f.) at

reason

is

390 •c and

that

at

high

temperatures the long-chain hydrocarbons are cracked to lighter products which
partly disappear with the mixture of thf/toluene in the rotation evaporator. At
low extraction temperatures the content of n-pentane soluble oils in the extract is
high. With increasing temperature more asphaltenes are formed from kerogen and
the content of oil decreases. At high temperatures the cracking of asphaltenes is
dominant, lighter products are formed, and the content of oil increases again.
Compared

to this fact

the content of preasphaltenes in the extract remains

constant throughout the measured temperature region. A steady increase in the
gas yield with increasing extraction temperature up to 5.4 wt.% (m.f.) can be
observed, The main component of the gas is CO (70 vol.%). Other components
2
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are H , CH , and a small amount of CO. At high temperatures cracking of the
2
q
extract influences the composition and the amount of gas.
Effect of time of experiment
Fig. 2 shows the influence of time of experiment on oil shale extraction. It can be
seen that an extraction time of 30 min is sufficient to get high conversion of oil
shale (17.5 wt.% (m.f.)J. The extract yield decreases from 12 wt.% (m.f.) to 9
wt.%

(m.f.)

with

increasing time of experiment because lighter products are

formed by cracking of the extract and these are lost in the rotation evaporator.
The oil content in the extract and the amount of formed gases increase with
duration of extraction.
Effect of particle size
Increase in particle size up to 5 mm shows no influence on oil shale conversion
(Fig. 3). The degree of conversion is about 17 wt.% (m. f.). Only for particles
larger than 5 mm the conversion of oil shale decreases. It can also be seen that
small particles ( <0. 2 mm) give a large amount of short-chain hydrocarbons. TJ:lese
are removed with the organic solvents in the rotation evaporator. Therefore, the
extract yield is only 6 wt.% (m.f.). Larger particles give extract yields of 11
wt.% (m.f.). In the experiments with larger particles the extract contains nearly
SO wt.% asphaltenes. The reason for this is the short time of experiment which is
not sufficient to crack the asphaltenes to lighter products.
Effect of amount of solvent
The effect of the amount of solvent on extraction was investigated in a further
series of experiments (Fig. qJ. It can be seen that the amount of solvent has an
influence on the oil shale conversion. Whereas the degree of conversion is 15 wt.%
(m.f.) for 1.5 ml water, it increases up to 17.5 wt.% (m.f.) for 8.5 ml water and
than remains constant by further increase of the amount of water. With increasing
amount of water the extract yield changes from 7 wt.% (m.f.)_ to 11 wt.% (m.f.)
and higher yields of asphaltenes are obtained. The amount of formed gas Is
nearly constant

(5 wt.% (m.f.)). The experiments showed that reaction takes

place between CO and H 0. The content of CO in the gas decreases from 3 vol.%
2
to 0.6 vol.% with increasing amount of water in the reactor.
CONCLUSIONS
From the experimental results described above it can be concluded that the
following extraction conditions give high degrees of conversion of oil shale and
high extract yields:
The extraction temperature should be above qoo

•c

but not higtler than.

qso •c.

The time of extraction has to be at least 30 min to get a high content of oil In
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the extract. The particle size should not exceed 5 mm. Normally, high density of
the solvent is advantageous for extraction. In autoclave experiments increasing
amount of solvent always leads to an correspondingly increasing pressure and
thereby the density. With water as solvent the minimum ratio of water to oil shale,
by

weight should be about 0. 5.

Under these conditions the kerogen can be

completely extracted with water as solvent.
REFERENCES
1. R. Rammler et al.: Chemie-lngenieur-Technik �. 96-lOij (1981).
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INTRODUCTION
In the Japanese iron and steel industry· and chemical industry, the effective

utilization of by-products coal tar and pitch has been enthusiastically sought.

The effective separation of the useful component of coal tar is the very

important topic from the standpoint of high value by-products.

Supercritical extraction technology is an attractive method as the separation

technology has many operational and economic advantages in comparison

with conventional distillation and liquid-liquid extraction as follows
(1)

The solubility can be controlled by solvent and extraction conditions.

(2)

Solvent recovery can be done with ease with low energy consumption,

Therefore, research on supercritical extractfon with engineering application

has been sought. Supercritical extraction technology is applied to the separation
of the valuable components of coal tar.

At the first stage, the selection of the optimum solvent was done by the

measurement of vapor-liquid phase equilibrium on co -tar derived components
2

system using co

as the supercritical gas (1,2,3). The correlation between
2
calculated and observed data has been carried out by the conventional

equations of state.

EXPERIMENTAL
Table 1 shows the main components of coal tar. In the extraction of the valuable

components from coal tar, the target components are as follows :
(1)

The compounds in large quantity and having some value ( e.g. naphthalene,
methylnaphthalene, anthracene, etc).
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(2)

The compounds in small quantity and having high value ( e.g. indole,

quinoline, etc )

Naphthalene, methylnaphthalene and quinoline mixtures were selected as test

system. The measurement of binary and ternary systems including CO2-naphthalene,

metylnaphthalene,quinoline was conducted.

Toe experiment was carried out in the static apparatus shown in Figure l (4,5,6 ).

The apparatus is a combination of static and recycle methods and is composed

of an equilibrium cell with observation window, a sampling section, a sampling

injection section and an analysis section. The equilibrium cell has two

observation windows made of borosilicate glass and is constructed of SUS 316

steel. The inner volume is about one liter. The maximum temperature and pressure

for the cell is 500 K and 20 MPa. A helical ribbon impeller is used to

promote vapor-liquid contact, High temperature packing material is used. The line

between two constant temperature ovens is heated up to prevent condensation of

the high boiling compounds during the measurement,

After the equilibrium cell is completely evacuated and cleaned, the sample is

supplied and equilibrium is promoted through stirring. Then, the sampling from
both vapor and liquid phases is taken.

Gas chromatography is used for the composition analysis.
RESlJLTS AND DISCUSSION

The result of phase equilibrium data of the CO -naphthalene system is shown
2
in figure 2. Data up to 16 MPa were obtained, Vapor phase is shown by the
magnified figure. The solubility of naphthalene in vapor phase is about

l mol % or 4 wt%. Experimental results for co2-quinoline and
co -Metylnaphthalene systems are indicated in Figures 3 and 4, The solubility of
2
quinoline in the vapor phase is the same as that of naphthalene, The solubility
of 2-Metylnaphthalene in the vapor phase is around 2 mol % or 10 wt% at about
15 MPa.

The general idea of extraction of solute l from the mixture of solute land 2
using solvent is shown in Figure 5, The tie-line is indicated by solid line.
The apex (solvent) and both ends of tie-line are connected. The points of

intersection indicates the extract and raffinate composition. The steeper

the slope of the tie-line, the higher the separation efficiency or selectivity

becomes. For example, the results of the co 2-naphthalene-quinoline ternary system

is shown in Figure 6, Naphthalene is condensed into the gas phase.

The same result is also obtained in case of other pressure conditions.
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The experimental data were correlated with the calculated results.

In our calculations, the Peng-Robinson ( PR ) and Soave-Redlich-Kwong ( SRK )

equations shown in Table 2 were used.

The following conventional mixing rules were used.( 7
b

m

•EX b
i i i

where K
is a binary interaction parameter and is determined in order to
ij
minimize the calculation error. Figures 2,3 and 4 show the result of binary

systems. The soiid line indicates the predicted value. The experimental data are

well correlated with the calculations by the introduction of binary interaction
parameters K

for

ij

in the_mixing rules. Then vapor and liquid equilibrium calculation

co 2-naphthalene-quinoline

ternary system is done using Ki parameters
j
parameter of the
ij
naphthalene-quinoline binary system was determined by the fitting of data of the
determined from the binary systems ( Figure 6 ). The K

ternary system.

The correlation error of the solubility in gas phase was not small, but the slope

of tie-line is correlated well. Therefore, it should be noted that the selectivity
qualitatively may be predicted with PR equation for supercritical extraction

processes. The calculation for the various solvents ( gases ) is carried out
assuming the extraction of naphthalene from the mixture of naphthalene and
quinoline. The selection of optimum solvent was tried. The calculation was

conducted near the critical pressure varying temperature. Each binary interaction
parameter K

ij

was assumed to be zero.

The following two criteria were considered to select optimum solvent.
(1)

The solubility of naphthalene in gas phase Y ( naphthalene ) [ mol % I

(2)

Selectivity S •

X

y
na2hthalene )
naphthalene ) I X

X:

Liquid phase

y

9uinoline
quinoline

Y:

Vapor phase

A solvent with high solubility and selectivity is best. Figure 7 shows the result
of our calculations. Selectivity
Practically, selectivity

is plotted against solubility Y ( naphthalene ) •

decreases with the increase of solubility.

This is a general trend in case of the extraction of mixtures of similar compounds
in terms of molecular structure. Among the solvents or gases considered in our
calculations, ethylene, ethane and carbon

dioxide

in comparison with other solvents ( gases ) •

have a higher selectivity
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In the case of supercritical extraction in coal conversion processes,
the following two cases are assumed.
(1)

The deashing of coal

(2)

The s�lective extraction of the valuable compounds from coal liquids

In case (1) aromatic solvents such as benzene or toluene with high solvating
power may be effective.
In case (2) the solvent or gas such as CO

2

, c H with low solvating power
2 4

and high selectivity may be optimum. The phase equilibrium data obtained in
this paper is fundamental data of case (1) and (2).
CONCLUSIONS
The fundamental investigation on the supercritical extraction of coal tar or
pitch was conducted. The prediction of vapor-liquid equilibrium of binary or
ternary systems including polyaromatic compounds can be accomplished with
conventional equations of state ( e.g. PR equation, SRK equation).
At the present, the fractionation of the mixture of polyaromatic compounds has
not been accomplished and the resolution of this problem will be future research.
Therefore, the acquisition of vapor-liquid equilibrium data on various
sup.?rcri ti cal gas and heavy hydroc.irbon is important. The acquisition of t�:�se
data cost vast amount of time and work, so the development of the equations of
state applicable to the mixture of multicomponents is also required.
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THE COMPONENTS OF COAL TAR

�
Name

Boiling Point

Range

(OC

)

Percentage
( wt % )

Main Components

Use

Benzene

Light

I

,vl7()

Misl·cl laneous

Tot,u..•n<>
Xylene

Oil

Pyridine

170..., 200

Carbolic

3

Oil

200..., 230

Naphthalene

12

Pht!nol

Medicine

Cresol

Plastics

Naphthalene

Pesticide

Metylnaphthalene

Dyestuff

Dyestuff

Oil

6

230"' 280

Creosote
Oil

Anthracene

280 "' 350

Oil

18
55

350"'

Pitch

Total ( 5 % Moisture )

Naphthalene
Ouinoline

Medicine

Tndole

Medicine

Anthracene

Dyestuff

Carhazole

-

95

excluded

TABLE 2.

A GENERAL FORMULA OF EQUATIONS OF STATE

SRK EQUATION

.-.

p • v�!

where

(10 • .5
b -

-

.,

a

V ( y -t b

a

C

-

PR EQUAl'JON
kT
P•�-v

)

u.�2747

1'1 2 'l"c 2

.-• ..
C

- 1 +. ( l - l'T)
0. 08664 R 1'

"

Plastics

Phenanthlene

C

.o.s
b -

a

( V

"C

+ h ) + b ( v-b )
U.41724 R
p

2

T

2

C

- 1 +. ( l �)
0.07780 R 'I'
C

C

• • 0.480 + 1.574 c. - 0.176 c. 2

m • 0. 37464 + 1. S4226 c. - 0.26992 · .. 2
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The effects
of extracts
extraction

of the extraction parameters on the chemical composition
obtained from Hungarian brown coals by supercritical

Gy. Deak, Z. Kasa, Veszprdm University, Veszprdm, Hungary
One possibility for the liquefaction of· coal is its extraction with
supercritical gas followed by hydrocracking of the extract. This
process was developed by the British National Coal Board and its main
advantages are as fnl lows: tile r.apaci ty an,1 sr,Jr,ctivi ty of the solvent
can be varied nol only liy tllu lumpl,ralure !Jul ily tile pressure as wel I;
the separation of the solvent is simple; coal particle size is of
lesser importance (1).
The composition of the extracts obtained by this process had been
investigated by several authors (1-3). Most of the data are on coals
hut some Turkish and Chinese lignites were also studied. The results
show that below 400 °c very little degradation is taking place during
extraction and at such temperatures the supercritical solvent is
extracting molecules held in the coal pores, in agreement with
Vahrman•s molecular sieve theory of coal. At higher temperatures,
however, the supercritical solvent is extracting the product formed on
pyrolysis of coal.
Extracts are generally separated according to a scheme of Bartle into
pentane-soluble (PS), pentane-insoluble but benzene-soluble (BS) and
pentane and benzene insoluble (BI) fractions and these fractions are
further separated by adsorption chromatography (4).
In the Coal Research Establishment, Stoke Orchard, England it was
found with bituminous coals that the increase of the extraction time
and temperature increased the amount of both the PS and BS fractions,
while the effect of the pressure was rather insignificant. The amount
of the benzene-insoluble fraction, on the other hand increased with an
increase in each of the variables (1).
In the present paper we summarize the results of our investigations on
the effects of the extraction parameters on the composition of
extracts obtained from Dudar lignite, Hungary. It was extracted in a
semicontinuous extractor with toluene in the pressure range of
2.5-16.0 MPa, temperature range of 2B0-420 °c.
Experimental
The proximate
1.

and ultimate analyses bf Dudar coal are given in Table

Table 1
Analysis of Dudar lignite, Hungary
Air-dried basis X

Dry, ash-free basis X

Moisture Ash

Volatiles

A.3

51.5

15.6

C
70.1

Toluene
was obtained from the Danube Refinery,
Hungary, and used without further purification.

H

N

s

5.3

0.7

5.9

Szazhalombatta,
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Supercritical gas extraction
The supercritical gas extraction was carried out in a l dm 3 semi
continuous extractor with toluene as solvent. The extractor was
charged with coal (700 g), flushed with nitrogen and heated. When t�e
temperature reached 300 °c, toluene was pumped via a preheater into
the bottom of the extractor and through the coal bed. The pressure was
maintained at the required value by adjusting the amount of the
withdrawn products. The gaseous phase was condensed by a water cooled
condenser and the solvent and extract collected. On reaching the final
temperature the extraction was r.onlin11eLI unti I tile gi vert solvent/coal
ratio was reached.
Fractionation of the extracts
The gas extracts were liquid extracted with pentane and the insoluble
material was further extracted with benzene to field an asphaltene
fraction.
The
pentane
soluble
were
separated by adsorption
chromatography on silica gel. Fractions were eluted successively with
n-pentane, benzene and methanol giving fractions PSPE, PSBE, PSME
resp. A simi1ar method was adopted to separate the asphaltenes into
benzene and methanol eluates, BSBE, BSME resp.
Analyses
Ultimate analyses were made for C,H. Molecular weights were determined
by osmometry. H 1 -nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of the fractions
were recorded in COC13 in the case of PSPE, PSBE, PSME and pyridine-d5
in the case of BSBE, BSME and BI fractions.
Results and discussion
Extractions were carried out in the pressure range of 2.5-16 MPa,
temperature range of 280-420 °c and toluene/coal mass ratio of B.6. At
360 °c and 10 MPa five extract fractions were collected separately
that contained identical amount of toluene, to study the effect of the
time on the yield and composition of the extract.
Yields of the extract fractions are given in Tables 2-4.
Table 2.
Extract yields in function of pressure at 360
P, MPa

2.5
10
16

Extract
yield
% , daf
13

lB
27

Basis: x extract;
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PS X

94
77
74
§ PS;

ps§

PE

BE

ME

62
36
34

23
40
36

12
21
26

xx BS;

°c

ssx

2
17
20

x

Bsx
---BE

ME

1
12
17

97
85
BO

sr x

l
3
4

Table 3.
Extract yields in function of temperature at 10 MPa
T' oe

Extract
yield
% , da f

PSX

280
360
420

6
18
18

64
77
84

Basis: x extract;

§ PS;

PE

ps§
BE ME

ssx

12
36
57

33
40
31

53
21

30
l7
11

ll

xx

ss
---BE

ME

4
12
35

91
85
66

Bix'
4
3
2

xx BS;

Table 4.
Extract yields in function of time 360 °e, 10 MPa
Time
1. hour

2.
3.
4.
5.

hour
hour
hour
hour

Extract
yield
daf

"·

7
6
3
1
l

Basis: x extract;

psX
83
79
75
62
58
§ PS;

PE

ps§
BE ME

ssx

ss
---BE

ME

40
32
32
29
32

34
37
37
42
41

12
16
20
28
30

13

85
84
87
77

24
27
28
28
26

xx

11

11

22
22

77

Bi x
2
3
4
8
9

xx BS

The pressure has a significant effect on the supercritical extraction.
An increase of the pressure increases the extract yield while the
relative amount of the PS fraction of the extract decreases and that
of the benzene soluble fraction increases. A marked change can be seen
in the composition of. the PS and BS fractions as well. At 2.5 MPa
there are more PSPE and BSME then under supercritical conditions.
In the case of the temperature a significant
critical point of the toluene. At 280 °e the
and its BS content is relatively high. At
yield and the composition of the extract prove

change was found at the
extract yield is small,
420 °e both the extract
the cracking of coal.

The data in Table 4 show that most of the extraction takes place in
the first two hours of the process and while the PS content of the
extract decreases with time and its BS and BI content increases, the
compositions of the PS and BS fractions do not change significantly.
The properties of the extracts and their fractions are given in Tables
5-7.
At 360 °e the atomic e/H ratios and the molecular weights are rather
similar under supercritical pressures, while at 2.5 MPa they are
significantly smaller. The distribution of the protons is independent
of the pressure (Table 5.).
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Table 5.
The properties of extract in function of pressure at 360 °c

P,MPa

2,5

10

16
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Sample
Extract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI
Extract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI
Extract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI

Types
Har

-

HOH

-

of

protons
H"

H /3

-

-

-

HF

H'I

-

8
11
8

o
1
0

o
2
6

19
27
29

54
43
43

19
16
14

7
21
17

o
o
o

1
16
o

16
27
16

54
24
64

22
12
3

-

-

-

-

-

-

6
8
10

o
0
o

0
2
12

16
26
23

59
49
40

19
15
15

16
21
12

12
o
31

7
9
2

19
28
16

31
31
27

15
11
12

-

-

-

-

-

-

6
12
9

0
0
3

0
1
1

16
23
23

58
47
50

20
14

18
22
17

10
12
25

3
5
1

26
23
19

31
27
28

12
11
10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17

-

Atomic
C/H
ratio

Molecular
weight

0,633
0,631
0,589
o, 735
0, 719
0,881
0,630
o, 000
0,652

377
374
382
378
329
469
361
471
720

o,732
0,691
0,604
0,789
0,716
0,966
0,952
0,969
0,926

551
465
391
529
472
84i
809
854
1029

0,759
o,702
0,625
0,787
0,728
1,007
1,064
0,991
0,978

543
329
314
345
327
979
975
981
1921

Table 6.
The properties of extracts in function of temperature at 10 MPa

Temp.
oc

280

360

420

Samp 1 e-

Extract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI
Extract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI
Extract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI

Types

of

protons

Har

H OH

HF

H,.

H ,,

Ht

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3
4
4

0
0
0

0
0
4

12
13
18

57
58
54

28
25
20

11

9
15

7
9
16

0
4
4

15
20
15

47
43
33

20
15
17

-

-

-

-

-

-

6
8
10

0
0
0

0
2
12

16
26
23

59
49
40

19
15
15

16
21
12

12
0
31

7
9
2

19
28
16

31

31
27

15
11
12

-

-

-

-

-

-

11

28
17

0
0
0

0
0
10

17
30
28

56
32
34

16
10
11

33
27
15

0
0
30

1
10
5

32
28

26
21
31

8
14
8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11

-

-

-

-

-

-

Atomic
C/H
ratio

Molecular
weight

0,678
0,650
0,591
0,662
0,659
o, 740
0,689
o, 741
0, 771

873
512
285
488
591
1405
870
1421
2540

o, 732

0,691
0,604
0,789
o, 716
0,966
0,952
0,969
0,926

551
465
391
529
472
847
809
854
1029

o, 745
0,714
0,629
0, 926
0, 77
1,080
1,107
1,061
0,913

417
372
329
442
401
678
520
781
862
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Table 7.
The properties of extracts in function of time at 360 °c and 10 MPa
Time

1. hour

2. hour

3. hour

4. hour

5. hour

lll-520

Sample
Extract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI
txtract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI
Extract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI
Extract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI
Extract
PS
PE
BE
ME
BS
BE
ME
BI

Types

of

protons

HF

H"

H_�

H.y

0
0
2

0
5
9

20
21
22

55
46
41

19
16
14

16
18
22

13
7
8

7
5
4

18
23
21

33
35
39

13
12
6

6
14
6

0
0
0

0
2
3

17
25
21

57
45
54

20
14
16

21
13
26

21
34
0

3
5
4

21
17
23

23
22
37

11
9
10

Har

HOH

6
12
12

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11
11
14

0
0
4

1
0
0

52
49
44

16
14
13

24
20
23

23
27
11

-

20
26
25

5
0
2

-

21
24
23

-

21
24
37

6
5
4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9
20
6

-

0
0
0

0
3
6

15
30
26

57
35
48

26
32
31

-

5
6
0

-

5
8
5

27
27
23

-

19
12
14

29
22
33

-

8
5
8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

11
24
10

0
0
3

0
3
3

13
30
23

56
33
47

20
10
14

27
32
32

2
0
24

4
5
0

27
28
12

31
27
28

9
8
3

-

-

-

-

-

-

Atomic
C/H
ratio

Molecular
weight ,

0,702
0,680
0,631
o, 721
0,693
0,890
0,810
0,906
0,906

492
409
387
394
485
983
707
1030
1072

0,736
0, 696
0,636
0,753
o,703
0,989
1,013
0,984
1,003

489
417
285
559
368
785
741
794
868

0, 778
0,723
0,658
0,790
0,726
1,041
1,090
1,030
1,038

467
349
270
327
534
748
533
795
1272

0,848
0,761
0,660
0,897
0,715
1,071
1,079
1,068
1,045

538
395
369
351
490
706
771
686
1046

0,831
0,739
0,644
0,857
o,705
1,041
1, 01 B
1,049
1,020

494
356
272
342
481
592
527
613
1073

The dependence of the extract composition on the temperature is rather
complicated. There are greater differences in the distributions of the
proton types, in the C/H atomic ratios and in the molecular weights in.
function
of
the
temperature. Molecular weights decrease with
temperature at 420 °c it is a clear sign of cracking, while the proton
distribution and C/H ratio are more similar in the supercritical
temperature range and differ to that at 280 °c.
Data in Table 7 prove that the composition of the extract does not
change significantly during the course of the extraction.
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Demetalizing of Heavy Oil Residues with Polar Solvents
Dipl.-Ing. J. Hocker (speaker), Prof. Dr.-Ing. A. Vogelpohl

Institut flir 1'hermische Verfahrenstechnik, TU Clausthal

Leibnizstral3e 15
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1. Introduction
The amount of residue left after vacuum distillation is about 30% of

the c,:ude oil feed. Its portion will increase, as the supply of light
crude oil will decrease within the next decades. On the other hand the
demand of light hydrocarbons will increase while the sale of heavy

fuel oil dropped from 1973 to 1983 by 70 %.
Thus, there is a strong
which upgrade heavy

demand for economical conversion processes

hydrocarbons ini:o more valuable light hydrocar

bons. Hydrocracking processes are widely used for this purpose.

But

the high content of heteroatoms in the residue prevents an economical

application of processes where catalysts are involved.

Heavy residues

contain up to 2000 ppm of vanadium and 200 ppm of nickel. The metals
are associated mainly with the asphaltenes.
defines asphaltenes

as

the

oil

compounds

The

that

IP

are

143

procedure

insoluble

in

n-heptane. They are understood as colloidal micelles which are sol

vated in the surrounding oil. Their precipitai:ion can be achieved by

disturbing the salvation with the result of flocculation and settling
of the asphaltenes.

Industrial processes use light n-paraffines such as propane or· butane

for deasphalting. But all processes using ligth hydrocarbons have i:he
disadvantage of poor selectivity with respect to metal content.

Searching for better precipitants, researchers at the German "Institut
£Ur Erdblforschung" discovered polar solvents lead to a better demeta
lization, especially liquid co and ethyl acetate as shown in Fig. 1.
2

The major goal of our work presented here is to develop continuously

operating deasphalting processes employing co

2

or ei:hyl

acetate based

[Il-523

on the experience from batchwise experiments

at

the

11

Instiut

ftil."

Erdolforschung". Such process involve the unit operations as shown in
Fig. 2.

Both routes have their specific difficu_lties.

First we will discuss

some problems that occured while putting a co -deasphalting process
2
into operation. Second, a process will be introduced capable of deme
talizing heavy vacuum residues using ethyl acetate.

2. Deasphalting with co
2
The encounter of asphaltenes during enhanced oil recovery with CO led
2
to the idea of using co
for precipitating asphaltenes and thereby
2
demetalizing heavy residues. The optimum conditions for demetalizing
where explored to be 55 bar and 29 °c at a residence t1me of 2 h.

co2 is hardly miscible with a vacuum residue due to the high viscosity
of about 1OO,MPas at room temperature. Thus, the residue has to be

diluted. We used kerosene as an appropiate diluent. It lowers the
viscosity to 5 mPas, hardly affects the colloidal structure and is
easily available. In an industrial deasphalting process one would use

directly the liquid stream from the stripping section of the atmo

spheric tower with the appropiate viscosity.

Up to now there are relatively few experimental data available on the
demetalizing effect of co and none that deal with chemical engineer
2
ing aspects. Thus, in a first step batch measurements were carried out
in the autoclave on the far left of Fig.

3 to obtain data essential

for designing a continuous process such as phase equilibria and the

effect of residence time and co /oil ratio. The other two autoclaves
2
can be combined with the first one to a mixer-settler. The volumes of
the autoclaves are 1, 2 and 4 1, respectively. Another

arrangement of

the autoclaves permits to run them as a rotating disc contactor,
column type frequently used in industrial deasphalting operations.

a

In the experiments three phases exist in the autoclave: a co rich
2
phase with little kerosene, an oil phase with dissolved co2 and final

ly the asphaltenes. The upper phase could be analyzed very accurately.
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At 55 bar and 28 °c it contains 98

components of the kerosene.

The analysis of the lower phase

% co •
2

The rest

are the

is much more difficult.

are taken, one to measure the amount of co

precipitated hydrocarbons.

IP

Two samples

dissolved in the oil and a

2
second to filtrate the asphaltenes from the oil.
washed with n-heptane to distinguish

lightet

143

The filtercake is

asphaltenes from other

The experimental work done so far pinpoints the separation of the pre

cipitated asphaltenes from the oil as the major problem. They are very
sticky and difficult to release from the autoclave.

As phase equilibria measurements by sampling a,re very time consuming,
a system is under development to detect flocculated asphaltenes by

absorption of infrared light. This procedure will enable us to quickly

determine the ranges of pressure, temperature and composition in which

asphaltenes precipitate.

3. Demetalizing with ethyl acetate
3.1 Experimental work
As pointed out before, the main problem is the high viscosity of the
vacuum residues. In addition, the solubility of oil in ethyl acetate

is very poor, so that an efficient mixing of the residue and the sol

vent is the key to a continuous process.
For these reasons,

a twin-screw extruder was chosen as a promising

mixing device. Since both screws have the same direction of rotation,

selfcleaning is a very important feature of this type of extruder. The
type of extruder and the operating conditions were choosen in close

cooperation with its manufacturer

Werner & Pfleiderer

in

Stuttgart

mainly

"Orinoco"

which has earned a worldwide reputation for its extruder technology.

The typical throughput was 5 kg/h of heavy

residue,

and "Boscan" (Tab. l). The main variables were the number of revolu

tions, the type of solvent (ethyl acetate,

pentane,

heptane and mix

tures thereof), the ratio of solvent to residue and the temperature.
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The observated properties where the amount of insolubles,

the ef fici-

1

ency of precif•ation (i.e. the filtercake from the samples was washed
for two hours ._.,_._th the solvent in a Sohxlet extractor and the mass of
the washed over the unwashed cake

is

taken as an

indication of the

efficiency of the precipitation in the extruder), the degree of deme

talization and the behaviour of the insolubles during filtration. This
last observation gives at least some hints whether the following ope

ration, i.e. the solid-liquid separation can be achieved easily.
3.2 Results
The influ�nce of the number of

revolutions is relatively small,

the higher the speed, the better is the filtration

but

and the structure

of the filtercake. This is due to the increased mass transfer and the

higher shear-rates. The solvent more readily separates the
from the oil at higher speeds

(n=400 1/min).

insolubles

As to be e·xpected,

the

amount precipitated by ethyl acetate is slightly higher but the deme
talization is better (Tab. 2). Mixtures can improve

the yield or the

de9ree of demetalization, but the separation can no longer be achieved
by simple filtration as the filtercake becomes very sticky

and the

solvent/oil ratio has to be increased (12/1 instead of 10/1). As shown
°

°

in Fig. 4, rising the temperature from 20 c to 40 c does not effect

yield or demetalization very much,
°

but the filtration is easier at

40 c. This also follows from the precipitation efficiency.

The

closer

it is to unity, the better is the performance of the extruder and the

easier is the filtration.

The remaining metal content was generally higher

for

nickel than for

vanadium. Typical results were 40-45% for nickel and 35-40% for vana

dium, The yield of demetalized oil was about 75% in most cases.

4. Summary
Many efforts are made to be prepared for

the foreseeable shortage of

light hydrocarbon crudes. One possibility of stretching

resources is deasphalting and thereby demetalizing vacuum

the existing
residues

in

and ethyl acetate
2
are promising precipitants for aphaltenes because of their strong deorder to get a suitable hydrocracking feedstock. CO
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'
metalization effect. But many practical problems arise due to the uncommon physical behaviour of heavy oils, above all its high viscosity.
A high pressure apparatus was built in order to study different types
of continous processes for demetalizing with co2• The deasphalting of
hea,y residues with ethyl acetate can be achieved using �n extruder to

overcome the problem of mixing the poorly soluble acetate into the
highly viscous residues. Operating conditions were established for
easy separation of the asphaltenes by filtration.

This work was made possible by the "Sonderforschungsbereich
Erdoltechnik-Erdolchemie", a
special
research
program
on
technology and chemistry of petroleum at the TU Clausthal.
VR

/wt.-%
/wt.-%
/wt.-1
/wt.-1
/wt.-1

C
H
s
N
0

Nickel

/ppm
/ppm

Vanadium

Asphalten es /wt.-1
(c7-insol.)
Conradson Coke/wt.-%
Tab. 1

VR

Orinoco

84.0
10.0
4.5
0.8
0.7

82.2
10.1
5.8
0.85
0.5

140
650

1485

13.0

15.5

20.0

18.4

144

n-lfeptane

13,5

/wt.-1

Efficiency of

0, 77

precipitation

residual metal

Tab. 2

Boscan

Composition of the Vacuum Residues (VR)

Insolubles

content

134:
the

I

'

V
Ni

43,0
53,8

Ethyl Acetate
23,8

0,88

36,9
43,0

Comparison of Demetalization with n-Heptilne

and Ethyl Acetate

ORINOCO Vacuum Residue
Rotation Velocity

Temperature Solvent

Solvent/Residue Ratio

Overall Throughput

rpm
20°c
10/1 by volume
50 kg/h
400
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:100-------------------�

:; 901--------------------4
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n-Pentan. n-Nexane n-Hepun•

!ZZ2I V

lli.!......!

c:::J

Ethyl
Ace ta ta

Ethyl
co2
Acetate
• n•Pentane

Ni

Demeuliution Effect of different Solvent•
and Kuwait Vacuum Residue

Solvent Recycle

Mixing

Residue

Solid - Liquid
Separation

Colloids
(Resins, Asphaltenes)
lli.!_1
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Liquid - Liquid
Separation

Demetalized Oil

Unit Operation• of • Cont1nuoua Deaaphalting Process

Thermocouple

Thermocouple

Mi><er

Pressure Reducing Volve

r--Autoclave

-- Thermostat.

I

---- -- - - -�
I

Level

�

Indicoto,-.

.,,,

Experimental Arrangement for Deasphalting with CO2

"''

..

�
"'......�
:,

�

C

25,7

21..2

16,6

0,90

0,81.

0,83

V
34,7

C

�8�----'-''--"-....L..-L.1.----'--L--'---4----'-L...L...�

1.o·c

�

2o·c

Influence of Temperature on

Demetalization with Ethyl Acetate

DOSCAN Vacuum Residue
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An Approach to the Mathematical Description of the Permeation
of Hydrocarbons through Liquid Membranes.

*

P. Plucinski , J. Szust
Institute of Chemical Engineering and Heating Equipment,
Technical University, Wroc?aw, Pola d.
i
*) present address: Technische Unive\s1tat MUnchen,
Inst1tut fUr Tec,n1sche Chemie,
Lehrstuhl I, F.R.�.

The mathematical model of permeations of hydrocarbons through
liquid surfactant membranes is proposed. This model describes
the influence of the surfactant and feed kind and its concen
trations on the transport through the interfacial surfactant
barrier availing itself on Eyring theory of processes rate, on
the equilibria (based on Scatchard and Hildebrand's theory of
solubility) and on the mass transfer inside the membrane. In
the last case the Cussler's model of solubilization kinetics
is used. It also gives an explanation to the experimental re
sults found in the literature.
The literature data on the permeation of hydrocarbons through
liquid membranes (1-4) indicate, that this process depends on
the diffusion and solubility of hydrocarbons both in aqueous
phase of membrane, as well as in surface layers of surfactants
molecules adsorbed onto the oil-water interface. So far, the
transport of hydrocarbons through liquid membranes has been
considered as a ''simple diffusion'', in which the surfactant

used stabilized only the liquid membrane. In the previous pa
pers (5,6) author showed the possibility of the solubilization
of diffusing hydrocarbons inside the membrane. In this case
the micelles act as typical carrier.
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General thermodynamical considerations:
l) Diffusion of hydrocarbons through palisade layers of surfac
tants adsorbed on oil-water interface.
The transition of hydrocarbon molecules through the surface
layer of surfactant according to Eyring theory (7) can be
described as follows:

k-T

•

-AGA

k A=--exp(--)
0

h

R·T

( l)

By defining the selectivity coeffcient of the separation· of
two components (A and Bl mixture as a ratio of mass transfer
fluxes we set:

"AJB

= exp (

-AG:-(- AG:)
R·T

( 2)

Having in mind that the selectivity coefficient depends on co
hesion energies in the investigated system (8) and that ''regu

lar solutions" theory can be used for the description of ex
traction processes (9,10) we obtain:

m m

-AGA=RT-lnxA +VALL �-4>j ( D A -0, SDij
i=1 j=1
i

( 3)

Relations 2 and 3 enable us to estimate the influence of both:
feed composition (kind of hydrocarbons) and kind of surfactant
used on the selectivity of separation due solely of the trans
port through the layer of adsorbed surfactant.

2) Equilibria in the core of membrane.

tt

Equilibrium at the feed-membrane (p.t
bed by the commonly used equation:

dG =
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i=1 j=1

�dmi =0

canst) can be descri-

( 4)

According to the Hill's thermodynamics of microsystems, which
was applied to the micellar systems by Hall and Pethica
(11),the standard chemical potential of the substance
solubilized by micelles despends not only on pressure and
temperature, but also on the number of micelles. Assuming that
the selectivity coefficient is proportional to the ration of
partition coefficients K, equations 3,4 enable us to predict
the influence of the kind and concentration of feed components
as well as the kind of surfactant used on the separation
effects.

3) Diffusion of micelles in the aqueous layer of the membrane.
According to Cussler's and co. (2) model of solubilization,
the permeation mechanism consists of the following steps:
- diffusion of micelles to the feed-membrane interface
- adsorption of micelles onto the interface
- reaction of the solubilization i.e. absorption of the solubilizate inside the micelles
- desorption and further diffusion of complexes: micellesolubilizate through the membrane
- adsorption of complexes onto the membrane-permeate interface
- release the solubilized molecules form the micelles
- desorption of empty micelles from the interface
Additionally we must assume that the total number of available
sides for adsorpti�n is constant foe both interfac�s and the
total concentration of micelles in membrane is also constant.

Discussion:
1) Diffusion through surfactant layers.
Equations 2 and 3 show that the selectivity coefficient for
the two-component mixture of aromatic (A) and aliphatic (B) hy
drocarbons is less than 1 (VA < v8, tA > t 8 for 1 � = 1 � =
0,5 (13)). Thus, the aliphatic hydrocarbons diffuse through
surfactant membrane faster then the aromatic ones. The
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equivalent (i.e. dependent on model parameters only}

selectivity coefficient
a A /B versus the kind of surfactants
used is presented in Table 1. Since a stable liquid membrane

consisting of only two molecular layers of adsorbed surfactant

can not be formed, the verification of the model made
difficult. Therefore, the presented verification is indirect
and based on the fact that selectivity coefficient decreases
with the decreasing of membrane thickness i.e. increasing the
role of surfactant layers in overall permeation process.
Table l
The influence of surfactant kind on the transport of toluene
and heptane through surfactant liquid membranes (8,14)
Surfactant

Sodium dodecylsulfate
Sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate
Po··.assium palmitate
Sodium laureate
Sodium oleate
Rokwinol 60
(Tween 60)
Rokanol K 20
Rokafenol Nl0
Rokafenol NB

•

...

..
••

interfacial layer
t.a

bulk of membrane

K'

amax

llpl

amax

14,10

0,041

43,0

26,24

11,00

13,00

0,084

39,8

12,80

4,60

9,60

0,528

34,3

2,03

4,55

9,60
9,30
9,05

0,528
0,604
0, 674

35,3
29,7
18,l

2,03
1,78
1,59

4,12
3,65
2,42

9,00
8,91
8,86

0,688
0,715
0, 730

15,4
13,1
6,6

1,56
1,50
1,47

2,95
3,06
3,23

polyoxyethylene (20) alcohols obtained from conconut oil
Rokafenol - polyoxyethylene nonylphenol
PL - palisade layer, max - for thick membrane
a max /
t.a= ;
!i- solubility parameter
a1;20
)

)
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The values of relative decrease of the selectivity coefficient
for equimolar mixture of toluene-heptane taken from (8) are

also presented in Table 1. The values of selectivity coeffi
cient found for the l :20 membrane to oil volume ratio (i.e.
for most thin membranes so far obtained) reflects most strong
ly the influence of diffusion through surfactant layers. The
difference between the values of selectivity coefficients, for
the process governed by_the diffusion through aqueous phase,
and that for which the contribution of both aqueous and surfac
tant layers are nearly the same, can be treated as a direct
measure of the influence of surfactant palisade layers on the
permeation process.
2) Equilibria in the core in membrane:
Equations 3,4 allow us to estimate the influence of kinds of
surfctant as well as feed on the value of micellar supplemen
tary equilibrium coefficient. The relation between experimen
tal and supplementary coefficients is presented in Table 1. A
simple relation, confirming presented model, between these co
efficients and solubility parameter of surfactants is found.
While calculating the values of supplementary equilibrium the
values of volume fractions of toluene and heptane in micelles
were assumed arbitrarily (equal to 1,2) by analogy of those
found for the mixture of benzene and hexane (13). Presented
model (eqs. 3,4) allows us also to estimate the role of feed
composition (volume ration ;0) on the selectivity of sepa
ration. Calculated values of K d�crease with increasing of
the amount of benzene in the feed, and the character of this
dependency changes when the concentration of toluene reaches
0,4 kmol/kmol (i.e. for ;A = 0,5). The calculated pattern of
this relation is very close to that obtained experimentally by
Shah and Owens (2).
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3) Diffusion of micelles in aqueous layer of the membrane.
From the proposed in this work model of the diffusion it is
evident, that only two steps: reactions onto the interfaces,
can change the selectivity of the separations. Therefore, it
was assumed that these two steps govern the process. If we as
sumed equilibria in the rest steps, and we include the flux of
free hydrocarbon molecules dissolved in water, according to
(13) we obtain:

cT [ S0 l 0zJ<,U AlrA - I Al�A l

----------;:-------,;----------+

K1K2!K3•CrlllA]�A +[Alt4, )+2(1+cTK1

(5)

where:

Ki=ki/k-i; (s0] - number of sites onto interface
The dependence of mass transfer flux on micelles concentration
(CT) = resulting from eq 5 is with a good qualitative
agreement with experiments (14). Analysing the influence of
surfactant concentration on the selectivity coefficient
= j /j ) we can easily find the dependence:
�
A/B A 8

aA/B. =

X, Cf+ X2 'T + X3

Y1

i:�

( 6)

+ Y2 'T + Y3

This dependence does not preclude the existence of maximum
which was experimentally observed (2). From eq.5 we can also
find the dependence of a A/B versus feed composition
(for [A] 2 = [B]2 = 0)

a
_
A/B -

X;([AJ /1B1,l 2
1
Y�(IA½I !BJ1l

+

+

2

1

X UA\f lB l

Y;

( 7)

Decreasing concentration of A (benzene) in a feed mixture with
B (hexane) we decrease the ration (A] /[B) (equilibria eq. 3
1
1
and 4) and decrease the selectivity of separation. This facts
was also experimentally observed (2).
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Introduction
Liquid Membranes provide a powerful, energy efficient, tool for effecting separat
ions in diverse areas such as waste water treatment (1l , hydrocarbon separations (2 , 3 l
and hydrometallurgy (4) _ The focus in this paper is on separation of hydrocarbon
mixtures, specifically the selective removal of aromatics from a mixture containing
aromatics and paraffins. A liquid membrane hydrocarbon separation process uses
thin aqueous films stabilized by emulsification; this membrane permits a selective
passage of the aromatics from the feed phase into the receiving, or solvent, phase.
The selectivity in transport of aromatics is primarily due to the much higher
solubility in the aqueous, intervening, phase (2 • 5 • 6 l. Ideally speaking, the
membrane phase should be stable and prevent the feed hydrocarbon mixture from
physically mixing with the solvent phase because such mixing would entail loss of
selectivity. Under conditions in which there is no such physical mixing due to
breakage of the emulsion, the selectivity is governed solely by the relative rates
of transfer of the compound types across the aqueous membrane; these relative rates
are detennined by the ratio of the product of solubility and molecular diffusivity
of the transferring species in the aqueous phase. But such ideal conditions do not
always prevail and what happens in practice is that due to emulsion instability, the
membrane can rupture so that there is non-selective transport, of a portion of the
feed hydrocarbon mixture, into the solvent, resulting in a loss of selectivity ( ])_
The "overall" mass transfer coefficient obtained in the penneation process reflects
not only selective, diffusive, transport _across the membrane but also the non
selective physical mixing of feed with solvent. Mass transfer coefficients should
·therefore be corrected for the emulsion breakage phenomena in order to draw meaning
ful conclusions; this has been insufficiently recognised in the literature (s, 9, lo )_
In this paper we will develop a model for the liquid membrane separation process
taking proper account of emulsion breakage. Using this theoretical model we have
interpreted mass transfer measurements for the separation of mixtures of benzene n-heptane to give an estimate of the extent of non-selective transport due to
emulsion breakage. This estimated breakage is further verified by independent
measurements using water-insoluble dye "tracers". The study reported here should
provide a more rational approach to the interpretation of liquid membrane separation
data and also provide a more soundly based scale-up methodol_ogy.
Development of Model
The liquid membrane permeation process is modelled as a parallel-step proccess:
1. selective diffusional transmembrane transport
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2. non-selective transport due to emulsion breakage.
A schematic diagram of the model is given in Figure 1 where we consider the feed
mixture to be made up of two compound types: aromatics(A) and non-aromatics(NA).
The fraction of the feed mixture which gets transferred to the solvent phase due tQ
emulsion breakage is denoted by eb.

Figure 1.

Model of Transfer Process across Liquid Membrane.

Let us first consider the diffusive transmembrane mass transfer process. At time
t
the concentration profile of the transferring aromatic species A is shown
pictorially in Figure 2.

' f[EO
..c�DROP
l'E:l•tt[RAL AOUEOUS fl..M
aouNOAlllY SURFACE SEPARATING
lffEftSTITlAL AQUEOUS PMASE ,JtOM
PIIIIPHE:flAL AOU£0US PHASE

Figure 2.

Concentration Profiles at Time

t for Transmembrane Transport

We can·distinguish four sequential steps in the mass transfer process:
(i) transfer within the microdrop of the emulsion; mass transfer coefficient
denoted by �R (superscript R referring to feed or raffinate phase)
(ii) transfer from the surface of the microdrop to the bulk aqueous surfactant
III-540

(l )
( interstitial ) phase; transfer coefficient·k�
iii ) transfer from the bulk interstitial aqeous phase to the surface of the
macrodroplet; transfer coefficient k�(2). This transfer process is
presumed to be governed by molecular diffusion across a peripheral film
as depicted in Figure 2 .
transfer from the surface of the macrodroplet to the bulk solvent phase;
( iv )
transfer coefficient k;.
There are two interfacial areas ( reckoned per unit volume of extract phase ) : a (l)
referring to that between the feed microdrop - water interface and a (2) at the
emulsion - solvent interface. If we define an overall mass transfer coefficient
K; for the feed - solvent mass transfer process by
(

where x� and x� refer to the mass fractions of A (aromatics) in raffinate and extract
phases respectively. We can derive the fo11 owing expression for· the overa11 coeff
icient K;
---+------+-----+---kRla ( 1) P R

(2)

The small sizes of the microdrops ( usually in the range 1 - 10 µm) and the macrodrops
( of diameters of about 1-3 11111), coupled with the fact that surfactants are present
would suggest that rigid drop ( both micro- and macro- ) may be assumed. For transfer
within and outside rigid spheres, the Newman model gives,·for sufficiently high
Fourier numbers, the Sherwood numbers to be respectively 6.58 and 2 respectively.
This, along with diffusivity data, allows estimation of the coefficients k� , k�(l)
and k;. For estimating k�(2), an estimate is required of the effective thickness of
the peripheral film across the mass transfer can be expected to be controlled. This
film thickness can be taken to be of the same order of magnitude as the intermicro
drop distance. From a knowledge of the microdrop diameter and microdrop holdup, this
effective film thickness can be estimated and so the coefficient kW(2l is
(3)

The differential material balance for component 1 (aromatic A ) in the extract phase
is
d (Eyl )
�
• N (1 2 ) a ( 2) VE ,
• pE K; (xl - Y1 l a (2) yE , + Y1 ( N\ 2)+N�2) )a (2) yE '
(4)
An overall balance gives
(5)

Combination of E quations (4) and (5 ) yields
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(6)

Next, consider the non-selective transfer due to emulsion breakage. We have the
following relation at any instant
dE _
dR.
d(Ey1) =
�

-

-

�.

�

-

There is no c�ange in the raffinate phase composition due to the non-selective
transfer process and so dx1/ds = 0. Thus from Equation (7) we get the change
in the extract phase composition due to emulsion breakage as

(7)

(8)

Using the model depicted in Figure 1, we may write the composition change of the
extract phase due to both diffusive and mixing transfer processes as
(1 - cb)/ K�a (2l v E ,
---��--- (x1 - Y1)

(9)

Both the raffinate and extr�ct phase amounts, Rand E respectively, vary with time.
Let R0 and E0 represent the initial amounts. Also define the number of overall
mass transfer units NTU1 as
/KEa(2lyE,

1
NTU1 = -�-Eo
The variation of R with time can be expressed empirically as

R = Ro f(i;)
where f(i;) is a function which can be determined from.the experimental data.
Equation (13) can be integrated from i; = 0 to I;= 1 to give
1
f' (1;) di;
mx10
1 l r
f(i;) (1 + m - mf(OJ
T+iii n\mx10 - y1(1+m) J + cb
0
NTU1

l

j'
�
m

(10)

(11)

.f

( 12)

d f,

f(i;)(1 + m - mf(i;)
O
where m = E 0tR0 is the initial solvent/feed ratio. If we denote Sas the selectivity
defined as S = NTU1/NTU2, then the fractional breakage can be calculated from

( =

B
--ln
1 + m
( 1 - S)

f

+ m
f' (i;) di;

0 f(i;)(1 + m - mf(i;))

( 13)

Equation (13) was used to estimate the fractional breakage from the mass transfer
permeation data and assuming that the selectivity 8 is equal to the ratio of the
products of the solubilities and diffusivities of species 1 (aromatics) and 2
(non-aromatics) in water, i.e. 8 • M1D1/M2D2. This simplification follows from th'e
fact that the mass transfer process is controlled by the third term on the right hand
side of Equation (2). This can be checked by substituting the values for the various
parameters as listed in Table 1.
Experimental
The mass transfer measurements were made at 30° c in a thermostatted glass mixer
settler unit of 300 ml capacity as shown in Figure 3 below.

IL.AH

IY'latGE.

ST'IIMR

10-...

Figure 3.

ti

@

Mixer-Settler Unit in Liquid Membrane Permeation Experiments
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Model mixtures of benzene - n-heptane (50:50) were used as feed and an alkyl phenol
polyoxyethylene compound HYOXYD X200 as surfactant. The oil-in-water emulsions were
formed by vigorous agitation of the feed with surfactant solution at 4000 rpm for
15 minutes and then mixed with "solvent" - kerosine - at 650 rpm in the same unit.
The phases were then settled and analysed by an azeotropic distillation procedure
l4
standardized and reported earlier ( l , Four parameters: surfactant concentration,
permeation time, feed/water ratio in emuhion and emulsion to kerosine ratio were
studied. In addition to these mass transfer measurements, the fractional breakage
'b was measured independently using a water insoluble dye tracer technique following
Li (2)
Results and Discussions
Table 2 gives the set of experimentally measured compositions of benzene (1) and
n-heptane (2) in the extract phase under a varying set of conditions. Using the
diffusivity and solubility data of benzene and n-heptane in water as given in Table
the theoretical selectivity 6 was calculated to be 878. The form of the function
f(;) was evaluated from a curve fit of the actual measured data and taken to be of
7 .37
l
the form

f(�)

7<o +

( 14)

1 + 6. 29 ;

Using the above functional relationship the fractional breakage 'b was calculated
from the measured data and the values are reported in Table 2, along with the
the experimental overall mass transfer coefficients K� a (2) calculated using
Equation (10) and (12). The values of the fractional breakage 'b calculated above
are compared with direct measurement of this parameter using dye tracer technique
in Figure 4.
0·4

X - FROM IREAKAGE UPTS.
0 - FROM MASS TRANSFER
EXPERIMENTS.

,.;''
O·ll
C
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0·2

•

0
)(

O·I

0
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180

0

PERMEATION TIME, �
Figure 4.
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Fractional Breakage from Direct Measurements and from Calculations.

The excellent agreement between the directly measured fractional breakage and that
estimated from mass transfer data provides a strong proof of the validity of the
model set forth in this paper. Also, using the values of the various parameters
as listed in Table 1, the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient K�a (2) is
calculated to be 0.002 s-1, of the same order as observed in the experiments. This
provides further proof of the assumptions made in the estimates of the drops sizes.
From Table 2 is can be seen that the fractional breakage is fairly insensitive to
changing surfactant concentration, which would suggest that this parameter, over the
range studied, does not have an effect on the system mass transfer behaviour.
eb is seen to increase with permeation time suggesting that emulsion stability
decreases with contact time. With in.creasing hydrocarbon/water ratio in the emulsion
it should be expected that the membrane thickness would decrease. Therefore K� a (2 l
should increase as is observed to be the case, in Table 2. With decreasing emulsion/
solvent ratio the same mixing energy is used to disperse emulsion in an increasingly
large volume of solvent. Hence with decreasing ratio, the interfacial area a (2)
(2l
) will decrease; this is bourne out in the results of Table 2.
(and hence also K� a
Concluding Remarks
A parallel two-step model consisting of diffusive and non-selective mixing transport
has been developed to describe the mass transfer process during membrane permeation.
The model has been verified by comparing the fractional breakage predicted from mass
transfer measurements with direct measurements of this parameter. It can be expected
that this better insight into the mechanism of interphase mass transfer will aid the
scale-up of liquid membrane separation processes.
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Nomenc 1 ature
interfacial area per unit volume of extract phase, m-1
molecular diffusivity, m 2 s-1
D
diameter, m
d
E
mass of extract phase, kg
K
overall mass transfer coefficient, m s-1
M
partition coefficient between aqueous and organic phases,
initial solvent/feed ratio
m
N
flux of component across interface, kg m-2 s-1
R
mass of raffinate phase, kg
Sherwood number, Sh
t
time, s
V
volume, m 3
X
mass fraction of component in raf(inate phase
y
mass fraction of component in extract phase
Greek symbo 1 s
selectivity; s = NTU1/NTU2, s
effective film thickness, m
mass density, kg m- 3
fractional breakage, dimensionless time, ( = t/T
T
permeation time, s
Subscripts
1,2
aromatic and non-aromatic compound respectively
interfacial value
denotes boundary surface separating interstitial aqueous phase from
peripheral film (see Figure 2).
Superscripts
E
extract phase
R
raffinate phase
w
aqueous phase
( 1) ,(2) denotes interfaces at feed microdrop - water and emulsion macrodrop solvent respectively
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Table 1. Hydrodynamic, Thermodynamic and Physical Property-Values Used in the
Calculations Quoted in the Text
Property
Dispersed phase microdrop
diameter
Emulsion macrodrop diameter
Volume fraction dispersed
phase in emulsion
Volume fraction emulsion in
solvent
Density of extract phase
Density of raffinate phase
Partition coefficient of
Benzene in water at 30 °c
Partition coefficient of
heptane in water at 30 °c
Diffusivity of Benzene in
hydrocarbon phase
Diffusivity of benzene in
water
Diffusivity of heptane in
water
Volume of extract phase
Thickness of peripheral
aqueous film,

Value Used
8 µm
2 mm

Data Source
Own measurements
Own measurements

0.5

Own data

0.5
820 kg m-3
790 kg m-3

Own data
Own measurements
Own measurements

1. 78

X

10-3

Reference 1 2

.94

X

10-6

Reference 12

3.4 2

X

10-9 m2 s -1

Reference 13

1.32

X

10-9 m 2 s -l

Reference 13

10-9 m 2 S-l
10-5 m 3

Reference 13
Experimenta 1 value

2

0.91
6.25
1 µm

X
X

Estimated
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Table 2. Experimental data on separation obtained in batch mixer-settler unit for
the system: benzene - n-heptane. The fractional breakage tb' calculated from the
theoretical model using a = 878 are also given in the Table along with the breakage
corrected volumetric overall mass transfer coefficient K�a ( �)
m
Parameter
K�a \l!
Ro
Y1
tb
Y2
Varied in Expt �
Surfactant Cone.
g
s -1
g g -1
(wt'.t)

u. 1

O.q�J

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

IL

Penneation time
( s)
60
120
180
240
300

iq.bb

U. loso

U.u«o

U. ltl

U.uuc.//

0.480
0.510
0.500
0.497

24.00
25.29
25.06
24.88

0. 1345
0.1377
0.1388
0.1377

0.0253
0.0226
0. 0224
0 .0208

0.21
0.17
0. 17
0.16

0.00299
0.00277
0.00291
0 .00284

0.484
0.495
0.516
0.520
0.500

24.19
24. 72
25.84
26.02
25.04

0.1072
0. 1345
0. 1421
0.1472
0.1423

0 .0170
0.0200
0.0245
0.0229
0.0312

0. 14
o. 16
0.18
0.16
0.25

0.00493
0.00403
0.00299
0.00242
0.00206

0.510
0.550
0.612

25.24
27.41
30.62

0.1377
0.1499
0. 1571

0.0226
0.0227
0.0295

0.17
0.15
0.16

0.00277
0.00309
0.00310

0.256
0.361
0.510
0.78

25.67
23.81
25.29
25.63

0 .0897
0.1077
0.1377
0.1805

0.0157
0.0198
0.0226
0. 0258

0.22
0.22
0.17
0.13

0.00205
0.00224
0.00278
0.00367

Hidrocarbon Feed
lilater
1.0
1.25
1.50
Emulsion
0.50
0. 75
1.00
1.50
NOTE:

In all the above experiments the following parameters were kept constant:
- benzene mass fraction in feed= 0.5
- RPM during emulsification step= 4000
- RPM during permeation step = 650
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Hydrodynamics of a Non-Aqueous Liquid Extraction System for a Packed Column
R.J. Moore, G.W. Stevens and H.R.C. Pratt,
University of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
ABSTRACT
Holdup and flood-point data are reported for the non-aqueous system Sulfolane
heptane. A plot of the holdup data in the form used to obtain the characteristic

velocity was concave upwards, indicating an increase in droplet velocity and a lower

rate of increase of holdup with increasing throughput, as compared with aqueous
systems. The flood points were also appreciably higher than the values predicted
using a correlation which allows for the effect of continuous phase viscosity.
Possible reasons for these discrepancies are proposed.
INTRODUCTION

Industrial liquid extraction operations sometimes involve the use of non-aqueous
systems, the most common examples being aromatics separation and lubricating oil
extraction as practised In petroleum refineries. Very little Information Is
available In the literature about such systems, apart from equilibrium data, and the
design of plants has necessarily been effected by empirical scale-up from pilot
plant data.
The present work has been directed towards remedying this deficiency. This paper
presents hydrodynamic data involving dispersed phase holdup and flood point for the
system Sulfolane-heptane in a packed column; this system was selected as an
Idealized form of the Shell "Sulfolane" process which is used extensively for
aromatics (BTX) separation from petroleum reformate.
EXPERIMENTAL
Equipment
The column was constructed from two 75 mm diameter QVF glass sections together with
solvent inlet and interface sections, the former expanded to 100 DIii diameter; it was
packed to a height of 1.7 m with 12.6 mm ceramic or 15.0 mm glass Raschig rings.
The light phase (heptane) distributor consisted of 8 • mm 1.d. SS tubes which
passed through the packing support plate directly into the packing. The arrangement
of the remainder or the equipment is shown in Fig. l.
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Mate rials Used
The Sulfolane ( tetrahydrothiophene 1, 1 dioxide) was supplied by Shell Chemicals Ltd.
and was the industrial grade, containing 3% water to improve its selectivity.
was yellow-brown in colour due to the presence of decomposition products.

It

Initial

runs with the Sulfolane as supplied sh0wed that an emulsion Geveloped at the
interface and increased in volume progressively.

Tests In separating funnels

indicated that the tendency to emulsify was reduced greatly by treatment with
activated carbon, leaving the Sulfolane almost colourless.

Before further use,

therefore, it was passed 20 times through two 1.0 m • 0.10 m l.d. columns in series
containing activated carbon.
The heptane was an industrial grade, with 95% by weight Gistilling between 95 ° C and
1oo•c.

The properties of the solvents are summarized in Table 1, and those of the

packings in Table 2.
TABLE 1 : PROPERTIES OF SYSTEM
B. Pt.
Phase

•c

Sulfolane

287

n-heptane

95-100

Density

Viscosity

kg m-3

kg m-•s-•

1,258
682

8.35 • 10-3

.

Inter facial
tension

•

kg s-,

12.7 X 10-3

0.1107 X 10-3

*r,,,tween mutually satura�ed Sulfolane and heptane
TABLE 2:
Type

Size*

PROPERTIES OF PACKINGS
No.lm't

mm

Voidage
£

a

ale'
m-•

•
m' m-

12.5mm ceramic-

12.6x12.6x2.3

298,000

0. 717

285

113

15.0mm glass

15.0x111.7x1.2

201,000

0.8112

2811

1176

Length x height x thickness
t As packed
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Procedure
Dispersed phase holdup was determined by the normal drainage method (1).

Thus, the

phases were circulated until the column contents had been changed at least 3 to
times, when th0 flows were shut off simultaneously and the droplet� allowed to
settle.

The dispersed phase was then run off through valve H into a measuring

cylinder, and the volume determined.

Corrections were applied for the presence of

dispersed phase in the emulsion region at the interface, and for the

11

spray" section

between the top of the packing and the interface. A total of 44 runs was carried out
with the ceramic packing, covering a range of superficial flow rates of each phase
up to 0.011 m s-•.
The most satisfactory method for the determination of the flood-point was found to
be to set the heptane flow, and to increase the Sulfolane flow until flooding
occurred.

This was always preceded by phase reversal in the middle of the column,

which extended downwards as the. flow was increased.

The flood-point was taken as

that for which a second interface formed below the packing and remained steady.
RESULTS

The holdup data are shown in Fig. 2, plotted in the form suggested by the well-known
slip velocity equation (2), viz
(1)

in which

v0 ,

the "characterlstlc velocity", ls defined as the mean droplet

velocity when Ve - 0 and vd � 0.
Eq. (1) was originally applied to aqueous systems (2), for which a plot of the data
in the form or the left hand side against +( 1 -

+>

gave a straight line or slope

cv0 through the origin. However the present data did not follow this behaviour,
.
but gave a line of gradually increasing slope at values of +( 1 - +) above about 0. 1,
as shown in Fig. 2.
The overall accuracy of the data varied from about t6S to ±l0S, the major
uncertainty being the measurement or the Sultolane content or the emulsion at the
interface.

The height of this emulsion varied over a period or several weeks,

due to a build-up or impurities on the packing.

These kere removed at intervals

through va 1 ve H.
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Flood Point
The flooding data' are plotted in Fig. 3 in the form v0 /• vs Vdf\ These
had an accuracy varying between ±2 and ±8$, depending upon the flow rate.

Also shown

in Fig. 3·are the lines representing values predicted by the correlation recommended
by Houlihan and Landau (3), viz
1 + 0.835 (..2.)
Pc

0.25

V
(..2.)
V
e

0.50

• 0.92

(2)

DISCUSSION
Fig. 2 also shows the line predicted from holdup data for aqueous systems by the
"collision theory" of Gayler et al (2),

The slope of this line, corresponding to

ev0, is about 11$ above that of the line representing the measured holdup values

up to about 0.14 (i.e., for *(1-*)� 0.12) and is close to the upper error limit
found for the aqueous data.

However, at higher holdup values the line 'deviates

upwards at an increasingly rapid rate, corresponding to an increasing value of the

effective characteristic velocity as given by the slope of the line joining any

point on the curve with the origin.

increase or the holdup.

This in turn leads to a decreasing rate of

There has been speculation in the literature that the exponent of the (1-*) term on
the right of Eq. (1) might differ from unity,

This was therefore examined for the

data presented in Fig. 2 by plotting Vd/* + Vc/(1-*) vs. (1-�) on logarithmic
coordinates, Although there was considerable scatter of the points, it was

concluded that the data were best represented by an exponent of unity.

Consideration was given to the possibility that these effects resulted from an

increase in droplet diameter, and hence of velocity, due to coalescence.

However,

photographic measurements showed_ that this was not the case, and in fact the

values were in reasonable agreement with those predicted by the
32
correlation in ref. 4. for aqueous systems. It was observed in operation at the

measured d

higher holdup values, however, that the droplets followed exactly in one another •s

wakes, forming "chains" which passed through preferential tortuous channels in the
packing.

These would sometimes appear to coalesce to form a complete stream flow

which would break up later into droplets higher up the column.

It is apparent that

the resistance to flow would be reduced in this rode, thus accounting for the

increasing velocity and reducing holdup, analogous to that described by Arrowsmith

and Foster (5) for multi-droplet flow.
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The reason for the dominance of such a flow mechanism with the Sulfolane-heptane
system may be related to the comblnatlon ln this system of a high continuous phase
viscosity with a moderately low !nterfaclal tension. The effect of such forces hap
been represented by a dimensionless M 11 group de fined as ( 6),
_
11

The value of this group for Sulfolane-heptane ls 8.5 x 10-6, that ls, two or more
orders of magnitude greater than for aqueous systems, which range from 8.3 x 10-8 to
3.ox10-11.
It might be expected that the increasing droplet ve lee !ty and consequent reducing
holdup would lead to an increase in· flood-point, as compared with aqueous systems.
This ls borne out by Fig. 3, which shows an appreciable increase ln the measured
values of the flood-point as compared with those predicted by Eq. (2), in which
allowance is made for the effect or continuous phase viscosity.
NOTATION

a
d32

Ve, Vd
Vo
E

$

Pc, Pd

-

superficial area of packing, m-1
•
Sauter mean diameter of droplets, msuper fl c la 1 veloc tty of phase, m s- 1
characteristic velocity of droplets in packing, m s-1
fr act tonal voldage of packing
tract tonal holdup of dispersed phase in packing velds
density of phase, kg m -, •

subscripts
c
d

r

• continuous phase
• dispersed phase
flood-point value

(1)

Gayler, R. and H.R.C. Pratt, Trans. Inst. Chem. Eng. �. 110 (1951).

(2)

Gayler, R., N.W. Roberts and H.R.C. Pratt, Trans. Inst. Chem. Eng. 1!_, 57
( 1953).
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(3)

Houlihan, R. and J. Landau, Can. J. Chem. Eng. g, 758 (1974).

(4)

Gayler, R. and H.R.C. Pratt, Trans. Inst. Chem. Eng. 1!_, 69 (1953).

(5)

A rrowsmith, A. and P.J. Foster, Trans. Inst. Chem. Eng. g, 211 (1974).

(6)

Clift, R., J.R. Grace and H.E. Weber, "Bubbles, Drops and Particles",
Academic Press ( 1978).

C

T

G

A

A Sulfolane tank
B Heptane tank
C Rotameters

A

B

E Packing

H Holdup offtake Packing properties

F Interface
valve
G Interface control I Vent
D Heptane distributor.
valve
Figure 1
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Arrangement of equipment

a• 285 m-1
f • 0.717

14.0

•

12.0
)(

>u

•

10.0

I

8.0

.o

�1rs

>°" 4.0
2.0
0

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0. 12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22
¢(1-¢)
Figure 2 Plot of holdup data
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Correlation for
glass packing
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ceramic packing
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Figure 3 Comparison of flood-point data
• ceramic rings
.o. glass rings
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0.14

with Eq. 2:
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Extension of the Application or Sti,c;e Additivit:• l'1el;hod to the
Calculation of Countercurrent Bxtr:>.ctors with Backrnixing
M. Sovil,i, Institute or Petrochemistry, Gns, Oil cmd Chemical
En�ineerini.:;, Novi Grid, Yt1;•;osl:1v i:i
A. Tolic, Institute for •recirnoloc;y of Nuclear ond Other Raw
Materials, Bel�rade, Yu�oslavin
The basic r.iethods pulJlishod for the desic;n or countercurrent
extractors with baclcmixin::; are based on t\'/o models, ti1e so-called
differential backrnix.ing model ( 1,2) and stu::;e1·1ise lJackmixinL; model
( 3,4). H0\·1ever, the anelytical solutions for both models are
restricted only to the linear c�.se of solute distribution( 5,6).
'rhe solution oi' the t;eneral case with non-line�r equilibriur.i

distribution requires a ·numerical procedure uppl�·ing either boundary
iteration (7,8) or a method of simultaneous solution of the set of
non-linear equations(')). For the solution of the set of equations
for differential backmixin_g model the numerically-0ro.p11i.cal procedure
has been developed (10) but the application of this procedure is

restricted to the case with extremely great backmixin::; in one phase.
However, for ti1e calculation of equilibrium sto.e;e:, for countercurrent
ext_ractors with backmixing t1·10 c;raphical methods have been developed
( 11). One r.iethod is used for the calculation of equilibriwn stages
for one-solute distribution and the o�her is used for t1-10 dependent
solutes distribution.
Since the solutions of exact methods of differential and staGewise
baclcmixing model are very complex, the approximate methods for the
calculation of countercurrent extractors vii th backmixini; were
proposed (6). The solutions of these methods are quite simple but
the application of the majority of the methods is restricted
primarily to the linear case of equilibriurn distribution, or to the
scale of backmixing in both phases C6).

·1n-ss1

One of the recen� approximate method for the calcula�ion of

countercurrent extractors with backc.1ixing, the so-c;;lled stage

additivity met'"lod, is developed on the oasis of stn<1:e·,1ise bnckmixinc

model (12-'I',). 'the npplicnti.on of thi.s rnet:hod to t;he calculation of
counterc11rrent: extractorG 1t1�l;ll b:1c!�rni.xin :_� for Llic ccnel':11 cnse of

equilibrium distribution ( 1;,) nnd to the calculati.on in the compo,md
countercurrent extrnctors (16) h::ive ::iven s:itififnctory results.
In this paper extension of the application of stace additivity method

to the calculation of countcrcurrent extroctors 1:i ti1 bnckmixinc for
ti1e general case of multicomponent extraction ,-,ill ne discussed.

Stace Additivity Method
The stage additivity nethod (12-111) can be used i'or the cnlculation
of the total number of stages in countercurrent extractors 1-1ith
backmixing. The stage additivity method is qur.ntitntively described
by the follm-iins equ,ition:
N

(1)

The correction mi:aber of stn6es 1-1as obtnlned by equation:
(2)

,:.N

[1 - ( O.'i".) + 0.11, F )(
1) ln F] f
N,l' 1 + t ( 1 + F i' )
[1 + ( 0.79 + 0.14/F )(
1 + t ( s + F

Rr -

1) ln F] s

Extraction factor 1-:as derived in the implicit for,,:

(3)
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ln F

ln

1 + F t;
1 + t

+

Numerical Procedure for a General Case of Squilibrium Distribution
The proposed numerical procednre for t11e calcu�ation of total number
of stages by Eq. (1), for r: civen v�lne of: f, s, t, Q,·xin' Yi '
n
x ut'· Yout and for a (·;cme�e1l c:1sc of equlibriur!I d i.Gl;ribution:
�
xn = xn ( Yn ) , was sirriply ob�.oined by applyinc; t;1e derived
m:merical procedures for tlle c"lc11lati.on of l'ictive nnmber of stages
( NM , ND. , NT ) snd the correction nw:.ber of si:ages ( � N ) •
The procedure for calculation of the fictive number of stages is
of general validity and is based on succesive solutions ol' the syste:n
of material balance equation for steady state for phase (x) around
n-th stage - Eq. (4) and for for both phases for the first n-stagcs
- Eq. (5) and equilibriwn equai:ion - Eq. (6), introducinr; the
corresponding conditions for the dei'ini tion of llH , ND nnd NT • -ri1e
procedure for calculation of correction number of sta;;es (t>.N ) is
based on - Eq. (2), usin3 - Eq. ( 3) for the calculation of extraction
factor ( 12-14).
( 4)

( 5)

1 + f ) xn_1

- ( 1 + 2 f ) x11
1 + f )

X

n

+ f x
n+1

"0

- t

-

+ ( 1/Q)( 1 + s) Yn+1 = 0

Extension of ti1e Application of Sta(!;e Additivity Ifoti:od
Since the staG;e additivit:i· method \·!,'.lS developed only for ll1e
c:1lculation for the case of one-solute distribution or i'or two
dependet solutes distribution, it Has necessary to e:,�or;..l Lile
application of stai:se additivity method to the cdculation for the
case of multicomponent equilibriu:n distribution.
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In t�iis paper the extension of sl:.,c;e adclitivity met: > 1od is proposed

and for o description of t�1e equilibrir1 in mL1ltico�ponent

liquid - liquid systen tr,o follo1-1in3 t;ype of function is used (17):

('l)

ln · '

i.

3

L

i. ;; 1, 2, j

bij ( X,1 - P )'j

·riie numerical procedure for the cDlculution o.f the total nu.1"ber oi'
Gtar;es, i. e.

sto.:;e additivii;y mel:ilod includinu; - Eq. (7) for

equilibrium distribution, 1·1as tested for the calculation in tne case

of multicomponent li,r.;id - liquid system of the follov,inc:; type :
?.romatics - po.rai'l'ins - sulfolane

at 100 c. T:1e multicomponent
°

liquid - liquid sysl;ern \·Jas treated as pseudotei>nn.��r one. In this

paper all th'3 co:.1ponents \·:Grc classified, o.cco:::dinL t;o their chemical
similarl�ies, �s �ro1��ticn ( tha first), paroffins ( the second)

c:md sulfolane ( the third component ) •

The constants in - Eq. (7) were obtnined on the br,sis of experimente1l
data for equilibrirnJ distribution of t11e pseudoternary syste1n :
o.romo.tics - par,iffins - sulfolane nt 100 ° c ( 18) by Mnrquardt' s

optimization procedu1•e ( 19) :·.nd ,;iven in 'foble 1.
Table 1.

Ti1e value o:l' constants in Eq. (7) for the pseudoternary
system of tile l:ypc : aromatics ( 1) - paraffins (2) -

- sul.i'ol:me ( ;,)

ut 100 c
°

Component, i 1
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1

-0.2248

13.9210

28.7202

2

15.0000

42.4591

69.2015

3

-21.9090

-43.2901

-39-5194

The initial dot,, for the numerical procedure of totnl n11mber of stac;es
were obtained by method of calculation of multicomponent liquid - liquid extraction (20).• In all investigated cases the feed flowrate
of raffinate before its entry to countercurrent extractor
( the 1'irst ntat5e ) wns prepared from0.011 lq:;/s aromatics and
0.017 kg/s paraffins
. At the same time the feed flowrnte of extract
at the other sid::, of column was0.028 kg/s of sulfolane.
The partial T:iass transfer coefficients related to raffinate ( !{x )
i
and to extract ( kyi) are·assuined constant throuc;hout the column for
component i , Table .
2 The numerical value of partial mass transfer
coefficient for all psaudocoinponents were selected so that they were
ti1e same ns those for single characteristic component ( 20).
Table 2. The value of partial moss transfer coefficient for
pseudocomponents of the system : aromatics (1) - paraffins
(2) - sulfolane (3)
Component, i

1
2
3

I
Partial mass transfer coe-fficient, kg m-2 s-1

Raffinate, :-; X i .J.o'

1
Extract, }:yi. • 0

.
2 700

1.3')'.)

4.170

2.085

4.170

.
2 085

3

In order to test the proposed nwnerical procedure, included the data
of concentration profile for multicomponent liquid - liquid system :
aromatics - paraffins - sulfolnhe, the total number of stages in 00
runs were colculated.
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In all investigated cases the parameters were varied in the
regions
exact number oi' stages
30 backmixine; coefficient in phase (x)
0 backrnlxin::; coofficient in phnse (y)

following
10
10
10

10

..,- 8

..

0

ii

6

'

,,,.

'

s

2
2
Figure 1.
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..

Runs 1-8 11-2, 41-48
0

"

0.5 1.0
o.o 0.5

8
6
Exact number ot stages, Ne

4

1.0

1.0

10

Comparison oi' calculated ( N0) with exact nw-,1ber oi'
stages ( ME ) for the selected runs

·rhe calculated number of st(lc;as for selected runs are compRred
2-;raphically with exact nt11:iber of stn;1;es in Fi�;ure '1. As it is
obvious fror.1 ti1e ::;iven res'.llts, tile ai:;reer:ient is very 2;ood for all
selected c3ses. '.Phe relntive dev i.-,.ti.ons between calculated c,nd exact
values of the nunber of st uses i'or u.11 invest i.r:;:d;ed c.3ses ( �-) wo.s
from - 1.85 to + 11./l'f '.6 • 'l'he Siu:: of squnre devi�tions bet1·1een
calculated and exc1ct v�,lues of !;he nuri,ber of stae;cs ( cf 2 ) was 0.54.
Nomenclature

i

k
y
m

N,r
AH
p
�
s

X

y
<f2

6

- constnnts in Eq. (?),
- bucl,mixinc coefficient in phase (x),
- extrac�ion f3ctor,
pseudoco,:ponant ( 1-nrorr.atics; 2-pnrnfl'ins; 3--sulfolane ) ,
1
- partial coefficient in phase (x), l:;_:; rn-2 s1
2
- p·:::-ti�.l COaf::.'icienl; in phase c,) I 'Jee; IT,- 2- distribution coefficient,
- total ntt ber of stsges,
- culcuL:.tcd muaber of stac;es,
- nnr.iber of equilibriu:11 stnc;es,
- exoct nurnher of stn�es,
nurnber of stn�;es 1·1t1en b:1ckrnixing is :ibsent in both phases,
nur,,ber of theoretical sto[;es,
- correction nu�her of sl;ng;es,
concenfrntion ol' component (1) in plait-point, k::c; kg-1,
- c'lmr rat,., or phase (x) ,1Ild phase (y),
:,ackuixinc5 coefficient in phase (:,),
- true nwaoer oJ' tcansi'er unit in a stu[·;e,
- con�entrntion of solute in phase (x), k:: 1,:;-1 ,
- concentration of component ( 1) in phase (x) 1 '.:.:; lq-1,
- concentrntion of solute in prwse (x) for equilib:cirnn I kg kr;-1,
concentrntion of solute in phase (y), kr; ,.,,.-1
- sum of the square deviations,
- relative deviations.
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Subscripts
i
in
j
n
out

-

-

number 01· components,
before entry to extractor,
de�ree of function in Eq. (7)'
typical st:t.. ;e oi' extractor,
at exit from extractor.
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Application of aqueous two-phase systems for the extraction of biolo
gically active proteins from biomass
Maria-Regina Kula
Institut filr Enzymtechnologie der Universitat Dilsseldorf
5170 Jillich

Introduction:
The most valuable biotechnological products today are biologically
active proteins, which as a rule are insoluble in common organic sol
vents. Proteins are linear polymers of 20 different aminoacids, which
are tightly folded in a specific way shielding the majority of hydro
phobic sidechains in the interior of the macromolecular structure and
exposing charged groups on the outside towards the natural solvent
water. At the same time very specific surface structures are formed,
vital for the catalytic or biological activity of the single protein
and allowing precise recognition of corresponding structures in mole
cular dimensions. To maintain the integrity of the complex structure
is therefore of utmost importance in any recovery process of enzymes,
proteohormonea, immunomodulators, antibodiea etc.

By their very nature proteins are not suitable for the conventional
solvent extraction systema. However they can be handled very well in
aqueous two-phase aystema, making use of the incompatibility of hydro
philic polymers such aa polyethylen glycol (PEG) and dextran in water
or by salting out PEG with alkali phosphates or sulphates, respective
ly (1-5). The phases formed are diatinguished by their high water con
tent and very low interfacial tension. Both properties contribute to
the observed atability of biologically active proteins and cells in
aqueous two-phase systems and the high activity yield obtained in ex
traction. Application of the special solvent systems allows one to
exploit liquid-liquid extraction technology for the isolation, con
centration and partial purification of proteins.
The phase diagram of a frequently employed aystem, PEG 1540 and potas
aium phosphate is presented in lli.,_J. The following discussion will
concentrate on the recovery of proteins which has reached an advanced
state during the last decade. A detailed discussion of basic and
applied aspects of aqueous two-phase systems can be found in recent
monographs and reviews (1-5).
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Fig. 1: Phase diagram of a PEG 1540 - potassium phosphate system
at 20' C (data taken from Albertsson, ref. 1)

Partition of proteina:
Partition of macromolecules in aqueous phase systems can be described
by a partition coefficient K which is defined by the ratio of the con
centration of the compound of interest in top and bottom phase. The
experimentally observed value of K will depend on aurface properties
auch aa surface free energy and aurface charge and ia an integral. over
all possible interaction• taking place between the compound of in
tereat and the different phases. It can be viaualized as a aum of
increment• (6):
1
o K
logK = logKcharge + logKhydrophob + logKhydrophil + l g ligand •••
Equation 1 provides a framework to predict changes in K in a qualita

tive way by alteration of the environmental parametera, eg the
pH-value, aalt addition, choice of phase forming polymers and their
molecular weight. Since these parameter• are not independent of each
other a quantitative description of partition baaed on molecular pro
pertiea of the compound of interest in not possible at preaent. Chan
gea in pH for example will not only influence the aurface charge of
the protein of interest, the aurface free energy may be altered and
alao the phase potential at the same time.
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The choice of the polymers and in addition their average molecular
weight and the molecular weight distribution offer possibilities to
set experimentally very subtle changes in the relative hydrophobicitv
of the phases thereby influencing the surface free energy. The diffe
rence between the phases may be very small, but will become apparent

for particles and macromolecules since it is multiplied with a large
surface area. Another way to affect the relative difference between
the phases is given by selecting the length of the tie line for the
desired separation. At the plait point - where the length of the tie
line approaches Zero - the phasecompositions should be identical and
the partition coefficients converge to 1. Away from the plait point
K values deviate from 1.

Partition of cell homogenates:
For particles such as cells, subcellular organelles and insoluble cell
wall fragments found in a cellhomogenate a onesided partition is ex
pected because of the exponential relation between the partition coef
ficient and the surface area or.molecular weight, respectively. This
properties allows one to substitute a very difficult mechanical sepa
ration step encount·ered in the isolation of any intracellular ·protein
by a thermodynamically controlled partition step.
The difficulty in the mechanical separation step arises from the small
size and rather wide size distribution of particles present in the
homogenate after disintegration of microorganisms and extending from
about 5 x 10·• m to well below 0,3 x 10·• m into the colloidal range.
For a successful extraction process conditions have to be found
whereby the insoluble material and the desired protein partition into
opposite phases. Cell fragments and unbroken cells should preferen
tially be collected in the lower phase to facilitate phase separation
later on. For reasons discussed above an experimental approach is
needed to devise a suitable extraction. Examples are summarized in
table 1. It should be noted, that the method of cell disintegration
does not influence the partition and the separation of enzymes from
cell debris. Results from small scale experiments can be used to de
sign a process and predict large scale performance. This is demonstra
ted in table 2. The results document that equilibrium has been
achieved in large volumes and the phase separation w_as adequate. For

economic reasons the amount of cell homogenate extracted in·an aqueous

two-phase system should be as high as possible ( 7 J. This leads ra� �dly
to a situation where the concentration of polymers introduced into the
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Table 1: Summarized data for the extractive separation of enzymes from
disrupted cells.
Enzyme

Organism

a-glucosidase

Saccharomyces

Glucose-6phosphate dehydrogenase
Alcohol dehy-

Kind of

phase system

cerevisiae

drogenase

Cell con-

cent ration

Yield

Purification
factor

(\)

( \)

PEG/salt

30

95

3.2

PEG/salt

30

91

1.8

PEG/salt

30

96

2.5

Hexokinase
PEG/salt
30
9.2
1.6
Fumarase________________________ PEG/salt _______ 25 _______83______4.6 __ _
PEG/crude
Formaldehyde Candida
20
94
n.d.
dextran
dehydrogenase boidinii
20
Formate dehyPEG/crude
91
n.d.
drogenaae

dextran

PEG/salt
33
90
2.0
Formate dehydrogenase
Isopropanol
PEG/salt
20
98
2.6
dehidrogenase _________________________________________________________
Glucose
Streptomyces
PEG/salt
20
86
2.5
isomerase

Pullulanase
Phosphorylase

species

Klebsiella

pneumoniae

PEG/dextran

25

91

2

PEG/dextran
85
16
1
PEG/salt
25
93
3.4
25
Aspartase
PEG/salt
6.6
96
PEG/salt
20
90
8.2
Penicillin
acilase ______________________________________________________________ _
Leucine
Bacillus
PEG/crude
20
98
2.4
dehydrogenase sphaericus
dextran
PEG/salt
Bacillus
20
1.3
98
Leucine
dehydrogenase cereus
PEG/salt
Glucose-635
1.3
Leuconostoc
94
phosphate
species
dehydrogenase
PEG/salt
Lactobacillus
20
D-Lactate
95
1.5
dehydrogenase confusus
PEG/salt
20
17.0
93
L-2-hydroxy
isocaproate
dehydrogenase
20
PEG/salt
D-2-hydroxy
Lactobacillus
95
4.9
isocaproate
caaei
dehydrogenase
PEG/aalt
3.0
•100
NAO-Kinas<!
Lactobac il 1 ua
20
cellobioaus
PEG/salt.
20
7.5
Brevibacterium
83
Fumarase
Fumarase

Escherichia coli

ammoniagenes
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Table 2: Large scale performance of enzyme extractibns from
cell homogenates
Enzyme

Phase system

PEG/salt
Formate
dehydrogenase
Leucine
PEG/salt
dehydrogenase
PEG/crude
Leucine
dextran
dehydrogenase

Yield
10 ml scale

Yield
volume
in process scale

95\

94\

250

99\

96\

127 1

99\

97\

160

carrier aqueous two-phase system is no longer neglectable but in the
same order of magnitude. Starting concentrations of 200-400 gr. wet
cells per kg final phase systems are manageable (table 1), which cor
responds to 5-10\ dry matter added to the carrier system. Thia will
perturb the aqueous phase system, but the basic features of partition

and liquid-liquid separation are maintained. The resulting extraction
system certainly does not behave anymore in an ideal way but the par
tition coefficients and performance are ve�y reproducible even in such
complex systems. The polymers introduced with the cell homogenate will
shift the binodal of the carrier system to the left and contribute
to the phase separation. A system composed of 20\ broken cells, 16\
PEG 1550/7\ potassium phosphate-clearly below the binodal of the
carrier system Csee fig. 1) - has been used very successfully to par
tition cell debris to the bottom phase (4). The addition of large
amounts of cell homogenate will alter the volume ratio of the phaae
system which in turn will influence the yield, depending on the parti
tion coefficient as well as the volume ratio as ahown by equation 2:
100

2

The accumulation of solids in the bottom phase will lead to a conaide
rable increase in the viscosity (4). This is also a consequence uaing
crude dextran as a phase forming polymer. As long as VT>v8 the lower
phase will be dispersed in the much less viscous top phase and the
viscosity of the dispersion will be low. During separation eg in a
centrifugal separator the dispersion will be broken and two phaaes
exhibiting very diverse rheological properties may result. For such
systems a nozzle separator may be used with advantage for the liquid
liquid separation as shown in ill.!...]. Otherwise conventional aepara
tara can be employed to achieve the necessary phase separation (4).
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EiJl.!......1.. Extraction o-f formate dehydrogenase from Candida boidinii,

separation of the phase system (18% PEG 400, 7% PEG 1550, 8% potassium
phosphate, pH 7,8, 20\ broken cells) in a nozzle separator (YEB 1334

from a-Laval, 3 nozzles 0 0,5 mm, � • 1400 mPasec) 6 top phase,
B
0 bottom phase. Fig. taken from ref. 9.

Under turbulent mixing equilibrium is established surprisingly fast,

considering that macromolecules are involved and rather viscous bottom

phases. First measuring points after less than l minute fail to detect

deviation from the equilibrium value. The mass transport is facilita

ted by the low interfacial tension and the fast coalescence and redis

persion of the pha·se system (8). Large volumes can be easily and ra

pidly processed with a minimal expenditure of energy. Extracting en
zymes from biomass up to 25 fold purification has been achieved be

sides the initial objective, to clarify the crude extract and remove

all solid matter. This will improve any subsequent chromatographic

separation which will not be burdened with an excess of foreign pro

tein (10). Besides undesired proteins also nucleic acids can be easily

removed by partition. The product is usually partitioned in the PEG
rich top phase, which may be applied directly onto reverse phase

columns, hydrophobic matrices, or i�n exchange resins, to recover the

product and separate the neutral hydrophilic polymer. This may be the

,prefered course if a homogeneous, highly purified protein is the ulti

ma,te goal ( 10). For the isolation of a technical catalyst it is prefe
rable to repartition the desired enzyme into the salt rich bottom
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phase of a second aqueous two-phase system recovering the majority of
the polymer introduced in the top phase. The product may be concentra
ted and desalted in an ultrafiltration plant. Economic analyses of
processes indicates that the extractive recovery of biologically ac

tive proteins from cell homogenates is superior to mechanical separa

tion steps <7, 4). For very large processes the high consumable costs

for the chemicals introduced have to be considered. The major portion

of PEG and alsd part of the salt can be recovered by the process de
scribed above, The further development of efficient recycle system for
the phase forming components will make extraction for proteins a very
attractive technology, In contrast to most other methods employed in

protein recovery extraction can be performed in continuous mode. De

velopment and performance of such processes is described by Hustedt et
al elswhere in this ·volume.

Reactive extraction:
Inspection of equation 1 indicates several possibilities to dominate

the partion coefficient of a desired protein by a strong interaction
with a ligand confined to one of the phases by covalent linkage to a
phase forming polymer. This ligand may be an liquid ionexchanger such
as DEAE Dextran, a hydrophobic ester eg PEG-palmitate or a biospecific
ligand. The alteration of K with increasing DEAE Dextran concentra
tions in a PEG/dextran system is shown in� taking partition of
pullulanase as an example. In the absence of the ionexchanger the
enzyme prefers the top phase, but it will be shifted to the bottom
phase at rather low DEAE-dextran concentrations, K becomes < l around
0,04\ DEAE-dextran. Ionexchange relies on a general property, the dif
ference in charged groups in proteins and has only limited resolving
power. However proteins will form very specific complexes with sub

strates, products, inhibitors, antibodies or receptors. These interac

tions are called bioaffinity and can form the basis of very selective
purification schemes such as affinity chromatography. The principle
can be exploited also with partition confining the ligand preferen
tially to the PEG rich top phase of a PEG/dextran system (11, 12),
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2

6

10
¼DEAE Outran

� Partition coefficient of pullulanase as a function of DEAE

dextran concentration. Phase system: 9% PEG 4000, 1,25% total dextran
T 500 concentration, 100 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7,8. The relative

amount of DEAE dextran is plotted as abscissa.

For �conomic reasons the specific interactions of traizine dyes with

proteins have recently recieved much attention. PEG-derivatives are
easily prepared. From a large numll)er of readily available reactive

dyes the best affinity agent can be selected measuring the dissocia

tion constant of the protein-dye complex, which· will determine the se
lectivity of the extraction (13). The yield of a single partition will

be strongly influenced by the number of binding sites.of the protein.
Since enzymes frequently exhibit several binding sites affinity ex

traction should be an efficient separation technique. Extraction of

formate dehydrogenase from Candida boidinii cells has been investiga

ted in detail (12). Some results are summarized in table 3 to demon

strate that good yields can be realizen with improved selectivity com
pared to conventional extraction (specific activity only •2U/rng). Re

cycling of the ligand is also possible, which is vital for the economy
of such a process. It can be expected that affinity extraction will

find increased application since equilibrium is established fast and
there is no mass transfer resistance as in chromatographic separa

tions. Therefore it should be especially suited for large scale pro

cesses.
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Table 3: Affinity extraction of formate dehydrogenase from the cell
homogenate of Candida boidinii (data from reference 12)

..

Scale of

Yield

specific ac-

0.005
5.0
50.0
220.0

72±3
78±2
65

5.9±0.06
5.0±0.05
3.7 b
3.5 b

phase systema

74

tivity (U/mg)

Num b er of

recycling of
ligand

5
5
1
l

4

experiments

4

a) composition: 9\ PEG 10.000, 1\ crude dextran, 20\ cells, 1 mMol/1
ligand in top phase, 5\ ammonium formate, 25 mM potassium phos
phate, pH 8
b) batches of Candida boidinii differing in the starting activity were
used in the large scale experiments.

Conclusions:

Aqueous two-phase systems can be employed with advantage for the ex
traction of biologically active proteins from biomass. This way chemi
cal engineering knowledge and concepts from solvent extraction can be

applied to products otherwise not amena b le to the technique. Biologi
cal activity of proteins and cells ie well preserved in such systems.
Experiments with up to 1000 kg phase system have not revealed techni

cal problems in equilibration and separation with scale up. A few pro
cesses are allready established in industry.
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New trends in the extraction of primary and secondary metabolit es in
biotechnology
K. Schilgerl, Hannover, FRG
Introduction
Most metabolites with low molecular weight are excreted by the lllicro
organisms into the fermentation broth. The downstream processing usu
ally begins with their enrichment and isolation. After this first re
covery step, the raw product is usually purified in many stages. The
extraction can be one of these recovery or purification processes.
Physical extracti on of metabolites
Physical extraction of metabolites is fairly popular in biotechnology.
However, its application is restricted to solutes with a high parti
tion coefficient between organic and aqueous phases /1-19/. In the
case of acids or bases, their salts are not soluble in the organic
solvent. Therefore, the pH of their aqueous solution has to be ad
justed to values below pKa (for acid) or above pKb (for bases), since
only the free acids or bases can be extracted with organic solvents.
The physical extraction has several drawbacks. Some shall be illus
trated here in the light of three different examples:
The solvent extraction of acetic a cid from dilute aqueous solutions is
combined with azeotropio distillation. Above 30-40 \ acid concentra
tion, the azeotropic distillation alone is more economical than the
combined process. The extraction alone is not economical because of
the low equilibrium distribution coefficient Ko (weight fraction of
the solute in the aqueous phase).
With the increasing chain length of the organic solvents, their loss,
due to their decreasing solubility in water, is reduced, however, the
K0 of acetic acid and several other solutes diminishes as we.11. The
extraction is not practicable.
P enicillin G is the raw material of semisynthetic penicillins. Its re
covery from the fermentation broth is performed according to a nearly
40-year-old process. For the extraction of Penicillin G, a weak acid
with pKa • 2.75, the pH of mycel-free broth is set at 2.0 - 2.5 to
bring the acid anion into an undissociated free state. Before the
acidification, the cell-free medium is cooled to O - 3 °c to reduce
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the decomposition rate ot Penicillin G. The free acid is ext.racted by
n-butylacetate in centrifugal extractors (e.g. Podbelniak, Luwesta,
Alfa-Laval). At these low temperatures and short contact times, the
losses ot Penicilrin G - due to decomposition - are reduced, but stil1 1
amount to 15 - 20 \ /21/,
Several amino acids are practically insoluble in apolar organic sol
vents. Therefore, their extraction from the aqueous solution by or
ganic solvents - sparingly soluble in water - is not possible /22/,
supercritical extraction becomes increasingly popular in the food in
dustry. However, it is only suitable to extract lipophilic organic
components, like esters and ether lactones. Solutes with strong polar
functional groups, like OH and COOH makes the extraction difficult.
Strong polar solutes, like sugar and amino acids cannot be extracted
below 500 bar. Therefore, the drawbacks of physical extraction cannot
be avoided by the use ot liquified gases as solvents. Unlike super
critical extraction, these drawbacks can be avoided by using carriers
in the organic solvent, which torm a complex or act as ion exchangers.
In the following, three examples for the use of carriers are con
sidered:
- acetic and citric acids
- Penicillin G and
- amino acids

Acetic and citric acids
Carrier extraction ot acetic and _citric acids were investigated by
several research groups. Oitterent carriers were used with appropriate
organic diluents /20,23-29/. The diluent serves to provide suitable
physical properties (viscosity, density, etc.) tor the extraction pro
cess. The formation of the third phase can be avoided by a so-called
"modifier". The extraction mechanism is an acid-base neutralization.
Acid in the aqueous phase transfers to the solvent phase, where it
forms a complex with the base (amine). It the base is sufficiently in
soluble, the reaction complex stays almost entirely in the solvent
phase. The complex is usually termed a salt or ion pair. Phosphoryl
compounds and amines are popular complexing extractants tor acetic
acid. From the phosphoryl compounds, trioctyl phosphine oxide (TOPO)
in a hydrocarbon diluent seems to be the most suitable reactive ex
tractant. At low aqueous acid concentration, the K0 value is high
(3.12 at 0,189 wt\), but it diminishes with increasing acid concentra�
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tion (to 0.45 at 7.45 wt%) /23/. Amines are stronger extractants for
acetic acid than phosphine oxides. However, primary amines are too
soluble in water. Secondary amines with long hydrocarbon chains are
excellent extractants, but they are able to react with acetic acid
during regeneration of the complexing agent. The water solubility and
reactivity of tertiary amines with acetic acid are low enough, and
they are very good complexing agents. Unfortunately, the published in
vestigations only evaluated Ko values, but did not consider the kinet
ics of the extraction.
Similar investigations were carried out with citric acid /27-29/.
Tertiary amines are the preferred complexing agents with different
diluents. There is a strong effect of the diluent type on the Ko val
ues, especially in the low acid concentration range, where the com
plex-diluent interaction appears to have a dominant effect. The Ko
value is a function of the polarity of the diluent. At higher acid
concentrations, however, the diluent effect is slight /27/. With in
creasing temperature, the Ko values are reduced, e.g. in Alamine 336 +
Isopar H (l:l v/v)-water system from Ko• 7.97 at 25 °c to 1.86 at 60
OC /27/.
Penicillin G
The main problem of the physical extraction of Penicillin G is its
instability at pH 2.0-2.5. By the application of complexing agents,
the reactive extraction can be performed in the pH range 5 to 7, in
which Penicillin G is stable. In Fig. 1, the degree of extraction is
plotted as a function of the pH value for physical extraction with n
butylacetate and with LA-2 (N-lauryl-N-trialkyl-methyl-amine) as a
complexing agent in n-butylacetate at different LA-2 concentrations.
Reactive extraction can be performed in the pH range 5 to 6 with the
same degree of extraction which can be attained by physical extraction
only at pH 3 to 4.
In Fig. 2, the scheme of physical and reactive extraction of Peni
cillin G with aliphatic amines is shown. The partition of the free
acid at pH < pKa is given by the partition coefficient

(1),
C a CHpofCHPa'
where HP0 and HPa are the free acids in the organic and aqueous
phases. At higher pH values (pH > pKal, a fraction of the acid is dis
sociated into acid anion Pa- and proton Ha+• For the concentration of
free acid, eg(2) is valid:
H-pKs)
(2)
Cpi • CHPa • 10(P
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The distribution coefficient of the partly dissociate acid is given by
eq(3):
( 3)

Eq(4) shows the relationship between the partition coefficient of
nondissociated acid c and the distribution coefficient of the partly
dissociated acid KPhy:
_

(4)

In the presence of amine A in the organic phase, the anion Pa- and
the proton Ha+ in the aqueous phase react at the interface with A 0 and
form the complex AHP 0 , which is only soluble in the organic phase:
(5)

The equilibrium constant is given by eq(6):

KG

=

CAHP
CA·Cp·CH

(6)

For the concentration of penicillin anion Cpa- in the aqueous phase,
eq(7) holds true:

C
- C G
CA -c P G
C '
/
P, + _l_) + 1VO
-0 5,( A, G
25,( ,G Z , + _1_)2 + �
'
2
KG -CH
•c
'
K
KG H
G -cH·Z
with

Z = 1 + lO{pK5-pH) + C·lO{pK5-pH)

(7)
(8)

(Here Cpa- was replaced by Cp for the sake of simplicity.) The degree
of extraction Eis given by eq(9):

CHPo
100
E = ..,....-� p 100 = -----.�-=-,
0 (_P_H_-P_K...ca_l
1 + .:cl_+---'-1-'G

(9)

where CPG is the sum of the penicillin concentrations
CPG • Cp + CHPa + CHPo + CAHPo'
The degree of extraction E can be calculated as a function of the pH
value with this relationship (curves in Fig. 1).
Since the chemical reaction at the interface is an instantaneous one,
the extraction rate depends only on the mass transfer of anion and
amine to the interface. For the extraction rate, the following rela-
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tionship was evaluated /21/:

-:v

kA·CA
kA
-dcp/dt • kp·ap[cp + 0,5· (
-cp) kAHP· KG·CH + -kP
·
kA · CAHP
kA · c p
)]
+(kAHP·KG·CH + kp•KG·C H

0,25· (k

2
kA
kA·CA
p
AHP. K G·CH + -kp - c )

(10)

In Fig. 3, the dimensionless penicillin concentration with regard to
its initial concentration is plotted as a function of time for differ
ent amine concentrations in a stirred cell. (At pH 6, the concentra
tion of the free acid can be neglected). The good agreement between
measured (synibols) and calculated (curves) data is obvious. By means
of Fig. 3, the mass transfer coefficients were identified as� = 4.5 10-4 cm/s (penicillin), KA • 1.0 10-4 cm/s (amine) and KAH P = 6.5 10-4 cm/s (complex).
The reactive extractions of Penicillin Gwere carried out in different
extraction columns /21,30,31/.
In Fig. 4, longitudinal concentration profiles of Penicillin Gin the
aqueous phase of the laboratory Karr-column at different stroke fre
quencies are plotted. The combination of the kinetic model (eq 10)
with a cascade model yields eq(ll):

(11)

where 'L is the mean residence time and n the number of stages which
were evaluated from the measured residence time distribution (RTD) of
the aqueous phase, and ap is the si;:>eclfic interfacial area which was
evaluated according to eq(l2) from the measured holdup£ 0 and Sauter
diameter d23 of the droplets of the organic phase
6, o
a •
(12)
P d23{l-col
The agreement between the measured (symbols) and by means of eq(ll)
calculated (curves) longitudinal concentration profiles is aatisfac
tory (Fig. 4). The investigations on the 7.6 m high pilot plant col
umn confirmed the results evaluated on the laboratory column. In all
investigated columns, high degrees of extraction were attained. The
Kuhni-column exhibited the highest performance, probably due to the
highest specific power input applied in that column.
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Countercurrent extraction and reextraction were also performed in a
three-stage centrifugal extractor (Type TA-7-01-506 of Westfalia) at
8000 rpm. Mycel-free, citrate-buffered broth (500 1/h) was contacted
with the solvent phase (250 1/h LA-2 in n-butylacetate) at an initial·
pH of 5,0. At an enrichment degree of two, a 98,2 \ degree of extrac
tio·n was attained. In all these investigations, satisfactory degrees of
extraction were achieved and the loss of Penicillin G was reduced from
15 - 20 \ (for physical extraction) to less than l \,
Amino acids
Amino acids have at least two pK values: pK1 (COOH) and pK2 (NH3+),
Because of the relatively high pK2 (9 to 10), a �arge excess of
buffer- or OH--anions is necessary to maintain a sufficient amount of
amino acid anions in the aqueous phase, which is necessary for their
reactive extraction. The coextraction of these anions considerably in
fluences the amino acid extraction.
When a liquid ion exchanger, e.g. quaternary ammonium chloride, is
used as a carrier, chloride ions become free during the complex fonua
tion, and the extraction of amino acid and buffer anions into the or
ganic phase is accompanied by the countertransport of the chloride an
ion into the aqueous phase, (The difference between the moles of
transfered chloride- and amino acid-anions yields the coextracteJ
moles of buffer anions.) Let us consider the extraction of d,1-ph�
nylalanine by Adogen 464 (trioctyl, methyl-ammonium chloride, TOMAC)
in xylene as an example:
(13)
where

is the amino acid anion in the aqueous phase
quaternary ammonium salt in the organic phase
complex in the organic phase
chloride ion in the aqueous phase

The flux of the amino acid anion is a function of the mass transfer
coefficients k of the above components and the equilibrium constant
2
KA*
c QAoi/CQCloi CAai /32/, neglecting the effects of coextraction:
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where
B =
and

+

2 k Aak QClk A C QA - kAa k �AKACAa
Q
k

Aak QAK� -

k

iak QCl

R

The agreement between measured and bX eq(l4) calculated concentration
time functions is satisfactory.
However, the reactive extraction of amino acids by quaternary ammonium
salts as carriers in extraction columns is not always unproblematic.
Since the metallic parts of the column are wetted by the carrier solu
tion, the latter was used as continuous phase. Furthermore, because of
the high interfacial activity of the quaternary ammonium salts, the
reactive extraction of d,l-phenylalanine in a pulsed sieve plate ex
traction column is restricted to low throughputs of the phases and to
low stroke amplitudes and frequencies. Therefore, the performance of
this column for this extraction is lower than that of the Penicillin G
extraction.
Conclusions
By means of reactive extraction, several drawbacks in the physical ex
traction can be avoided. Reactive extraction in biotechnology has a
bright future, because
- the capacity of the solvent phase can be considerably increased by
the consecutive reaction
- the extraction rate can be increased by instantaneous reaction
- the selectivity of extraction can be increased by chemical reaction
- separation progresses are possible, which were not amenable up to
now because of the insolubility of the solute in the common organic
solvents.
At present, suitable carriers are still not available. Most commercial
carriers were developed for chemical analytics and hydrometallurgical
processes or for the reprocessing of nuclear fuels. systematic inves
tigations are necessary to develop higly specific carries for the en
antioselective separation of biotechnological products.
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INTRODUCTION
Liquid extraction has been employed in many different sectors of the chemical process

industries. and would seem to be a strong candidate to meet the burgeoning recovery
and separation dr:·mands made by the new biotechnology industries.

The lack of a

guitable solvl.?nL sy:3L�m cnpabl,: of C!Xt1llliting the r1�qulr-ed uelectivit.y_ for one
molecular species over another, and which ls not harmful to labile solutes, has

limited the implementation of extraction techniques in protein recovery operations,
however.

Substantial progre2s has been made in the use of two-phase aqueous polymer

systems, introduced by Albertsson and co-w orkers (1), and studied on a larger scale
by the group of Kula (2).
An alternative to the two-phase polymer systems is the use of organic solvents,
which have been emp loyed successfully 1 n the recovery of organ! c aclds, but whlch
have not been considered for proteins because of their general propensity to be
either insoluble in such solvents, or to denature when brought into contact with
them.

These prob lems can be overcome by shielding the proteins within the polar

cores of. surfactant aggregates, or "reversed micelles, 11

in apolar solvents such

as isooctane.
We summarize here scxne of Our recent findings on the use of reversed micelle solutions
for the solubllizatlon and selective recovery of proteins from aqueous solutions.
The results will be published in a more comprehensive compilation (3),
PROTEIN SOLUBIL IZATION
Surfactants which exhibit high solubility in organic solvents often form reversed
micelles.
the

aggregates in which the surfactant head groups form a ,polar core,

hydrocarbon tails orient themselves

outwards.

and

These aggregates are capable

of solubllizing substantial quantities of aqueous solution in their polar cores,
forming an aqueous pool which ls shielded from the hostile organic envlromient
by the surfactant shell.

In addltlon to water,

other polar solutes can also be

solublllzed, including proteins, as depleted schematically in Figure 1.
Early experiments wl th cytochrome-c showed a strong dependence of the extent of
protein solublllzatlon on the ionic strength of the system (4,5).

Other workers

had observed a dependence of the solubll! zation of a-amylase on system pH (6).
These results suggest that an electrostatic interaction between the protein surface
charge and the micelle inner double layer dominates the protein solub!llzatlon
behavior.

As such, the effect of pH ls to vary the ionization state or amino acid

side chains on the protein surface, changing the net charge on a protein.
the

Varying

ionic strength of a solution modifies its ability to screen electrostatl_c
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interactions between surfaces of charge, and thus modifies

the strength of the

interaction between the protein and the micelle inner double layer.
We have probed the validity of these concepts by investigating the solubil!zatidn

response of several proteins of widely varying structural characteristics to changes
in system pH and ionic strength.
EXP ER IMENTA L ? ROCtOURE
Materials and methods used in this work have been described in detail in previous
papers [4,5].

A general outline of the procedure is given here.

Solubll i zat ion experi ments were performed by contacting 5 ml of a 1 mg/ml protein
solution of the desired pH and ionic strength with an equal volume of 50 mM AOT

in i sooctane solution, in a 30 ml agitated beaker for 5 minutes.

( Aerosol OT,

or AOT, is an anionic surfa ctant commonly used in protein solubillzation studies.)
The dispersion was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 15 minutes to obtain a distinct
p hase boundary. The separated p hases were assayed for protein content using absorption
at 280 nm.

In some cases, protein content was also deter·mined by the Lowry assay.

The pH of the a queous phase was measured before and after contacting with the micellar
phase, and the final, 11 equilibrlum, 11 pH is used in reporting solu�ilization results.

Water content of the organic p hase was determined by Karl-Fischer titration.
Stripping experiment, were conducted by contacting the protein-loaded organic phase
with an equal volume of aqueous solution having the desired ionic strength and
pH, for 15 minutes.

Several experiments wel'e conducted in which the aqueous feed solution contained
a mixture of proteins, and a separation of the proteins was attempted.

The techniques

for these experiments were identical to those for single protein experiments, except
that the aqueous p hases were also analyzed by HPLC, with UV detection.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of pH:
The solublllzatlon of several proteins at low ionic strength with varying pH has
been studied.

Data for three representative proteins are shown in Figure 2.

molecular weights and pl's are given in Table 1.

Their

When pH > pl, such that the proteins

have a net negatlve charge, the electrostatl c interaction between the protein and
the negatively charged micelle inner double layer (AOT Is an anionic surfactant)
is repulsive and solubillzation is disfavored.

As the system pH Is lowered below

10.6, a rapid change in the solubillzatlon behavior of cytochrome ls observed,
with complete solublllzation occurring for 6<pH<10.

Below the lower bound,

the

cytochrome solub illzatlon ls dimini shed, possibly due to a denaturatlon of the
protein at low pH and in the presence of surfactant.
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This conclusion is supported

by the presence of a solid precipitate at the interface at lower pH values.
The larger

o-chymotrypsln begins to solubllize only at

pH-values

significantly

lower than the pl of the protein, and the range over which solulJilization ls essentially
complete ls reduced substantially relative to that for cytochrome-c.
values,

the

also observed

apparent denaturatlon of the
wlth o-chymotrypsln.

At low pH

protein observed with cytochrome-c is

It ls plausl ble that the solubl 1 l za t !on of

the larger chymotrypsln molecule requires a more signifieant electrostatic interaction,
and thls ls obtained at pH's lower than the pl, at which a !9"eater protein surface
charge densi ty ls present.
The very large bovine serum albumin
any pH value tested.

(BSA) does not solublllze in 50 mM AOT for

It appears that the electrostatic interaction cannot be made

sufficiently large by lowering the pH to counteract the apparently unfavorable
i nteractions which disfavor solublllzatlon.
In summary, i t appears that pH values lower than th� pl of a given protein are
required to effect !ts solubll!zatlon ln a mlcellar solution of anionic surfactant.
Significantly lower pH values must be em ployed for larger proteins, most probably
to overcome a size ex�lusion effect by e
· nha ncing the favorable
i nteraction.

Very large protei ns cannot be solubllized in

electrostatic

50 mM AOT

s·olutlons.

at any pH, as the size exclusion effect completely dominates over the electrostatic
1 nteract ion.
Effect of Ionic Strength:
The major effect of variations in the ionic strength of the aqueous solution· ls
expected to be the electrostatic screening of interactions between the charged
groups on the protel n surface and the surfactant head groups.
as the ionic strength is increased.

These are reduced

It is also p ossible that such variations can

affect protein solublllzat!on through the protein hyd rophobic energy, and by shifting
ionization equilibria.
The ability of ionic solutions to modify the repulsive electrostatic i nteractions
felt by neighboring

surfactant molecules ln a reversed mlcelle ls reflected l n

the data presented in Figure 3, showing the water content of the mlcellar solution,

expressed as the molar ratio of water to surfactant, w0 , as a function of potassium
ch lori de concentration of the aqueou s phase.

The ratio w0 ls, to a first approximation,

proportional to the size of the reversed mlcelle, so these data indicate that increasing
the ion! c strength of the sol ublllzed aqueous solution results ln a decrease ln
the equlllbrlum mlcelle size.

An explanation of this behavior ls that at the higher

ionic strengths, the repulsive electrostatic i nteractions between adjacent sur factant
polar heads are screened (reduced), and thus a smaller mlcelle results.
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The effect of ionic strength on the solubllizatlon of cytocilrane-c ar.d a-chymotrypsin
is shown ln Figure 4.
0.1

M KCl,

total

The pH of each system was such that at low ionic strength,

solubilization of

each protein was observed.

For cyrochrane�c

the solubilization diminished as KCl concentration was increased above 0.1 M,
solubillzat!on completely supressed for [KCl] > 0.5 M.

with

It is of interest to note

that this tl"ansition occured at values of [KC!) for which w0 is relatively constant,
the major cl:ange in micelle size h:,ving occurred over the range 0.1 < [KCl) < 0.2
M.
The solubllizatlon of
with transfer of the
M.

the larger

u-chymotrypsin

is reduced when [KC!)

protein being almost canpletely suppressed for

>

0.1

M,

>

0.·3

[KCl)

As this transition occurs over the same range of KC! concentration for which

the empty micelles are observed to decrease in size, this suggests that the increase
in ionic strength reduces the attractive electrostatic interaction between protein
and micelle, as well as inducing a size exclusion of the protein fran the mlcelle.
Thus, increased ionic strength apfJears tor-educe the favorable electrostatic interaction
between protein and micelle �or all si z.es

of protein,

exclusion effect experienced by larger proteins.

and to aggravate any size

Data obtained with several other

proteins support these conclusions, but also .lead one to suspect that ionic str·englh
has other effects, in addition to those mentioned here.
Effect of Surfactant Concentration:
It

ls expected that over a range of

concentrations,
of

surfactant

surfactant ce>ncentration,

the surfactant is present as reversed micelles,
results

in

an

increase

substantial change in micelle size.
to higher values,

in

the

number

of

starting at low
and the addition

micelles,

rather

than any

As the surfactant concentration l s increased

it ls expected that equilibration with an aqueous phase will

result in the formation of other, more canplex aggregate structures [7,8).

These

structures are ill-defined f or AOT-lsooctaae-water systems, especially those cont·ainlng
salts and proteins.
It seems quite likely that changes In aggregate structure will
in a solubillzatlon behavior of a given protein.

lead to a change

We report hel"e pr eliminary data

for the proteins cytochrane-c and BS,\.
Cytochrane-c, at a concentration of 1 mg/ml in 0.1 M KCl, was contacted with isooctane
containing varying ACT concentrations.

The resulting micellar phase was then contacted

with 1.0 M KCl to recover the protein ln an aqueous phase.
protein was complete for

[AOT)

•

0.025,

0.050,

0.075,

Solub!lizatlon of the

0.100,

and

0.200 M.

For

0.500 M ACT, most of the protein was obtained in the mlc�llar phase but the overall
concentration of protein in organic was lower, -0.80 mg/ml, because of the substantial
quantity of water solubillzed with the protein.
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The aqueous phase was an emulsion

which could not be analyzed for, protein content.

Almost complete recovery of cytochrane

was obtained by contacting the protein-loaded AOT solutions with 1.0 M KCl, except
for the case of 0.50 M AOT.
approximately 50%,

In that case,

a substantial quantity of protein,
i
Further understanding

remained trapped in the organic phase.

of these effects will require a more complete knowledge of the surfactant aggregation
behavior at these higher concentrations.
The solubilization of BSA in 0.20 and 0.50 M AOT in isooctane solutions was also
investigated.

The system pH was controlled in

the range

3. 5 to 5. 3 using

citrate/phosphate buffer of 0. 01 M total molarity in 0.1 M KCl.

a

It was observed

that approximately 10% of the protein was transferred to the organic phase using
0.2 M AOT, with no clear functionality on pH:
could be solubilized at a pH of 4.75,
Solubilization
in Figure 5.

At 0.50 M AOT, almost all the protein

slightly below the protein's pl

of 4.9.

quickly drops off as the pH is varied about this point, as seen
Considering the canplete lack of solubilization in 0.05 M AOT (see

Figure 2), and the above cytochrane data using O.50 M AOT, these results are difficult
to explain.

While the pH functionality is similar to that of other prot,eins, it

is unclear why such a high AOT concentration is required.

Furthermore, it is known

that citrate can canplex with protein, making it possible that the observed behavior
is that of a BSA-citrate complex.
In general,

it appears that varying the concentrati o n of AOT between 0.025 and

0.20 M does not affect the solubllization of proteins, the primary effect being
to increase the number density of micelles present in the organic phase.
concentrations of 0.50 M c-30 wt %) ,

At 'AoT

substantial perturbations in solubilization

behavior are observed, which may be due to changes in the aggregation behavior
of AOT at these higher concentrations,
mi cell es

with the possible formation

or liquid, crystalline structures.

of rod-like

Information on aggregate structure

under the conditions of interest has yet to be determined.
Protein Separations:
It is possible to exploit these solubilization phenomena in the separation of mixtures
of proteins.

In general,

two factors may be employed -- the differences in the

charge-pH functionalities of different proteins, and differences in size.

An example

separation is shown in Figure 6, which illustrates the separation of cytochrome-a
from BSA.

In this case, the size exclusion effect which prevents the solubilization

of BSA in 0.05 M AOT solution is responsible for its retention in the raffinate,
with the cytochrome-a being first solubilized in the organic phase and then recovered
in a second aqueous phase of higher ionic strength.
A more difficult separation is between the ternary mixture of cytochrome-c, lysozyme
and ribonuclease-a.

In this case, differences in the electrostatic interactions

of the protein with the micelle, as controlled by pH and ionic str.ength, were exploited
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to separate this mixture of equally-sized

proteins.

each protein to changes ln system pH and [KCl]

have

Details of the response of

been described previously [5].

The scheme used to take advantage of these differences ls shown ln Figure 7, wi�h
the composi tlons of the resulting aqueous
C

18 HPLC,

shown in Figure 8.

phases,

as

analyzed

by reversed

pha,Je

Excellent separation and recovery were achieved,

but It should be noted that the differences In response to changes ln Ionic strength
which exist

between

e:lectrostatic

lysozyme

and

interaction model.

cytochrome-c cannot be explained by our simple
Clearly other interact tons arc

affecting

the

solublllzatlon behavior of protelns.
In summary,

It appears that dlf,ferences In protein size and charge can be employed

to attain selective solublllzatlon,

and thus separation of proteins.

Other less

well understood Interactions can also can play a role In obtaining separation.
CONCLUSIONS
The sel ectl ve part .lti onl ng of protel ns between an aqueous solution and an organ! c
phase containing reversed mlcelle surfactant aggregates has been studied as a potential
extraction process for protein recovery and separation.

It ls apparent that the

electrostatic interaction model can explain many of the trends observed with changing
pH and Ionic strength.

It Is also clear that a size exclusion effect ls important

for higher molecular weight proteins, which must be interpreted ln terms of possible
11ml tatlons

on the

solublllze large
of

stability of

proteins.

the surfactant,

tt>e larger micelles

These

limitations may

entropic consldecatlons,

which would be required to
from structural

aspects

and other interactions as

yet not

arise

considered.
High

surfactant

concentrations yield solubll lzatlon

behavior of

a substantially

different nature than obtained at relatively dilute concentrations which may possibly
be attributed to changes ln the surfactant aggregate structure at higher concentration.
Finally,

lt appears th.at protein separations can be effected

by this technique

and the possibility for its application appears very broad.
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Table 1
Protein Properties
Protein

Molecular Weight

pl

Cytochrome-c

12,384

10.6

a-Chymotrypsin

25,000

9,7

Bovine Serum Albumin
(BSA)

65,000

4.9

Ribonuclease-a

13,683

7.8

Lysozyme

14,300

11. 1

Figure 1.

Schematic Diagram of Protein
Solubilization In Reversed
Micelles,
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RECOVERY OF MICROBIAL PROTEINS BY CONTINUOUS CROSSCURRENT
EXTRACTION
H. Hustedt, K.H. Kroner, N. Papamichael, GBF, Gesellschaft fUr
Biotechnologlsche Forschung mbH., 0-3300 Braunschweig, FRG.
Introduction

During past years extraction in aqueous phase systems has been

developed to a versatile technology for the large-scale recovery
of microbial enzymes and other biologically active proteins.

Actual reviews are given in ref. 1 and 2. A recent development is
continuous processing according to the principle of crosscurrent
extraction with the principal advantages of
enhanced space time yield
fully automated operation

increased number of extraction parameters

more homogeneous product

increased yields for labile products.

First process developments have been carried out on the enzyme

fumarase from Brevibacterium ammoniagenes, a 2-stage process, and
aspartase from E.coli, which is a 3-stage procedure (3-5). The

results obtained have led to the.development of a compact two
stage extraction plant (dimensions lxwxh � 2xlx2 m) built by
Westfalia Separator AC. (Oelde,

F.R.G.). In this paper the

principles of continuous crosscurrent extraction in aqueous phase

systems and first experiences made with this plant are described.
Further recycling of the phase chemicals in a simple mode is

discussed briefly.

Principle of continuous crosscurrent extraction

in aqueous phase systems.

The transformation of batchwise aqueous phase extraction into

continuous operation is relatively easy, because - as generally

in extraction - only mixing.phase dispersion and phase separation
are required as unit operations. The general scheme is shown in
fig. 1 for a two-stage process, which is the usual mode of

operation; in the scheme cell disruption by wet milling is
included.
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Fig. 1: Flow scheme of continuous crosscurrent extrdction
with aqueous phase system

Table 1:

Examples of two-step extraction processes
developed in the GBF

enzyme

organism

penicillin acylase

E. coli

D-2-hydroxy-isocaproate

Lactobacillus
casei

fumarase

Brevibacterium
ammoniagenes

dehydrogenase

L-2-hydroxy-isocaproate

Lactobacillus

dehydrogenase

confusus

leucine
dehydrogenase

cereus

fumarase

baker's yeast
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Bacillus

enrichment
factor

10

final
(%)
yield
78

7

85

22

75

21

90

6

83

13

76

In the extraction plant mentioned above the principle outlined in

fig. l is exploited. It contains two pilot-size separators type

SA-1 (Westfalia Separator AG) with an equivalent clarifying area

of 1460 m 2 . Mixing is performed at the 1st stage in an agitated

ilow through cell or by a static mixer; the latter is applied
generally at the

2 nd

stage. Besides magnetically inductive flow

meters no special equipment for measuring and control is included
in the basic plant.

In tab. 1 a number of two-step enzyme extraction processes are

summarized; all of these ap�ear suitable for continuous proces

sing.

Continuous extraction of fumar�se
Taking into account the high consumption of biomass (ca. 600 kg

per day) during long-term continuous processing an extraction

process for the enzyme fumarase from baker's yeast - commercially
available in any scale at low cost - has been developed as a

model process. Data of the recovery process are included in tab.l.
The main physico-chemical data of the process liquids are collec

ted in tab. 2. The yiscosities of the process streams are moder

ate facilitating mixing and equilibration in a matter of seconds.
To this contributes mainly the low interfacial tension of these
systems, for which about 0.5 mN/m can be assumed from measure

ments of comparable processes (6). The very fast equilibration of

the phases is reflected by the data in tab. 3 for the first ex

traction step, using a static mixer for mixing and phase_ disper

sion. In �his connection it should be noted that during the

mixing process at first the phase system has to be established

cf. extraction in water/organic systems - before equilibrium of
partition can be obtained.

Resides attainment of equilibrium of partition, phase separation

with high and constant purity is necessary to establish a

reliable continuous process. This is generally possible by the

use of common disk stack separators operated either in a liquid
liquid mode or, at high bottom phase viscosities (n > 500 mPa•s),
as solid-liquid (nozzle) separator ( 2 ).
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Tab. 2:Physico-chemical data of the process liquids//
fumarase from baker's yeast extraction process

Volume
ratio

Liquid
cell homogenate

1.14

Viscosity 3>
mPa, s

pH

l.D52

6.5

7.D

PEG/ salt mixture

1.202

22

10. 7

1. extraction: !)
dispersion
top phase
bottom phase

1.122
1.088
1. 143

20
4.5
210

8.6

1.088
1.176
1.114
1.089
1.177

4 .5
- 1
6.5

2. extraction: 2)
top phase I
salt solution
dispersion
top phase
bottom phase
!)

1. 47

2. 52

2.88

})

3. 3

., 1.5
2)

cond it 1 ans:

17 , PEG 1550
B , K2HP04
25 " biomass (wet
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Density
g/cm 3

conditions:

70 , top I
6.7, potassium
weight)

'relative viscosity at 200 rpm

8.6
5.92
6.84
6.97
6.62

pH 5.9

phosphate

Much experience has already been accumulated during past years in

this field showing that phase separation can be performed with
phase purities of 98 to 100 \. This applies also for the

separation of solid biomass (1st extraction step) and for this
step phase purities close to 100 I can be attained

especially

for the product containing top phase. Conversely a phase purity

of e.g. 97 \ for the bottom phase would result in a loss of only

1.5 I of product with this phase at an average volume ratio of 2.

An example is shown in fig. 2 for the fumarase / baker's yeast
process using a laboratory size separator.

In the two-stage extraction plant first runs of the baker's yeast

process have been carried out processing up to 400 kg of broken
biomass per run. Further experiments have been carried o�t ex

tracting fumarase from Brevibacterium ammoniagenes. In this case

-150 kg biomass (wet weight) has been processed within 7 h with
the same final product yield and purity as in the comparable

batch process. The results obtained gave evidence that the plant
is functionable in the basic form. However, more sophisticated
process control appeared desirable to allow fully automated

operation; for this aim a microcomputer with interface hardware

has been adapted. Further a common time-based sludge discharge
control unit has been installed.

In first experiments the computer has been used for control of

the flows and monitoring of the pressure before both mixers,

which served as alarm functions. Results of a preliminary fully
automated run lasting

7 h are shown in fig. 3; after starting no

manual operation was required. The data reflect the stability of

the process; further the enzyme concentrations in the product·

enriched phases were approximately id�ntical with those obtained
in the batch process confirming a stage efficiency of NlOO % for

both stages. Cell disrupcion by wet milling (see fig. 1) was in

cluded in the continuous process.

The concept has now to be approved by long-term operation, where

recycling of the phase chemicals should be included to reduce the

consumption of chemicals (see below).
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Table 3

Phase equilibration by static mixing/Jispersing
fumarase / baker's yeast process,

1. extraction step

(Kenics mixer. i.d. 4.9 �m. 21 mixing elem•nts)

flow rate
(ml/min)

(cm/sec)

356
724
1086
1447
1783

rel. furn. act.in t.p. •

31. 5
64.1
96.1
128
158

/\p

rel. protein
cone. in t.p. •

(%)

(%)

99.0
97.8
96.7
96.8
97. 5

Re

(bar)
- 0.17
0.41
0.87
l. 3
1.8

92 .1
92.7
90.1
94.4
94 .1

*) in relation to the equilibrium concentration/ t.p.

88
179
268
357
442

top phase

100 --,----------------------,

::e
0

...

>,

95 -

90

I
500

0

Fig.

2:

a

I
1000

1500

(ml/min)

Separation of fumarase from baker's yeast cells>
1st extraction step

the feedflow

Q

- phase purity in dependence on

(Separator: Gyr-otester B (Alfa-Laval),�·factor 700 m 2 ;
o- o top phase, c -
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a

bottom phase

Recycling of phase chemicals
A drawback of tl\e aqueous phase extraction technology appaars to
be the relatively high consu1nption of chemicals, which becomes

evident when processing in tecl1nical scale (7). For the proces

sing of 1 t of baker's yeast extracting fumarase in the mode
described, for example,

680 kg PEG 1550 and 533 kg potassium

phosphate would be necessary. Therefore recycling of the cl1emi

cals appears desirable for operation in such scale. Several ways
have been discussed in ref.

is

2. llere only the most convenient mode

described briefly: At appropriate process development the

majority pf the PEG can be recycled by direct reuse of the

secondary PEG-rich upper phase in the first extraction step as
outlined in fig.
also recycled.

(dotted line).

This way a part of the salt is

The majority of the salt in the secondary bottom

phase could be recycled after concentration of this phase by
ultrafiltration and reusing the permeate again in the 2nd

extraction.

For the fumarase/baker's yeast•process this approach

has been found feasible at least four times without negative

effects on product yield and purity and would reduce the consump
tion of PEG to a quarter and that of salt to about the half.

The mode of recycling described would be efficient especially for

continuous processing; for batchwise oper�tion the benefits would
be reduced partly by the requirement of storage of the process
liquids.

For process control during continuous extraction with

automated recycling on-line monitoring of product concentration

and quality appears necessary; this could be performed advanta

geously by coupling an appropriate analytic system to the micro

computer used already for control of the basic process parame
ters (8).

Final remarks
Fully automated continuous crosscurrent extraction of proteins
appears feasible with high efficiency. The technique offers the

potential for easy continuous downstream processing of microbial
proteins from cell harvestlng to purities appropriate for tech

nical biocatalysts.

For products requiring high final purity the

development of continuously operating high resolution techniques

appears desirable to allow fully continuous protein purification.
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Mass transfer of large molecules through phase interfaces
by M. Seekamp, C. Tiegs, E. Weidner and S. Peter, Erlangen, FRG
Introduction
Although in some industrial processes substances of high molecular weight are
handled, there is only little known about their transport through the phase inter
faces. When a mixture containing 88 wt.-% glyceryloleate and 10 wt.-% ar.eton is
dissolved in carbon dioxide at 135 bar and 70 °C the equilibrium concentration of
aceton is obtained within 3 minutes [1 ]. On the other hand the equilibrium concen·
tration of glyceryloleate is reached after 27 minutes as shown in fig. l. Before
the solving experiment started carbon dioxide had been dissolved in the liquid
phase up to saturation. Often the low rate of dissolution of low volatile substan·
ces limits the space-time-yield of separation processes like e. g. extraction
processes.
The rate of dissolution of glyceryloleate is about eight times lower than the
same of aceton. This difference cannot simply be explained by the difference of
the diffusion rates, because the phase interface is mostly covered by glyceryl
oleate molecules due to the high concentration of glyceryloleate. We rather pre
sume that not the transport of the molecules to the boundary layer but the crossing
of the phase interface is the limiting partial step.
Therefore it appeared to be of interest to investigate the transport phenomena
of large molecules through phase ir.terfaces.
Mass transfer coefficients
The dissolution of oleic and stearic acid in a dense gas was investigated.
Mixtures of oleic and stearic acid were saturated with the dense gas at 60 °c.
The dense gas flew over a falling film of the latter with constant speed. Hence
in the experiments only oleic and stearic acid was transfered from the falling
film into the gaseous phase.
The change of the concentration of the fatty 'acids in the dense gas on passing
the falling film was measured. The mass transfer coefficient is calculated by the
equation.
with
fl

(Ci,e · Ci)lm

(ci,e ·Ci)lm . A . Bi
dissolvated amount of mass per unit time
contact surface
mass transfer coefficient
logarithmic average value of the driving concentration
difference
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To accomp 1 ish the measurements a sp 1it-tube co 1 umn with a sp1it width of 5 mm
was available. The concentric fixed inner tube had two, helical furrows with a square
cross section, one fitted into the other (deep = 1 mm, 'width = 1 mm, inclination
= 1O mm per turn). The distance between the two furrows was 5 mm. In this way
trickle generation was avoided. In the split tube the contact surface of the liquid
phase was determined to be 90 '!: 18 cm' . The a1i gnment of the sp 1it-tube in the
co 1umn tube was achieved by the devices as shown in fig. 2.
Mixtures containing different amounts of oleic and stearic acid were used as low
volatile substances to be dissolved; as supercritical solven�s carbon dioxide and
ethane were taken. The gas-saturated 1iquid phase was circulated from

ti1e bottom

to the top of the split tube column. The supercritical solvent was introduced
a short distance above the bottom of the co1umn and made to flow upwards through
the column. The liquid fatty acid flowed down in the furrows. The Reynolds-Number
of the gas stream was 75. Samples were taken and analysed from the· incoming and
outgoing solvent stream.
The so 1vent stream 1eavi ng the top of the co 1umn was fed into a regeneration
column. There the pressure of the dense gas was reduced, whereby the dissolved low
vo 1ati 1e components precipitated. The regenerated gas was recompressed and recyc 1 ed
to the split-tube column. The precipitated product was fed to the top of the split
tube co 1 umn.
Fig. 3 shows the binodal curves of a 50 %-mixtur� of oleic and stearic acid with
carbon dioxide and ethane in a p,x-diagram at 60

°

C.

The obtained mass transfer coefficients are presented in tab
' le 1.
No.

Gas

Mixture pressure Temp.
ol./st.

2
3

4

5
6

CO
2
CO
2
CO
2
Ethane

9

CO

9

2
CO
2
CO
2

[bar]

[ °C l

200

60

[m/h
76

8

250

60

55

120

60

216

200

75

51

200

75

63

t 22
t 2
t 30
t 3
t

200

75

60

4

200

4

Boleic acid

60

90

6
stearic acid
rn-3]

± 8
±
62
11
33 t 3
62

1l"
69

8

76

16

44

141
42

52

56

57

23

30

178

t 3
± 30

48 t

±
±

The mass transfer coefficient for oleic acid is higher than the mass transfer co
efficient for stearic acid. At 200 bar the mass transfer coefficients at 75

°

C are

smaller thant at 60 °c. The mass transfer coefficients at 60 °C decreases with·
rising pressure. At 60

°

C the mass transfer coefficient using ethane as solvent

at 115 bar is 4 times greater than using carbon dioxide as solvent at 250 bar,
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Plborl

although in both cases the concentration gradients are not very different.
The mass transfer coefficient of oleic acid depends less on the composition of
the mixture than the mass transfer coefficient of stearic acid.
Viscosity of th·e coexisting liquid phases
The viscosity of a 50 %-mixture of oleic and stearic acid was measured at 60 °C
as a function of the saturation pressure by means of a capillary viscometer. The
1 iquid to be measured is pumped through the capillary with constant fl ow rate.
The pressure difference between the ends of the capillary is determined. From the
rate of flow and the pressure difference caused by it, the viscosity of the liquid
sample is determined using the well known Poiseuille equation.
In fig. 4 the measured viscosity of the liquid phase at 60 °C is plotted as a func
tion of the gas pressure, at which the mixture of oleic and stearic acid was sa
turated with CO2 or ethane respectively.
At a given pressure the decrease of the viscosity of the oleic and stearic acid
mixture is larger for ethane than for carbon dioxide. At 60 °C in equilibrium, the
solvent capacity of ethane at 120 bar is nearly the same as for carbon dioxide at
250 bar. Therefore the driving forces for the mass transfer from the liquid into
the gas phase are nearly equal. Hence, the viscosities of the liquid oleic and
stearic acid mixture in equilibrium with the respective gases under these condi
tions are of interest. When saturated at 250 bar and 60 °C with carbon dioxide
the viscosity of the mixture of the fatty acids was determined to 0.34 mPas. The
viscosity of the mixture at 60 °C was found to be 0.33 mPas, when saturated with
ethane·at 120 bar.
Discussion
For the mass transfer through interfaces it is assumed that the mass transfer
resistances are arranged in series. Therefore the largest resistance determines
the overall rate of mass transfer. In the gas phase the diffusion rate is higher
than in the coexisting liquid phase by one order of magnitude or more. Therefore
the diffusion in the liquid phase and the mass transfer through the interface re
main the limiting steps. Under the conditions of the mass transfer experiments
the liquid phase and the gas phase exhibit laminar flow. Due to this it can be
assumed as a first approximation that the mass transfer takes place only in a
direction vertical to the flow direction, and similarly to a static system, no
convective flow has to be considered. The driving concentration difference is of
about the same magnitude for the dissolution of the fatty acids in carbon dioxide
at 250 bar and their dissolution fo ethane at 120 bar. The logarithmic average
value of the concentration difference amounts in the case of carbon dioxide to
0.081 ·l0-6kmol/m' and in the case of ethane to 0.077·10-6 kmol/m'.
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The theories of diffusion [2] lead to the result that at a given temperature the
product of diffusion coefficient and viseasity shou1d be canstant if substance
specific effects are negligible
const

Di ,j

o..
1 ,J

.D iffusion coefficient of substance
i in the medium j
dynamic viscosity of the medium j

�j

According to the two-film theory the mass transfer coefficient B should be direct
ly proportional to the diffusion coefficient [3). Therefore the equation
Bi · '? j • const
should be satisfied. The surface renewal theories obey to the relation B ��
j
which leads to the equation

a; · -z

• const

In table 2 the mass transfer coefficients of the experiments No. 3 and 4{table 1)
and the viseasities of the corresponding 1i quid phases at 60 °C are represented.
Table 2
Experiment

Solvent

No.
3
4

CO

2
ethane

B·I B·"Z
Pressure mass transfercoefficient Viscosity of
1
[mh -l · 10- I
the liquid phase oleic stearic
[bar]
250
120

oleic acid stearic acid
33
55
216

141

mPas
0.34

acid

acid

18.7

11.2

0.33

71.3

46. 5

The product of the mass transfer coefficient of the fatty acids and the viscosity
of the liquid phase is by no means constant as one would expect on account of the
little differences between the viscosity of the liquid phases and the driving
concentration differences.
On the contrary, an increase of the product (8' 1Z)by a factor of about 4 is found,

if ethane is used as a solvent instead of carbon dioxide. Referring to the surface

renewa 1-theories the difference wi 11 become even greater. The van der Waa 1s' co
3
3
volume of carbon dioxide is 42.67'10- m' /kmol and that of ethane 63.80'10- m' /kmol.
The large deviation of the product B' "Z cannot be explained by the difference of the

molecule diameters of the solvents. Hence it seems improbable that the mass trans

fer by diffusion is the limiting partial step for the mass transfer. Finally there
remains the mass transfer through the phase interface itself as the limiting trans
port resistance.
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A molecule crossing the phase boundary is forced to change the composition of its
solvating envelope. The bigger a molecule the longer is the time which is needed
for this process. Probably the change of the solvating envelope of the large mole-.
cule is limiting the rate of crossing the phase boundary as shown schematically inl
fig. 5.
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Fig, 5: Schematic graph of the moss tronsfer through
o ohose Interface
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Solvent Extraction of Products from the Acetone-Butanol Fermentation
S. Dupire, F.C. Thyrion, Louvain University, Louvain-la-Neuve, BELGIUM

Fermentation processes based on renewable raw materials have the potential for pro

ducing important large tonnage organic chemicals. Like ethanol, hutanol can be ob

tained through fermentation of qrilin, molasses or su.t.table wustc materials that may
be a source of sugars.

By-products like acetone, ethanol and acetic/butyric acids are also formed during
the fermentation process.

Altough economically attractive when based on waste-type materials, the acetone-buta
nol fermentation has a number of drawbacks which must be adressed before any attempt

for commercial production is made.

The major one is the very low levels of butanol that are abserved in the final fer
mented broth. With current technology such levels are only about 1. 9 \ (w/v).

This results in the need for large siz� vessels for fermentation and an energy-inten
sive distillation recovery of the products.

The removal of highly polar organics from ·dilute aqueous solution is one of the most
difficult industrial separations problems. Distillation is frequently used for reco
very of polar organics from water; that class of distillations accounts for a substan
tial portion of the world's energy consumption ( 1). However distillation processes

often encounter low relative volatilities and azeotropes and the cost per unit quan

tity of solute recovered therefore increases greatly as the solute becomes more dilu
te in the feed. For such situations there is considerable incentive for a recovery

process which removes the solute from the water at lower energy cost. Solvent extrac
tion is such a process.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The most important factor in generation of a process for extraction of polar organics
from a dilute water stream is solvent selection. Since water flows are often large,
it is important to choose a solvent which will give a high distribution ratio for the
solutes in question: this is needed to keep solvent circulation rates from becoming

excessive. An effective solvent for highly polar organics frequently has a substan

tial solubility in water itself. In such cases, the dissolved solvent must be removed
somehow from the raffinate water, and the solvent properties must be· well suited to

whatever process is used for that purpose.
Methods for removal and recovery

of residual dissolved solvent include atmospheric

steam stripping, inert-gas stripping, vacuum steam stripping and re-extraction.

Alternatively, one can seek a solvent with a combination of low enough solubility,

emulsification tendency, and cost so that removal and recovery of solvent from the
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raffinate water are not necessary. The solvent must not be toxic or refractory 1 tself.

For any but the lowest concentrations of soluble organics in the feed water, it will

be necessary to regenerate and reuse the solvent. Regenerability - often by distilla-.
tion or stripping - and chemical stability of the solvent under regeneration condi

tions thereby become important attributes so as to keep solvent consumption economi

cally low.

PRODUCTS OF THE ACETONE-BUTANOL FERMENTATION

(ABF)

The acetone-butanol fermentation is carried on by bacteria belonging to the genus

clostridium. It is known that the final product ratios obtained are a strong function
of the

clostridium species utilized for the fermentation process (2). As butyric a

cid accumulates in the medium, the pH of the fermentation will continue to drop to

about 4.0 at which time a new enzyme system is activated leading to the formation

of acetone and butanol and small amounts of end products - carbcn dioxide, acetoin,
water, hydrogen, acetic acid and butyric acid in addition to the two main products.

A typical ABF yield is (in% w/w glucose): butanol, 23-acetone, 7-acctoin, 2.9 -

butyric acid 2 - acetic acid 1.3. - ethanol, 1.2 - hydrogen, 1.5 (3).
When the butanol reaches concentration higher than 13 g.L l, the fermentation process
is stopped due to the inhibition on the microorganisms.

DISTRIBUTION AND SEPARATION FACTORS OF BUTANOL AND ACETONE IN SEVERAL SOLVENTS

Extraction studies of butanol and acetone from aqueous solutions were perforrn�d by

placing equal volume of water phase and solvent in a thermostated cell equipped ·,.ii th

a mechanical stirring device. The mixture wass shaken for 15 min. After the two layers

has separated for l/2h aliquot of both phases were withdrawn and analyzed on a FID

gas chromatograph.

The result(i are presented in tat.le I. The distribution coefficient
Ks

•

[

\ w solute in or9ani c phase
, w solute in aqueous phase]

and the separation factor

a

K

is defined as

equil

as

K s

2
They are calculated for solutions containing 0.6 \ w/w acetone and 1.2 � w/w butanol

in water.
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TABLE I. Experimental values of K

and a for various solvents

�
Solvents
Ethyl ether

n-Hexanol

K

T('C)
20

0,76

20

0,67

40

I, 19

1-Nonan ol

20

0,63

i-Decanol

20

0, 50

n-Oecanol

20

Diisobutylke tone

20

Tetradecanol

40

40

Phenetole

Xylene
Methylbenzoate

Dibutylphtalate

9

16

129
191

0,66

26

0, 41

11

5,86

153

0,72

120

28

19

307

643

0,99

750

393

0,88

506

0, 47

2300

1, 21

207

334

0,38

1900

0,52

88

0, 79

7,87

277

160

20

0,49

8,69

5,22

0,66

20

14

412

259

23

20

20

5, 14

9,47

6,88

1,04

20

Mesi tylene

51

a

s

19

0,85

40

K

286

0,61

20

Anisa le

a

7,73

0,87

40

BUTANOL

806
96

2,55
I, 77

0,53

1,04

427

570

878

222

Several conclusions can be drawn from these results: at ftrst, the distribution

coefficients for acetone· are always lower than for butanol and in the- extreme cases

there is an order of magnitude between them. Secondly, alcohols with 6 to 9 carbon
atoms

are very efficient to extract butanol.

The increase of temperature and the choice of a branched alcohol always favour the
extraction. Unfortunately, the distribution coefficient for acetone is to low to

allow an economical extraction.

On the other hand, it is well known that ethanol (4,5) and acetic acid (6, 7) display
distribution coefficients generally lower than unity in conventional solvents. That
is the reason why the choice of an extraction solvent shall not be made in function

of these two solutes in low concentration in the fermentation broth.

In fact, we found the following correlation between butanol and ethanol distribution

coefficient for most solvents:

lo g KBuOH = l og KEtOH + I, 25
DISTRIBUTION OF BUTANOL AND ACETONE IN MIXED SOLVENTS
Since the extraction of butanol seems to b.e realised without difficulty, the main
problem remains to improve the acetone extraction. If we discard the symetric

te-
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trachloroethane which displays a good distribution ratio (7.31) and a high separa
tion factor (3463) for acetone but is highly toxic, one way to increase the distri
bution coefficient of acetone could result in mixed solvents. Several solvent mixtu
res were test.ea and the most promising ones consists of an Lsole · or toluene (cheaper
but slightly less efficient} with c

6

- c

9

alcohols.

The results obtained with the anisole-alcohols mixtures are plotted in figure 1 and
2. Comparison of these figures shows an exaltation of K for acetone while the bu
5
tanol distribution varies nearly linearly with composition.
Results obtained at 40 °c with isononanol- anisole mixtures are also presented in
dotted lines and still show an improvement of the partition.
On the other hand, the values of distribution coefficient of acetic and butyric
acids between water and 60 \ (by volume) isononanol - 40 \ anisole at 20 °C are res
pectively 0.575 and 17.1 with separation factors of 30 and 893.
Under the same conditions, K and a for ethanol have been shown to be 0,375 and 20.3.
5
When considering isononanol (40 \ by volume} - toluene mixture as solvent, K
a

and
s
have been found to be 1. 08 and 115 for acetone at 20 ° C. These values are compara

ble to those found in isononanol (40 \ v) - anisele mixture.
PROCESS DESIGN
Selection of the appropriate solvent or solvent mixture reflects a compromise not
only among relative volatllity, solubility in water but also among number of theori
tical stages and solvent/feed (S/F) ratio. Taking into account all these features,
complltations have been made in order to determine the values of S/F for various sol
vents at 40 °C. The nwnber of theoretical stage� and the percentage to be extracted
were taken to be 9 and 99 \.
The results are presented in table IL
TABLE II. Solvent to feed ratios (S/F) and percentage fo solute in extract (\ E) (w/w)
T: 40 •c

-

9 theoretical stages

-

S/F = S/F theor. x 1, 25

SOLUTES
SOLVENTS

BUTl\NOL
S/F

ACETONE
% E

i-nonanol

8,69

0,21

5,6

i-decanol

7,87

0, 23

5, 1

0, 13

9, 1

n-hexanol

14

S/F

\ E

i-nonanol + toluene ( 40 - 60 \ v)

1,28

1, 43

0,46

n-hexanol + anisole (40 - 60 \ v)

1, 73

1 ,06

0,56
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BUTANOL
But
i-nonanol + anisole
i-decanol + anisole

(40-60)
(20-80)

6.2
3.4

s

+

ACETONE

S/F

K

Acet
1.57

1. 37

\ E
But

1. 17
1. 34

1.02

0.9

Acet

0.51

0. 44

Altough a mixture of heavy alcohol with anisole could extract simultaneously butanol,

acetone and an important part of other solutes with a solvent feed ratio near 1,

energetic consumption calculations show that there is no gain in choosing separation

by extraction rather than conventional distillation. That is the reason why an other
alternative has been considered based on two extraction columns the first one assig
ned to butanol and the second to acetone separation.

The extraction of butanol with i-nonanol, i-decanol or hexanol and its separation
from the solvent will consume five time less energy than its separation from water
solutions. Afterwards, the effluent from the first extraction column will undergo

a second extraction with hexanol-anisole mixture tO remove acetone and ethanol.

In order to maintain the loss of solvent under maximum limits it will be necessary

to remove these solvents from the effluent by a third column using a solvent such
as decanol which is practically insoluble in water {0,003, W at 20 °C).

The flow-sheet of this installation is presented in figure 3.
CONCLUSION

It ha� been shown that it is advisable to extrait solutes from the acetonobutanol
fermentation with the help of three extraction columns in order to optimize the re
civery of the products and the energetic consumption.
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Solvent extraction of metals by oligomeric extracting agents
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'.rm,; P .. Ii.CII'AL EIYSICC-C;J;;;;,:rc.u .. ilGULA1:rrrns OF tl.'l\{AC'rION
rn SYS'UtI '.:I'rll llil.LOGICAL 1''LUIDci.
G.A.Ys.godin,.';.V.Yurtov.
Mendeleev institute of che:1ical. technolo;:;y,,:oscorr,U3:J,,.
'l'he elabor,,tion of medical methods of detoxic:ition and
biotechnclo1.:ical methods has nwa'.ce<l interest in the problem
of e:r.tre.ction from biolo.;ical fluicls. 'i.'hern are i;on,e peculia
r! ties of extraction f1·om tiolo,c;icnl fluids, 1·:hich are caused
by the presence of bioloc;icnl pha::ie. 'L'i1e biolo[;ical phase may
be blood ( plasc,a,lymph

and so on) or

culture lic1uirl.

·rhese peculiarities can !:Jc come to several points:
HoneauiU.brium - The system, ,·.,ith bioloeical fluids a-:·e non
equilibrium, but or;inr; to homeoatasis connectio11s in the system
there is the region '::here the system parameters are independent
of time. This region may be described in terms of quasi-equili
brium.
r.;u1 ticomponent - 'i'he malti-component s0•stem r,ot only com;,lic2.tes
the study of process,bnt causes some cooperative phenor.,ena.
Protein - On the one hand the presence of protein in biological
fluids is one of the causes of homeostasi2,on the other hand
protein is u surfactant. An,J in heterogeneous systems it forms
f:i.lms on the interface. The.t is why the renewil1[; of m1rface is
necessity in such systems.
Disnersion - 'l'he biological fluid,:; nre not homoi::;eneous. There
are dispersions, in some caseo lilce lyophobic colloid. Some
times this comes to irTeversibili ty of process. 'l'he critical
phenomena of dispersed particles often influence on equilibrium
and kinetic.
1-'ontoxicity - Apart fror:i the complication connected l'lith toxicity
it must be secured the minir:ium damaGes of the biological phase
components. It limits the choice of extr·actants and diluents.
As the manuscript was not available at the 28th May 1986 the deadline for
printing this book, we only print the short abstract of 'the paper.
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REACTIVE EXTRACTION OF O,L-TRYPTOPHANE FROM AQUEOUS
SOLUTIONS BY TOMAC/XYLENE AND ITS BACK-EXTRACTION
I. Kirgios, R. Hansel, H.B. Rhein, K. Schugerl
Institut fur Technische Chemie, Universitat Hannover
Introduction
One of the separation processes which may be used in amino acid
production to recover a relatively pure product is the reactive
extraction process. In this process, the reactive component is
added to the liquid-liquid extraction system, so that under
certain conditions only specific amino acids will be extracted.
The selection of suitable conditions is important to attain a high
selectivity. Therefore, it is necessary to observe the
thermodynamic and kinetic behaviour of the reactive extraction
process /1,2/.
In this work thermodynamic and kinetic behaviour of the reactive
extraction of tryptophane was observed. Xylene and TOMAC
(trioctylmethylammoniumchloride) were used as solvent and as
carrier respectively. For comparison , the thermodynamic behaviour
of the reactive extraction of tyrosine was also examined.
Equilibrium thermodynamic.
Equilibrium constants of the reactive extraction of tryptophane
were calculated , based on the reaction equations (l), (2),(3),and
(4) in Fig.l. For tyrosine, it is necessary to consider the di
anions at pH greater than 12.
According to the reaction equations above, it is clear that the pH
values of the aqueous phase decrease as the amino acids and OH
ions are extracted from this phase, however, excessively low pH
values cause the undesireable repression of the amino acid
protolyse. This problem can be avoided if the buffer capacity is
large enough and if the co-extraction of the buffer anions is much
lower than the co-extraction of the hydroxyl anions.
The isotherm distributions of d,1-tryptophane and tyrosine are
shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3, with carrier concentration as a
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parameter. From the figures it can be seen that by increasing the
molar ratio between the carrier concentration and the amino acid
concentration from 1 to 3, the distribution coefficient of
tryptophane was increased.by about four times, and tyrosine about
twice. It is also shown that at a molar ratio equal to 3, the
distribution coefficient of tryptophane was almost ten times
larger than of tyrosine. This fact allows the possibility for the
separation of both amino acids through the reactive extraction
method.
Fig.4 shows the experimentally determined equilibrium constants of
·tryptophane and tyrosine obtained through the reactive extraction.
Fig.4a describes the influence of the chloride concentration to
the yield in the back-extraction process.
Extraction kinetics.
The experiment to characterize the kinetic parameters of
extraction of amino acid, tryptophane, was conducted in a batch
stirred cell, as shown in Fig.s.
The reactive extraction of tryptophane took place when the anions
exchanged at the interface. The reaction interface is constant,
because the amino acid anions in the extract phase, xylene, are
physically insoluble.
Fig;6 shows the relationship between the remaining tryptophane and
time with the mixer.frequency as parameter.
Fig.7 describes the influence of the carrier concentration to the
amount of tryptophane and OH- ions extracted.
Conclusions
From the data obtained one is able to draw the following
conclusions:
1. Tryptophane in aqueous phase could only be extracted by
reactive extraction method using TOMAC as the carrier.
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2. The extraction yield was dependent upon the molar ratio between
carrier and amino acid concentration. The maximal yield could
reached after one hour.
3. By raising the carrier concentration to excessive levels, the
co-extraction also increases.
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Solvent Ex traction of Succinic Acid from Aqueous Solutions
J.A. Tamada, A.S. Kertes, C • .J. King, University of California Berkeley,
California, USA

94720.

In trye production of carbox.ylic acids, processes such as fermentation yield low
concentrations of carboxylic acids in an aqueous multicomponent solution.

The

subsequent separation, purification, and concentration of the carboxylic acids is
often difficult due to the nature of the solute.

Carboxylic acids interact

strongly with water, resulting in low solute activity coefficients in aqueous
solution.

The affinity of the acids for water is often manifested as low

volatility of the solute relative to water, which makes conventional distillation
difficult.

The low ·aqueous solute activities result in low equilibrium

distribution ratios of the acid into most organic solvents, making conventional
solvent extraction difficult or impractical.
Solvent extraction with mass separating agents which can reversibly form a
chemical complex with the solute is being examined as a me.ans of separating the
acids from aqueous .solution.

A mass-action-law analysis shows that extraction

through a complexation reaction has the capability of producing high distribution
ratios at low solute concentrations.

Re versibility of the weak bond formed in the

complex facilitates regeneration of the extractsnt and recovery of the solute.
Solvent Phase Selection
Long-chain tertiary amines are known to possess many desirable qualities for
extraction of carboxylic acids [I).

Studies on extraction of citric [2), acetic

[3) and various other carboxylic acids [4] have shown that extraction with
tertiary amines results in hi�h distribution ratios for acid extraction.

The

ability to extract is attributable to the Lewis-base functionality of the amine,
which interacts with the carboxylic acid functionality to form an acid-base ion
pair. In addition, tertiary amines with sufficiently long hydrocarbon chains are
minimally soluble in water, preventing costly losses of the extractant.
amines have not been found to undergo undesirable side reactions.

Tertiary

They appear to

be thermally stable, allowing distillation or other high temperature regeneration
methods to be implemented.
The extract ant is generally mixed wit_h a diluent, an organic solvent which imparts
to the organic phase desirable physical qualities which the extractant alone may
lack.

The diluent may be used to reduce viscosity, regulate density, or dilute

the extractant to reduce extractant losses to the aqueous phase.

The diluent can

play another important and less obvious role in the extraction process, in that it
can have a profound effect on the extractive power of the amine [3).

The
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extractant itself may be an inhospitable environment for the polar acid-base ion
pair,

The diluent may possess functional groups which give it the ability to

solvate the acid-base ion pair in the organic phase and greatly enhance the

extractability of the solute,
Experimental Results

Batch extraction experiments were performed with succinic acid (Mallinckrodt), a
dicarboxyllc acid (pKal • 4.2, pK a2 • 5.6) (5] as the solute, The extractant was
Alamine 336 (Henkel Corp,), an 8- to 10-carbon chain tertiary amine, with an
average molecular weight of 392 gm/mole, Methyl iso-butyl ketone (MiBK) and
chloroform (both Mallinckrodt) were the diluents,

The chloroform was washed with

water before use to remove any ethanol used as a stabilizer.

A known

concentration of the aqueous acid solution was contacted with known concentrations

of the extractant in the diluent in a one-to-one solvent-to-water volumetric phase
ratio.

Samples were equilibrated in a shaker bath at 25 ° C.

Contact time was for

a period of at least 12 hours, which prel�minary tests showed to be ample time for

equilibration.

Results of experiments on the extraction of succinic acid with

Alamine 336 in HiBK and chloroform are given in Figures la and lb,

The results

are given as D, the d-istribution ratio, which is the molar concentration of solute

in the organic phase divided by the molar concentration of solute in the aqueOus
phase at equilibrium, versus the initial Alamine 336 molarity in the organic
phase, at various constant initial aqueous acid concentrations.

Initial

extractant concentrations ranged from 0.0 H (no amine) to 2,05 H (100% amine),
The results indicate that chloroform used as a diluent gives much higher

distribution ratios than MiBK when results are compared at the same initial acid
and initial amine concentrations.

However, HiBK alone is capable of extracting

small amounts of acid, indicated by a non-zero distribution coefficient at zero
amine concentration, while chloroform used alone extracts very little acid.

· Another observation is that a aolvent phase with both the diluent and extractant
pro_duces larger distribution ratios that either the extractant or diluent alone;
i.e., the distribution ratio exhibits a maximum at an intermediate amine

concentration,
interaction.

These results strongly suggest some type of diluent-complex

HiBK is a Lewis baae, with electron-donating groups on the carbonyl oxygen,

enables HiBK to extract some acid without the aid of a complexing extractant,

This

Chloroform is a Lewis acid, which may interact with the carboxyl group on the
acid-base complex to aolvate the complex favorably,

Spectroscopic evidence (5)

suggests that �he acidic chloroform may itself complex with the ion pair,

Probably MiBK also has interactions which aolvate the complex better than the

extractant itself does.
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Mechanism
The main mechanism for extraction is generally recognized to be ion pair
formation:
[l!A-R 3 NJ
[HA] [R3NJ

(Eqn, l)

where R3N is the amine, HA is the undissociated aqueous acid, and HA-R3N is the
acid-amine ion-pair. An equilibrium constant, K110, where the first subscript
denotes the number of acids in the complex, the second sub1,Cript denotes the

number of base molecules in the complex, and the third number denotes the number
of diluent molecules in the complex, can be assigned to this reaction,

[HA} and

[R3N] are the equilibrium concentrations of the undissociated aqueous acid and

uncomplexed organic amine.

It can be seen from Eqn. l that when the pH is high,

the dissociation of the weak carboxylic acid reduces the undissociated acid
concentration and reduces the effective extractive power of the extractant.

Even

in a medium with no added base, at low solute concentration (<0.0 2 M), the self
dissociation of the acid is sufficient to reduce the e>etractability of the solute
greatly .

Therefore the pH of the final solution is important in the extraction

process, especially at low solute concentration.

In the chloroform-Alamine 336

system, the high distribution coefficients, and hence low aqueous solute
concentrations, make pH a particularly important factor.

pH measurements of the

equilibrium aqueous phase were taken, and found to deviate on the high side from
values predicted using the pKa values of succinic acid, when amine concentration
was relatively high and acid concentration was relatively low. This deviation is
attributable to the slight solubility of either a basic organic-phase impurity or
the basic amine extractant itself in the aqueous phase at high amine
concentration.
Some spectroscopic evidence [7] suggests that additional complexes may be formed,
such as two acids complexed to one amine (HA)2-R3N, with an equilibrium constant
Kz10 •

With a dicarboxyllc acid it could also be speculated that t110 bases can

enter the complex for each acid, forming a (l1A)-(R3N)z complex, with an
equilibrium constant K12o• Extending these concepts, the formation of additional
higher complexes could also be speculated,

Additionally, the diluent may have

sufficiently strong interactions to be considered a component of the complex.
Chemical Modelling
In systems in which "chemical" interactions between t'1e complex components are
strong compared to the "physical" interactions between components, a "chemical
model" can be developed to fit experimental data.

The apparent strength of the

acid-amine ion pairing suggests the use of a chemical model may be a good approach
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for the systems studied in this paper.
The chemical modelling approach has two major assumptions:
I.

Multiple complex formation of acid and amines (and possibly diluent), in
which each complex is assigned its own empirically detl!rmined equilibrium
constant, accounts for all the acid extraction.

2.

Activity coefficient ratios of organic-phase species are unity over the
concentration range of the extraction.

This modelling approach does have some 1 imitations.

In ignoring "physical"

interactions be.tween components, the model may be less realistic than models which
account for organic phase nonideali ties in other ways.

Minimizing the error

between the extraction data and a hypothesized model may imply that complexes of a
specific stolchiometry are formed.

Without independent evidence, such as

spectroscopic data, the existence of these complexes must be viewed with caution,
since they may be artifacts of the nature of the model.

Despite these

limitations, if complexation interactions are strong, chemlcal modelling can be a
useful tool in fltting data and in deepening understanding of the mechanisms of
extraction.
In mathematically developing the chemical model, the formation of 1 complexes is
postulated.

These can be represent�d by i equations of the forin:
(Eqn. 2)

where Pt, q1, and ri are the number of acid, base, and diluent molecules in
complex i, [A] is the concentration of undlssociated acid at equilibrium in the
aqueous phase, [BJ is the concentration of uncomplexed, or "free", base in the
organic phase, and [DJ. is the concentration of the uncomplexed diluent in the
organ le phase.
There are mass balance constraints on the system:
rq1[Ap/q/r1 J

[Bi t • [Bl +
[Al t • [A]

[Dl t - [DJ

+

+

rpi[Ap?q1Dr1l
r r1[A p/q/r 1
1

(Eqn. 3a)

+

[dissociated A]

(Eqn. 3b)
(Eqn. 3c)

The proposed complexes, the data on pH, total base, total diluent, and equilibrium
aqueous acid and organic acid concentrations were put into a computer program.
The concentration of undissociated acid was computed from the measured pH, the
total aqueous acid concentration, and the pK a values of the acid.
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The amount of

acid extracted by MiBK by "physical" extraction was accountt?d for subtracting the
product of the volume percent MiBK by tha alllOunt of acid extracted by the MiBK
alone at the equilibrium aqueous acid concentration •.

The least sum of squares

error, taken as log(Df-l) expt'l - log(D+l)theory • was minimized.
At low extractant concentrations, the percent change in diluent concentration is
small and the diluent effects can be absorbed into the equilibrium constants by
making the number of diluent molecules per complex zero.
extracted, reducing the amount of dissociation.

Also, less acid is

A comparison of theoretical

predictions and experimental data at low Alamine 336 concentration are given in
Figures 2a and 2b.

The loading, the molarity of acid in the organic phase divided

by the molarity of amine initially, is plotted against the equilibrium aqueous
undissociated acid molarity at various constant initial amine concentrations.

Some interesting differences between the two <liluents are noticeable.

First of

all 1 chloroform shows a much larger K110 than MiBK, indicating that chloroform has
a greater ability to solvate the complex.

Se condly, a 1: l complex fits the

chloroform data quite well, while the MiBK data require' a 2:1 as well as a l:l
complex to fit the data.

Another interesting aspect of these curves is the lack

of dependence of loading on the initial amine concentration.

This implies that

any complexes formed have only one amine molecule per complex, as multi-base
complexes would have a concentration dependence.

At higher extractant concentrations, diluent concentration effects aust be
considered.

Additionally, the dissociation of acid becomes an important factor.

For the chloroform data a modified ll, defined as molarity of organic phase divided
by the 1110larity of undissociated aqueous acid, was used in the minimization
program, rather than the actual D.

A comparison of theoretical and experimental

results, plotted as loading versus equilibrium undissociated acid concentration at
constant amine concentration, is given ·in Figure 3.

A one complex model with

1: 1:2 acid:base:diluent stoichiometry gives reasonably good agreement to the data,
and demonstrates that a very simple chemical model is able to represent these
experimental results.

Addition of more complexes to the model did not appreciably

reduce the error, and the use of additional paratneters in a model was not
reasonably just! fled.

Conclusions

I.

Experiments with the extraction of succinic acid by Alami.ne 336/MiBK and
Alaroine 336/chloroform demo1utrate that diluent-complex interactions
affect the power of the extractant greatly.

Chloroform was found to

allow much higher distribution ratios than HiBK.
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2.

Simple chemical models involving 1:1 and 2:l acid-amine ion pairs are
capable of modelling eKtraction data at low amine concentrations.

3.

At high amine concentrations, diluent effects must be more eKpressly
considered in the model.
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Utilisation of green parts of the waste hop plant by solvent extraction
V. Grilc, "Boris Kidri�" Institute of Chemistry, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia
8. Dobrowsky, Hmezad-Agrina, Zalec, Yugoslavia
Summary
The process for extraction of bitter constituents from dry waste hop
plant (after cones had been removed) is presented. It consists of:
(a) drying of fresh hop foliage, (b) grinding of dry material, (c)
extraction of organic soluble substances (ct) stripping of organic
solvent from the solid residue and (e) separation of the solvent from
the extract by evaporation. Ten different solvents were used. The
extraction efficiency is a function of type of extraction pracess,
phase ratio, solid phase humidity etc. The bitterness of the hop green
material was completely removed, rendering the material very rich on
proteins (about 23 S). The extract containes hop resins, essential
oils, waxes and dyes, which can be, after separation, used for various
purposes.
1. Introduction
The hop (Humulus lupulus) is cultivated to provide raw material for
the brewing industry (1). When the cones get ripe, the whole plants
are collected and taken from the field.·
The cones are mechanically torn down and separated from the leaves.
The residual mixture consists of leaves and disintegrated cones (so
called "green mass") and represents troublesome agricultural waste.
There are records (2-4) about ill side effects on animals, which were
fed with the fresh green mass, despite well known valuable composition
the hop plant (1-3).
From obvious resons extensive data exsist in literature about the
chemical composition of hop cones. Data on the rest part of the hop
plant are scarce. Summary of the literature survey is presented in
Table 1.
TABLE 1: Summary of the literature data of hop plant composition (1-4)
Water
F'resh plant
F'resh leaves
Dry plant
Dry leaves

U�o
68.0

10.6
12.0

Proteins
(%)

4.7
5.1
12.5
14.0

F'att
(%)

1.3
1. 4
3.5
4.0

Cellulose
(S l
9.2
t.3
24.5
17.4

Extractable
m. (S)
14.6
13.7
38.1
37.7

Ash
.( s)

4. 2

5.5
10.8
14.9
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The aim of this study was to evaluate the waste hop mass as a raw
material for various useful products. Particulary of our concern was
the relatively high content of proteins as well as natural pigments
in the hop leaves. The hypothesis was to eliminate bitter substances
and dyes by means of an organic solvent to isolate the dyes from the
extract and finally to prepare the residual hop mass in quality
suitable for animal food.

2. Experimental and results
The green mass, obtained fro� a mechanical pickini of the cones was
first dried at 60 ° C with air in a typical three - stage hop drying
unit. Careful separation by hand revealed that the material is a
mixture of leaves (85%), stalkes (5 %) and about 10% of disintegrated
cones. The drying process is described elsewhere (5). Humidity of the
obtained dry material was about 10 wt%. The frigile material was
disintegrated in a hammer mill, yielding particles less than 3 mm in
size and simultaneously eliminating ferrous (wire) particles by means
of a magnet. Analysis of the material, called "the hop meal" is
presented in Table 2. The material was overdried, after some days
storage the equilibrium content of water was reached, about 10% per
weight, having bulk density of �14 kg/m 3 .
The extraction experiments were carried out using ten different
organic solvents and five mixtures of them. At room temperature the
process was effected in a stirred vessel, while at boiling point
temperature in the Soxleth apparatus. Separation of solvent from the
extract was achieved by means of laboratory rotating evaporator under
vacuum. The results of extraction tests are presented in Table 3 .
Rather extraordinary high extraction efficiency of methanol at
boiling point is the net effect of consecutive washing of the hop
meal with 20 - 30 portions of hot, fresh solvent. When the same
system is consecutively washed with fresh portions of cold methanol
(weight ratio being 1:4,2), the resulting extractivities were: 11.7,
6.0, 4.0, 2.4 and 1.0, respectively. The net extractivity equals
25.1 $, which is practically the same as at boiling point temperature.
Since the cross-flow process is not economical in practice, a
countercurrent extraction was performed, by means of a series of
separation funnels(6), simulating a there stage process. The results
are shown in the diagram 1.
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TABLE 2: Parcent extracted from dry waste hop material using various
solvents
Solvent
type
n-hexane
petrolether

solid:liquid + % extracted % extracted at
weight ratio at room temp. boiling point temp.
8.1
6.4
1:2.5
13.2
benzin
12.9
dichloromethane 1:5.3
10.l
1-9
11. 0
trichloroethylene 1:5.9
7.5
1:4.8
methanol, abs.
11.0
25.8
13 .1
methanol, 90 wt % 1:4.9
9.7
ethanol, abs.
4.8
1:4.8
ethanol, 95 wt%
10.7
6.8
1:2.9
diethylether
9.1
11.7
1:3.2
acetone, abs.
11.2
acetone, 80 wt s 1:5.0
10.9
6.3
1:5.4
ethylacetate

c•cJ

TB

68.8
3 0-50
6 0-9 0
39.7
86.9
64.7
78.5
34.6
56.2
11.2

Diagram 1: Results of the simulation of three stage countercurrent
extraction process
37 g of extract/kg of solvent

4.75 kg of fresh solvent/kg
of solid phase at the inlet

333 g of extract/1 kg of inert solid

90 g of extract/kg of inert
solid

The yield
amount of
3.6 ideal
practical

of the three ·stage extraction battery with respect to the
extract is 73 j. Theoretical calculation reveals, that
stages are required for 90 J officiency, which means 4 to 5
stages are needed.
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The extract and the residual solid were analyzed and the composition
is presented in Tables 3 and 4. Standard analysis for evaluation of
hop extract was used for the extract. The lat�er was obtained by
mixture of methanol and benzene. For comparison, composition of
extract from hop cones (the same solvent was used), is also shown.
TABLE 3: Composition of the extract (wt%)
Component

waste hop green mass

water
chlorophyll
total resins
soft resins
alpha acids
beta fraction
hard resins
bitterness (Wollmer)

6.6
2.1
35.4
29.4
4.7
24.7
6.0
7.9

hop cones
2.1
81.2
68.2
33.1
35.1
13.0
37.9

TABLE 4: Composition of the extracted meal
Component
water
ash
cellulose
tot. proteins

content (wt % )

component

8.96
15.64
17.2
22.3

Na
K

Ca
Mg
Fe
Zn
Mn
Cu
p

N2

content %
( )
0.014
1.0
4.8
0.9
0.03
0.007
0.008
0.095
0.20
3.42

3. Conclusions
The results of this investigation show that extraction of dry waste
hop green mass can resolve problems with utilisation of this
material. Both products (the extract and the residual meal) consist
valuable components and can be used as the basis for various applica
tions in agriculture, food industry and elsewhere. Economics of the
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whole process depends particularly on the value of the final products.
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Mass Transfer Problems in High-Pressure Extraction
E.Lack, A.Marr, Technische Universitat Graz, Graz/Austria

Introduction
The advantage of high-pressure extraction {HPE) to produce extracts
without residual solvents leads to an increasing interest for this
technology. Since the size of HPE plants has changed from labora
tory scale to industrial production, investigation on mass-transfer
has become more important. A sufficient knowledge about the mass
transfer at natural substances from solid materials into the solvent
is necessary for the design of economical production plants /1/.
Mass Transfer in HPE
The objectives of mass-transfer investigations is to find out an opti
mum of the specific solvent flow rate of the process. The specific
solvent flow rate is defined as mass flow of the solvent per amount
and solid feed and extraction time for a desired extraction efficiency.
This parameter varies between 5 and 100 kg CO2/kg feed and extraction
time. The energy consumption is linear dependent on the mass flow
rate of the solvent for all processes with a complete solvent recir
culation and this .energy can be calculated with the aid of T,s-diagram
/2/.
Compared to the conventional solvent extraction hydrodynamics and
diffusion are the main influences on mass transfer.
Diffusion: It should be mentioned that we decide between two different
sections in diffusion when extracting plant raw material. At the
beginning of the extraction process mass transfer.is controlled by
leaching of the desired substances .. from the surface of the raw
material. The substances can diffuse into the solvent similar to
liquid-liquid extraction. With increasing extraction time mass
transfer is controlled by the diffusion of the extractable sub�
stances from the center of particle to the surface. Because of
this long diffusion path and other properties of the solid raw
materials such as adsorption bondings the mass transfer rate is re
duced and this is the reason for the long extraction times.
Hydrodynamics: The hydrodynamics influences mainly the geometry of the
extractor. It is necessary to reach a homogeneous velocity profile
over the whole cross sectional area of the extractor.

An other parameter whcih has to be optimized is the particle size
distribution. Big particles yield a good flow distribution but
III-645

cause a slow diffusion. Two small particles.lead to a higher
backmixing and to the formation of solvent channels.
Experiments
For studying the mass transfer behaviour a lot of experiments were
made to measure the loading of the solvent in dependence on extrac
tion time and height of bed. All experiments were made in our labo
ratory plant.
The
the
the
the
the

technical data of the plant are:
volume of the extractor is 10 l
maximum working pressure is 325 bar
maximum working temperature is 200 ° C
flow rate can be varied between 5 and 60 kg C02/h

Flaked seed of rape seed and milled press cake of rape seed were
used as feed material. To avoid the influence of different proper
ties preparation of the raw material was done in the same way for
all experiments.
The thermodynamic conditions for all extrac�ion runs are:
290 bar
Extraction pressure
Extraction temperature
40 ° C
Separation pressure
50 bar
Separation temperature
25 ° C
In the following some results of these measurements are shown.

feed

• 3500 g
2500g
• 1000g
D

height of bed

- 413 mm
- 304 mm
- 138 mm

m : 32 I kg /.h I

c:::C>- extraction time

,o

Ih I

,s

Fig. 1: Extraction yield versus extraction time
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Fig. 1 shows the extraction yield curves in dependence of the total

solvent throughput. Because of the low solubility of vegetable oil
in CO and the low solvent velocities in the extractor the extraction
2
times are rather long.
For each height of bed an own experiment is necessary because it is
not possible to take out solid samples of the bed at different
heights during the extraction run.
As written before, the extraction experiments should show the loading
behaviour and the extraction yield of the solvent at different ex
traction time and at different lEvels of the solid bed.

CO2 flow total

•m=15(kgJ
• m = 30
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v m
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Extraction yield dependent on height of the solid bed

Figures 2 and 3 show
extraction time. The
bottom to the top of
the logarithmic plot

the extraction yield versus height of bed and
moving of the mass· transfer zone from the
the extractor is clearly shown in figure 3 by
of the extraction time.
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A three dimensional projection of fig. 3 in fig. 2 shows the three
dimensional dependence of the extraction yield on extraction time
and height of bed. These relations are important for the evaluation
of the optimum mass transfer rate.
Modelling of Mass transfer
One of the objectives of these investigations were to collect a lot
of data for the modelling of mass transfer. The models of perkola
tion which are used in the extraction of plant materials are not
successful in HPE.
A useful model to describe the mass transfer should offer the follo
wing possibilities. It should be able to describe the differential
mass transfer dependent on time, height·of bed, solvent flow rate
and concentration gradient with two mass transfer coefficients (one
for the first mass transfer section and one for the diffusion section).
There are very few models in literature to describe mass transfer
in high pressure extraction. Two well known models are from Brunner
and King /3,4/.
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Analysis of HPE of rape seed and other natural raw materials show that

there is a lot of analogy between the drying processes and HPE. The

mass transfer is separated into two sections - one for the direct

contact between water and air (constant drying velocity) or extract
able substance and supercritical solvent (constant mass transfer
rate) - one for the diffusion of water through the cell membrane
or extract through the cell membrane (decreasing mass transfer rate).
Another point is that the solubility of water in air or extract in
supercritical solvent is dependent on the thermodynamic conditions
of the solvent.
The drying model which is described in the book of Otto Krischer
"The fundamentals of the drying technique" /5/ was very useful to
be applied in a mass transfer model for HPE.
The model starts with the local and chronological distribution of the
extract in the solid given by the following differential equation.

_1__

V

.E..!... • �. a
a
d r
at

r +v� = 0
az
z

This equation can be solved by derivating to
time.

-r , the dimensionless

ar + r =
1 •-V

a Z

r (z, c = 0) is the extract content at the beginning of the extraction.
dimensionless mass transfer rate

r

dimensionless extract content

dimensionless position
By separating the variables, the differential equation can be solved
by integration and reaches the following form:
r
J

r1

dr
-=!
v(rllro- r I
z,

d z

For the first extraction section the distribution of the local and
chronological extract content is described as following,
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In this section the mass transfer rate is constant.
The integral can be solved in the diffusion section if the function

of v(r) is given by a mathematical equation. The integral must be
solved graphically if the function v(r) cannot be described with a
mathematical equation. A computer program was made for solving such
integrals in a short time.

•

The assumed boundary conditions between drying processes and HPE are:
- similar geometry of the extraFtion yield curve and the drying
rate curve

- constant breaking point loading for different feed amounts
- plug flow can be assumed for both processes
- constant diameter for the whole height of bed
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Fig. 4: The calculated and the experimental extraction yield curves
dependent on the extraction time for a feed amount of
1,5 kg, 2 kg and 3 kg rape seed
The results show a quite good description of the HPE extraction
according to the drying model as shown in fig. 4.
A disadvantage of the model is, that it is very sensitive to
back mixing.
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Summary
The objective of the modelling of mass transfer is to describe the
extraction process in the extractor and to offer the possibility to
calculate the mass transfer for industrial extraction processes out
of experiments in a pilot plant.
References
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Separation of Citric Acid from Aqueous Fermentation Solutions by
Extraction-Reextraction Processes
W.Ruckl, M.Siebenhofer, R.Marr,Technische Universitat Graz,
Graz/Austria
Introduction
Citric acid is a very important bio-product. It is mainly used in
food- and beverage industry but also added to pharmazeutical and
chemical products. Todays world production is about 400.000 t/a. The
production is commonly do�e through fermentation of suitable raw
materials such as sugar, molasse, cell hydrolysate a.s.o. The fer
mentation process is performed by "aspergillus niger". Problems and
technical advances in this fermentation step should not be part of
this paper. The isolation of citric acid from the fermentation broth
was investigated and a new technique using liquid liquid extraction
and distillation was developed.
Common Process
The commonly used process for the removal of citric acid from the
fermentation broth is forming the nearly unsoluble calcium citrate
by addition of lime water to the broth after separation of the micro
organism. The solubility of the calcium citrate in water is depen
dent on temperature and pH-value. It is in the range of some g/1.
From the calcium salt the citric acid is obtained through a hydroly
sation step using sulfuric acid. The remaining calcium sulfate is an
unsaleable waste because of it's bad quality. The total amount of
waste in this process is about 2,5 tons per ton of citric acid with
about 65 % of calcium sulfate /1/.
As these chemicals, lime water and sulfuric acid are main factors in
production costs of citric acid, many working groups have tried to
find new ways to isolate the citric acid from the fermentation broth
/2,3,4/.
Extraction Processes
The extraction processes have become the most important ways of the
newer technologies. Many investigators have tried to find solvents
which are applicable to those extraction processes. The main demand
in this solvent selection process is, besides the well known para
meters such as high capacity or high distribution coefficient, selec
tivity a.s.o., is to find a non toxic substance because of the use in
food industry.
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Early works brought up n-butanol, ethylacetate, ethylether, MIBK, MEK.

All these solvents have very low distribution coefficients(corg / caqu)
as a main disadvantage. They are in ranges between 0,1 and 0,3 /5,6/.
Wennersten already reported long chain aliphatic amines and phosphoryl
group containing substances suitable for these problems. The distri
bution coefficients are 10 to 20 times higher. He also reported the
possibility of reextraction by temperature change as distribution

coefficients d�crease with increasing temperature. Wennersten reported

reextraction temperatures of 60 to 80 ° C. He also reported already
problems of diluting reactive components in aromatics or in alcanes
to reach hydrodynamic parameters which make the solvents useful! in
columns or mixer-settlers. The influences of diluent on distribution
coefficients are also reported /7,8/.

Experimental Work
In our work, the only use of non toxic substances was the main demand.
The optimal mixture of reactive component, diluent and modifier had
to be found.The fact made e.g. the use of benzene as diluent ab
solutely impossible. Solvent developing experiments were performed
in separation funnels and agitated vessels. The following substances
were used: as the reactive component, a tertiary amine (HOSTAREX
A 324) ,as the modifier Isodecanol, and as the diluent a medium
fraction of alcanes (Shellsol T). For composition of these three
substances the following aimes had to be observed.

Maximum capacity, max.interfacial tension, min.density, min. coales
cence time, min. losses (through solubility or distruction) min.
costs.
A composition of 30 % amine, 30 % isodecanol and 40 % alcanes was
found as an optimum. With this solvent all experiments from equili
brium curve estimation to column experiments containing extraction

and reextraction step were done. All steps of the process, extrac
tion from fermentation broth, reextraction with stripping acid and
thermal regeneration were performed in technicum scale plants.
Column diameter for liquid-liquid contacting was 20 mm (Karr) and
80 mm (SHE-self stabilizing high performance extractor). Each
column had a height of 2 m. For vapour liquid contacting a 50 mm
Raschig-ring packed distillation column was used.
Equilibrium data
Fig. 1 shows the equilibrium curve for citric acid between water and
the above mentioned solvent. From there it can be seen that the
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distribution coefficient is h�avily influenced by the aqueous feed
concentration. This dependence derives from the type of extraction
based on chemical reaction forming the ammonium salt. The maximum
loading limited by the stoichiometry can be seen at a organic concen
tration of about 0,58 mol/1.
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Fig. 1: Liquid-Liquid Equilibrium for citric acid
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On the other hand it can be seen, that the concentration of a
stripping acid influences the equilibrium distribution so much, that
an economical reextraction process can be performed. Acetic acid was
used as a representative spezies because on one hand it shows good
reextraction behaviour, on the other hand it is relatively easily
handled compared e.g. to formic acid. As stripping reagent an acid
must be used whcih can be removed from the solvent by distillation.
Any other acid (e.g. mineral acids) which cannot be removed by
thermal regeneration of the solvent would cause a process similar to
the conventional technique. That means, that the acid has to be
removed from the solvent by forming an unsoluble salt. This would
cause losses in chemicals and solvent.
The stripping acid should decrease the distribution coefficient to a
minimum to reduce the amount of citric acid in circulation and mini
mize the losses which could occur through thermal destruction in the
distillation step. The distillation of acetic acid from this solvent
was reported in former works /9/.
Extraction-Reextraction Process
8

5

E

R

D

6

4
Fig. 2: Extraction-Reextraction-Oistillation
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Fig. 2 shows the flow sheet of the extraction-reextraction-process.
The regeneration of the solvent is done by distillation only. The
precleaned fermentation broth (1) is pumped as continuous phase
through the extractor from the top to the bottom. The raffinate
leaves the apparatus with a minimum rest loading of citric acid
according to plant design. The solvent (6) is the dispersed phase
and goes from the bottom to the top of the column. The solvent (3)
loaded with citric acid leaves the extraction column and enters the
reextraction column at the bottom again. The exchange of citric
acid and stripping acid occurs. The raffinate (4) is a mixture of
citric acid and stripping acid. The solvent which is now loaded
with stripping acid (5) goes to the distillation plant. At the
top of the column the stripping acid leaves the distillation and
goes back to the reextraction column (7), the cleaned solvent (6) is
brought back to the extraction column.

For better selectivity it can be useful to reflux the product stream
(4) partially into the reextraction column which is indicated by
stream 8.

E

D

R

4

10

6

11

Fig. 3: Extraction-Reextraction-Oistillation-Regeneration
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Fig. 3 shows the same process as fig. 2, but includes a regeneration
step. This step can be necessary if substances (e.g. stronger acids
caused by impurities) remain in the solvent and cannot be separated
by distillation. The regeneration plant is commonly a liquid-liquid
contactor like an extraction column. The regeneration medium
(e.g. a sodium hydroxide solution) .(10) is contacted with the bottom
product (6) of the distillation. That means the solvent reaches the
regeneration step after distillation to minimize the necessary
amount of chemicals. The waste stream (11) is the used regeneration
medium and can be made up again.
Streams in Fig. 2 and 3
(1) Fermentation broth
(2) Raffinate
(3) Solvent + citric acid
(4) Citric acid + stripping acid
(5) Solvent + stripping acid
(6) Solvent + impurities*
(7) Stripping acid
(8) Citric acid + stripping acid
(9) Solvent
(10)*Regeneration agent inlet
(11)* Regeneration agent outlet

• means only in Fig.3.
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ETHANOL RECOVERY FROM LOW-GRADE FERMENTATES BY SOLVENT
EXTRACTION AND EXTRACTIVE DISTILLATION: THE SEED PROCESS

D.W. Tedder, W.Y. Tawfik, and S.R. Poehlein
School of Chemical Engineering
Chemical Process Design Institute
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332--0100 u.s.A
ABSTRACT

Solvent extraction may be coupled with extractive distillation to
recover ethanol from low-grade fermentates.
Water coextracts
with ethanol from dilute aqueous mixtures, but the resulting
extracts can be dehydrated by extractive distillation.
Such
dehydrated extracts can. then be selectively stripped to produce
fuel grade ethanol and regenerated solvent.
INTROD.UCTION

Liquid/liquid extraction may be used to separate ethanol from
water.
Earlier
measurements
were reported by several
When the relative effects of various
investigators (1-8).
molecular functionalities are considered, water immiscible
However,
alcohols exhibit higher distribution coefficients.
solvents containing phosphate groups, ester, and carbonyl groups
are also usable. On the other hand, those solvents with higher
distribution coefficients (e.g. 2-ethylhexanol� also exhibit
lower selectivities. Moreover, the· selectivities of all solvents
examined tend to decrease with increasing aqueous ethanol
concentrations,
Solents that are capable of achieving high ethanol recoveries
from dilute mixtures, yield selectivities high enough to produce
fuel-grade ethanol from dilute aqueous mixtures, and also exhibit
adequate solute loadings have not been found,
Typically,
extracts contain 3 to 5 wt\ ethanol an� about equal amounts of
water.
In such cases a single cycle (i.e. solvent extraction
followed by regeneration) will not yield a fuel grade product
(i.e. 98-99 wt\ ethanol).
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However, the higher boiling solvents (e.g. tridecyl alcohol) also
radically change the ethanol/water relative volatility and can be
used in extractive distillation where water is selectively
removed from the liquid/liquid extract.
In this case, those
solvents with higher capacities but lower selectivities can still
be used to recover a fuel-grade product.
In the case of the higher boiling solvents, Solvent Extraction
and Extractive Distillation (SEED) can be coupled as indicated in
Fig. l to achieve the desired separation. The resulting process
consists of three columns: a liquid/liquid extraction column, an
extractive distillation column, and a solvent regeneration
column. The last column recovers the desired fuel-grade ethanol
product and provides regenerated solvent for the liquid/liquid
extraction and the extractive distillation columns as indicated.
THERMODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS
The equilibrium compositions of vapor and liquid phases were
measured using gas chromatography and internal standards.
The
modifier/diluent ratio for blended solvents was assumed not to
change appreciabley due to equilibration.
For selected solv rnt
blends, the liquid/liquid mutual solubility curve was als�

tritrated.

Liquid-Liquid Equilibria
Fermentates typically contain small amounts of dissolved salts
and species like sugars. Synthetic feeds containing dextrose as
a substitute for all nonionic, inextractable dissolved fermentate
solids were used to measure liquid/liquid equilibria and to
develop the given correlations.
Ethanol and water distribution coefficients in the solvent were

measured as a function of ethanol and dextrose weight fractions,
the temperature, and the volume fraction of the modifier (either

TBP or tridecyl alcohol) initially in the organic diluent (Isopar
M).
Data analysis then led to the following empirical
correlations which are valid over the indicated ranges.
Tridecyl Alcohol/Isopar-M Blends
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+ 2,89 V D - 3153.4/T
T OH

+ 3.73 V DOH - 1383.3/T
T
X < 0.33
e
X < 0.60
0

30 l < T < 34 2 K
VTDOH < l.O

These correlations for ethanol and water extraction are based
upon 23 equilibrations in which the independent variables were
adjusted over the range indicated.
Tri-n-butyl phosphate/Isopar-M Blends

2
ln Dw= -5.31-6.96 xe + 5.36 Xe+ 1,18 x0
+ 4,95 V TBP- 465.l/T
30l<T<342 K
<
VTBP 0.5
These correlations are based upon 27 equilibrations.
Vapor Liquid Equilibria
Vapor/liquid equilibria were measured for all binary pairs.
Analysis of the data using the Uniquac (9) model led to the
parameter estimates that are summarized in Table l.

Table l.
Uniquac binary interaction parameters for the
ETOH/H20/TDOH/ISOPAR M system estimated from binary VLE data.

H20
H20
ETOH
ISOPAR M
TDOH

0
-29. 43
762.37
326.10

ETOH
329.49
0
1839.5
35.2

ISOPAR M
348.66
-117.10
0
-348.89

TDOH
326.1
332.80
88 7. 14
0
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LABORATORY APPARATUS

Laboratory extraction tests were carried
diameter glass reciprocating plate column.
stainless steel reciprocating plates and
height of 244 cm. It is sold by the Chem
U.S.A. as Model KC 1-8.

out using a 2.54 cm
This unit included 92
had an active contact
Pro Corp., New Jersey,

Two glass vapor/liquid bubble cap columns were built to test the
SEED process. Both columns had 7.6 cm diameters. The extractive
distillation column consisted of three bubble cap trays above the
feed and three below. The solvent regeneration column included
four bubble cap trays below the feed and two above.
RECIPROCATING PLATE COLUMN MODEL

A generalized correlation for the height equivalent to a
theoretical stage to diameter ratio (HETS/D) was develooped using
experimental. and literature ( 10, 11) data.
This ratio is
correlated in terms of several dimensionless groups as indicated
below. Additional details about the model are given elsewhere
( 12).
HETS
D

0.625
-1.30
d g -0.075 AFt
1.03 �
-p-t
)
2)
2
H U
T
D UT
CU T
pe

m

(a)

¼ 16. 4%

TOXICITY TESTS
Earlier studies (13) on solvent toxicity suggested that solvent
species with at least a ten carbon chain exhibit sufficiently low
aqueous solubilities that they no longer interfere with the
fermentation process.
Studies at Georiga Tech confirmed this
observation.
For example, 2-ethylhexanol strongly suppresses
biological activity while species such as decyl and tridecyl
alcohols exhibit very little effect.
FERMENTATE EXTRACTION
Actual fermentates were produced using sucrose, media, and
T·hese fermentates typically contained about 5
brewers' yeast.
Tri-n-butyl
wt\ ethanol and 10 wt\ in extractable solids.
phosphate and diluent (Isopar-M) blends were used as the solvent.

In these tests, whole fermentate was pumped into the top of the
reciprocating plate column which was operated organic continuous
( i.e. with the liquid/liquid interface below the contact zone).
III�

Fermentate droplets containing biomass passed downward through
the column and were observed to coalesce at the bottom of the
column.
Extract was passed through a coalescer, preheater, and
into the middle of a bubble cap column containing 6 trays.
Steady state with solvent recycle could be achieved in about 2
hours of continuous operation. Actual ethanol product recovered
from the solvent regeneration column averaged to about 45 wt\
ethanol and the column performance was comparable to operation
with synthetic feed mixtures.
During these tests no significant accumulation of interfacial
debris was observed to accumulate.
The biomass passed through
the colum without accumulation.
SOLVENT EXTRACTION/EXTRACTIVE DISTILLATION TESTS
In these cases the reciprocating plate column and two bubble cap
VLE columns were used.
Several hours of continuous operation
with solvent recycle were required to achieve steady state. The
aqueous solvent extraction feed contained from 3 to 9 wt\
Solvents consisted of tridecyl alcohol/Isopar-M
ethanol.
Product recovered from the top of the extractive
mixtures.
distillation column typically contained from
to 20 wt\

Product recovered from the solvent regeneration column
ethanol.
ranged from 85 to 98 wt\ ethanol.
COMPUTER AND ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT

Computations using both a rating simulator (PROCESS) and a design
estimator (RUNOPT) were completed.
The rating simulator was
developed by Simulation Sciences, In., in Fullerton, CA.
The
design estimator is available at Georgia Tech on the CYBER.
Generally,

the

computer

models

and

the

actual

process

runs

agree.
For example, an analysis of the second test described
above indicates that the plates below the feed in the EDC
exhibited
about
60\
overall efficiency.
The predicted
temperatures and pressures also agreed well with the actual
experiment. At specified pressures, the temperatures of EDC and
SRC bottoms and distillates were within s 0c of the predicted
values.
Cost analysis was completed in which three beers (5.15, 1.9, and
Comparisions
O. 57 wt\) were processed using the SEED process.
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were then made with Berkeley optimized distillation (14) concept
using their net energy balances, cooling water, and theoretical
tray estimates.
Azeotropic distillation costs were modelled
using the data provided by Black (15). All cases assumed a 99%
ethanol recovery and purity (mole basis).

Computer modelling studies suggest that energy savings are
possible compared to conventional distillation.
Economic
comparisons suggest that the SEED process may save
U.S.
cents/liter wh_en processing to 10 wt% beer up to 13 U.S.
cents/liter for a 3 wt% fermentate feed. Ethanol recovery via
this route become more attractive as the mixture quality
decreases.
DISCUSSION
The solvent polarity and the ethanol/water loading both affect
the water/ethanol relative volatility in the presence of the
solvent. In the presence of solvents, the water/ethanol relative
volatility ranges from 10 to 30. Pure diluent (Isopar-M) yields
the highest water/ethanol relative volatility whereas 2ethylhexanol yields lower values. Blended mixtures of tridecyl
alcohol and Isopar-M exhibit intermediate volatilities, but water
is always more volatile than ethanol in the presence of high
boiling solvents.
The cell viability after solvent extraction was not studied in
this work.
Hence, these tests do not prove that the raffinate
could be recycled to the fermenter while still maintaining the
culture.
However, they do suggest that fermentates can be
effectively processed by solvent extraction without adverse
effects from biomass accumulation in the column.
Optimization studies in which the solvent blend was treated as a
variable led to a solvent consisting of pure tridecyl alcohol.
This result suggests that solvent loading is more economically
important than selectivity during solvent extraction and relative
volatility during extractive distillation.
Further solvent
improvements may be achieved through the use of high-boiling
mixtures that exhibit even higher loadings than pure tridecyl
alcohol.
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NOMENCLATURE

Amplitude of reiprocation
Uniquac binary interaction parameter
column diameter
ethanol distribution coefficient (ratio
of weight fractions)
water distribution coefficient (ratio
of weight fractions)
frequency of reciprocation
gravity constant
plate spacing
gas constant
plate thickness
temperature, K
phase relative velocity
volume fraction of tridecyl alcohol in
solvent
volume fraction of TBP in solvent
weight fraction dextrose in equilibrated
aqueous phase
weight fraction ethanol in equilibrated
aqueous phase,
phase density difference
continuous phase density
liquid/liquid interfacial tension
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Extraction of Citric Acid
by N,N-disubstituted Alkyl Amides
Wang Wenqing , Yi Min , Chen Dingfong , Pen Uixiu ,
Pen Lie , Zhang Maoliang , Mou Xiru , Chen Jinbang
Department of Technical Physics , Pel<ing University ,
Beijing , China )
All0TRAC'l'
Citric acid has been produced commercially from fermen
-tation aqueous solution by the procedure of adding lime to
form calcium citrate then reacting with �ulfuric acid to form
citric acid solution and insoluble calcium sulfate, This,
procedure has the disadvantages of requiring expendable lime
and producing the disposal of calcium sulfate. The present
paper provides a process for the extraction of citric acid
with N,N disubstituted alkyl amides from fermentation broth.
Disubstituted amides is to be expected strong extract

The contribution of (II) should not only weaken the carbonyl
bond but should also increase the availability of the electrons
of the oxygen atom for bond formation, A systematic investiga
-tion of the use of N,N disubstituted alkylacetamide as an
extractant for the extraction of citric acid has been studied,
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The citric acid can be conveniently recovered from the amide
phase by back-extraction with water. The extraction process
is exothermic, so the extraction is favorably carried out at
lower temperature ( 10 ° c '··20 ° C) and strippings at higher temper
-ature (60-70° C). Provided that a proper value of distribution
ratio is adjusted by adding sweet odor diluent. The theoretical
stages of counter-current extraction and back extration required
to attain high percentage recovery are ke_pt at reasonable number s.

As the manuscript was not available at the 28th May 1986, the deadline for
printing this book, we only print the short abstract of the paper.
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The Permeation of Phosphonodipeptides through Liquid Membranes

P. Plucinski,** P. Kafarski,* B. Lejczak,* M. Cichocki

Institute of Chemical Engineering and Heating Equipment
*) Institute of Organic and Physical Chemistry
Technical University of Wroclaw, Poland
**) present address: Technische Universitat Munchen
Institut fur Technische Chemie
Lehrstuhl I
Amino acids, their phosphonic analogues and phosphonodipepti
des were found to be easily transported through thin (1-10,urn)
organic membranes formed by emulsion treating technique. This
transport is stereoselective. Thus, L-L isomer of 1-(N-valyla
mino)ethanephosphonate is transported faster than L-D isomer.
Carrier-mediated transport of amino acids and their derivati

ves plays essential
Therefore, it is of
stems of biological
chemical processes,

role in many biochemical processes (1).
great importance to construct the model sy
transport not only for simulating the bio
but also for developing new methodologies

in separation science.

Such artificial transport of alkali metal, transition metal
and ammonium cations has already been realized by the use of
many kinds of crown ethers and related molecules (2). Surpri
singly only scattered exemples of amino acid transport media
ted by macrocyclic compounds are given in the literature
(3-9). Moreover, the studies were carried out using bulk li
quid membranes which are not good mimetics of biological ones.
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In this communication we report the preliminary studies on

transport of dipeptides and amino acids through thin (1-10 µml
membranes formed by emulsion treating technique (10). This mem
branes better resemble the biolog_ical membranes and offer the
potential of moving large amount of these derivatives in a

shor� time from source tho receiving phase.

During several years we have been engaged in the sythesis of
phosphonodipeptides ..!_, a new class of promising antibacteri

als, and their separation into diastereomers (11-13).
U N-CH-CONH-CH-PO H2
2

I

\

R

R

3

.!.
Such diastereomeric peptides are indispensable for biological

studies. Consequently, we have focused our interest on their

transport.

EXPERIMENTAL
The emulsion system was formulated from the organic membrane
phase and the aqueous receiving and source phases. The organic
phase consisted of carbon tetrachloride in which carrier (18crown-6, Kryptofix 5, Kryptofix 22 or Kryptofix 222) was dis
solved and of Rokwin 60 (1-8% per weight; Rokwin 60 is the mix
ture of esters of higher fatty acids and sorbit, produced by
NZPO Rokita, Poland), chosen among several nonionic surfac
tants. The source phase contained peptide or amino acid in wa
ter (2.5 mM solution), while water saturated with carbon tetra
chloride was the receiving phase.
Emulsion (obtained by stirring 5•10 -5m3 (50 ml) of source
phase and 2,5•10-5m 3 (25 ml) of carbon tetrachloride at 83,33
1/s (5000 rpm) for 180 s and receiving phase l,5·10-4m 3 (150
ml) were stirred continuously at 33,3 1/s (200 rpm). Samples
of permeate were collected between 300s (5 min) to l,26•10 4 s
(3.5 h) and were analysed spektrophotometrically monitoring
the appearance of peptide bond or carboxylate absorption
(between 230 and 275 nm, individually for each compound). The
IIl-670

composition of permeate was also determined by thin layer
chromatography using Merck s HP-TLC plates pre-coated with 60
F254 silica gel. The chromatograms were developed using
n-butano( - acetic acid - water (12:3:5) as the solvent and
the spots were visualized with ninhydrin spray reagent.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The studies presented here clearly demonstrate that amino
acids, peptides and their phosphonic analogues are easily
transported through organic membranes formed by emulsion trea
ting technique. The detailed studies of the transport kine
tics, the influence of surfactant (used to stabilize the mem
brane),as well as the role of carrier were carried out using
valine � (R = CH(CH ) ) and 1-(N-valylamino) ethane3 2
phosphonate � (R = CH(CH 3)2, R 1 = CH3).
H N-CH-CO OH

2

I

Both of them rapidly permeated through membrane during first
10 minutes (Fig. l and 2) and then the permeation velocity
achieved constant value, thus showing standard rate-time depen
dence. Quite surprisingly the permeaticn rates strongly depend
on surfactant (Rokwin 60) concentration, while the dependence
on the kind of carrier used is less significant (Fig. 3). This
is probably due to the existence of combined-type transport:
transport mediated by reversed micelles formed in the membrane
phase (similarly to the phenomenon described previously (14,
15) and the transport mediated by the presence of macrocyclic
carrier. To eliminate the first effect we have used
surfactants not forming reversed micelles in organic media
(16), i.e. block copolymers of propylene and ethylene oxides
(Pluronik 62 and Pluronik 2600/20, produced by Institute of
Organic Technology and Polymer Science of the Technical Univer
sity of Wroclaw, Poland). Unfortunately also in this case the
peptide la was transported through carbon tetrachloride in the
absence of carrier. This is originated from the ability of
these surfactants to serve as carriers by binding the ammonium
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+

(NH 3) group of t he peptide via oxygen a toms of copolymer in a
manner similar to crown et hers (structural building blocks of
copolymers and crown ethers are the same). Th e influence of
the carrier type and concentration on permeation rates of la
is shown in Table 1. Analogous dependence was o bserved in the
case of valine 2a. The transporting abilities of macrocyclic
ligands used are as follow: Kryptofix 5 > Kryptofix 222 >
Kryptofix 22 > 18-crown-6 , and are with a good agreem�nt with
those reported in the literature (2).
Table 1. The dependence of the permeation rate (mM p er 3600s)
on the carrier used.
Rokwin 60

Kryptofix 5

.18-crown-6

concentra- ---------------------------------------------------

tion

0,83mM 0,02mM

l,8mM

0,02mM

without carrier

4%

0,225
0, 37 5

0,185
0 , 225

0,17 5
0,220

0,182
0,220

8%

0,192
0,298

The phosphonopeptides (Table 2) and glycy l-L-h istidine hydro
chloride 1. were effic ien tly and nearly to the same degree tran
sported through membrane containing Kryptofix 5. The only ex
ception was (N-L-alanylamino)-4-methoxyphenylmethanephosphonic
a c id ld.
Table 2.

The permeation rates (mM per 3600 s) of dipeptides
through carbon tetrachloride membrane stabilized
with Rokwin 60 and contain ing Kryptofix 5 (0,83 mM
solution)

--------------------------------------------------------Peptide

R

Concentration of Rokwin 60
with Kryptofix 5 without carrier
2%

4%

2%

----------------------------------------------la
lb
le
ld

4%

(CH3) CH CH3
0,625 0,625 0,155 0,225
2
c-C6H11
CH
0,495 0,625
0,370 0,505
3
(CH3)2CH2CH CHf61\
0,430 0,510 0,155
0,235
p-cH 0C H
0!
0,070
0,030
3
3 6 4
__ 3 ------------------------------------0 L4 20 ___0, 4 30 ___ 0 L 160 ___0L 250 ______ _
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Cl

H N-CH -CONH-C�-COOH
2
3
CH
N
2Q
I

l

H

The bigger differences of transport rates appeared when no car

rier was present. However, there is no visible structure-trans

port ability relationship and we are unable to discuss these
differences, at this stage of studies. May be the use of the
wider variety of peptide structures would help for better un

derstanding of this problem.
The transport stereoselectivity is the vital problem in this
study. Thus, we have compared the transport rates of diastereo
meric forms of � (Table 3). In all cases the L-L(S-R) isomer
was transported faster than L-D(S-S)isomer, thus showing the
diastereoselectivity of the system studied. In the extreme ca
se this selectivity reached 2,71. This result is quite promi
sing and indicate the possibility of the use of this system
for separation of diastereomeric mixtures.
Table 3.

1-a isomer

Stereoselectivity of� transport.
Rokwin 60 concentration
with Kryptofix 5
0,02 mM

0,83 mM
2 %

a)
L-L

without carrier

4 %

2 %

4 %

2 %

4 %

L-D

0,62
0,62

0,62

0,60

0,25
0,18

0,32

0,28

0,16
0,08

0,38

b)
Stereose
lectivity

1,00

1,03

1,38

1,14

2,00

2,71

0,14

a) rate of permeation in mM per 3600 s.
b) defined as the ratio of L-L and L-D isomers permeation
rates.
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It is worth nothing, that the addition of carrier to the mem
brane phase accelerated the transport with simultaneous decre
se of its stereoselectivity.
We have also studied the possibility of separation of amino
acids from their mixtures with their phosphonic analogues. If
the mixtures of valine and peptide l_!, or leucine �
(R=CH CH(CH )2) were used the separation was achieved. The tlc
2
3
studies indicate that amino acids are better transported than
their phosphonic counterpartners regardless of the presence or
absence of carrier.
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Liquid

Membrane Extraction of Aminoacids

G.A.Yagodin, E.V.Yurtov, A.S.Golubkov, Moscow Mendeleev College
of Chemical Engineering, Moscow, USSR
The modern development of biotechnology is closely connected
not only with the improvement of microbiological synthesis but
also with the creation of new separation methods of microbio
logical products. One of the characteristic features of the
fermentation liquids formed is a relatively low content of the
end product. Therefore separation and concentrating operations
contribute considerably (over 20 %) to the cost of the final
product. In order to improve such operations and to decrease
losses with waste water the method of membrane extraction has
been suggested, in particular, its multi-emulsion. modification.
Multi-emulsions for extracting organic substences are extensively
studied of late (1,2).
The potentialities of the method for extraction of aminoacids
from their aqueous solutions .of low concentrations have been
studied in the case of one of indispensable aminoacids, viz.
lysin (LYS). The liquid membrane for the emulsion preparation
consists of vaseline and non-toxic vacuum oils with additions
of surfactants, namely sorbitanoleate and some others.
In solution LYS exists as an ion with different net charge
depending on the pH of the medium. At 2 + J pH (as is the case
in those experiments) LYS is a cation. Consequently di ( 2 ethylhexyl )phosphoric acid (D2EHPA) is used as a carrier in
membrane phase which results in the cation mechanism of LYS
transport through the membrane. 1 N hydrochloric acid is used
as the internal phase of the emulsion since inorganic acids are
effective stripping agents for LYS re-extraction from the
membrane phase and LYS monochlorhydrate resulting from HCl
stripping is a commodity output of microbiological production
( Fig. 1).

The percentage of the components was determined on the basis
of the appropriate rate of LYS mass transport and the emulsion
stability. Thus an increase in D2EHPA concentration in the
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membrane and that o! HCl in the internal phase results in a
decreaseo! the semi-breakdown time ('C1/z) o! the emulsion. The
concentration o! HCl over the range !rom 0.5 N to 1 N should be
made up !or by an increase in the surfactant concentration in
the membrane !rom 4 to 9 volum.% ( v.%) respectively. At the
surfactant concentration o! 7 + 10 v.% su!!icient stability is
found !or emulsions whose D2EHPA concentration in the membrane
does not exceed 15 v.%. Emulsions containing 6 + 9 v.% o!
surfactant and 10 + 15 v.% of D2EHPA in the membrane phase are
best suited !or LYS extraction.
The stability o! liquid membranes is influenced by the phase
ratio in emulsion. For the same surfactant concentration in
membrane t 1/z increases with increase o! internal phase volume
then there is a peak on the plot ( 76 + 77 v.% o! internal phase
tor 10 v.% o! surfactant in membrane) and then it bedins to
decrease. In the case o! breakdown o! emulsion with significant
HCl volume the "excess" o! internal phase ( more than 76 + 77
v.%) is quickly separated at first, then the rate o! breakdown
becomes lower.
The presence o! the carrier in the membrane phase practically
has no effect on the purity o! the LYS obtained. It is the
distribution coe!!icient between the aqueous phase and the
membr&ne and not the solubility o! D2EHPA that determine its
concent.�ation in the external and internal phases. Thus, during
LYS extraction with e111Ulsion containing 10 v.% o! D2EHPA the
concentration o! the latter amounts to 0.01 �/m3 , an order o!
magnitude below its solubility.
LYS extraction !rom model solutions o! low concentrations
( about 1 ig/m 3 ) has been carried out. For performing the
emulsion extraction process it is essential that the process
o! the emulsion semi-breakdown should last much longer than
that o! extraction. However, the emulsion should be liable to
ready breaking after the extraction in order to obtain the
internal phase enriched in the end component. The thermal
breakdown is a two-stage process: at a temperature as low as
60 °cover 95 v.% o! the emulsion is broken down in 10 + 15 min.
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while at 80 °cit takes 4 + 5 min. The remainder of the emulsion
containing 3 + 4 v.% of the internal phase breaks in the course
of a few days irrespective of temperature ( Fig. 2 - a).
The two stages of the breakdown confirm the presence of a
microemulsion in the liquid membrane that may be responsible
alone; with molecular diffusion for LYS transport through liquid
membrane.
The breakdown of emulsions at elevated temperatures appears to
be caused by two factors. First, as the temperature rises
surfactant adsorption on the surface of the internal phase
droplets decreases,i.e. desorption from this surface increases.
Lossing their protective cover the internal phase droplets
coalesce. On the other hand, the breakdown of the emulsions is
accounted for their thermodinamic instability. A temperature
increase results in the relaxation of surfase tension at the
interface. Coalescence causes reduction in the interfacial area,
i.e. in this case the process is spontaneous.
The stabilization of the emulsion is observed in the course of
extraction: after the extraction the emulsion proves t.o be more
viscous as compared with the initial one. As the extraction.
time increases up to a certain limit, the viscosity also
increases. One of the factors responsible for the stabilization
is the shift ot pH values in the internal phase of the emulsion
to a neutral range resulting from the swelline; phenomenon
( water permeation into the internal phase ) caused by the
osmotic pressure gradient through the membrane. LYS transport
through a surfactant-containing membrane was observed in the
absence of an extracting carrier, it can be regarded as evidence
for the micellar mechanism ot water transport through the liquid
membrane ( 3 ).
The emulsion stabilization enables its residence time in the
apparatus to be prolone;ed on account of an increase of the
semi-breakdown period. On the other hand, extreme stabilization
adversely affects the ability ot the emulsion to break after
the extraction ( Fig. 2 - b,c,d ).
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The emulsion swell1ng (S) was estimated as per cent ratio between
the change of the volume of the internal emulsion phase dur1ng
extraction and its original volume.
The emulsion swell1ng exerts a considerable influence on the
LYS concentration in the oourse of the extraction. Provided the
water transport were completely eliminated, LYS concentration
in the internal phase could be several times higher. If 1 N HCl
is constantly used as an internal phase swell1ng is dependent
on the surfactant concentration and phase ratio in the emulsion.
A 1 % decrease in the surfactant content in the membrane results
in a 20 + 30 % reduction in the emulsion swelling.
However emulsions where the surfactant concentration is below
5 + 6 v.% exhibit low stability ( their semi-breakdown period
is as little as 50 min, and even less). Provided the surfactant
concentration is fixed water transport can be regulated by
chang1ng the emulsion phase ratio. Thus, the addition of another
5 ml of an acid to an emulsion contain1ng 8 v.% of surfactant
dur1ng its preparation causes a 35 % increase in its swelling.
For the suggested emulsion compositions where the membrane
phase makes up 78 v.% of vacuum oil, D2EHPA makes up 15 v.% and
the surfactant - 7 v,% and with 1 N HCl as the internal phase
( the ratio between the membrane and internal phases is 1 : 2 ),
swelling constitutes 95 %, the fraction extracted of LYS is
94 %, LYS concentration in the internal phase after extraction
is 15 �/m3 , and the yield of crystalline LYS monochlorhydrate
is 70 %.
Experiments show the extraction to proceed much faster than the
emulsion swell1ng ( the correspondind mass transfer coefficients
have different orders of magnitude). Therefore, it is necessary
to choose the optimum time of the emulsion residence in the
extractor, that would ensure the most complete extraction of the
end component and prevent further swell1ng ( Fig. )
3 . For this
purpose, we used the Harr1ngton method accord1ng to the
generalized desirability function. The optimal time of the
emulsion residenoe in the apparatus proved to be much lower than
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its semi-breakdown period. Thus, :tor the "LYS solution extracting emulsion" phase ratio equal to 1 : 1, the residence
time of the emulsion in the extractor is 2.0 ± 0.3 min.

Thus, liquid membrane extraction may be an effective means of
extraoting aminiacids, LYS in particular. In combination with
other separation and purification techniques it may be used as
one of the elements of wasteless technological schemes. The
combination of extraotion and stripping in one stage may replace
multi-st88e separation processes in microbiological production.
The choice of the optimal composition of the membrane and
internal emulsion phases may ensure the suitable extraction rate
and the process selectivity with the simultaneous of the end
product.
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Separation of Amino Acids from Fermentation Broth Using Liquid Emulsion Membranes
M.P. Thien, T.A. Hatton, D.I.C. Wang, M.I.T., Cambridge, HA, U.S.A.
Traditionally, the "downstream processing" of biochemicals has had the two-fold
goals of separation and purificat�on.
both of these functions.

Liquid emulsion membranes are well-suited for

Since their introduction in 1968 (1), liquid emulsion

membranes (LF.Ms) have been considered for the commercial separation of heavy metals
(2), the recovery of rare earths and fls::;ion product::-. from proc'-iss streams ()), and
the removal of organics from wastewater st reams (4). To da�e, however, biochemical
_
separations using LEMs have been limited to biomedical applications (5 ,6). The
apparent potential for the applications of LEMs in the area of biotechnology has
prompted us to examine the LEM-mediated separation of several biochemicals.

In this

paper we report our progress in applying LEMs to the separation of a-amino acids
from fermentation broths.
where (7).

An extended account of our work is to be published else

While. exploring this system, we also hope to delineate further the role

of various Process parameters on LEM-mediated separations as well as establishing
the importance of osmotic swelUng in LEM separation pro'cesses.

FACILITATED TRANSPORT SYSTEMS FOR AMiNO ACID SEPARATIONS
Most of the LEM systems studied for metal separations have be.en of the facilitated
transport or "TYPE II" (8) class.

These systems typically utilize on oil-soluble

carrier in the oil phase and either a high concentration of counter-ion or a solute
specific reagent in the interior phase as driving forces for the separation.

Amino

acids, due to their zwitterionic nature, are not by themselves appreciably soluble
in organic solvents.

At high pH, they are predominantly present as anions (as

opposed to zwitterions).

We have thus considered a simple carrier-mediated chloride

counter-transport system which separates· the amino acid in its anionic form (see
Figure l).
force.

This system uses a chloride gradient across the membrane as the driving

A non-specific anion complexing agent is used as the carrier and facilitates

the separation of the amino acid.

EXPERIMENTAL
All experiments were conducted batch-wise in a two-liter baffled glass vessel at 25 ° C

C as reported elsewhere (9).

Agitation speed was kept constant at 400 RPM.

Membrane

phases consisted of a long-chain paraffinic solvent (Solvent 100 �eutral; Exxon USA),
decyl alcohol as a co-surfactant (Sigma Chemical, USA), a poly-amine (Paranox 100,
Exxon Chemical) or sorbitan mono-oleate (Span 80, Atlas Chemical, USA) as the emul
sion-stabilizing surfactant, and tri-capryl ammonium chloride as the carrier (Aliquat

336, Henkel Corporation, USA).

Exterior phases typically consisted of L-Phenyl-

alanine (Sigma Chemical, USA) brought to pH 11 with NaOH. All chemicals were used as
supplied.

Phase compositions for the experiments are given in Table I.

All

membranes containing 4% v/v Paranox 100 had similar internal droplet size distribu
tions after emulsification.
Exterior phase phenylalanine concentrations were measured using W spectrophotometry
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at a wavelength of 257. 7 nm.

Interior droplet size distributions were measured by

centrifugal analysis using a CAPA-500 particle size analyser (Horiba Corporation,

Japan).

Osmotic swelling of the emulsion and interior phenylalanine concentration

were estimated by mass and material balances.

These estimates were corroborated by

thermal demulsification of the emulsion and direct measurement of phenylalanine and
potassium concentrations.

Estimates agreed with direct measurements to within 10%.

RESULTS

The process c•Jrreutly being examined is the separation of amino acids from fermenta

tion broth.

These broths typically contain mineral salts required for microbial

growth at concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 0.2 M.

This beine the case, an

especially important concern in applying LEMs to biochemical separations in the
influence of ions other than those of the desired solute on separation.

Previous

authors have examined the influence of "competing" solutes in LEM separations both

for simple diffusion type membranes (10) and for the separation of one heavy metal

from another in facilitated transport LEM separations (11).

To date, however, no

effort has been made to assess the effect of competitive ions on nonspecific carriers
in biochemical LEM processes.

In order to assess the effects of "contaminating" ions

in the exterior phase on LEM facilitated transport separations, we conducted a series

of experiments in which anionic phenylalanine was separated in the presence of

various concentrations of sulfate anion, S04 2 - (present as sodium sulfate, Na so ).
2 4
The concentration range studied, 0.0 to 0. 2 M so 2-, was typical of the salt concen
tration present in fermentation broth.
Figures 2 and 3.

4

The results of this study are shown in
0

f

0

The percent extraction [Phe] -[Phe] /f,,,c) ) of phenylalanine from

the exterior phase after forty minutes is plotted -.�rsus initial exterior phase

sulfate concentration in Figure 2.

As can l;r tJeen from the figure, the final extrac

tion decreases markedly as the sulfat� concentration is increased,
at low sulfate concentrations, ir.�··.c:ases in

the amount of amino acid ext; �..:ted.

[so42- ]

It appears that

cause significant decreases in

As the concentration of sulfate is increased,

the rate of change of ;:,�,, <j" .,o acid extracted becomes smaller and eventually appears to
reach a constant , . ...,•,ie.
It has beep .... vted (9) that although exterior concentration profiles are useful in

determin.wg the extent of extraction from an LEM separation, such profiles contain no

infor•.�cion regarding the possibility of changes in the various phase volumes
(ct'-t'.nges caused by membrane breakage and membrane swelling).

In addition, biochemi

..!al downstream processing is concerned with the amount of extraction as well as with

the concentration of the separated solute..

The latter parameter is a quantity that

can be drast•. ..:ally affected by changes in interior volume.

With this in mind, Figure

3 shm,;� Nhat happens to the interior phase as a function of sulfate concentration.

is the percent change in volume of the interior phase based on original interior
''_,,em
phase volume. Negative values of V
correspond to membrane breakage while positive
mem
int
values correspond to membrane swelling.
{Phe]
is the final interior phenylalanine

concentration after 40 minutes contact time.

As can be seen, both V
(always a
mem
positive quantity) and the interior phenylalanine concentrations appear to decrease

linearly with increases in initial exterior sulfate.
Another concern of those wishing to apply LEM technology to bioseparati'ons is the
maintenance of membrane integrity.

Previous workers have noted that membrane

stability (12) and, purportedly to a lesser extent, membrane swelling (13,14) are
two o f the most significant process. problems in the application of LEM to commercial
scale separations.
to the

f ormulation

Both of these potential di fficulties can be attributed, in part,
o f the membrane phase (15).

This being the case, the next para

meter we studied was that of non-ionic sur f actant type and concentrat i.on.

The

standard formulation given in Table I for emulsion and exterior phase compositions
was used

for

table, V

mem

the surfactant trials and the results are given in Table II.
is as defined previously and [Phe}

f

In this

is the concentration of phenyl-

alanine in the exterior phase measured in grams per liter after forty minutes contact time.
Although no quantitative conclusions can be made
observations can be stated.

f rom

Table II, several quantitative

First, from the data using Span 80 in the abserice of

Paranox 100, the negative values o f V
almost all concentrations of Span 80.

indicate significant breakage occurs. for
mem
This breakage results in essentially no
f

separation (as is reflected by the essentially unchanged [Phe] ).

In contrast to

Span 80, the positive values of V
for Paranox 100
mem
mem
indicate that the interior phase has experienced swelling. Previous experiments (9)

the negative values o f V

for

have indicated that membrane swelling is due to water transportC'd across the
membrane by the surfactant and that this swelling increases monotonically as a
tion of contact time.

func

The data for Paranox 100 readily indicate that the amount o f

swelling increases (up to a point) with increases in the concentration of surfactant.·
Finally, the data for mixed surfactants in the membrane phase indicate that, while
separation is not drastically a ffected by the addition o f any particular surfactant
(as is seen in the insignificant change in [Phe]

f

f or

the surfactant mixtures ), the

amount of swelling (and presumedly the concentration of solute in· the interior phase)
is affected significantly as indicated by the considerable changes in V
Another parameter of importance is that of the carrier concentration.

rnern·

While other

workers have examined the effects of varying carrier concentration on separation
(16), none has examined the effect o f carrier concentration on interior phase solute
concentration.

More appropriately stated·, no effort to date has been made to examine

the ef fects o f carrier concentration on membrane breakage and membrane swell.
conducted experiments in which only the carrier concentration was varied.

We

Figure

shows the exterior phase concentration versus time pro file for several, di fferent
concentrations of carriers.
tion of carrier is increased.

Initial solute trans fer rates increase as the concentra
The separation effected

f or

the higher carrier concen

trations approaches what appears to be an equilibrium value after a sufficient period
of time.
f ile

As stated previously, however, the exterior concentration versus time pro

gives no information as to the possible changes in the volumes of the various

phases as a function of time.

In Figure S is plotted the estimated interior phase
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phenylalanine concentration and Vmem (percentage based on initial interior phase
volume) after 40 minutes contact time for the various concentrations of carrier.

The

data indicate that the volume of the into2rior phase increases dramatically as the
amount of carrier increases. The non-zero intercept on the V
versus carrier con
mem
centration curve can no doubt be attributed to swelling mediated hy the non-ionic
surfactant.
Discussion
Wt:! believe that the results shown above have several important ramifications on the
possible application of LEMs to biochemical separations, and to LEM-mediated separa
tions in general.

The efft:!ct of con:petitive ions in the exterior phase represents an

interesting comblnati<m of opposing effects.

Due to the solute non-specific nature

of the carrier (17), the chloride gradient, the driving force for the separation of
amino acids from the exterior phase, is also used in part to effect trans port of the
undesired sulfate anion across the membrane.

The resulting competition between the

amino acid and the sulfate anion reduces both the initial flux of the amino acJd and
reduces the Overall extraction an<l interior phase concentration of the desired
solute.

The importance as to the nature of the solute is demonstrated by the fact

that although the "contaminating" anion becomes as much as ten times as concentrated
as the desired solute, the total extraction of the desired solute in only decreased

by about 30¾.
Lessening the severity of the decrease in extraction caused by competition is the
decrease in swelling which occurs with increases in exterior phase total ion concen
As the initial amount of sulfate in the exterior phase is increased, the

tration.

difference in ionic strength across the membrane is decreased.

In decreasing the

difference in ionic strength and thus decreasing the difference in water activities
across the membrane, the driving force for membrane swell is diminished.

It is un

fortunate that the magnitude of the decrease in swell does not make up for the
decrease in the amount of phenylalanine extracted.
The surfactant studies also have significant implications for LEM-mediated separa
tions.

The results from the Span 80 experiments show that• at least for the system

in question, Span 80 does not proper]y stabilize the LEM.

This is an interesting

finding, being that many of the membrane formulations in the LEM literature utili?.e
Span 80 as the sole stabilizing surfactant.

With the pervasive use of Span 80 in

past LEH experiments, it is not difficult to see why Stroeve and Varanasi were (12)
prompted to remark in 1982:

"At present, the widespread use of LEM's as a separation

system in industrial processes has not been possible due to problems of (membrane)
stability."

It is obvious from the results of the Paranox 100 formulation experi

ments above as well as data reported elsewhere (14) that stability is not a problem
if the proper surfact�nt is used.

Indeed, from the Paranox 100 results above, it

appears that membrane swell is much more of a problem than ls membrane breakage.
Several mechanisms for emulsion Swell have been prop_osed in the emulsion and LEM
literature (18,19).
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All of these mechanisms in.corporate the assumption that water

transport across the membrane is somehow mediated by the emulsion-stabilizing sur
factant and that the driving force for this transport is the difference in water
activities across the membrane resulting from the vastly different ionic strengths
on either side of the membrane.

Thus, the increase in swell with increase in surfac-,

tant concentration shown in Table II is not a surprising observation.
Also not surprising are the increases in initial solute transport rates as the con
centration of carrier is increased (Figure 3).

This result has been shown by

previous authors (16).

Much more interesting is the change in swell with changes in

carrier con cent ration.

The increase in membrane swell with increases in carrier

concentration has not, to our knowledge, been reported in the literature.

It is our

conjecture that carrier-induced swell is caused by the hydration of carrier at the

exterior/membrane interface and the subsequent transport of water across the membrane
by the carrier/solute/water complex.

This scenario is essentially the proposed model

for surfactant-induced swelling of Colinart et al. (18) with the surfactant being
replaced by the carrier/solute complex.

The ramifications of this development focus

on the formulation of the membrane phase.

When finding the "optimum" concentration

of carrier in the membrane phase, the adverse effects of increased swelling and the
resulting more dilute interior phase solute concentration must be weighed against the
increases in initial solute transport rates resulting from increases in carrier con
centration.
Conclusions
Liquid emulsion membrane systems can be applied to the separation of biochemicals
from fermentation broth.

A significant process consideration for such applications

is the competitive effect produced by anions other than the desired solute.

In

addition, both surfactant-mediated and carrier-mediated swelling of the membrane are
important to consider.
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Table I:

Typical Composition of System for LEM Separation
of Phenylalanine

Interior Phase (70 milliliters):
2.0 M KCl
pH 11.0 with KOH
Membrane Phase* (100 millillters):
92
5
4
1

7.
%
%
%

Solvent 100 Neutral
Decyl Alcohol
Paranox 100
Aliquat· 336

* % v/v
Exterior Phase (700 milliliters):
11.5 g/ 1 L-pheny !alanine
pH 11.0 with NaOH

Table II:

Effect of Surfactant Type and Concentration
on LEM Separation of Phenylalanine

% Span 80*

% Paranox 100*

%V

1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

+

82
33
16
21

9.52
10.66
10. 51
10.12

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0

+
+
+
+

19
35
56
58

6.68
5.74
5.46
5. 86

1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0

1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0

+
+
+
+

17
52
55
69

6.65
5.68
li.00
5.73

* % v/v
** Measured in g/1; initial exterior phase [Phe] • 11. 5 g/1
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Liquid Surfactant Membrane Emulsions - A New Technique for
Enzyme Engineering

T.Scheper, K.Makryaleas, Z.Likidis, Ch.Nowottny,
Schugerl

E.-R.Meyer,

K.

Institut fur Technische Chemie, Universitlt Hannover

Liquid membranes are suitable to encapsulate enzymes. The liquid
membrane immobilizes the enzymes, protects them from proteases,
keeps them in their native environment and through the use of
carriers, preselects the substrates permeating into the enzyme
phase. It is also possible to obtain selective enrichment of one
of the pro- ducts of the enzymatic reaction. The use of liquid
several
membrane reactors for enzymatic bioconversions has
advantages in comparison to
solid membrane
reactors
and

conventional immobilization

techniques;

there

is

no

membrane

fouling, enzyme emulsions can be used in cell-free fermentation
broths, and substances which might decrease the enzyme activity
can be excluded. The separation effect is not
based
on
differences in molecular weight but in the chemical behaviour of
the substances to be separated. Thus, it is not necessary to use
cofactors
with
increased molecular
weight for
enzymatic
reactions, since
the
coenzyme cannot permeate the liquid
membrane. This cofactor can be regenerated continuously in the
enzyme emulsion.

In the early 1970's N.N.Li first reported about the possibility
to immobilize enzymes in liquid surfactant membrane emulsions.The
results of our research work for different applications of enzyme
emulsions are presented in this paper.
One of the most simple systems is the encapsulation of
m-chymotrypsin in a kerosene organic phase. This enzyme emulsion
hydrolyzes D,L- phenylalanine methyl ester into L-amino acid and
D-ester /1/.
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The second system is the encaps ulation of penicillin-G-acylase.
Penicillin permeates through the membrane (this transport is
accelerated by the carrier
LA-2 a secondary amine)and is
hydrolyzed by the enzyme (Fig.!). 6-Amino-penicillanic acid is

,,,... - inner
outer / membrane
'/
phase/ phase
phase
,,

:

membrane
phase

',

outer
phase

\

,'

P- . C.=(CHPJ.=C+ p- ����.�- 6 APAf hA'.c
h C+ PhA
+
� /
1 H•
H• 1
H•, '\_
H
\
/ (CHP hAI
\
\

'

'\

\,

'

'... ..

,,,/'

/

,,

\,,',

/

Figure l Reaction scheme of Penicillin-G-acylase
produced and enriched in the inner phase. The phenylacetic acid
anion is transported to the outer phase by the anion exchanger
LA-2. Batch tests for the extraction of Penicillin G from model
solutions as well as from cell-free fermentation broths were
performed.

The membrane composition is an
important
enrichment effectivity, as shown in Fig. 2.
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parameter
for
The concentration

courses of phenylacetic acid (PhA), 6-APA and Penicillin G (PG)
in the outer phase are plotted (or different types of membranes.
In the upper plot, 7.5% Span 80 and 1.5% LA-2 were dissolved in
the organic phase while in the lower plot 5% Span 80 and 1.5%
LA-2 were utilized. Penicillin G decrease in the latter case is
about 70% in 150 min. and in the former about 55% (however the
undesired increase of 6-APA is nearly negligible using 7.5% 80
and 1.5% LA-2).
The variation of the carrier concentration also influences the
membrane stability and the enrichment e(fectivity. Acarrier
concentration of 1% in the organic membrane phase is very
favourable with regard to the high extraction (PG) and enrichment
(6-APA) grade. All tests were performed with a membrane type of
kerosene, 7.5% Span 80 and 1% LA-2.
It was also possible to work with this type of enzyme emulsion in
a Klihni
extractor column (10.5-1 active volumne) for the
Penicillin G extraction in larger scale . After the extraction
broken
the emulsion was
working
down in a continuously
electrocoalescence unit and the enzyme containing inner phase was
used for the enzymatic synthesis of ampicillin by adding a
precurser
(D-phenylglycine methyl
ester) and changing the
pH-value of the inner phase.

As a more complex enzyme system, L-leucine-dehydrogenase and
(ormatdehyrdogenase were encapsulated with the coenzyme NAD+
(native) in a paraffin emulsion (Fig.3). L-leucine-dehydrogenase
catalyses the reductive· amination of
o< -ketoisocaproate into
L-leucine. During this reaction, NAO + is produced and it
becomes reduced continuously by the second enzyme, the formate
dehydrogenase. The same system is used by Wandrey and Kula for
the L-Leucine production in a solid membrane reactor.

A suitable membrane phase
Span 80
is paraffin with
5%
(emulsifier) and 1% Adogen 464. Mass transfer limits the overall
reaction rate. This is why the permeation coefficients of the
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Figure 2 Influence of membrane composition (concentrations of
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substrates and products were determined by solid -supported liquid

membranes.

Ammonium

and

formate

have

the

lowest

permeation

coefficients and their permeation through the membrane limit the
reaction (Fig.4). In continuous tests, the effluent was analyzed
by means of a polarimeter (L-Leucine), a UV-photometer
CX-ketoisocaproate), and a NH3 -sensor (ammonium). Samples were
analyzed in an amino acid analyzer. In Fig. 5 the results of a
continuous test for the L-Leucine production is shown ( :170min;
pH:8.3; T:25 °c; concentration caproate: 40mM/l; concentration
of LEUDH and FOIi: 20 U/ml each; concentration NAD + , JmM/1;
concentration ammonium formate: 440mM/l). A steady state is
attained after 4 residence times.

outer phase

outer phase

0(

-ketoisocaproa te

inner phase

L-aminoacid

HC03

products

substrates
pHS

Figure 3 Reaction scheme of LEUDH-emulsion
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5

Concentration

continuous test

of

substrate

and

products

12
time {hi

during

a

Another system was tested for the enantioselective hydrolysis of
a racemic mixture of 4-Acetoxycyclopent-2-en-l-on. For this
purpose, pig-liver-esterase was encapsulated. During the reaction
the (R)-carbinol and the (S)-ester are formed. Both products are
highly interesting for prostaglandin synthesis. The carbinol is
produced and enriched in the inner phase of the enzyme emulsion.
The reaction scheme is shown in Fig.6 and some of the results are
shown in Fig. 7 (0133 pl enzyme in the inner paraffin phase, '17 200
pl native enzyme, a 200µ1 enzyme after contact to organic phase,
6100 mg esterase [ram Trichoderma reesei). The conversion rate
with the pig-liver-esterase emulsion is lower compared to the
native enzyme but the enantiomeric excess is higher (over 50%
compared to 30% with native enzyme)

�Ac
ll!illll_ �Ac �OH
HO
+ HOAc
2
IR,51
ISi
IRI

'=J •

't=:d •

'=J

Figure 6 Reaction scheme for enantioselective hydrolysis
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Figure 7 Conversion of substrate under different conditions
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SEPARATION OF AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE SYSTEMS BY GRAVITY SETTLING
K.H. Kroner, H. Hustedt, GBF, Gesellschaft fur Biotechnologische Forschung mbH.,
0-3300 Braunschweig, FRG.
Introduction
Aqueous two-phase systems (APS) have been described as useful for the extractive
purification of enzymes in large scale (1) and also applications in bioconver
sion processes (2). Albertsson (3) has described this systems and their use in
biochemical research basically. The speciality of these ternary phase systems is
that both phases contain a large amount of water which makes them very suitable
for partition of biomolecules. But for technical processing of such systems the
differences in the physico-chemical parameters in comparison to other common
extraction systems have to be considered; mainly the interfacial tension is low
and the viscosity difference between the phases can be large, especially when
solid bioma�s is included. lnspite of this APS behave generally as true liquid
liquid dispersions (also when including cell material) and the use of common
techniques and equipment from extraction technology can be adapted. Under this
view gravity settling may be of interest, because of its simple design and low
cost equipment to improve the economy of protein extraction in APS. So far,
only few data has been reported with respect to gravity settling and the
implications of the physico-chemical parameters of APS. The aim of this _work was
to carry out some basic studies, determining the influencing parameters and
describing the behaviour in batchwise and continuous settling experiments.
Results
1. Physi co-chemical parameters
For the basic studies two model systems have been selected,
tative for the most of the technical used APS

which are represen

- PEG 1550, potassium phosphate (pH 7.OJ
- PEG 4000, Oextran 500.
First a set of systems with different compositions are prepared and analyzed
(for details see ref. 3). The interfacial tension was measured with a Spinning
drop tensiometer (Kruss, Hamburg, FRG), the densities of the phases were deter
mined with an Oscillodensitometer (Parr, Graz, Austria) and viscosities of the
phases were measured with a Cuette viscosimeter (Contraves, Stuttgart, FRG).
Table
and 2 show the collected data. All parameters examined changes with
increasing tie-line length. In the case of the PEG-Dextran systerns the data show
4
quite low interfacial tensions in the range from 3.1 • 10- - 4.1 • 10 -2 mN/m
and density differences between the phases of 18-79 kg/m 3 . The viscosity of the
continuous PEG-rich phase changes only slightly (-4 mPa·s).
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Table 1: Physico-chemical � £f

PEG .!.?.?Q 1 potassium phosphate•

two-phase system s
PEG

(%)

potassium
phosphate
(%)

tie- line
1 eng th
(%)

volume
ratio

(V/Vb)

3
(kg/m )

(mPa•s)

(mPa· s)

12 .4
12.0
12.0
12.0

5.6
21.9
27.8
35.7

0.9
1. 3
l.4
l. 4

38
70
82
108

5.7
7.8
9.7
12. 9

2.0
l.9
l. 9
2. 4

11.0
14.0
16.0
19.0
•) pH

lip

nto

p

nbot t

0.1
1
2. 2
5.1

10-l
10-1
10-1
10-1

7.0

PEG 4000 L Dextran 500* two-phase systems

Table 2: Physico-chemi ca 1 data of
PEG

.
dextr an

(%)

(%)

6.0
6.5
7.0
8.0
9.0

5.8
6.1
6.6
7.6
8.5

tie-li ne
length

(%)

6.2
10. 5
14. 4
19.8
24.8

volume
ratio

(V/Vb

1.5
l.4
1.5
l.7
1. 9

lip

)

3
(kg/ m )

18
32
48
64
79

nt o
p

noot t

(mPa·s)

(mPa·s)

4.1
3.6
3.7
4.3
4.4

43
100
145
303
364

*) systems inc 1 ude I mM -potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7 .0;

Oextran 500 was purchased fr om Pfeiffer & Langen , Oormagen, FRG
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(mN/m)

(mN/m)
0.03
0.12
0.81
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In the case of the PEG/salt system the interfacial tension is 1-2 orders of mag
2
nitude higher (10- - 5.1 • 10-l mN/m); the density differences and viscosities
are slightly higher (38-108 kg/m3, resp. 5.7 - 12.9 111Pa·s). Thus, a different
settling behaviour for both types of systems can be expected and are generally
observed.
f..!L!_ shows a linear relation between the logarithm of the interfacial tension
and the length of the tie-line, this agrees well with other data from Alberts
son (3). Because of the fact, that the density difference of the phases change
linearly with increasing tie-line length (see tables) a rough estimation of the
interfacial tension can be carried out from a plot of logarithm of the interfa
cia1 tension versus the density differences (see tab 1 es).
The behaviour of the density difference/viscosity quotient from Stoke's law is
different, too, for both systems observed. In the PEG/Oextran systems this
quotient increases considerably over the full range,
more steeper and to
higher values as compared to the PEG/salt system. Here the increase in viscosity
of the continuous PEG-rich phase due to higher PEG concentrations counteracts
the increase in density differences (see �l- One has to note that for
PEG/dextran systems the viscosity of the disperse bottom phase is much higher as
that of the continuous phase.
2. Settling behaviour
The basic settling behaviour was studied with the both 'model -systems' described
in simple glass cylinders in laboratory scale (0.1 - 1 1), with a height to
diameter ratio of around 2-3. The bottom phase was the disperse one in both
cases; the volume of settled disperse phase was read over time. £.!.cl..:-1 shows the
typical settling curves for two systems of the type PEG/salt and PEG/Dextran.
Phase separation starts immediately in the PEG/salt system and the amount of
settled volume increases nearly 1 inearly. In contrast the PEG/Dextran systems show
a large 'lag-time' before separation starts and a more sigmoidal settling curve.
This depends mostly on the lower interfacial tension. After mixing very small
droplets are obtained (,;:10 µml, which have to be enlarged by coalescence, before
settling can occur, and_ finally the rate of coalescence at the interface line is
low, too. Further some �indrances for the separation near the interface line must
be considered, due to the high viscosity of the lower dextran-rich phase. Similar
behaviour has been observed with PEG/sa1t systerns inc1uding 1arge amounts of ce 11
mass in the disperse bottom phase (see under sect. 3 and ref. 4).
Generally the sett1ing behaviour depends on the 1 ength of the tie- 1 ine of the
systerns. Sett 1 ing times are in the range of 5-10 minutes for the PEG/sa 1t systern
and 15-40 min for PEG/Dextran systems, respectively (for comparison see ref. 3).
The change of the settling veloci t_y is nearly 1inear in the ranoe of 10-30 % for
the tie-line length and with similar steepness for both systems. In this range
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the separation velocity of the PEG/dextran system is about a factor of 2-3 lower
comparing to the PEG-sa 1t systern, although the density difference/viscosity quo
tient is higher. This reflects the strong influence of the interfacial tension with
respect to the above mentioned points of discussion. (� shows for compari
son the settling time plotted versus the logarithm of the interfacial tension).
Tire absolute values for the settling times given here are onl;• for discussion.
For calculation of the separation performance and comparison with other data,
one has to consider the geometric parameters, for example the height of the
liquid column. Further the type of dispersion used has to be considered because
settling time depends on whether the lighter phase or the heavier phse is the
disperse one, due to the differences in the viscosity of the ��ases. In the case
of the PEG/Dextran system gravity settling is restricted from practical consid
eration to systems with the lighter phase as the continuous one and is more use
ful in small scale for laboratory purposes (see for example the counter-current
distribution' apparatus from Albertsson, ref. 3).
3. Technical use of gravity settling
The use of gravity settling for large-scale preparations has been described al
ready in the literature, mostly in subsequent partition steps without solid cell
material present. Few data are published also with phase systems including cell
homogenates (collected data see ref. 4). As mentioned above the practical
applicationsare restricted mainly to PEG/salt systems. Co1T111only simple cylindri
cal vessels are used in 100 1 scale operating in a batchwise mode. With cell
containing systems separation values between 85-93 % have been reported with
time needed between 10-20 h (4). These times are one order of magnitude higher
as with eel; free systems (30-90 min)· in the same scale. The decrease in separa
tion performance depends on the change of the physico-chemical parameters of
the systerns, main 1y on the strong increase in viscosity of the 1ower phase (see
tab. 3). The settling behaviour of such systems is similar to those with pure
PEG/Dextran systems. £.!.9.:..2. shows this feature in a lab-scale experiment, compa
ring the settling time of a pure PEG/salt system with the same system including
20 % wet cell mass (broken Candida boidinii cells). The initial settling veloci
ty is rather high, but the final separation is hindered by the high viscosity of
the lower phase. The main geometrical parameter for the settling performance is
the height of the liquid column, especially when solid biomass is processed.
Some similarities to cell sludge sedimentation exists with regard to hindered
settling (4).
The overall volumetric performance in the experiment described here can be calcu
lated roughly to about 80-100 l/h•m2 . Using a cylinder with l m2 settling
area (cross section) these values are comparable to the performance of a disc
s�ac� separator \·1ith a E-value of -1000 (equivalent area). In the case of the
pure salt system one can compare the performance (1000 l/h•m2 ) with a E-value of
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(C 0 ,C = cone. of disperse phase in feed and effluent)
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around 7000 (for comparing separator performance see ref. 4). However, in most
cases the settling behaviour of phase systems including cell mass do not allow
separation under gravity, and product losses and long residence times have to be
taken into account. But for separation of solid-free systems gravity settling is
an alternative method, especially with regard to the low investment costs.
Continuous operation with gravity settlers is generally possible, too, mainly
with the pure systems. � shows as an example the separation performance of
a horizontal tube settler (glass-tube settler, Quickfit, Wiesbaden, FRG). This
settler has a length of 1 m and a diameter of 10 cm. With the PEG/phosphate
system the performance was 40-50 1/h when operating with the top phase as
continuous phase and 70-80 1/h respectively, when operated tt.e bottom phase as
the continuous phase. The difference in performance is due to the difference of
the viscosities of the phases. The area related performance was 400-500 l/h•m 2
and 700-800 l/h-m 2 , respectively. These values are around a factor of two lower
as can be assumed from static settling experiments ( 2 ). Some influence of the
flow through the apparatus must be considered such as disturbance of the sett
ling field , redispersion due to the low interfacial tension and entrapping of
very small droplets of the disperse phase in the more viscous phase. This
problems can be reduced by introducing weirs or baffels and some of such
improvements are reported (4).
Conclusions
Some basic studies are presented describing the settling behaviour of aqueous
two-phase systems with regard to their physico-chemica 1 parameters. The results
show that t�e parameters interfacial tension (which is quite low) and viscosity
of the phases (namely the difference in viscosity between the phases) influences
strongly the separation behaviour of such systems. The overal 1 performance of
settling can be rather high, especially in the case of PEG/salt systems and
settling under gravity has to be considered as an alternative method to centri
fugation. But this holds mostly for solid free systems.
The different behaviour of aqueous phase systems with respect to their physico
chemical parameters have to be taken into account when using conmon equipment
from extraction technology. In the case of continuous settling some construc
tional modifications have to be performed to improve the performance.
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Table 3: Comparison of physico-chemical parameters of� aqueous phase
systems and corresponding systems -including� mass�� ref.4)
system composition

volume
ratio
(-)

PEG 4000
9 %2 >
Dextran T-500 2 %

t,p

3
(kg/m )

0

ntop )

nbott 1)

(mPa•s)

(mPa·s)

(mN/m)

l

8.8

47

3.0

94

-0.03

2.5

96

10.0

1100

n .d.

3.2

83

9.0

2.0

0.55

systern with phosphate 7 %
3. 1
disrupted cells baker's yeast 20 %

90

10.0

450

n. d.

sys tern with K. pneumoni ae
PEG 1550
phosphate

PEG 400
PEG 1550
phosphate

20 %

18 % 3
11 % )

18 %
7 %4
, 10 % )

3. 2

110

7.0

2. 5

1. 3

sys tern with phosphate 8 %
disrupted cells C. boidinii 20 %

3. 3

184

12.0

1400

n. d.

relative viscosity at 200 rpm
> systems include 0.3 M potassium phosphate, pH 7.5
3
> sodium/potassium phosphate, pH 7.5
•> potassium phosphate, pH 7.8
l)

2
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EVALUATION OF THE SOLUBILITY OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN

SUPERCRITICAL FLUIDS

P. Alessi, M. Fermeglia, V. Gallo, I. Kikic

Istituto di Chimica Applicata, University of Trieste, ITALY

INTRODUCT JON
Supercritical
a

liquid

contact
the

fluid extraction (SFE) is a separation process in which

or

solid mixture and an extractive agent

extractive agent.

the

are

brought

peculiarity

volatile

normal

to

substances

in

point

at temperature and pressure above the critical

of

A fluid in supercritical condition (SF)

solubilize different

amounts

and in this respect it does

'liquid' solvent.

of

has

relative

not differ

The solubility in the supercritical

not

from

fluid

cannot be evaluated only from pure component properties such as vapour
pressure or sublimation pressure.
Temperature,

pressure

and molecular structure of all the

components

are equally important in determining the separation of a given mixture

by

determine

the

operating pressure and temperature ranges for the extraction

are

means

value

of

of SFE.
the

All these variab1es contribute to

density

which

is of

extreme

interest

solubility in SF is very sensitive to its variation.

The

because

the

mainly influenced by the critical temperature and pressure of the

Since

for economical reasons,
the

special attention is payed to the fluids with

lowest critical temperature and pressure ( CO2 or lower terms

hydrocarbon
polar

modify

families).

All these fluids are not polar

so not polar substances are preferably dissolved.
this

situation

one can change the properties of

or

been

the

SF

(1 ).

to the potentiality of this separation process many studies
published

in

the last years (2).

characteristics of carbon dioxide,
general

food

In

view

of

of

slightly

In order to

adding small amounts of polar substances ( water for example)
Due

SF.

very high temperature and pressure are in general to be avoided

the

by

have

peculiar

natural product separations and in

product treatments are the most common applications

of
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the SFE (3).

theoretical point of view,

From

between

two

separation
evaluation

In

process.
of

mixtures.

the knowledge of the

equilibrium

phases is essential in evaluating the feasibility
high

this

pressure

respect we

equilibrium

are

for

concerned
binary

of

with

or

the

ternary

Unfortunately literature reports very few data (3) not allowing thus a

comprehensive

evaluation of the capability of the supercritical fluid

extraction proces5es.
In

the

this work we present an analysis of the experimental

methods

for

determination of SFE conditions and some suggestions for reducing

time consuming experiments by a theoretical treatment of the data.

THEORY

From basic thermodynamics (4) the equilibrium conditions expressed

the isofugacity criterion are:

...

f"

for

(l)

all the components i in the mixture,

equation

SP

quantity

indicates

of

including the SF.

the supercritical phase in

supercritical fluid is present

and

which

o(

the

In this

indicates

phase in which the original mixture to be separated is present.
the

by

fugacities should be evaluated at

high

state (5) approach should be used; it follows:

pressure

major

the

Since

an equation of

( 2)

where �- are the fugacity coefficients and xi the compositions in

the

Now

the

two phases.
we

consider

supercritical fluid:

¢i.°'x ...

VO

S

= ,J_ �
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'ff O

.�'P
(.

0

pure

component

in

equilibrium

with

( 3)

SP

x.

where

<,O

phase

and

is the mole fraction of component i in
X;o i S

supercritical

the

the

the mole fraction of component i in

substrate.

the SF has a neglegible solubility in the substrate x... o can
reasonabily considered equal to l, so that:
Since
.s.P
x.
•o

¢.

�SP

be

-.

'f';, I</);.

( 4)

S.P

o<

and .J.
Y--',; 0 in equation (3) are function of the temperature, pressure
,J.$P
and the interaction between the SF and the component i, while ,I-,.'( and �

n

0

in equation (2) are still function of temperature and pressure and
the

interactions

between the SF and the component i plus the

mutual

interactions of all the others components in the mixture.
The behaviour of a multicomponent mixture is known,

all

the

interactions

approximation

the

among the molecules are

other

so

in

mixture can be characterized by knowing

solubilities in the supercritical fluid.
Any

in principle,

known,

thermodynamic

information

about

the

mixtures

the

interactions

and

low

temperatures (below the critical temperature of the SF)

for

the

calculation

the

identification

of

and

if

first

only

binary

(component i -supercritical fluid) can be used for the

of

of

the

fugacity

coefficients. At low pressures (below the critical pressure of the SF)

equilibrium

supercritical

conditions

for

the

binary

mixture

the

component

fluid (a gas in these conditions) are still represented

by an equation similar to equation (3):
,I,,"''t' X ,(

�" s,

( 5)

-

where� and
X

!,F

Gare the phases in equilibrium.

In this case:

-

( 6)

x

...

represents
5F
component i .
Also

..

the

solubility

(mole fraction) of

the

SF

in

x5 F is a property of the binary mixture i-SF and it can be

for the evaluation of the fugacity coefficients;

ti..

°'

�?-

the
used

and n<.�iffer
>'s'F
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from

the

fugacity coefficients

contained in

following reasons:

equation (4)

for
at

the

- the

properties contained in equations (4) are evaluated

- the

properties contained in equations (4) and (6) are evaluated for

pressures;
the

same

equation

binary

mixture but for the opposite

diluted

(4i for mixtures rich in SF component,

equation

mixtures containing mainly component i).

higher

regions
(6)

for

Therefore the use of one kind of information for the evaluation of the

other one needs two types of extrapolations:

with respect to pressure

and to composition and it should be carefully checked.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Solubilty in supercritical fluids

Different apparatus normally used for VLE determinations can be suces

sfully

applied

for

determining solubility in

(i.e. static or circulating apparatus).

supercritical

fluids

Particular attention is devoted to the determination of the solubility

of organic compounds in SF.

The apparatus used in this investigation

used

supercritical

is

similar to that suggested by Paulaitis (6).
to

substratum

saturated

bring

in

packed

contact

in

the two equilibrium

fluid

A flow technique
with

cells;

the

sampling

fluid phase mixture is accomplished with a switching

of

Volumetric

experimental

and

chromatographic

techniques

methods

are

the

most

for the determination of the

the

valve

between the second equilibrium cell and the metering valve.

Solubility of gases in liquids or solids

is

organic

appealing

solubility

of

gases in liquids or solids because of their rapidity and reliability .
Due

to

the

low

gaschromatographic

experimental

chromatograph

volatility
methods

apparatus
in

does

of

are

not

the

substances

particularly

differ from

involved

suitable.

commercial

which the liquids are the stationary phase

columns and the gases are the solutes injected.

in

SFE,

The

gas

in

the

An improvement on the

classical experimental apparatus can be considered a high pressure gas
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- chromathograph.

In

this

case one can obtain experimentally

the

solubility of gases at different pressures ( up to 60 bar) so that the
extrapolation

needed

in order to obtain the solubility

i.e.

solubility of liquid in SF) can be reduced.
Advantages

of

of this technique in comparison with direct

determination

the solubility in SF are the rapidity of the experiments

small

amount

of

information.

organic

solvents

needed

in

the

determining

and

the

binary

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Direct

determination

gases

(such

as

of the solubility of

CO2)

organics

is a difficult and time

in

consuming

compressed
task

expecially

in the initial steps of a process development may

solubility

in

justified.

We

investigate

compressed

determined in different,

the

gases

possibility

starting

and more favorable,

from

of

calculating

experimental

conditions,

pressure Henry's constants of the gases in the liquids.
has

the

advantage

determination,

but

of

rises

much
the

less

time

consuming

problem of two

and,

not

be

the

data

namely low

This approach
experimental

extrapolations

(with

respect to pressure and composition) which have to be done by means of
an appropriate model.

Theoretically speaking an equation of state should be used in order to

verify

the compatibility between different experimental

information.

The equation of state considered should have the following features:
to be able to correlate gas - solubility data

to

be

suitable for the desription of

supercritical

conditions:

from

equilibrium

properties

previous investigations

(7)

repulsive term of Carnahan - Starling type shold be preferred.

in
a

group contribution concept should be included in the equation

For

these

developed

reasons the group contribution equation of

state

(GCEOS)

by Skjold - Jorgensen (8) and applied by Brignole et al (9)

in supercritical conditions for a particular problem satisfies all the

requirements stated above.

the

The details concerning the derivation

equation and parameter tables are reported in the original

of

paper

by the author (8), in this paper we point out that this model contains
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parameters, some of them calculable from pure component properties and

some other calculable from binary data.
Since

some

lowing

the

group

model was developed for predicting gas - solubility data,
interaction parameters have already been

us to calculate phase equilibria in

supercritical extraction ca-n be applied.
In

order

to

solubility

check

the

approach

determined

conditions in

proposed

we

have

which

measured

Henry's constant) of a supercritical fluid such as

al

the
the

CO2

and light paraffines in two different classes, taken as representative

of two different behaveiour: alcohols and paraffines.

These data were

determined at atmospheric pressure and at temperature ranging

between

50 and 100 degree C, by chromatographic method.

The calculations are performed by using the computer program developed

by

Skjold - Jorgensen modified for treating high boiling

substances:

the hard sphere diameter, which originally was calculated to match the
normal

boiling point of the pure component,

vapour

is calculated to match a

pressure data in the range of temperature considered

investigation.
This

modification is essential when treating high boiling

because

of

the extreme difficulty in extrapolating

vapour

data 9f these substances up to the normal boiling point.
performed
shows

a

on

effect

of

the

hard

sphere

this

substances
pressure

Calculation

Henry's constants (Table l) for high boiling

drammatic

equilibrium

in

diameter

compounds
on

the

properties due to the fact that the repulsive term of the

equation of state is function essentially of the hard sphere diameter.
Table

2 reports the_ experimental data of CO2 in such

group

interaction parameters published in the

classes:

these

data are compared with those calculated by means of the GCEOS with the
agreement

obtained is good,

original

paper.

The

even if some deviation could be expected

due to the long chain molecules of the solvent,
by the author.

as it was pointed out

The equation, with the same values of the group interaction parameitrs,

is

then

applied

for the prediction of

the

solubility

reports

the comparison between experimental

of

compounds (alcohols and paraffines ) in supercritical fluids.
Table

data;

3

by

remembering

the

two

extrapolations

and

performed

organic

predicted
in

this

calculation the agreement found should be considered satisfactory and
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the

results

promising

preliminary

for

investigations

fluid extraction proccess.
Unfortunately

because

few

the

further application

on

the feasibility of

of

the

test cannot be carried out on an wider

data

are available in the literature

for

solubility of CO2 and solubility of organic compounds.

the

number of characterized groups is,

therefore

at present,

new experimental data should be measured.

chain

solvent

model

and

chromatography

method

has been used as stationary phases
in

to· test

the model in the

prediction

data

both

for

of

base

cases:

Consequentely

rather

low

and

Different long
gas

order to extend the parameter table of

supercritical conditions.

in

supercritical

- liquid

the

GCEOS

solubility

at
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Table 1: influence of vapour pressure on the Henry's constants;
first row H, second row hard sphere diameter:
T

Solvent

C16
C18

( K)

H (atm)

T = 3.30

T=400

H (atm)

T=560

333.7

115.5

116.79

93.29

73.47

313.4

75.60

79.12

63.44

59.11

6.7934

6.941

6.989

7.014

7.245
7.599

Table 2: Henry's constants of CO2 in organics:
Solvent
hexadecane
octadecane
dodecanol
tetradecanol

T ( K)
304. 10

H exp.
67.40

H ca1.
66.11

333.70

115.50

116.79

334.50

84.50

87.50

309.40

67.40

309.40

103.20

320.30

99.70

333.70
339.60

66.40

l01.12

136.60

133.25

126.20

122.33

100.72

Table 3: solubility of organics (y2) in compressed CO2
Solvent
ethanol

T ( K)
298.0
348.0
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butanol

313. 0

hexadecane

463.0

P(atm)
20.0

Y2 exp

Y2 cal

.0048

.0042

.0321

.0379

30.0

.0036

40.0

.0290

30.0
28.7

.031l

.0030

.0035

.0047

.0047

42.7

.0010

40.7

.0030

19.8

.0031

. 0011

.0030

Liquid-liquid extraction as an alternative to distillation for

the recovery of organic material

Th. Pilhofer, G. Dichtl
QVF Glastechnik GmbH, 6200 Wiesbaden 13, FRG

In the chemical and pharmaceutical industry a lot of homogeneous

liquid mixtures are produced where one component has to be removed.

The classical process for that problem is distillation. Today, how
ever, a decision for distillation is not made before the possible
use of alternative processes has been checked.
That paper deals with the liquid-liquid extraction as alternative
to distillation. Application of liquid-liquid extraction seems to
be suita�le if distillation can be applied only under difficult

conditions or if the operating costs for the separation process are

lower than for distillation.

The following problems are representative for the first group of
processes:

a)

Separation of high boiling components requires low pressures
and thus greater diameter of distillation columns. Example:
Purification of high boiling organic acids.

b)

Separation of a homogeneous azeotropic mixture. The azeotrope
can be overcome by selection of a suitable solvent. Example:
Pyridine/water.

cl

Separation of mixtures with hi�h concentrations of dissolved
salts gives incrustation problems on boiler surface of distil

lation columns. In the course of extraction, the salts remain

in the raffinate phase and separation of solvent and solute
can be easily achieved. Example: Recovery of acetic acid from
mother liquors.
The- possibility of reducing the operating costs is given for the
following problems:
a)

Systems to be separated have low separating factors in the
VL-equilibrium either in a limited concentration range
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(example: acetone/water) or in the whole concentration range
(example: acetic acid/water). By applying a suitable solvent
with a favourable VL-equilibrium with the solute, the operating
costs can be reduced drastically.
b)

Removal of a high boiling component preferentially from water.

The high evaporation costs of water can be·reduced if the

solute is extracted in an organic solvent with lower heat of

evaporation and more favourable VL-equilibrium. (Example:
phenol/water).

If a component like dimethylformamide or dimethylacetamide

c)

suffers from hydrolysis in aqueous surroundings, the product

loss especially under higher temperature during distillation
can be overcome by extracting that component in an organic
solvent and subsequently separating solvent and solute in the
absence of water.

0,94

0,93

0,95

0,96

0,97

0,98

0,99

0,99

t

0,

9

_L_ o.1t----+---t--+-+--r--,1�--1
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0,5

0,6 0,7 0,8

___

,_

.. ahrl acetic acid
ethyl acehte/acetic acid

Kmol/Kmot

Fig. 1: VL-equilibrium water/acetic acid and ethyl
acetate/acetic acid
For demonstration reasons, in fig. 1 the VL-equilibrium of the

system acetic acid/water is represented. It can be seen that in the

whole concentration range there are small differences between vapour

and liquid phase compositions. Additionally, there are still smaller

concentration differences in the water corner which is plotted in

an enlarged scale. Opposite to that, the VL-equilibrium between
acetic acid and a suitable solvent like ethyl acetate, which is
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also represented in fig. 1, shows high separation factors. Conse

quently, the operating costs can be reduced distinctly by extraction
of the acetic acid, e.g. with ethylacetate and subsequent distilla
tion of the acetic acid/ethyl acetate mixture.
solvent
solvent
extraktion
stripper
recovery
column

Q

Feed

steam
waste
water

Fig. 2: Flowsheet of an acetic acid extraction plant
In fig. 2 a flowsheet of the acetic acid recovery process via
liquid-liquid extraction is represented. The solvent, e.g. ethyl
acetate, is assumed to have a lower density than the acetic acid/
water mixture. It is thus fed at the bottom of the extraction column
whereas the aqueous phase enters the column at the top. The solvent
extracts the acetic acid in the contact zone of the extraction

column and leaves the column at the top. The mixture acetic acid/
solvent with a small amount of water enters the solvent recovery

column. If, as assumed in fig. 2, thi solvent is lower boiling than
acetic acid, it appears at the top of the distillation column to
gether with the water. The vapours are condensed. The heterogeneous
mixture is separated in a settler. The organic phase will be partly
refused to the column or recycled to the extraction. The aqueous
layer together with the raffinate of the extraction column is fed
to the top of the stripping column where residual solvent is re
moved usually by live steam. The product acetic acid is removed at
the bottom of the distillation column.
The structure of the flowsheet is similar in all other processes as
long as the solvent recovery is carried out by distillation. As an
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solvent
recovery

extraction
colu.mn

solvent
stripper

solvent

live steam
sotvent•pyridine

waste wate·r

Fig. 3: Flowsheet of a pyridine extraction plant
example, in fig. 3 the flowsheet for the pyridine recovery is de

monstrated. The only change is the fact that the solvents for that

process usually have a higher density than the aqueous feed. Conse

quently, the solvent is fed to the top and the aqueous stream is

fed to the bottom of the extraction columns. Some other small modi

fications arise if the solvent is higher boiling than the recovered

solute.

The feasibility of an extraction process mainly depends on the

availability of a suitable solvent. Suitable means that
a)

b)

the solvent exhibits a high distribution coefficient for the

component to be recovered and

the VL-equilibrium of the system solvent/solute is favourable
with respect to the operating costs of the solvent recovery.

For liquid-liquid systems, equilibrium curves exhibit three prin

cipal shapes. They are represented in fig. 4 with the concentration

of the solute in the extracting phase on the y-axis and the concen
tration of the solute in the feed on the x-axis. The ratio of the
two concentrations is usually designated as distribution coeffi

cient. The left hand diagram shows the ideal case of a linear de

pendency which holds only for dilute solutions. The middle curve is

representative e.g. for solutes which form dimers in the organic
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phase like organic acids. The right curve is mainly valid for ex

traction with chemical reaction. In the assymptotic region stoichio

metric conditions exist. According to the McCabe-Thiele construc

tion the flow ratio of solvent phase to feed phase is inverse pro

portional to the slope of the distribution curve. For non-linear
conditions the slope for low concentrations is relevant. Conse

quently, a high distribution coefficient results in a low solvent
to feed ratio and hence in a lower energy input to the solvent

recovery column.

The problem of a favourable VL-equilibrium for the system solute/

solvent was discussed extensively together with the acetic acid re

covery. Here only some special problems in connection with the sol

vent recovery should be discussed. The first problem deals with the
presence of the second solvent - usually water - in the extract
phase. Thereof some considerations result for the design of the

process.

Fig. 5 shows the ternary liquid-liquid equilibrium diagram for the

system solute C - solvent A - water. A feed according to point F

should be extracted thus that a final concentration according to

point RE results. The point AZ designates the binary azeotrope be

tween water and solvent A. The separation of the extract phase be
tween solvent, solute and water from the point of energy requires

an extract phase concentration on the line between pure solute and

the point AZ. For equilibrium reasons only the point SA fulfills
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A
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Fig. 5: Representation of the interdependence of the mass balances
for extraction and solvent recovery
that condition. For balance reasons that point SA can only be
reached if the ratio of solvent to feed corresponds to the length

of the lines FM and MSE. From the point of view of the liquid-liquid
equilibrium it may be appropriate to choose another solvent to feed

ratio. In that case an extract phase concentration left or right of

point SA results. Then care has to be taken that the control of the

distillation allows to mix the extract phase with either solvent or

aqueous phase in order to reach a feed point on the line CAZ. Such
a possibility is outlined in the flowsheet of fig. 2.

Another problem arises if a solvent is applied where the solvent

recovery cannot be carried out by conventional distillation. The

extraction of acetic acid with methylisobutylketon (MIBK) may serve

as an example. For several reasons it is useful to use that solvent.

The solvent recovery is not possible by conventional distillation

because MIBK and acetic acid exhibit nearly the same boiling point.
However, it is possible to use the coextracted water as an entrainer

for the removal of the MIBK from water. The process should be de

scribed by means of fig. 6. It shows the same diagram like fig. 5.

The MIBK azeotrope is denoted by AZ. It contains approximately 25 %
water and boils at approximately 87

•c.

The theoretical point SA

cannot be reached because the liquid-liquid equilibrium requires a
higher solvent to feed ratio resulting in a point SA'. Therefore,

the separation can only be achieved if the extract phase according
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acetic acid

MIBK

SE

AZ

Fig. 6: Mass balances of extraction and solvent recovery for acetic
acid extraction with MIBK
to point SA· is mixed with water thus that a mixture according to

point SA'' results. The control equipment of the distillation column
has to be equipped accordingly.·
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Solvent Extraction Study of Tetrahydrofuran From Agueous
Solutions.
Amrit H. Patel, Denartment of Pure 11nd Industrial Chemistry,
University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Nigeria.
Summary: The data for the study of salt effect on the distri
bution of tetrahydrofuran (THF) between benzene and water for
the seven inorganic salts are reported. The salting out
coefficients of the seven salts follow the decreasing order as
under:

Magnesium chloride ) lithium chloride ) sodium chloride)
sodium bromide) sodium iodide
sodium sulphate >
potassium chloride.

>

The decreasing order of the salting out coefficients is explained
in terms of ionic charges and radii which also have significant
influence on the enthalpy and entropy of hydrations of these
salts. The salting out coefficients follow the similar decreas
ing trend to that of the enthalpy and entropy of hydrations for
these s�lts as indicated by the table 1.
The cross-current two stage laboratory extraction of THF from
this aqueous mixture in a weight ratio of 40 (THF) : 60(HO)
carried out with benzene and cyclohexane as extracting sol?ents
achieved 96.0 and 96.5 percent recovery of THF respectively.
Introduction: The separation of THF from its aqueous mixtures
is of particular interest due to the significant demand of THF
as solvent for polymer and for extraction of alkaloids and
physiologically active compounds. Also THF is a reactive inter
mediate in the synthesis of a number of organic compounds(1,2).

THF forms an azeotrope with water which makes it separation
rather difficult by distillation. However as THF and water
have different solubilities in organic solvents, the solvent
extraction technique which invokes such property can be a
suitable industrial method for the recovery of THF from ag_ueous
solutions. Of the number of hydrocarbons studied (3) benzene
showed the highest distribution coefficient and selectivity for
the THF followed by toluene and cyclohexane. Benzene, there
fore was chosen as an extracting solvent to study the salt
effect on the distribution coefficient of THF between water and
benzene.
The salt effect on the distribution data for a number of ter
tiary systems namely: ethylacetate - ethyl alcohol - water (4) 1
benzene - carboxylic acids - water (5,6) and organic solvents
acetic acid - water(?) has been extensively reported in lite
rature. However the data concerning the salt effect on the dis
tribution of THF between two immiscible solvents such as benzene
and water, a problem of engineering applications has received
little attention. The present study therefore deals with the
salt effect of magnesium chloride (MgC1 ), lithium chloride (LiCL),
sodium chloride (NaCl), sodium bromide 2(NaBr), sodium iodide(NaI),
sodium sulphate (Na�S04) and potassium chloride (KCl) on the dis
tribution coefficients
of THF between benzene and water.
The cross-current two stage laboratory separation of THF from
its aqueous mixtures with benzene and cyclohexane as extracting
solvents is reported in this paper.
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Experimental Methods: All materials used in the present study
were of laboratory rea�ent grade. All measurements were
carried out at 29-30 ° C. Of the several methods (8) described
in literature for the determination of tertiary phase equili
brium and tie-line data, the most widely employed is probably
the synthetic method of Othmer et al (9) which was followed
in our earlier work (10,11) was adopted for this study. The
tie-line data in the presence of inorganic salts were determined
by equilibrating equal volumes of aqueous phase containing THF
and inorganic salt added and the benzene phase. The equilibra
ting of ·cha two phases was followed by senaration. The benzene
phase was analysed for THF concentration by the refractive index
measurements in conjugation with the calibration curve prepared
by systems of known compositions on the solubility curves. The
THF concentration in the aqueous phase was found by mass balance.
The solubilities of the inorganic salts under study were found
to be negligible in benzene as compared to salts concentrations
in the aqueous phases. The amounts of salts initially added to
the aqueous phases were assumed to be present in the aqueous
phases only. The seven inorganic salts at 5,10,15 and 20 wt.%
concentrations were studied.
The crogs-current two stage laboratory scale extraction of THF
from its aqueous mixture in a weight ratio of 40 (THF): 60(H 0)
with benzene and cyclohexane as extracting solvent was carri�d
out by equilibrating the two phases in a separating funnel.
The two phases then were separated and analysed for the THF
concentrations. 100gms of the aqueous phase when equilibrated
with 25.5gms. of benzene gave an extract phase, E1 and a raffi
nate phase, R1• The raffinate phase, R1 when equilibrated with
the same amount of benzene as in the first stage, gave the
extract phase E and the raffinate phase, R2• The extract phases
of THF was
E1 and E2 were 2combined and distilled. 38.4gms.
recoverea thereby showing its percentage extraction of 96.00.
Cyclohexane when replaced benzene, the extraction of THF was
96.5 percent.
Theory: There is a general agreement on the physical phenomena
responsible for the salt effect on the distribution of a non
electrolyte solute between two relatively immiscible solvents
such as benzene and water. The addition of a salt to an aqueous
solution of a non-electrolyte results in the change of activity
coefficient of the non-electrolyte solute. The increase in the
activity coefficient is termed as 'salting out' while the dec
rease in the activity coefficient is termed 1 saltin5 in'. These
phenomena may be explained on the basis of three main theories
namely: the hydration theory (14), the electrostatic theory(15,
16) and the internal pressure concept (17,18).
As to the hydration theory the salting out results owing to the
preferential orientation of water molecules around salt ions
which in effect remove these molecules from their effective role
as solvent for the non-electrolyte. The number of water mole
cules so influenced by each salt ion is known as the hydration
number. The hydration number of an ion is dependent on its
ionic charge and radius. The ionic charge when spread over a
relatively small area has a high degree of solvation by water
molecules due to greater ion-dipole interaction resulting in a
higher hydration number which in turn affect the salting out
influence of the ion. The hydration theory permits only quali
tative estimate of the magnitude of the salt effect but it fails
to explain the wide variation in the hydration numbers reported
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in literature.
The electrostatic theory, which considers only the action of
coulombic forces only and omits other factors, explains the
salting out effect on the basis of the alteration in the dielec
tric constant of the solution. Debye and McAulay (15) and
Butler (16) have derived equations for the activity coefficient
of non-lectrolyte in dilute salt solutions. These equations
predict that salting out will occur if the dielectric constant
of the non-electrolyte solution is less than thAt of water and
saltine; in if the reverse is true. The theory also predict
that the logarithm of the activity coefficient of the non-elec
trolyte is a linear function of the ionic stren�th.
According to the concept of internal pressure, the concentra
tion in total volume upon the addition of salt to water can be
thought of as a compression of the solvent which makes it more
difficult for the introduction of molecules of a non-elecrolyte
which results in salting out. An increase in total volume upon
the addition of a salt would the counter effect known as salting
in.
Of the many semiquantitative empirical correlations derived on
the basis of the above theories to predict the salt effect on
the distribution of a solute between two relatively immiscible
solvents, the expression proposed by Setschnow (12): ·
c
I �
(1)
-'I.rt C
T
which was reported to be valid up to 3M salt concentration is
used for the present study. For a given solvent phase, the
solute concentration CT and c 0 are aqueous phase solute con
centrations with and without lalt P resent respectively. CS
A
_
salt concentration in the aqueous phase
and ks is the salt1ng
out coefficient. This equation was also used by Swebb and
Morgan (19) and McAteer (20) to present their data.
Results and Discussion: The experimental data for the distri
bution of THF between the benzene and the aqueous phases are
presented in Figures 1 to 7 for the seven inorganic salts at
0,5,10,and 20% by weight salt concentrations in the aqueous
phases. The increase in salt concentration in the aqueous phase
was observed to enhance the transfer of THF to the benzene phase.
The enhancement in the transfer of THF to the benzene nhase is
due to the salting out effect of the salt ions. The increased
salt concentration in the aqueous phase is likely to provide
more free ions which in turn remove more number of water mole
cules from their effective role as solvent. A definite trend
in the salting out effect of the seven salts was observed in
the Figure 8. The trend follows the following decreasing order
for the salting out effect:
MgC12) LiCl ) NaCl > Na Br ) Na I) Na 2so4) KCl
The salting out coefficients of the seven salts at 6 wt.% salt
concentration in the aqueous phase were determined from the
plots of
c�
vs
n
CSA presented in the Figure 8. The
l
CT
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values of the salting out coefficients of the seven salts along
with ionic radii and charges of ions, enthalpy and entropy of
hydrations of the salts are presented in Table 1.

The observed order of the salting out coefficients of the salts
can be explained on the basis of ionic charges and radii which
have significant influence on the behaviour of ions in solution.
Table 1 : Salting Out Coefficients Enthalpy and Entropy of
Hvdrntions and Ionic Radii(.13)
Salt

�nthalny and Enthropy
Salting
Out Coeffi- of Hydration
cient
s
H
K Cal/mole Cal/mole/,
degree

ks
MgC12

0.105

-635.60

-110.90

LiCl

0.095

-210.20

- 52.00

NaCl

0.085

-181.60

- 44.10

NaBr

0.08 2

-176.80

- 40.10

Na I

0.080

-166.50

- 35.10

Na SO
2 4
KCl

0.076

-

0.073

-164.90

-

- 36.0

Ionic
Radius :er)
and
Charge z)
r
OA

z+
r

z

+

+ r

Mg 2+ 0.65
Cl- 1.81
Li+ 0.68
Cl- 1.81
+
Na 0.95
Cl- 1.81
+
Na 0.95
Br 1.96
+
Na 0.95
1· 2.16

0.813

1.35
1.81

0.316

-

-

+

K
Cl

-

-

0.402
0.362
0.344
0.322

-

In the case of magnesium chloride, bivalent charge on the
magnesium ion with small ionic radius is spready over a rela
tively small area and as such a strong ion-dipole interaction
between Mg++ ion and water molecules is expected. The Mg++ ions
of water molecules than
more number
thus orient preferentially
+
+
+
monovalent··
Li ,Na , and K ions with large ionic radius.
The monovalent charge or, Li+ , N+ and K + ions is dispersed over
a relatively large area and thereby weakening the ion-dipole
interaction between the ions and water molecules. The Mg++ ions
thus likely to remove more number of water molecules from their
role is effective solvent for the solute THF compared to Li+,Na+
and K ions. Thus the removal of water molecules from their role
as effective solvent for the solute, by the salt ions largely
determines the salt effect. The salting out effect of the mono
valent anions Cl-, Br - and I- can also be explained in the
similar order as under:

>

Na Br ) Na I.
NaCl
The salting out coefficients of the salts as shown in table 1
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follow the similar decreasing order for the enthalpy and
entropy of hydration of the salts. The entropy of hydration
largely results from coulombic interactions between the .ions
and the solvent molecules and it depends on both charge. The
high charge density over a small ionic radius of an ion usually
negative entropy of hydration. The orientation of water mole
cules around ions restricts their motion compared with their
freedom in the bulk of the water. It is ordering process
around an ion that largely determines the entropy change. The
large monovalent anion like I- have more positive entropy than
is expected. From the magnitude of the entropy change it can
be deduced that the ions with large ionic radii causes a break
down in the structure of liquid water. This effect is probably
present with other ions as well but is over shadowed by the
strong orientation effect of high charr,e density and small ion
size. Thus it can be concluded that both the salting out co
efficient and the entropy of hydration of a salt are dependent
on the ionic charges and radii of the salt ions.
The salt effect of di and trivalent salts like calcium chloride,
barium chloride, aluminium chloride, chromium chloride and
ferric ,chloride is under study for the THF-benzene-water system.
The experimental results of the extraction of THF with benzene
and cyclohexane gave 96.00 and 96.50 percent extraction of THF
in correspondence with those results obtained by the graphical
construction method for the two stage cross-current extraction
process.
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Liquid-liquid extraction, in conjunction with extractive distillation or without it,
has been a powerful tool in the separation technology of organic chemicals, and many
industrial processes are based on the distribution technique.

The interest in the

process continues, and perhaps even intensifies, as new and sophisticated chemical
engineering improvements achieve better and cleaner extractive separation methods,
with higher yields and increased purities of the chemicals recovered (1).

The pro

gram of the last two !SEC meetings, 1983 and 1986, as well as the listings in the
Bibliograp�y Section of the trade periodical (2) appearing since 1983, testify to
the significant 1 y increased interest in the chemistry of extraction of organic com
pounds.

We have recently reviewed the field of fermentation product carboxyl ic

acids (3) and low-molecular wei�ht alcohols (4).

The conclusions reached were clear

in emphasizing that if further improvement in the extractive separation technology
is to be achieved, the level of knowledge and understanding of the chemistry of
extraction of organic compounds has to be brought up to that of inorganic compounds
and metal complexes.

Motivated accordingly, we have embarked on a multifaceted pro

gram which calls for basic chemical and chemical engineering investigations of the
extractive separation of organic compounds.
We report here specifically our initial results on the extraction of the four iso
mers of butyl alcohol, 1-butanol (n - BU), 2-butanol (s - BU), 1-propanol-2-methyl
(i - BU),

and 2-propanol-2-methyl (t - BU) from their aqueous solutions by m-cresol

dissolved in n-octane, at 25° C.

The aim is to develop an exctractive separation

method for the isomers.
Working hypothesis
There is not a great deal of data in the literature on the effect of structural iso
mers on the partition coefficient, P, or distribution ratios, 0, of organic com
pounds.

As a matter of fact, we know of no explicit or systematic study of the

effect.

Several fragmentary observations are recorded in the compilation of Hansch

and Leo (5) which lists log P data for the four butanols, in addition to the two
propanols and three out of eight pentyl alcohols.
data in the table.

A difference in

P

We sunmarize the butyl alcohol

values by a factor of three or four is

con111on, though that in benzene of almost an order of magnitude, appears to be
exceptiona 1.
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Log

p

of isomeric butyl alcohols between water and organic solvents, 25 ° C

Solvent/Extractant

n - BU

i - BU

s - BU

t - BU

Carbon tetrachloride (6)
Benzene (6)
Diethyl ether (7)
n-Octanol (8)
n-Octanol (9)
Oleyl alcohol (9)

-0.29
-0.07
0.57
0.88
0.87
0.50

-0.32
-0.11
0.53
0.65
0. 74
0.46

-0.46
-0.24
0.30
0.61
0.65
0.29

-0.77
-0.57
-0.08
0.37
0.43
0.06

Numerous correlations between the partition coefficient of organic nonelectrolytes
and various chemical, physical and the_rmodynamic properties of their aqueous solu
tions such as the partial vapor pressure, enthalpies and entropies of solution,
energies of ,hydration, partial molar volumes, heat capacities, degrees of associa
tion, size of the molecule and its surface area, and others were attempted (4,5).
Some are more successful than others, but always fail in correlating branched com
pounds. Even aqueous solubility of the nonelectrolytes, the property most closely
related to the partition coefficient through the hydration process, intrinsic hydro
philicity and H-bonding, successfully defies attempts to make P values of iso
mers predictable (9-13). None of the differences in these properties bet�een
isomers are dramatic. It is even not sure whether they are statistically signif;cant
when correlated to the partition coefficient. The transfer process is obviously m�r.h
more complex than it is reflected by either the crudity of the formal activity co
efficient of the solute or its partition between two phases, or both.
The general �ailure of the aqueous-phase solution properties to correlate with the
partition coefficient of isomeric compounds forces us to look elsewhere for explana
tion. We will attempt a correlation with organic phase properties of the extraction
system. Specifically to the butyl alcohols, there is a wide variety of ways in which
they can interact with the extractant and/or diluent and/or water. Some of these
interactions are bound to be rather complex, some strong, some weak, and several
mutually competing. In order to simplify the system in chemical terms by reducing
the number of, or even eliminating, competing interactions, we have chosen to study
the extractive behavior of a reactive extractant, m-cresol. There is considerable
evidence (4) of relatively strong specific interactions between butyl alcohols and
OH-bearing extractants, such as octyl or oleyl alcohols and phenols.
It is our working hypothesis that the interactions between cresol and butyl alcohols
are significantly stronger than those between either of the components and water or
octane, the diluent employed. For that matter, even stronger than those leading to
the formation of self-associates, such as the tetrameric butanol in octane, for
III-742

example (4). Differences in the octyl and oleyl alcohol log P values for the iso
mers shown in the table suggest a considerable effect of the structural and steric
characteristics on the proton-donating and proton-accepting ability of the hydroxyl
groups ( 14) in the butyl alcohol isomers. Our present data, shown below, appear to
confirm that.
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6 • 0. 30 M

N-BU

o • 0. 30 M I -BU
4.0 - D
- 0. 30 M S-BU
X • 0. 30 M T-BIJ
3.0 2 .0
____ •• i::i--··

I .0 -

0.0

Figure 1.
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O.G

MOL

0.8

1.0

Distribution ratio of butyl alcohols between water and m-cresol solution
in n-octane, 25 ° C.

Results
Two sets of distribution data are the least amount of information required to esta
blish, by way of slope analysis, the stoichiometry of the adduct formed between
cresol (CR) and butanol (BU) via the reaction
K
pBU + q!'R � �
[1]
assumed to represent the transfer process from the aqueous into the organic (barred)
phase. One, at constant initial concentration of each of the four alcohols and
varying initial concentration of cresol in octane; and, another set, the way around,
constant cresol concentration and varying initial aqueous alcohol concentration. A
few samples of the results collected so far on the first set are shown in Figures 1
and 2 in the form of the distribution ratio, D, against the mole/L concentration of
m-cresol in n-octane at 25 ° C. The first one shows the D values for the four
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isomers at seven cresol concentrations in the 0.1 to 1.0 mole/L range, and Fig . 2
represents the effect of the alcohol concentration, in the case of t - BU, in the
initial aqueous solution upon the 0 values.
2.0

D

t> • O. 10 M
o - 0. 30 M
D • 0. 50 M

1.5

T-BU
T-BU
T-BU

1.0

0.5

0.0

Figure 2.

0.0

0.2

0.1

META-CRESOL

0.6

MOL

0.B

1.0

Distribution ratio of tert-butyl alcohol between water and m-cresol
solution in n-octane at three different initial aqueous alcohol con
centrations, 25° C.

The data points, admittedly showing considerable scatter, as given in the figures,
were not corrected for the solubility/extraction of the isomers by the diluent alone.
Additionally, and this is far more important, no corrections were made for the loss
of m-cresol to the equilibrium aqueous phase. It is known (15) that the partition
coefficient at infinite dilution of m-cresol between water and n-octane is around
1.6 at 25° C. This is a disturbingly low value. It means a considerable transfer,
some 40%, of the extractant to the aqueous solution, especially at its higher initial
concentration in octane. We have no data yet on that loss, thus no data to apply
the corrections needed for a mass-action law interpretation of the extraction equi
librium [1] in the form of the conventional logarithmic plot of D versus the mole/L
concentration of cresol and butanol in order to obtain the numerical values of p
and q, as well as the formation constant Kpq of the cresol-butanol adduct.
More detailed experimental information is expected to be presented at the meeting and
published subsequently.
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The Tricritical Point in Tetrachloroethylene-Ethancdiol-Nitromethane
-n-Heptane System
V.P.Sazonov, M.F.Chernysheva, Polytechnical Institute, Kuibyshev/USSR

The equilibrium of three liquid phases in the composition tetrahedron
is represented geometrically by some volume. The given volume may be
enclosed between the faces of the tetrahedron, Fig. 1 (a), or between
the free and the limiting lie-line, Fig. 1 (b), or between the two
limiting tie-lines, Fig. 1 (c,d). The limiting tie-line is a tie-line
which connects the figuration points of critical and noncritical
phases on the composition giagram of the multicomponent system.

b
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L 1 L,
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Fig. 1
Different volume shapes of three liquid phase
equilibrium of the quaternary system.
For the first time the equilibrium of three liquid phases in quater
the system Ethyl Ether-Water-Potassium
nary systems was found
�
Jodide-Mercuric Jodide [1 and was investigated at a temperature of
293.1 K. 'The volume shape of the three-phase equilibrium in this
system corresponds to the Fig. 1 (d).
With the increase of temperature the compositions of the liquid
phases change and it leads to the change of the shape and volume po
sition of the three-phase equilibrium. One of t he possible modifica
tions of the three-phase volume, shown on Fig. 1(d), is its contrac
tion to a point. This transformation corresponds to the transition of
the three liquid phase equilibrium to the critical one-phase state.
Konstamm [�was the first to show the principal possibility of simul
taneous critical phenomena between three coexistent phases. Later[3]
it was noted in this work that such phenomena may be carried out in
the systems with the number of components n�3. Tricritical phenomena
were found during equilibrium investigation of liquid-liquid-gas in
the ternary systems LLil and of liquid-liquid-liquid in the quaternary
water-organic systems [5� At present several quaternary systems with
tricritical phenomena between the three liquid phases are investiIII-747

gated to a different extent.

It was mentioned in the works [6 ,'7.] that the emergence of the tricritic
al phenomena in the quaternary systems is possible if the tie-lines
of the two boundary ternary systems are located in the space cross
wise. Beside , according to the theory of the tricritical phenomena
r
of Griffiths 8 the figuration point of heterogeneous mixture which
corresponds to the tricritical poin"t composition at temperatures
somewhat lower than critical is to be situated outside the three
phase equilibrium region.

1

The cleaning of nitromethane, tetrachloroethylene and ethane �iol was
carried out in accord with the procedures described earlierf9. The
purity of obtained agents was considered by the results of chromato
graphic analysis. n-Heptane of "for chromatography" grade was used
without additional cleaning. The temperatures of phase transforma
tions wer� determined by the polythermal method in the range of 313-360 K. Geterogeneous mixtures with mass of 8g in closed glass am
poules were fixed in pairs in a special holder and were placed into
the thermostat for the determination of phase transition temperaturea
The temperature was measured by a thermometer graduated in 0.01 and
0.02 ° divis�ons.
The quaternary system includes six binary and four ternary boundary
,
systems. Tetrachloroethylene, Ethanediol, Nitromethane and n-Heptane
are designated by indexes /T/, /E/, /N/ and /H/ respectively. The
system T-H is homogeneous from the six binary boundary systems, the
rest are characterized by the limited solubility of the components.
In ternary systems T-E-N and E-N-H there exists the equilibrium of
the three liquid phases in a certain range of temperatures. Maximum
temperatures of the existance of three phase equilibrium in these
systems are equal to 329,8 and 315.02 K respectively. When the equi
librium of three liquid phases changes to the two-phase state, nitro
methane and tetrachloroethylene phases take part in the critical phe
nomena in the first system, and ethanediol and nitromethane phases - in the second.
By preliminary experiments the region of the threephase equil:brium
in quaternary systems was determined. For the mixtures in quat�rnary
systems the transition of the equilibrium of three liquid phases ,o
the two-phase state was accomplished at temperatures higher than
329.8 K. Geterogeneous mixtures of a given region contain no more
than 2,0 mass% of heptane. In accord with the density of pure compo
nents the liquid phases were conventionally named and designated ass
the upper - (L1) - ethanediol, the central - (L2) - nitromethane, the
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lower - (L3) - tetrachloroethylene phases. When the equilibrium of
three liquid phase changed into two-phase state of the quaternary
system, critical phenomena took place either between phases L1 and
L 2 or between phases L2 and L , therefore, the volume shape of three3
-phase equilibrium in this system corresponds to the Fig. 1 (d).

,51

point to the fact that a precision determi
The literature data[4
nation of the tricritical point coordinates is extremely difficult as
in n-component systems (n�3) the infinite set of methods concerning
the change of the composition of heterogeneous mixtures is possible.
This is the reason why it is necessary to work out an optimal proce
dure of coordinate search of a given critical point. In this case the
following properties of this point must be taken into consideration.
With any method of the composition change of geterogeneous mixture,
tricritical point must corresponds to the maximum temperature of the
existence of three-phase equilibrium. Besides, this point must cor
respond to the contact point of dissolution polytherms of the third
snd second liquid phases, constructed in the �oordinates of tempera
ture - mass% component of the quaternary mixture. We applied a method
which is conventionally named a method of the local extremums. The
main point of the method lies in the search of such heterogeneous
mixtures which would have the greatest temperature of the existence
of the three-phase equilibrium and the least temperature difference
of dissolution the third and the second liquid phases with a certain
method of changing the composition of the quaternary mixture. The me
thod of the local extremums was used for the search of the coordi
nates of the tricritical point in the system tetrachloroethylene
ethanediol-nitromethane-n-heptane.
On the basis of the preliminary experiments the relationship of the
temperatures of phase transformations and the content of heptane in
quaternary mixtures was determined. The composition of these mixtures
changed along several secant lines, Fig. 2. From a given set of expe
riments the mixture was chosen with the content of 0.5 mass% heptane
and a certain relationship of three other components. This mixture
has the greatest temperature of the existence of three-phase equilib
rium (339.3 K) and the least temperature difference of dissolution of
the third and second liquid phases.
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T.I<
J50.0

• a
• b
• C

E�T

0.5

Fig, 2
Effect of heptane on the phase transformation temperatures
of the heterogeneous mixtures: a)m E :mN :m,.= 1,0:2,2:1.8;
b)111f 'll,1,. :111r= 1.00:2,18:1,82; c)f111 :m.,, 1111r= 1.0:2.111,9.
Regions:
I - three liquid phase equilibrium,
II - two liquid phase equilibrium,
III - one-phase state.
In the next set of heterogeneous mixtures the content of heptane was
0,5 mass%, the relationship of tetrachloroethylene and nitromethane
was constant, but the content of ethanediol was valiable. The maximum
temperatures of the existence of three-phase equilibrium, respective
ly, 339,6 and 339,8 K have the mixtures with the content of ethanedi
ol 19,6 mass% and the ratio m1:m3=0,82:1.00 and 0.835:1.000. The
least temperature difference of the dissolution of the third and se
cond liquid phases (0.2) corresponds to the mixture with the ratio
0.8211.00.
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T.I<.

151.

• a
• b

+
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J;f.0-=-::,-----------n.o
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Fig. 3
Solubility isotherms of the quaternary heterogeneous
mixtures with the content of heptane 0.5 mass%:
a)mN :111T = 1.0010.82; b)m,.. :111.r= 1.00010.835; c)m.., :f12r=
= 1.0001 o.905.
I - three liquid phase equilibrium,
Regions:
II - two liquid phase equilibrium,
III - one-phase state.
In heterogeneous mixtures of the other set of experiments the content
of heptane (0.5 mass%) and ethanediol (19.5 mass%) was constant,
but the concentration of the rest substances was variable. In this
set of experiments the greatest temperature of the existence of
three-phase equilibrium (339.8 K) and the least temperature differ
ence of the dissolution of the third and second liquid phases (0.4)
has the quaternary mixture with the content of tetrachloroethylene
36.25 mass%.
Fig. 4 shows the polytherms of the solubility of geterogeneous mix
tures with constant content of nitromethane and variable content of
tetrachloroethylene and ethanediol. The polytherms of the dissolution
of the second liquid phase have almost flat maximum, and with the in
crease of the content of heptane in the sections - the maximums shift
to the area of higher temperatures. The quaternary mixture which be
longs to the section ( ) of the given set has the highest tempera
ture of the existence of three phase equilibrium (339.8 K) and the
least temperature difference of the dissolution of the third and
second liquid phases (0.4).
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Fig, 4
Solubility isotherms of the quaternary heterogeneous
mixtures with constant content of nitromethane and heptane
(mass%): a)IH11 = 43,8,111" = 0,45; b)mN = 43,78,hl,, =0,50;
c)tn11 = 43. 75, mH = o. 56.
I - three liquid phase equilibrium,
Regions1
II - two liquid phase equilibriwn,
III - one-phase state.
During investigation of some quaternary mixtures the phenomenon was
found not noticed earlier in other works. When such mixtures were
heated successively we observed the dissolution at first and then
again the occurance of the third liquid phase with its succeeding
dissolution by the further increase of temperature. Such sequence of
phase transformations points to the fact that the figuration point of
the heterogeneous mixture which corresponds to the composition of
tricritical point at "temperatures somewhat lower than the critical
must be located outside the region of three-phase equilibriwn This
fact not earlier established under polythermal investigational5,6] is
in a reement with the prediction of the theory of tricritical pheno
f
mena aijand lnvestigations of similar systems under isothermal condi
[
tions 10• 11.J.
For the determination of
point its characteristic
the calculation were the
with maximwn dissolution
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approximate parameter values of tricritical
properties were used, The starting data for
figuration point ·}:>arameters of the mixtures
temperatures of the third liquid phase and

the least temperature difference of dissolution of the third and
second liquid phases •. Tricritical point of the given system has the
following parameters: T = 340,1 ± 0,3 K and critical concentrations
of tetrachloroethylene, ethanediol, nitromethane and n-heptane res
pectively 36,3 ± 0.2, 19,5 ± 0.2, 43,7 ± 0.1 and 0,5 ± 0,02 mass%,
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THE EXTRACTION AND SEPARATION OF PHENOLS BY ALAMINE 336
by
E .N. Bassey and M.A. Hughes
University of Bradford
Bradford, 8D7 lDP
West Yorkshire
England

There are two main commercial liquid-liquid extraction processes for the recovery of
phenols from aqueous waste streams, these a.re the Phenosolvan and Chem-Pro systems
which use di-isopropyl ether and methyl isob\ltyl ketone respectively.

In both

processes the phenols are recovered from the organic extract by distillation and
provide a single product , e.g. a mixture of monohydric and dihydric phenols.

Indeed

a variety of solvertts are capable of extracting the phenols from aqueous solutions.

They have been the subject of many studies and K values have been published. In
d
general, the solvents which have the highest polarity �nd lowest molecular weight
extract phenols the best.

However, such solvents do suffer from the disadvantage

that at too low a molecular weight the loSses to aqueous raffinates are prohibitive.
In recent times, workers have shown considerable interest irl exploring alternative

extractants which have high enough distribution coefficients, low emulsion tendency
and more importantly, low solubility in water to make solvent recovery from

raffinates unnecessary.

It might be of advantage to find a solvent which could differentiate between the two

main phenol groups, e.g. monohydric and dihydric and at the same time have some of

the advantages of the simple solvents.

It i� known that because phenols are weak

acids the distribution of phenols between-water and a classical solvent is very much
pH dependent.

Such acid-base behaviour might be further explored if an organic base

were incorporated into an inert diluent and used as solvent.
High molecular weight amines have been used before to extract weak acids such as
2
1
carboxylic acids, chloroacetic acids. Pollio et al , Mukherjee et al and
3

Pittm.an

extracted phenols by using primary, secondary and tertiary amines.

lists the K

King

4

values for various phenols extracted by the tertiary amine Alamine 336.

d
Other Lewis bases such as trioctylphosphine oxide and tributylphosphate have been

reported as extractants.

The purpose of the present work was to explore the differing behaviour of the
extraction of phenols by Alamine

33

6.

Consequent upon this a new flowsheet was
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developed and tested.
EXPERIMEm'AL

Alamine

Chemicals

33

6

was obtained from Henkel Inc., U.S.A. and used with either

Analar hexane (BDH Ltd., U.K.) or odourless kerosene.

The phenols were obtained

mostly from BDH Ltd. but standards for chromatography originated from Polyscience
Corporation, Netherlands.

HPLC has been used to quantitatively analyse both organic and aqueous

phases for phenol content.
Gilson equipment.

A Du Pont Zorbax or Spherisorb ODS column was used with

The mobile phase was acetonitrile buffered with a 2\ v/v acetic

acid solution in water.
flow.

The system employed isocratic elution on a 45\ acetonitrile

The Effect Of pH On Extraction By Alamine

33

6

Phenol and r�sorcinol were chosen to represent the monohydric and ditiydric phenols
respectively.

Shake out experiments were carried out on a

resorcinol solution at pH

20\ v/v Alamine 336 .

6 -7.

The extraction at
TABLE

1

Extraction of phenol

methyl isobutyl ketone
ethyl acetate

tribuyl phosphate
to.luene

odourless kerosene
n-hexane
2

3

36

0 vol \ Alamine 3 36/n-hexane

20 vol \ Alamine 336/odourless
kerosene
Extraction of resorcinol

g/R. phenol .or a 2 g/t

20 vol I Alamine 336/n-hexane

1

: 1 phase ratio is shown in Table

1.

- Properties Of Extractants

Extractant

Alamfoe

5

The organic phase chosen after several trials was

K

Solubility in
Water
(weight \)

(g/1/g/t)

2 , 1. 9

70

5

6

9.7

5

49

11

0 .042

0.0 5

12

, 0.06

0.0009 5
<

0.00 5

1

d

2

14

6

433

l. 77
1

.22

o.os
2

K

d

(from literatun,l

1

6
10 ,

1cx/,

89

8

36 , 24. 1 , 27.5
> 99 1
9

10

0.2

2

1

0. 16

'

13

-

1

1
1.8

, 0.2

1

0.1 3 3
1

. 28
2. 7

0.29

values may be compared with sane selected from the literature for other sol
d
vents ., and it is shown that the amine does not extract better than polar solvents.

The K

However, the K

values show that phenol could be separated from resorcinol at this
d
pH and they are not sufficiently low to preclude a commercial liquid-liquid

extraction process.
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Further experiments, where the pH was varied gave the results shown in Figure l.
The usual shape of the graph for the extraction of phenol by a simple solvent at
5
7
various pH has been reported on by Greminger et al and KorenmaJ- . We note here that
in the case of extraction of phenol by the amine, there is a plateau in the range
pH 6-9.

Further inspection of Figure 1 shows that phenol could be separated from resorcinol

by a "pH swing" method.

It was confirmed that the phenols were readily stripped from the amine by contacting
with approximately 30\ v/v or 6-7\ v/v ammonia for monohydric and dihydric phenols
respectively.

A DISTRIBUTION MODEL FOR PHENOLS EXTRACTION BY ALAMINE 336
(i)

Monohydric phenols
Dissociation occurs according to:
(PhOH)
w

a
K 1

�

+

(H )
w

KH

�

(H S0 )
2 4 w

(PhO

+

+

+

(H )
w

(1)

w

(HS0 -)
4 w

(2)

Sulphuric acid complexes the amine according to:
+

{(R NH) HS0 }
4 0
3

(HS0 -)
4 w

+

(H )

+

(PhOH)
w

Kl
�

K2
�

{(R NH) HS0 }
4 o
3

(3)

{(RlH) HS04.PhOH}
0

(4)

Additionally, phenol associates with the. amine:
(R N)
3 0

+

K3
�

(PhOH,
w

If

{ (R NH) HS0 .PhOH}

and

(Rl : PhOH}
0

3

4

a

0

(R N.PhOH}
3
0

(5)

complex l
complex 2

then the distribution coeffic.!.,-.. nt for a monohydric phenol
{complex 11
{PhOH}

W

+

+

l ,omplex 2 I
{Pt.1-)

Kd,m

is given by:
(6)

w

It can now be shown by algebra that:
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K

d,m

�

l 2 H o HWclW

K K K C C

which reduces to:

ClW

+

+

K3C oClW

(7)

+

KalClW/(H )w

(8)
where C ' C ' C are the analytical concentrations of the aqueous phase
0
HW
lW
phenol, aqueous phase sulphuric acid and organic phase amine respectively;
+
p
K K K = A, K • B, (H } • iO- H. The degree of fit of equation (8) to the
3
w
1 2 8
analytical data is shown in Figure 1.

(ii) Dihydric phenols
Simil ar reasoning is used for modelling equilibria in the dihydric phenol s
system; but now:

2((R NH)HS0 ) + {Ph(OH)
3
2)w
4 0

K
4
F'

[{ (R NH)HSO } Ph(OH) ]
4 2
3
2

0

(9)

K

2(R N) + (Ph(OH) )
2 w
3 0

S
.->

(10)

and by algebra the distribution constant for thP. dihydric is given by:
(complex 3)

+

(complex 4)

('.1)

where complex 3

complex 4
then:

[(R N) Ph(OH) ]
2
3 2

0

(12)

reducing to:
(13)

where
The fit is demonstrated in Figure l.
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A FLOWSHEET TO EXTRACT AND SEPARATE MONOHYDRIC AND DIHYDRIC PHENOLS
We have developed the following flow sheet, Figure 2, which delivers two main

products, e.g. monohydric and dihydric phenols as a ammonium phenolate solution.
The organic extractant is regenerated by contacts with anunonia.

The number of

stages required for each duty was calculated using McCabe-Thiele type diagrams.
The circuit has been tested on bench scale mixer settlers both on simulated
ammoniacal liquors and on a liquor arising from coke-ovens.

Space does not permit

here the full analysis of the products but the Tables 2 and 3 show quantitative

results from a simulated liquor and the chromatograms in Figure 3 demonstrate how
the phenols were separated from a coke-oven liquor as aqueous feed to the

equipment.
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Table 2

Phase composition in monohydric phenol operating circuit
Organic:

20 vol., Alamine 336 in kerosene

Strip solution:

stage
number

4.7 M NH3 (= 30\ v/v NH3)

Aqueous

pH

Phenolic

compound

Extraction,

Feed

Phenol

5.0
2.0

2.96
2.0

Resorcinol

8,82

Phenol

2

8.81

Phenol

3

8.70

Phenol

8,97

Phenol
Resorcinol

'

Resorcinol
Resorcinol
Resorcinol

Striooina,

l

11.70

2

12.20

Aqueous

Organic

\ Phenol
extracted or

stripped

Aqueous/orcanic ratio = 1.07

l

4

Phase composition, g/1

1.62
1.90

2 .es
0.17

o.3o
1.84

0.58
0.06

Resorcinol

Phenol
Resorcinol

1.41
0.06

o.84
1.90

strio/ora ratio

Phenol

5.03

=

1.17

0.36
-

-

94

0.54

4.2

0.12

97.6

- not found
Table 3

Phase composition in dihydric operating circuit

Organic: 20 vol.\ Alamine 336 in �erosene
(= 71 v/v NH )
Strip solution: lM NH
3
3
stage
number

Aqueous

pH

Phenolic

compound

Extraction,

Feed

Phase composition, g/1
Aqueous

Organic

Phenol

Resorcinol

1.84
o.3o

2.88

Resorcinol
Phenol

0.03
o.006

1.95
0.36

2

3.43

Resorcinol

0,003
0.001

0.032
o.oos

Resorcinol

1.76
0.32

0.31
0.13

Resorcinol

0.21
0.1

0.08
0.02

l

10.42

2

10.67
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stripped

Aqueous/orcanic ratio = 1.06

l

Stripping,

I Phenol
extracted or

Phenol

strip/orqanic ratio "" 1.06

Phenol

Phenol

99.84

95.9
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SCHEME FOR EXTRACTION AND SEPARATION OF PHENOLS FROM
CARBONIZATION LIQUORS
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+
1-llNOHYDRIC
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Neut ral oils etc.

STRIPPING OF MONOHYDRIC
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r-i
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2 4

-----
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PHENOLS
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-

--
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336 IN
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dilute aDBDonia
s elution (7\ v/v)
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ALCOH01/'.YATER

And::-zej SZAFRAf,SKI

and

SOLUBILITIES
Zygmunt LISICIG

Industrial Chemistry Research Institute
(Instytut Chemii
Przemyslowej), Department NB-6, Rydygiera 8, 01-793 ','/arsaw
POLAi•ID
Abstract:

Solubility data includinG miscibility gaps in
binary alcohol/water systems have been considered for almost
80 monohydroxy alcohols ranging from propanol to octadecanol,
based on about 200 literature references.
The alcohol-in-water solubilities range from
complete (methanol, ethanol) or very high (for 1-propanol mis
cibility0gao occurs only between -10.5 ° and -1.7oc) to as low
as 10-7 mol 1-1 (e.c. for hexadecanol). As the alcohol chain
length is increased in arithmetic progression, the proportion
of alcohol in the aqueous phase diminishes in geometric progression,
the ratio of water solubility of one homologous member to that
of the next being of the order of four. In the alcohol-rich
phase the proportion of water remain;s relatively high, e.g. for
1-dodecanol a water/alcohol ratio as high as O.J is observed,
compared to 1 for 1-butanol.
For 1-alkanols, empirical relations of the linear
or
log c/mol 1-1
or quadratic type, lag c/mol L-1 = a + bNC
that correlate the solubility in water (c)
a+ bNC + cIT�
with the carbon nunber of the alcohol (Ne), a, band c being
regression paramet ers, yield estinwtes which in some cases seem
to be more reliable than th e currently available experimental
data. Correlations involvinc- gamma model equations (e.g. llP.T1)
have also been tested.
For most of the higher end elso for some of the
lower alcohols data gaps are acute. !'or most lower alcohols
the reported data are often imprecise or conflictin� so that
accurate reinvestigation is in order.

As the manuscript was not available at the 28th May 1986, the deadline for
printing this book, we only print the short abstract of the paper.
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New Approach to Assessment of Molecule Aggregation in the
Organic Phase

JEDINAKOVi V,, DVOfuU{

z.,

Institute of Chemical Technology,

Dept, Nuclear Fuel ·Tochnology and Radiochemistry, Prague

Association constants of tertiary amino nitratos wore determined

from a colligativo properties - cryoscopic and osmometric data,

The association degree and association constants of amines,R N,
3
Cl-, B
r-), were calcu
or their salts RJNIIX ( X = NO j , c10

4 ,

lated by means of the computer program MOP, a modification of
the Swedish program LETAGROP SIDIPJ\., The approach is based on

the assumption that the ion pair B associate by the following

equation

,
n B� B
n

to give the

n-mers,

The equilibrium constant is thus
where

(] �

{

)
d(B
n

[a �]

1{r�

[a J n}

ef are the activity aoefficients,

The activity coefficient

ratios for low concentration of Bare i;onorally assumed to be
constant.

The analytical concentration of substance Bis then
C = b +

whereas tho total concentration representing the sum of

concentrations of the various associate species is
B= b +

(u
)

n
n./3 b ,
n

where bis the monomer concentration.

An assessment metho� has been developed for the model of the
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solution containing c�ete sequence of associates whose
relative representation in tho solution drops proportionally,
In view o:f tho fact that the model embodie the experimental
data with sufficient accuracy, tho concept of a solution
without dominant structures sooras to be in a better agreement
with the real state of the solution,

As the manuscript was not available at the 28th May 1986, the deadline for
printing this book, we only print the short abstract of the paper.
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Selective Oxidation of Toluenes to Aldehydes by Product Reextraction
G. Linzbach, G. Kreysa

Dechema-1 nstitut, Fra nkfurt/Main

The mediated oxidation of orga n ic compounds by a redox system which is rege
n

erated electrochemi ca 11 y in a sepera te reactor has bee n investi gated repea

tedly. This method decreases problems like in solubility of the organic sub
strate i n electrolytes or the consumption of costly conductin g salts.

For the oxidation of aromatic compoun ds (toluene or substituted toluen es) to
3+

aromatic aldehydes some authors fou nd M n

an d ce

4+

to be suitable mediators

/1-3 /. The main problem for using this reaction as a technical approach for
the synthesis of aldehydes is the undesired formation of the corresponding

carboxylic acid by further oxidation of the aldehyde. Kin etic studies about the
indirect oxidation of p-methoxy-toluene ( p-MTl to p-methoxybenzaldehyde (anis
aldehyde, p-MBA) have shown, that the chemical reaction takes place in the

aequeous phase. Therefore the formed aldehyde may be protected against further
oxidation by re-extraction i n to the orga n ic phase. Methylenechloride has found

to be a satisfactory reagent for this purpose /2/. The aim of the present paper
is the description of experimental investigation s ·on microki n etics, the mathe

matical modelli n g of the reaction system and first calculation s with differen t

reactor mode1 s.

Microkinetic I n vestigatio n s
The oxidation of p-MT by metal ions like Ce

4+

3+

or Mn

proceed i n a sequence of

con secutive reaction steps:
Aldehyde formation via benzylalcohol
p-MT

+

2 M

n+

p-MBOH + 2 M

n

+

+

11 0
2

(n- )+
�p-MBOH + 2 M
l

+ 2 H

k
�p-MSA

+

+

(p-methoxybe n zylalcohol)

(

+

2 M

(n-

l)

+

p-methoxyben zaldehyde)

2 H

+

( l)

(2)

Oxidation to carboxylic acid
p-MBA

+

2 M

n+

+
n- )+
+ tt o �p-MBCOOH + 2 M ( l
+ 2 H
2
(p-methoxybe n zoic acid)

(3)
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Another undesired parallel reaction is the oligomerisation of p-MT via a ca
tion radical mechanism /2,4/:
+

k

2 p-MT + 2 M n � �

(p-MT)2 ( dimerisation)

(4)

Due to the fact that reaction (1) is very fast, one can summarize (ll and (2):
p-HT

+

4 H n t t 1120

k'

.l.. p-MBA

+

4 H (n -l )t

+ 4

H+

(5)

All experimental investigations were performed in a stirred vessel. The tested
+
+
variables have been the concentratio n s of Ce 4 / Ce 3 , H2so4 and p-HT (in CH2c12
or n-hexane), the temperature and the degree of dispersio n.
The concentration of p-MT in the aqueous phase has fou nd to be the most im
portant factor for the selectivity of the aldehyde formation. In depe ndence on
the experimental conditions this concentration is determined by mass transfer or
reaction rates. Fig. 1 illustrates this by experimental and calculated results
+
for the change of the p-MT and Ce 4 concentrations in the aqueous phase with
time. In run 1 the reaction rate is partially controlled by the mass transfer
until the p-MT concentration reaches its equilibrium value (see Fig. lb) .

• 15 1-----+-------+-----t-----1----;

3
60

120

180

240

300
+

360

420

llmin

Fig. la: Concentration time function of ce 4 / 4 /
(+ experimental results,- fitted curves, curve numbers indicate the
runs in table ll
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(1

3

0

60

0

I

I

120

180

I

I

240

300

I

2

360

420

tlmin

Fig. lb: Concentration time functions of p-MT in the aqueous phase
(curve numbers indicate the runs in table 1 )
Table

RUN

L Conditions and results of the kinetic experiments
CH 50 /mol 1-l
2 4
1.5
1.5
0.5

1
2
3

T/'C
35
5
5

.

1. 322 mol/1

Vorg

=

227. 3 ml

Cce

=

0.15 mol/1

Cp-M
T

vaqu

.

kpA p/10-3 /cm 3 s-l
0.074
0.348
0.495

K V 10-311
4. 95
26. 4
14.5

k/1 mol-l s-1
2.46 8
o. 713
0.305

in CHP2
Ce(S04) 2 + 0.025 mol/1 Ce2(so4)3

900 ml

For modelling the kinetics of the system one has to know the correct values
for the rate constants, mass transfer coefficients and equilibrium concen
trations of all species.
The time dependance of the concentration as function of experimental condi
tions is described then by the following system of differential equations:
Phase transfer term:
Fl ow term ( continous
process)

de

at

de

at

k A

• -1!.fq

]
[� - Caqu

[c inlet-c]

(6)

(7)

Both terms have to be calculated for each species which participates in the
reaction.
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The reaction terms itself depend on the particular reaction equations and the
stoichiometric coefficients of the species. For the computation of a reaction
system including reaction (3) and (5) the differential ·equation for the time
+
function of the ce4 concentration yields for instance:

(8)

Based on these equations some· theoretical results for different types of reac
tors (Stirred Tank Reaktor, Contlnous Stirred Tank Reaktor, Co-current Ex
traction Column and Counter Current Extraction Column) will give first ideas
about an optimal reactor design for the described system. The required kinetic
data which are not known from investigations are taken from publications on
similar systems /3/. The exact values will be determined In further micro
kinetic studies.
The considered reactfons are the formation of aldehyde (5) and the further
oxidation to the p-methoxybenzoic acid (3).
Table 2: Kinetic and experimental data
Temperature /"C
Spec. Interfacial area /cm-1
vor9'1
vaq/1
[H2so 4]/Mol/1
ki /1/mol/s
k 3 /1/mol/s

35
51
0. 2273
0.9
1.5
2.46
o.0295 /3/

�pecies
+
Ce4
p-MT
p-MBA
p-MBC00H

�vl!.
4 150

415
4.15

} 0.074

Stirred Tank Reactor
+

Fig. 2 shows the calculated concentration variations of ce4 , p-MT and the
formed aldehyde (aqueous and organic phase) with time. Due to the high reaction
+
rate and the discontinous operation mode the ce 4 concentration decreases
+

rapidly (see Fig. 1). After 45 min. ce 4 is completly consumed and the p-MT
concentration In the aqueous phase increases to the equilibrium concentration
(0.283mmol/l). The concentration of the aldehyde in this phase runs through a
light maximum which is caused by the competitive aldehyde formation and con
sumption by further oxidation. The selectivity for the aldehyde formation
amounts 0.967 (with p-methoxybenzoic acid as by-product).
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Fig. 2:

Concentration time functions of p-MT oxidation by ce 4

+

Continous Stirred Tank Reactor
The simulation results of a contfnous stirred tank reactor, calculated with
the same conditions as in the previous described STR and flow rates of 1 1/h
for the organic and 4 1/h for the aqueous phase, are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Again after 45 min. stationary working conditions are reached with an outlet
concentration of 0.06 Mol/1 for the aldehyde (organic phase) and 0.089 Mol/1
for the Ce 4+ ( aqueous phase). In contrast to the discontinous· batch procedure
there is no complete conversion of the ce 4 + and only a few percent of the p-MT
become oxidised. Due to the decrease of the reaction rate with lowered ce 4+
concentration the space-time yield is reduced with increasing fractional
conversion.
An efficient and economic separation step for winning the pure product and rege
nerating the reaction solutions may overcome the problem of low product concen
trations but the following comparative calculations for co- and counter current
reactive - extraction columns wil 1 show another way of efficient process design
for the described system.
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5

::::.

r
.12

[Ce�']

.09

.06

[p-MBAld]

.03

0.00
0

Fig. 3:

30
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90
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+

Concentration time functions of Ce4 and p-MT
(same conditions as Fig. 1 and 2)

150

t/min

Co- and Counter Current Columns
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 illustrate the improvement o.f the conversion degree by using
a column (numerically approximated by 20 vessels) instead of a stirred tank.
Of course all conditions (volume, now rates, kinetic data etc.) are the same
as in the previous calculations. The product concentration has been more than
doubled and also the selectivity of the aldehyd formation is enhanced obvi
ously (Table 3).
Table 3:

Selectivity and fractional conversion for dffferent
operation modes
_
Operation mode

Disconti nous st I rred tank:
Continous stirred tank
Co-current column
Counter current column
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Selectivity
p-MBA
0.958
0.971
o.991
0.998

Fractional conversion
Ce(4 +) p-MT
1.000
0.405
0.870
0.887

0.110
0.045
0.098
0.105

s

:::::
u

r
.12

[ p-MBA 0 , 91
.09

.06

.03

0·0

i

1 2 3 4

s

6 7 0 9 10 11 12 13 14 1s 16 1110 19 20
N

Fig.

4

:

Concentration time functions of ce4+ and p-MT
(Co-current column), same conditions as above)

:::::
�
u

I.

15

.12

.09

.06

[ p-MBA 0 , 9]

.03

0.00 1-..�.........---'�-'-�...J....�...._�.,__........JL.......o---L�-'-�
O: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2p

---.

'

I

I

organic outlet
Fig. 5:

aqueous �utlet
+

Concentration time functions of ce 4 and p-MT
(Counter current column, same conditions as above)
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Each of the calculated selectivities is quite high due to the optimized work
ing conditions, but for systems without an additional extractant like methyl
enechloride and 1ower temperatures the difference in selectivity between single
tanks and cascades may becomes more than 0. 3 .
With a complex model based on experimental data and mechanistic assumptions all
of these alternative routes can be compared in a efficient and time sparing
manner.
Furthermore the model enables the calculation of reactor design and optimized
working conditions. It will be used not only for stationary but also for
dynamic modelling of the system and therefore it will be helpful for control
ling the process in instationary states.
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THE RECOVERY OF ACETIC ACID, PHENOL ANO ETHANOL BY SOLVENT EXTRACTION WITH A
LIQUID PHOSPHINE OXIDE
E.K. Watson, W.A. Rickel ton, A.J. Robertson, T .J. Brown, Cyanamid Canada Inc.,
Niagara Falls, Canada
INTRODUCTION
CYANEX892J extractant is a liquid mixture of trialkylphosphine oxides containing
C6 and CB alkyl groups (Table 1).

It was designed to overcome limitations

encountered in the use of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) while developing
processes for the recovery of acetic acid, phenol and ethanol from aqueous
solutions in this laboratory.
diluent.

°

TOPO, melting at 47-52 C, must be dissolved in a

High-boi 1 ing diluents are used to facilitate solute recovery from the

extract by distillation,
°

at 25 C and

J 00-400

kg/mJ

The solubility of TOPO in such diluents is 150-200 kg/mJ
°

at 50 C.

Dilution reduces the extraction coefficient

(K ) and increases the separation factor (o() relative to water.
solvent required increases.

Volune of

Further, heavy compounds as in synthetic fuel plant

effluents that were co-extracted with the acetic acid were not removed with the
acetic acid from even the highest-boiling TOPO solution by straightforward
distillation, requiring extra processing steps to be considered.
extractant needs no diluent.

It is liquid to 2'C.

times greater than those in diluted TOPO.

CYANEX 92J

Observed Ko values are 2-5

The high boiling point of

J 10

°

C at 345

kPa ensures that the heaviest compound encountered to date can be distilled from
the extract.

Acetic acid extraction with TOPO has been studied by King (1,2) and patented by
Grinstead (3) and Kanzler (4).
by Helsel (5).

Development of a pro_cess using TOPO was described

Phenol extraction with TOPO was patented by Savides (6).

extraction with TOPO was patented by Bright (7).

Ethanol

This paper compares the

performance of CYANEX 92J extractant with that of diluted TOPO solvents in single
contact extractions of the three solutes from aqueous solutions.

Comparison is

made with other potential extractants for ethanol.
EXPERIMENTAL
The acetic acid aqueous feed was a real sample of synthetic fuel plant effluent.
It contained 6.15 kg/m3 acetic, 1,5 kg/mJ propionic, 0.6 kg/mJ butyric and still
smaller concentrations of higher molecular weight acids.

The phenol aqueous feed

was prepared from laboratory grade chemicals to simulate the effluent. from a
phenol/bisphenol plant.

It contained 10 kg/m 3 phenol and

JO

kg/m J Na2 S04.

Ethanol solutions were made up from denatured alcohol and distilled water.
CYANEX 923 extractant was commercial 9rade, used without dilution.
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TOPO was dissolved in alkylated benzene diluents. Equilibrations used a solution
of 400 kg/m3 in Conoco"DPA diluent for acetic acid, of 325 kg/m 3 in Conoco*500
diluent for phenol, and of JOO kg/m 3 in Aromatic**100 d_iluent for ethanol.

These

TOPO concentrations were close to saturation in the respective diluent. at the
experimental temperature. One kinetic run used a TOPO solution of 150 kg/m 3 in
Conoco DPA.
Equilibrations were conducted in shake flasks i"'nersed in a temperature controlled
water bath. Kinetic runs used a stirred waler-jacketed beaker.

Temperature was

°

°
50 C in the acetic acid and phenol experiments, 25 C in the CYANEX 92 3

extractant/ethanol runs and

30

°

C in the TOPO/ethanol experiments. Contact time

was 15 min. except in the kinetic runs where it was varied.

Separated phases were

filtered, organic through phase separation paper and aqueous through filter paper,
before analysis.

Aqueous phases were analyzed for acetic acid by titration, for

phenol by UV and for ethanol by GC. Or ganic phases were analyzed for acetic acid
by titration, for phenol by GC and for water by Karl Fischer.

Ethanol in the

organic phase was determined by three-component material balance.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Extraction isotherms are compared in figure 1.

The better isotherm in each case

for CYANEX 92 3 can be expected to reduce extraction stages and/or solvent
circulation rate.

for example, extraction of acetic acid from a 5 kg/m3 feed by

CYANEX 92 3 extractant is complete in

3

requires an 0/A of 1.0 in J stages.

With this 0/A ratio, the CYANEX 923 needs

stages with an 0/A of 0.5 Diluted TOPO

only 2 stages.
Kinetics of acetic acid extraction are compared in figure 2.

The rate in

CYANEX 92 3 extractant was slightly higher than in the TOPO solutions.

Presumably,

the added resistance to diffusion presented by the TOPO diluent is responsible.
The rate for both solvents is fast enough for mixer-settler or column extractors.

K0 and d. values for the extractant/substrate combinations are shown in Table 2.
K0 is wt� solute in organic/wt� solute in aqueous; o<. is Ko for solute/K0 for
water. o( for Phenol was not measured.

The values tabled were determined by

extrapolating experimental results to an aqueous solute concentration of zero for
a common comparison basis. CYANEX 92} exhibited consistently higher K0 and lower o(
than the TOPO solutions, reflecting the trade-off effect discussed by King (8) of
dilution with inert solvents.
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In the special case of ethanol extraction from fermentation broths, the goal is a
20% solvent-free ethanol concentration in the extract.

Higher values make no

further reduction in the energy required in the subsequent distillation (Eakin,
9}(f"igure 3).

This sets a hypothetical minimum for required

oC..

corresponding to

an infinite extractor, and a maximum useful value beyond which there is no further
reduction in extractor volune or energy consunption.
concentration.

Both depend on feed

These limits were computed and are shown in Figure 4 beside the

value for CYANEX 923 extract.ant and ranges of values reported for several classes
of potential extractants by Roddy (10) and King (11),

In Figure 5 the K

for the

new extractant is positioned with respect to the range of reported values on a
plot showing the effect of Ko on extractor size.

Clearly, CYANEX 923 is a serious

candidate for ethanol extraction,

Solubility in water affects solvent losses and/or the need for extra processing
steps to recover solvent from raffinat.e.

The new extractant has no advantage over

TOPO, and particularly diluted TOPO, in this regard, but it ranks high in the list
of potential extractants shown in Table J.

Solubilities in Table } not available

from the literature were estimated by the UN!FAC method (12).
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TABLE 1.

PROPERTIES or CYANEX 923 EXTRACTANT

Average Molecular Weight

348

Trialkylphosphine oxides:

93�

Specific Gravity:

0.88 0 25 C

Freezing Point.:

-5 to +2 C

Viscosity:

.04 Pa.s a 25 C

°

°

°

°

.014 Pa.s a 50 c
Boiling Point:
Solubility in Water:

10 mg/kg

Solubility of Water in:

8 w/o

TABLE 2.

Ko ANJ c:J..

r o

CYANEX 923 EXTRACTANT

P

o

Cone.

Acetic Acid
Phenol
Ethanol

8.9

�

400

4.9

170

Conoco 500

325

240

Aromatic 100

300

0.48

Diluent

46

Conoco DPA

1200
1.0

-2.L

..s6,_

15

kg/m3

40
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TABLE J.

POTENTIAL ETHANOL EXTRACTANTS SOLU81LITY IN WATER, WT:

Exptl(1)
CYANEX 923 Extractant

UNIFAC

0.001 (2)

Tri-n-Butyl Phosphate

0.042 (J)

n-Butyl Acetate

0.64

i-Butyl Acetate

0,85

Methyl ls?butyl Ketone

1.9

Diisobutyl Ketone

0.083
0.19

lsophorone
J-Pheny 1-1-Propanol

0.15

2-Ethyl-1-8utanol

0.88
4.3

J-M�thy 1-J-Pentanol
4-Methy 1-2-Pentanol

1.6

J-Ethy 1-J-Pentanol

1.7

2,4-Dimethyl-J-Pentanol

0.7

2,J,4-Trimethyl-1-Pentanol

0.12

2-Ethyl-1-Hexanol

0.12

J-Methy l Cyclohexanol

o. 55

2-Ethyl-1-Heptanol

0.045

3-Ethy 1-J-Heptanol

0,048

2,4-Dimethy 1-J-Heptanol

0.044
0.044

2 ,6-Dimethy 1-4-Heptanol
0.051

1-0ctanol

0.017

2, 2-Dimethy 1-3-0ctano I

0.017

3,7-Dimethyl-3-0ctanol
1-Nonanol

0.013

1-Decanol

0.0037
0.016

4-Decanol
0.00023

1-Dodecanol
1-Tridecanol

0,00072

2-Ethyl-4-Methyl Pentanoic Acid

0.24
1.1

n-Hexanoic Acid
2-Ethyl Hexanoic Acid

0.24

n-Octanoic Acid

0.24

Neodecanoic Acid

0.032

(1)
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Sorenson and Arlt (13) except as noted

(2)

This work

(3)

Schulz and Navratil (14)

20
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Fig.4 CX IN ETHANOL/WATER
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I

10

Twice Min
Infinite

Separat{on of Acetic Acid and Glycerol fro• Aqueous Solutions

Gerd Brunner and Ralf Dohrn

** Prof.

Dr.-Ing. G. Brunner and Dipl.-Ing. R. Dohrn, Arbeitsbereich

Verfahrenstechnik II, Technical University of Hamburg-Harburg,
Eissendorfer Strasse 38, D-2100 Hamburg 90, Federal Republic of
Germany,

The separation process of supercritical gas extraction can be
regarded as an extraction process in which the extractant or sol
vent is a supercritical dense gas. The well-known basic flow dia
gram of an extraction process can be applied on the extraction with
supercritical gases (fig.I).

A mixture of substances A and B, which are to be separated, i·s
introduced into a separating stage. Within this process stage,
component A is preferentially taken up by the solvent (supercriti
cal gas). At an adequately selectivity or with a sufficient number
of theoretical stages, component A is largely removed by the super
critical solvent and component B essentially remains in the residue
(P2

in fig 1.).

The solvent properties of the supercritical solvent can be altered
by a te mperature or pressure change. By this way component A can be
separated from the solvent by precipitation in the second process
stage. Subsequently, the regenerated supercritical gas is pres
surized, thermostated and pumped again to the separation stage. The
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extract Pl, which consists mainly of component A is removed from
the second and product P2. from

the

first stage.

solvent agent + A-rich mixture
mixture of
COlltlOUnds

/
A+B

product Pl

,------''-----,'regenerat ton
prectPltatton

separatton

A-rt ch
I
I
I

�-----�--------

gas

t gas

Pfoduct P2
<B-rtch)

fresh solvent
agent

sol vent agent
<c011Pressed gas>

A

·aux! I 1ary agent
(gas>

B
Fig,

l:

Flow scheme of a seoaratton process using
suoercrttlcal solvents

The extraction can be also illustrated in a standard triangular
diagram (fig l), The feed F, consisting of the substances A and 8
is mixed with the solvent S that the overall composition corres
ponds to the point M.

The mixture separates into a gaseous phase G

and a liquid pha se L. When the supercri tical gas is removed these
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equilibrium

p hases result in

the

products

Pl

and

PZ.

So

far,

extraction processes with either a liquid or a supercritical
gaseous solvent hardly differ.
The investigation for separating organic substances and water have
been carried out in an apparatus in which the phases can be con
tacted countercurrently. The set up consists essentially of two
columns and the necessary pumps to provide the mass flows.

PIR

circulating gas
regeneration
column

sa111Pl Ing
separation
column

Pf(

S8fli)l!ng
reflux pump
Salll)I Ing
fresh gas

\
coll1)ressor

Fig, 2: Flow scheme

reservoir

of the experimental apparatus

for gas

For the investigation of the separation of �rganic substances from
aqueous solutions one column was operated as a bubble column. For
this purpose the column (height 3.4 m, inner diameter 17 * 10-3 m)
was filled at operating pressure up do one third of its height with

the mixture to be separated. Then pure gas was bubbled from the
bottom through the column. The gas was removed at the top of the
column, depressurized and separated in a liquid and a gaseous part.
Dimensions and column internals are shown in fig 3.

The column

contains wire networks. A collecting ring is installed after every
tenth network.

wire network
mesh size 1nm

--1'"7''1""""\

collection ring
spacer tube

Fig. 3: Detail of the experimental column
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In fig.

4 the de pletion in ethanol of the liquid is shown for

temperatures between 20 ° c and 95 ° C at a pressure of 155 bar. Gas

flow was 1000 cm 3 /h corresponding to a mean linear velocity of the
gas,

related

to the free column area, of

1.2 mm/s.

Wt th

increasing

temperatur e the extraction accelarates. This is due to the like
wise effects of enhanced diffusivity and enhanced solubility of
ethanol in carbon dioxide at higher temperatures.

ethanol In
0
I IQuld phase

Yeth

H D-�H 0H-CD
2
2
5

10

P·155 bar, V·0,.11 cmls

[wt%]

5

60

120

180

240 extraction time

[min]

Fig, lt-,: Content of ethanol In the I IQuld phase as function
of the extraction time
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In further experiments the extraction of other organic substances
from aqueous solutions has been investigated.

Fig.5 shows the

depletion in acetic acid and glycerol of the liquid at a t empera
tu re of 60 ° C and a pressure of 150 bar.

V= 9,1 t I h

=

=

p 150 bar, T 60 °(
ga�: COz

10 · .

a
V

glycerol / H20
acetic acid / H2 o

QJ
V)

_ga.'5
"O
:::,

cr

0

0

10

20

30

40
extraction ti me

50

60

[min)

Fig, s·: Separation of organlcal substances by
means of supercritical gas extraction

In table 1 the extraction by means of a supe rcritical gas mixture
of carbon dioxide and propane (P • 150 bar, T • 60 ° c) is compared
with a distillation process for the acetic acid - water separation.
In the gas extraction process the acetic acid concentration can be
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inc r e a s e d

after

(distillation:
(distillation:

one
16.4

t h e o retic a l
w t %)

with

a

stage

from

separation

10

to

factor

60

wt%

of

13.5

1.77). T o increase the concentration from 10 to 67

wt% the gas extraction process needs 1.3 theoretical stages while a
distillation process needs 6.
Table 1

Comparison of the supercritical gas extraction (CO2-propane, 150

ba r, 60 ° C) w ith a distillation process of a acetic acid - water

mixture
distillation

gas extraction

process

process

Feed concentration, acetic acid

10 wt%

10 wt%

Concentration after

16. 4 wt%

60 wt%

1.77

13.5

6

1. 3

one theoretical stage

separation factor
number of theoretical stages
needed for a concentration
increase from 10 to 67 wt%
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The co 2 -Trinuclear Hydrocarbon Solubilities in the Supercritical Region
J, Kwiatkowski,

w. Majewski,

A,M, Szafranski,

z.

Lisicki

Industrial Chemistry Research Institute, Rydygiera 8, 0 1 -793 Warsaw,
POLAND
The solvency of a supercritical fluid (SCF) for low-volatile coal-li
quids constituents like naphthalene, methyl naphthalenes, anthracene,
fluorene and numerous other two- and three-ring compounds, is by a
factor of 104 to 1 0 1 0 in excess of that of an ideal-gas mixture, This
enhancement underlies the SCF extraction process which has recently
been gaining more and more in industrial interest.
We have measured the solubilities of naphthalene, anthracene, phenan
threne, fluorene and·carbazole and of some binary mixtures thereof,
viz,, phenanthrane-anthracena, fluorene-anthracene, anthracene-carba
zola and phenanthrene-carbazole, in carbon dioxide at pressures of
100- 2 00 bar (100- 1 80 bar for C10H9) and at a temperature of 313,1 K
(308,1 K for C10H0),
The flow technique was used as described at
more length elsewhere /2/. The experimental assembly {Fig, 1 ) compri
sed a solvent purification and supply system, a pressure and flow
control system, expansion valve, cold trap, and a flow rate and volume
measuring system. For experimental procedure see ref, / 2/,
For simple fluid mixtures considerable progress has been achieved in
the EoS-based description of the solubility in SCF solvents /3-5/,
For mixtures containing species with large molecular size and shape
differences and/or permanent polarity, equations of state (EoS) are
still at an early stage of development. At present, a. more practical
approach is to use mixing rules for developing mixture EoS from pure
fluid EoS, The conformal solution theory and the density expansion
expression of the redial distribution function of fluids has recently
been used to derive a set of mixing rules /6/,
The solubility of a solid 2,
as
p
Y2

(p�/P){p�/p 2 ) exp

Y 2 1 in an SCF solvent is expressed /7/

(v�/RT)dP
Ia
P

(1)

2

where p� is the fugacity coefficient of solid 2 at the saturation
pressure and p
is the vapor phase fugacity coefficient of the solu
te 2 at pressura7 P, With the solid volume v� assumed to be inde
pendent of pressure and p� very small {p� te�ding to unity), Eq,(1)
becomes
-1

y2 = (p;/P) p 2

exp(v�(P - p;)/RT)

(2)

For the calculation of p
en EoS must be chose n,
the simplest choice
_
2
being the van der Waals equation,

{P + a/v 2 )(v - b) = RT

(3)

Numerous mixing rules have been suggested /9/, among which the
following
I.

( 4a)

(4b)
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vl

C
C
D

.,.

L
V

Fig. 1. Line diagram of the flow-method assembly for measuring
solubility of organic solids. CC - compressed gas cylinder, D drier, FL - fine filter, LV - liquefaction vessel, PR - preheater,
CO - condenser, MV - measuring vessel including equilibrium cell
kept in water bath, FM - flow meter, WT - wet test meter, V1 thru
V6 - pressure valves
are the common practice in EoS engineering applications /1, B/ .
the unlike-interaction parameter ai ( i / j) assumed as
J

With
(lie)

and with Eq.(3) chosen as the EoS, the fugacity coefficient of solute
2 in an SCF solvent is
-1 exp(b
.a2 ./vRT)
,S 2 = (RT/(v - b)) P
(5)
2/(v - b) - 2
j J J

L::X

I I.

a

( 6a)

b =

( 6b)

The difference between Case I and Case II mixing rules is in the
expression for b. The unlike-interaction parameters are expressed as
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(1 - ki )(aiia ) D .5
jj
j

( 7a)

1/3
1/3
3
((bii + b j )/ 2)
j

(7b)

The fugacity coefficient then becomes

III. A third set is the set of the DEX mixing rules /6/ which with
the van der Waals equation (3) are
a
b

(b/ 2)((0 - vRT)/C + ((D - vRT) 2/c 2 + 4vRT/b))

I: L

where

i

j

•

(9b)

x.1x b..
j 1J

C =

(9a)

and

D

The fugacity coefficient is
-1
p 2 = (RT/(v - b))P exp(-b + 2Lx .b2 .)/(v - b) . j J J
where

( 10)

A2 = (1/n)((o(n 2a)/on2)) T ,v,n

For the unlike-interaction parameters in these mixing rules the same
expressions as Eqs.(9a) and (9b) are used.
The sets I and II proved to be inferior to the set III of mixing rules
in the prediction of the solubilities of the pure solids studied in
this work in much the same way as they were for 2,3- and 2,6-dimethyl
naphthalene in supercritical CO? and C?H /6/.
Therefore, set III
4
was adhered to in the present c3lculatrons.
With the interaction parameter k1
ad justed to one experimental
solubility data the predictions oofained
are all consistent to within
1-si with the observed values (Figs. 2-5). With binary solid phases
the agreement is lase satisfactory.

The solubilities of fluorene, anthracene and phenanthrene in co rise
7
considerably as the pressure is increased and at 2 00 bar the varues
are about twice as high as those at 100 bar. The three co�pounds
exhibit highly diverse saturated vapor pressures and critical evalua
tion of the available experimental pure-compound property date has
disclosed considerable discrepancies /10, 11/. Pure-compound data
uncertainties may well have at least partly affected the solubility
predictions fbr the binary solid phases examined.
In the ternary systems studied (two solids+ SCF solvent), the effect
of pressure on the solubility is quite similar to that observed in the
binary systems: the solubility rises ae tho pressure is increased.
It is thus easy to see that the solutes interact with each other to
enhance their solubilities in CO • Whether a pure solute or cosolute
with anthracene, fluorene is soldble to a similar extent. Anthracene,
however, as a cosolute with fluorene is much more soluble than it is
in the binary system (Fig. 3). It behaves likewise in the systems
III-79�

involving phenenthrene (Fig, 4) and carbazole (Fig. 5), The solubili
ties of phenanthrene in the two ternary systems involving anthracene
(fig, 4) and carbazole (Fig, 5) are lower than the solubility of phe
nanthrene alone, The solubilities of carbazole in the ternary systems
examined are close to tho values established for pure carbazole as a
solute in CO • The selectivity of supercritical carbon dioxide in the
ternary syst�ms invBstigated increases as the pressure is raised,
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The solubility of phenenthrene and anthracene in
co7 at 313.1 K. o
terbinary system; •
system.
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High Pressure Extraction of Chemically Similar Substances
G. Braun, Hoechst AG, Frankfurt (Ml, FRG

Some of the reasons for the lively interest in high pressure extraction
as an alternative to conventional separation processes like distillation
and solvent extraction are the relatively low operating costs and the
simple recovery of the solvent from the extract.
Therefore, in addition to applying high pressure extraction to food
processing (coffee, hops, and spices) (1) increasing attempts have been
made in the past years to apply this method to separation problems which
are typical in the field of traditional industrial chemistry, like the
purffication of crude montan wax (2), the fractionation of polymeres (3)
and above all the separation of chemical products from aqueous solutions
(4, 5) and from solid and liquid wastes (6).
In high pressure extraction even chemically very similar substances may
have significantly different extractabilities. E.g. from a mixture of
a-olefines certain homologues can be selectively extracted (7). In many
supercritical gases t wice as much a-naphthol as the B-isomere is dissolved

°c

(B). Even in CO at 150 bar and 40
th� solubility of o-hydrobenzoic acid
2
is 200 times that of the p-compound (9).
In this paper the separation of isophthalic acid dimethylester (DMI) from
terephthalic acid dimethylester (DMT) and, respectively, of 5-oxohel<anoic
acid (OHA) from 1,3-cyclohexanedione (CD) will be reported on.
EXPERIMENTAL
High pressure extraction was carried out in a 4 1 laboratory apparatus
(fig. 1) at pressures of 100 to 300 bar and temperatures of 20 to 80

°c.

The *lvents used were CO and ethylen� as wel 1 as the fluorinated hydrocar
2
bons \!l\:-rigen R 13 ( CC1F ) and R 23 (CHF ).
3
3
The supercritical gas was passed for extraction through a bed of DMI/DMT
ground to about 0.1 mm particle size or through a CD/OHA mother liquor in
the extraction vessel. The extract was recovered at subercritical
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pressure and temperature in a separation vessel, allowing the extract-free
solvent to be recirculated.
RESULTS
To study the solubility of� and OMT in supercritical CO2 first a mixture
with 50 wt.% OM! was treated at 100 to 200 bar and 40 °c with 10 kg CO/kg
of mixture. By raising the pressure the percentage of OM! extracted in
creased from 15 to 92, whereas simultaneously 2 to 50 % of OMT were extract
ed (fig. 2). Correspondingly the loading capacity of co 2 with OM! and OMT
increased from 7.6 to 46 g OM! /kg CO2 and from 1 to 25 g OMT /kg CO ,
2
respectively. At 200 bar the content of OM! in the residue was only
13.3 wt.%. The separation factor a ,OMT had values from 9 to 13.5.
OM!
Using Frigen 23 which is more polar than CO2 it was possible already at
100 bar to extract 96 % of OM! and only 6 % of OMT (fig. 2). This corres
ponds to a separation factor of 360. Increasing pressures mainly resulted
in higher fractions of OMT being coextracted. The same effect was observed
by changing the temperature. Raising the temperature from 40 to 80 °c at
150 bar more than doubled the extractability of OMT ( <P = 45 %), with the
OM! values remaining almost constant. This corresponds to an increase of
OMT dissolved in the Frigen 23 from 10 to 22.4 g OMT/kg and a decrease of
the separation factor to 45.
It was also found that the results strongly depend on the composition of
the starting material (fig. 3). Both with an initial OM! content of 20 wt.%
and of 80 wt.%, OM! was almost totally extracted at 200 bar and 40 °c with
10 kg CO2/kg of mixture. Since at the same time the fraction of OMT
extracted increased from 21 to 98 % the separation factor dropped from
1 170 (calculated with 0.1 wt.% OM! in the residue) to 1.1. Changing the
initial OM! content from 20 to 80 wt.% the loading capacity of CO2 with
DMI increased to the fourfold. This indicates that an almost quantitative
and perhaps more selective extraction of OM! from a 20 wt.% DMI starting
material" should be possible with solvent ratios smaller than lO kg co/kg
of mixture.
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Similar results with different initial OM! contents were obtained for
the extraction with Frigen 23 at 150 bar and 40
However, because of
the lower fraction of OMT being coextracted the separation factors for
20 to 50 wt.% initial OM! content are higher (2 850 and 5 000, resp.)
compared with CO2" If the starting material contained 80 wt.% OM! a
separation from DMT was impossible (0\ = l) even with Frigen 23.

°c.

1,3-Cyclohexanedione (CD), which is a chemical intermediate in the pro
duction of resorcinol, can be obtained by cyclisation of 5-oxohexanoic
acid (OHA). CD is crystallized from a solution of the reaction products
in toluene and a mother liquor remains, still containing 10 to 20 wt.%
CD along with 25 to 55 wt.% OHA and 5 to 10 wt.% enole-lactone of OHA. An
attempt was made to extract CD from such mother liquors with CO2 and
ethyl�ne as well as with Frigen 13 and 23 at 22 to 40
and 150 to 300 bar.

°c

With CO2 and ethylene extraction yields of 41 to 68 wt.% were obtained
(tab. l). With Frigen 13 as much as 89 wt.% of the mother liquor were
dissolved in the supercritical phase, but only 2 wt.% with the more polar
Frigen 2 3. With co 2 about 25 % of the CO and 51 to 64 % of the OHA were
extracted (tab. 2). This corresponds to separation factors 0( OHA,CD of
3.3 to 6.7. In ethylene, as opposed to co , the solubility of CD was higher
2
5.4)
than that of OHA ( ()(CO,O
HA =
·
B_y high pressure extraction using CO2 or ethylene 90 to 100 % of the less
polar toluene and OHA enol•-lactone could be separated from the mother
liquors. However, Frigen 13 which is of medium polarity dissolved only
about 50 % of toluene, but 95 % of CD and 98 % of OHA. The even more po 1ar
Frigen 2 3 would extract neither CD nor OHA and only 12 % of toluene.

The results of the high pressure extraction studies indicate that with
supercritical gases it is quite possible to separate chemically very
similar substances or at least to enrich one of them.
_Both with CO2 and preferably with Frigen 2 3 dimethylisophthalate can be
completely separated from dimethyltherephthalate at 150 bar and 40
if the initial material contains 20 to 50 wt.% OM!. However, starting with
a mixture of nearly eutectical composition (83 wt.% OM!) a separation

°c,
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of DMI from DMT by high pressure extraction is n.o longer possible.
The strong influence of the supercritical solvent used is demonstrated
by the studies on the high pressure extraction of technical grade mother
liquors of l,3-cyclohexanedione and 5-oxohexanoic acid. Using co 2 and Fri
gen 13 0HA is preferably.extracted compared to CD, whereas ethylene dissol
ves better CD than 0HA. Toluene can be separated from the mother liquor
almost quantitatively with co 2 and ethylene, but with the more polar Frigen
types R 13 and R 23 only up to 50 and 12 %, respectively, can be achieved.
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Tab. l

HP extraction of CD mother liquors
Solv ent
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Extraction

S epa r atio n

-ratio

p,

r,

P2

T2

Yield

(solvent/sampI e)

(bar)

("C)

(bar)

("C)

(wt. %)

CO2

24. 7

150

40

45

24

55.B

CO2

15.5

300

40

50

24

57 .4

CO2

22.3

300

35

50

22

67 .B

C 2 H,

-,15.0

300

22

35

5

51.2

F 13

-25.0

300

38

30

22

89.0

F 23

-20.0

300

35

40

22

2.0

-type

Tab. 2 Degrees of extraction and separation factors attained
by high pressure extraction of CD mother liquors
(ELO: enol-lactone of OHA, a: separation factor)

Gas

co

Degree of extraction (%)

OHA

ELO

Toluene

21.6

51.4

98.0

98.1

3.83

29.9

58.4

100.0

97 .0

3.29

25.0

64.1

96.5

95.9

6. 71

31.4

19.4

89.5

98.4

0.18

F 13

94.6

98.3

-50.0

3.31

F 23

0

0

CO2

CO2
CO2

C 2 H�

aOHA,CD

12.1
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CPF : Continuous Polymer Fractionation
H. GeeriBen, P. SchUtzeichel, B. A. Wolf; University of. Mainz

1

It is well known how to fractionate polymers on a gram-scale •

2

)

, but in most cases

the expenditure of time and solvent forbids such procedures as soon as more than ca.
1

0 gram of the final product are required.
3 4

It has now been found •

)

that a special form of counter-current extraction, the

continuous polymer fractionation (CPF), can be used to obtain practically any amount
of polymeric material with adequately narrow molecular weight distribution. This
method does not make use of a misci bil ity gap between two low molecular weight liquids like a normal extraction, but functions on the basis of a solubility gap that
is bound to the presence of the extract, i.e. of the polymer (intrinsic extraction).
Principle of the CPF :
comparatively concentrated polymer solution (ca. 15 wt-% polymer) is used as feed

A

(FD) and a suitable solvent/non-solvent mixture as extracting agent (E A).
The solvent components and the compositions of FD and E A are chosen such that
(1)

the low molecular weight liquids are miscible over the whole concentration

(2 )

the entire system formed by the starting polymer and the mixed solvent

range,
exhibits a miscibility gap at the temperature of operation,
( 3)

the composition of the FD corresponds to a point outside of this miscibi lity gap in the Gibb's phase triangle, and

( 4)

the straight line drawn between FD and E A intersects the miscibility gap.

If these requirements are fulfilled and the corresponding flows V of FD and EA are
selected properly, the FD (de·pleted of the short polymeric chains) leaves the
counter-current column as the polymer rich gel phase (G L) and the E A (now containing
the short polymer chains) as the polymer-poor sol-phase (S L). The situation is shown
in Fig. la schematically for the normally used mixed solvents. In addition Fig. lb
gives the situation with the special case of the CPF in which a single (theta-) sol
vent is used.
part from the composition of E A and FD, the main independent variable of the CPF is

A

A

cj = ,/ ;v

FD

, the ratio of the flows entering the column. Among the important depen
5L

GL

dent variables are the corresponding ratio r = v /V
of the flows leaving the co
lumn and G = ni�L / m�L, the ratio of the masses of polymer discharged per unit of
time in these phases.
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Fig.. 1 a/b :

p

Schematic phase diagrams
showing the composfrion
of the flows entering and
leaving the CPF-column in
the case of mixed (la) and
single (lb) solvents.
L
F
p

To

•

Solvent
Precipitant
Polymer
working temperature

L

F

Fig. 1 a

working point, composition of the entire content of the
column.
T,

- wt-% Polymer-

Fig. 1 b

Mw, the weight average molecular weight of the fractions constitutes the simplest
measure of the effectiveness of a fractionation.
In the case of stationary states, the following equation must be valid:

or in terms of

G

m•FD
p

(c; +

m•G.pL

lD
w

l)

lD
w

MGL
w

MGL
w

+

M SL

m.SL
p

+

G

w

MSL
w

Criteria.for the applicability of the CPF
The most important prerequfsite for a successful CPF is the availability of a suitable
III-800

solvent/non-solvent-system. As a rule these two components should thermodynamically
be as similar as possible. An optimum mixed solvent in this respect is the system
3
ethylmethyl ketone/acetone, used for the CPF of polystyrene (PS) ) . However, ·such an
ideal combination of a solvent plus a precipitant can hardly be found for most poly
mers.
O
ther criteria for the selection of the low molecular weight liquids are
(i)
(ii )
(iii)
(iiii )

rate of phase-separation
difference in the densities of the GL- and the SL-phase
sensitivity of the system against fluctuation in temperature and
composition and of course
economic aspects.

Aids to find out the best mixed solvents are: cloudpoint-titrations to determine the
miscibility gap, determination of the composition of the phases that coexist under
equilibrium conditions as well as GPC-measurements of the polymers contained in it.
3

CPF-Apparatus •

4)

Central component of the CPF-apparatus is a co1TV11ercially available sieve bottom co
lumn with pulsator (Fa. Quickfit), which was slightly modified (fully thermostatted,
spindle valves at the lower subsider). The separating column with a length of 100 cm
and a vo 1 ume of about 1200 cm 3 (tota 1 vo 1ume= 2500 cm 3) is suitab 1e for the frac
tionation of a max. of 1 g polymer per minute. A pump permits a pulsation from Oto
60 cm 3 (linearly scaled from A= 1 to 20) with a frequency from Oto 2.5 Hz (scaled
from ,i = 1 to 10). For the transport of FD and EA (stored in thermostatable and cali
brated reservoirs) valveless FM! wobble plunger pumps were used.
Application of the CPF to PVC:
PVC was the first polymer fractionated on a preparative scale. With regard to the
choice of the solvent/non-solvent-mixture PVC constitutes an exception because of the
strong tendency to form associates and gels (physical networks). Therefore we had to
employ tetrahydrofuran as a very good solvent and water as a strong non-solvent. The
special aptitude of this combination can be explained in terms of a pronounced pre
ferential salvation of PVC by tetrahydrofuran, which hinders the formation of asso
ciates via intersegmental contacts.
The polymer sample used for fractionation was Vestolit 1'4 5867 (Chemische Werke HUls);
its MW-value is 67 000 and its non-uniformity U (=M/M -1) = 0.95 (M = weight ave
n
w
rage of the molecular weight, Mn= number average).
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At first some systematic explorative fractionations, in which the working point (ct.
Fig. l a) was changed via a variation of q and the water content of EA (w�A. w =
weight fraction), were carried out.
With increasing q-value and increasing solvent quality of the EA the G-ratio can b,
shlfted to higher values. Like all other polymers under investigation, a change of
A
wi leads to a greater range of experimentally accessible G-values; for example:
For q = 11 and w�-A = 0.15 - 0. 158, one obtains G-values between 2 .. 3 and 0.4, where,,,
·
.
in the case of a constant value of "'FEA = 0.155 and q = 4 - 22 G only ranges from 0.9
to 1 .85.
On the basis of this knowledge PVC was fractionated preparatively; for
parameters see the 1 egend of Fig. 2. The so obtained GL U\ = 90000, u
SL (Mw = 32000, U = 0. 4 6) - fractions were again subjected to the CPF,
PVC-samples (of ca. 100 g each) vilth Mw-values lying between 20000 and
uniformities·of about 0.2.

th� worklnq
= o ,.12) - Jr 1
yielding fo ,·
100000 .�11tl 110c

SL2

SL 1=FD2
M=32DOO
U= 0.1.6

F01

M,67000
U,0.95

G=1.2

M=20000

U=020

GL2

M=l.1000
U=0.16

GL 1 =FD2'
M,90000
U,0,32

GL2'

M,102000
U=O 25

Fig. 2 : Flovi chart of the preparative CPF of PVC (Vestolit M 5867).
·
' FD
.
,FD
/\ l l experiments were carried out w1 th mp = 0.43 g / m111 1 w0 = 0 15) ;
EA ·
·
·
The other working parameters (wF /q/A/�) for the various steps are:
Step l : 0.1S5/ll/7/4.5, Step?: 0.142/11/7/4.5, Step 2' : 0.168/6.4/'.,/J.'i.
Application of the CPF to PIB :
The maJority of the (PF-experiments was carried out i1ith Oppanol 8 15 (Fa. 8ASF).
M = 98000, U = 1.4.
W
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Prior to the CPF, the fractionation effects were studied5) by means of equilibrium
experiments in numerous solventlnon-solvent-combinations, for example toluenelethyl
methylketon, to 1 uene 12-propano1, heptane I ethyl methyl keton. Based on the criteria
mentioned above, the mixed solvent toluenelethylmethylketon was chosen for the per
formance of the CPF. After some orienting experiments (determination of the operation
parameters leading to G = 1) 0ppanol B 15 was fractionated on a large scale.
Because of the relatively high non-uniformity (U = 1.4 ) of the starting material,
three fractionation steps had to be performed in order to get samples with U"" 0.2.
Since the SL-phase of the first run was not worked up, four PIB-samples (of ca. 200 g
each) with Mw-values between ca. 80000 and 260000 and non-uniformities of about 0.25
were obtained (cf. Fig. 3 ) .

SL3

SL 1
FD 1

M = 98000
U = 1,4

not worked up

Gll = FD2
M =137000
U = o. 7

SL2=F03
M = 95500
U = 0,50

M = BOCXXJ
U: 0.24

GL3

M = 131000
U = 0.2 5

G=0.97

SL3'

GL2=FD3'
M=195000
U= 0.50

M= 169000
U = o. 29

GL3'

M=257000
U = 0,30

Fig. 3

Flow chart of the preparative CPF of P 1B (0ppano 1 B 15).
The various steps were carried out under the following conditions
(m�Dlw�Dlw�A lqlA I� ),
_3
Step 1 0.64 g cm ID.151.0.2515.31513.5
Step 2 0.50 g cm-310.14810.22516.31513.5
Step 3 0.42 g cm -310.12310.218!6.31514.0
Step 4 0.50 g cm-3!0.14910.23515.515!4.0
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The comparison of the present separation effects with the above CPF of PVC shows
less favourable results for PIB. The reason seems to be the extraordinary stability
of the gel-droplets, which hinders the exchange of polymer molecules of different
chain 1 ength between the counter-current phases.
An improvement of the degree of dispersion can be reached no.t only by a higher pul
sation intensity (limited by darrvning up) but also by shifting the working point clo
ser to the ci·itical point of the system, since the interfacial tension, 1 ike many
other physical properties, vanishes as the phases become identical. Because of the
small differences of the densities of the components in the system toluene/ethylme
thylketon/PIB the mixed solvent was replaced by heptane/ethylmethylketon (which
yields identical fractionation effects in equilibrium experiments.
With this new combination CPF-runs were carried out, in which q-values down to 0.8,
corresponding to working points up to ca. 8 wt.-% of polymer, could be reached. In
spite of this high polymer concentration, a remarkable enhancement of the fractiona
tion quality was reached. This means that large amounts of solvent can be saved
whenever it is possible to operate close to the critical point.

Diese Arbeit wurde im Rahmen der industriellen Gemeinschaftsforschung aus Mitteln
des Bundesmini sters fur Wi rtschaft gefordert, wofUr wir herzlich dank en.

1) M.J.R. Cantow: Polymer Fractionation; Academic Press N.Y. 1967
2) G. Glockner: Polymercharakterisierung durch FlUssigkeitschromatographie; HUthig
Verlag Heidelberg 1982
3) B.A. Wolf, H. GeeriBen, J. Roos, P. Amareshwar; Dt. Pat. Anm. P 32/42/130.3
4) H. GeeriBen, J. Roos, B.A. Wolf: Makrpmol. Chem.�. 735 (1985)
5) P. SchUtzeiche 1 , Dip1omarbeit, Mainz (1985)
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF PHOSPHORIC ACID WITH LONG CHAIN TERTIARY AMINES
Stig Stenstrom, Dept. of Chem. Eng. 1, Lund Inst. of Techn., Lund, Sweden
Stig Wingefors; Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, Stockholm, Sweden
Ghari b Aly, Dept. of Chem. Eng. 1, Lund Inst. of Techn., Lund Sweden
During the development of a process for cadmium removal from WPA (wet process
phosphoric acid) by extraction with trialkyl amines(l) it was found necessary to

get a better understanding of acid extraction in these systems. This can only be

achieved by considering all acids present. in WPA, i.e. Hl0 , H so , HCl, HF and
4
2 4
H siF • In that way it wpuld be possible to calculate and minimize acid losses
2
6
and also to investigate the possibility to produce streams of refined phosphoric
acid. Of course, the individual extraction isotherm for each acid Is needed as
a point of departure for such calculations. This paper describes the results for
phosphoric acid.
Rather few studies(2-6) have been performed on the so 1 vent extract! on of phosphoric
acid with long chain tertiary amines. The most complete investigation of these

systems seems to be the work by Marcus et al(5-6). A large number of experimental data were measured for aqueous H/0
H/0

concentrations between 0.022 and 7.13 M
4
and amine concentrations from 0.1 to 0.7 M Alamine 336. In the aqueous

4
+
phase phosphoric acid is considered to exist as Hl04, H and H Po - and in the
2 4
organic phase spec I es wl th one amine and one or two phosphoric acid molecules

are identified. For the dissociation of phosphoric acid the activity data were

taken from Elmore(7) and the activity coefficients calculated with the model of
Van Rysselberghe and Eisenberg(B). The agreement between experimental and calcu
lated distribution coefficients is generally good, however, at very low aqueous
concentrations the model predicts too high distribution coefficients and above
4.2 M, as pointed out by Marcus and Asher, it is necessary to include species

with 3 phosphoric acid molecules. Thus the proposed constants can not be used

for solvent extraction of phosphoric acid fi:om standard WPA - 5.5 M H/o and
4
the problems at low concentrations limits the usefulness in stripping calcu

lations of phosphoric acid.
For these reasons it was decided to further investigate the solvent extraction
of Hl04 with tertiary amines and try to resolve the problems noted above.
Aqueous phase model
The aqueous phase model was based on the model presented by Elmore et al(7) and
involves the following equilibria:
H

+

+

H 2Po

4

-

* Hl0

4

(1)
(2)
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(3)
with the thermodynamic equilibrium constants K , K and K , thus
3
2
1
(4)

(5)

(6)

K was taken as reported by Bates(9), = 140. 7 and K and K was taken as given
3
2
1
by Elmore(7), K = 177.7, K = 592.3. The molar activity coefficient for the
3
2
undissocjated phosphoric acid, Y , was taken from Elmore(7). By least square
u
fitting the following polynomial in molar 1on1
· c strength (!cl was found to
reproduce these data up to 6. 7 M HlO
4
log Y = - 0.006537 + 1.0760 I - 0.34797 1/ + 0.16204 1/ - 0.025644 1/
u
c

(7)

Al so y
was set equal to y •
H P O
u
6 2 8
.

The el\traction isotherm must include a model that relates the activity of el\

tractable components to their concentration. In order to be useful for multicom
ponent systems such a model should be based on theoretically sound assumptions.

For this work Bromley's rnodel (10) was selected. In a three component elect+
rolyte the single iori acitivity coefficients for the ions H , Hl04 , H P o
5 2 8
are calculated as
-A ll
m
log fl = --- + 8 12 m 2 + 8 14 m4
1 + ll

+

1 = H

(8)

2 = HiP04

(9)

4= H P2o8
5

(10)

m

.
-A II
m
log f = __ _ + 8 m
12 l
2
1 + II
m
.
-A II
m
log f4 = __ _ + B14 m 1
1 + II
m
B
ij

0.06+0.6 B
ij
___..........,,..._
2
(1+1.5 I m )

+ 8
ij

(11)

Converting to molar activity coefficients the equations contain two constants,
0

, to be determined. A procedure was set-up in a computer program to
12 and 014
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minimize the following squared deviation.
(12)
where I is the ionic strength of the solution and equal to the degree of disso
ciation, a. The a-value was taken as given by Elmore(7). The result on mini
mizing� was e12 • -0.0180, B14 = 0.1232.
The excellent agreement with the values of Elmore(7) is shown in Figure 1.
The extraction isotherm
Initial measurements with 0.1 M Alamine 336 produced distribution data that did
not differ more than the experimental error from the values presented by Marcus
and Asher(5). Their data from 39 measurements (except one measurement with an
aqueous concentration above 6.7 M) for 0.1, 0.4 and 0,7 M Alamine 336 could thus
be used for the calculation of the extraction constants. In order to get more
data at low and very high (4.5-6.7 M) phosphoric acid concentrations additional
distrtbution data were measured for 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 M Alamine 336 in toluene.
The result is shown in Table 1,
Extraction of phosphoric acid with tertiary alkyl amines can be assumed to be
described by the general equilibria,
+

m R3N + n H + n H2Po4- * (R3N)m {H3P04)n
with the thermodynamic equilibrium constants given by

(13)

(14)

where YR N is the activity coefficient for the free amine and Ymn the activity
3
coefficients for the complexes in the organic phase.
Following Marcus and Asher (5) it can tentatively be assumed that Fl, However,
in order to include higher concentrations than they did, n•l, 2 and 3,
For low acid concentrations where the acid concentration is less than half the
amine concentration, the distribution equilibrium should be described with n•l.
This hypothesis was tested by calculating . Ku • Ylf" /yll from experimental
3N
values of the organic phase acid concentration and solving the equations of the
aqueous phase model. A pilot of Ku • y'S"N/y11 !! the organic acid concentra-

tions, c org• is shown in Figure 2.
The only explanation of this very strong dependence of Ku • Yl! /Yu on corg is
jt
the fonnation of higher aggregates, f.e, m>l with m/n•l. This means that the
assumption of m =l by Marcus and Asher seems questionable. They tried to describe
this descrepancy by letting K • Yif""f/Yn vary proportionally to cA' the total
11
3
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amine concentration. It is here shown that it infact varies almost linearly with
corg'
The following empirical function was found to best correlate the data in Figure
2:
( 15)
Further, it was concluded that the amount and quality of available distribution
data did not allow a more refined analysis of the dependence of K12 • yRN/y12
3

and K13 • yRN/yl3 on concentration. Therefore, y 12 and y 13 were set equal to
3
y11• lnfact, this is equivalent not only to assume that the activity coefficients ·of the corresponding monomers are equal: it also implies that the mean
aggregation number is independent of n. In these respects the proposed model Is
only emp1 rical.
The constants Ky, K11 , K12 and K13 were determined by lease square minimasation
of the relative error in calculated organic acid concentratfon.
The constants were determined as Ky = 98.9, K11 = 112, K12 = 4060, K13 = 6860.
For 0.1 M, 0.4 M and 1.0 M Alamine 336 the result Is shown in Figures 3-5.
The relative amounts of acid bound in the three different complexes can be
calculated by the relationship:
(16)
with m

=

1 and n

1, 2, 3. The result is shown in Figure 6.

Conclusions
The solvent extraction model includes species with one amine and one, two or
three phosphoric acid molecules •. The presented model can be used for calculation
of so1 vent extraction. from 0. 02 - 6. 7 M aqueous phosphoric acid concentrations.
The prediction at < 0.02 M Hl0 4 is too low mainly due to impurities present in
Alamine 336 affecting the distri.bution of phosphoric acid. For 0.02 - 0.2 M
Hlo4 t.he model predicts values more accurate than what has been previously
published. In the range 0.2 - 4 M the model predicts results with the same
accuracy as the model presented by Marcus and Asher(5). Finally at high acidi
ties inclusion of a third complex provides possibilities for calculation of
phosphoric acid extraction up to 6. 7 M. The non-ideal behaviour of the organic
phase is described by expressing activity coefficints as a function of the total
organic phase concentration M phosphoric. acid. Better understanding of amine
salt aggregation is needed before a more rigorous method can be used. In order
to further develop the model TOA should be used for the modelling or the effect
of impurities be included in the model.
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Table 1: Distribution coefficients for solvent extraction of phosphoric acid
with Alamine 336 and TOA dissolved in toluene.
CA
(molar)

ca
q
(molar)

D

C
A
(molar)

0.036
0.075
0.099
0.103
0.129
0.195
0.206
0.048
0.045
0.041
0,041
0.039
1.10
1.54
2.09
3.01
0.237
0.211
0.199
0.195
0.179.

1.0

0.5

0.0097
0.0233
0.0455
0.0667
0.0890
0.167
0,251
3.86
4.41
4.88
5.25
5.85
0.0115
0.0193
0.0319
0,0488
3. 74
4.35
4.84
5.24
6,27

0

Alamine 336

Alamine 336
0,1

c
aq
(molar)
0.0095
0.0178
0.0355
0.096
3.71
4.63
5.12
5,58
6.46·

1.53
4.49
12.6
9.01
0.412
0.384
0.355
0.335
0.303

Tri-n-octylamf n
0,1
0.5
1.0

0.100
0.0615
0,0265

0.020
2.29
0.815
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Figure 1. Degree of dissociation,or.,;or 0.1 - 6. 7 M
H/04 according to Elmore.
o calc with s12=-0.01B,B14=D.1232

0.10

Figure 2. Activity coefficient quottient in the organic
phase for c r <0.15 M H/0 .Line calculated
4
with Ky=9BJ,R
11=112.

0

OD
0
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OD1
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10.

Figure 3. Distribution coefficient for H1PD4 for solvent extraction with
0.1 M Alamine in toluene calculated with K =98.9,K11•112,
K12=4060,K13=6860. l!l experimental data,Y
0

2.

1,

OD1

0.1

10.

Figure 4. Distribution coefficient for H1P04 for solvent extraction with
0,4 M Alamine 336 in toluene �alcolated with K =98.9,K11=112,
K12=4060,K13=6860.
l!l experimental data.
Y
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Figure 5. Distribution coefficient for H P0 for solvent extraction with
1 4
1.0 M Alamine 336 in toluene calculated
with K =98.9,K11=112,
K12=4060,K13=6860. o experimental data.
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On the modelling of multicomponent acid extraction from wet
process phosphoric acid with trialkyl amines in kerosene
Stig Wingefors, Swedish Nucl.ear Power Inspectorate, Stockholm
and Stig Stenstr6m, Lund Institute of Technology, Lund,
Sweden.

1. Introduction

In an inve�tigalion of Cd removal from wet process phosphoric
acid (WPA) by extraction with trialkyl amines in kerosene
(1,2) it was found desirable to get a better understanding of

the extraction behaviour of all acids present in WPA. Apart
from phosphoric acid (4-7 M), WPA may contain significant
amounts of H2S04 (0.1-0.5 M), HCl (0.001-0.05 M), HF (0.1-1M)

and H2SiF6 (0.05-0.2 M). Since at least some of these (HF and
H2SiF6) are undesirable contaminants, much work has been done
in order to find methods for their separation from phosphoric
acid. Solvent extraction belongs to the methods explored and
also utilized in full scale for that purpose.
Results frdm the studies of Cd extraction from WPA with
Alamine 336 in aromatic kerosene indicated possibilities to
combine the removal of Cd with a flowsheet for production of
purified H3P04. For this purpose, but also in order to explain
and optimize Cd extraction, the equilibria for extraction of
the major acid components would have to be incorporated into a
multicomponent extraction model.
In the present paper the general outlines for that work are
aescribed and some preliminary results are given.

2 General considerations

2.1. Extraction equilibria apd organic phase

interactions

The acid-base neutralization reaction that governs extraction
of dcids (HL) with alkyl amines (Bl might be described by
various sets of equilibria. ·rn this context we have chosen to
include the aggregation to dimers and higher polymers of amine
salts in the extracti9n equilibrium, i.e.

mB + nHL � Bm (HL )
n

(1 )

The thermodynamic equilibrium constant for this reaction is,
m
n
(2)
Kmn = amn(aB)- (aHL).where the bars denote activities of species in the organic
phase and aHL is the activity of acid in the aqueous phase.
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Equat on (2) can be rewritten.in molar concentrations for the
organ c phase species, thereby defining a "mixed" conditional
equil brium constant for Eq. (1),
m
n
kmn ·=.yB(ymn1-1K
(3)
mn ·= cmnb- (aHL) where Yb and Ymn are the activity coefficients of free amine
and the ,amine salt aggregates, respectively, and b is the
concentration of free amine. When aggregation is included in
the mcidel, experience shows that correlated values of kmn
might be r·egarded ·as constants independent of organic phase
composition.

Hpweye.r ,, for phos ·phoric acid the available equilibrium data
do not permit·inclusion of aggregation. Instead Ymn, or rather
km n• has been described as an empirical function of organic
phase composition (3,8). Although similar 'difficulties could
'be expec.ted. for· hexafluorosilicic acid this did not occur I 11 I .
Therefoie, exttiction of H2SiF6 is treated by letting kmn be
. conlitant.s even when aggregation is neglected, see section 4.

In careful modelling the hydration of species in the organic
pha_se'· sh,ould be included (4 I,
_ L
_ _)_ _(_H_ o
_ )_
m8 + nHL + wH2 o � =Bm_ _(H
(4)
n 2 w

'(5)

Hy.dration might have a significant influence on the formation
of aggregates. This means that complications can arise when
isotherms for extraction of single acids without hydration are
combined in a model for extraction of several acids - the
acti
- vity of water in the multicomponent system could be less
than.in the range where the single acid isotherms are valid.
This difficulty has not been further elaborated on in the
present work, partly due to the scarcity of reliable hydration

data.

When several acids are present mixed aggregates are likely to
be formed (5). This mig·ht be taken into account by assuming the
formation of binary aggregates with the acids Ai and Aj,
(6)
(7)

In·principle, it could well be that more than two different
acids are present in a mixed aggregate, but for the
mathematical description of these systems the inclusion of
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b inary aggregates would probably be sufficient. Of course,
this bel ief should as yet be regarded as a wor king hypothesis
confirmat ion.

n eeding

The extraction equilibrium for any acid (i) in a multicompo
nent system would then be described by the following set of
equations.
(8)

i.e. the aqueous phase model, cf next section,
P
nk;nbma� + L. L.. n k ij bma�
(9)
i' tot = mL.
1 aJ
mn p
,n
jfi m,n,p
i.e. the isotherm of acid (i), and the mass balan ce of amine,
1
m
j bman ap
(10)
CB = b + LE mkmnb a�1 + Y .L. mkmin
1 J
p
r,j m,n,p
i m,n
For a given equilibrium composition of the aqueous phase Eqs
(8) to (10) are sufficient for calculation of the acid concen
trations in the organ ic phase. For given initial phase compo
sitio n s these equations have to be solved simultaneously for
all components together with the mass bala n ces over phases.

c

2 2 Aaueous chase interactions

Ideally, the aqueous phase model should provide for calcula
tion of activities of all components, in cluding water. This

last requirement has not been consi�ered in the present work,

however. The interest has been focused on a realist ic calcula

tion of ionic strength taking into account dissociati11n/asso
ciation equilibria.

Bromley's model for multicomponent electrolyte solutions is
used for correlation and calculation of ionic activity coeff i
cien ts. Accordin g to Bromley (6) the molal activity coeffi
cient fi of an ion with charge Zi is g iven by
logf
1
B

0,511 2
/r
1
z

+ II

. �e 1 j i j m j

+

z

(0. 06 + o.6B ijl I 1 j I
1.51 ) 2
+
z

ij

z 1)..
I

=

'I

z

1I

�

+ I j i > 12
z

2 + E m. )
H E m.
1 1
j J J
i
z

z

2

z

(11)

2

+ B

ij

( 12)
( 13)
( 14)
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It should be noted that Bij=Bji· Only interactions between
ions i and j with opposite sign of charge are taken into
account. The model might be used ·successfully for ionic
strengths up to about 3 m, thereby covering the range expected
to be of importance in the present application. However, for
sulphuric acid Eq. (12) had to be extended by an extra term
Ci jI (7).
In addition to Eqs (11)-(14) the aqueous model is comprised by

a set of mass balance equations, one for each acid and one for
hydrogen ion. The appropriate dissociiltion/association

equilibria are treated under the separate headings for each

acid in section 3. Conversio11 between molal and molar activity

coefficients is performed according to

( 15)

J Aaueous chase modellioa

In this section h;drogen ion is denoted by subscript 1.

Phosphoric� The aqueous phase model for phosphoric acid
is described in a separate paper of these proceedings(Bl.
Sulphuric acid The first dissociation stage is assumed
complete, and for the second stage the thermodynamic constant
K2= 0.0102 has been chosen from ref. 9. Denoting bisulphate
and sulphate with 2 and 4, respectively, B12= 0.1944, B14=
-0.096, c12= 0.00022 and C14= 0.0120. These values were
obtained(?) from.a combined least square minimization of the
relative errors in mean ionic activity coefficients(9) and
free sulphate concentration in solutipns of pure sulphuric

acid(10). The �ctivity of H2S04 = YfY4cfc4.

Hvdrocbloric acid

The interaction constant is

taken as given

by Bromley(6), B16= 0.1433. The activity of HCl = Y1Y6 c1c6.

HexafluorosJ]icic acid

Due to lack of suitable activity data

the same model, B- and c-values are used for this acid as for
sulphuric acid(11). The second dissociation constant K2=
0.0148 (12).
Hydrofluoric acid The.following equilibria in HF solutions
are considered(13),
H
H
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+

+

+
+

F- - HF ;
2F

- HF;;

logKHF = 3.18
logKHF; = 3.60

( 16)
(17)

Denoting F- with 8 and HF2 with 10, the values B15= 0.250 and
B1,10= 0.050 were obtained after minimization of the error in
calculated stoichiometric activity coefficients(14) of HF
solutions. The activity coefficient of HF is assumed to be 1,
since the maximum ionic strength utilized in the correlation

was less than 0.2. This means that the obtained results should
be used with caution in trying to describe the behaviour of HF
in multicomponent electrolyte solutions.
4

Single

acid isotherms,

Phosphoric a¢id is treated in another paper of these
proceedings(8).
Sulphuric acid. The model by Hogfeldt et al. (15) for
extraction with trilauryl amine in toluene has been
adopted(?). After comparison with other.studies by Wilson (16)
on extraction with TOA in benzene, and by Bertocci and
Rolandi(17) on extraction with TOA in xylene, it was concluded
that the difference in chain-length and diluent would probably
be of less importance in the present application. Hogfeldt et
al: included coextration of water in their model. However,
calculations showed that water extraction could be excluded,
thereby setting wat.er activity = 1 (cf Eq.5), without serious
loss of accuracy. Thus, the following constants kmn (cf Eq. 3)
were employed, logk21 = 7.52, logk42
16.69, logk54 = 27.88,
logk33 = 17.40 and logk23 = 7.43.

Hydrochloric acid Studies on the extraction of HCl by TOA in
aromatic diluents are abundant, but no strictly thermodynamic
study on the extraction with Alamine 336 is available. In this
work the constants given by Aguilar and Hogfeldt (18) for
extraction of HCl with TOA in toluene from 1 M LiCl have been
employed after conversion to zero ionic strength (7) according
to Bromley (6). The resulting values of kmn (Eq.3) are, logk11
= 3.87, logk22 = 9.65 and logk55 = 25.86.

Hexafluorosilicic acid Extraction of this acid with Alamine

33.6 in aromatic kerosene has been studied earlier and a model
proposed for explanation of the experimental results (11). By
utilizing the refined aqueous model for sulphuric acid, as
explained above, the following constants kmn (Eq.3) has been
obtained, logk21 = 7.61 and logk11 = 3.45 (7)
.
Hydrofluoric acid Only a limited number of measurements have
been repot ted for amine ext·raction of HF. The results by
Bertocci and Rolandi for extraction with TOA in xylene (17)
were used for calculation of the following constants kmn
(Eq.3), logk12 = 1.40 and logk14 = 0.14 (7).
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5 Multicomponent eg11ilibria
5 1 Binary

systems

with phosphoric acid

As a point of departure the four binary systems with

phosphoric acid have been investigated. The prime reason for
this is that phosphoric acid would most probably be the
dominating component in the loaded organic phase after
extraction of acids from WPA. Also, in that case the formation
of mixed aggregates with (n + p) > m would be of importance in
the first place.
A series of experiments were performed, where 0.5 M Alamine

336 in toluene were equilibrated with solutions of phosphoric
acid together with each of the other four acids. The results
are given in Tabte 1. Comparison of these values with those
calculated assuming only single acid isotherms clearly
indicated the need for addition of mixed s_pecies to the
model. The as yet limited set of experimental data has not
permitted inclusion of more than one such species for each
binary with m = n = p = 1 (p = 2 for HF). A least square

minimization

of

tl1e error

in

per cent extraction gave the

following values of logkfi (cf Eq.7; i = H3P04), 5.4 6 (j
H250f), 4.36 (j = HCl), and 5.06 (j = H2SiF0). For j = HF
logk1 <z = 3.76. Results from calculations with these constants
are shown in Table 1.

5 2 The multicomoonent svstem

The now available binary constants have been employed
tentatively for calculation of multicomponent equilibria, and
a comparison with experiment is given in Table 2. The
agreement is acceptable in view of the fact that only binary
species with phosphoric acid are included in the model.

6- Conclusions
Not unexpectedly the development of a multicomponent equi
librium model of this kind has shown to be quite an arduous
task. It was realized from the outset that such a model must
rely on a careful description of interactions founded on
thermodynamically defensible concepts. In that sense there are
still room for improvements, e.g. regarding the formation of
binary aggregates - one possibility-Would be inclusion of
species with (n + p) = m. A better description of the
behaviour of HF and HzSiF6 in electrolyte solutions is also
needed.
Although these and many other difficulties remain to be
solved, the results achieved so far seem to indicate a
feasible way to deal with complicated equilibria of this kind.
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Table 1. Comparison of experimental and calculated equi
libria for binary combinations of phosphoric acid and
other acids Aj at different initial aqueous concentrations.
Organic phase 0.5 M Alamine 336 in toluene, equal phase
volumes, 20-23 °c.
%E(H3 P0 4 )
calc

cin' M

A.
J

H3 Po4
0.1
H2 so4 0.1
5.0
5.0
HCl

%E (Aj)
calc

exp

0.1
0.5
0. 1
0.5

· 67

51
11
17
13

99+
75
92
64

99.8
73
86
75

0. 1
0.1
5.0
5.0

0.1
0.5
0.1
0.5

65
15
9

62
8
17
11

•89
97
67
·90

99
97
98
90

0.1

0. 1

57

51

H2SiF6 0.1
5.0
5.0
0.1
0.1
5.0
5.0

HF

exp

Aj

15
17
8
8

-

0.5
0.1
0.5

16
2

0. 1
1.0
0.1
1. 0

67

72

20
14

99.5

97

29
18

67
98
74

76
98
18
13

78
83

14

53

77

67
70
71
50
69

72

64

Table 2. Comparison of experimental and calculated equi
libria for multicomponent extraction. Initial concentrations
are, (1) all acids 0.1 M1 (2) H2 so4 0.5 M all other acids
0.1 M; (3) H Po4 5 M, H so 0.5 M, HCl 0.1 M, H2SiF6 0.5 M,
3
2 4
and HF 1 M. Other conditions according to Table 1.
Exp.
no

H3 Po4
exp cal

H2 so4
exp cal

H2SiF6
HCl
exp cal ·exp cal

exp

HF

cal

1

25

32

96

94

96

97

>96

84

61

46

2

13

33

52

61

83

88

58

11

75

13

3

8

10

30

41

79

81

8

26

-

14
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The Extraction Characteristic of silisic Acid in the different Sys
tems
O.A.Sinegribova, A.Yu.Bobirenko, The Mendeleev Institute of Chemical•
Technolog:y, Moscow, USSR.
The silisic acid species in an aqueous solution are subdivided into
three types: a-species - a monomer and a dimer,
�species - from a
trimer up to an octamer and r-species - silicic acid high polycon
on solution's
densated ( 1). The content of different species depends
_
"age". The change of different species concentrations in the solution
contained 1,35 g-1-1 Si02 and 2 mol·l-1 HN03 for times to 6 hr is
shown in Fig.1, cl- and )3-species concentrations were determined
by colourimetric method (2). The data of Fig.1 show that the silicic
is rather slow process. When ext
acid polycondensation
-:
racting into tri-n-butylphosphate (TBP) and tri-n-octylphosphineoxide
(TOPO) the distribution coefficient of silicic acid ceases to change
after 5�7 min agitating. It means that there is no substantial trans
formation of silicic acid species during the agitation period and
that after 5-7 min contact the extraction system reaches its pseudo
equilibrium state.

.J3

ca �-r)

The dependence of silicic acid concentration in TBP on its concentra
tion in 1 mol·l-1 HN03 (Fig.2) may b� expressed as a polinomial:
y = -0.016 + 0.184x - 0,023x
The distribution coefficients of silicic acid are small and decrease
after preliminary·duration of aqueous phase (Fig,3, curve 1) simila
ry to a decrease in ct-species concentration (Fig.1). It leads to a
fact of priority extraction of a-species into TBP. When extracting
into TOFO solution (0.5 mol·l- 1 in heptane) the dependence of silicic
acid distribution coefficient on the period of preliminary duration
(Fig.3, curve, 2) is very _ similar to a change of }-species concentra
tion in the aqueous phase (Fig.1). The analysis of the solution ob
tained by stripping of silicic acid extract also indicated that in
TBP silicic acid mainly (9Ct;b) consisted of ct-species. The stripping
has been realized by dilute HNOipH 2) because at such acidity the
silicic acid polycondensation rate is minimum.
The plot of silicic acid concentration in the organic phase vs the
extractant concentration is linear (Fig.4 "a" for TBP and "b" for
TOPO). However, the possibility of a pure salvation mechnism of sili
cic acid extraction does not conform to the data of Fig.2:· silicic
· III-831

acid is extracted even into 100¼ TBP only up to the concentration in
the organic phase equal to O.J g-1-1 (the plot of isoterm gives a
line parallel to X-axis beginning from the concen_trstion,,., 2 g-1-1
Si02 in the aqueous phase. The content of silicic acid in an organio
phase is probably limited by the content of water there. The concen
trati'on of water in the organic phase (curves in Fig.4) was determi
ned by Fisher method. The plot of water concentration vs the extrac
tant concentration is linear, the plot of silicic acid amount i,n the
organic phase vs water concentration is also linear. The interaction
of silicic with water in TBP is suggested to take place. Under expe
rimental conditions the concentration of water in the organic phase
contained TBP was greater than in the organic phase contained TOPO.
It is known that dehydration leads to a polycondensation of silicic
acid (1). Therefore the lower concentration of water in TOPO solu
tions is the reason of the presence of J-species in the extract
phase. In general at high concentration of water the Ci-species of
silicic acid are present but the decreasing water content results
in the polycondensation of silicic acid up to .fa-species. So after
diluting of 100JG TBP contained silicic acid (mainly d -species) to
J0'/4 TBP with heptane silicic acid consisted of fl-species (32%)
along with ct-species has been obtained. At higher concentration of
water in TOPO a'.-species of silicic acid may present in organic phase
along with fl-species. For example, when extracting of silicic acid
(initial concentration 1.27 g-1- 1) contained 26% ct-species, 67%_/J �
species and 7% J'-species into 100}, TOPO melt (at 60 °C) the next dis
tribution coefficients were determined:
= O.
D o(., = O.JB; � = 0.61; D
T

The mechanism of silicic acid transfer into organic phase containing
neutral phosphororganic compounds (NPOC) is apparently identical with
"-back solubilization": the hydrate molecule (monomer or polymer) of
silicic acid interacts with NPOC (or its hydrate) by means of hydro
gen bond •. The presence of an extractant in the compound promotes its
dissolution in the organic phase. The h;ydrate number of silicic acid
is 9.� + J.1 in TBP (1(){)¼) and it is J.8 z 0.6 in the solution of
TOPO (0:5 mol·l-1 in heptane).
It can be noted that if silicic acid concentration in the extract
phase was determined not by stripping and following analysis of reex
tract but by calculation of decrease in its concentration in the aque
ous phase due to the extraction, the plot of ailicic acid concentra
tion vs the extractant concentration has the difference at the low
concentration of an extractant (dotted lines in Fig.4). We suppose
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that the cause of the divergence from the linearity consists in con
centrating of silicic acid at the interface appreciable at low con
centrations of silicic acid and a n extractant in the organic phase.
The compound of silicic acid with extract ant has probably some sur
factive properties.
The interfacial tension in the system "aqueous solution of silicic
and nitric acids - organic phase cont aining TBP" was measured by
"drop"-method at the different phase compositions (Table 1). The or
ganic and aqueous phase were preliminarily cont acted to get extrac
tion equilibrium and to exclude the masstransfer when measuring the
interfacial tension.
Table 1
Dl!.'PENDENCE OF INT&lFACIAL TENSION (5 20.103H/m) ON CO!.!POSITION OF
AQUEOUS AND ORGANIC PHASES a

M�fiR!UJ!

Org.
phase

pH 2

2 mol/liter HNO
5 mol/liter HN03
)
2 g/liter:4g/liter: 2�/liter: 4g/liter :2g/liter: 4g/liter
Si02
Si02
Si02
Si02
Si02
Si02
6.5
8.0(110) 8.3(90) 9.7
5. 3
10.8
9.4
9.3
12.0(35) 10.7(50) 12.2
11.7
13.2(20) 16.8
13.0
12.4
14.8(7)
15.1

100% TBP
7Cl'/o TBP
30% TBP
a Diluent is heptane. The separation time (c) is in brackets
The interfacial tension is decreased by an increasing acidity (HN03).
The effect of silicic acid concentration upon the interfacial tension
depends on TBP concentration: the interfscial tension is increased
for 100'/4 TBP and decreased for 3(1,'b TBP by the increasing silicic acid
concentration (from 2 to 4 g-1-1 Si02 in tbe aqueous phase). It bas
been caused by the difference in relative amounts of TBP, .HN03· TBP
and the compound of TBP with silicic acid hydrate at tbe interface.
These subst ances have the different surfactive. properties. In studied
systems the interfacial tension correlates tbe time of phase separa
tion. 4 hours duration of silicic acid solutions before measurement
ofinterfacial tension was almost without effect on tbe value of interfacial tension. It w as pointed out (3,4) that the formation of struc
tural silicic acid films at the unmoving interface took more than
1 hr. It is considerably greater than tbe residence time of the in
terface in the experiments for a measurement of interfacial tension
by "drop"-metbod therefore in our experiments the film formation at
the interface didn't take part in the interfacial tension and had no
influence on tbe phase separation time.
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The silicic acid extraction into di-2-ethylhexylphosphoric acid
(HDEHP) is poorer than into TBP. The JJ -species of silicic acid are
mainly extracted into HDEHP in heptane (0.75_mol·l-1) because of the
low content of water in the organic phase. The water concentration
was equal to 0.55 g.1-1. It is_lower than in the solutions of TBP and
TOPO in our experiments. The extraction of silicic acid only at high
acidity of an aqueous phase (Table 2) indicates that the interaction
of silicic acid with undissotiated HDEIIP takes place as with NPOC
through a phosphoryl o:icygen atom.
Table 2
DISTRIBUTION OF d. - AND j-SILICIC ACID SPECIES EXTRACTED INTO
HDEHP FROM HN0 OF VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS8
3
Aqueollphase
pH 2
5 mol/liter HN°-3
2 mol/liter HN03
distr.
coefficient
4.5 • 10-3
3.1 • 10-3
D.-;t
...:1.8 · 104
-4
3
4.7 .· 105.0 . 10-3
Df>
..:2.1 . 10
a The
initial concentration of Si02 in the sq.phase is 1.8 g.1-1;
the initial org.solution is 0.75 mol·l-1 HDEl:IP in heptane; 0:A = 1:1
In the experiments with HDEHP the silicic acid concentration in_the
organic phase was determined after its stripping by delute HN03(pH 2).
The preliminary prolonged contact of silicic acid solution and the
solution of HDEIIP without agitation (for times to 72 hr) resulted in
the formation of the precipitate at the interface when following mix
ing (Table 3). The amount of silicic acid in the precipitat� was de
termined after its soluting in the volume of alcali equal to the
volume of the aqueous phase (� C in Table 3).
Table 3
DISTRIBUTION OF SILICIC ACID (g•l-1) BETWEEN ORGANIC, AQUEOUS PHASES
AND INTERFACIAL PRECIPITATE8
Period:
of contact
(hr) corg

HDEHP 1 mol/liter
· :
0.48�
0.24
:Caq
: aq :� c (pr)corg
3
6.5-10- 1.47
8.2·10-3 1.81
7.0-10-3 1.42 0.39 5.2-10-3 1.36
4.4·10-3 1.22 0.59 4.8·10-3 1.18
4.4•10-3 1.20 0.61 4.0-10-3 1.13

•___0�·�1�2_____
Ac(pr) cor
g C89 AC(pr)
o.34 5.5,10-3 1.37 0.44
2
0.45 4.7.10-3 1.24 0.57
6
0.63 3.5.10-3 1.05 0.76
24
72
0.68 3.2 .10-3 0.92 0.89
a The initial concentration: Si0 is 1.82 g,1-1; HN0 is 5.7mo1-1-1
2
3
0:A = 1:1
The precipitation of silicic acid indicates that it may polycondan
se at the interface. An increase in the period of contacting (an in
crease in the extent of polycondensation) and a decrease in the extIII--834

ractant concentration (hence an decrease in water concentration in
the organic phase) promote to precipitate of silicic acid at the in
terface.
The behaviour of silicic acid in the extraction systems with 40}b tri
n-octylamine and tetralcylammonium nitrate in benzene was also studi
ed. It was pointed out earlier (5) that silicic acid was extracted
from sulfate media by toluene solutions of tetraoccylallllllonium bromide
trialcylmet�lallWlonium sulfate, tri-n-alcyl8.llline sulfate. However we
didn't observe the silicic acid extraction into tri-n-slcylamine and
tetralcylmet�lsmmonium nitrate from nitrate media (pH 2 - 7).
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The Extraction of Sulfuric Acid by Primene-JMT dissolved in
Toluene. Emf and Datch Studies at 25 ° c.
J.C.Blazquez, J.M.Madariaga and M.C.A.Sandino,
Kimika Departamendua, Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea, Apt.644,
48080, Bilbo, Spain.
The extraction of sulfuric acid by tertiary long-chain amines has re
ceipt the attention of many authors Ill. In sulfate.media primary
amines are better extractants than secundary and tertiary ones 121.
Recently the extraction of water and sulfuric acid by trilaurylamine
dissolved in toluene has been studied 131.In this work the extraction
of water and sulfuric acid by the primary amine, Primene-JMT,(PJMT),
dissolved in toluene at 25 ° C, using l:JQth batch experiments 141 and
the two-phase emf titration method IS1 is presented.
Batch Experiments
Samples of the amine dissolved in toluene were equilibrated with the
same volume of pure sulfuric acid solutions. After equilibrium· was
attained both phases were analysed for acid'by titrating with alcaly.
Water in the organic phase was analysed using the Karl-Fischer method.
From the equilibrium concentration of sulfuric acid in wat�r, the
corresponding activities of water and acid were obtained from data
by Giauque et al. 161.

z

.!:.s.�...!....
0
1111-� ..
0
0

11

o

• nu,

0

•

U,lCI

.

1091�-·�·

+ 2
2Fig.1 ZH SO and ZH O plotted against log{H} {so 4} for the aqueous
2
4
2
3
3
acidity range studi�d (10 < I tt2 so 4 I <8.0 mol.dm.- ).The fulldrawn curves
refer to tt2 so 4, the dashed ones refer to H2O. The curves have been
computed from the model in Table 1.
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(2)

The amine concentrations in_ 3 oluene used in this wax are : 2 6.59,
46.20, 85.86,113.70 rnrnol.dm. Tolue11e does not extract sulfuric acid
in the range of aqueous sulfuric acid concentration studied. However,
the diluent extracts water by a simple partition equilibrium 171. The
+ 2
presence of systematic errors in the whole sets of (Zn so ,log(H J.
22
4
{S04 ))8 data has been detected.
Fig.l, shows a plot of the Zll SO and ZH O corrected values, against
2
2 4
log{H + } 2 {so!-i-

In order to obtain information about the general composition of the
complexes in the or9anic phase, the general integration method dev�
lopped by Sill�n ISi , has been applied to the whole sets of data,
considering, as a first approximation, the{11 2 o} constant.This data
have been introduced in the computer program MESAK 19/ and the values
of p and q (the mean number of sulfuric acid ard iimine _per _c:omplex
respectively) have been calculated. Fig. 2 gives a plot of p against
q, for the four amine concentrations studied. This is an indication
of the presence of two Core+Links families of complexes.

p
3.0

0
V

20

CpJMT mol.dm·
0 0.0261
D 0.0<61
0 Q0851
V 0.1137

1.0

1

ii
2.0
1.0
,.o
3.0
Fig.2 p and q values obtained by the MESAK program. White circles
refer to ZH SO <0.55 ; black circles refer to zH so>0.65
2 4
2 4
The curves in Fig.l, have been computed with the spectes and equili
brium constants given in Table 1. This model was arrived at by using
the version ZEHTA llOI of the computer program LETAGROP llll. The
constants Kpqn given in Table 1, refer to the reaction
+
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q PJMT

+

(3)

Fig.3 The fraction of amine present in each species,apqn' is plotted
+ 2
against log{H}
{so42- )

The quantity, a qn' is given by
Q
_ q\ (H2so4)p(PJMT)q(H2O)n\
(4)
a pqn B
The apqn values have been computed using the COMPLEX-SO program \ 121.
Table 1.-Semiestochiometric formation constants, K qn' for reaction
p
(3) in toluene.
Species (p,q,n)
(H2So4)(PJMT)2(H2O)9
(H2so4)2(PJMT)3(H 2O)10
(H 2so 4)4(PJMT)5(H2O) 12
(H 2so 4) 3(PJMT)3(�2o)3

log K

n
pq

9.91 ± 0.07
18.23 ± 0.25
34,36 ± 0,26
19.98 ± o. 21

Emf-Work
In order to find support for the existence of the species found at
low acidities, an emf study was performed at 25 ° C using the two-phase
emf titration technique at 1.0 mol.dm� 3 (Na,H)So 4 of constant ionic
str-ength.
Before analysing the data for the composition of the complexes, the
range Z<0.l was investigated for systematic errors in Z, using the
curve-fitting method propossed by H�gfeldt \13\. Systematic errors
have been detected in all the data series, probably due to an incorrect
determination of the total amine concentration. In Fig.4, the Z
corrected values have been plotted against log\H2so4\ for the foll£
wing amine concentrations : 22,94, 34.07, 76,29, 117,65 mmol.dm,-3in
toluene.
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Fig.4 Z plotted against loglH2 so 41 for the four amine concentrations
,studied. The curves have been computed from the model in Table 2.
The extraction of sulfuric acid by Primene-JMT can be expressed by the
reaction
(5).

Since the water activity is kept constant by the ionic medium, no in
formation about water in the species is obtained from the emf study.
For that reason water is excluded from reaction (5).

The. evaluation of p and q was performed by using the computer program
MESAK. The results suggest a Core+Links behaviour, in agreement with
the batch work, being B(AB)n the general formula of the complexes,
with p ; q-1, (Ae H2 so4, B • PJMT). This fact is confirmed by the plot
shown in Fig.5, where X ; log B + loglH2 so 4 !, 1141,
Table 2.-Stoichiometric equilibrium constants for reaction (5) in
toluene.

Species (p,q)
(H2so4) (PJMT) 2
(H2 so4) (PJMT)
7
6
(H2 so 4)7(PJMT)8
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loge

s.ao ±
37.43 ±
43.60 ±

0.02
0.22
0.30

"

D

"
a,,

.

,

-lb

.

"

.

.

...

,

X

Fig.5 z plotted against the variable x, for the four amine concentra
tions studied.
Then a Core+Links treatment as well as a standard graphical treatment
were carried out. Finally a numerical treatment was performed using
the ZETA version 1151 of LETAGROPll0I . All the treatments gave the
same set of species (1,2),(6,7) and (7,8). The values of proposed
formation constants are given in Table 2.
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(&,7)

001

0.03

o.os

007

0.09

011

B mol.dm.J
F�g.6 The molar fractions of the species (1,2), (6,7) and (7,8),
p 1 otte d against
.
n f or I tt2so4 I = io�s.Js mo 1 . d m. -3.•
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In Fig.6 the fraction of amine present in each species,a pq' is plotted
against B. The apq values have been computed with the stoichiometric
formation constants, given in Table 2, using the COMPLEX-SO program.
Discussion
The analysis of both, batch and emf worl:, has shown the same family
of Core+Links complexes at the beginning of the extraction. The first
species is always the monomeric ammonium sulfate: AB 2 =
+
(RH2NH )2so�-. When the quantity of sulfuric acid increases in the
organic phase, species like B(AB)n are formed. These species can be
formulated as (AB 2) (AB)n-l=J(ru12NH+ )2so2- l·l(RH NH+ )HSO 4
Jn-l' that
2
4
is a solvated species between the monomeric ammonium sulfate and a
polymeric ammonium bisulfate.
The extraction of water can be explained with the same kinds of species
having 9 molecules of water per sulfuric acid in the ammonium sulfate
and 1 molecule of water per sulfuric acid in the ammonium bisulfate,
i.e. I.(RH NH+ ) so2- • (1! 0) I • I (RH NH+ ) 1!SO - • (1! 0) I l
n2 4
2
2 9
4
2
2
0

However, in this region, the stoichiometries of the species obtained
in the batch work are not the same than those obtained in the emf
work. In the first case, n=l,2 and 4, and in the second one, n=l,6
and 7.From our point of view this second model seams to be more
realistic because the uncertainty observed in the batch work at very
low acidities of sulfuric acid in the a9ueous p�a�e i�_too high.
Moreover the correlation between ltt2so 1 and {I! } (so } is not so
4
4
well defined than in moderate or high aqueous sulfuric concentration.

The distribution of species containing sulfuric acid in the organic
phase should be remarked. As seen in Figure 3 , the species containing
ammonium sulfate in the organic phase predominate in the range
.. .·
-3
JH2 so4faq < 3.5 mol.drn •• From both Figures 3 and 6, the monomeric
ammonium sulfate seem to be a high predominant region, independently
on the amine concentration. This amine does not form species with
stoichiometries acid:amine higher than 1:1 (Z>l.0).
Comparing these results with those obtained in a previous work 1 3 1,
when trilaurylamine was used as the extractant, important differences
sulfate
are observed. With the tertiary amine the monomeric ammonium
is a minor species and the ammonium bisulfate predominates in the
region 0.8<JH2so41aq <6 mo1.arn: 3 , being the most important species.
-3
Moreover at ltt2so41aq>4.0 mol.dm.
, Z values higher than 1.0 are obt�i
ned indicating that an excess of sulfuric acid is extracted.
Primene-JMT, at 0.1 mol.arn: 3, begins to extract acid when IH2so41a =
10-B mo1.arn: 3 , while trilaurylamine, at the same concentration, ne�ds
-4 mo1.arn: 3 to extract sulfuric acid. Also the amount of
Jtt 2so41aq= 10
water extracted in the. region where ammonium sulfate species predomi
nate is different with both kinds of amines.The water extraction is more important when Primene-JMT is used. With this amine the maximum
value Z
H2 0= 4 is obtained, while the trilaurylamine gives ZH2 0=2 as
the maximum one.
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Two similar behaviours can be observed when comparing the extraction
of sulfuric acid by Primene-JMT and trilaurylamine dissolved in to
luene. In both cases the species with the highest stoichiometry is
more important as the concentration of the amine increases and the
ammonium bisulfate is completely aggregated, namely trimerized.
The range of aqueous sulfuric concentration in which the aggregated
ammonium bisulfate are formed can explain how primary amines are
better extractants of metals than tertiary ones. The presence of a
completely aggregated ammonium salt inhibits the extraction of metalanionic species. In fact 1.0 mol.dm.-3 sulfuric acid is a good strip
ping reagent for metals previously extracted b¥ tertiary ammonium
salts in other forms than sulfate or bisulfate 116J. At this aqueous
sulfuric concentration, trilaurylamine dissolved in toluene is prac
ticaly as trilaurylammonium bisulfate. However, primary amines, e.g�,
Primene-JMT, need more than 3.5 mol.dm� 3 in H2so4 to form the corre!
ponding ammonium bisulfate salt.
Finally the use of a.technical grade reagent, like Primene-JMT,
without further purification should be commented. The presence of
systematic errors have been detected in all the data series collected.
However after correction of its, the experimental information can be
treated in terms of solution equilibria analysis as if p.a. reagents
were used.
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Flow of Power-Law Fluid Spheres through Newtonian Fluids:
Hydrodynamics and Mass Transfer
Tilrker Gilrkan
Middle East Technical University
Chemical Engineering Department
Ankara-TURKEY
The equations of motion for the flow of a power-law fluid sphere in a newtonian
continuous phase have been approximately satisfied by using Galerkin's method.
External and internal stream function expi:essions have been obtained, the constants
of which vary with the Reynolds number, the viscosity ratio parameter

·x,

and the

dispersed phase power-law index, n . Calculated results indicate that the droplet
i
drag coeffici ents decrease with decreases in " for XSl and increase with decreases
i
in n for X�10. Decreases in the value of the dispersed phase power-law
i
index result in significant decreases in the circulation within the droplet for
X�10, Calculated results compare favorably with the available experimental data,
The convective diffusion equations for mass transfer wi�h or without a second order
chemical reaction inside a fluid sphere have been solved for the purpose of
determining the effect of the· power-law behavior in the dispersed phase on the
dispersed phase mass transfer mechaniF:m. Stream function expressions obtained in the
fh·st part of th.? study have been used fc-: this purpose. The results are presented
in terms of the· total amount of mass transferred to the droplet • C • as � function
1t
of the dimensionless time of contact,
n , X, Re, Pe and k . Calculated results
R
i
indicate that increased pseudoplasticity in the dispersed phase causes decreases

c.,

because of reduced internal circulation velocities. Maximum decreases in
1t
with decreases in n are calculated to be realized fOr larger values of Pe and
1t
i
X and smaller values of Re. The continuous phase Sherwood number• on the other hand,
in C

C

is calculated to be slightly enhanced with decreasing n , Calculated results
i

compare favorably with the available experimental data.

As the manuscript was not available at the 28th May 1986, the deadline for
printing this book, we only print the short abstract of the paper.
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·A

Predictive

Approach

for

the

Dependence of Liquid Diffusivities

Determination

of

Composition

and

Temperature

T. GUrkan, E. Eroglu, HETU, Ankara, Turkey
The necessity of predicting liquid diffusivities often arises because of the lack

of liquid diffusion coefficient data in literature especially as a function of
composition

and

temperature.

In

addition,

liquid

state

theories

are

not

satisfactory in providing relations for the calculation of liquid diffusivities
for highly nonideal and associating systems.

Thus, it is unavoidable to use semi

empirical methods for the determination of composition and temperature dependence
of liquid diffusion coefficients.

Sanchez and Clifton ( 1] proposed an empirical correlation of the form
(1)

to represent the variation of diffusion coefficients with composition.
expression

I:/l

In this

and D� are diffusion coefficients at infinite dilution and m is an

empirical constant evaluated from the slope of a DAsf (XAD�+ x8IJ�) versus fl plot.
The thermodynamic correction factor, 8 , is defined by:

(2)
The values of m for certain binaries were calculated by Sanchez and Clifton only

at 298 K. Since one value of DAB in the middle of the concentration range is enough
in order to calculate m, they found the values of DAB and a at the concentration

for which fl reaches a maximum or minimum value, and combining these with the
literature values of Df and D�, they ·evaluated m. A comparison of their predictions
with those of Darken, Vignes and Rathbun and Babb indicated that their correlation

gives much better results. Sanchez and Clifton were not able to determine the
temperature variation of m since this necessitates experimental data of

diffusivities and activity coefficients as a function of composition over a range
of temperatures.

The determination of the temperature dependence of m is the primary objective of
the present study.

For the highly non-ideal systems acetone-water, ethanol-water

and acetone-chloroform measured values of diffusion coefficients as a function
of both temperature and composition are available [2].

The second set of data

needed for the evaluation of m is the constant temperature vapor-liquid equilibrium
data

at

the same

temperature of

the

diffusion data.

However,

vapor-liquid

equilibrium data are available in literature only at certain temperatures for the

above systems.

Thus a is calculated at the desired temperatures by a predictive

algorithm which includes a constant temperature bubble point computation.

The

virial equation. of state truncated after the second term together with Pitzer and

Curl correlations for the evaluation of second virial coefficients are used to
·III-847

take into account the vapor phase nonidealities, and the UNIQUAC method is used
for the liquid phase nonidealities.
Numerical values of UNIQUAC binary interaction parameters for the systems under'
study are available in literature
predicted and compared

[3).

Using these,

vapor-liquid equilibria is

with available experimental data.

The deviation between

the experimental and predicted values are small enough to conclude that 6 can be
accurately predicted at

any

desired

temperature with

the

chosen

computational

method [ 4 ).
Using the values of UNIQUAC binary interaction parameters available in literature
their temperature dependence are determined.

The focm suggested by Prausnitz

et al. [ 3 )
(3)
is used.

The resultant correlations are given in Table l.

Table 1.

Correlations for Temperature Dependence of A
A

ij
A

l2

5

Acetone(1)-Water(2)

2

.9 2228xl0 /T-3.437llxl0

Acetone(1 )-Chloroform( 2)

4

Ethanol(1 )-Water(2)

l.039 376xl0 /T-3 . 7llxl0

2

4

2

2

a

function of liquid

composition

are

computation at the desired temperatures.
id
prepared. D B is given by :
A

2

5

2

5

3

-1.9 4444lxl0 /T+6.69877xl0
- 2. 547l63xl0 /T+l.l3207xl0

�fter calculating temperature dependent UNIQUAC binary parameters,
as

l

-1. 26823xl0 /T+2 .8 5808xl0

.43239 5xl0 /T- 2.91 476xl0
5

2

5

values of B

evaluated applying the bubble point
id
Plots of D B /D
versus 6 are thus
AB
A
id
(4 )

id
/D B and B show negative deviations from ideality for acetone-water and ethanolA8 A
water, whereas they show positive deviations for the system acetone-chloroform.

D

Instead of Eqn{l), a new approach is used for correlating D B as a function of
A
We have used

6.

(5)
where the slope,

m,

and the intercept,

g,

are calculated by fitting the best

straight line to the data of D B/�� versus B by �he least squares method. The
A
id
forms of the plots of D B/D B versus ti suggested that two different straight lines
A
A
could be drawn through a set of data points, a line for the data points up to a
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mole fraction where the plot reaches a minimum or a maximum (from XA • 0 to XA,m
in
or xA m x) and a second line for the remaining data points (from XA min or XA max
,
,
, a
Thus two correlations are obtained for the lower and higher
to XA• 1.0).
concentration ranges.

The resulting correlations for the prediction of composition'

dependence of DAB at the specified temperatures for each system are Kiven in Table
2. Correlations for other temperatures are available in [ 4] •
Table 2.

Predictive Correlations for Determination of Composition
Dependence of DA
B
Composition Range

Acetone (A)-Water (8)

X A< 0.3

(298 K)

XA> 0.5

0.879313 + 0.05
1.10678 + 0.0793

0.4 <XA <0.5
Acetone (A)-Chloroform (8)

XA< 0.4

(298 K)

0. 2535� + 0. 7602
0.25618 + 0. 7341

XA< 0.4

1.0l211S + 0.0106

X > 0.4

(313 K)

0.2460

X > 0.4
A

B
Ethanol (A)-Water ( )

id
Correlation for DAsfDA
B

A

1.039 8 - 0.0299

The predicted values of the diffusion coefficients are compared with experimental
data.

The averages of the percent deviations between experimental and predicted
id
DAafDA B values are given in Table 3'.

Table 3. · Comparison of Predictions of Correlations of this Study and
Experimental Data
System
Acetone-Water

Acetone-Chloroform

Ethanol-Water

Tem2erature 1 K
298

AAPD, Average Absolute Percent Deviations
3.9

308

3.6

318

2.6

328

1.4

298

0.5

313

0.2

328

0.3

313

1.0

331

1.5

346

1. 7

The use of two equations for each system at a certain temperature decrease the
percent deviations to very small values when compared with the Sanchez and Clifton
,III-849

correlations.

Table 4 clearly

indicate the improvement.

One should especially

note the remarkable improvement for ethanol-water.
Table

4.

Comparison of the

Accuracy

of the Correlations Given in this

Study'

with those of Sanchez and Clifton [1].

This work 1 AAPIJ

Sanchez Clifton 1 AAPIJ

3.'J

6.9

0.5

1.5

1.0

18.5

Acetone-Water
(298 K)
Acetone-Chloroform
(298 K)
Ethanol-Water
(313 K)
Quantitative determination

of

the

temperature

dependence of

of the predictive equations is aimed in this study.
are plotted

against temperature,

proportional to temperature,

empirical

it is seen that the slope,

while the intercept,

g ,

m ,

is directly

is

;

and for acetone-chloroform with

trends are just the opposite.
by

fitting

straight

inversely

proportional

to temperature for systems acetone-water and ethanol-water for which S
less than 1.0

constants

When slope and intercept values

values are

S values greater than 1.0,

the

Correlations are obtained according to these trends

lines to the

data of

correlations enable one to obtain the

m and

g

versus

temperature,

These

predictive equations for the composition

dependence of diffusivity at any desired temperature in the range studied.

These

correlations are given in Table 5.

Table 5.

Correlations for the Temperature Dependence of m and g.
Composition

Acetone-Water
(A)
(8)

0.3
X
A
X/ 0.5

Acetone-Chloroform

X < 0.4
A
X > 0,4
A

(A)

<

'(8)

X

< 0.3
A
X > 0.4
A

Ethanol-Water
(A)

(8)

Predictive

equations

of

the

756.07/T-l.4349

-3
T-l.161
3
3,429xl0- T-O. 9477

-3
8.5133xl0 T-2.2841
3
6.46xl0 T-l ,6562

637.43/T-l.4177
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4.049xl0

304. 78/T-0.1386

899.53/T-2.2562
3
5.9819xl0- T- l.8692
-3
5.75xl0 r-l.8184

737.63/T-1.3245
712.48/T-l.2563

present

study

coefficients of acetone-water at 303 K
values [5].

Intercep�, 8

Slope, m

Range

System

These are given in Table 6.

are

used

to

compute

the

diffusion

and the results compared with literature

Table 6.

Comparison of Predictions of this Study with Experimental Data (5] •
( System

Mole Fraction
Acetone

Acetone-Water at 303 K)
id
(DAil/DAB

id
(DAsfDAB ) exp
2
cm lsec

peed

Percent

cm lsec

Deviation

2

0.059

0.6556

0.6506

-0.8

0.3499

0.2542

0.5990

0.3582

0.2575

1.3

0.2 315

0. 2 977

0.8060

0.3178

6.7

0.3482

0.5843

-2.8

-7.7

0.5395

The differences between the experimental and predicted values are small with an
AAPD of 3.9 percent.

This value is of the same order of magnitude with the AAPD
Therefore the temperature dependence of empirical

values at 298 I( and 308 K.

constants of predictive correlations are represented within a reason�ble accuracy

and the correlations can be used for temperatures other than the ones studied.

If a similar approach as the one used in this study is to be used to evaluate the

predictive

equations for the

temperature and composition dependence of liquid

diffusivities for binary systems other -than the ones studied, one should find
experimental diffusion coefficient data at two levels of temperatures and at each
level at four compositions, so that two predictive equations will be obtained :
one for lower concentrations and one for higher.

From this set of data, the

correlations for temperature dependence of m and g will be found.
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Ao Initio Calculation of Distribution Coefficients of Tetraalkylammonium Salts
Stephen Jones, Simi Khan and Bryan G. Reuben
South Bank Polytechnic, London SE1 OAA, UK
Im'RODUCTION
The principle aim of this project was to investigate the removal of phenolic com

pounds and thiocyanate ions from the waste water from coal gasification processes (1).

As part of the work, we have measured the distribution of many tertiary and quater

nary alkylammonium thiocyanates between organic solvents - in most cases dichloro
methane - and water. We have also t_ried to calculate distribution coefficients and

this aspect of the work is reported here.

The ab initio calculation of distribution coefficients for covalent molecules bet

ween water and organic solvents has been an intractable problem, although the appli
cation of the solubility parameter concept has had some success.

The calculation of

distribution coefficients for ions is apparently more open to theoretical analysis.

Starting with Born (2), there have been numerous calculations on ionic salvation

-including a series of papers by Abraham and Liszi (3, 4) where further references
may be found.

The extraction of ion pairs from aqueous solution has also been wide

ly studied (5 - 9).

Tetraalkylammonium salts (QX) are ionised in water [Q +(aq) + X-(aq) J but dissolve in
organic solvents as ion pairs [QX (erg) J which may dissociate slightly to Q+(org) +

X-(org).

The process may be represented as two stages:

Standard free energy of phase transfer, 6G� = - RTlnP, and
Q (org) + X-(org)
+

=

l/KQX QX(org)

Standard free energy of dissociation, 6G x ,:;" -RTlnK
QX
Q

These combine to give:
E
+
Q (aq) + X-(aq)

.
= P/K
QX(org); E
QX
QX

.J:

where E

QX

is the thermodynamic extraction constant defined by Bdlndstrllm [8) as
a
QX(orq)

E
QX

a

Q + (aq)

ax
_(aq)

The experimentally measured quantity is the distribution coefficient, D, given by:
D

QX

=

[X-(aq) J ! [Q (aq)] !
[QX(org) J
+

The derivation of extraction constants from distribution coefficients is complicated
by side reactions such as ion pair and micelle formation in the aqueous layer and

dimerization, adduct formation and reverse micelle formation in the organic layer •
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In dilute solutions, these are unimportant and are usually ignored,while activity coe
fficients are assumed to be unity.

Brc!l.ndstr6m (8) has shown how KQX values can be

obta�ed without any use of the activity constant in the actual solution.

By these

methods, the inter-related quantitie$ P, EQX' KQX and the associated standard free
energies can be derived for DQX measurements.

Equally, if 6G� and 6GQ

could be calculated, values of DQX could be derived. The �
x
initio calculation of distribution coefficients, therefore, reduces to the prediction
of these two quantities.

Following Abraham and Lisii (9) we point out that 6G� refers

to partition of �ens and ion pairs between pure water and pure solvent whereas the

distribution coefficients are measured between two solvents each saturated with the

other.

For relatively immiscible solvents, this difference may be ignored.

CALCULATION OF FREE ENERGY OF PHASE TRANSFER OF IONS
The standard free energY· of phase transfer

solvent is given by:

tic; = Ac;

6G� of an ion from water .to an organic

- Ac;:

where 6G; and 6Gh, are the standard free energies of phase transfer of the ion from the
gas phase into organic solvent and water respectively.

6Gh, has been determined ex

perimentally for many ions including the halides and tetramethyl and tetraethyl
.
a.mmonium. .Abraham and Liszi have estimated values for higher quaternaries .(�).

AG; was calculated by Born (2) on the basis of a simple electrostatic model.

If a:i

ion of radius a is transferred from the gas phase to a solvent of dielectric constant

D, then:

Ac• = - Nz' e' I - _1
s
[
0]
81f£ oa

•••.••

(!)

where N is Avagradro 's number, z the change on the ion, e the electronic change and £

0

the permittivity of vacuum.

Prediction versus experiment is shown in Figure 1.
defects in Born's simple model.

Agreement is poor.

There are two

First, no allowance is made for the disruption of the

solvent caused by the ion because of its size rather than its charge.

This has been

calculated from the solubilities of non-polar gaseous molecules of similar size to the
ions.

Abraham and Liszi (9) followed Siekeirski (10) in splitting Ac; into an

and .a "neutral term 6G�. Values of .6.G� were calculated by
1
Abraha.m and Liszi, the data for tetraalkylammonium ions being generated by interpola
electrostatic term AG;

II

tion of data on higher alkanes, and we have also used this method.
diction is shown in Figure 1 and agreement is again poor.

Theory versus pre

The second defect of Born's model is that it assumes a homogeneous (unstructured)

solvent of Wliform dielectric consta.nt whereas the dielectric constant of solvent
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molecules near an ion must be less than in the bulk of the solvent because they are

oriented by the intense electric field in its neighbourhood.

Abraham and Lisziassume

a structured solvent in which each ion is surrounded by a local layer of solvent of

dielectric constant o
molecule.

(D = 2) and thickness b 0 where b 0 is the radius of a solvent
1
1
The i<::>n plus salvation shell then has an effective radius b = a + b 0 • On

this assumption; the electrostatic standard free energy of salvation is given by:
6G;l

z

- :;::• [(

- 1)(¾ -

½

I

t) • (½ -

I) ½]

...... (2)

Values for 6G� predicted by this model are shown in Figure 1 and are well within
experimental error.

We conclude that th e meth od of Abraham and Liszi is a useful way of predicting th e
free energies of phase transfer of tetraalkylammonium and other ions.

relations between the various free energies are shown in Figure 2.

The inter

0

CALCULATION OF DISSOCIATION CONSTANTS OF ION PAIRS

s�

of an ion pair and the associated standard free energy
The dissociation constant K
QX
change 6GQx may be calculated by a method due to Bjerrum ( 11 (. He assumed an un
structured solvent and obtained the relationship:
4'11N
1000

a
l

+a

2

exp (z' e' /4TTE: 0 DkTr)dr
•••••• (3)

and a are the radii of the ions making up the ion pair and the distance q
2
1
is defi.ned by q • e'/2DkT. Oppositely charged ions closer than q are defined as ion

where a

pairs; the remainder are free ions.
same result (12).

A statistical mechanical treatment gives the

The in�egral may be evaluated on a microcomputer.

For tetra

alkylanmonium salts in non-polar solvents where no structuring of solvent would be

expected, the equation seems to give good results:

�alt

a

(i-C, H 7) 4 NI

benzene

0.352• 0.220.2648

(i-C, H 7) 4 NBr

benzene

l

a2
(nm)

b.

Solvent

0.352• 0.195.2648

3

KQX (moles dm- )
Experimental Predicted

(14, 15)
18

5.0 X 10-

3.5 X 10-18

5.2 X 10-!

8

0.86x 10-IE

• based on molar volumes (13).
For tetraalkylanmonium salts in dichloromethane, equation 3 gives results which agree
acceptably with the experimental results of Gustavii and Tivert, re-calculated by

Br&ndstrOm (8) (Figure )).Hence, equations 2 and 3 appear to provide a means by which

.6.GQx and 6G: may be calculated. The drawback is that the two models are wholly in
consistent; the Abraham and Liszi model assumes a structured solvent whereas the
Bjerrum solvent is homogeneous.
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Bjerrum assumes a potential energy function between two oppositely charged ions of
- Nz 1 e2 /8TTE 0 0r (Figure 4).

This -could be adapted to Abraham and Liszi' s model by

assuming a sharp change in dielectric constant when the positive and negative ions

approached within a solvent diameter of one another.

Thus, the potential energy

function would coincide with that of Bjerrum until r = a + a + 2b 0 and would then
1
2
follow a function related to - Nz 2 e 2 /Sne: 0 0 r where o = 2. This "close approach"
1
1
potential energy function must coincide with the function at greater distances when
r = a

1

+ a

2

+ 2b 0 , hence it can be shown that its �uation is - U:tl e'
811c 0 r
function is also shown in Figure 3.

deeper po�ential well than the Bjerrum mode.l and equation

[.!.._

+
o r
1
It gives a much

may be modified to give:

1000
41TNK
QX

exp (z2 e 2 /4ne: 0 DkTr)dr
(4)

The second term is usually very small i11 comparison with first, even for low values
of O.

If we ignore it, we are redefining an ion pair as being two oppositely charged

ions within a single solvent diameter of each other.

This new definition gets rid of

the arbitary distance q which is seen as a drawback to the Bj errum model.

When

applied to tetraalkylammonium salts, however, it gives poor results (Figure 3).
Although this model allows for a structured solvent, it ignores the additional

structu_ring which o'.ccurs when two solvated ions of opposite charge approach one

another. If the solvent is reasonably polar, then the solvent molecule in the
complex Q+ ---solvent------K will be highly polarised. For the ions to approach closer,
the solvent molecule must be forced out, a process which, as has been pointed out by

Lee and Wheaton (16), may be energetically unfavourable.
a solvent-separated ion pair.

The stable species is then

Lee and Wheaton cite considerable kinetic and spectro

scopic evidence for such species and themselves adduce further evidence.

If the

existence of a potential energy minimum at an interionic distance of a +a +2b 0 is
1 2
accepted, then perhaps the step change in dielectric constant implied in the Abraham

and Liszi model occurs at a +a +4b 0 •
1 2

following assumptions:
a.

Bjerrum's model may then be reworked on the

The anion and cation never approach closer than a single solvent diameter,

b.

the ions are surrounded by polarised solvent molecules as in the Abraham and

c.

an ion pair is said to exist when the ions are within two solvent diameters of

Liszi model,

each other.
The equation for the .dissociation constant then becomes:
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1
K X
Q

=

41TN
1000

......

(5)

The values of 6G x generated by this equation are shown in Figure 3. The agreement
Q
is acceptable and the model wholly consistent with that of Abraham and Liszi. If a

value of n = 2.5 rather than o = 2 is taken, agreement with experiment is substan
1
1
tially better, but the two models are no longer consistent.

APPLICATION TO THIOCYANATES
The thiocyanate ion is the ion of particular interest in this work. Experimental
values for 6.G; (SCN ) were obtained by measurement of the distribution of tetraalkyl
ammonium thiocyanates between water and· dichloromethane. Analysed by BrMndstr�m' s
method, it appears that 6G 0 for the compound is zero. Assuming, 6G 0 for tetraalkylt
t
-1
-1
ammonium to be -19.0 kJ mole
(8), the value for thiocyanate 1. s 19.0 ± 0.8 k J mole
1
t.GQX= 19.3 ± 0.5 kJ mole- . This makes it about 5 kJ mole I more lipophilic than
iodide.
Attempts were also made to measure ll.G� by the competition for phase transfer between

thiocyanate and halide ions. Figure 5 shows percentage extraction of thiocyanate
-4
ions into dichloromethane from a solution of 4.13 x 1 0 .M tetrabutylammonium thio
3
cyanate (solubility 1.1 g dm - ) in the presenC:e �f varying concentrations of chloride,
bromide and iodide ions.

It was intended to analyse for halide ions in order to per

mit accurate calculatio� of .6.G ; values, but problems with ion-sensitive electrodes
made this impossible (17). Maximum and minimum values may, nonetheless, be obtained
from the data in Figure 5 and they lead to a probable value for 6G 0 {SCN ) between
t
1
16 and 20 kJ mole - , in broad agreement with the value given above. It is slightly

lower than the figure given by Thyrion et al (21) for extraction into dichloromethane
of 2Uk1 mole-I.

It is of interest to see .how closely these figures agree with calculated values.

The

ionic radius of the thiocyanate ion is 0.195 nm, identical with that of bromide, con-I
sequently tG; = -225.4 kJ mole
Values of 6G h (SCN ) are not given in the literature, but may be calculated from 6H h and 6.Sh,.

The gas phase entropy of the thiocyanate ion may be derived by statistical mechanics.
.
-1
-1
The Sackur Tetrode equation gives S 0
= 159.3 JK
mole . 5 °
(based on moment
trans
_
rot
_
_
_1
1
38
1
of inertia "" 1.25� x 10
g cm1 )= 65.1 JK
mole
and s;
(based on· -v = 750 cm
ib
1
1
-1
1
v = 398 cm- , v = 2066' cm- ) = 8.4 JK l mole , so the gas phase entropy= 232.8
3
2
JK-l mole I. This is close to Altschuller's value of 232.1 (18). The entropy of
-1
1
-1
-1
SCN - in solution = 144.3 JK
mole - (19), hence Mh = -88.5 JK
mole .
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-1
llH � (SCN ) is recorded by Vasilev et al (20) as -305. 5 kJ mole

This value is

based on different assumptions from those of Noyes (21) and Abraham (9) and adjustment to the latter's convention gives a value of -260.3 kJ mole-I , whence 6G h (scN )
c -234 kJ mole l and .6.G� = 8.6 kJ mole -t. Correction to the molar scale gives 6G� f
-1
11.7 kJ mole . This is about 7 kJ mole-l lower than the experimental value, which,

as it is the difference between two large numbers, is certainly within the experimen

tal errors of the various measurements.

for the thiocyanate ion, therefore, fit in with the
The values of 6G � and E
QX
theories developed above. The value of K , however, is almost an order of magnitude

QX

-4

higher than that for the corresponding bromide ( 4 x 10

Part of the reason may be that SCN

against 5 x 10

is not spherically symmetiical.

-5 mole dm-3 ).

If the tetra

butyl group and bridging solvent molecule attach to the end of the thiocyanate ion,
the distance between the charge centres will be larger than in the bromide.

It may

be estimated as follows: The sulfur atom has a Van der Waals radius of 0.185 nm and
4ion a radius of 0.184 nm. The average of various radii for neutral and
the s
charged nitrogen is 0.155 nm.

tance 0.115 nm,

In SCN

the S-C distance is 0.169 nm and the C-N dis

The effective length of the ion will be approximately the sum of
-4
then predicts a value of 10
moles
these distances, that is 0.614 nm. Equation

dm

-3

with o = 2. 5, which gives the best line through the other experimental points.
1
The experimental value is still four times too large. Possibly other polarisation
factors are at work.

Also, K ·1s estimated from a small intercept on the y-axis and
QX
Further work is needed on this topic.

is liable to serio:us errors.
CXlNCLUSION

The nx>del of Abraham and Liszi, involving a structured dielectric of thickness equal to
a solvent radius, gives excellent values for the free energies of salvation of tetra
alkylammonium, halide and thiocyanate ions.

Bjerrum' s model for the dissociation

constant of tetraalkylammonium halides gi.vcs acceptable results but assumes an un
stru�tured solvent.

Attempts to reconcile the two models leads to the suggestion of

a structured solvent containing solvent-separated ion pairs and this too gives

acceptable predictions of dissociation constants.
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Figure -S: Effect of added halide on thiocyanate extraction
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INFLUENCE OF THE IOtlIC CHLORIDE MEDIUM
ON THE TRANSPORT OF HCl THROUGH A SUPPORTED LIQUID MEMBRANE
CONTAINING TRI-N-LAURYLAMINE IN CUMENE AS CARRIER
M. Valiente, A. FernAndez and M. Munoz
Department of Chemistry, Analytical Division
·
U.A.B. Bellaterra (Barcelona). Spain.
The use of solid supported membrane (SSM) on the extraction of
inorganic acids from aqueous solutions has been already reported (1,2),
In these cases different long-chain amines were employed as carriers
forthe extraction of nitric acid. Diffusional parameters have been
determined to contribute to the overall mass transfer in these
processes.
In the present work solid supported membranes containing Tri-n-dodecy!
amine as carrier have been used on the extraction of hydrocloric aci.d
from sodium chloride media. The study has been addressed to determine
the influence of the ionic strenght on the aqueous phase to the mass
transfer process. Both diffusional and chemical kinetic parameters
were considered tn the analysis of the experimental data.
Reagents, Solutions and Membranes
The feed HCl solutions are prepared by diluting adequate amounts of
concentrated HCl (Merck, p.a.) at the desiPed ionic strength by adding
NaCl purified as in 13).
The preparation and purification of TLA has been already reported (4).
Solutions of TLA in isopropylbenzene (IPB) were prepared on a weight
basis using calibrated volumetric flasks.
The IPB was washed before use with 0.5 mol.dm-3 NaOH, ditilled water,
0.5 mol.dm-3 HCl an water repeatedly. The flat film membranes used as
solid support were Millipore (GVHP09050, 125 µm tickness and 75%
porosity).
The liquid membrane was prepa�ed by ·impregnatinq of the porous film
with the corresponding TLA solution.
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Experimental Techique
The experiments were carried out by using the cell described previously
(5). This cell is provided with a rectangular window where the liquid
membrane is placed. So, the membrane seP.cll'.ates the compartments contain
ing the feed and the stripping solutions respectively.
+

The concentration of H of the feed solutions was monitored notentiom�
trically as a function of time by measuring the e.m.f., E, of the celb
Glass electrode/feed soltuion/reference electrode.
Different TLA concentrations ranging from 20 to 200 mM were employed
for each ionic strength studied.
The different ionic strength were 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 in the
molar scale. The feed solution containing NaCl as ionic medium and the
stripping solutioncx:ntaining NaOH were kept at equal concentration to
avoid the transfer of water by osmotic pressure effect.
Results
The experimental data collected in the form E v.s. time (fig. la) at
the different conditions have been trans.formed to permeability v alues,
P0) (defined below). The different parameters affecting the rate of
mass transfer have been evaluated.
Preliminary experiments were carried out in order to establish the
adequate hydrodynami.c conditions. In this sense the permeability of
the membrane was studied as a function of the rpm impeler agitation of
the feed solution. The rpm at the stripping solution was kept constant
at 200. These data are collected in fig. 2. As seen _the permeability
at the different ionic strength is not dependinq o.f the hydrodynamic
conditions in the range 200-400 rpm. Thus the data for the different
conditions have been generated at 400 rpm.
Flux Equations
+

The mass transfer of H is described considering the diffusional and
+
reaction kinetics parameters. In this sense/the flux of H crossing
�he membrane has been derived considering:
III-&;4

a linear concentration gradient in the aqueous-membrane interface
(first Fick's law)
- the interfacial flux due to the chemical reaction rate
- the diffusion across the organic membrane is due to the TLA�HCl
species.
Thus, the derivated flux equation is (6):
(1)

J
where:

Da:

da
mass transfer coefficient in the aqueous phase
Da
do
organic
Do
diffussion coefficient in the aqueous phase

da:

thickness of aqueous diffussion layer

60

D0:

organic
" organic

do:
k 3 ,k 2 :
D:

true kinetic constants of the reaction mechanism determined
previously (7).

distribution coefficient.

The TLA has been evaluated at the experimental conditions taken into
account the formation of the arnin·e salt in the organic solution
considering the following reactions at the different ionic strenqth
(8)

HCl + TLA-==" TLAHCl; a11

3HC1 + 3TLA ;a=< (TLAHCl) , 8
3 33

Substituing the distribution coefficient the flux equation can be
written as:
(2)

J

The initial permeability P 0 is defined by (2):
p0 =

J
"i7I

( 3)

0
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and then:
(4)

The values of 6a and 60 have been determined by fitting equation
(4) to the experimental date (fig. 3) using the program BMDP (9). The
results obtained are given in Table I.
Additional data were generated in order to directly determine the
contribution of the organic species diffusion to the HCl mass transfe�
Thus, taken into account the flux equation (1) and considering neglegi
ble the contribution of Da and K; 1 (k3+1TLAI) terms (2), the equa�ion
takes the form:
J

(5)
+

To this purpose the experimental data were obtained at O. lM I H I- Under
this conditions: 06a « 60 (1). By integration of eq. (5) the following
expression is obtained:
(6)
+

The experimental data plotted in the form jH I
fig. lb. As seen linear relationship are found
strength. This results are consistent with the
Table I give the 00 values obtained from these

v.s. t are given in
for the different ionic
previous assumption� .
data.

Conclussions
The data obtained by e.m.f. measurements as well as titration
procedures have shown to be reproducible for the different experimental
conditions described. The results determined from these data give a
good agreement with the proposed model which take into account both the
diff�sional effect of the species considered and the kinetics of the
chemical reaction taking rylace on the mass transfer process. These two
effects were considered to be independent in order to ,give evidence of
their specific contribution to the overall process. In Table I the
results obtained for the different ionic strength studied are given in
the form of diffusional parameters affecting both the aqueous and the
organic phase. As seen in this Table, the thickness of the aqueous
boundary layer, da' decreases with the increase of ionic strength,
III-866

this fact may be due to the electrostatic contribution of the aqueous
phase to the interfacial potential which determines the exchanae of
HCl.
On the other hand the diffusion coefficient of the orqanic species has
been determined to be i_ndependent of the composition of the aqueous
solution. Furthermore, the agreement observed between the calculated
+
value of o0 from data at low H concentration and those determined at
the.extreme conditions (fig. lb), o�*, gives a good consistency to our
theoretical model.

I(M NaCl)

Table I. - Results of the different diffusional parameters
obtained by using eq. (4).
6a

0.1

7.35

0.5

7.32± 3.3 (4.83± 2.2)x10-3

1.0

6. 73± 2.0 (2.49± O.74)x10-3

2.0

7.47± 2.0 (6.81 ± 1.82)xl0-4

3.0

7.94:I: 1.2 (1.10±0.21ix10-4.

6.55x10-J

Da
60
4
8.9lxl0- 266± 160

4. 7x10-5

--*

5
(1.79 :!: o.33).xl0-5•
3.72xl0-4 852± 105 (1.46 :t 0.20)xl0-5
(1.57 :!: 0.33)xl0-5*
5
9.12xl0- 120± 107 (1.73± 0.30)xl0-5
5
(1. 66 :!: o. 33)xio- •
2.24x10-5 671 :!: 61 (1.86 ± 0.17)xio-5
- *
6.61xl0-4 714 ± 141

(1. 75:!: 0.35)x10-

* values determined from the data in fig. lb.
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Facilitated Transport of Acid Gases In Ion Exchange Membranes
J. O. Way, R. D. Noble, NBS, Center for Chemical Engineering, Boulder, CO/USA

A recent approach to solve solvent loss and carrier loss problems with immobilized
liquid membranes (ILMs) has been to use ion exchange membranes as a support for
complexatlon agents [1 -2).

A cationic or anionic carrier Is exchanged Into an

appropriate nonporous Ion exchange membrane (IEM) to form the facilitated transport
membrane.

This configuration has the advantage that the carrier cannot easily be

forced out of the support sin ce the carrier ls retained by strong electrostatic
forces.

Ion exchange membrane s upports may provide longer operating lifetimes

where conventional ILMs may be subject to carrier or solvent loss.
In t h i s s t u d y , monoposltlve ethylene dlamlne (EDA) Ions were exchanged Into
perfluo�osulfonic acid lonomer films to prepare facilitated transport membranes.
The flux of CO, and H,S was measured with and without carrier present at ambient
conditions as a function of the acid gas mole fraction In the feed gas stream.

The

selectivity of these membranes was determined by simultaneous measurements of acid
gas and CH, fluxes from binary mixtures as a function of composition.
Facilitated transport of gases has been the subject of numerous review articles in
recent years [3-7].

Much of the work In the lit.erature deals with fac ilitated

transport or CO, both from an engineering and a physiological standpoint.

Many of

these studies have examined CO, transport through immobilized liquid membranes
using aqueous carbonate and bicarbonate solutions immobilized In a variety of micro
porous substrates such as ultraf lltrat\on membranes, reverse osmosl s membranes and
common filter paper [8-12].•

Matson et al. [13] immobilized a caronate solution in

a mlcroporous polymer film to prepare an ILM for the removal of H,S from sy nthetic
gas de riv e d from c o a l gasification.

LeBlanc e t a l. [1 J demonstrated the

feasibility of facilitated transport of ethylene and CO, In ion exchange membranes.
The kinetics of the reactlon or CO, with EDA has been studies by several authors
_
for possible applications in gas absorption [14-16). The principal reaction is the
formation of a car bamate zwitterion:
CO, + H 2 N(CH 2 ) 2 NH 2 • 'H,N(CH 2 ) 2 NHCOOThe equilibrium constant for the reaction is 1 x 10' M-1 [17).
constant Is 1.75 • 10• M-1s-1 [16).
Fewer data are available on the H,S-EOA reaction.

(1)
The forward rate

Gioia and Astarita [18) and

Astarita [19) have reported that the reaction of H,S �.Ith all bases In solution is
a proton transfer reaction:
H,S + B • BH' + 11s-

(2)
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These reac tions are extremely fast with second order rate constants on the order of
10 11 M- 1s [20].
t a n eo u s and,

Astarita [19] assumes these reactions .to be essentially instan
therefore, at equilibrium ev e r y where in the liquid pha�e.

Consequently, there is considerable evidence to conclude that the reaction of H,S
with EDA in solution ls:
H 2 S + H 2 N(CH 2 ) 2 NH 2 • HS- + •H,N(CH 2 ) 2 HN,•

(3)

The apparatus and procedure used to measure membrane fluxes were described in
detail by Bateman et al. [21 ].
of the membrane cell.
analysis.

The gas streams were saturated with water upstream

A cold trap removed the water prior to chromato graphic

All measurements were made at ambient conditions of 298 K and 84.0 kPa.

The chromatograph was calibrated by injecting 1.0 cm' aliquots of premixed gases of
interest (1.0J in He).
The perfluorosulfonlc acid ion exchange films (1100 g equivalent molecular well!ht,
170 µm thickness) were obtained from the manufacturer in the acid form.

The

mechan lcal, chem! cal, and lonlc transport properties of these membranes have been
The membranes .were converted to the Na salt form by
soaking them in NaOH solutlons overnight. The Na salt form was used as a non

extensively studied [22- 24].

reac tive membrane for measurements of the diffusive contributions of the individual
gases necessary to calculate the fac ilitation factor.

After the transport measure

ments were made, the Na membrane was converted to react! ve EDA salt form by sea king
the membrane in an aqueous so lution of EDA overnll!ht.

To create the monoposltlve

ion of EDA, one equivalent of HCl was added to the solution prior to the exchan ge.
The extent or exchange was measured by analysis of the exchange solutions for Na by
atomic emission spectroscopy.

The water content of the membranes at equ ilibrium

was measured using the gravimetric method of Yeager and Steck .[24].

The average

water content of the Na and EDA forms of the membrane were 0.17 and O. 11 cm' I g dry
mass, respectivel y .

The water content of the EDA membranes was used to calculate

an effective EDA carrier concentrations of 8.3 M.

The thickness of the water

swollen membranes was 200 µm.
Figure 1 ls a plot of steady-state co, flux versus CO 2 .feed gas mole fraction for
both the EDA membrane and the Na membrane.

The Na membrane flux ls a linear

function of feed gas concentration which ls ev idence of Flcklan diffusion.
data are flt well by a least-squares line which ls shown in Figure 1.

The

The presence

of EDA in the membrane markedly increases the fluxes which range from 5.22 x 10-••
to 2.82 x 10 -• gmol/(cm'·s), and the fluxes are a highly nonlinear function or feed
gas mole fraction.

The nonlinearity ls an indica tion that· a reaction ls taking

place within the membrane which is consistent with the facilitated trans p o r t
mechanism.

The flux versus feed mole fraction curve flattens out for hil!her CO,

mole fractions indicating saturation of the carrier_ at the feed gas interface.
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The ratio or the flux with EDA present to the flux without the carrier ls called
the facilitation factor F, which is a measure of the flux enhancement.

The facili

tation factor ls 1.44 for a mole fraction of 1.0, increasing to 3.68 at y • 0.25,
Facilitation factors continue to Increase .with decreasing feed gas mole fraction to
a value of 26.7 at a CO 2 mole fraction of 0.01.

This ls further evidence that

fac ilitated transport is most effective for dilute solutes.
tation factors are primarily due to two factors.

These very high facili

The inverse Damkohler number,

DAB/(kr L'), the ratio of reaction time ·to diffusion time, is 1.39 x 10-•.
Therefore, mass transport ls limited only by the diffusion rate because of fast
kinetics which maximizes the facilitation effect.

Secondly, the carrl<.!r loading in

the membrane is limited by the Ion exchange site density In the lonomer support
rather than the carrier so lubility in a solvent phase.
The H,S flux data for the Na !EM In Fig. 2 are a linear function of the log-mean
mole fraction driving force.

Fluxes range from 2.68 x 10-11 to 1.38 x 10-•• gmol/

(cm'•s),t The data are fit well by a least-squares line.

The flux data in Fig. 2

for the EDA IEM are an order of magnitude greater than the Na membrane fl-uxes which
clearly demonstrates that EDA .facilitates the transport of H,S.

Comparing the

shape or the EDA flux curve for H 2 S to that for CO 2 in Fig. 1, the data for H,S
appear a lmost linear because of the low H 2 S driving forces used In the experiments.
The carrier saturation phenomena observed for the

co,

data are not seen for H 2 S

also because of the small feed gas mole fractions studied.

The carrier concentra

tions ls much greater than the H 2 S concentration for all the experimental points.
Due to the low H,S mole fractions ln the feed gas, the facilitation factors are
high, ranging from 15.8 to 24.1 for feed gases containing 5J to U H 2 S,
respective ly.

Facilitation factors of this .order of magnitude indicate that the

presence or EDA greatly enhances the H,S flux and that facilitated transport ls
most effect! ve for· d 11 ute so lutes.
The results of the CO 2 /CH, binary mixture transport experiments are shown in Fig. 3.
The ratio of the
concentration.

co,

flux to the CH, flux is plotted against the feed gas CH,

The solid points represent data for an EDA membrane while the open

square ls the n�x ratio for a Na membrane.

The flux ratios increa,ied from 29.0 to

264 for feed gases or 0.05 co,/0.95 CH, and 0. 75 C0,/0.25 CH., respectively.

These

flux ratios can be converted to separation factors ( permeability of CO 2 /
permeability or CH,) of 87.9 to 551 corresponding to flux ratios of 264 to 29.0,
respect! vely.
Figure 4 gives the results of the H 2 S/CH, experiments.

The ratio of the steady

state H,S flux to the steady-state CH, flux was plotted as a function of the log
mean mole fraction driving forces of CH, and H 2 S.
is similar to that for CO,/CH,.

The behav ior of the flux ratio

Even at a very small H,S mole fraction driving

force of 1.85 x 10-• and a large CH, driving force of 0.898, the H,S flux was 2.47
times the CH, nux.

The flux ratio Increases with Increasing H 2 S driving force to
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a value of 55. 7 for a CH, feed mole fraction of 0.2 and an H,S feed mole fraction
of 0.04.

Converting the flux ratios to separation factors by normalizing the

fluxes with the driving forces, separation factors of 792-1200 are obtained
corresponding to flux ratios of 55.7 and 2.47, respectively.
Table 1 compares these separation factor.s to·those for cellulose ester hollow fiber
and silicone rubber membranes.
Table 1
Comparison of Separation Factors Between Polymer Membranes
and the EDA IEM Facil 1 tated Transport Membrane
Separat Ion Factor

Membrane

CO 2 /CH,
Cellulose esters

26-30

Silicon rubber

H 2 S/CH ,.
12 (H,S/N 2 )

Berry [2 5). Kimura et al. [4]

2 3 (H,S/N,)

Kimura et al. [4]

87.9-551

EDA 'IEM

Reference

792 -1200

present work

The range of separation factors obtainable wllh the polymer membranes was 12-30.
The very high selectivities that can be obtained with facilitated transport
membranes are what makes them potentially atfractlve for industrial application.
This ls the first study of facilitated trannport ln perfluorosulfonlc acid lonomer
films.

Fluxes of CO 2 , H 2 S, and CH ,. were measured through ion exchange membranes

containing organic amine carriers at ambient conditions.
to 26.7 and 24.1 were observed for

co,

Facilitation factors up

and H,S, respectively.

Separation factors

up to 1200 for H 2 S/CH, and 551 for CO 2 /CH, were calculated from ratios of steady
state acid gas flux to CH, flux.

It can be concluded from the data that facili

tated transport mell)branes can achieve a high degree of facilitation and high
select! vltles.
The authors would like to acknowledge the support of the U.S. Dept. of Energy for
this work under DOE Contract DE-AC21-84MC 2 12 71.
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A S·imple and Complete Recovery of Phenol from Waste Water by Tertiary
Amines in Form of Sulfates - A New Powerful Extractant
G. Braun, W. Grilnbein , M. Mayer, B. Wojtech
Hoechst AG t* Cassella AG), Frankfurt (M), FRG

The separation of phenol from waste waters and its recovery is both
an economical and environmental task. Legal regulations enforce
almost complete recovery of phenol from waste waters. This can be
achieved very economically by solvent extraction if
highly
selective extractant having a boiling point distinctly above that of
phenol (bp. 182 °c) is used. The resulting extracting costs are low
and the phenol is easily separated from the extract by distillation.
Most extractants commonly used for extracting phenol from water
exhibit increasing solubility in water with increasing extraction
power, due to higher polarity. For instance, while the distribution
coefficient (0) of diisopropyl ether, butyl acetate, and methyl
isobutyl ketone rises from 29 to 71 up to 82 their solubility in
water also increases from 0.7 to 1.9 wt.%, respectively.
Also amines in general and tertiary amines in particular associate as
basic components with the acidic phenol. With trioctyl- and tridecyl
amine, respectively, dissolved in benzene distribution coefficients
of up to 1 1 are attained depending on the amine content. Using�osta
rex A 327 from Hoechst AG, which contains these two components in
equal parts, and which has a boiling point of over 350 °c and a
solubility in water of less than 1 ppm, distribution coefficients
from 11 to 13 were obtained for phenol contents ranging from 0.1 to 2
wt.% in the aqueous phase.
If, however, the tertiary amine is converted to amine sulfate
(R3NH) 2so4, the ion pair formed is so activated that the distribution
coefficients increase to values higher than 800. As the amines have a
high affinity for H2so4 (equilibrium constant for tertiary amines:
106 to 1 011 (mol/1 )-2) the formation of amine sulfate is achieved
easily by contac.ting the amine with a stoichiometrical amount of
H 2so4 in an aqueous solution. Because of its high viscosity the
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amine sulfate may be diluted with an inert solvent before use as
extractant.

In order to be able to recover the phenol from the

extract· by direct distillation, a diluent boiling higher than phenol
should be used. Advantageously,

by only parti_al conversion of the

amine to ·the sulfate form the amine itself may act as diluent.
Our· experiments were done with Hostarex A 327 having a 70 % sulfate
conversion, which is the optimal composition as just about 30 ,; of
free Hostarex A 327 are soluble in the Hostarex A sulfate. For this
extractant fig. 1 shows the very high extraction power for phenol
corresponding to distribution coefficients of up to RSO (s. fig. 2).
Thi_s va 1ue decreases gradually as the pheno 1 conte�t in the amine
ph�se exceeds 5 wt.%. In comparison the distribution coefficient of
phenol in free amine is smaller by a factor of about 100 at low
phenol concentrations of the aqueous phase. As the amount of phenol
dissolved in the organic phase increases the extraction power of both
extractants becomes almost the same.
The effect on extraction power

of phenol contained in the amine

sulfate is demonstrated by fig. 3. As the phenol content increases
from

O

to

4

moles

of phenol

per

mole

of

amine

sulfate

tht

distribution coefficient drops from about 800 to below 100. Beyond
this point the extraction power decreases only slowly.
The extractive properties of the amine complex are easily understood
if the part of the water in the extraction process is considered..
Ourir1{1

the

formation

of

a

long chain tertiary amine sulfate a

(R NH) so °a H o complex containing 8 molecules of constitutional
3
2
2 4
water is obtained. This clearly demonstrates that a number of active
sites for association exists in •the amine sulfate molecule. Because
of the tiigher acidity of pheno 1 and the stronger interaction between
the phenyl group and the amine sulfate, water is replaced by phenol
during extraction.
The correlation between the amounts of water and phenol contained in
a

mole

of

amine

sulfate

is demonstrated by

fig. 4. When

in

equilibrium with water pure amine sulfate contains 8 moles of water
per mole amine sulfate. During the extraction water from the inner
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districts is replaced success·ively by phenol. Simultaneously some
water from the outer districts is imported by phenol. This amount of
water increases linearly with the amount of phenol taken up (1 mole
of water per 5 moles of phenol). If this quantity is subtracted from
the total amount of water, it can be realized that 8 moles of
constitutional water have been replaced by 4. moles of phenol. The
inner district then is saturated .:ith phenol. Consequently, the
distribution coefficient drops from above 800 down to below 100, and
the affinity of the extractant complex for further adding of phenol
is markedly lowered.
The very high extraction power of amine sulfate at low phenol
concentrations can be utilized for complete separation of phenol from
water. Thus, the following results have been attained by simply
contacting various waste waters (W) containing different amounts of
phenol with Hostarex A 327 (X) converted by 70 't to sulfate:

wt.'t phenol
in waste water

Phase ratio

5.0
5.0
1.0
0.15

2

W/X

_ppm phenol
in raffinate
210
80
13
2

Percentage
extracted
99.58
99.81
99.97
99.99

Futher studies using this extractant have been performed in order
- to test the extractant in a pilot plant and
- to study the effect of initial phenol content of the extractant.
Test runs were made at 2s 0 c in a 3-stage mixer-settler made of glass
and equipped with a PTFE-stirrer (rotation speed: 355 rpm). The
volumetric flow rate was adjusted in such a way that a residence time
of 30 min in the settlers resulted.
The aqueous feed contained about 5 wt.% of phenol. The effect of
initial extractant concentration (0 and 2 wt.% of phenol) and of the
feed-to-extractant phase ratio (varying between 1 -and 2) was
investigated. The results are given below:

W/X

c o.n t e n t

P h e n o 1

Phase ratio

Aqueous phase

Extractant
Feed

(wt.%)

(wt.%)

(ppm)

4.7

2

4.7

3

2.1

4.9

28

2 .1

4.9

33

2
2

Raffinate

Feed

Besides the extraction power of Hostarex A 327 sulfate the recovery
of the extractant· is decisive for the whole separation process. The
amine sulfate can be easily recovered both by re-extraction of phenol
using

a

sodium

distil1 ation

of

hydroxide
pheno1,

solution
sinee

the

and,

more

economically,

extractant

consists

of

by
a

non-vo1 ati1e component and one having a much higher boi1 ing point
than phenol has.
Obviously, high temperature and low pressure will help to reduce the
phenol

content.

Experiments

showed,

however,

that residual water

content (s. fig. 4) limits the pressure attainable in ·single stage
thin film evaporation. Therefore, the evaporation was performed in
two stages (s. fig. 5). First, in a falling film evaporator at normal
pressure and 200 °c heating steam temperature

about 90 % of the

water and 10 % of phenol were distilled off from 70 % Hostarex A 327
sulfate initially containing about 10 wt.% of water and 10 wt.% of
ppenol. Then, in a second stage consisting of a rigid rotor thin film
evaporator the remaining phenol is reduced to a value which depends
on evaporation conditions (temperature and pressure, s. fig. 6). E.g.
at 240 °c heating temperature and at a pressure of 1 mbar a 0.05 wt.%
residual

phenol

content

was

attained.

This

value

should

be

sufficiently low for most applications of Hosfarex A 327 sulfate as
extractant.
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P henol Extraction from Cokery Waste Waters with TAME. Development
of the Process. Phase Equilibrium in the Water-TAME-Phenols Systems.
K. Zi«1borak, T. Pon;bski, s. Tomzi�. Research Institute of Chemical
Industry, Warszawa, Poland
Coking is accompanied by formation of a considerable amount of ammonia
liquor contaminated with organic and inorganic compounds. These
contaminations comprise mainly phenols, hydrocarbons, cyanides, as
well as ammonium and sulphur containing compounds. Before further
utilization of coking plant waste water or before its introduction
to a sewer, it should be purified so as to remove all contaminations
mainly phenols, by extraction, ammonia by stripping. This process is
accomplished by biol.ogical treatment. Among recovery processes solvent
extraction is the method generally preferred for phenols removal from
ammonia waste waters. At present, diisopropyl ether /DIFE/ is generally
used to this purposes as solvent. [1]
Recently at the Research Institute of Chemical.Industry, Warsaw, a new
extraction process for removal of phenols from phenols containing
waste waters has been developed. In this process tert-amyl methyl
ether TAME is used as a phenol solvent. Tertiary ether TAME is now
used as gasoline additive and easily accessible on the chemical
market. [2,3J
First, extraction ability of TAME and DIPE solvents was compared.
To this end a cokery effluent and technical-grade solvents were
applied. The solvents were above 98 % by weight purity as determined
by gas chromatography. Cokery waste water used in experiments contain
ed about •600 ppm of phenols and had pl equal to 8.5-9.5. For the
determination of the effect of pH on the distribution coefficient of
different phenols bet·..een TAME and water, chemically pure substances
and buffered water solution wer� used. The laboratory experiments
were carried out at constant temperature 298 Kand 323 K
. The mixtures
of buffered water acid component solution and TAME were shaken in
a 250 ml capacity funnel. The desired level of pH was adjusted by
additions of small amounts of natrium hydroxide or sulphuric acid.
The remaining phenols concentrection and pH was determined in the
water phase after separation of mixture.
A Hitachi Model �56 spectrophotometer was applied for colorimetric
phenol determinations, pH was measured with MERA-ELWR0 NSA type
pehameter.
�n Table 1 short summary of distribution coefficient data for phenols

between TAJ\£ and buffered water solution at 298 Kare presented.
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T1he K-coefficient for phenols as a function of pH of the water phase
are measured experiment ally in the pH range 5-12. At pH below 8
dissociation of phenols is negligible and the K va lue remains prac
tic ally constant. The extr a polated va lues of K low pH for different
phenols are listed in column 2 of Table 1. In column 3 the same
Table K data for pH equal 10, corresponding to the cokery effluent,
a re presented.
Table 1. Distribution coefficient for phenols between TAME
a nd water a t 298 K.
K

Substance

pH

10

______ 1 __________________________ �--------------------�-----------

Phenol
p-Cresol
2,6-Dimethylphenol
Resorcinol

56.6
150.5
468.1
3. 7

25.2
82.7
356.0
1.4

With all the studied systems the dependence of K

a s a function of pH
had the same ch a ra cter. At pH between 8.5-10.5 a rapid decre ase of K
value takes pl a ce. The K-data fits the Treyb a l model well. For cokery
effluents having pH a bout 10, average distribution coefficient K
related to mixture of phenols present in water was found to be 38
a nd 20 for TAME and DIFE, respectively. In Figure 1 the experimental
ly measured phase-equilibrium curve for waste water- phenols- TAME
a nd DIPE systems are shown . a t 293 K. Measurements taken at 32 3 K
showed that temperature increase ha d only small influence on distri
bution coefficient. Generally, within. this temper ature range K values
decrease by 5-10 %. The solubility of extractant in water or effluent
is important in the regeneration step. In the case of TAl'E-water
systems the solubility of TAI'£ in the water phase decreases when the
temperature of s
· olution increases. The solubility data of TAME in
cokery effluent measured experiment ally are shown below:
Temperature, K
293
313
323
34 3
Solubility, 96 by wt. 0.775 0.512 0.420 0.375
At the process conditions solubility of TAME in cokery waste water
is about O.4 '" by wt.

The extraction process wa s tested in a countercurrent Kerr type
extractor delivered by the Ouickfit Glasstechnik Gmtil. The column
efficiency was. determined to be equivalent to three extraction stages.
'.The water flow rate was 0.02 m 3h-1• The typic al examples from the
III-894

sets of experiments are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. The continuous extraction of phenol waste waters with TAME.
water/solvent
vol. ratio
10
12
15
15

Phenol content ppm in
raw material
raffinate
1550
1600
1450
1550

52
70
61
8�

Phenol
recovery,%
96.8
95.6
95.9
94.8

--------------------------------------------------------In all experiments phenols were found to be recovered above 95 %
of their initial weight content from waste water of pH values 8.5-9.6.
For testing the technology a pilot plant was constructed in a cokery
plant. The throughput of the pilot plant was 1.5 m\i-1• A flowsheet
is presented in Figure 2. The extractor, rectifying columns and
w asher were packed with ceramic.Rasching rings. The extraction process
was carried at 313 K. The results of the six months pilot plant test
were as follows: Phenols were recovered in 98 % and their final
concentration in the waste raffinate were between 50 to 60 ppm.
The reduction of chemical oxygen demand.was about 75 % as related
to the initial value. The crude phenols mixture obtained from the
bottom of rectifying column contained about 85 % of acid components
and below 0.1 % by weight of solvent TAME. In the pilot plant test
the simple stripping with steam at atmospheric pressure was applied
to remove and to recover TAME from the raffinate. In the process
inert-gas stripping or va cuum steam stripping can optionally be
applied to prevent TAM> losses. As proven in the pilot plant test
TAME losses were below 0.2 kg per m 3 processing water.
In Table 3 the most important data for both the solvents TAM> and
DIPE are listed for comparison. Thanks to this lower solubility in the
effluent, higher distribution coefficient for phenols and some higher
boiling point TAME may be considered as having some advantages over
DIPE.
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T able 3. Selected properties of TAME and DIPE as phenols extractants.
,
Formula
Molecular weight
Boiling point, K
Density at 293 K, kg/m 3
Vapour pressure at 293 K, kPa
Solubility in water at 293 K, % by wt.
Heat vaporization kJ/mol
K - for cokery effluent

TAME

D IPE

102
359.2
776
9.4
2.2
33 .3
38

102
342.0
725
16.1
1.2
29.2
22

The chemical stability of both the solvents in the cokery effluents
is of the same range. TAME as a tertiary ether is not able to form
peroxides. Finaly, it should be emphasized, that TAME may be applied
instead of DIPE used in the very well known Lurgi process. In this
case the investment expenses and running costs of commercial plant
should be diminished, as TAME in relation to DIPE has almost twice
as high K-distribution coefficient - thus reducing the solvent stream,
dimensions of the appa.ratus and energy expenses.
References

[1] D.C. Greminger at all., Ind. Eng. Chem. Process Des. Dev. 1982,
ll, 51-54
/2] A. Chauvel, Rev. Inst. Francais Pet role, 1981, 36, No. 6, 682-7 33
{3] J. Hervig, at all., Hydrocarbon Processing, 19814, une, 86--88
Nomenclature

TAME - tert-amylmethylether CH3.o.C/CH3/2 C 2H5
DIPE - diisopropylether /CH /2 CH.0.CH/CH 3/2
3
K - distribution coefficient expressed as a ratio of phenols
concentration /% by weight/ in organic to phenols concentration
in aqueous phases
Klow pH - K-coefficient at pH below 6
KpH 0
1
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- K-coefficient at pH equal 10.
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Acetic acid recovery by liquid-liquid extraction
or azeotropic distillation?

Dr.-Ing. habil. Th. Pilhofer,
QVF Glastechnik GmbH, 6200 Wiesbaden 13

In a lot of pharmaceutical processes dilute aqueous acetic
solutions are produced. Recovery of nearly glacial acetic acid
is possible by three processes: distillation, azeotropic distil
lation and liquid-liquid extraction. Because of the low relative
volatility of the system water/acetic acid, distillation is
only applied in very special cases.
In this paper a comparison is made between azeotropic distil
lation and liquid-liquid extraction: In the beginning the
characteristics of th� two processes are presented.
The typical feature of an azeotropic distillation process is
the cycle of the entrdiner on the top of the column and the
high relative volatility resulting in a rather low acetic acid
concentration of the top product water.
For extractive recovery of acetic acid different-solvents are
available. The characteristic data of these solvents are pre
sented and discussed. A complete liquid-liquid plant consists
of three columns: extraction column, solvent/solute distillation
and water stripper. Thus, the costs of investment are higher
than for azeotropic distillation.
In a following step the energy costi per ton acetic acid are
evaluated for both processes. Together with the costs of invest
ment, it is possible to calculate the total costs. These re
sults will be discussed. Finally, recommendations are given for
typical areas of application for both processes.

9.7.1985
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As the manuscript was not available at the 28th May 1986, the deadline for
printing this book, we only print the ohort abstract of the paper.
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Process Calculations with Liquid Ion Exchangers
H.J.8art, A.Wachter and A.Marr
Techn.University Graz, A-8010 Graz, Austria
Introduction
Hydrometallurgical processes for recovery of metals from low grade
sources are very sensitive to economical factors. A large number of
processes, like cementation, solvent extraction (SX), ion exchange,
solvent-in-pulp processes etc., have· been proposed to handle this
problem. In this paper a comparison between SX and liquid membrane
permeation (LMP) will be mede with copper as an example.
SX of copper is well documented over � variety of copper feeds.
Additionally.economical calculations can be found in' literature too
/1,2/. For purpose of comparison a 27 m 3 /h feed stream (Phase Ill)
was considered with either 0,8 g/1 copper at pH = 1,5 and 1,5 g/1
copper at pH = 2, respectively. The cost calculations in this papers
include cdsts of the SX or LMP plant as well as solvent inventory
and make-up. Prices for leaching, electrowinning etc. are not
included. Calculation of the SX circuit was done on the basis of
conventional horizontal mixer settler (MS). LMP process �as calcu
lated when using MS and columns.
It is convenient to use columns with LMP technique. Counter current
columns show a distinct concentration profile over the height of
the column. This phenomenon allows a recovery of metals down to
a region at about 10 ppm. In plant practice this is already demon
strated with zinc recovery from a ·waste water stream of an arti
ficial fiber factory /3/.
The use of MS is an alternative procedure to solve this problem. They
are commonly used in copper recovery plants. However, conventional
horizontal MS do not work satisfactory with LMP. This is due to
hydrodynamic problems in the settler /4/. Liquid membrane emulsions
show segreiation effects when moving in a conventional horizontal
settler. This effect is enhanced with long residence times (too long
settler, dead zones etc.). The final result of the segregation effect
is a pure kerosene like organic phase and a heavier dense emulsion
phase. The later one, containing all internal stripping phase drop
lets and the whole tensid acts as a sludge. It cannot be disemulsi
fied and reused. One can overcome this effect with settler types
where the coalescing area is under agitation. Therefore the sludge is
redisperged and the emulsion phase, stays homogeneous. This can be
achieved in MS like the combined MS of Davy McKee, that of IMI etc,

I 4, 5/

The organic phase (Phase II) which was used in SX and FMP calculation
procedure is very similar. The ion exchanger which we used was in all
cases an aldoxime, as e.g. from Acorga P50 series. All balances where
calculated on a stripping phase (Phase I) with 30 g/1 copper and
180 g/1 H2so4_which is enriched to 45 g/1 copper.
SX/MS-circuit
Specific plant data of the SX/MS circuit is shown in Tab.1. The SX
circuit consists of 2 extraction and 2 stripping stages. In every
mixer the mean residence time was assumed to be 3 minutes. Aaffinate
concentrations are calculated according to datasupplied by Acorga Ltd.
/8/. In this way a solution containing less than 1 g/1 copper may be
successfully treated with an organic phase of 4 % �corga P 5100. An
-Organic phase with 5 % PT 5050
was suggested for treatment of
�bout 1,5 g/1 co pper. The specific flow in settlers qs is reported
IIl-901

to be in a region from 0,06 to 0,08 m l /m' .min. /5/, so 0,075 was
choosen /6/.
Table 1: SX/MS circuit
aqu.feed (g/1 Cu}
aqu.raffinate (g/1 Cu}
erg.phase
Cu (kg/h} .
v1 (m l /h}
l
VII (m /h}
l /h}
VIII\ (m
l
}
m
V
A� (m'}
VS(m l )
l)
Vorg (m

0,8
0,06
4 % P 5100
20
1,33
36,45
27
10
44
40
20

1,5
0,08
5 % PT 5050
38,3
2,56
29,43
27
9
39
35
18

Mixer volume was calculated with two units as follows
( 1}

Total settler are was calculated for a plant with 2 extraction
and stripping units as follows
(2)

.s.ttler depth was assumed to be 0,9 m. With this total amount of the
organic phase was related to the total volume of the MS plant, ·as
to v ra
0
VMS /5/. Organic phase inventory was calculated t� be
20 m9 and= 18,4 m'.
LMP/MS-circuit
The organic phase which is used in all LMP circuits contains 2 % sur
factant for emulsion stabilization. It is a polyamine, Paranox 100
(Essa Chem.}. Additionally 2 % ion exchanger, pure 5-nonyl-salicyl
aldoximR (Acorga P 50) is diluted in kerosene (Shellsol T}.
The LMP/MS-process is done in two counter current units. Specific plant
data are shown in Tab.2, which are calculated from experiments in a
small unit (VM = 0,001 m'}.
Table 2: LMP/SX circuit
lorg.phase
laqu.feed (g/1 Cu}
laqu.raff. (g/1 Cu}
1,,u (kg/h}
lv1 (m'/h)
lvII (m'/h}
(m'/h}
lv1Il mi }
< �
n
r
"
(min}
�Il+I
�5(m'/m 2 .min}
S(m')
V.org
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2 % P 50, 2 % Paranox 100, 96 % Shellsol T
0,8
1,5
0,04
0,06
20,5
38,9
2,6
1,3
6,8
12,9
27
27
8

6,4
0,23
0,166
15,6
13,8

8

5 ,3
0,29
0,108

18,8

17,2

Total mixer volume was calculated for 2 units to:
(3)
Mean residence time of Phase III, t II was held constant at 8 minutes.
X denotes the hold-up (X = V
y/VMIJ which was actually measured.
Specific flow in the settlerITC6fflpa�tment,
qs was varied in a range
from 0,108 to 0,24. For save plant lay-out a value of 0,075 was
used. The organic phase volume was calculated from the hold-up
in the mixer and the volume in the settler.
(4)

We use� a factor of 1,5 for volumes of

storage piping etc., thus
<5>

Vorg = 1• 5 (Vorg,M + Vorg,s>
The total organic inventor is 13,8 and 17,2 m', respectively.
LMP column circuit
In the LMP column circuit an equal organic phase was used as in the
LMP/SX circuit.
Specific plant data for the FMP-column system are shown in Tab.3.·
Tab. 3: FMP/column circuit
erg.phase
aqu,feed (g/1 Cu)
aqu.raff. (g/1 Cu)
Cu (g/h)
VIII (m'/h)
\m'/h)
VI
{m'/h)
VII

-X

HC(m)
Dc(m)
Vc(m'J
A5(m)
(m')
Vorg

2 % P
0,8
0,0 5
20,2
27
6,7
1,35
0,1
5,9
1,6
20
7,8
8,2 5

5

0, 2 % Paranox 100, 96 % Shellsol 1
1, 5
0,0 5
39,1
27
13
2,6
0,15
6,5
2,5
25
9,5
12

The total specific flow in the column is 17, 5 m 3 /m 2 .�. At this flow
conditions entrainment is at 25 ppm. The settler area of the column
is calculated with qs = 0,075 m'/m' .min. Diameter of the column are
1,6 and 2,5 m. The total height is 10 m including settling zon�s.
V
was calculated according to hold up in the column and a 0, 4 5 m
oP�Qnic settler layer. Factor of 1,5 is again used for piping etc.
(6)
Vorg

1,5 (VC . X + AS .0, 4 5)

(7)
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Cost calculation
A cost comparison between SX and FMP is presented in Tab. 4
Tab. 4: Cost calculation
163.000 kg Cu/a
erg.Phase
Plant

FMP/column

FMP/MS

SX/MS
8.800
146.290

7.000
40.000

4.100
900.000

8.100
126.750

9.100
61.100

6.000
1,000.000

313.000 kg Cu/a
erg.Phase
Plant

Plant costs were calculated to be 2500 US$/m 2 settler area.
These data are from 1977 /6/, corrected with an index factor of 1,3.
The costs of the organic phase were calculated at prices valied in
Austria as to:
0,44 US$/l
0,45 US$/l

- organic phase, 4 % P 5100
- organic phase, 4 % PT 5050
- membrane phase, 2 % P 50 +
2 % Paranox

0,50 US$/l

The amortization periode was assumed to be 5 years. Specific costs
per kg copper are in Tab. 5.
Entrainment for SX and FMP is calculated at the basis of 75 ppm. An
annual demand of 17 m 3 Phase II is considered as make-up at an
aqueous feed stream of 27 m 3 /h.
Tab. 5: Specific costs (US$/kg Cu) Capital + Operating costs
Cu Feed (g/1)
0,8
1,5

SX/MS
0,18+0,05
0,08+0,02

FMP/MS
0,06+0,05
0,04+0,03

FMP/column
1,1+0,05
0,6+0,03

As can be seen LMP/MS process show disinct advantages at low tenor
operations. This calculation is done on the assumption of an ideal
behaviour of the LMP process. Up till now, there are some problems to
be solved. Osmosis and degradation of the organic membrane phase cause
additional costs. Phase I can enlarge in volume at a factor of 1,3 due
to osmosis. A reduction of this volume is necessary and can be done e.g.
with a solvent vapor condenser. Specific capital and operating costs
are about 0,02 + 0,03 USS/kg Cu. Costs due to degradation of the
organic phase may be about 0,1 USS/kg Cu. Tests in order to minimize
osmosis and degradation are currently under operation /9/. Reduction
of these additional cost factors should therefore be possible.
As can be seen from this table, FMP/column processes offer no advantage
with copper recovery. This may be due to the effect that copper sepa
ration is kinetically controlled. Kinetics of copper extraction is
known to be slow. (In contrary this is not true with zinc permeation.)
As a result copper permeation needs long residence times which do not
encourage the use of permeation columns.
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Conclusions
LMP technique offers economical advantages at low tenor operations as
is shown with copper as an example. This fact is mainly due to reduction
of settler area in the process since extraction and reextraction step
are situated in the membrane phase of the emulsion globule. Additio
nally since the organic phaJe acts only as a membrane, solvent in
ventory can be kept low. A problem is still up to now the degradation
of the organic phase and the osmosis. Osmosis is a function of ion
exchanger, tensid, modifier.and ionic strength in the aqueous phases.
Osmosis is negligible when Phase I and Phase III have equal ionic
strength, which is seldom true at low tenor operations.
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Recovery of Furfural from Papermill-Effluents by Liquid 0 Liquid
Extraction - Economical and Technical Considerations
G.Bunzenberger, M.Siebenhofer, A.Marr, Technische Universitat Graz,
Graz/Austria
Furfural was descovered by Oobereiner in 1821. But there was no use

for the next 90 years. In 1922 the first drum of furfural was produced

by the Quaker Oats company and the first important commercial use
was in the production of phenolic resins.

Furfural (2-furancarboxaldehyde) is a water white liquid when freshly
distilled but darkens on standing in contact with air.
molekular weight:
101,3 kPa
freezing point
water solubility at 20 ° C
viscosity at·25 ° C
surface tension at 30 ° C

96,08
161,7 ° C
-36,5 ° C
8,3 Gew%
1,49 mPa.s
40,7 mN/m

Tab.l: Selected physical properties of furfural
At the absence of oxygen furfural is thermally stable up to 230 ° C
(except colour). It is miscible with most of the common organic sol
vents, but only slightly misible with saturated aliphatic hydrocarbons.
Today furfural is a well known solvent and used for separation pro
cesses. The principle usage of furfural is as selective solvent
for separating saturated from unsaturated compounds in petroleum re
fining, gas oils and diesel fuel; for the extractive distillation of
butadiene and other c4 hydrocarbons, for the manufacture of synthetic
rubber and the production of light colored wood rosins. Furthermore
it is a versatile basic material for a whole palette of products.
Usually furfural is produced from annually renewable agricultural
sources such as corn cobs, bagasse, husks and wood wastes . The
pentosane content of this vegetable materials is hydrolyzed in the
presence of inorganic acids to pentoses and the pentoses subsequently
cyclodehydrated to furfural.
From the hydrolyses digester furfural usually as steam distilled.
The _simpliest process for furfural isolation can be seen from
Fig. 1. The condensed reactor vapors are fed to a stripping column
from which an enriched furfural water distillate is withdrawn and
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FEED
STEAM

WASTE

I

FURFURAL-IJATER

STEAMDISTILLATION

I

.,_

_______
PHASE·

SEPARATION

I

PURIFICATION

FURFURAL

Fig. 1: Conventional furfural separa t ion process
condensed in a decanter where it
separates into two layers . The fur
30
fural rich layer con t ains about 6%
water and is purified in a di s
tillation column to commercial
s t andard. The water rich layer is
.!"
re cycled to the s t e am distillation
as reflux. The s e and similar pro
20
cesses have a steam consumption
according to the upper graph in
extraction by CHCl3
fig.2. The lower the feed concen
trat ion of furfural, the higher
purification costs. Usually feed
10
concentrat ions are higher than 4%
weight.
Bu t their is another big furfural
source in the waste water of pulp
and paper indu stry. The conden
L--�-.::::::::=::2:::;=====-;,,,,,= sat e of t he vapor of the pulp di
g e s t ers contains furfural,carbox y
aqueou!. teed
vt¾ furfural
lic acids (mainly acetic acid),
m e t hanol and s ome o t her.
Fig.2: Comparison of ste nm consumption
per ton furfural for conventional
A typical con t ent is 0,3 to 0,5 %
furfural separation process and
for the furfural and up to 2 %
extraction with CHC13
for the acids. It is n o t possible
to obtain furfural out of this

-

1
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waste water stream economically with the conventional process. On the

other hand the new process must include both furfural and acid
recovery as to refer also to environmental protection. The main idea
of the new process is the selective and quantitative separation of
the furfural from the waste water and the extraction of the carboxylic
acids as described in prevous work /1,2/. In this paper liquid-liquid
extraction of the aqueous furfural content in papermill effluents
was investigated. A process description for the overall process
(furfural and acids) is given.
In the search of a propper solvent we looked for a low boiling solvent
with
• high selectivity f?r furfural
• high distribution coefficient in order to operate at low phase ratios
• easy separation of the solute by distillation
• no azeotrope between furfural and solute
• easy solvent stripping from raffinate phase
Chloroform proved to be the best solution (see also /3/) to fulfill
the points above. Even it has a solubility in the raffinate of
9,3 g/1 reextraction with a solvent containing aliphatic hydrocarbons
with a boiling point of about 186 ° C to 240 ° C (40 % decane, 60 % un
decane). The solubility of this extractant in the water is so low
(ppb-range), that no pollution is caused by this reextraction step.

I

I

CHC13
EXTnAC T ION

A(IO
EXTnA(TION

-SOLVENT RECOVERY

EFFLUENT

�unFunAL
EXTnACTION

I
.___

FUnFUnAL

FUnFUnAL
PUnlFICATION

I

ACID

i

PUnlFIEO
EFFLUENT

nESIOUE

Fig. 3: Basic steps for furfural and acid recovery by liquid-liquid
extraction
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The separation process demands the following steps as can be seen in
Fig. 3.
a) selective extraction of furfural with solvent 1 (chloroform)
b} separation of furfural and lower boiling solvent 1 by distillation
�nd furfural purification
c) selective reextraction of the chloroform content in the raffinate
of furfural extraction step with the high boiling solvent 2
(Shellsol T) and separation of solvent 1 and 2 by distillation
d) acid extraction with high boiling solvent 3 a mixture of tertiary
amines as a reactive component, a modifier and a diluent with
very low water solubility and easy separation of solvent solute
by distillation /1,2/
Furfural has a distribution coefficient between chloroform and water
of more than 20. With a phase ratio of 14 (aqueous/organic) and ex
traction column needs only 6 theoretical stages with a raffinate con
centration of less than 100 ppm.
Furfural chloroform can be separated by distillation. E.g. separation
of a mixture containing 14 % furfural effords less than 5 theoretical
stages.
Chloroform has a distribution coefficient between solvent 2 and water
of 67. Therefore the phase ratio can be kept very little, that means,
that the solvent regeneration column (distillation) is of a small
diameter.
Description of the developed extraction process: Fig. 4 shows the flow
sheet of the process. It contains of three extraction columns:
EF - Furfuralextraction, ES - solvent reextraction, EA - acid ex
traction and three distillation columns: DF - furfural-solvent 1,
D - solvent 2 - solvent 1, D - solvent 3 - acids.
S
A
In pulp and paper industry a standard volume of the furfural and acid
containing waste water stream is 100 m 3 /h. So there is the potential to
produce 2.000 to 3.000 metric tons of furfural (stream 8) with 99 % wt
and 8.D00 to 12.000 metric tons of acids (stream 12) - mainly acetic
acid per year - with this process.
Economical Consideration
In Fig. 1 the comparison of conventional furfural production (distilla
tion process) and extraction with chloroform is shown. As can be seen
even in the region of low furfural concentration it can be produced
with a steam consumption ten times less to the distillation process.
III-910

The distillation process can only be economically applied to feed con
centrations less than 2 - 3 % wt. Regarding our new process about
the same steam ratio is given in acid recovery. Helsel /4/ reports a
steam consumption for conventional acid recovery systems of 20 tons
per ton acetic acid out of aqueous solution with 2 1<t % acetic acid.
In our process steam consumption is about 10 times lower depending
on the desired acid quality.

11

9

EF

OF

Es

05 3

EA

DA
12

10
8

Fig. 4:

4

13

Flow sheet of developed extraction process
1 aqueous waste stream, 2 raffinate (after furfural extraction
containing solvent 1), 3 raffinate (without solvent 1),
4 raffinate (after acid extraction), 5 leaden solvent 1,
6 regenerated solvent 1, 7 solvent 1 recycling stream,
8 furfural product stream, 9 solvent 2 loaden with the re
extracted solvent 1, 10 solvent 2, 11 solvent 3 leaden with
acids, 12 raw acid product stream
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The application of extraction methods in post-distillation residues
eliwination
M.Zak,Warszawa/l·L
'f
. oe industrial c:1emical tcclmology produces many clifficult to handle
residues ,Thie problem especially takes place during solvent re(lenera
tion processes ,J,lethods of elimination or utilization of post-distil
lation residues as direct cornbustion/1,2/ 1 storage/JI,pouring into ca
nalisation systet,s/3/ produce serious,both technical and environmen
tal problems.Some of them are:
-difficulties with cvacuation from distillation vessels .Semi-liquid,
easy eolidyfying mate1�als are difficult to handle'in large-scale in
stallations,
-necessity of leaving some part of regenerated solvent decreases re
generation effectiveness,
-direct pou1�ng into canalisation produces its rapid clogging,
-carrying out and storage in arzy place makes risk of serious environmental pollution.
The One Stage Double Extraction/OSDE/ method eliminates the majority
of difficulties mentioned above,The OSDE method depends on extraction
of post-distillation residues by the means of both water and combus
tible lyphophylic solvent.Water dissolves organic hydrophylic matter
and inorganic substances,organic solvent dissolves organic matter,es
pecially polymers and high boilers responsible for rapid solidyfying
the ·post-distillation mixtures and clogging pipelines.Adding of water
to post-distillation residues produces the total precitipation of or
ganic lyphophylic substances,which are inmcdiately dissolved in orga
nic solvent.When the extraction processes are over,water layer can be
poured to canalisation without risk of clogging,Organic layer can be
easily burnt.As organic solvent can be of very poor quality,and the
OSDE method requires only minimai quantities of it,the described pro
cesses are not only very simple,but both environmentaily and econoud.
cally attractive,
hlaterials and methods
The experiments had to prove the effectiveness of the OSDE treatment
in two difficult cases,when a great amount of both salts and high
boilers were crystallising and solidyfying,Samples of post-distilla
tion residues were taken directly from industrial installatione,inme
diately when the distillation processes were over.
The OSDE procedure was the same in both cases and depended on:
-pouring hot post-distillation residues into a glass reactor,
-adding lyphophylic solvent,
-adding water/in some cases NaOH or 11a2co aqueus solution/,
3
-extraction and cooling,
-separation of phases.
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The distilled mixture I/experiment I/ was taken from organic synthe
sis,based on reaction/4/:
Znc1·
CHfOOH
X-NH2 _ + ClCH2C0Cl -�-- X-NHOC0Gii2 Cl --� X-Nl!OC0CH 2 ZnC½

i

After separation·
of the precitipated product liquid phase was ta
ken to distillation and acetic acid was regenerated in the process.
Liquid phase before distillation consisted of:acetic acid/70;• by
weight appr./,chloroacetic acid/57i by weight appr,/,zinc chloride
/151' by weight appr,/ and unidentyfied organic substances/10'-" by
weight appr./,The aboye mixture in a quantity of 600 1. was loaded
to distillation vessel.When the industrial distillation process was
finished/the residue was still liquid in high temperature,but conti
nuing of distillation could cause crystallisation,solidyf,ying and
clogging the bottom outlet of the vessel/ the residues were poured
out to containers.Samples were taken in this lllOment,
The distilled mixture II/experiment II/ was taken from organic synthe
sis,based on reaction/4/:
CHlH
---...
� Y-N=C-NHCH
3

+

c.!X�,.��

After separation of the precitipated product liquid phase was taken
to distillation and both methylamine and methanol were obtained in
the regeneration. process.Liquid phase before distillation consisted
of:methanol/80% by weight appr./,methylamine/14% by weight appr,/,
and unidentyfied substancea/6% by weight appr./,The above mixture in
a quantity of 800 1. was loaded to distillation vessel.The distilla
tion was finished when there still was poasibili ty of evacuation
from the reactor -the poet-distillation residues as a liquid,Samples
were taken 1n this moment.
Experimental
In both cases the 0SDE method was applied to post-distillation resi
dues treatment.The results are shown in a Table 1/experiment I/ and
a Table 2/experiment II/.
Neutralisation by the means 11' basic solutions/Table 1/wns carried
out in order to protect incineration installations from high tempe
rature corrosion,llowever,neutraliaation caused creation of emulsions.
A routine 0SDE treatment was applied in the experiment II.I!owever,
before the 0SDE treatment the distillation was continued 1n a laboIII-914

rator,y scale/Table 2,No 4,5,6/ up to the point,when the residues
became oily and dense.This procedure was very convenient,because
the emulsions creation tendency substantially decreased.The increa
se of solvent regeneration-efficiency was observed in these oases.
In all oases the poet-distillation residues were dark-brovm.After
the OSDE treatment water phase was of light pink colour.The colour
of organic phase was similar to that of residues before treatment.
Further adding water to water phase after the OSDE treatment never
caused any additional preoitipation of solids or oily products.It
is of great iruportance,as the water phase is to be poured into ca
nalisation systems.
Ethyl.acetate was used in the experiment II/Table 2,No 6/.Extraction
properties of this solvent were even better than these o:f· toluene.
Toluene was used in a majority of the experiments.It was caused by
local circumstances.The use of other lyphophylic liquids/ex.ethyl
acetate/ is possible.
As any cr,yetallisation took place in organic phaee,further dimini
shing of quantity of lyphophylic solvent was poosible.It 1"s of great
importance when the technological experiments will be carried out in
order to elaborate industrial" processes based on the OSDE method.Conclusions
The One Staee Double Extraction method can be perfectly applied in
post-distillation residues treatment.Organic phase can be easily
combusted,water phase can be poured_ into canalisation systems wi"th
out risk of clogging.
As the OSDE method replaces etoraging of poet-distillation residues
it is much more safe to the natural environment.Incineration of or
ganic phase � produce energy .It increases the efficiency of the
process.
The OSDE method enables continuing distillation processes to dr,y re
sidue allowing total regeneration of distilled substances.It can be
of great importance when vaJ.:uable substances are distilled.
A:fter the OSDE treatment easy to handle liquids are obtained · in
oontrar,y to traditional methoda,whioh produce semi-liquid and eo
lidyfying materials.
In·oontrar,y to traditionai methods of poet-distillation residue
treatment,the OSDE method works better when only a minilll.llll of resi
dual solvent remains in a distillation vessel.
A lyphophylio solvent used in the OSDE treatmentoan be of :goor qua
lity .It can. contain water.
Colouring substances are extracted mainly to organic phase.It is
III-915

also convenicn t to envi1·onc:cn tal protection,
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300
300
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100
100
300
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50
50
50

300
300
300
350

70/65
50/44
46/42
85/88

5.

300

300

50

350

88/89

6.

300

300

-------------

50
350
/ethyl
acetate/

104/107

Emulsions in both phases
Emulsions in toluene phase
Emulsions in toluene phase
Before the CSDE treatment 190 ml of methanol/
meteylamine was distilled to nearly dry residue.Good separation of phases.Ho emulsions.
nefore the OSDE treatment 205 ml of methanol/
meteylamine was distilled to nearly dry residue.Good separation of phases.No emulsions.
Before the OSDE treatment 220 ml of methanol/
meteylamine was distilled to nearly dry residue.Good separation of phases.No emulsions.
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2 3
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32/30
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_ � � � �3-
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organic phase
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----------------

-
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LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION AND TRANSPORT TIIROUGI LIQUID MEMBRANES OF METAL CYANIDE
COMPLEXES (ICAu(CN)

2

and ICAg(CN) ) BI HACROCICLIC EXTRACTANTS.
2
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91710 VERT LE PETIT (France).

I) - Introduction
The use of the liquid membrane technique for the extraction of metallic species
has been widely investigated during· the last decade and many applications in
hydrometallurgy have been proposed ( 1).
In

our

laboratory

technique

in

we

various

are

interested

processes

in

related

developping

to

the

the

recovery

liquid

and

membrane

separation

of

precious metals ( 2).
This paper

deals with

the solvent

extraction and

the transport

through

a

supported liquid membrane of metal cyanide complex salts of gold I and silver
by macrocyclic extractant carriers.
II - Determination of the extractant carrier.
Aqueous cyanide leaching solutions are common in the hydrometallurgy of gold
·and silver.

These metals are present in the solutions as dicyanoaurate and

dicyanoargentate anions [H(CN)
pair extraction

process.

2-,

H = Au, Ag) which can be extracted via an ion

The corresponding

co-cation

can be of

various

types ( 3).

1) A quaternary amonium.
In this case, the extraction is pH independent but the stripping can be
difficult.

Hence, quaternary ammonium salts cannot be used as carriers.

2) A protonated amine.
Amines

are able to extract dicyanometallic acids [H H(CN) J and can
2
therefore be envisaged as carriers in pH pump processes, in which the pre

cious metal is extracted from acidic media.
This procedure is obviously not suitable in the presence of an excess of
cyanide.

3) A solvated cation.
It has been shown that neutral solvents extract alkali dicyanometallates as
well as the corresponding acids [ 3b, 3cJ.
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Their significant solubility in water can cause depletions of the polymeric
support.·
As a result, the current extractants mentioned above have some disadvantages
which make them unusable as carriers of dicyanometallates in supported liquid
membranes.
An alternative possibility is proposed here. Strong alkali complexing agents
(L) [e.g. Kryptofix

22

DD, see figure 1] dissolved in low polar diluents [e. g.

decanol] are able to extract dicyanometallate salts
to the equilibrium
extraction

KLH(CN)

stripping

[e.g. KH(CN) )
2
_

according

2

[equilibrium constants see table 1).
The organic phase containing the complexe salt can be stripped with water.
The low polarity of the diluent ensures a high extraction selectivity with
respect

to

common

anions

which

.can

be

present

in

the

leaching

solution

[OH- and/or CN-), hence, an efficient driving force can be generated by the
concentration gradient of the alkali ion between the aqueous

feed and

the

aqueous stripping solution [see figure 2].
III - Supported liquid aeabranes (SLM)
Experiaental.
The transport through a supported liquid membrane of potassium dicyanoaurate
and

dicyanoargentate

has

been

investigated

by

using

types

of

microporous

polypropylene sheets having very different characteristics [see table 2). These
were filled by submersion in the macrocyclic carrier decanol solutions and
fixed between the two chambers of a diaphragm cell [see figure 3), The cell was
immersed in a thermostated bath [t= 2 5 ° C]. The macroscopic area of the membra
2

ne was 9, 1 cm . Equal volumes [80ml J of the aqueous phases were placed in the
two chambers and were stirred [ 400 rpm]. The feed aqueous solution contained
potassium dicyanometallate in the presence of an excess of potassium supplied
by KOH or (and) KCN. The aqueous stripping
transfer was studied

by plotting

the

phase was distilled water. The mass

solute

concentrations

in the

aqueous

stripping phase as a function of time.
Reaults and discussion.
The experimental flux for gold and silver has been found to be of the same
order of magnitude as those generally observed for other metal transfers ( 4).
As
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illustrated

here

(see

figure

4)

with

Celgard

2 500

and

Accurel ",

the

characteristics of the microporous films greatly affect the mass transfer rate,
As a result, the effect of the support thickness on the rate is offset by the

larger pore size. Furthermore minimum membrane depletions have been observed

with the Accu rel R supports containing the carrier decanol solutions.
Fresh tributylphosphate
perties however the

(TBP) SLM's also exhibit interesting transport pro

semi

permeability

property

of

the

membrane

disappears

within a few days. [approximatly 3 days)].
Two features have been observed in this case.
1) Loss

of

the

equilibration

impermeability
in

the

two

with

respect

aqueous

phases

to

KOH

and

which

which

leads

stops

the

to

a

pH

precious

metal transfer process.
2) Membrane depletion due to a too high TBP solubility in water.
Among all the tested systems the 22 DD-decanol-Accurel
compromise.

R

SLM offered the best

It appears to be a promising SLM system for dicyanometallate

recovery from KCN-KOH media.

The semi permeability of the membrane remained

constant for a period of about two weeks. This motivates a closer look at the
industrial

applicability of

such

membranes

which

are

able

to

concentrate

precious metal cyanide salts [see· figure 5].
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M

Ag

Au
2.38 ! 0.03

1.52 ± 0.03

+
1
Table 1: Extraction constant Ke =IMorgl ·IMaql-l·IK
12
2
( in mole- . liter- )
Diluent= decanol ; extractant = 220D ;
ionic strength: KOH O.lN

.p:·1-l

support

thickness

pore diameter

porosity
0.45

Celgard 2500

25 pm

Accurel R

0.04 pm

160 µn

0.2 )All

Table 2. Support Charac teri s ti cs

Figure 1.
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Kryptofix 22DD.

AQUEOUS PHASE l

LIQUID MEMBRANE

AQUEOUS PHASE II

Figure 2. Simplified representation of the transport
of a dicyanometallate facilitated by a
neutral carrier.
(feed: aqu. phase I; stripping: aqu. phase II)

Qi-----

1. Motor
2. Stirrer
3. �ing
4. Cell
5. Joint

Q

A,8 :aqueous phase chambers
C :impregnated support

Eis!i.!:tl: Experimental setting up.
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Celgard 2500/22 DD - 0,2SM/decanol

a

0,4

�--·
•

I

%

0,2

(Au)

�-

•

(Ag)

• I
2

D
b

( in days)

Accure1 R 122 DD - 0,2SM/decanol

. �.

0,4

0

�

%

0,2

l

L�
•

0

;···-·
•
I

1

•

.

�

2

( in days)

F1gur!1 4: Gold and silver concentrations in the
stripping aqueous phase vs. time.
Liquid memorane: 0.25M Kryptofix 220D
in decanol. a) Celgard 2500 b) Accurel R ,
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Figure 5: Gold recovery and concentration by means of an
Accurel R - 22DD(0.25M) -Decanol SLM. The feed
aqueous solution is periodically replaced.
Feed: KAu(CN)2; 2.1 10-JM (0.17 10-3mole). KOH lM.
- - - - - - go 1� quantity in the aqueous feed phase.
gold quantity in tne aqueous stripping ph.
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Behavior of Mass Transfer by Liquid Surfactant Membrane
in a Continuous Separation Column
Jae-Hyung Yoo, Hyun-Sao Park, In-Suk Suh
Korea Advanced Energy Research Institute
- Dae-Duk Research Town, Chung-Nam 300-31 Korea
ABSTRACT
A numerical model for simulation of steady-state operation
of a separation column in liquid surfactant membrane process
This model was made on the basis of the mass
was developed.
transfer kinetics for a single emulsion drop as well as the
The
flow patterns of b·oth continuous and dispersed phases.
predicted results calculated by this model were found to be
in fairly good agreement with the experimental results in the
aniline separation process of C6H NH2 (external phase)-liquid
5
paraffin(membrane)-HCl(internal p�ase) system.
1. INTRODUCTION
A liquid surfactant membrane is prepared by forming an emulsion mixture of two irrmi
scible phases and then dispersing the emulsion into a third phase(external phase).
In most of the studies on liquid surfactant membrane processes up to the present,
However, the behaviors of a
only batch-type equipments were used as extractors.
multi-stage continuous separation process would be needed for process design and
scale-up calculations.
Thus, in this stu9y, a numerical model was developed for
estimating the steady-state behaviors of a multi-stage column in the separation
process of aniline.
On the other hand, a multi-stage column was made in order to
investigate the flow patterns of both continuous and dispersed phases and to verify
the usefulness of this model.
This column was modified from the conventional
extraction columns in such a way that the interior. part should be suitable for
treating the viscous emulsion phase.
The flow patterns of continuous(water) and
dispersed(emulsion) phases were examined by means of the stagewise backmixing model
(2) and the garrma distribution model (3) respectively.
In parallel with this work, the rate equation of mass transfer for a signle emulsion
drop was made because the model was based on the mass transfer kinetics together with
t�e flow patterns of both phases. In formulation of W/O(i,ater in oil )type emulsion,
mineral oil(S 100 N) in which the solute aniline can be dissolved was used as membrane phase.
Hydrochloric acid was added in the internal aquequs phase in order
to trap aniline.
Since the encapsulated hydrochloric acid converts aniline to the
.anilinium ion which is nonsoluble in the membrane phase, it acts as sinks of the
extracted aniline.
This type of mass transfer mechanism is the same as that of
separation of acidic compounds such as phenol with aqueous bases(1).
2. MASS TRANSFER RATE
2.1 Assumption
The f o 11 owing assumptians, based on· the membrane ex traction sys tern, were made to
describe the rate of mass transfer.
* There is no internal circulation within the emulsion drops because of the strong
presence of surfactant in the membrane phase.
* Since the interfacial tension around drop surface is low due to the surfactant,
there is no coalescence and redispersion of the emulsion drops in the course of
agitation.
* The mass transfer resistance in film of the external phase around each drop is
negligible because the external solution is continuously agitated.
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2.2 Mathematical Description
The rate of mass transfer can be defined as
J = 0�

(1)

"'X

where L>C is the concentration difference of the· extracted species on either side of
the membrane, L>x is the membrane thickness, and D is the diffusion coefficient of
In fact , the membrane thickness in this system is obscure
Therefore the term 0/ L>x has been replaced by k(CR/C ) (1-C/CR)q .
e0
Since the term (CR/Ce0) (1-1:)CR)q is another driving force in this type of separa
tion system, it may be reasonable to consider in describing the rate of mass trans-

the permeating species.
to define.

When a reactant is present in the internal phase and the reaction with the

fer.

extracted species is instantaneously fast, the term
hence eq uation (I) is rearranged to give

C can be reduced to Ce , and

q
J = kCe(CR/Ce0) (1-C/CR)

(2)

If we plot ln(-1/KC . dC/dt) vs. ln(l.Z/CR), where K= ( 3 k/R) (VifVe) (CR/Ce0) ,
e
we can obtain the value of q from the slop of the 1 ine.

The value of k can be

determined by the curve fitting method.
In a batch extractor, the change of so 1 ute concentration in the externa 1 phase can
be described as follows :
3 V
dC e
2
(3 )
-V _
(� )(4"R ) (J)
e
dt
4 11 R
3

where the group (3 V /411R ) represents the number of emulsion drops in the system
rl
when it is assumed tnat
the size of the drops is uniform.
Equation ( 3) can be
rewritten by substituting eq uation (2).
-

dCe
3k C
C.
C0
Vd
e -"_ _L q
) (1
)
) ( V ) (
(
CR
C eo
dt = --Re
(t = O)
C = C
eo
e

{4}

3. NUMERICAL MODEL
Behaviors of the liq uid membrane process is significantly different to those of the
conventional extraction processes because of the properties of emulsion as desc ribed in the assumptions.
The most important thing is that a single emulsion drop
can be treated as an aggregate of macro-fluid without coalescence and redispersion,
and hence each drop has different residence time in every stage of a separation
column.
Thus each of the emulsion drops must be independently sought for the
behavior during its lifetime inside the column.
3. 1

Material balance

The material balance for a solute in_nth stage is as follows:
vc(l +f) x l +v/ x +tvdy n+l = vc(1+2f) x n+vdyn
n
n-
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(5)

The boundary conditions for equation (5) are given by
(l+f) XO = Xf + fx1
Yo = Y1
XN = XN+l
Yt = YN+l

I
I

(n= O)

(6)

(n = N+l)

(7)

From equations (6&7), equation(5} can be rearranged by deviding the terms according
to x and y.
vcxf - vc(l+f) x1 + vc fx2 = vdyl
vc(l+f) xn-1-ve(l+Zf) xn + vc f xn+l
vc(l+f) xN_l-vc(l+f) xN = vdYN

where

(n= l)

vdYn

(n = N)

(n=2:N-l)

(n=l: N)

(8)

{9}

Since each of the emulsion drops dispersed in the continuous phase is different in
residence time, the amount of solute transferred into the emulsion phase must be
calcu1 ated by summing the amount for each drop as fo 11 ows :
(IO)

where <i is the mean residence time of the drops belong to a g�oup i. A major
technique of calculating this is the Monte-Carlo method : the method is to sample
a. set of drops of ••hich number is P by selecting ther:1 at random and assigning a
qroup number to each drop according to the corresponding random number. Once the
qroup number is fixed, then i can be automatically determine9 as shown in Fig.l.
I
I
I

I
\

Fig.l. Grouping of ell'IJ1s1on drops with random
numbers
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3.2 Flow chart for calculation
The flow chart for simulation of the separation process is illustrated in Fig.2.
An iterative trial and error procedure is used in this calculation. The aniline
concentration in the last stage is guessed and then Y(N) is calculated by equation
(10). Once the value of Y(N) is known, x(N-1) can be obta-ined and plugged into
equation(lO) again in order to calculate Y(N-1). This procedure is repeated stage
by stage to the first stage. Finally if Xf converges to the value of Cef, it will
be satisfied. If not, however, a new guess of x(N) is made and the whole process
is repeated until the iteration -converges to the right value.

PROGRAM
EHULS
/

Input data /

I

assume tn1tta1 value
X(N)
•

SUB. RTD
Calculate

Y(n)

yes

Monte-Car-lo
simulation

�----,...--...:1/
' no
�

no

/print output /

Ftg.2. F'low chart of the numerical model

4 .. FLOW PATTERNS
4.1 Continuous Phase
The stagewise backmixing mode1 (2) was used to represent the flow pattern of the
continuous phase. The age distribution curves were obtained by the impulse-response
_
technique.
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As a tracer, KCl solution (0.2M) was used and the conductivity of the output solution
was continuously checked and recorded. The value of backmixing coefficient f was
determined by the following equation which was derived using the moment matching
method.
(11)
4.2 Dispersed Phase

Since the movement of the emulsion drops back to a lower stage was not found in nor
mal operation, the ga111na distribution model, which is one of the mathematical distri
bution models, was used for expressing the flow behavior of the emulsion phase.
A mathematical description of the ga111na distribution model(3) is given by
g-Jg(t- "1p)
g
t
-"1
)e
"'1 - t •
E(t) = _J_g.i..:____(
( 12)
•
('T-,�g r(g)
where

r(g) =

J

oo

(t)g-l e-t dt

(13)

7 0 is the dead time of a given system. The value of g, which is related to the
intensity of axial dispersion, was determined by the' following equation which was
derived from equation (12).
g

=

-r 21t

(14)

Equation (12) is the age distribution functi'on for the whole stages. However, in the
numerical model, the age distribution for a single stage will be needed and it can be
derived from equation (14) as follows :
· '=lg'(t _.: l;)
(g'lg'
t
'( lri
' , __'•,
(15 )
Et
- (7'-,,')gr(g') ( -,e

where g'=g/N, < =1/N
0

5. EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULTS
5.1 Emulsion Formulation

W/0 emulsions were prepared by adding an appropriate amount of internal solution
dropwise to the mineral oil containing 2-3% by weight of SPAN BO with vigorous stirr
ing.
5. 2 Drop Size
The size of the emulsion drops were measured by a photographic method, and the Sauter
mean diameter was calculated as the size of uniform drops. In table 1, the Sauter
mean diameters were given at the various agitation speeds.
Table 1. Mean drop sizes with agitation speeds
---ag1tai1on-speea-- -mean-aiameter- --surrace area- --voTu ----�
(remL ______ ____J111nL ____ _____ J111n2J - -- --(111n_L ___
- ----- -3.1
0.99
0.51
200
0.33
2.3
0.85
220
0.23
1.8
0.76
240
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5.3 Batch Extraction
A batch-type vessel with a marine-type impeller was used for extraction. Four in
termediate baffles were equipped between the wall and center of the vessel in order
to prevent the emulsion phase from remaining at the surface of solution as a layer.
The emulsion was added in the external phase without containing aniline under the
agitation speed of 200-300 rpm and then concentrated aniline solution was poured
instantaneously. The continuous phase was sampled periodically for analysis. The
concentration of aniline was measured U5ing a UV-VIS spectrophotometer (HITACHI
MODEL 100-60). The comparison of the experimental and predicted results for the
external aniline concentration vs. time is shown in Fig.3. The values of q and k
were found to be 1.0 and 6.4xlo-3 respectively. The value of k was estimated by
the curve fitting method.

1200

experimental

1000

o :0. lM Hcl
• :0.2M Hcl
a :0.4M Hcl

predicted
800

1

�

u

400
200

0

0

3

4

t ;min)

7

8

9

10

Fiq.3. CornpcJrison of predicted and experimental
results for batch extraction of ,n111ne;
v11vd •0.5. Ve/Vd•5.6, span 80•2 wt�.
OTI•0.1 crn

5.4 Extraction Column
A twelve-stage continuous separation column was used in this work. This equipment
was made by modifying the conventional impeller-type extraction columns in such a
way that the viscous emulsion phase can move up easily without sticking to the
plates. The doughnut-type rings, each of whith has tapered interior, were equipped
instead of the perforated plates. This type of the rings has a great effect on
diminishing the sticking trend of the emulsion drops when they reach under a flat
board. Stirring was carried out using turbine impellers with four flat blades
connected with a speed controller.
5.5 Flow Patterns
For the continuous phase, the values of f was significantly affected by the agita
tion speed. However, the flow rates of the continuous and.dispersed phases had
little influence on the backmixing. The average values of f with the change of
agitation speed were given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Effect of agitation speed on the backmixing coefficient

__

ag ta
spee
1 i���l
a-----150
200
250
300

f
--------- ________
0.4
1
0. 7
1.0
1.3

- ------------------------

------------------

On the other hand, the age distribution for the dispersed phase was investigated
using the step-response technique. As a tracer, small quantity of xylenol orange
was added in the internal phase so as to be 0.1% solution. This tracer-containing
emulsion was supplied at the lowest stage of the column by a step change during
steady operation and then the mixed phase (emulsion and water} was taken periodically
at the highest stage. An automatic sampler (IS MODEL 328) was used for sampling.
In order to break the emulsion of the sample solution, 1 ml of xylen and 10 ml of
buffer solution (PH 13) were added and left for a day. Because the internal phase
containing xylenol orange is miscible with the aqueous continuous phase, A series
of color intensities of the samples indicates the response. The intensity of redd
ish purple color was measured by colorimetric technique. The value of g was found
to be 3. 2 and the influence of both flow rates of the continuous and dispersed
phases as well as the agitation speed were negligible under the operating conditions
taken in this experiment.
5.6 Continuous Operation of the Column and Results
The emulsion formulation conditions were .same in both cases of batch and continuous
extractions. However the sizes of the emulsion drops were measured separately
because the mixing condition in the extraction column is not exactly same as that in
the batch extractor. The continuous phase was sampled at several stages during the
steady operation. The concentration of aniline was measured using the UV spectro
photometer as carried out in the batch extraction. The predicted results obtained
by the computer simulations and experimental results were compared in Fig.4 and Fig.
5. They were found to be in fairly good agreement, which implies that the present
model can be utilized for predicting the behaviors of this type of membrane extrac
tion column.
As shown in Fig.4, the mass transfer rate is enhanced with increase of the HCl con
centration in the internal phase of the emulsion, which will be due to the high value
of CR in equation (2). Fig. 5 is illustrating the result for the change of emulsion
flow rate. As the emulsion flow rate is increased, the rate of mass transfer is also
increased. This result is showing a similar·trend as that for the change of HCl
concentration in the internal phase, which will be due to the greater trapping
ability of aniline in both cases.
6. CONCLUSION
A numerical model for simulation of steady state operation of a separation column in
liquid surfactant membrane process was presented. This model was based on the pro
perties of emulsion,· the flow patterns of both continuous and dispersed phases toge
ther with the mass transfer kinetics for a single emulsion drop. The experimental
and analytical studies were also performed to describe the extraction rate in the
aniline extraction system and flow patterns of both phases.. Consequently, the
validity of the present model was verified by comparing the predicted results with
the experimental results.
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7. NOMENCLATURE
C
Ci
CR
D •
,
E(t)
E(t)=
f •
J
k
n •
R
t
v
T
V
2

concentration of solute(mol/cm 3 )
mean cone. of solute in the inter�al phase(mol/cm 3 )
initial cone. of reactant (mol/cm )
diffusion coefficient (cm 2 /sec)
diameter of drop (cm)
,ge distribution fnc. for si·ngle stage (sec-1)
age distribution fnc. (sec )
backmixing coefficient
mass flux (mol/cm2 sec)
a coefficient related to mass transfer (cm/sec)
number of stages
radius of drop
time (sec)
flow rate (cm 3 /sec)
mean residence time (sec)
volume (cm3 )

S. REFERENCES

x
y

solute cone. in the
continu�us phase
(mol/cm )
solute cone. in the
dispersjd·phase
(mol/cm )

(Subscripts)
C
d
e
f

m
0

620

continuous phase
dispersed phase
external phase
feed
mean
initial value
stage number
varianee (seci
dead time (sec)

(1) R.P.Cahn and N.N.Li, Sep. Sci., 9, 505 (1974)
( 2 ) J.C.Mecklenburgh and S.Hartland, "The Theory of Backmixing", John Wiley and
Sons ( 1974)
( 3 ) C.Y.Wen, L.T.Fan, "Models for Flow Systems and Chemical Reactors", Marcel dekker,
Inc., New York (1975)
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Pertraction of Ammonia from Waste Waters
�tefan Schlosser and Elemir Kossaczky
Department of Chemical Engineering, Slovak Technical University,
Kollarovo nam.9, 81237 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia
Pertraction through liquid membranes is a promising process which is
suitable especially for recovery of solutes with lower concentration.
Mechanism of pertraction is discussed in papers [1,2].

The recovery of ammonia by solvent extraction is economically unreal
istic because of low values of distribution coefficient of ammonia in
common solvents which are from 0.01 to 0.03. Ion-exchange is disadvan
tageous for solutions with higher concentration of other electrolytes.
Steam stripping is a much heat consuming process. Pertraction can be
an alternative process. Downs and Li [)]published the results of an
extensive research devoted to the removal of ammonia from municipal
waste waters. Ammonia was pertracted into an emulsion of 20 % H2so4
from a feed containing 4 g/1 ammonia. The yield of 97.7 % was reached
at residence time of 30 min. The continual laboratory equipment used
consisted of two stirred columns with co-current flow of phases. Per
traction is cheaper in comparison with tertial biological denitrifi
cation [3].

The aim of the present work was to test additives of .the membrane pha
se which increase the rate of pertraction of ammonia.

Theory

In modelling batch pertraction the back transport of permeanta from
the emulsion due to its breaking during pertraction was taken into
account. The braking of stable emulsions can be described by equation

/1/

In pertraction of weak acids or bases these are transported through
the membrane without carrier only in a molecular form. The influence
of swelling of emulsion on mass-transfer was neglected. Combining flux
equation, mass balance, equilibrium of permeante dissociation and
eqn/1/ one gets differential equation [5,6]

(v,.•:t-Vnol :� • f:�

io-P", •y-(v,.•v.J c, -y-v,.c,,,- o

y,<.)

121

Function pH��/ was described by e�pirical equation. It is preferable
to estimate the value ofr independently and by numerical solution of
eqn/2/ determine only the parameter½•
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Kinetics of coalescence of droplets in the emulsion is closel,y rela
ted to the number end size of droplets, The estimation of these valu-·
es, however, is difficult, In paper [7] is given a relation for the
description of the breaking of the emulsion in en electric field:

VRc = VRM [1 - exp(-v<;)]
/3/
Exponent v is a normalized initial rate of the breaking of emulsion.
Experimental

In the factory producing fertilizers are more sources of waste waters
containing ammonia, A typical composition of one of these waters is
following: 1.6 !/1 NH;, salinity 5 g/1 and pH= 10,2 , Second type of
waters are condensing ones with minimal ·salinity and with the content
of NH3 about 0,4 g/1. The pertraction rate increases with an increase
of the content of salts in water [4], With respect to this fact, the
experiments were carried out with a solution of NH40H in distilled
water with an addition of 0,001 mol/1 NaOH. In case of pertraction
into emulsion stabilized by SPAN 80, the feed contained 0,2 mol/1 NaCl
in order to suppress the swelling of the emulsion,
The membrane phase was composed of n-alkanes, a surfactant and in so
me cases of an additive, The fraction of n-alkanes c10- c1 has at
3
-6 m2 /s,
3
2 5 °c the density and dynamic viscosity 74 3 kg/m and l,66•10
respectivel,y, For stabilization of the emulsion sorbitan monooleAte,
SPAN 80 or the mixture of 97 vol,% SPAN 80 and 3 vol,% Tween 80 /an
ethoxylated sorbitan monooleate both produced by ATLAS Chem.Ind,/ we
re used. Further, a pol,yamine emulsifier ECA 4360 / according to the
producer Exxon Chem.Corp, a solution of 50 wt,% of pol,yamine in oil/
was utilized, Two samples of pol,yamine, marked as I and II, were used.
Hydroxyoxime LIX 64N /Henkel Corp,/ or a new additive AFS were used
as additives of the membrane phase, The stripping solution in the
emulsion was H 3 P04 1 mol/1.
The continual pertraction was carried out in a 4-stage cascade of mi
xers with a settler at the end, The working volume of one mixer of
8 x 8 cm cross-section was 409 cm3 • Four blade turbines 4 cm in dia
meter served as stirrers, Water and emulsion were fed to the bottom
of the first mixer, The dispersion overflowed the separation wall to
the second mixer etc, The dispersion from the fourth mixsr passed
through a hole at the. bottom to· the settler of volume 800 cm3 , Batch
pertractions were conducted in one mixer of the cascade.

The emulsion was prepared by means of a high-speed two-blade stirrer
with diameter of 4 cm which rotated in a stator ring with radial slots
in it. Conditions of emulgation and pertraction are given in Table 1,
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Table 1, Conditions in emulgation and in pertraction, if not
otherwise stated,
Surfactant

SPAN 80 or

SPAN 80 + Tween 80

1.5 vol.%
ECA 4)60

Emulgation

H3P04, l mol/1
ne = 3500 min-l
13Ro= 0,50
n e = 6500 min-1
j3Ro= 0,33

Pertrsction
pHFo= 11

np= 210 min-l

j3Eo or 'fE0= 0,10
0,2 mol/1 NaCl in feed
np= 300 min-l
13Eo or � 0 = 0,14

The emulsion was broken in an slternsting electric field with high
voltage /15 kV/, The electrode, insulated by PVC, was located in the
centre and the second one was on the outer circum:t'erence of a glass
cylindrical vessel with diameter of 4 cm,

roi

Concentrations of ammonia and phosphates were determined spectrophoto
metrically, Coalesced ratio was calculated from mass balance of
anion assuming that it enters raffinate only due to emulsion breaking,
The magnitude of emulsion globules and droplets in it was estimated
from photographs. Apparent dynamic viscosity of the emulsion was mea
sured by a rotary viscosimeter, The interfecial tension was measured
by the drop volume method,
Results end Discussion

In;Cluence of

surfactant.Addition of a small amount of Tween 80 into
membrane phase significantly increased the rate of pertraction of
ammonia, see Fig,5, Emulsions stabilized by SPAN 80 or its blend
significantly swell, By using polyamine emulsifier the swelling of
the emulsion wee substantially suppressed, see Fig,2 and Table 3,
The rate of pertraction end values KAE end Kin Teble 2, however,elso
decreased significantly, see Fig,l, Surfactants used increase the va
lue of the distribution coefficient of ammonia, see Table 3, The rate
of the breaking of the emulsion in ec electric field decreased as much
as by two orders of magnitude,. see Fig,7 and Table 5. Likewise the
breaking of the emulsion during pertrection significantly slowed down
/the decrease of the value of�/, see Table 2, From this one can con
sider a change of the structure of the adsorbtion film on interfaces,
The lipophilic chain of SPAN 80 is formed by oleoyl ;c 1 ; group with
7
a double bond in the middle, In polyamine ECA 4)60 there is a lipo
philic polyisobutylene chain which contains about 24 carbons in
111-937

o.s�---,------.----.-------,-,

c,.

c

,.

• 0.088 mol/1

0,4

--�

,�-�-�---'---'---'---�
10

SPAN 10 • TWEEN 10

40
20
T, . min
Fig.l. Influence of surfactant
on batch pertraction of ammonia.
Conditions for ECA 4360-I are
given under Fig.2.

20

rP• min.

Jo

Fig.2. Influence of surfactant
on swelling of emulsion.
Conditions for ECA 4360-I:
0E0= 0.10
0R0= 0.50
ne = 5000 min-l np = 400 min- 1

the main chain. With respect to the double bond SPAN 80 forms more
expanded films [8] which have a small'er resistance against mass
transfer than the condensed film from the saturated straight chains
in polysmine. This opinion is supported also by measurements of per
traction of cobalt through flat interface [11,12]. By the addition
of polyamine instead of SPAN 80 into the bulk membrane, the rate of
transport of cobalt significantly decreased [12].

Influence

of additive. By the addition of LIX 64N or additive AFS in
to the membrane phase, pertraction of ammonia was significantly acce
lerated, see Fig.),4,6 and Table 2. By the addition of 5 wt.% LIX 64N
or l wt.% AFS into the solution of 4 wt.% ECA 4360-I in n-alkenes the
interfacial tension with an aqueous solution cantaining 0.09 mol/1
.
NH) decreased from-27.66 to 20.87 g.s -1 or 26.16 g.s-1 , respectively.
Hence, both additives sre adsorbed on the interface. HLB of LIX 64N
is 1.5) [9]. The lipophilic chain of LIX 64N and AFS is formed by no
nyl chain and polypropylene chain with about five carbons in the main
chain, respectively. In mixed films with a different length of chains
the distance between the molecules in the film is enlarged due to en
increased mobility of fragments of longer chain which are above the
height of the adjacted molecules [10]. In this wey the rigidity of
film as well as its resistance against mass.transfer are decreased.
This is confirmed also by an _increase of the rate of the breaking of
the emulsion in electric field, see Fig.7 and Table 5. The advantage
of additive AFS in comparison with LIX 64N is that the first one less
decreses the stability of the emulsion during pertraction, see
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0.8

0.8

c,, • o.ou ••1/1
£CA UID-I

0.6

c,
c,,

x, • 0.01

0.4
I wt, •1, AFS,

X1 , 0.0!i

0.2

0
1.0

r.

2.0

,min

0
0

4.0

10

20

T,

1min

40

Fig,4, Influence of additive
AFS on batch pertraction.
Lines ere correlated by eqn/2/.

Fig,3, Influence of additive
LDC 6 4N on batch pertrection.
Lines ere correlated by eqn/2/.

Table 2. Properties of the emulsion end parameters of model eqn/2/
XS

Additive

XA

+

A:

dd

mPes

)llD

CF0,10

ECA 4360-I

0.04

"
"
"
"

-

LIX 6 4N

"

-

ECA 4360-II
0.06
"
LIX64N

-

"

·0.01

0,05

"

"
"

AFS

"

-

-

10.72

0,05

5,74
5,83

-

5.9 6

"

-

0.04
0.05
0.04
0,04

o.oa

l

4,59
3,75

1.01 2.68
6 .82

2,51

7.49

2.31

6 .21

6
6
1
r10 KAE.10 K.10
s -1
m3 /s
m/11

mol/1

mm

89,6

0,25 548,2%

59,8

87,8 8
87,3

3 6,77x
0,86 7 9,08
0,744 9,48
10.06
5.72

7,88
6 .02
10,08
21.38
8.77

1,97
16,00
15.02
11.37
2,85
0.7 6 1 2.74

20.13
21.28
20.5 9
17, 6 1
24.10

0,015 vol,% SPAN 80 + Tween 80

-

3 ++d
E

"

42.3
41,5
43,l
42,9
43.0
42.9

+ Values et the shear rate 720 a-1
++
"Value for L = 4 min
P
a Conditions given under Fig.2

"
"

6.09

1,52
2.18

1.93

5,34

x Estimated by correlation
with model eqn/2/
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c, • 0.042 mol/1
.

f. min

0.6

c,
c

0. 4

,.

c;o

• 0. 092 mo!/1

f •

7.3

- NO ADDITIVE
x,. o.o,

min

0.4

____ --AF$

X 4 •0.01

13.2

x .o,os
,

SPAN 10

ux UN

,__
x,. • 0.05
___ x,.o.o,

...

0.2

21.l

13.2

0.2

-------------------·

.

-----------

SPAN 10 • TWEEN 10

0

2

3
MIXERS

0 L--'---L------'---'-----'---_.J
2

4

SETTLER

3
MIXERS

SETTLER

Fig,6, Influence of additive
on continual pertrection of
ammonia, ECA 4360-I,with AFS
ECA 4360-II.

Fig,5. Influence of surfactant
on continual pertrection of
ammonia from eqeous solution
with 0,2 mol/1 NaCl.

Table 3, Swelling of the emulsion end its breaking in continual
pertrection. Refer to Fig,5 end 6.
Surfactant
SPAN 80
SPAN 80 + Tween 80
ECA 4360-I

"

ECA 4360-II

Additive

-

LIX64N
AFS

+ 0.2 mol/1 NaCl in the feed

l
min
7,3
7.3
26.3
13.2
13.2

VR

Pot in e.10 2
reffinete
mg/1

VRo
+

2.27
+
2.40
1.08
1.34
1.14

63.1
26.9
12 .5

1.23
0,53
0.24

Table 2 and J. It seems that also the swelling of the emulsion with
AFS will be smeller, see Table 3,
Conclusions
The resistance of the edsorbtion film on interfaces hes a significant
influence on the rate of pertrection of ammonia. Suitable additives
of the membrane phase which substantially accelerate the pertraction
were found. They enable to shorter the mean residence time in
the cascade of mixers es much es 50 %.
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Table 4. In:t'luence of surfactant and additive on the distribution
coefficient of aD1111onia in system water-n-alkanes at 25 °c.

•

Additive

Surfactant

No

No

SPAN 80, 1.5 vol.%
SPAN 80+Tween 80,1.5 vol.$
:.X:A 4360-I, 4 wt.$

"

ECA 4360-II,5 wt.$

-

-

5wt.% LIX64N
8wt.% AFS

pHF
10.47
10.52
10.33
10.05
10.71
10.56
10.68

c;.10 3

87.41
45.83
+
71.64
+
67.85
74.68
67.24
75.33

m

0.011
0.027
0.0303
0.0510
0.0268
0.0542
0.0485

+ 0.2 mol/1 li8Cl in the aqueous phase

I wt.•/• (CA UIO·l•S.t../• llX 14N

v, .

Table 5. In:t'luence of surfactant
and additive on the initial rate
of the breaking of the emulsion in
the electric field. Refer ·to Fig.7.
0R0 = 0. 33 ; U = 15 kV
Surfactant Additive

1:·=··-;-

0.1

0 -==------'-----'-------'---'
10

SPAN 80
SPAN 80 +
Tween 80
:.X:A4360-II

"
"

'c, ,min 15

Fig.7. Kinetics of the breaking
of emulsions in ac electric field.
Linea are correlated by eqn/ 3/
U = 15 kV
0R0s 0. 33

-

LIX64N
AFS

ne

min-1
3500

3500
6500

"
"

v.103
8-1

278.0

15.8
0.17
2 0.4
10.9

Notation
AE

C

dd
dE

surface area of globulea,m2

overall concentration of
permeante, kmol m- 3
Sauter mean diameter of droplets in emulsion, IDII
Sauter mean diameter of
emulsion globules, DIDI

V

RM

V

XA
XS

maximum volume of coaleaced solution, m 3
volume flow rate, m 3a-1
weight fraction of additive, weight fraction of aurfactant, III-941

overall mass-transfer
coefficiet, m s-1
dissociation constant of
permeant
ionia product of water
distribution coefficient.
frequency of emulgator stir
rer, min-1
frequency of pertractor
stirrer, mi�-l
initial rate of emulsion
V
breaking, eqn/3 /, s-1
volume, m3
V
VRc volume of coalesced strip
ping solution in deemulsi
fier, cm 3
Indices
aqueous phase
F
stripping solution
R
in equilibrium
•
X:

References

coefficient of coalescence,
eqn/1/, s-l
coalesced ratio, eqn/1/
apparent dynamic viscosity
of emulsion, Pas
time of deemulgation, s
time of pertraction, s
mean residence time in
cascade of mixers, s
volume ratio defined es
Y::o
+
VE�;(vro VEo) , -

volume fraction of emulsion
in pertractor
volume fraction of strip
ping solution in emulsion

0

at the beginning of per
trection; input
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Scaleup and Performance of 5 Ft. (1.52 ml Diameter Reciprocating Plate
Extraction Column
A. E. Karr, S. Ramanujam, Chem-Pro, Parsippany, NJ/USA
The waste water from a coke oven plant at the LTV Steel Flat Rolled
and Bar Company contained 400 to 1100 ppm phenol. The average waste
water rate was 3 50 gpm (79,5 m 3 /Hr.). Environmental considerations
dictated the necessity of reducing the phenol content to 1 ppm or less.
Liquid-liquid extraction was selected as the optimum procedure for
effecting this reduction. The feed to the extraction unit was to come
from a free ammonia stripping column and had a pH of approximately 9.0.
Since the feed was available at a temperature of 105°c it was decided
to operate the extraction column at that temperature for purposes of
heat economy.
Planning the Pilot Scale Tests
Methylisobutyl ketone (MIBK) was selected as the solvent. This was
based on several references and our own experience indicating that MIBK
is an excellent and economical solvent for this extraction (1-4). MIBK
is the solvent employed in the Chem-Pro dephenolization process, lic
ensed from the Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.
Preliminary calculations indicated that the production column would

have to be approximately 1.5 m in diameter. Therefore in order to stay
with a 30:1 scaleup of diameter, which was known to be possible based
on previous experience (5), a nominal 50 mm diameter Reciprocating
Plate Extraction Column was selected for the test unit. In order to
estimate the height of column required in the test unit calculations
were made assuming the test column would have 6 to 7 theoretical
stages. Based on previous experience the plate stack height selected
was 3.66 m (12 Ft.) and the solvent to aqueous feed ratio selected was
1:15 on a weight basis or 1:12 on a volume basis.
Pilot Scale Operation
Tests were conducted in a 52 mm diameter column. The column was con
structed of type 316 stainless steel and the design pressure was 10
atm. A Dover seal, which is employed in reciprocating compressors,
was used as the seal at the top of the column. The upper 0.61 m of the
plate stack had 101.6 mm plate spacing and the remaining 3 .05 m of the
plate stack had 76.2 mm plate spacing. The plates had 13.5 mm diameter
holes or partial holes and the open area was 61%. The upper disengag
ing section was 52 mm in diameter but the lower disengaging section
was 100 mm in diameter. The disengaging chambers were fitted with
sight glasses. The operating pressure was two atm., maintained by
nitrogen pressure at the top of the column. The interface was controlIll-943

led in the top disengaging section by a D/P cell.
As previously indicated the pilot scale coiumn should be optimized
with respect to plate spacing and volumetric e�ficiency (5,6). The
plate spacing selected was based on variations in physical properties
and previous experience with a similar system. Total throughputs of
40.7, 53 .0, and 61. 1 m3 /m 2 (hr.) were tested. The temperature of the
feed, solvent, and column were maintained �t 105° c. The solvent was
"doped" with 5 ppm phenol to simulate expected operation in the solvent
recovery section of the plant. The concentration of phenol in the feed
was 440 ppm. The analysis was done by the 4-aminoantipyrine colori
metric method.
In Fig. l the concentration of phenol in the raffinate is plotted
against the speed of reciprocation. As shown the specification of
ppm in the raffinate was just about achieved at total flow rates of
40.7 and 53 .0 m3 /m 2 (hr.) but could not be achieved at 61.1 m3 /m 2 (hr.).
The data used for calculating the number of theoretical stages under.
optimum operating conditions in the 52 mm were as follows:
operating temperature= 105°c
distribution coefficient= 34 on a weight ratio basis
ppm phenol in feed= 440
ppm phenol 'in raffinate=
ppm phenol in entering solvent= 5
weight ratio of solvent to feed= 1/15
Employing the above values the number of theoretical stages was calculated to be 6.61.
3 .66
0.554 m
Therefore HETS
DT
Design of Production Unit
The requirement for the production unit was to process 3 50 gpm of
waste water having a phenol content of 700 ppm and produce a raffinate
with a maximum of 1 ppm phenol. In addition the column should be
capable of processing 425 gpm of feed and produce a raffinate with a
maximum of 2 ppm phenol. Based on these requirements a 1.52 m diameter
column was selected. At feed rates of 3 50 gpm and 425 gpm the total
specific throughput was 47. 23 and 57. 3 3 m3 Jm 2 (hr.) respectively.
The scaleup procedure has been described previously (5,7). When scal
ing up from 5 2 mm to 1.5 2 m the calculated HETS of the production
column would be:
0.3 8
X 0.554
2.00 m
( l;�O

)
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To reduce the phenol content from 700 ppm to 1 ppm 7.6 3 theoretical
stages are required. Therefore the theoretical height of the pro
duction unit is 15.26 m.
However, it was considered prudent to increase the height about
for the following reasons:

2

0%

(1)

The calculated height was based on the very best performance in
the 52 mm diameter column. Therefore there would be no room for
error or for possible future variations in feed composition,
including surface active materials.

(2)

The requirement that 425 gpm be processed and produce a raffinate
of no worse than 2 ppm was in an area that was not actually
tested. Therefore it was felt that some safety factor was jus
tified.

(3)

The 1.5 2 m column would be the largest to be built up to that
time. Therefore a design factor was justified.

It was decided to employ a plate stack 18.29 m (60 Ft.) long. The
plate stack consists of 3 .05 m of 101.6 mm spacing and 15.24 m of
76. 2 mm spacing. The plates had 14. 2 9 mm holes on 17.46 mm centers
and the total open area was 57. 3 %.
Doughnut type baffles having the
same open area as the plates were provided periodically in the plate
stack to minimize axial mixing. A photograph of the plate stack is
shown in Fig. 2 and a photograph of the installation is shown in
Fig. 3 . The drive for the extraction column can be seen above the
top platform. Chem-Pro designed and provided the entire skid mounted
unit including the solvent and phenol recovery columns.
Production Column Results
The column was operated at 105°c and 1.7 atm. pressure.
Data were
obtained at feed rates up to 350 gpm, which corresponds to 47.2 m 3 /m2
(hr.). By interpolating in Fig . 1 the optimum reciprocating speed at
47.2 m 3 /m 2 (hr.) would be expected to be approximately 176 strokes per
minute in the 52 mm column. The optimum reciprocatin g speed for the
production column is given '' ""· 01 or;1 g equation
:
O.l4
,: :
,
SPM 2D
(5,8)
� 1
( )
)
SPM lD
2
(1 - E)
1
DDiameter Column
where
SPM
Strokes per Minute
E = Open Area of Perforated Plates

H

( :l

The ratios in the second brackets correct for variations in open area
to normalize power per unit volume.
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Therefore SPM2
103. This calculated value should be closa to the
optimum.
Runs were made at 350 gpm when the feed contained 640 ppm phenol and
the following results were obtained:
Number of
Raffinate,_
PPM Phenol in
HETS
m
Recycle Solvent
Theoretical Stages
SPM
ppm Phenol
ll8
0.1
11. 08
1.65
2
0.2
10.78
1. 70
103
5
Average
10.93
1.67
At feed flows of around 175 gpm raffinates containing 0.1 to 0.2 ppm
phenol were obtained consistently. Thus the turn down is at least 2
to 1 and from prior experience it is probably at least 4 to! ..
Discussion of Results
The HETS increased from 0.554 m in the 52 mm column to 1.67 m in the
1.52 m column. Therefore the exponent, n, in the scaleup equation
below is 0.326.

=(::)

n

Thus the "normal" scaleup procedure, which employs an exponent of
0.38 appears to be somewhat conservative. As previously mentioned
some design factor on calculated height was added because of the
requirement to design for operation at 425 gpm and for other conser
vative considerations. In the future less conservatism will be needed
for low interfacial tension systems.
Effect of Temperature
Runs were made in a 25 mm diameter column at temperatures ranging
from 28 to 70°c. It was found that although the distribution co
efficient decreases rapidly with increasing temperature the optimum
HETS decrea_ses more rapidly so that the percent phenol removal in
creases. From 70° c to 1os 0 c the percent removal of phenol is only
slightly improved while the .distribution coefficient decreases
sharply.
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FIG. 2 - PLATE STACK

FIG. 3 - DEPHENOLIZATION UNIT
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